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PREFACE 

Electron emissive materials are poised to improve device performance when physical size, 
weight, power consumption, beam current, and/or high pulse repetition frequencies are an 
important issue for competitive performance of a particular technology.   Cold cathodes, (e.g., 
field emitter arrays (FEAs), diamond and other wide bandgap materials, carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs), and other exotic examples) offer potential improvements over conventional 
thermionic sources in one or more of these properties: instant ON/OFF performance, high 
brightness, high current density, large transconductance to capacitance ratio, or low voltage 
operation characteristics.   Many extraordinary and exciting technologies are developing, some 
well known, and some new to the electron sources scene.  Flat panel displays are undoubtedly 
the largest commercial endeavor to which cold cathode source technology is being directed. 
Advanced microwave power tubes (used, e.g, in radar and communications) are one of the most 
technically challenging applications pursued.  Other important applications with considerable 
impact include electron sources for micro-propulsion systems (e.g., Hall Thrusters) and tethers 
for satellites. Small and stable sources are needed for multi-beam lithography, electron 
microscopes, and other high-tech tools and applications.   Symposium R, "Electron Emissive 
Materials and Vacuum Microelectronics," and Symposium Q, "Flat-Panel Display Materials," 
both held on April 25-27 at the 2000 MRS Spring Meeting in San Francisco, California, 
benefitted from a large and enthusiastic attendance.   The papers contained herein are a fair 
representation of a dynamic and still advancing technology captured in profile at these two 
complementary symposia. 

Symposium R began with two joint sessions with Symposium Q on Field Emission and 
Display Applications (Rl/Ql) and Field Emission Display/Cathodoluminescence (R2/Q2). 
Subsequently, a session on Fundamental Processes (R3) contained theory and characterization 
presentations.  Field Emitter Arrays (R4) constituted an entire section, and shared the poster 
session with FEAs, Nanotubes, and Other Electron Sources (R5). Finally, sessions were devoted 
to Diamond and Wide Bandgap (R6) materials as well as Carbon Nanotubes and Nanostructures 
(R7).   In all, the entire symposium was a very good mix of all facets of the research and 
development enterprise, from novel fabrication techniques, to theory/modeling and 
characterization, and on to some excellent presentations on applications and related issues. 

The invited speakers for Symposium R give a good indication of the flavor.  John 
Robertson spoke on "Field Emission From Carbon Systems."  Ron Musket spoke on 
"Applications of Ion Track Lithography in Vacuum Microelectronics" as a method of making 
exceptionally small geometry field emitter arrays. The "Theory and Modeling of Field-Induced 
Electron Emission" presentation by Richard Forbes revisited fundamental issues.  Jong Duk Lee 
discussed "Mo and Co Suicide FEAs" and was followed by Dev Palmer who discussed 
"Stabilization of Emission Current in Silicon Field Emitter Arrays."  Two back-to-back 
presentations on field emitters concerned their application and protection: David Whaley 
spoke on "Application of Field Emitter Arrays to Microwave Power Amplifiers," and 
L. Parameswaran's inclusion to the conference proceedings concerns "Field Emitter Array Cold 
Cathode Arc Protection Methods."   The final invited talk was given by Otto Zhou, who spoke 
on the "Fabrication and Electron Field Emission Properties of Carbon Nanotubes."  Coupled 
with the regular submissions as sampled in this proceedings volume, a strong indication of the 
state of electron emissive materials and their potential to make possible a variety of 
commercially and militarily critical technologies is contained in this volume. 

Symposium Q, "Flat-Panel Display Materials," started with two joint sessions with 
Symposium R. J. M. Kim gave an invited talk on the display application for CNTs in "Carbon 
Nanotube FEDs for Large Area and Full Color Applications." David Tallant discussed 
"Mechanisms Affecting Emission In Rare-Earth-Activated Phosphors" in his invited talk. The 
next session was co-organized with Symposium S on Electrically Active Polymers. Organic 
Light Emitter Devices were discussed in Session Q3/S4 which featured invited talks by 



Jim Sturm, Princeton, on large area polymer patterning and by Isayoshi Fujikawa of Toyota 
Central R&D Labs discussing novel hole transport layer materials for Organic Light Emitting 
Devices (OLEDs). Inorganic Electroluminescent (EL) materials were discussed in Q4, featuring 
a talk by Shosaku Tanaka of Tottori University presenting the latest results on blue EL thin 
films. Pat Green of Planar Systems discussed the evolution of flat-panel displays for the 
market place, particularly EL displays. A poster session (Q5) featured 11 papers, one of which 
won honorable mention for the best poster paper of the evening session. Thin film transistor 
(TFT) array materials and processing were featured in Sessions Q6-Q9. Greg Parsons, North 
Carolina State University, discussed low-temperature insulators for TFTs. Seung-Ki Joo of 
Seoul National University discussed lateral crystallization for TFTs at low processing 
temperatures. S.D. Brotherton of Philips Labs reported on the use of laser annealing to 
produce polycrystalline TFT films, while Patrick Smith of FlexICs demonstrated TFTs on 
plastic substrates. The symposium was finished by a 15-paper in-room poster session featuring 
materials and processing for TFTs. 

This year, Symposium R was able to award a limited number of the R/Q proceedings to 
graduate students who attended Symposium R.  Our ability to do so is directly the result of the 
generosity of Dr. John Pazik (Office of Naval Research) and Dr. Purobi M. Phillips (Altair 
Technologies), whose critical support is correlated with the overall success of the symposium, 
and who therefore deserve considerable thanks. 

Kevin L. Jensen 
Robert J. Nemanich 
Paul Holloway 
Troy Trottier 
William Mackie 
Dorota Temple 
Junji Itoh 
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ABSTRACT 

Electron field emission from diamond, diamond-like carbon, carbon nanotubes and nano- 
structured carbon is compared. It is found that in all practical cases that emission occurs from 
regions of positive electron affinity with a barrier of ~5 eV and with considerable field 
enhancement. The field enhancement in nanotubes arises from their geometry. In diamond, the field 
enhancement occurs by depletion of grain boundary states. In diamond-like carbon we propose that 
it occurs by the presence of sp2-rich channels formed by the soft conditioning process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Various forms of carbon such as carbon nanotubes, diamond and diamond-like carbon (DLC) 
can show electron field emission at low applied fields of order 2-20 V/jtm. This opens up a number 
of opportunities for electronic devices. Each device requires a different set of material parameters 
and so this favours the use of a different type of carbon. 

The electronic device of primary interest in vacuum microelectronics is the microwave 
power amplifier [1,2]. The high frequency limit of semiconductor devices is set by their 
dimensions and the relatively small limiting velocity of electrons in semiconductors, eg 105 m.s'1 

for Si. Vacuum microelectronic devices can in principle operate up to THz, as the limiting 
electron velocity in space is 3.108 m.s"1. These devices require a large, stable emission current 
density, but place no limits on the substrate or emission site density. It is likely that carbon 
nanotubes are best here, as they can carry the largest current. 

Field emission displays (FEDs) are flat panel displays in which the image is formed from a 
large array of pixels each addressed by field emission sources [3,4]. The use of thin film emitters 
rather than Spindt tips allows the use of wider gate holes. This makes lithography easier and 
lower cost for large display areas. A significant constraint is that glass substrates are used for low 
cost, so deposition and processing temperatures must be kept under about 500°C or lower. The 
cathodes are ~2 um in diameter, so it is necessary that there is one emission site per source, 
equivalent to an emission site density (ESD) of 106 cm"2. FEDs require emission current densities 
of about 1 mA.cm"2. 

Carbon field emitters could be used in vacuum power switches [5,6]. Solid state power 
switches have considerable difficulty in simultaneously withstanding the large breakdown 
voltages and having small forward voltage drops, as this places opposite constraints on the 
doping density of the semiconductor. A vacuum emission device can separate these two 
requirements - the vacuum withstands the off voltage, while the forward voltage drop can be low 
for a good field emitter. 

Carbon nanotubes can make field emission electron guns with extremely high brightness and 
narrow energy distributions for use in scanning transmission electron microscopes [7]. The sharp 
energy distribution helps to minimise the chromatic aberration. 
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Finally, the decreasing size of Si devices is reaching the limits of UV lithography. Various 
high resolution methods such as electron beam writing are impractical, because it is necessary to 
write the images in two dimensions to transfer the image information in a reasonable time. This 
problem can be resolved by using parallel electron beam writing, for example from a controllable 
array of field emission cathodes. The electron beams should be sharply focused for high 
resolution, which is easier for flat cathodes rather than tips. This favours carbon cathodes over 
Spindt tips [8], 

The requirements for each application are summarised in Table 1; more dots signify a 
greater need. 

Current 
density 

Low Field Site density Current 
stability 

Energy width 

Microwave amp ** ** 
FE Display * ** ** * 
Power switch ** ** 
FE gun *** ** ** 
Lithography * ** * * 

The emission properties of the various types of carbon are summarised in Table 2. Again, the 
more dots the better. 

Current 
density 

Low Field Site density Current 
stability 

Deposition 
Temperature 

Diamond * 
Nano-diamond * ** ** ** 
Diamond-like 
carbon 

* ** 

Nano-structured 
Carbon 

* ** ** ** ** 

Nanotubes *** ** ** * (*) 

DIAMOND 

We now consider the emission properties of each of the various forms of carbon in more detail. 
The original motivation for the study of field emission from diamond was its negative electron 
affinity [9-11]. Diamond is a semiconductor with a band gap of 5.5 eV. When its surface is 
terminated by hydrogen it has a negative electron affinity (NEA), so that its conduction band edge 
lies above the vacuum level. This means that any electrons in its conduction band could pass into 
the vacuum with no energy barrier. However, field emission requires electrons to travel round a 
complete circuit. This is a problem, as there is still a large potential barrier at the back contact 
[15](Fig. 1), and diamond has a very high resistivity. To date, the best electron emission from 
diamond phases is from microcrystalline and nano-crystalline diamond [16-20]. In this case, the 
emission is found to vary inversely with the grain size. 

Emission should be possible from n-type diamond as this places electrons near the conduction 
band. However, the most soluble donor is nitrogen, but this gives a deep donor level at 1.7 eV 
below the conduction band, so the film remains highly resistive [21]. Phosphorus has a more 
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shallow donor level ~0.5 eV below the conduction band [22]. This system could finally test the 
ideas of NEA field emission. However, to date, even phosphorus doped films still have a high 
resistivity, which will limit emission. In addition, phosphorus doping has only been carried out on 
homo-epitaxial films on single crystal diamond, so that making electrical contact to the back of the 
doped film is difficult and has required back-side etching of the diamond substrate [23]. 

The origin of the field emission can be determined by measuring the electron energy 
distribution (EED) of the emitted electrons in conjunction with for example a photoemission 
measurement (Fig. 2). The mean energy can show if the electrons originate from the conduction 
band, valence band, gap states or the Fermi level, while the EED width is proportional to the size of 
the local field. Bandis and Pate [24] found that emission from boron doped single crystalline 
diamond originates from the valence band. They later found that emission from some N-doped 
diamond originated from states in the lower gap [25], but it turned out that the material has a large 
tungsten impurity. Recently, Groning et al [20] have shown that emission from nano-crystalline 
diamond originates from the Fermi level, which in that case lies about 1 eV above the valence band 
edge. Thus, to date, no field emission has truly utilised the NEA property of diamond. 

<)>=1.4eV 

5.5 
eV 

gram        ^ p 
boundary ^0^ donors 

states 

EA=-0.4 
, to 1 eV 

Band diagram 

Emission 

Electron Energy 
Distribution 

Hot electron emission from conduction band 

Fig. 1. Schematic band diagram for diamond 
[12,14], showing large barrier for electrons 
at the back contact, and the energy levels of 
grain boundary states and N and P donors. 

Fig. 2. Schematic electron energy distributions 
for (a) emission from the valence band or 
Fermi level, and (b) hot electron emission 
from the conduction band. 

The spatial location of emission can be deduced by using a scanning tunnelling microscope 
arrangement. Karabutov et al [26] has correlated the more emitting regions with the topological 
features of micro-crystalline diamond. They found that emission tends to come from the troughs 
rather than the peaks of the surface. This is consistent with emission from the grain boundaries, 
rather than the grains. Similar results were found by Rakhimov et al [27]. The grain boundaries of 
diamond are more conducting, sp2 bonded and have states lying about 1.4 eV above the valence 
band edge. Thus, the results suggest that electrons cross the film along the grain boundaries and are 
emitted from them. This is consistent with early reports of preferential emission from the positive 
affinity, sp2 regions of CVD diamond films [28,29]. It is also consistent with the observed EED. 

On the other hand, some groups such as Groning et al [20] find that emission comes mainly 
from the grain peaks, not dips. While diamond is usually very resistive, CVD diamond taken from a 
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hydrogen plasma can have a large, hydrogen-induced p-type conductivity [30]. The origin of this 
conductivity is not yet understood, but it could allow conduction from the grain boundary to the 
peaks and emission from the grain peaks. 

Emission from grain boundaries is consistent with a field enhancement model [19]. The grain 
boundary is sp bonded, and it gives rise to JI states on either side of the Fermi level, which lies 
about 1.4 eV above the valence band edge. If the grain boundary is very narrow, these states are 
simply localized n states in the diamond band gap. The n states are neutral when half filled. When 
filled, they are negatively charged and when empty they are positively charged. The emission 
barrier is 4-5 eV, the energy from Fermi level to the vacuum level - the work function. 

ionised - 
defects »-r 

vacuum i anode 
negatively charged states in 
grain boundary 

Fig. 4. Field lines focusing to the 
negatively charged gap states of a grain 
boundary in micro-crystalline diamond. 

Fig. 3. A uniform applied field creates a 
depletion layer in the diamond. The field 
penetration depth is small for fields of 10-20 
V/um. 

Consider applying an external field by a flat anode. For a single crystal diamond containing no 
defects, the field will be lower in the diamond by the dielectric constant. If the diamond possessed a 
uniform distribution of these n defect states, the field would induce negative charges on the states, 
and form a negatively charged depletion layer at the diamond surface (Fig. 2). This results in field 
penetration, but the depth is quite small (~1 nm) for the fields of interest (10 V/um) as the defect 
density is quite large. Hence this field penetration does not result in a significant band bending or 
lowering of the surface potential barrier (<0.1 V). If instead, the defects are concentrated in grain 
boundaries, the field lines focus into these regions (Fig. 3). This produces strong local fields, which 
extends along the grain boundary. The grain boundary acts like an internal tip. This mechanism can 
provide an adequate narrowing of the 5 V barrier, and this allows the easy emission by tunneling. 

DIAMOND-LIKE CARBON 

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) is amorphous carbon (a-C) or hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a- 
C:H) containing a substantial amount of sp3 bonding [31]. It consists of very smooth films, usually 
grown at room temperature, which is a great advantage for displays. Two main types of DLC have 
been studied, the a-C:H grown by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD), and the 



highly sp3 bonded tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) grown by filtered cathodic vacuum arc 
(FCVA) or by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). 

DLC is a reasonable emitter, when doped with nitrogen [32-38]. However, the emission site 
density from DLC tends to be low, which limits its use in field emission displays [39], Many types 
such as undoped a-C:H are not very useful for emission because their resistivity is too high (10 
Q.cm). The hydrogen can also lead to rather unstable emission, so many groups have focused on 
hydrogen-free a-C. Emission from ta-C has been found to depend strongly on its sp3 content, the 
incorporation of nitrogen, and on any plasma surface treatment [33-35]. The emission when tested 
in the parallel plate configuation can occur at threshold fields as low as 5 V/jim. 
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Fig 5. Schematic band diagram for a-C:H 
[14], from photoemission data [42]. The 
valence band edge remains at roughly 5 eV 
below the vacuum level, for all band gaps. 

10" 10"' 
N fraction 

Fig. 6. Fermi level, valence and conduction 
band edge energies from Kelvin probe and 
photemission measurements [41,42] 

Emission, particularly from the more resistive types of DLC, requires a forming or conditioning 
process in which the voltage is applied in cycles of increasing size [34]. For highly resistive a-C:H 
which has a large threshold field, it is clear that the conditioning process creates surface damage, 
which is then the cause of the emission. In ta-C's with lower threshold field, there is a form non- 
destructive conditioning. STM experiments suggest that this acts to increase the local conductivity 
at the emitting spots by a local conversion of sp3 to sp2 bonding [38]. The need for conditioning 
indicates that the film conductivity is still too high for the most efficient emission. 

The emission mechanism in DLCs has been difficult to understand. The macroscopic 
emission current densities roughly obey the Fowler-Nordheim equation. 

J = af 
(ßF)2 

■exp(- 
Z>0 3/2 

ßF -) (1) 
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where $ (eV) is the barrier height, F is the applied field, ß is a dimensionless geometric field 
enhancement factor, f is the fraction of area over which emission occurs and a and b are constants. 
The slope of the Fowler-Nordheim plot of 0.01 to 0.4 eV derived [12] from the Fowler-Nordheim 
plots by takingß=l is clearly not the real barrier, as such small barriers would allow temperature- 
dependent thermionic emission or Schottky emission which is not observed. 

It   is  necessary  to  construct  a  band 

H-terminated DLC anode 

UJil 

negative defects 

along surface 

normal to surface 

diagram for ta-C to understand the emission 
mechanism [12-15]. A-C:H films have a 
band gap which varies with their sp3 content. 
The energy of their valence band below the 
vacuum level has been measured by 
photoyield experiments [40]. The resulting 
band diagram (Fig. 5) shows that a-C:H 
always has positive electron affinity. 
Recently, photoemission [41] and Kelvin 
probe [42] have been used to find the valence 
band energy and work function of ta-C. Ta-C 
is a semiconductor whose band gap varies 
with its sp3 content [31,43]. A typical band 
gap is -2.5 eV for 80% sp3 content [43], The 
work function is found to be 4.9 eV and the 
electron affinity is 3.4 - 3.6 eV [41,42]. The 
variation of band energies with nitrogen 
addition is shown in Fig. 6 [42]. These results 
emphasise that ta-C always has a sizeable 
positive electron affinity, and that its work 
function is relatively independent of sp3 

content and nitrogen addition at 4.8 to 4.9 
eV. This value is quite similar to that of 
graphite 4.9 eV [20]. 

The EED of a-C with a large nitrogen incorporation has been measured, and emission is found 
to occur from ~5 eV below the vacuum level [44]. The EED width is consistent with the presence of 
a high local internal field. This indicates the existence of a strong field enhancement mechanism. 

It has been suggested that emission from DLC is due to hot electrons created by strong band 
bending at the back contact [32], as shown schematically in Fig. 2(b). However, photoemission 
measurements of the valence band energy of ta-C films of increasing thickness show no evidence of 
any band-bending at the back contact [41]. The EED also shows no evidence of hot electrons as a 
high energy tail. Thus, this mechanism does not seem to be relevant to DLC. 

The band diagram and the absence of hot electron effects mean that there is a large, ~5 eV 
emission barrier at the front surface, and that there are large local fields. The main problem in any 
emission model is that DLC films are very smooth and generally homogeneous, so the origin of a 
large field enhancement is not clear [14]. The first proposal [14] was based on the observation that 
the EA and work function of diamond could be shifted by 1.5 eV by varying the surface coverage of 
hydrogen. A local surface region without hydrogen termination would have a more positive EA than 
the surrounding H-terminated surface. Ta-C has a large density of amphoteric defects. The common 
Fermi level leads to charge transfer to create negatively charged defects behind the un-terminated 

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic of the field lines focusing to 
a surface region unterminated by H on a ta-C 
surface, (b) Associated band diagram along and 
normal to surface [14]. 
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region. This is a depletion region. The application of a field from the external anode causes the field 
lines to focus towards this negatively charged zone [14](Fig. 7). This creates a large local field. The 
field size is limited by the potential step AV caused by the differences in termination, and the defect 
density, N, in the depletion layer, 

2N.e. AV    , 
( ) (2) 

ForAV=1.5 V,N= , eo=8.9.10"12 F/m, and er=5, then F = 4.108 V/m outside the surface, in 
the tunnel barrier. This field is a similar size to that seen by the EED [42], The length scale of these 
large fields is of order 1 nm. However, the problem with this mechanism is that although it creates a 
large local field, it only lowers the emission barrier by 1.5 eV, not by the full 5 eV. Hence another 
mechanism is needed. 

0     0.2   0.4   0.6   0.8     1 
Lg (nm) 

1.2   1.4 

Fig. 8. Threshold field for 1 uA/cm2 current 
density versus annealing for various forms of 
DLC films. Plotted against apparent sp2 

cluster size as derived from Raman [47] 

L-LLi,-- 

Energy 

sp3      sp2   r-\   vacuum 

\ 

surface    vacuum (b) 

Fig. 9. Schematic of the emission mechanism 
for ta-C. An internal, more sp2 bonded 
channel is created, which becomes negatively 
charge on the application of an external field, 
causing barrier lowering. 

The barrier lowering requires other types of heterogeneity. Heterogeneity can be deliberately 
introduced into DLC by deposition at higher temperatures, or by thermal annealing. Annealing 
creates graphitic sp2 bonded clusters within the sp3 matrix [45]. The emission threshold field Fa, is 
found to first decrease and then increase as the annealing temperature is raised. The size of the 
clusters can be monitored by Raman spectroscopy. The visible Raman spectrum is dominated by the 
scattering of sp2 sites. They give rise to two modes, the G peak around 1600 cm"1 and the so-called 
D (disorder) peak around 1360 cm"1. The D peak is derived only from the vibration of graphitic 
clusters, and the intensity ratio I(D)/IG) can be used to derive their size. For small cluster sizes, as 
here, I(D)/I(G) is proportional to the number of rings in the cluster [46]. 

We have measured the threshold field of various types of DLC as a function of annealing, A- 
C:H is quite convenient for this test, because although it is a poor emitter, it anneals at accessible 
temperatures. The emission threshold field Fa, is found to first decrease and then increase as the 
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annealing temperature is raised. We converted this into a dependence on cluster size, La, as shown 
in Fig. 8. An optimum cluster size is found, about 0.5 to 1 nm. This is quite small. 

The emission model for DLC shown in Fig. 9 is similar to the internal tip of grain boundaries in 
micro-crystalline diamond. The emission site density is quite small. We assume that the 
conditioning process creates sp2-rich channels extending from the film surface. The field lines focus 
onto their gap states, creating a negative depletion charge, a large local field and barrier lowering. A 
similar model has been proposed by Forbes [47]. 

Why is the critical dimension so small? The field enhancement factor ß is given by the ratio of 
height to radius of a tip, 

ß = h/r (3) 

r is a trade-off between the need for small r values to give large enhancement factors of 200- 400, 
and the emitting region being able to conduct the emission current. The emission current density J is 
given in terms of the filament diameter d, its conductivity a, and emission site density N and the 
local field F as 

J = N o-F (4) 

Taking the conductivity of the emission spot to be that of disorder sp2 carbon, say 1 Q''m'', N ~ 106 

sites/m2, and J = 10"2 A/m2, we find d~0.7 nm for F = 5.108 V/m as found in the EED. 
This internal-tip mechanism accounts for a number of factors of the field emission seen in 

DLCs. The conducting channels are created by the soft, non-destructive conditioning process. 
Emission occurs from spots rather than uniform areas because of the need for field enhancement. 
This requires small values of r. However, small r values limit the emission current. This confirms 
that high resistivity limits the emission properties of DLC. Better emission is possible if depletion 
regions for charge focussing can be formed in more conducting sp2 material. 

NANOTUBES 

Carbon nanotubes show many of the best field emission qualities, such as a large current 
density, large emission site density and a narrow electron energy distribution [48-55,7]. Emission 
has been studied from isolated nanotubes - open, closed and multi-walled; from mats of spagetti- 
like tubes, and from mats of oriented nanotubes. The work function of nanotubes is 4.9 to 5 eV, the 
same as graphite [55]. Single wall nanotubes may have a smaller work function. 

It is natural to imagine that the easy field emission from nanotubes arises because they have the 
ultimate tip structure with a very large field enhancement factor or height/radius ratio (3). This is 
only partly true, and other factors also seem to be relevant. Firstly, is the effect only geometric, or 
does it depend on the electronic structure, for example if the nanotube is open or closed at the end? 
Open tubes appear to give higher current, according to Saito et al [50]. Open tubes have broken 
bonds at the end, and the states associated with these lie at the Fermi level. 

Fransen et al [7] observed that nanotubes can give the sharpest EED of any emitting system 
known to date, -0.12 V. In the Stratton model [56], the current density at any energy 3(E) is given 
as the product of the supply function (the density of states N(E)), and the escape probability P(E). 
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J(E) = N(E).P(E) (5) 

Equipotentials 

E-1000 V/m 

For a metal, N(E) is constant, below the Fermi level, and the EED width of a metal is proportional 
to the local field, so the EED should be wide. Thus the EED of a metallic nanotube should be wide. 
A narrow EED suggests that it is for a semiconducting nanotube, in which emission is occuring 
from a sharp density of states feature at the Fermi level - for example broken bonds of an open 
nanotube. A similar behaviour may occur for graphitic sheets [57], 

The third interesting point is that the emission from Spagetti nanotubes, which are lying down, 
seems to be as good as from nanotubes aligned or oriented normal to the surface [49,48], It is not 
clear why Spagetti would have a high enhancement factor. Indeed, Shaw et al [55] find that tubes 
oriented normal, at 45° or lying down have similar emission, with lying down tubes having the best'. 

Extensive work on emission from nanotubes has been carried out by Dean [52,53]. He shows 
that emission occurs at normal temperatures not from bare nanotube tips, but with a molecule 
adsorbed on the tip. The best emission occurs with the adsorbed molecule, and it reduces if the 
molecule desorbs at higher temperature. However, the effect of molecules is not so good news, as 
this introduces an instability into the emission process. 

Much of the work has been 
carried out with nanotubes growth 
by laser ablation or the graphite arc, 
purified by acids, and then stuck 
onto a substrate. Recent work has 
been directed to the chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD) of 
nanotube mats for field emission 
and other applications. This 
involves the coating of the substrate 
with a Ni or Co catalyst. At present, 
the structures grown by CVD tend 
to have quite large diameter (50-200 
nm) and are fibers rather than 
nanotubes (1-2 nm in diameter). 
High deposition temperatures are 
desirable for atomic perfection of 
the graphene sheets, but lower 

temperatures could be possible for field emission applications. Ren et al [58] claim to have grown 
aligned nanofiber mats at below the softening temperature of glass, which is very useful for display 
applications. 

The geometric field enhancement model gives a very simple picture, Fig. 10. The 
equipotentials for an applied field in the absence of any tubes lie parallel to the substrate. If a tube is 
metallic, the equipotentials are now pushed out in front of the tube, and give the large field in front 
of the tube tip. If the tube length is h and its radius is r, then the tip field Fioc is related to the applied 
field F by 

Fig. 10. Barrier lowering by field enhancement requires 
not just a large field, but the vacuum level to be lowered 
to the emission level, and within a tunnelling distance of ~ 
2 nm. 

V = Fh = F,0Cr (6) 
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That is, the voltage dropped along the length of the tube 
in its absence is now dropped over a distance r in front of 
the tube. In fact, V is the barrier lowering by field 
enhancement mechanism. If r = 1 run, F = 1 V/u.m, and 
V = 5V, then this means that tubes 5 um long are needed 
to lower the barrier sufficiently for emission. This clearly 
does not occur, or otherwise tubes lying down would not 
emit. Another source of voltage is needed. 

A final point about emission from nanotubes is that 
a close array of nanotubes can screen the field 
enhancement of its neighbour as shown in Fig. 11. 
Thus, the spacing of nanotubes should roughly equal 
their height to maintain the field enhancement. The 
close spacing of nanotubes has recently been shown to 
limit the emission site density in nanotube mats [59]. 
The local geometry gives rise to a range of field 
enhancement factors, which leads to an exponential 
variation of emission site density on applied field. 

Fig. 11. Field enhancement at 
screened by nearby tips. 

tips is 

NANOSTRUCTURED CARBON 

For some applications such as displays, sharp but random carbon structures are sufficient to 
obtain good emission properties and actual nanotubes are not required. A form of highly 
structured, mainly sp2 carbon can be grown by PECVD at higher gas pressures. One way is to 
use the cathodic vacuum arc but to introduce a background gas of nitrogen, or helium. If it is 
introduced directly into the cathode spot or the anode region it is even more effective. The gas 
leads to the formation of various types of nanostructured sp2 carbon. They can have sharp 
external features such as the corraline of Coll et al [39] or have more internal structure, with leek 
ordering [60-63]. The advantage of nanostructured carbons over nanotubes is that they can be 
grown at room temperature. These materials show a high emission site density (up to 106 cm"2 at 
higher test fields), fairly high current density and low emission fields (1-5 V/um) [60,62]. 

SUMMARY 

Numerous types of carbon show field emission at relatively low threshold fields of 1-20 
V/um. None of the better emitters uses the negative electron affinity of diamond, and all seem to 
involve emission from about 5 eV below the vacuum level. There seems to be a general emission 
mechanism of geometric field enhancement at work. This even seems to operate in the 
apparently homogeneous diamond-like carbon films, where we believe that conditioning creates 
the inhomogeneities. Low conductivity can be a serious limit on emission from a-C:H and 
diamond films. Low conductivity may also be why a-C:H and ta-C have rather low emission site 
densities. Carbon nanotubes have many of the best field emission features, of large current 
density, low emission field and sharp energy spectrum. Although nanotubes appear to be the 
classical case of geometric field enhancement, this does not account for why emission can occur 
for tubes lying down, which have quite moderate enhancements. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

When a high-velocity (i.e., typically > 0.1 MeV/amu) ion passes through a 
material it can change the properties of the material within a cylindrical zone centered on 
the essentially straight trajectory of the ion. The electronic bonding, phase, and density 
are among the properties modified in the zone, which is called a latent nuclear, or ion, 
track. Because the diameters of latent ion tracks are typically less than 20 nm, selective 
chemical etching is generally employed to improve the detection and assessment of the 
tracks. Historically, etched nuclear tracks have been used mainly for nuclear particle 
identification, geochronology, measurement of extremely low-dose radiation levels, and 
creation of membrane filters. 

An introduction to the basic concepts involved in the creation and etching of ion 
tracks to make masks for lithographic processes has been detailed [1]. Ion track 
lithography provides two main advantages over other lithographic techniques. Ions can 
be used to generate structures with the largest aspect ratios (i.e., length/width) and the 
smallest lateral widths. The main limitation of ion track lithography is that the tracks are 
stochastically distributed over the exposed surface 

For fabrication of arrays of field emitters the random location of the tracks is not a 
limitation, because all the field emitters within a given area (e.g., sub-pixel of a video 
display) will be turned on at the same time. However, the track density should be low 
enough to provided essentially only isolated tracks after etching the track diameters out to 
the desired dimensions. As an example, only -5% of 40-nm diameter tracks will be 
overlapping at a density of 10 /cm . Such isolated tracks in positive resists (e.g., 
polycarbonate films) can be etched to form molds for deposition of structures and to form 
masks for transferring the track pattern to levels below the tracked resist. Specific 
examples of these two approaches are described here. 

The first is the creation of arrays of free-standing nano-emitters. Approximately 
600-nm thick polycarbonate was spun onto a nickel-covered silicon wafer. Latent ion 
tracks with a density of ~108/cm2 were created with 13.6 MeV Xe+4 ions incident 
perpendicular to the surface of the polycarbonate. The tracks were etched near room 
temperature with 6M KOH to a diameter of-80 nm, and then nickel was electroplated 
into the molds created by the etched tracks to nearly fill the cylindrical holes. Removal of 
the polycarbonate mold by immersion in the KOH solution resulted in the field emitter 
array shown in Fig. 1. The I-V characteristics of such arrays were found to follow the 
Fowler-Nordheim predictions, demonstrating that the currents were due to field emission. 
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The hole diameter in the polycarbonate has been shown to be a linear function of the 
etching time for diameters greater than about 20 nm [2]. The length of the nano- 
structures is limited by the thickness of the polycarbonate film. 

t « t • • I t 
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Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph of an array of~80-nm diameter, 600-nm tall Ni 
field emitters with a density of~l(f/cm2. 

The role of ion track lithography in a novel process for producing cathode arrays 
with individual emitter structures having gates with < 300 nm diameters has been 
described [2]. Since that work was completed, Candescent Technologies Corporation 
(CTC) have shown that a similar, but refined, ion track lithography process can lead to 
~120-nm diameter individually gated emitter structures [3]. These structures can be 
switched between fully off and fully on with only an 11 volt change on the column or gate 
bias (with the row-to-column bias fixed at 18 volts) [3]. More recently, at the CTC web 
site (candescent.com), a working 13.2" diagonal SVGA color display was shown. 
Fabrication of this display utilized ion track lithography for creation of the nano-scale 
gated, field emitter structures of each sub-pixel. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

These results demonstrate that ion track lithography can be the key enabling 
technology leading to cost-effective processes for creating high-aspect-ratio nano- 
structures and nano-scale arrays of gated and ungated field emitters suitable for a variety 
of applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Arrays and single-tip p-type silicon micro-emitters have been formed using a subtractive 
tip fabrication technique. Following fabrication, several different surface treatments have been 
attempted for comparison. We utilized ion and electron bombardment at elevated pressures (with 
interrupted pumping), and also hydrogen seasoning during field emission operation. The 
objectives of these treatments include stabilization of the emission, lowering the effective 
workfunction, and reducing low-frequency noise. The tips were evaluated using I-V 
measurements in the diode configuration. A flat Si anode, spaced nominally 6 um and 150 |im 
from the cathode, was used. For the purpose of treatment, the field emission characteristics are 
measured in a high vacuum chamber at a pressure range between 10"5 and 10"sTorr. The results 
suggest that the emitters benefit from seasoning or conditioning, for optimal performance, low 
noise, minimum work function and maximum reproducibility and reliability over the lifetime of 
the cathode. 

INTRODUCTION 

Silicon field emitters have demonstrated their viability as electron sources for various 
vacuum microelectronics applications. In recent years, the attention is drawn towards post- 
fabrication seasoning processes aiming to improve the performance of the field emitters. In the 
current work, we attempt various methods of surface treatment of single-crystal silicon emitter 
arrays fabricated by the well-developed subtractive manufacturing process [1]. The arrays of 
50x50 tip emitters were fabricated from p-type (4-6 flcm) Si (100) substrate by the above 
process. Firstly, thermal grown oxide of 2000 A thick and a 1000 A thick chromium layer on the 
Si were patterned into a 1.8 urn-diameter disk. Using the chromium and the SiÜ2 disk as a mask, 
the outline of the emitter tip was formed by means of ion reactive etching with SF6 as shown in 
figure 1 (a). The tips were then sharpened using the method of oxidation sharpening as we have 
previously described elsewhere [2]. Tip caps were subsequently removed by wet etching of the 
silicon dioxide. The final silicon emission tip is shown in Fig.l (b). The typical tip curvature 
radius is estimated using microscopy, to be on the order of 15 nm. 

We investigate three methods of seasoning during the operation of the field emitters - 
conditioning of the emission surface using low-energy electron-stimulated desorption, surface 
treatment by residual gas ions, and surface cleaning using hydrogen-enhanced residual gas 
atmosphere. 
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Figure 1. a) SEM picture showing silicon tip before oxidation sharpening. Oxide cap is on top of 
the tip. b) After oxidation sharpening 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We tested the electrical and emission properties of the cathodes in a diode configuration 
as shown in figure 2. A flat Si anode, spaced nominally 150 |lm or 6 u,m from the cathode by 
using a quartz spacer of a proper thickness, was used. Field emission properties of the cathodes 
were measured in a vacuum chamber under a residual gas pressure of 10"8 Torr. Characterization 
was performed without bakeout of the vacuum system. The Hewlett-Packard 4142B modular DC 
source/monitor was used to acquire the emission data. A positive potential (up to 100 V) was 
applied to anode, and the cathode had a negative bias. The field emission properties of the 
cathodes were measured after the tips were conditioned for 3 days. 
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Fig. 2. Test structure. The Cathode is mounted on to a T03 Transistor package 
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(a) 
Fig. 3.1- V characteristics (a) and the F-N characteristics (b) before (lower curve) and after (upper 
curve) the surface conditioning by low-energy electron stimulated desorption under low current loading. 

First method of conditioning consists of cleaning of the surface by low-energy electron 
stimulated desorption under low-current loading. The first treatment method was performed in a 
slightly different configuration compared to one shown in Fig.2: instead of the flat silicon anode 
we have used the same tip structure as the cathode to be treated. The reverse bias voltage was in 
the region from 16 to 22 V, which allowed us to obtain the emission from the anode tip array to 
the cathode tip array. We have observed the initial I/V characteristics and the short-term current 
behavior of the "fresh" silicon cathodes (Fig. 3a, lower curve), then we reversed the polarity of 
the electric field by applying negative voltage to a silicon anode and using the silicon field 
emitter as an electron collector without changing the geometry of the cathode-anode "sandwich". 
In this configuration we ran the diode for a period up to 16 hours. The current density during the 
treatment was maintained on the level of 10"4 A/cm2. The electron energy was in the range 
between 16 to 22 eV. The Coulomb dosage applied to the cathode surface was estimated to be on 
the level of 6*10"2 C/cm2. No changes in the emission from the anode were observed during the 
entire treatment. After the treatment, an increase of the emission current by a factor of 5 (Fig. 3a, 
upper curve), along with stabilization of the I/V characteristics were observed. 

■ ■'■ 

- ■- 
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Time, minutes 

Fig. 4a Fig. 4b 
Fig. 4. The effect of hydrogen treatment on silicon field-emission array cathodes under (a) high (1500 V) 
and (b) low (22 V) anode voltage. 
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We believe that the electron bombardment using low-energy electrons helps to clean the 
surface of the emissive tips. 

The second method consists of the surface cleaning using hydrogen-enhanced residual 
gas atmosphere during the operation of the cathode [3]. The getter ST-172 was heated up to 
700°C to produce the hydrogen enriched atmosphere [4]. The treatment using a getter as a 
hydrogen source was suggested as a simple and cost effective method to use in the laboratory 
vacuum system. This method also can be easily used in industrial manufacturing of sealed 
vacuum devices equipped with modern getters. The experiment was performed for high voltage 
(1500V, 150 |im gap) and low voltage (22V, 6 u.m gap) diodes as shown in figure 4a. and 4b. In 
the figures the solid line indicate the change in hydrogen pressure from 4x10 to 10~5 Torr , the 
curve indicate the average emission current over time and the dots indicate the actual emission 
current. It is seen in figure 4a that for high voltage diode there is a considerable increase in the 
emission current for about a factor of 5 after approximately 1 hr of treatment in hydrogen 
atmosphere. The same effect is observed for the low voltage diode during the time range of 20 
min to 30 min. After the surface was cleaned using hydrogen-enhanced residual gas atmosphere, 
the tips were tested for a day at a pressure of 4xl0"8Torr. It was observed that the emission 
current remained approximately at the value immediately following the surface treatment. We 
suggest the following mechanism for the FEA performance improvement: that the electrons 
emitted from the cathode help to break the hydrogen molecules and/or ionize the hydrogen atoms 
from the hydrogen enhanced atmosphere. These ions and atoms react with the surface 
contamination like oxide, carbon residue etc. of the tips and clean the surface lowering the work 
function. 

The third method, accelerated "natural" surface conditioning was performed by 
increasing the pressure of residual gases. This was done by interrupting the pumping in the 
vacuum chamber during prolonged operation of silicon emitters from several hours to several 
days. The I-V characteristic seen in figure 5a corresponds to the two curves measured before 
(lower curve) and after (upper curve) the experiment. It is seen from the two graphs that there is 
a considerable increase in the emission current. 
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Fig 5. I-V characteristic and the F-N characteristic before (lower curve) and after (upper curve) the 
"natural" surface conditioning was performed by increasing the pressure of residual gases. 
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We believe that the short-term exposure to the enhanced residual gases atmosphere helps 
to remove an initial film of contaminants and adsorbents by ion sputtering. The two main 
disadvantages of this method are the following: first it requires a prolong treatment to achieve a 
desirable value for the emission properties, and second this method is not very advantageous to 
achieve the highest emission properties as obtained in the above two processes. 

It should be noted that all the above methods resulted in comparable improvement in 
reproducibility of I-V characteristics taken after the treatment. 

CONCLUSION 

Three methods of surface treatment were applied to silicon field emitter arrays fabricated 
by subtractive process. All three methods - low energy electron-stimulated desorption, hydrogen 
seasoning, and residual gas ion conditioning, were performed in a simple small-volume stainless 
vacuum system. The methods clearly show improvement of emission characteristics, increase of 
emission current and stabilization of cathode performance. The hydrogen treatment seems to be 
suitable for improving the properties of the gated field-emission cathodes. 
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ABSTRACT 

Polysilicon is a promising candidate material for field-emission microelectronics devices. It 
can be competitive for large-size, cost-sensitive applications such as flat-panel displays and 
micro electro-mechanical systems. Singly-addressable arrays of field-emission cells were 
fabricated in a matrix configuration using a subtractive process on Polysilicon-On-Insulator 
substrates. Matrix rows were fabricated as insulated polycrystalline silicon strips with sharp 
emission tips; and matrix columns were deposited as gold thin film electrodes with round gate 
openings. Ion implantation has been used to provide the required conductivity of the poly-Si 
layer. To reduce radius of curvature of the polysilicon tips, a sharpening oxidation process was 
used. The final device had polysilicon emission tips with end radii smaller than 15 nm, 
surrounded by gate apertures of 0.4 u.m in diameter. Field emission properties of the cathodes 
were measured at a pressure of about 10"8 Torr, to emulate vacuum conditions available in sealed 
vacuum microelectronics devices. It was found that an emission current of 1 nA appears at a gate 
voltage of 25 V and can be increased up to lpA at 70 V. Over this range of current, no 
"semiconductor" deviation from the Fowler-Nordheim equation was observed. I-V 
characteristics measured in cells of a 10x10 matrix, with a cell spacing of 50 |im demonstrated 
good uniformity and reproducibility. 

INTRODUCTION 

Low-voltage field-emission cathodes are a promising type of electron source for vacuum 
microelectronics devices. During the last ten years, a broad collection of new emissive materials 
such as diamond and diamond-like carbon, compound semiconductors, noble metals, etc., have 
been used for field-emission cathode fabrication. Single crystal silicon, because of its advantages 
in VLSI technology still remains one of the most frequently used materials for many applications 
including flat-panel display, multi-beam lithography, microscopy, and data-storage devices [1,2]. 
However as the size of the single-crystal Si substrates increases, the factors related to 
manufacturing cost and technological complexity impose further limitation on fabrication of the 
cathodes for flat-panel displays and micro electro-mechanical systems. Polycrystalline silicon 
may be considered as a good alternative to single crystalline silicon because it can be cost- 
effectively deposited over larger size dielectric substrates and still be compatible with traditional 
semiconductor manufacturing methods. 
Recently, it was found by E. Boswell and colleagues in diode emission tests, that the 
polycrystalline silicon field emitters fabricated using wet etching method, exhibit an emission 
behavior similar to single crystal silicon emitters [3]. It was observed that the oxidation 
sharpening had little effect on the field-emission characteristics due to the presence of sharp 
emitting silicon tips in a polycrystalline material. In a structure fabricated by H. Uh and others, 
both single and polysilicon gated field-emission arrays were fabricated on oxidized silicon 
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Substrates using RIE etching and sharpening oxidation. Stable emission currents of 0.1 uA/tip 
were measured at 82 V for polycrystalline tips with a gate aperture of 1.2 um and at 80 V for 
single-crystal tips with gate aperture 1.6 urn [4]. This result is similar to the data obtained 
previously from excellent, uniform, very-low turn-on voltage single crystal silicon field emission 
arrays described by M.Ding et al [5]. 
In this paper we present a new version of a low-cost and dependable method of fabrication of 
singly-addressable arrays for multi-beam vacuum microelectronics device applications. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The singly-addressable field-emission cathodes matrix consist of polysilicon "stripes" in 
which the emission tips are formed, over coated with oxide and having metal stripes, 
perpendicular to the polysilicon lines, which is used to form the gates. 
The fabrication process requires a silicon-oxide-silicon structure consisting of a silicon substrate 
with at least 1 urn of oxide and 3 urn of polycrystalline silicon. Initial poly-silicon deposition 
techniques, performed at standard 620 C°, resulted in a surface with significant roughness and 
large silicon grain size. This influenced the minimum feature size obtainable (we use Karl Suss 
MA-6 vacuum contact lithography) and had a negative effect on the shape and geometry of the 
silicon tips. To reduce the grain size and to provide a more smooth coating, we lowered the 
deposition temperature to the lower value of 590 C°. 
The initial resistivity of the polycrystalline silicon layer exceeded 100 kÜ-cm, which was 
excessively high for our application. To reduce the resistivity, the layer of polysilicon was doped 
by phosphor ion implantation using a dose of 3xlOH cm"2 at of 80 keV. No subsequent annealing 
was performed. The polysilicon was oxidized with total time 2 hours at 1100°C to obtain a 0.15 
urn thick Si02 layer. The oxidation time was sufficient for annealing and impurity activation. 
After oxidation, the measured bulk resistivity of the polysilicon layer was close to 3 Q-cm and 
the sheet resistance was 10 kQ/ . This resistivity inherent to the polysilicon enabled us to obtain 
series resistors of 1 MQ for each emission tip. The resistors proved to stabilize the field emission 
current from the individual tips, as expected. 
Following the ion implantation step, the oxide layer was coated with 0.1 urn chromium to 
provide an etch mask. The process flow of the singly addressable array fabrication includes two 
chrome-oxide-polysilicon structure-etching steps. The first step produces a simple system of 
insulated polysilicon cathode stripes, which do not require high-resolution lithography. A variety 
of wet etching processes of chromium, silicon dioxide and polysilicon layers were tested for 
obtaining these stripes. Good results were obtained, including tilted sidewalls of the polysilicon 
stripes in which the cathodes are later etched. The cross-section shape provided effective step- 
coverage of the cathode stripes afterward with the gate metal layer. Although dry etching of 
polysilicon was also investigated, the sidewalls were excessively vertical and it was found that 
wet etching resulted in better uniformity across a 4-inch wafer. 
The second masking and etching step forms the tip portion of the cathode electrodes, leaving a 
1 urn diameter chrome/oxide tip cap where the tip is to be formed. Because of the grain structure 
of polysilicon it is extremely important doing tip etching to use isotropic reactant. Plasma 
etching in a SF6/02 gas mixture as well as pure SF6 was attempted. It is found that pure SF6 

provides more smooth and uniform etching in comparison with mixtures using 10% and 50% 02. 
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a) b) 
Figure 1. a) Polycrystalline silicon tip before oxidation sharpening. Oxide cap is on top of the tip. 

b) A completed volcano-type field-emission cell, having 0.3 |i gate opening and 
approximately 15 nm tip curvature radii. 

The tip etch is continue until the diameter of the narrowest part of the tip decreases down to 
0.2 |im as it is shown on Fig.l. At this point oxidation sharpening is carried out. A combination 
of wet and dry oxygen is used because tip sharpening is more effective in dry oxygen at low 
temperature; however the oxidation time would be excessively long if only dry oxidation is used. 
This oxidation also increased the thickness of oxide on the surface of cathode stripes and reduced 
the gate-cathode current leakage. 
The gold film used as a gate electrode was deposited by electron-beam evaporation using the 
method we have previously described elsewhere [6]. As a result, the gate metal is coated on the 
sidewall of the tip and is barely masked by the oxide cap. This method allows us to form the gate 
aperture, having a diameter of 0.3-0.4 (xm using conventional optical lithography technology 
with resolution normally producing larger feature sizes. Tip caps were subsequently removed by 
wet etching of the silicon dioxide. The final "volcano-type" emission cell is shown in Fig. lb. 
The typical tip curvature radius is estimated using microscopy, to be on the order of 15 nm. 

DISCUSSION. 

We tested the electrical and emission properties of the cathodes in a matrix configuration. 
No electrical cross-leakage between the cathode stripes and the gate electrodes in air was 
observed (up to 10 V DC and 1 nA sensitivity). Field emission properties of the cathodes were 
measured in a vacuum chamber under a residual gas pressure of 10"8 Torr. Characterization was 
performed without bake out of the vacuum system. No tip conditioning or field forming steps 
was performed. The Hewlett-Packard 4142B modular DC source/monitor was used to acquire 
the emission data. The gate electrode was grounded, positive potential (up to 100 V) applied to 
stainless steal foil anode, and the cathode had a negative bias. Anode-cathode spacing was 
approximately 1 mm. 
Figure 2a shows current-voltage characteristic, obtained from a single-cell cathode with a gate 
opening of 0.4 um. It was found that emission current of 1 nA is first registered at a gate voltage 
25 V, increasing to 10 nA at 30 V. The Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plot for this region is a straight 
line, as it shown on Fig. 2b. To achieve 1 nA we needed to increase the voltage between the tip 
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a) b) 
Figure 2. a) Anode current vs. gate voltage plot and b) the Fowler-Nordheim plot for the 
anode current up to 1000 nA. 

and the gate to 68 V. For the tested range of current no "semiconductor" deviation from Fowler- 
Nordheim equation was observed. We consider that combination of sufficient doping level 
within silicon grains and high sheet resistivity on the grain borders are responsible for this 
behavior. The minor shifts in the plot on Fig. 2b could be explained by fluctuations of emission 
current, which are usually significant for single tip field emitters. The dependence of the anode 
current varying with gate and anode voltage as a parameter (e.g. "triode characteristics") is 
shown in Fig. 3 Lifetime of an individual cathode ceil was up to 200 hours. Several cathodes 
were damaged under attempts to extract and maintain maximum possible levels of emission 
current. It was observed that tip damage by emission current occurred under loading of l .5 UAL 
per tip. These attempts often resulted in the tip destructing, as shown in Fig. 4. 

R^JW'*^ #S," 

60 65 45        50        55 
Gate voltage (V) 

Figure 3. Anode current vs. gate voltage at different 
anode potentials relative to gate potential 

(e.g. "triode characteristics"). 

Figure 4. SEM picture showing an 
exploded cell, caused by excessive 
steady-state cathode current 
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High electrical and heat conductivity of the gold gate film and MCI resistivity of cathode strip 
minimized damage of the structure, which is important for high-density matrix applications. I-V 
characteristics of separated cells in the 10x10 matrix, with the distance between adjacent emitters 
of 50 micron were tested demonstrating good uniformity and reproducibility. The emission 
current does not appear to be significantly affected by the random crystalline orientation of the 
emitting tip crystallite of each cathode. 

CONCLUSION 

Polycrystalline silicon on an insulated substrate is suitable for field-emission cathode 
fabrication instead of SOI wafers as it allows us to avoid the cost and size limitation. 
We developed subtractive technology of singly-addressable cathode matrix fabrication, which 
provides a gate opening as small as 0.3 micron using contact lithography with a resolution of 1 
micron. Loading resistors of any required resistance could be integrated with the cathode because 
of high intrinsic resistivity of polycrystalline silicon layer. An anisotropy of resistance of 
polycrystalline layer in lateral and orthogonal directions improve linearity of Fowler-Nordheim 
characteristics of the field-emission cathode. 
The emission current up to 1 pA was extracted from a single tip at a gate voltage not exceeding 
70 V. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper addresses issues in the theory of field-induced electron emission. First, it 
summarises our present understanding of the theory of Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plots, and shows 
the relationship between a recent precise (in standard FN theory) approach to the interpretation of 
the FN-plot intercept and older approximate approaches. Second, it comments on the 
interpretation of FN plots taken from semiconductor field emitters. Third, it summarises the 
main points of a recent hypothesis about the mechanism of field-induced emission from carbon- 
based films and other electrically nanostructured heterogeneous (ENH) materials. Weaknesses in 
previous hypotheses are noted. It is hypothesised that thin films of all ENH materials, when 
deposited on a conducting substrate, will emit electrons in appropriate circumstances. Such films 
emit electrons at low macroscopic fields because they contain conducting nanostructure inside 
them: this structure generates sufficient geometrical field enhancement near the film/vacuum 
interface that more-or-less normal Fowler-Nordheim emission can occur. In connection with 
experiments on amorphous carbon films carried out by a group in Fribourg, it is shown that 
nanostructure of the size measured by scanning probe techniques should be able to generate field 
enhancement of the size measured in field electron spectroscopy experiments. This result 
provides a quantitative corroboration of other work suggesting that emission from amorphous 
carbon films is primarily due to geometrical field enhancement by nanostructures inside the film. 
Some counter-arguments to the internal-field-enhancement hypothesis are considered and 
disposed of. Some advantages of ENH materials as broad-area field emission electron sources 
are noted;   these include control of material design. 

INTRODUCTION 

Development of the theory of field-induced electron emission requires progress on five 
fronts. (1) Consolidation of the standard theory of Fowler-Nordheim (FN) emission, and of a 
general theory of FN-plot interpretation. (2) Consolidation and development of theory that 
addresses the various weaknesses of the standard theory (see later). (3) Development of an 
improved theory of field emission from semiconductors. (4) Application of existing theory to 
problems of modelling and interpretation of experimental data. (5) Scientific exploration of 
unsolved problems in deciding the mechanism of field-induced emission from complex 
materials. 
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This paper aims to deal with the first issue above and also with one issue of type (5), namely 
the mechanism of field-induced emission from carbon-based films. The latter is the subject of a 
review [1]: the present paper will outline its main arguments. 

THE THEORY OF FOWLER-NORDHEIM PLOTS 

The theory here applies to emission from a single free-electron metallic band, but can be 
modified to apply to other materials. Fowler-Nordheim theory was introduced in 1928 [2], but 
Murphy and Good's 1956 discussion [3] is now standard. Surprisingly, there has not until 
recently [4] been a precise theory for the interpretation of FN plots. An aim of this paper is to 
show more clearly how this new theory relates to older approaches [5-7] based on numerical 
approximations. 

I recently suggested [4] writing the emission current magnitude / in the generalised form 

/=  XAa^F^ exp[- ßbf'VF] , (la) 

where F and 0 are the local field and work-function, X and n are generalised correction factors, A 
is the notional area of emission, and a and b are the usual universal constants whose 1999 values 
are: 

a  =   1.541 434 x 10-6 A eVV-2;     b  =   6.830 890 x 109 t\-V2 v m-l . (ib) 

In so-called Fowler-Nordheim coordinates, this becomes 

ln{//^}   =   \n{XAa<tr\} - fib^VF, (2) 

where ln{S} denotes the natural logarithm of 'B expressed in well-specified units (preferably SI 
units)'. Eq. (2) defines a theoretical curve in a Fowler-Nordheim plot. 

At given field value F\, the tangent to this curve can be written 

ln{//^}   =   \n{rxAa^} - s^bf'VF, (3) 

where r\ and st are the values, taken at field Fh of the functions r and 5 given by 

r  =  X exp[-i^3/2 d/j/dF] ;     .5    =  ß-FdulAF. (4) 

These functions r and 5 are called the generalised intercept correction function and the 
generalised slope correction function. It has been assumed here that X and/f may be taken as 
independent of F, which is not always the case. In standard FN theory, under typical emission 
conditions, sx is typically of order unity but rt is typically of order 100 [4]. 

In practice, values of the local field F are not easily measurable; so we write F in terms of 
the measured macroscopic field FM by F =yFu, where y is afield enhancement factor assumed 
independent of FM. Eq. (3) can then be written 
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ln{//FM
2}   =   IninAapW - sibipn/yFM    s    ln{RM} + SM/FM, (5) 

where RM and % are defined by eq. (5). In particular, 

SM  =   -s\bfiiy7. (6) 

The theoretical quantities ln{ÄM} and 5M are the predicted intercept and slope of the tangent to 
the macrosopic-field version of eq.(2), taken at a macrosopic field corresponding to local field 

The function s is normally a slowly-varying function of field in the range where measurable 
electron emission occurs. So, if an empirical FN plot is 'nearly a straight line', and we take F\ as 
some 'average local field' corresponding to the middle of the range of FM values over which 
measurements are made, then the formulae above for \n{RM} and 5M provide theoretical 
predictions for the intercept and slope of the empirical FN plot. Conversely, the empirical 
intercept and slope provide estimates of RM and 5M, SO we can use the corresponding value of s\ 

(approximately unity in standard FN theory) to interpret the empirical 5M value via eq. (6). 

For intercept interpretation, it is better to use the combination äM^M
2
 and the formula: 

A   = RMSMVab2r, (7) 

where ab2 = 7.192 494 x 1013 A trr2 eV"2, and the emission area extraction function r=rs2ip1. 
Values of /"calculated (as a function of work-function and current density) using standard 

FN theory are given in Ref. [4]. An estimate of A and the uncertainty in A can be obtained by 
considering the ranges of uncertainty in the values of work-function and current-density 
applicable to the experiments in question. A more precise result can be obtained by iteration. 

Similar arguments can in principle be applied to voltage-based FN plots, by writing F=ßV 
(where ß is the voltage-to-local-field conversion factor), and replacing % FM, RM, 5M in the 

above equations by ß, V, Ry, Sy, respectively. 
To relate this new approach towards intercept interpretation to older approaches, we rewrite 

eqs. (4) in terms of the Nordheim parameter y^ = c Fi/2/<p, where the universal constant c has the 

value 3.794 686 x 10"5 eV V"1/2 m1/2 . On defining an auxiliary function u [8] by 

u  = - '^TN
-1
 d/i/dvN , (8) 

we obtain d/j/dF= -c24r2u, Fd(i/dF=-uy^2, and hence can write 

r  = X exp[bcV2u] , (9) 

5  = n+uytf, (10) 
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where be* = 9.836 238 eVl/2. 

The above equations are all true in generalised FN theory. In standard FN theory, we replace 
X by ffj-2, and ß by VM, where v^ and rN are the well-known Nordheim functions (evaluated for 
barrier height equal to <f), and let uN, r^ and % denote the quantities defined by eqns (8) to (10) 
after this replacement has taken place. Since v^ is a function only of y^, it follows from eqns (8) 
and (10) that wN and jN are functions only ofyN, and are easily evaluated [9,10]. 

So, in standard FN theory, eq. (10) can be re-arranged as 

VM   =   SN-WNyN2- (11) 

It turns out that sN and wN are both slowly varying functions ofy^, so we can take some 
'average' valuer, and the corresponding values sa and «a, and write an approximate expansion 
of VM (in the vicinity ofya) in the form: 

VN   =   s^-u^l   =   sa-ua(c^F) (12) 

There are an infinite number of (sa, ua) pairs that can be derived self-consistently in this way. 
The old approach [5-7] to the determination of (what I call) the intercept correction factor 

relied on finding an expansion of the Nordheim function v^ in the form of eq. (12). On 
substitution into the standard FN equation, the second term in this expansion took the field- 
independent form exp[(waftc2)0-l/2)]; anc| thjs was transferred into the pre-exponential to become 
the exponential part of the correction factor I denote by rN. 

In the old approach, the expansion in form (12) was in some cases carried out empirically. 
Since we now have a precise theory based on the auxiliary function «N, we can check the self- 
consistency of the expansions conventionally quoted. I do this by finding the.ya value that gives 
the quoted value of sa, and evaluating the corresponding precise value of wa, as shown below: 

Originators ya 

Charbonnier and Martin [5] 0.4966 0.956 
Dobretsov and Gomoyunova [6] 0.4413 0.965 
Spindt et al. [7] 0.5306 0.950 

ua (empirical) «a (precise) 

1.062 1.064 
0.739 1.105 
1.000 1.041 

From this we conclude that the Charbonnier and Martin approximation is self-consistent, that the 
Spindt et al. approximation is not self-consistent but should be satisfactory for practical purposes, 
and that the Dobretsov and Gomoyunova approximation is the least satisfactory of the three. 

In practice, approximations of this kind are no longer necessary since precise values of «N 

(and of 7-JM and rN) are easily evaluated on laptop computers using spreadsheets (a suitable Excel 
spreadsheet is available from the author) [10]. The new approach suggested in Ref. [4], in effect, 
considers what is the possible range in «N corresponding to the ranges of current density and 
local work-function thought to be present in the experiments, and makes this part of an input to 
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the possible range in the quantity rappearing in eq. (7). The resulting uncertainty in rcan then 
be reduced by an iterative process based on the actual experimental data. 

In the cases where it has been tested, in the context of standard FN theory, the new approach 
yields notional emission-area values greater than those yielded by the Spindt et al. approximation 
by a factor of about 1.5. A factor of this size would often be less than uncertainties associated 
with the validity of the standard theory. The new approach has the merit that it can be applied to 
detailed theories that are more advanced than standard FN theory. 

SOME GENERAL COMMENTS ON FIELD ELECTRON EMISSION THEORY 

More generally, we may now conclude that: standard FN theory is precisely understood; 
that we now have a generalised theory of FN-plot interpretation, that can be made precise in the 
context of a detailed theory of field electron emission; and that the relationship between this 
generalised theory and the older approaches to FN plot interpretation (made in the context of 
standard FN theory) is well understood. 

However, standard FN theory is based on a number of physical assumptions, several of 
which are known to be poor approximations to reality (see Ref. [4]). In particular: (1) The area 
of emission may not be constant but may be a function of applied voltage. (2) Particularly with 
sharp emitters and non-metallic emitters, it may not be satisfactory to assume that the actual 
potential barrier can be represented as a Schottky barrier. (3) Electron transport in the actual 
emitter band-structure may be significantly different from that in a free-electron metal band.   (4) 
There may be wave-function matching effects in the surface layers of the emitter, or at the inner 
edge of the barrier, that enhance or inhibit electron transmission through the barrier. The 
consequences of effects (3) and (4) may be that the correction factor A is significantly different 
from unity. Correction-factor values will be material and crystallography dependent, and 
Modinos (private communication) argues that X might, in special circumstances, be anything 
from 0.01 to 100. Caution should therefore be exercised in interpreting area estimates derived 
from eq. (7), even for emission from metals. 

In the case of semiconductors, emission can in principle take place from the conduction 
band, the valence band, and/or a band of surface states. (And, in the case of amorphous or highly 
defective semiconductors, possibly from a band of localised states lying in the mobility gap.) 
Further, emission from the conduction band may be degenerate or non-degenerate. The book by 
Modinos [11] gives a good account of semiconductor field emission theory (except, perhaps, in 
the case of emission from a non-degenerate conduction band - see comments below). 

If a semiconductor FN plot is straight, and if the emission is tunnelling emission coming 
from a single band, then FN theory may be adapted to interpret at least the slope of the FN plot. 
In this case we write eq. (6) in the form: 

SM   =   -sibfßlVy, (13) 

where His the 'height (before image-force-type reduction) of the relevant barrier'. There is a 
long-standing unresolved controversy [6] about the nature of the correlation-and-exchange 
effects seen by an electron leaving a semiconductor, but usually it should be adequate to 
approximate s\ as unity. The interpretation of i/then depends on which band it is assumed that 
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emission is coming from: thus H may represent: electron affinity % (non-degenerate conduction 
band); work-function <f> (degenerate conduction band); work-function fe for surface states (not 
always the same as <p) (surface-state band); or the quantity ^+£g) where Eg is the band gap 
(valence band). 

Complications can occur in this interpretation if significant field penetration exists, or if for 
any reason (such as heating of the electron distribution as a result of resistive voltage drop in the 
emitter, or transport-limited effects) the electron distribution in the emitting band ceases to be in 
thermodynamic equilibrium at the bulk emitter temperature. Space prevents discussion here. 

The interpretation of the FN plot intercept is more problematical in the case of 
semiconductors than it is for metals, because the assumption (used in the simplest theories of 
semiconductor field electron emission) that a semiconductor band can be treated as 'free- 
electron-like' is nearly always somewhat doubtful. There is also, in the present author's view, a 
particular difficulty with Stratton's theory [12] of field emission current density from a non- 
degenerate conduction band: it is far from obvious to me that the integration of transmission 
probability over the band structure has been carried out in a satisfactory approximation, even for 
an assumed free-electron band. This matter will be discussed in detail elsewhere. Since nearly 
all subsequent authors have used or adapted Stratton's approach, it is possible that systematic 
error exists in the literature. Depressing as it may seem, the best advice is to be very cautious 
about attempts to interpret FN plot intercepts from semiconductors until the theoretical situation 
is clearer. 

FIELD-INDUCED EMISSION FROM CARBON-BASED FILMS 

Background 

The potential of carbon-based films as broad-area electron sources has been well 
demonstrated [13-17]. An essential characteristic of the films is that they emit electrons at very 
low macroscopic applied fields, typically in the range 1 to 10 V/um. (Cold field emission 
normally occurs at local fields in the V/nm range.) The nature of the emission mechanism(s) has 
been unclear. This section discusses the author's hypothesis [1] concerning emission 
mechanism. It aims to cover the main questions about the primary cause of electron emission, 
but limited space means that it is not intended as a detailed review and does not include full 
discussion of secondary' effects that may help emission. Some significant issues have, with 
regret, been omitted from discussion. 

The central questions are: "How do electrons escape across the film/vacuum interface ?" 
and "What factor controls the emission current ?" Until recently, there have been four main 
emission hypotheses, none of which has been fully satisfactory. The first three concern the film 
front surface. Some of the early papers [18,19] assumed that low or negative electron affinity 
reduced the surface barrier sufficiently for electron emission to occur. This hypothesis was given 
(false) encouragement by the very low values of barrier height H (0.1 eV or less) derivable from 
eq. (13) if SM is found from a carbon-film FN plot, st is taken as 1 and yis arbitrarily taken as 1. 
However, if electron emission is a thermodynamic-equilibrium front-surface-controlled process, 
the parameter that determines the emission should not be the electron affinity alone, even with 
non-degenerate conduction-band emission (because in this case there is a thermal-activation term 
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as part of A). The total barrier height (before image-force-type reduction) to be overcome, by 
thermal activation and/or tunnelling, is the work-function; and flat-band work-function values 
for carbon are typically 3 eV or (usually) more. It is difficult to think up a convincing front- 
surface control mechanism for the combination of a flat-band work-function of 3 eV or more and 
a local field of 10 V/um or less. 

A second hypothesis, proposed by Robertson [20,21], was that emission was associated with 
'patch field' effects, generally similar to those known in the context of thermionic emission [22] 
and early work in field electron emission [23]. Patch-field effects seem to occur with 
nanocrystalline diamond films [24], but the minimum barrier to be surmounted is still about 3 
eV, and it is again difficult to think up any convincing potential configuration that would allow 
easy electron escape for an applied local field of 10 V/|im or less. 

A third hypothesis was to assume that there are field-enhancing structures at the film 
surface, with ^values of between 100 and 1000. Plausible structures can be created when the 
film has been 'activated' by some form of vacuum discharge. But if care is taken to avoid such 
effects, then - with amorphous carbon films - scanning tunnelling microscope investigations find 
no such structures but indicate that such films have surfaces that are fiat on the scale of about ± 2 
nm [25], 

Such experiments led Amaratunga and Silva [26] to conclude that, for their amorphous 
carbon films, emission control must be at the back interface (between the substrate and the 
carbon film). 
This fourth hypothesis, that emission control is at the back surface, had previously been proposed 
by Geiss and co-workers [27], in connection with emission from bulk diamond. There is 
evidence to support the hypothesis in this case, where: the diamond is relatively defect free; the 
front surface may genuinely have low or negative electron affinity; and there is a large voltage 
drop across diamond, that allows electrons to pick up kinetic energy from the electric field and 
retain it. However, it seems unsustainable for the amorphous carbon films used by Amaratunga 
and Silva. 

First, a back-surface control mechanism requires that the applied field can penetrate to the 
back surface. Even for the highest macroscopic fields (50 V/um) used in their experiments, it 
takes only a surface charge density of 0.003 electrons/nm2 (or one electron for every 360 nm2 of 
surface) to totally screen the macroscopic field from the film interior. Provided that there are 
sufficient available states at the film front surface, at energies below the substrate fermi level, it 
is impossible to imagine that electrons will not become present in such densities at the front 
surface, either in the conduction band or in surface states. Since Ref. [26] assumes that the 
electron affinity for their films is 2 eV, there seems no possibility that such electrons would be 
able to escape sufficiently rapidly either by thermal activation or by tunnelling (the time-constant 
associated with thermionic emission is the shorter, but is of order 1012 years). 

There also seems no possibility that electrons injected into the conduction band at the back 
surface of the film will normally pick up and retain enough energy to escape over the electron 
affinity barrier as a 'hot electron'. The scattering length in an amorphous carbon film must 
certainly be less than 10 nm, so even at an assumed internal field strength of 50 V//im the 
maximum energy to be gained from the field before scattering is only 0.5 eV, which is 
insufficient to ensure escape across the electron affinity barrier. 

[The situation may in fact be worse than just described, since much research confirms that in 
such films conduction normally occurs by hopping via localised states in the energy gap below 
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the mobility edge associated with the conduction band. In such circumstances the surface barrier 
would be greater than the electron affinity.] 

Thus none of the older hypotheses is able to provide a satisfactory explanation of the 
mechanism of electron emission. There is also the crucial evidence provided by the field electron 
spectroscopy (FES) experiments of the Fribourg group (see, for example, Refs. [28-30]). It is 
well established [31,32] that, by measuring both field emission energy distributions and 
current/voltage characteristics from a given emission site, it is possible to determine both the 
local work-function and the local field at this site. The Fribourg group, especially Kiittel and 
O. Gröning, have applied this technique to a variety of carbon films, and have always deduced 
local work-functions that are 'normal' (i.e. about 4 eV, or more) and local fields that are 'normal' 
(i.e. in the V/nm range). The macroscopic fields in the Fribourg experiments are, however, much 
the same as those measured by other workers with carbon films, namely in the vicinity of ' 
10 V/um. The experiments are thus 'measuring' field enhancement factors in excess of 100. The 
conclusion must be that emission is taking place by a more-or-less 'normal' field emission 
process, and that field enhancement is being created by a mechanism to be determined. 

The Fribourg group observed (by means of scanning probe microscopy experiments) that 
small conductive clusters were present in their films, and associated these with good field- 
emitting properties [30]. As will be seen below, the present author concluded [1,33] that the 
observed field enhancement is directly associated with these small conductive clusters, and that 
sufficient (or nearly sufficient) field enhancement can be predicted using a simple formula. 

In parallel with this work, both the Cambridge research groups had reached very similar 
conclusions. Amaratunga et al. [34] reported a new form of thin-film amorphous carbon, in 
which emission was assumed to be associated with the presence of'nanoparticle inclusions and 
nanotube fragments', that were assumed to generate field enhancement. Hie et al. [35] and 
Robertson [36] report a careful series of experiments that involved the formation of small 
graphitic clusters by annealing amorphous carbon (a-c:H or ta-C-N) films, finding the lowest 
field emission threshold for a cluster size of 1-2 nm; it is assumed [36] that these clusters 
generate field enhancement. 

The structure of all these carbon films in fact has similarities with the composite field 
emitters described by Latham and colleagues [37], and used by Printable Field Emitters Ltd as 
the basis for their field emission displays [38]. 

ENH materials and the 'internal field enhancement' hypothesis 

Against this background, Ref. [1] proposes that carbon-based films emit electrons because 
they are members of a class of materials there termed electrically nanostructured heterogeneous 
materials (ENH materials). Electron emission in the presence of low applied macroscopic fields 
should be a general property of thin films of such materials when deposited on a conducting 
substrate, given appropriate conditions. 

ENH materials may have a structure consisting of the following: 
(1) A dielectric matrix (usually a ieaky' dielectric). 
(2) Small conducting or semiconducting inclusions within the dielectric. 
(3) Conducting channels formed between the substrate and inclusions. 
(4) An emitting channel formed between an inclusion and the vacuum. 
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Structures where the inclusions are pin-like are included, as are structures where inclusions 
actually protrude into the vacuum. 

The hypothesis was made [1,33] that "Field induced electron emission from thin films of 
ENH materials occurs because there is conducting nanostructure inside these films, that generates 
sufficient field enhancement to cause more-or-less normal field electron emission (FN emission) 
to take place near the film/vacuum interface". I call this the 'internal field enhancement' 
hypothesis. 

This hypothesis does not exclude the possibility that other mechanisms, not discussed here, 
contribute to enhancing the emission current, via secondary effects. But it does imply that 
geometrical field enhancement is the primary effect. 

Obviously, the background described above makes this a plausible hypothesis in the case of 
the amorphous carbon films. But a strength of the hypothesis is that a field enhancement factor 
of sufficient (or nearly sufficient) size can be predicted from the measured properties of the 
Fribourg films. The relevant data [30] are as follows: 

Film thickness (h): 300 nm 
Diameter (2p) of conducting clusters: 20-40 nm 
Macroscopic field: 20-25 V/jim 
Local field (from FES): 6500 V/jim 
Apparent value of / = 300 

It is hypothesised that two sources of field enhancement exist. First, the conducting cluster acts 
as a 'hemisphere on a post' or a 'floating sphere at substrate potential'. From the usual formula, 
this produces a field enhancement factor y\ given to a good approximation by 

n   =  hip = 30. (14) 

With a 20 nm diameter cluster, it also seems plausible that should be smaller-scale field- 
enhancing structure on top of the cluster. It is easily plausible that this should create a further 
field enhancement n of around 5, and not too implausible that yi should reach 10. The total 

predictable field enhancement y{= ym) seems to lie in the range 150 to 300. 
It is arguable that the estimated upper limit (300) on yis at the limit of plausibility, 

especially since the lower limit of cluster size has been taken, but there are other uncertainties in 
the situation and I would argue that the agreement between the predicted and the empirically 
derived values of/is 'good enough in present circumstances', and justifies the formulation of the 
'internal field enhancement' hypothesis. 

I further assume that internal field enhancement of this kind is responsible for the electron 
emission from all the carbon-based films whose structure consists of good conducting structures 
within a moderately conducting matrix [for want of a better term I refer to these as 'partially 
graphite like' (PGL) materials]. I do not, for the present, hypothesise that this mechanism will 
explain all the behaviour of films that consist of (poorly conducting) nanocrystalline diamonds 
with moderately conducting material between them [I refer to these as 'partially diamond-like' 
(PDL) materials]. An obvious test of this hypothesis for PGL films is conduct on them field 
electron spectroscopy experiments of the Fribourg type. 

Perhaps the best reason for finding the internal-field-enhancement hypothesis comfortable is 
not the numerical agreement demonstrated above, but the following qualitative reasoning. For 
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materials similar to those just discussed, the hypothesis provides a ready and robust qualitative 
explanation for the range of threshold macroscopic fields quoted in the literature. If we make the 
assumption that the onset of field emission for different partially graphite-like films occurs at a 
more-or-less constant value of local field, then the reported range of threshold macroscopic fields 
corresponds to a range of field enhancement factors (with some influence of different emission 
areas). It is easy to suppose that this range of rvalues could be associated with differences in the 
formation of film nanostructure during deposition. 

For example, one could speculate that the conditions under which these carbon films are laid 
down are, in a certain sense, the energetic equivalent of the formation of steel under blast-furnace 
conditions. For steels, the formation of fine nanostructures during cooling is well attested by 
atom-probe field-ion microscopy [39]. It seems not implausible that broadly similar 'carbon 
metallurgical' processes occur during film deposition, and that the nature of the nanostructures 
would be critically and sensitively dependent on the parameters of formation and deposition. So 
a range of enhancement factors could be expected. And it would not be surprising if researchers 
were able to 'tweak' the deposition chemistry and the deposition conditions empirically in order 
to achieve internal nanostructures that give rise to higher-than-average enhancement factors and 
lower-than-average threshold fields. Whether this particular speculation is true or not, it is easy 
to imagine that a range of nanostructures could exist in the films. 

It seems significantly more difficult to explain this variability by other hypotheses put 
forward to explain film emission. Even a good qualitative explanation is difficult to construct. 

We also need to reconsider the 'Latham-style' composite field emitters. For graphite flakes 
in resin, Bajic and Latham [40] specifically suggested that emitting channel formation was due to 
field enhancement. However, field enhancement (before the emitting channel turns on) has not 
been a major part of the emission mechanism proposed for the other composite emitters. Rather 
the escape has been attributed mainly to a 'hot electron mechanism' [38]. 

In this case, I hypothesise that, once a conducting path to the top of a 'near-vacuum' 
inclusion is established the emission mechanism involves both: (I) geometrical field 
enhancement by the inclusion, that thins some barrier at the front edge of the inclusion;   and (2) 
resulting electron penetration through a thin dielectric film, via an emitting channel. The latter 
may conceivably take place by a variety of mechanisms, including some involving a degree of 
hot electron emission, but to the present author it seems important that there should be 'normal- 
size' fields (in the V/nm range) at both ends of the emitting channel. As with the carbon-based 
films, a test of this hypothesis would be to take FES measurements under conditions of low peak 
shift, and to derive local field values from the energy distributions, as in the Fribourg 
measurements. 

It is possible that the mechanisms of conduction within the dielectric and through/around the 
inclusions will be different in detail for these Latham-style emitters, as compared with the 
carbon-based films. Such differences in detail do not detract from the validity of the overall 
internal-field-enhancement hypothesis. 

Comments on the internal field-enhancement hypothesis 

Lateral potential differences. We next review possible counter-arguments. The first is that, 
with a 'leaky' dielectric, differences in electrostatic potential cannot exist across the film surface. 
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In the 1970's the present author conducted field electron spectroscopy experiments:   differentia! 
voltage drops, as between closely adjacent parts of a field emitter surface, were observed to occur 
when emission current is flowing [41,42]. These observations were on a high resistivity 
semiconductor (GaP).   But, later, Mousa [43] saw related effects on carbon-fibre field emitters. 
There is no doubt that lateral potential variations can exist. 

There is also no difficulty in finding mechanisms able to sustain such effects, once initiated. 
The Modinos 1974 calculations on surface-state behaviour [44] show that, if there is slow 
transport into a surface-state band but fast transport out via tunnelling emission into vacuum, 
then the surface-state fermi level decouples from the bulk fermi level and moves to lower energy. 
This implies that the surface-state band becomes less negatively charged (or positively charged); 
the ionized surface then acts as an electrostatic attractor to electrons in the bulk, especially those 
in conducting channels leading to the surface. 

Further, with a nanostructured material, where the total size of a conducting entity at the 
surface may be small, a similar effect might occur for the 'bulk' of this entity. If electron 
transport into the entity were slow but there could be fast transport out via tunnelling emission 
into vacuum, then the entity might become less negatively charged and act as an electrostatic 
attractor for electrons in the bulk, especially those in relevant conducting channels. Obviously, it 
will be necessary to make sure, with a more detailed theory, that such an argument is self- 
consistent. 

The variation of threshold field with film thickness. A second requirement is that the 
internal-field-enhancement hypothesis should be able to explain observed trends in the variation 
of macroscopic threshold field with thickness. Typical results [45] are that the threshold field 
initially falls as the film thickness increases, passes through a minimum, and then increases 
again. 

Qualitatively, the observed initial fall-off is to be expected because, in the simplest 
approximation, we have 

^M,on   =    FOTJV =   (p/fi)Fon. (15) 

where h is here the effective electrical thickness of the film and p is the radius of the surface 
conductive feature responsible for emission, and Fon and F^on axe the threshold values of local 
field and macroscopic field, respectively. Data from the a-C:H films grown at Surrey [45], re- 
plotted to show /*Mj0n as a function of \lh, give a good straight-line relationship for thicknesses 
up to the 69 nm data point [1]; above this FM.OII increases again. Theoretically, on purely 
electrostatic grounds, we expect /*Mj0nt0 'eve' out towards a constant value as thickness 
increases. However, this effect cannot readily explain the observed minimum and subsequent 
increase in threshold macroscopic field with film thickness (unless there is a correlated change in 
the surface density of emitting features). 

A possible cause may be the accumulation of negative space charge within the dielectric, at 
the back, towards the substrate/film interface. If this space-charge is distributed relatively 
uniformly laterally across the surface, as might be expected, then this will have the effect of 
creating a virtual electrical base-plane within the dielectric film. This virtual base-plane cannot 
be particularly well-defined: nevertheless, the quantity h that appears in the field enhancement 
formula above is, in principle, measured from a suitably defined virtual base-plane. 
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Effects observable in high resistivity films. It is also convenient to note an effect found with 
higher-resistivity partially diamond-like films, but which might also occur with partially 
graphite-like films. With PDL films, both Göhl et al. [46] and Gröning et al. [29] have found 
that voltage drop can occur across the film and that emission current is limited by the 
conductivity of the film.   The current is controlled by a Poole or Poole-Frenkel hopping-type 
conduction process, rather than by emission through a barrier. A question arises as to how this 
situation is to be made compatible with the theory just presented. Space prevents full discussion, 
but comments may be helpful. 

At low emission currents a film/vacuum-barrier controlled Fowler-Nordheim-like regime 
might be expected, that goes over into a film-conductivity controlled regime as the applied field 
is increased. When the film conductivity becomes the limiting factor, this means that the current 
is lower than it would be if the front barrier were the limiting factor. This implies that, in 
thehigher field regime, the electron transport out of the emitting surface region by tunnelling into 
the vacuum is intrinsically faster than electron transport into surface region by 'hopping 
transport'. The effect, as with the surface states in the Modinos calculation [44], should be to 
cause the surface region to become locally less negatively (or positively) charged. This in turn 
should have the dual effect of: (a) increasing (locally) the field across the film, thereby 
increasing the transport rate-constant into the surface region; and (b) reducing (locally) the field 
that controls the rate of tunnelling emission into vacuum. So an equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium 
situation should be reached. 

If the rate of electron transport across the film is determined by processes taking place across 
its whole width, then this rate is probably not much influenced by a local charge variation at the 
surface. But emission into vacuum is likely to be much more a local effect (laterally), so local 
charge changes could significantly affect the local rate-constant for emission into vacuum. So 
the most probable outcome is that the nature of the surface barrier (and possibly the surface 
electron energy distribution) will adjust so that the current through the local barrier is equal to the 
current through the film. In which case the emission process will (probably) be tunnelling or 
energetically assisted tunnelling, but the emission current will be controlled by the bulk film 
conductivity. 

Several different mechanisms may be possible. The suggestion of Gröning et al. [29], that 
enhanced field penetration into a conical emitter would effectively decrease the local field in the 
barrier through which tunnelling emission occurs, is one of the options. 

ENH materials as electron emitters 

In the design of broad-area field-electron sources there are some key requirements.   These 
apply to all sources, including Spindt arrays [47], and include: 

(1) The need to be able to generate sharp features that field emit. 
(2) The need to generate these controllably, with sufficient density and uniformity. 
(3) Emission currents shall be stable and not unduly noisy. 
(4) Emitters shall be robust against poor vacuum conditions. 
(5) Emitting sites shall be stable against burn out and other forms of degradation. 
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In the case of the Spindt arrays, 'ballast resistance' (or other forms of current control) is included 
in the substrate in order to meet requirements (3) and (5) [47]. 

I would argue that ENH materials can be good candidates for broad-area electron sources, 
for the following main reasons. First, by suitable design of the manufacturing process, one can 
control the size and shape of the inclusions, and hence their field-enhancing abilities. Second, 
again by suitable design of the manufacturing process, one can control the dispersion and surface 
density of the inclusions, and hence the density of electron emission sites. Third, provided that 
the matrix itself (a) has a relatively inert surface under industrial vacuum conditions, and (b) is 
relatively transparent to the flow of electrons through a thin matrix layer, then vacuum robustness 
can be achieved because field emission into vacuum can take place without the actual field- 
enhancing features being exposed to 'poisoning' or corrosion by vacuum system contaminants. 
Fourth, if the matrix has suitable electronic characteristics, (and, to some extent, if the 
matrix/inclusion interfaces also have appropriate electronic characteristics) then one may be able 
to design for facilitating the creation of conducting and emitting channels, and for operating these 
channels in a mode close to the onset of saturation. For channels close to saturation, emission 
currents should less noisy, burn-out may be less likely, and (possibly) the effects of physical 
inhomogeneity as between emission sites may be less influential on emission current variability 
as between sites. 

Quite apart from these technological considerations, there seems some exciting new physics 
and materials science waiting to be learnt from these materials. Clearly, we have only just begun 
to unravel a very complex and subtle scientific story. 
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ABSTRACT 
Several materials are promising candidates for electron sources. For diamond, a 

tunneling interface at the back contact limits injecting charge into the conduction band, but a 
purely geometric model of internal field emission is inadequate to explain experimental data. 
The presence of a defect, modeled by a coulomb charge, within the tunneling barrier region 
significantly enhances transmission and, in concert with a geometrical model, may better account 
for observed current levels. Charge has been suggested to play a similar role in the SiC>2 covering 
on a single tip silicon field emitter to explain experimental data. The tunneling theory in both 
cases is similar. In the present work, a general method for estimating electron transport and 
energy distributions through potential profiles, which describe both semiconductor interfaces and 
field emission potential barriers when a charged particle modifies the tunneling barrier, is 
developed. While the model is intended for treating a metal-semiconductor interface, it is cast 
here in terms of in a thin Si02 coating over a silicon field emitter tip to enable qualitative 
comparisons with experimental data. Tunneling probabilities are found by numerically solving 
Schrödinger's Equation for a piece-wise linear potential using an Airy Function approach. A 
qualitative comparison to experimental energy distribution findings is possible by utilizing an 
analytical model of the field emitter tip from which current-voltage relations may be found. 

INTRODUCTION 
Microfabricated diamond structures are under investigation for high power microwave 

amplifiers and electronic devices [I]. Emission measurements from insulating diamond <mp- 
and «-doped Si substrates suggest that the substrate-diamond interface plays a dominant role in 
the electron emission of a diamond film [2]. A WK.B analysis of the interface barrier using a 
geometric model of interface roughness and parameters ascertained from experimental data 
underestimated observed current levels by more than order of magnitude for realistic parameters 
[>]. If transmission into the conduction band of diamond were due to geometrical field 
enhancement (internal field emission model) alone, then the size of the ellipsoids which 
approximate interface roughness would be unphysical. Other mechanisms are evidently 
involved, such as defects [4, 5]. A simple model is obtained by including a coulomb potential 
within the potential profile at the material-diamond interface [6], Elsewhere, measurements on a 
single silicon field emitter tip developed by MCNC showed that changes in the local electric 
potential due to charges becoming trapped in the oxide accounted for changes in the emission 
distribution [7]. A simulation of the effects of a coulomb potential in a tunneling barrier 
therefore would be of use in the analysis of both emission from diamond and from 
semiconductor field emitter arrays (FEA's). The present work is intended to report on progress 
towards such a model. The work is organized as follows. First, the Airy function approach for 
tunneling potentials modified by image charge effects is described. Second, the extension of the 
Fowler Nordheim equation to account for semiconductor properties is developed. Third, a 3-D 
model of field emission from a silicon tip is developed. And finally, a coulomb potential inside 
the tunneling barrier and its effect on current density and energy distribution is qualitatively 
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examined in light of experimental findings, and is complimentary to Ref. [6] in that it considers 
mechanisms other than the sequential (two-step) transport of electrons from silicon to oxide 
states followed by emission into vacuum. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

Airy Function Approach To Wave Function Matching At Boundaries 
The Airy function method to solve Schrödinger's equation has been successfully applied 

to the problem of electron transport through resonant tunneling diodes [8] and from field emitters 
[9]. Its advantage is that it accurately follows wave function evolution over large regions 
characterized by a constant electric field F = e\E\, whereas a plane-wave approach must partition 
the potential into a large number of steps. Its disadvantage is the evaluation of Airy functions 
can incur an unwelcome computational cost and provoke numerical failures in implementation 
unless attention is paid to the exponential arguments (when F is small), whereas the plane-wave 
approach is trivial to calculate. We refine and utilize a recent approach to circumvent numerical 
issues and provide rapid evaluation [10], while retaining the matrix methodology of earlier work 
[9]. In a region where V(x) = V0 + sF(x-x„), where x„ is a reference point, 5= ±1, F>0 is the 
applied field, the wave function may be expressed as 

Wy,    „,.N Zi(c,a>)   ,         Zi(-c,a) Fi(c,a>)      ,2     3/2 , 
!CW='W— - + r(k)— '-■    Zi(c,co)=     \'   ;exp \-cmV2\ (1) 

where c = 1 or /, ca(x) = \v+sfx~k1\lf2 > 0,/= ImFlh1, v = ImVJti1, m is the effective electron 
mass, k is momentum (i.e., E(k) = (tikfllm, and Zi is related to the Airy functions via [11] 

Zi(c, m) = -(1 - c)(c2 +2c + 3)Ai(c2co) + ^ (1 + c)(c2 +2c + 3)Bi(c2w) (2) 

Fife,co) is defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) and its asymptotic magnitude is 1/Vir: such a formulation 
is useful because the troublesome portions of the asymptotic expansions of the Airy functions for 
large argument cancel out when ratios are taken. Sinusoidal wave functions are described by c2 

= -1 whereas exponential wave functions by c2 = 1, as per the Airy functions for positive and 
negative arguments. c„ and w„ are determined at x = x„. The potential is broken up into Nlinear 
regions demarcated by x„, where 1 < n < N, and V(x-x„=0~) need not equal V(x~x„=0*). yand 
Bx\j/&re matched at x„ subject to the boundary conditions to = 1 and rN., = 0. This serves to 
determine t„(k) and r„(k) in Eq. (1). The current density ./is then 

_    2f'^tNJ 
v\Zi(cN,coN)\ 

where the "N" subscript indicates evaluation at the boundary (x = xN). The incident (plane- 
wave) current density per k is J0 = 2ik. The transmission coefficient is defined by T(E(k)) = 
JN+\IJ0. The form of Eq. (1) insures that numerically, the arguments of the implicit exponential 
factors rarely run into numerical problems, even when/is small. When such regions do occur 
(<5% of the time here), asymptotic formulae may be used. For example, for a triangular 
(Schottky) barrier with s = -\, tN+l(k) = 2kl[(v-ki)m - ik], and Eq. (3) becomes 

A'+lly^o =-^2Vv-A:2expl-— (v~k2f2\ (4) 

T(k) =JK+\/J0 adopts its usual form [12]: the exponential is the WKB approximation without an 
image charge. Integrating (W2nm) T(k) with the supply function/,(/t) gives the current density. 
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Band Bending, Applied Field, and the Exchange-Correlation Potential 
Because the density of electrons p in the conduction band for a semiconductor is much 

smaller than for a metal, an applied field causes band bending due to electrons collecting at the 
surface. Following Sze [13], p = Nc (2/Vir) Fi/2(p», where ¥vl(x) is the Fermi-Dirac integral, ß 
\lkBT, T is the temperature, and fi(T) is the electrochemical potential, approximated by [9, 14] 

8 ' 
1 + 

5 (fl (5) 

Ks is the dielectric constant of silicon. The smallness of// for semiconductors indicates that 
Exchange-Correlation effects are more pronounced and the image charge form of the potential 
barrier requires modification. The Fowler Nordheim (FN) equation may be retained if we (/) 
assume the potential has been shifted by a term x0 = hl{2m(n+<Si))m where <p is the maximum 
height of the barrier above p., (ii) replace the work function with <P* = CP + (8/3n) Q k/ x? + 2F 
x0 where Q ~ 3.6 eV, JC, is the origin of the background positive charge and kt- is the Fermi 
momentum, (HI) Taylor expand \n{T(E)} at the maximum of T(E)f0(E) rather than at E ~ p as 
done in the standard FN treatment and (iv) assume that jl, needed foxf„(k), can be related to the 
bulk value via the relation p(ßSi; x=0~) =p(ß; x=(f). While simple to state, the implementation 
of these approximations necessitates an iterative numerical search for self-consistent values, 
described in greater detail in Ref. (14), because terms such as x, and x0 depend upon barrier 
height V0, which in turn depends on them. Finally, the Airy function approach was used to 
validate the WKB treatment inherent in assumptions (ii-iii) for the SHM model (below). 
Emission from surface states [12] has not been included - comparisons to experimental data 
below are therefore qualitative at best. 
Model Implementation 

Tip current is obtained by integrating J over the surface of a hyperbolic emitter by l„p = 
\aJ(F(z,p)) d£2, where (z,p) are cylindrical coordinates and dQ is a differential surface element. 
Generalization to an array (the "Statistical Hyperbolic Model" (SHM) for a gated field emitter 
[15, 16]) is achieved by the introduction of a statistical term such that Jarray = X(d<P,Aav) 
7„p(0*,av), where (in contrast to previous work) £ accounts for variation in the work function due 
to adsorbates (A<P) as well as a distribution in tip radii Aa.(). By utilizing the aforementioned 
approximations (i')-(iv) plus the effective work function <P* and Eq. (5) to relate chemical 
potential to applied field, the Semiconductor version of the SHM ("SSHM") results, and was 
used to mimic experimental data [17] with the following parameters: tip radius (a,) = 30 A, gate 
radius (ax) = 0.9 urn, and cone half angle (ßc) = 22''. 
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line corresponding to SiO, potential (shown without ion potential) and changes at the SiO,- Vacuum boundary at 28 
A (barrier lowering at surface due to electron accumulation ignored),   "pt" is the chemical potential; Figure 2: 
(right) Exp. data from single Si emitter (E relative to E,.). Scale factors (x2) and (x20) for 65 V and 55 V 
respectively. Movement of peak indicated by arrows. Current: 1(75 V) = WnA; 1(65 V) = 2 nA; 1(55 V) = 0.1 nA. 

Energy distributions been reported by one of us (JLS) for a single tip [18]: Figure (2) of 
that work is represented in Figure (2) here. The peak structure was suggested to be due to a two 
step (sequential) process of electrons hopping to an intermediate level then tunneling out (hence 
the levels require time to refill after emission): in short, the peaks are due to the presence of 
oxide states, and that the shift in peaks is caused by the behavior of oxide charge. The theory in 
the present work is complimentary to the previous work in allowing for effects of embedded 
charge on the Si-Si02 tunneling barrier (e.g., resonant transmission), but it does not dynamically 
model states filling and depleting. To minimize differences with Ref. [17], we retain as much as 
possible the geometric and material parameters of the single-tip experiment. Accounting for 
some changes in parameters (e.g., a,, ~ 7500 urn) but leaving all other parameters unchanged in 
the application of the SSHM, we obtain a, = 58 A. An oxide is presumed to exist on the emitter 
of sufficient width that tunneling occurs in it. The SiO? parameters used are: m = 0.63 m„ and 
K, = 2.9 [10], as well as the Si-Si02 interface barrier = 3.25 eV [20]. Once the electron passes the 
Si-Si02 interface barrier, it is assumed to suffer no further impediment to emission, e.g., forF = 
0.264 eV/A (corresponding to Vg = 55 V in the SSHM simulation), the drop across a t = 2.8 nm 
oxide layer will be Ft/Ks = 2.55 eV (Fig. (1)). 

As the Airy approach to calculating T(k) is a 1-D approach, a problem arises in how to 
include the effects of a 3-D Coulomb potential the charge. The Coulomb potential along a line 
adjacent to the charge will resemble V,(x) = e2/4n£„(r-r„m) = e2/{4ne0[(x-x^„f + a,J]m}, where 
x = 0 is at the interface, xio„ is the perpendicular distance from the charge to the interface, and a„,„ 
is the perpendicular distance from the ray (along which T(k) is evaluated) to the ion center /•,„„. 
The effects of the charge therefore appear as a superposition of the T(k) solutions for different 
a„m values. While not entirely satisfactory (scattering is 3-D even for incident plane waves), this 
method nevertheless gives a qualitative indication a coulomb charge's effect on tunneling. 
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its envelope profile. Compare to "V=55 V" in Fig. (2). 

As aio„ increases, a transmission peak moves in relation to the Fermi level (designated u). 
An indication of this effect is shown in Figure 3 for an applied field of F= 0.26414 eV/A 
(corresponding to Vg = 55 V in the SSHM) where the dark curve "Sum" is the average of 50 such 
calculations for akm uniformly spaced between 0.1 A to 2.6 A (See Fig. (1)). As the coulomb 
potential becomes more shallow, the resonant peak moves to the right. The line "No Ion" is the 
solution in the absence of the coulomb potential. It is clear from the 2.6 A line that beyond a 
certain radius from the ion center, the current density drops by one to two orders of magnitude. 
Assuming that the radius of the emission area for the tip is = 26 A (determined from the ratio of 
tip current to current density for no ions; a weighted emission area will be larger [16]), and take a 
weighted sum between the "ion" ("Sum" of Fig. 3) and the "No Ion" current, with the weight 
(2.6 A/26 A)" = 0.01 = /, the curves of Figure 4 result. Three observations: (/) the majority of 
the current is due to the ion region (by an order of magnitude or more), (//) multiple effects 
conspire to broaden the width of the integrand (related to the energy distribution) to on the order 
of 1/2 eV, comparable to the 55 V line in Fig. (2), but (Hi) the energy distribution rises near E ~ 
fL (=£/.■) - in contrast to Fig. (2), where the emission comes from oxide and interface states. 

CONCLUSION 
A rapid and stable Airy function approach has been developed to model transport through 

field emission potentials modified by the presence of a charge in the oxide. Using a coulomb 
potential model for the oxide charge, it was shown here that a significant enhancement of current 
(apart from any other additional mechanisms considered previously) can result due to the 
presence of such a charge. Usage of this defect model may account for higher current levels than 
a geometrical model of internal field emission can, and may therefore be useful in the analysis of 
emission data from, e.g., diamond. 
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Observation of Hot Electron Field Emission 
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ABSTRACT 
We report energy distributions of silicon Field Emitter Arrays coated with 50A of ZnO. 

The distributions reflect changes in the ZnO conductivity induced by annealing in vacuum, 
temperature, and annealing in hydrogen. An additional coating of titanium performed in-situ 
produced large additional changes. Emission from the ZnO at energies near the Fermi level 
increased with gate voltage only after hydrogen annealing, when hot, and after Ti coating. In 
those same cases the emission distribution contained a tail at energies above EF. The high- 
energy emission tail is due to a many-body or Auger process whereby holes injected below EF 

create hot electrons. Although emission from ZnO occurred at energies up to 8eV below EF, no 
high-energy tail was observed in the normal case. Thus emission appears to occur from isolated 
electrons in ZnO gap states in cases where the distribution lacks a high-energy tail. Conversely, 
emission above EF suggests that emission occurred from a metallic state such as an accumulated 
conduction band. 

INTRODUCTION 
The field emission energy distribution is helpful in understanding field emission physics 

[1], a process that remains poorly understood for general surfaces (other than atomically clean 
metals). Unlike clean metal surfaces, field emission from both molybdenum and silicon field 
emitter arrays often occurs at energies several volts below EF [2,3]. The low energy emission is 
related to the presence of the native oxide and the density and energy distribution of states at the 
interface and in the oxide [4], A single charge near the emission site can make a big change in 
the emission current and energy. The density of states in the oxide appears to be increased by 
both emission and baking in UHV. However, the density of states can be reduced again by 
exposing the surface to oxidizing species and/or cooling the surface to room temperature. Thus 
improved performance might be achieved by coating the surface with a conductive material 
relatively immune to oxidation. A number of metal oxide semiconductors are typically 
conductive due to native defects, and a prime example is ZnO. Although ZnO is a wide band 
gap semiconductor (Eg=3.3eV), it is typically n-type when it is slightly oxygen deficient. 
Several dopants including noble metals can increase the conductivity. 

EXPERIMENT 
The field emitter arrays were fabricated from n-type (0.02 ohm-cm) single-crystal silicon 

at MCNC. The fabrication process made use of oxidation sharpening and "tip-on-post" 
geometry as reported previously [5]. The gate aperture diameter was about 1.5|xm, the gate 
metal was 0.5um thick Pt, the tip height was about 2u,m, and the tip pitch was 4um. The tip apex 
radii of similarly prepared specimens were about 5nm. The data reported here were obtained 
from an array patterned with 37530 tips. Several other arrays on the same die produced similar 
results. A 50Ä layer of ZnO was deposited by sputtering. The ZnO-coated arrays were stored in 
air prior to the measurements. Specimens were loaded into an ion-pumped ultra high vacuum 
chamber without baking via load lock. A light bulb, placed behind the molybdenum sheet 
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supporting the FEA die, was used to heat the specimens. We were unable to measure the die 
temperature exactly since it appeared that the die was considerably cooler than the platform. The 
temperatures given are estimates, based on the platform temperature. The chamber base pressure 
was 10"   torr. Research grade hydrogen was admitted to the chamber though a leak valve. 
Titanium was deposited at UHV pressure using a small e-beam evaporator. The die contained 
several individually gated arrays. Wire probes mounted on manipulators were used to contact 
the substrate and one of the gate contacts. I-V measurements made between two substrate 
contacts verified that the contact potential between the probe and silicon substrate, as well as the 
resistive loss in the substrate, was insignificant up to currents well above the emission currents 
used. Measurements made on heavily doped and moderately doped specimens showed similar 
behaviors, again showing that any potential drop within the bulk or tip shank was not significant. 

A VG CLAM 100 spherical sector analyzer, operated with constant pass energy set at 
lOeV to provide 0.05eV resolution, facilitated the energy distribution measurements. We 
verified that the analyzer resolution did not significantly broaden the spectra by comparing 
spectra measured using higher pass energies. Commercial instruments (Keithley models 237, 
2001, and 6517) generated the gate and analyzer voltages and measured currents at the substrate, 
gate, and Faraday cup detector. The energy distributions are measured with respect to the 
vacuum level at the analyzer's entrance electrode. The Fermi level of the system is taken as 
4.65eV below the vacuum level at the entrance electrode based on the typical work function of a 
gold plated electrode and verified by a variety of field emission energy distribution 
measurements including metallic surfaces. The electron energy is plotted with respect to the 
system Fermi energy. 

RESULTS 
The energy distributions obtained initially were unstable. After heating the die in UHV 

to 300C for 15 hours and cooling, the arrays consistently produced distributions such as 
illustrated in figure 1(a). The corresponding I-V plot is shown in figure 2(a) marked "initial". 
The emission current was much lower than typically obtained from similar uncoated arrays, as 
might be expected assuming the 50A ZnO coating increased the tip radius from 5 to 1 Onm. 
Emission thresholds at energies starting near zero (EF) in those distributions show that the 
voltage drop across the Si/ZnO interface and ZnO coating was reasonably low. However, most 
of the emission occurred at energies several volts below zero. The emission currents at Vg=45 
and 50V are identical at energies above -2V. The additional current emitted at 50V occurred at 
lower energies. Roughly speaking, this pattern continued at each higher gate voltage; the 
emission at the high-energy part of the distribution does not increase with gate voltage. This 
behavior indicates that the emission current is limited by the number of electrons available for 
tunneling, rather than by the tunneling probability as in the case of a metal emitter. The supply 
of electrons is probably limited by transport from the substrate. The distributions made at 
Vg=60-70V split into a main peak plus a shoulder on the high-energy side of the distributions. 
This behavior suggests that significant band bending within the ZnO is occurring at some of the 
tips due to insufficient transport. Conversely, the lack of any shift in the other distributions 
indicates little potential drop across the ZnO at lower emission currents. 
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Figure 1. Energy distributions produced by a FEA coated with 5nm ZnO.  (a) Annealed in 
UHV, (b) after annealing in Iff torr H2 at 250C, (c) 8 hours after H2 anneal (after 7 hours 
emittingat Vg=70V), (d) after 64hours at 250C and emitting at Vg=70V. 

In an attempt to reduce the ZnO (and thus increase its conductivity), the die was heated to 
250C in 10"4 torr H2 for one hour, followed by one hour at 300C at 10"9 torr to remove the 
hydrogen. The distributions obtained after cooling for one hour are shown in figure 1(b). The I- 
V curve is shown in figure 2(a). The total current was significantly lower in this condition than 
in the previous measurements. As in fig. 2(a), the emission at lower energies increases more 
rapidly with gate voltage than the emission near zero. In contrast to the previous distributions, 
the emission at energies near zero does increase with gate voltage, more like the behavior 
obtained from metals. Thus it appears that transport through the ZnO has been increased, even 
though the total emission current was reduced. These distributions also show significant 
emission at energies above Ep, with intensity decreasing exponentially with energy. 

The distributions shown in figure 1(c) were measured after the array had been operating 
at room temperature in UHV for an additional 7 hours. These distributions are similar to the 
original distributions shown in figure 1(a), in that all the additional current emitted at higher gate 
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Figure 2. Current-voltage plots of the emission from the ZnO coated Field Emitter Array, 
(a) The data obtained before Ti coating, (b) initial I-Vfrom baked ZnO, just after Ti coating, 
and Ti coating after emitting in UHVfor 4 hours. 

voltages occurs at increasingly lower energies, and the distributions measured with Vg=60, 65, 
and 70V all show a shoulder on the high energy side. In fact, the energy shift at higher currents 
is even larger than in figure 1(a). As shown in figure 2(a), the total current is greater than it was 
in the initial condition. Thus it appears that the emission probability has increased, but the 
distribution of electrons has shifted to lower energy (perhaps because of reduced transport to the 
surface). 

The distributions plotted in figure 1(d) were measured while the die temperature was near 
250C. Measurements made shortly after increasing the temperature and after 64 hours were 
similar, however the first set of measurements was unstable. The elevated temperature increased 
the total emission current as shown in figure 2(a). Unlike the room temperature distributions, the 
emission current near the Fermi energy increased as Vg increased from 35 to 40V. Above 40V 
the current near EF began to saturate with the additional current emitted at lower energies. The 
distribution measured with Vg=70V showed a shift similar to the shift shown in fig. 1(a) and (c), 
however the shift was not as large. Each of the distributions shows some emission above EF. 
The intensity of the emission above EF increased with gate voltage, even in the 70V spectrum, 
however the increase was greatest between the 35 and 40V spectra. 

At this point the die was cooled and ~2nm Ti was deposited onto the arrays. The gate 
leakage current increased to l-10uA after the deposition, presumably because of deposition onto 
the Si02 dielectric surface separating the gate from the substrate. The field emission current 
increased initially, but degraded after operating the array in UHV several hours (as shown in 
figure 2(b)). However, the shape of the energy distributions did not change with time. 

The energy distributions measured soon after the deposition are plotted in figure 3. 
These distributions are dramatically changed from the distributions measured prior to Ti coating. 
The distribution is sharply peaked just below EF similar to the distributions typical of clean metal 
surfaces, but the peak energy occurred at -0.4eV even at the lowest gate voltage, significantly 
lower than might be due to thermal broadening. The distributions measured at Vg=60 and 65V 
are shifted to significantly lower energy. There are two or three consistent features at lower 
energies that shift down at higher gate voltages. The maximum intensity of the emission above 
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Figure 3. Energy distributions measured after in-situ deposition of2nm ofTi. The same data is 
plotted in normalized format on the right. 

EF is about 0.5% of the emission peak, and the total current emitted above EF is about 0.4% of 
the total current. The emission is reduced exponentially at energies above EF. Measurable 
emission extends to energies greater than 4eV above EF. The normalized distributions measured 
at 40,45,50, and 55V are nearly the same. The emission above zero is significantly increased in 
the spectra measured at 60 and 65V, where the emission peak had shifted to lower energy. 

DISCUSSION 
Emission at energies above EF is known to occur during field emission from clean metal 

surfaces [1]. The positive energy emission occurs because the electron gas at the emitter surface 
is excited by hot holes created by emission from energies below EF. The shape of the hot 
electron emission depends on how the hot hole energy is transferred to the surrounding electrons. 
The first experimental evidence of this effect showed that the emission intensity above zero 
energy decayed smoothly from the emission peak at zero energy [6]. Furthermore, the fraction 
of the total current with positive energy increased as the square of the total current. Gadzuk and 
Plummer provided a quantitative theory describing this behavior, based on the hot-hole 
scattering idea [7]. Another approach to explaining the high energy emission is that the original 
electron energy state is broadened by a term proportional to the tunneling time t, 
AE-h/x. Gadzuk comments: "It seems likely that both the many-body effects and the lifetimes 
are making nearly equal contributions...". 

In contrast to the behavior of clean metals, the positive-energy portions of the 
distributions obtained from ZnO-Ti-coated arrays (shown in figure 3) are independent of the 
emission current. Furthermore, the emission intensity does not fall off with energy in the same 
way as the clean metal distributions. The spectra obtained from ZnO coated arrays showed 
either no emission or a much lower fraction of the emission at positive-energies. In figures la 
and lc where no positive-energy emission was observed, the emission just below zero did not 
increase with gate voltage. In figures lb, Id, and 3, where positive-energy emission was 
observed, the emission near zero increased with voltage. Emission saturation with voltage 
implies that the emission is limited by the rate electrons reach the surface, rather than the 
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emission probability. Since all the electrons reaching the surface are emitted immediately, the 
density of electrons near that energy is very low. Thus the magnitude of emission above EF 

correlates with the density of free electrons. The presence or absence of the positive energy tail 
in the electron distribution appears to be an indicator of emission from a partially filled band of 
electrons, as opposed to a nearly empty band or isolated gap state. Assuming that the tunneling 
time broadens the emission energy, the observed correlation with electron density would appear 
to argue that the tunneling times are much longer for electrons in gap states. 

The consistent ratio of positive-energy emission to total emission, and the shape of the 
positive-energy emission in figure 3 may be a consequence of the limited number of free 
electrons in the thin layer of titanium. 

In figure 2a the emission current is reduced following hydrogen annealing, even though 
the energy distributions of figure lb indicate that the emission near EF is not completely limited 
by the supply of electrons. This fact seems to show that the density of fixed negative charge in 
surface states is screening the external field from the ZnO layer, reducing the internal field 
needed to transport electrons in the conduction band. Emission occurs from gap states well 
below EF instead. The observed emission at energies as low as 8-10 eV below EF simultaneously 
with much lower intensity emission near EF suggests that the tunneling barrier is reduced for 
electrons in surface states, but not for conduction band electrons. This makes sense if we 
remember that the electric field can vary locally near a fixed charge. Emission from a neutral 
gap state will create a positive fixed charge. The local field near this positive charge can reduce 
the tunneling barrier in the local area, allowing electrons in other gap states to be emitted. The 
positive charge will also change the local potentials, including the local vacuum level. These 
local fields must be screened by negative charge in gap states rather than conduction band 
electrons. 
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ABSTRACT 

For the development of new electron-emissive materials knowledge of the work function (<|>) 
and changes in § is of particular interest. Among the various methods, the ultra-high vacuum 
(UHV) compatible scanning Kelvin Probe has been proven to be a superior technique to measure 
work function changes due to e.g. UHV cleaning processes, chemical contamination, thermal 
processing etc. with high accuracy (<lmeV). 

The Kelvin Probe measures local work function differences between a conducting sample and 
a reference tip in a non-contact, truly non-invasive way over a wide temperature range. However, 
it is an inherently relative technique and does not provide an absolute work function if the work 
function of the tip (^p) is unknown. 

Here, we present a novel approach to measure c^jp with the Kelvin Probe via the photoelectric 
effect, where a Gd foil is used as the photoelectron source. This method thus provides the true 
work function of the sample surface with an accuracy of approx. 50meV. We demonstrate the 
application of the technique by in situ work function measurements on evaporated layers of the 
low work function material LaB6 on a Re substrate and follow the changes in <|> of LaBö due to 
the surface adsorption of residual gas molecules. Thus, the extended Kelvin Probe method 
provides an excellent tool to characterise and monitor the stability of low work function surfaces. 

INTRODUCTION 

The work function is an extremely sensitive indicator of changes in surface and interface 
chemical composition, adsorbate induced surface dipole and surface roughness. Further, for the 
characterisation of electron emissive materials, the work function is one of the most important 
parameters and low <|> materials are of particular interest. However, due to the adsorption of 
residual gases, the work function of these materials is known to increase with time, adversely 
affecting their emission properties. 

The Kelvin Probe [1,2] can be used to monitor these work function changes in a non-contact, 
non-invasive way with high accuracy (< lmeV) [3, 4] up to temperatures of approx. 900K. It has 
been utilised e.g. forthin film studies [5, 6, 7], characterisation of oxides and thin films [8], 
semiconductor surface processing [9] and surface charge imaging [10], investigation of the 
adsorption kinetics of oxygen on Si(l 11) surfaces [11] as well as for biological applications [12]. 

However, the Kelvin Probe is an inherently relative technique as it measures the average 
work function or contact potential difference (CPD) between a vibrating reference electrode (the 
tip) and the surface under investigation. Thus, in order to obtain the absolute value of the work 
function of the specimen, it is necessary to know the work function of the reference electrode, 
<ptiP. This could be determined e.g. by a CPD measurement on a clean reference surface. The 
accuracy of this method however depends on tabulated § values, which are often valid only for 
the given experimental setup and the assumption of a clean reference surface. 
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We have developed a relatively simple extension of the technique as an approach for a more 
reliable method to determine i^p. This is achieved via measurement of the current voltage (I-V) 
characteristic of the photoelectric emission from a low work function surface, such as Gd, 
illuminated by monochromatic light of a fixed wavelength as discussed e.g. in [13]. The work 
function of any conductor or semiconductor can then be obtained by subsequent Kelvin Probe 
CPD measurements. 

We have utilised this technique to investigate low work function materials as possible targets 
for use in Hyperthermal Surface Ionisation (HSI), a new mass spectroscopy ionisation technique 
which offers high ionisation efficiency and low amounts of cracking products [14, 15]. 
Lanthanum Hexaboride (LaB6) is particularly interesting in this respect because of its low work 
function and its surface re-activation capabilities after adsorption of residual gases via flash- 
annealing [16]. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The Kelvin Method 

The Kelvin Probe consists of a flat circular electrode (reference electrode, tip) suspended 
above and parallel to a stationary electrode (the specimen, S), thus creating a simple capacitor. If 
an external electrical contact is made between the two electrodes their Fermi levels equalise and 
the resulting flow of electrons from the metal with the lower work function produces a contact 
potential difference, VCPD, between the plates as shown in fig. 1(b): 

eVCpD= <>s — 4>tip, (1) 

where e is the electronic charge and <|>„p and <)>s are the work functions of the tip and sample, 
respectively. By vibrating the probe, a varying capacitance is produced which causes a current to 
flow back and forth between the plates. 
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Figure 1. Electron energy level diagrams of two different metals (a) without contact, (b) with 
external electrical contact, where E indicates the electrical field between the plates, and (c) with 
inclusion of the backing potential. e,lp and es refer to the Fermi levels of the tip and sample, 
respectively. 

Inclusion of a variable "backing potential" Vb in the external circuit permits biasing of one 
electrode with respect to the other: at a unique point, where Vb = -VCPD, the electrical field 

between the plate vanishes, see fig. 1(c), resulting in a null output signal. The work function 
difference between the electrodes is thus equal and opposite to the DC potential necessary to 
produce a zero output signal. 
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The CPD measurements were performed with a UHV compatible Kelvin Probe that 
incorporates advanced "off-null" detection, where the balance point is determined by linear 
extrapolation rather than nulling with a resolution of <lmV as well as automatic control of the 
tip-to-sample spacing, which is an important requirement for accurate measurements [4, 17]. 
Measurements can be performed with a frequency of up to 1 data point per second. 

Photocurrent Measurement 

In the photoelectric measurement mode the capacity of the arrangement is kept constant. The 
photoelectrons emitted from a low work function surface (S) illuminated by monochromatic light 
of energy Eph = hv with <f>tip > hv > fc are collected by the Kelvin Probe tip and measured as a 
function of the applied backing potential Vb (see figure 2). It can be seen that, at the onset of the 
photocurrent collected at the Kelvin Probe tip, (fig. 2b), the work function of the tip equals the 
photon energy Eph plus a required bias potential supplied by Vb, i.e., 

(2) 0    = hv + Vb (onset). 

(a) (b) (c) hv 
, LEv; 

WffiM. 

- hv eVc, 

Etip Will 

U 

hv 

ft 
eVb '////// 

-f u 
V„ = Vb(onset) 

Figure 2. Energy level diagrams of the Kelvin Probe in photocurrent measurement mode with 
(pup >hv> fe: (a) no photoelectrons are collected at the tip, (b), the onset of the photocurrent is 
measured where tj>,ip - hv + Vb(onset) and in (c) the saturation current where Vh = -VCPD. 

With increasing bias potential, analogous to the Fowler theory of photoemisson from metals 
near threshold [18], the photocurrent increases with the square of Vb: Iph «= Vb

2. When Vb equals 
-VCPD (fig- 2c), electrons emitted from energy states below the Fermi level with virtually zero 
velocity are only just able to reach the collector and the photocurrent will saturate. 

Experimental Setup 

The experiments were carried out in a UHV chamber as shown in fig. 3 with a base pressure 
of <4xlO"9Torr. A polycrystalline gadolinium foil (25x12x0.lmm3) was used as the 
photoelectron source. The sample was cleaned by repeated resistive heating up to 1200K for 
several minutes. Gd has the advantage of having a relatively low work function of 3.1eV [19] and 
is available in form of thin foils. Further, we found that the work function of Gd remained stable 
within lOOmeV over several days. For photoemisson measurements the Gd foil was illuminated 
by a 100W Hg-Cd-Zn spectral lamp through a sapphire viewport which is transparent for 
wavelengths down to 200nm. The 312.6nm Hg emission was selected by a narrowband 
interference filter (FWHM = ± 20nm). 
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LaB6 (purity 99%) films were generated via evaporation onto a polycrystalline rhenium foil 
(25x12x0.025mm3, purity 99.99%). The foil was cleaned by repeated flash annealing to 
temperatures above 2000K. The work functions of the samples were determined by first 
obtaining <t>,ip of the Kelvin Probe via the photoeffect I-V measurement and a subsequent Kelvin 
Probe CPD measurement of the respective sample. The UHV system was darkened during the 
measurements and all filaments were extinguished. 

Beam Evaporator 

Pulsed Nozzle Valve 

Ar 02 H2 C02 N; 

LTUTTTHJ 
Gas Inlet 

\ Sysiem 
Fast Enlry 
Load Lock 

Host 
Computer 

KP/SKP 
Probe Oscilla 
Prc-Amplificr 
AD Converter 
DA converter 

Figure 3. Schematic of the UHV system with its associated peripherals and facilities 

For CPD/photocurrent measurements the signal collected from the stainless steel tip 
(02.5mm) is converted into a voltage signal by a high gain (107), low noise operational amplifier, 
filtered and digitised by the AD-converter for further signal processing by the host PC. The 
computer program controls tip oscillation and backing potential. This design thus provides a fully 
automated measurement system. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Kelvin Probe Tip Work Function Determination 

Figure 4 shows typical data of the photoelectron emission from the Gd surface. 

v„/v v„/v 
Figure 4. Typical photoemission data used to determine the work function of the Kelvin Probe- 
(a) the current-voltage (I-V) curve and (b) the plot Iph

12 versus bias voltage. Note that only data 
from the linear portion of the curves are included in the fit. 
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In order to determine the onset of the photocurrent Iph, the square root of Iph is plotted versus 
the applied bias voltage Vb(fig 4b) and a least square fit of the linear part of the curve is 
extrapolated to zero current. <J>,iP and <t>sampie are then calculated via equations 1 and 2, 
respectively. The results of the measurements are summarised in table I. The uncertainty of the 
extrapolation is approx. ± 20mV. Further, taking the measurement error due to the thermal 
energy distribution into account (26mV at 300K) and small changes in tip work function during 
the measurement (<20meV), we estimate the overall error of the work function measurement to 
be ± 50meV. 

The work function determined for Gd (3.075 ± 0.050)eV is, within the measurement error, in 
agreement with that of (3.1 ± 0.150)eV given in [19]. The work function measured for the clean 
Re substrate was used as a calibration point for the absolute work function scale in fig. 5. 

Table I. Results of the measurements to determine tip and sample work functions. 

Measurement Epl,/eV V „(onset) / V VCPD/V ()>/eV 

Kelvin Probe tip 3.966 0.551± 0.016 / 4.518 
Gd / / -1.443 3.075 
Re / / 0.653 5.171 

Application to Work Function Measurements of LaB^ on Polycrvstalline Re 

In order to characterise the LaBö evaporation process, the work function change of the 
Re/LaB6 system was measured at different stages of the evaporation as shown in figure 5. After 
an initial rapid decrease the work function changes only in small steps with further evaporation, 
gradually achieving approx. 3.3eV. However, if the surface is 'activated' by flashing it to 
1500°C, a further work function decrease to 2.536eV is obtained. The necessity for such an 
activation procedure might be caused either by contamination or, indeed, a rearrangement of the 
LaBx structure since its work function is known to depend strongly on the surface stoichiometry 
of the compound [20]. 

Figure 5. Work function change 
during evaporation ofLaBf, onto a 
Re foil held at 300K. The current 
onto the sample due to the partly 
ionised molecular beam was used as 
a measure of the particle flux. 

particle flux/a.u. 

The work function increase due to the adsorption of residual gas molecules of the LaB6 
surface after activation and, for comparison, Gd, is shown in figure 6. With respect to the LaB6 

surface, we clearly observe 2 adsorption stages. The first one, marked AB, with an almost 
constant gradient above 10L and the second one, after approx. 80L, with a lower and rather 
continuous gradient leading to a work function of 3.65eV after an exposure of 200L. 
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This shows that LaB6 is rather easily poisoned at 300K by the adsorption of the residual gas, 
the largest component of which is molecular hydrogen. In contrast, although having a higher 
initial work function, <KGd) increases by only 70meV after 200L exposure. 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 6. (a) Work function increase ofLaB6 and Gd due to the adsorption of residual gas 
molecules at 300K. (b) The relative composition of the residual gas envelope at a base pressure 
ofiJxlff9Torr. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated the feasibility of a novel approach to determine the work function of 
the reference tip of a Kelvin Probe via photoelectric current measurements on Gd using a 
minimum of additional instrumentation. We found that the work function of Gd remains stable 
over a prolonged period of time in the upper UHV pressure region of approx. 4xl0"9 Torr and is 
therefore best suited for this purpose. The measurement error is estimated to be ± 50meV. 

Using the new technique we have followed the evaporation of LaB6 onto a poly crystal line Re 
substrate. After activation, the surface work function at 300K was (2.536 ± 0.050) eV, increasing 
to (3.65 ± 0.050) eV after an exposure of 200L to the residual gas. This indicates a very high 
sensitivity of the work function of LaB6 to the adsorption of gas molecules which may restrict its 
use for applications requiring a stable low work functions surface at low temperatures. 
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ABSTRACT 

For enhancement and stabilization of electron emission, Mo and Co silicides were formed 
from Mo mono-layer and Ti/Co bi-layers on single crystal silicon FEAs, respectively. Using the 
slope of Fowler-Nordheim curve and tip radius measured from SEM, the effective work function 
of Mo and Co silicide FEAs are calculated to be 3.13 eV and 2.56 eV, respectively. Compared 
with silicon field emitters, Mo and Co silicide exhibited 10 and 34 times higher maximum 
emission current, 10 V and 46 V higher failure voltage, and 6.1 and 4.8 times lower current 
fluctuation, respectively. Moreover, the emission currents of the silicide FEAs depending on 
vacuum level are almost same in the range of 10"9 - 10"6 torr. This result shows that silicide is 
robust in terms of anode current degradation due to the absorption of air molecules. 

INTRODUCTION 

Metal silicides including Ti [1, 2], Co [2, 3], Nb [4], Mo [5, 6], Pd [7, 8], Cr [9] and Pt [10] 
were previously reported in various literatures to improve electron emission characteristics of Si 
FEAs. The advantages of silicide emitters have been mentioned as lower effective work function, 
higher electrical conductivity, and better chemical and thermal stability than those of silicon 
emitters. 

However, due to different emitter structure design and silicide formation process, the 
emitter materials including silicide phase and emitter structure including tip radius are not same. 
Thus, the results presented in the literatures are not always consistent. Therefore, it is still 
important to study effective work function, and emission current characteristics for the silicide 
emitters, especially Mo and Co silicides. 

To obtain the effective work functions, slopes of Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) curves are drawn 
and tip radii are measured by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The 
emission current fluctuation and stability at a fixed gate bias and the emission current change 
depending on vacuum pressure will be described. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The 625 tip single crystal silicon(c-Si) FEAs with a gate opening of 1.4 urn were fabricated 
by dry etching and sharpening oxidation [11]. Some of the c-Si FEAs were splitted for metal 
deposition and followed by annealing for the silicide emitters. The Mo silicide was formed by 
coating of 25-nm thick Mo mono-layer on Si-tips and subsequent annealing by rapid thermal 
process (RTP) at 1000 °C in inert gas (N2) ambient. Coating with Co mono-layer (25 nm), CoATi 
(18 nm/6 nm) and Ti/Co (15 nm/12 nm) bi-layers on Si-tips, and subsequent annealing by RTP at 
800 °C, 900 °C and 800 °C in inert gas (N2) ambient produced Co silicides. After formation of 
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the suicides, the unreacted metals and unwanted by-products were removed by wet etching. 
As a novel process to form Co suicide by electrical stress, after Co (250 A) is coated on c-Si 

FEAs, the FEAs are loaded into an UHV chamber with a base pressure of 1.2x10"9 torr and then 
pulse voltages are applied to the FEAs. The pulses were fixed at duty of 0.7 and frequency of 
10Hz. Only pulse amplitude was changed with 2V or 4V step to increase local heating on the tips. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to examine the constituent and the dominant bindings of the metal-Si compounds, 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement was performed. It was confirmed that Mo mono-layer and 
Co mono-layer, Co/Ti and Ti/Co bi-layers were completely transformed into MoSi2 and CoSi2 
phases, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. 

SEM is used to analyze the Co suicide samples to check the surface morphology thickness 
uniformity of Co silicide layers and CoSi2/Si interfaces. As shown in Fig. 2, the sample formed 
from Ti/Co layer shows a very flat surface, uniform thickness of about 39 nm and smooth 
interface, because Ti prevents oxygen adsorption on the Co film during silicide formation [12] 
However, the sample formed from Co mono-layer shows a rough surface and agglomeration due 
to adsorption of oxygen on the Co film. The quality of the silicide formed from Co/Ti layers in 
terms of surface roughness and thickness uniformity is in-between the two competitive samples 
as shown in Fig. 2. ' 

Figure 3 shows SEM photographs of c-Si emitter, Mo silicide emitter and Co-silicide 
emitters formed on c-Si. The gate metal surface of Mo silicide emitter is somewhat roughened 
compared with c-Si emitter. The measured radii of silicon, Mo silicide, Co/Ti and Ti/Co tips 
were 35 A, 50 A, 115 A and 80 A with 10 % error, respectively. In the case of Co silicide tip 
formed by electrical stress, the tip radius is about 125 A. The Mo silicide tip is much sharper 
than the Co silicide tips. The Ti/Co tip is sharpest among the Co silicide emitters, although all the 
silicide tips are not as sharp as the initial c-Si emitter. 
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40 
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(b) 
Figure 1.    X-ray diffraction spectra for the (a) Mo/Si and (bJCo/Si, Co/Ti/Si and Ti/Co/Si 
annealed in N2 ambient using RTA, after removal of the unreacted metals. Metal peaks were not 
shown to confirm successfully grown Mo and Co silicides. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.   SEM cross sectional views of Co-silicides formed by coating (a)Co(250 A), 
(b)Co(180 A)/Ti(60 A), and (c)Ti(150 A)/Co(120 Ä) layers and annealing 800 V, 900 °C, and 

800 V, respectively. 

(c) (d) (e) 
Figure 3. SEM micrographs for the fabricated (a)c-Si emitter, (b)Mo silicide emitter and Co 
silicide emitters formed from (c) Co, (d)Co/Ti, and (e)Ti/Co. The tip apexes of Mo and Co silicide 
tips became blunt compared with that ofc-Si tip. 
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Field emission properties of the fabricated emitters were characterized in an ultra high 
vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 6.6x10"' torr. The anode plate was 3 mm above the gate 
top and biased to +300 V. Figure 4 shows the I-V characteristics of c-Si and the suicide emitters 
with 625 tips. Fig. 4(a) shows that the anode currents at the gate voltage 100 V for the Mo 
silicide and the c-Si emitters are 176 |xA and 21 uA, respectively. The Mo suicide emitters have 
lower turn-on voltage about 8V than silicon emitters. As shown Fig. 4 (b), Co silicide emitters 
formed from a Co mono-layer using RTA show about 46 V higher turn-on voltage than c-Si 
emitters and have high gate current which is about 38.5 % of the anode current at the gate 
voltage of 150 V, due to tip blunting and rough surface, as shown in Fig. 3(c). In the case of Co 
silicide FEAs formed by electrical stress, the turn-on voltage is 8 V lower than that of c-Si 
emitters and the gate current is about 1.4 % of the anode current at the gate voltage of 100 V. In 
Fig. 4(c), the anode current form c-Si, Co/Ti and Ti/Co emitters are compared. The gate currents 
of silicon, Mo silicide, Co/Ti and Ti/Co FEAs were less than 1.0 %, 1.0 %, 11.3 % and 2.9 % of 
the anode current, respectively. The required gate voltages of silicon, Mo silicide, Co/Ti and 
Ti/Co emitters to obtain anode current of 30 uA are 104 V, 86 V, 118 V and 109 V, respectively. 

The device failure voltages of silicon, Mo silicide, Co/Ti and Ti/Co emitters were 106 V, 
116 V, 148 V and 152 V, respectively. Our SEM study indicates that the emitter failure is due to 
arcing between tip and gate electrode. Although the turn-on voltage of Co silicide formed from 
Ti/Co bi-layers higher than silicon emitters due to tip blunting (lower field enhancement factor, 
ß=l/5r), the silicide FEAs demonstrate the highest device failure voltage of 152 V and emission 
current of 1mA, as shown in Fig. 4(c), due to low electrical resistivity, high thermal conductivity, 
and smooth gate surface morphology [13]. 
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Figure 4.    I-V curves taken from c-Si FEAs, (a)Mo silicide FEAs and Co silicide FEAs formed 
from (b)Co mono-layer, (c)Co/Ti and Ti/Co bi-layers based on c-Si with 625 tips 

Using Fowler-Nordheim(F-N) theory for the electron emission, the work function(<|>) can be 
written as the following equation [13, 14]. 
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.fjLf 
0.95B 0.95Bxlogex5r 

Where B is 6.87xl07, ß is the field enhancement factor, r is the tip radius and S is the slope of F- 
N curve. 
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Figure 5.    F-Nplots for the Mo silicide (a) and the Co silicide FEAs (b). The slopes ofF-N 
curveofc-Si, Mo silicide, Co, Co/Ti and Ti/Co emitters are 0.4058 A/V, 0.3925 A/V, 0.4195 Ä/V, 
0.6015 A/V, 0.6319 A/Vand 0.4725 A/V, respectively. 

From the slope of Fowler-Nordheim plots in Fig. 5 and the tip radii measured from SEM 
photographs in Fig. 3, the effective work functions of c-Si, Mo silicide and Co/Ti and Ti/Co 
emitters about 4.06 eV, 3.13 eV, 2.46 eV and 2.56 eV, respectively, which are similar to the 
previously reported results [2, 5]. Co silicide FEAs formed by Co mono-layer using RTA have 
such a rough and non-uniform tip surface. So that it is not easy to measure the accurate tip radius. 
We tried to investigate the effective work function from the Co silicide FEAs formed by 
electrical stress. The slope of F-N curve is 0.358 A/V and tip radius is 125 A in the Co silicide 
FEAs by electrical stress. The effective work function of Co silicide FEAs formed by electrical 
stress is calculated to 2.44 eV. 

The emission current variations of the Mo silicide FEAs normalized with average anode 
current at a fixed gate bias during 12 minutes was ranging from -7.1 % to +8.1 %. In case of Co 
silicide FEAs formed form Co, Co/Ti and Ti/Co, the variations were ranging from -13.2 % ~ 
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+15.8%, -16.9 % ~ +17.2 % and -8.9 % to +10.3 %, respectively. Whereas, that of silicon FEAs 
was ranging from -37.1 % to +55.3 %, as shown in Fig. 6. The notable reduction of emission 
current variation in the suicide FEAs supports that the silicide emitters are less influenced by gas 
adsorption and desorption and/or destruction of sharp emission site than that in silicon emitters. 

For the practical applications of field emitter arrays, it is essential to investigate the vacuum 
dependence of emission characteristics, because field emission property depends sensitively on 
the work function change of the emitter surface by gas absorption [13]. Figure 7 show 
experimental results on the change of the emission current depending on the vacuum level. The 
emission current of the c-Si FEAs depending on vacuum level decreases in the range of 10"9 - 10 
"* torr. However, those of Mo silicide and Co silicide formed form Ti/Co are almost the same in 
the same range. This result shows that silicide is robust in terms of anode current degradation 
due to the absorption of air molecules. 
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Figure 6.    The emission current variations of the c-Si and the silicide FEAs. The variation is 
defined as (IA-IAVG)/IAVC, at constant applied voltages, where 1AVG is the average anode current 
during the measurement. 
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In order to see inertness of the suicide emitters to air molecules, the emitters were operated 
at high vacuum level of 10"9 torr(period I) and increased air pressure up to 10"6torr(period II) and 
then the vacuum level increased to 10"9 torr again(period III). During period II in Fig. 8, the 
emission current of the silicide FEAs gradually decreased and then remained constant. On the 
other hand, that of c-Si FEAs inconsistently changed. This is thought to be the formation and 
deformation of native oxide, and/or absorption and desorption of unwanted gas. The anode 
current of Mo silicide FEAs was completely recovered to the original value when the pressure 
was reduced to 10"9 torr, whereas those of Si FEAs and Co silicide FEAs formed form Ti/Co 
were not recovered by just reducing pressure. After baking at 250 °C, anode currents of Si and 
Co silicide FEAs were increased. However, the anode currents of Si and Co silicide FEAs were 
not completely recovered to original values probably due to incompletely desorption of air 
molecules at the baking temperature and/or tip surface modification during device operation, as 
shown at period III in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 7.   Anode currents of Si, Mo silicide and Co silicide formed from Ti/Co FEAs with 625 
tips depending on the vacuum level. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The Mo silicide FEAs can be obtained by depositing Mo mono-layer on c-Si tip and its 
annealing. Co suicides were formed from Co, Co/Ti and Ti/Co layers on c-Si FEAs. Uniform and 
smooth Co silicide layers can be obtained by depositing Co first and then Ti on silicon tips, 
followed by rapid annealing. Compared with c-Si field emitters, the silicide FEAs exhibited 
higher emission current, higher failure voltage, less emission fluctuation and better immunity to 
vacuum environments. Lower effective work function, lower electrical resistivity and better 
surface inertness of silicide emitters than those of silicon emitters could explain the reasons for 
the improved emission characteristics. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the solid-state field-controlled emitter (SSE), the emission barrier, which is the factor of 
utmost importance for surface electron emission, is tailored by a controlled extrinsic parameter 
like the injected space charge located near the surface. This is done by depositing an ultra-thin 
wide band-gap semiconductor layer on a metallic surface. It is an alternative approach to the 
thermionic or field emission for which the work function value is intrinsic to the material used. 
The emission current measurements from the SSE cold cathodes show stable emission, at low 
applied field (=50 V/um) and in poor vacuum (=10"? Torr). The new emission mechanism has 
been modeled, the calculations and the theoretical analysis confirm the experimental results. The 
fabrication of the SSE, either by a sputter deposition in vacuum or by a sol-gel technique, meets 
most of the demands specific to high throughput fabrication of cold cathodes with large emitting 
area dedicated to applications in vacuum microelectronics. 

INTRODUCTION 

As a paradigm shift for surface electron emission, we proposed the solid-state field- 
controlled emitter (SSE) [1]. The basic structure of SSE is an ultra-thin wide bandgap n-type 
semiconductor (UTSC) layer deposited on a metallic surface (Fig. 1). The electron emission from 
the SSE cathodes results from a serial two-step mechanism: the first step is the injection of 
electrons at the solid-state Schottky junction from the metal into the UTSC medium, followed by 
a second step which is the electron emission from the UTSC surface that becomes, under the 
control of an applied field Fapp, a surface with a low electron affinity (LEA) or with a negative 
electron affinity (NEA). The injected charges induce a large band bending in the UTSC layer, 
with consequence a drastic lowering of the emission barrier A<I>E (AOE is the potential difference 
between the metal Fermi level and the vacuum level). AOE can become low enough to allow 
emission of electrons through it (LEA situation for AOE < 2 eV) or over it (NEA situation for 
AOE ^ 0). This emission concept differs from conventional electron emission mechanisms, such 
as thermionic and field emission, for which to obtain emission current it is necessary to apply 
either high temperature (>2000 K) or high field (>5000 V/um) to overcome the work function 
which is fixed by the nature of the solid, the crystallography and the adsorption state of the 
cathode surface. 
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Figure I. Schematic draw of the SSE structure with an UTSC layer deposited on a metallic 
surface. The metal plays the role of an electron reservoir and the electrons are emitted from the 
UTSC surface. 

THE SSE CONCEPT FOR SURFACE ELECTRON EMISSION 

The conventional thermionic and field emission 

To obtain emission, it is necessary to remove the electrons trapped in the cathode material. 
This can be done by imparting excess energy to the electrons to overcome the surface barrier, 
either by the action of temperature, called thermionic process (TE), or by an electromagnetic 
radiation, called photoemission process. JT, the TE current density in A.cm"2, is given by the 
Richardson-Dushmann equation: 

■IT = AT T exp [-£] (i) 

where the constant AT = 120x(l-r) with r the reflection coefficient of the material, the work 
function <j) is in eV. Eq. (1) means that the emission current uniformity and stability depends on 
the control of local temperature T, which is in the order of thousand of K, and on the state of the 
surface (crystallography and adsorption) which defines the value of <|>. 

A second possibility is to thin down to nanometer size the thickness of the surface barrier 
with the aid of an applied field Fapp, in the range of 103-104 V/um for <j> « 4 to 5 eV, to allow the 
tunneling of the electrons through it. This is known as field emission (FE) process and the current 
density JF, in A.cm"' 
similar to Eq. (1): 

is given by the Fowler-Nordheim equation, that we give here in a form 

JF = AF TFE
2
 exp BTF, (2) 

where AF = 1.55 x 10'6, B = 2.9 x 106 and TFE = Fapp / <|)1/2 with Fapp in V.cm"1 and <)> in eV. JF is 
obtained at room temperature or less, but with a higher dependence on <|> than JT. The FE current 
uniformity and stability from the cold cathodes depends strongly on the local surface curvature 
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(protrusion), which defines Fapp, and on the adsorption from the outside environment which 
becomes an important factor at T < 300 K as the sticking coefficient decreases exponentially with 
T. Therefore, the vacuum condition is more stringent in FE than in TE in order to obtain stable 
current. 

In both cases, the factor of utmost importance for the stability of the emission is the stability 
of <|>, which is related to the state of the emitting surface and on the electronegativity of its 
adsorbed species. It is the main limiting situation for having a control in the reproducibility of the 
currents for cold cathodes, which is the present drawback for a widespread use in large area 
cathodes. 

The SSE concept of surface electron emission 

In the SSE electron emission mechanism, the barrier height AOE is controlled mainly by the 
space charge inside the UTSC layer. As the standard Richardson and Fowler-Nordheim analysis 
familiar to thermionic and field emission calculations from metal or semiconductor surfaces are 
no longer applicable, as well as the recent approaches for carbon film emission [2], a rigorous 
numerical simulation analysis has been developed [3]. The model consists of (i) a basic SSE 
structure with an UTSC layer (Ti02 for example), in the range of 2 to 10 nm, deposited on a 
metallic surface (Pt for example) (ii) a Schottky junction between the metal and the UTSC with 
the conventional energy band relation [4], (iii) a triangular representation of the vacuum barrier 
including the image potential at the surface of the semiconductor, (iv) a numerical integration of 
the Poisson's equation to evaluate the equilibrium space charge distribution, QSc .inside the UTSC 
and (v) a calculation of the emission current density J by the resolution of the one-body 
Schrödinger equation using a Green's formalism based on the numerical resolution of the self- 
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Figure 2. (a) Energy-band diagram of a SSE (5 nm Ti02 UTSC layer) showing the lowering of 
A@E due to the creation of a space charge after an electron injection from the Schottky junction 
(diagramO with QSc = 1.8xl0'6 e/nm2 to diagram 1 with Qsc = -2.2 e/nm2), followed by a 
modification of the barrier due to the increase of the applied field Fapp. (b) Calculated energy 
distribution of the emitted electrons from a SSE showing a T-F behavior at 300 K. 
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consistent Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation [5], The results show that at the initial stage and in 
the presence of Fapp the potential variation is mainly defined by the space charge distribution due 
to the presence of the Schottky junction, the field penetration inside the UTSC surface and their 
interactions. This situation corresponds to the first equilibrium solution of the Poisson's equation 
and it is represented by the energy band diagram 0 in Fig. 2 with a blocking barrier at the surface 
of the UTSC. Through the reverse bias Schottky junction there is an electronic injection from the 
metal into the CB of the UTSC by a thermionic mechanism and a tunneling process. The 
tunneling is either resonant through the donor-states located near the CB bottom or direct when 
the band bending becomes sufficient. With the blocking barrier at the UTSC surface, this results 
in the formation of an equilibrium space charge Qsc which is given by the second equilibrium 
solution of the Poisson's equation. This second solution is obtained when a large value of Qsc (- 
2.2 e/nm2 for an UTSC layer thickness of 5 nm) populated the CB of the UTSC and leads to an 
important band bending inside this layer with the corresponding energy band diagram 1 in Fig. 2. 
This means that the electronic injection starts for a threshold value of Fapp and stops when the 
second equilibrium state is reached with a value of AOE in the range of a few tenth of eV, i.e. a 
situation of low electron affinity (LEA) surface. From this second equilibrium state, if Fapp is 
increased the potential distribution inside the UTSC layer stays practically unmodified, only the 
vacuum barrier is distorted. The consequence is a lowering of A<J>E as shown by the energy band 
diagrams 2 and 3 in Fig. 2. Such a modification of the emission barrier means that the emission 
current is controlled by increasing Fapp from the threshold value. Immediately after the threshold, 
the emission current is mainly obtained by a tunneling process through the barrier, i.e. FE-like 
behavior. As AOE is lowered for higher Fapp, the contribution of electrons passing over the barrier 
is no more negligible, with consequence a slower increase of J vs. Fapp. In this interval of fields 
the emission is a mixing of FE and TE, which means a T-F like behavior [6] but at 300 K. The 
contribution of TE electrons together with FE electrons is indicated by the concomitant presence 
of the lower and upper energy tails in the theoretical energy distribution spectrum presented in 
Fig. 2(b). However, when Fapp reaches values that the lowering of the barrier develops NEA 
properties, an "explosive" increase of J will happen. 

SSE CATHODE FABRICATION 

In this study only the flat cathodes are concerned, as well as with the hairpin or tip geometry 
as metal base support. Nanoprotrusion planar cathodes are the subject of another article [7]. The 
flat cathodes are obtained from a conventional thin-film deposition sputtering technique, with a 
Kaufmann Ar+ source in an oil-free chamber having a base vacuum less than 10"9 Torr. The 
substrate is a commercial polished Si wafer, it is used to have a reference flat surface. The metal 
layer is Pt and has a thickness of 100 nm. The UTSC layer is Ti02, it is deposited immediately 
after the Pt layer without modifying the vacuum condition. This procedure is used to have a good 
interface between the Pt and the 5 nm thick UTSC layer. Rutherford backscattering analysis of the 
deposited Ti02 films show a good stoechiometry. Defects resulting from the sputtered deposition 
of Ti02 are known to induce donor states given then, to the layer, properties of a n-type wide 
bandgap semiconductor. 

The sol-gel technology was also used for the UTSC deposition (Ti02) [8]. The precursor 
solution was obtained by mixing titanium isopropoxide (Ti[OCH(CH3)2]4) and propanol-2 
((CH3)2CHOH). Glacial acetic acid (AcOH) was then added with an AcOH to Ti molar ratio of 6. 
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The AcOH, which acts as a stabiliser by complexing the titanium alkoxide, is necessary to 
prevent precipitation of Ti02 and to maintain a stable precursor solution before coating. The 
water for hydrolysis comes from the esterification reaction, which occurs between excess of 
AcOH and alcohol. A transparent stable solution was obtained. Methanol was then used to adjust 
the viscosity of the sol, which controls the thickness of the deposited layer [9]. The TiCh film is 
deposited on the metal base cathode by dipping (at a constant and controlled speed of 4 cm.min"' 
under controlled atmosphere) and then first dried at a temperature of100°C. Finally the sample is 
annealed under Infra-Red lamp at a temperature of 350°C during 15 min to stabilise, densify, 
crystallise and harden the ultra-thin film. The thickness of such layer [10] has been measured, it 
was in the range of 5 nm. 

SOME   EXPERIMENTAL   CHARACTERISTICS   OF   THE   ELECTRON   EMISSION 
FROM SSE's 

The totality of the measurements from different SSE presented the following main 
characteristics. 
1. There is no need for a seasoning or a preparation of the SSE after the layer depositions in order 
to obtain electron emission from a threshold value Fapp. The I-V curves presented three well 
defined zones of emission indicated in Fig. 3(a). This is valid even if the SSE cathodes were kept 
in the ambient atmosphere for several days. 
2. There is a complete reproducibility of the emission current after a switch off, with a duration up 
to days, if the SSE is kept in vacuum. 
3. The electron emission is uniform over the whole SSE plane if the cathode is heated to less than 
600 K to clean the surface. This was verified experimentally by observing, on a fluorescent 
screen, that the projection of the emission patterns of SSE deposited on the apex of a 200 nm 
radius tip were uniform. Using the tip apex as a support allowed a radial magnification of the 
emitting surface with nanometric resolution, specific to the field emission microscopy. 
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Figure 3. (a) Characteristic electron emission behavior measured from a planar SSE cathode 
showing the three specific emission zones, (b) Emission current stability measured from a SSE 
with a tip geometry cathode and an UTSC layer obtained by the sol-gel technique in 10'  Torr. 
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4. The emission current is very stable, in particular in the high current regime. Fig. 3(b) is an 
example of the plot of a SSE total current for more than 3 hours of continuous emission. 
5. The emission current is very sensitive to the temperature. This property is related to the strong 
variation of the QSc with the temperature which means a strong variation of A*E [3]. 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The paradigm shift in the concept of SSE is the creation of the important equilibrium space 
charge Qsc inside the UTSC in order to bring into a LEA situation the surface cathode 
independently of the external conditions. The needed band bending is then in the range of few eV 
a value that can be reached only for Qsc larger than about -2 e/nm2. Most of the specific 
properties of the SSE can be understood if one takes into account the covalent nature of the UTSC 
surface and the drastic band bending which results mainly from the electron injection from the 
Schottky junction. These two parameters relegate to a minor role the adsorption from the 
environment for the current stability. This means, from the experimental point of view, that noisy 
but stable emissions have been obtained for long periods in a vacuum of 10"7 to 10"6 Torr of 
oxygen, for example, without the destruction of the SSE cathodes. This behavior cannot be 
observed for conventional FE cold cathodes. 

The fabrication of SSE structure needs conventional planar technology for controlled ultra- 
thin layer deposition like sputtering or sol-gel techniques. Such technologies permit high 
throughput fabrication for large area cold cathodes and opens possibilities of "intelligent emitters" 
such as monolithic electron sources with the integration of microlens optics [11] and regulation 
active matrix, either in a stand-alone structure or in array. 
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Field-Emitter-Array Cold Cathode Arc-Protection Methods - A Theoretical Study 
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ABSTRACT 

Field-emitter arrays (FEAs) are desirable for use as electron emitters in microwave-tube 
amplifiers because they can provide such advantages as higher efficiency and faster turn-on 
compared to their thermionic counterparts. Calculations have shown that Spindt-type metal and 
semiconductor emitters operate well below intrinsic current limits due to thermal effects, even for 
high-current applications such as klystrodes, twystrodes, and traveling-wave amplifiers. 
Nevertheless, the primary barrier to FEA utilization in such applications is premature failure due to 
arcing. These failures appear to be produced by ionization of gas molecules and/or desorbed 
contaminants, which are exacerbated by a poor vacuum environment. Lifetime and stability issues 
have been largely resolved for less stringent applications, such as flat-panel displays, through the 
use of integrated passive resistors that provide current limiting. However, such an approach is not 
directly compatible with operation at high frequency and current density. Other more complex 
approaches, such as the incorporation of active control in the form of integrated transistors, have 
also been demonstrated, but again, only for FEAs used in displays. This paper will review some of 
these schemes in the context of their efficacy in improving lifetime and stability of FEA cold 
cathodes in high-frequency applications. A theoretical analysis will be given of the effect on high- 
frequency performance of incorporating arc protection structures into Spindt-type metal FEAs. 
Specifically, two approaches will be considered: passive protection schemes such as the use of a 
modified thin film resistive layer, and active schemes such as FETs and saturated current limiters. 

INTRODUCTION 

Field emitter arrays have been the subject of interest as electron sources for several 
decades, and have been considered for a variety of applications. The most successful application to 
date has been their use in flat panel displays [1], but more recently other more stringent 
applications have been investigated, such as their use as ion sources for electric propulsion systems 
[2], electron-beam lithography [3] and vacuum pressure sensors [4]. A few of these applications 
are illustrated in Figure 1, which gives estimates of the ranges of current levels, operational 
frequencies and ambients in which the FEAs are required to function. 
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Figure 1. Applications for field emitter arrays. 

Significant effort has been expended in developing FEAs as cold cathodes for high 
frequency inductive output amplifiers (IOAs) such as klystrodes, twystrodes, and travelling wave 
tubes. The gated FEA is capable of very high current densities, and can provide several advantages 
over its thermionic counterpart. Microfabrication techniques [5] have enabled the fabrication of 
extremely small devices with short gate-to-emitter lengths, resulting in low electron transit times 
and correspondingly high transconductances. FEAs operate at much lower voltages and since they 
require no heating, are capable of high pulse repetition frequencies. Because emission can be gated 
at the device itself, density modulation at the emitter is possible, which eliminates the need for a 
separate prebunching section in a travelling wave tube and results in a concomitant size reduction 
for the tube. 

As an example of typical performance requirements desired for an FEA cathode in an IOA, 
in a recent NASA klystrode program undertaken to incorporate a gated FEA into a Klystrode, the ' 
FEA was required to meet the following specifications: operation at 10 GHz, peak currents in 
excess of 120 mA, and current densities above 100 A/cm2. A number of groups have been able to 
demonstrate currents and/or current densities in excess of the required levels at lower frequencies 
as well as operation in a klystrode tube with 10-GHz gate modulation, albeit at much lower current 
levels [6]. Extensive theoretical and modeling work, supported by experiment, has shown that it 
X-band operation can be achieved from a variety of microfabricated emission tip structures and 
materials, including tips composed of metal [7], silicon [8] and GaAs [9]. However, the primary 
issue in implementation continues to be premature failure of the cathodes in the tube environment, 
usually catastrophically, due to large current arcs from the tip to the gate or anode. This paper will 
present a brief review of some of the approaches that are being taken to incorporate arc protection 
into microfabricated field emission devices in the context of their compatibility with operation at 
high frequencies. After a summary of current theories on failure modes in field emitters, two 
categories of arc protection - passive and active - will be discussed. Passive schemes encompass 
such approaches as fundamental changes to the emitter structure or material (e.g. inert coatings that 
protect the tips from ion bombardment), as well as the incorporation of resistive elements with the 
tips (as implemented for FEAs used in flat panel displays). Active schemes include the integration 
of more complex transistor elements (JFET, MOSFET) with the tips, to provide control of 
emission current that is independent of the emitter extraction gate. 
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FAILURE MODES IN FIELD EMITTERS 

Figure 2 shows an arc current failure in progress, for a typical molybdenum-tip FEA 
fabricated using a modified Spindt process [5]. As is often the case, the arc progresses a 
significant distance along the array, resulting in gate and tip melting, and subsequent device failure. 
Prior to the catastrophic arc, a number of non-catastrophic events were observed, presumably 
single- or few-tip burnouts resulting from arc currents that were not large enough to induce large- 
scale melting of the gate metal. The fact that the devices often remain operational in the presence 
of these smaller burnouts suggests that device failure may be avoided by limiting the maximum 
current to a level below that required for macroscopic melting of the gate and/or emitter material. 

Traditionally, failure in FEAs has been thought to be caused by a combination of heat- 
induced deterioration of the emitter source, and ionization of the molecules in the surrounding 
ambient [10]. For an "ideal" metal emitter (composed of smooth single crystal metal), at low 
emission currents the Nottingham effect predominates and causes heating throughout the entire tip, 
whereas at higher current levels, the tip surface is cooled through the reverse Nottingham effect, 
while the bulk of the emitter continues to heat resistively. Typical micron-scale individual metal 
emitters with tip radius r,jp and composed of tungsten or molybdenum can accommodate maximum 
currents on the order of Imax~3000-5000r,;p (units are amperes and centimeters) [10], which 
translates to currents of milliamperes per tip, or much larger than seen under normal operating 
conditions. At moderate emission current levels, calculations of tip heating indicate that melting or 
thermal runaway is unlikely [11], especially if adequate heat sinking is provided via a conductive 
plane. For ideal semiconductor tips, heating is primarily ohmic in nature, and the tips are only 
capable of sustaining lower maximum currents on the order of Imax~100-200rtjp; but again, 
calculations indicate that for an ideal tip at moderate current levels, melting is unlikely [12]. 

Microfabricated field emission tips are not ideal but in fact are polycrystalline in nature, 
with both surface and bulk structural nonuniformities. Additionally, structural features that are 
designed to achieve higher performance (high aspect-ratio tip, high tip density) may result in 
reduced heat-sinking capability to the substrate, increasing the probability of thermal breakdown of 
the tip material and arcing. Studies of the surface of microfabricated metallic tips combined with 
energy distribution measurements of single and multiple-tip arrays [13,14] have shown that 
emission current instability is driven by the continual formation and destruction of nanoprotrusions 
on the surface of the tip, through ion bombardment and diffusion of the tip surface atoms. Such 
unstable features may also exacerbate the arcing problem, particularly at high tip-current densities. 
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In addition to intrinsic heating of the tip itself, failure can also be initiated by ionization and 
sputtering of contaminants. While most studies of FEAs have been undertaken in ultrahigh 
vacuum environments (< 10"9Torr), often FEAs are operated in much poorer vacuums, with 
contaminants that are sputtered or desorbed either from the emitter itself or from the surrounding 
chamber walls, as a result of electron beam bombardment. A sputter model developed by Brodie 
[15,2] to estimate lifetime in specific ambient gases indicates that the lifetime decreases rapidly 
with increasing gate voltage and emission current. While these estimates are pessimistic as they do 
not take into account competing processes such as adsorption or scattering of sputter ions, they 
nevertheless illustrate a problem for applications that require high tip currents, particularly in poor 
vacuums. One technique to alleviate this problem has been the development of "seasoning" 
procedures [16] to gradually burn off surface contaminants by subjecting the emitters to hydrogen 
plasma as they are brought to their highest emission level, and this has been effective in enabling 
high emission current levels at elevated pressures. 

ARC PROTECTION SCHEMES 

The optimal form of arc protection would have no impact on device performance in normal 
operating regimes, limit tip current to acceptable levels and track arcs at any frequency, and 
minimize added fabrication complexity. In view of this, fundamental modifications to the emitter 
itself to make it more robust would appear to be preferable over the incorporation of additional 
protective devices. Tradeoffs between optimization of operational characteristics and ease of 
fabrication must also be considered when selecting a protection scheme. 

Passive Approaches - Robust Emitter Materials and Coatings 

Recently there have been promising developments in the application of refractory metal 
carbides as coatings for emission tips [17]. Such coatings are thermally resistant, have good 
thermal conductivity for heat sinking, provide both physical and chemical passivation of the tip 
surface, and are resistant to ion bombardment. Materials such as HfC and ZrC have been used as 
emitters and as coatings on conventional molybdenum microfabricated tips. Their longevity has 
been impressive, with single HfC emitters operating at 5 mA for > 1000 hours, and coated ZrC/Mo 
emitter arrays operating at 100 p.A in 5x10"7 Torr vacuum. 

There has also been interest in implementing diamond, either as an emitter material itself or 
as a coating for metal or semiconductor tips. Other material possibilities include gallium nitride 
[18] and boron nitride [19], but for most of these materials, low emission currents and/or poor 
material quality have so far limited their use. 

Resistive layers 
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Field-emission display manufacturers have for several years incorporated a resistive layer 
under the emitters to provide a series resistance at each tip [20]; the resistor acts as a current limiter 
and improves uniformity. This approach has been highly successful in improving the lifetime and 
reliability of FEAs used in flat panel displays, to the extent that lifetimes exceeding 10000 hrs are 
now routine, even in the relatively poor vacuum environment of the display packages. However, 
the resulting high series resistance in combination with the gate capacitance limits the frequency at 
which the gate-to-emitter voltage can be modulated to the MHz range, insufficient for RF 
applications. With proper design, the capacitance of the resistive layer can act as a bypass at X- 
band, while still providing enough resistance on a per-tip basis at lower frequencies to suppress arc 
currents. The effective impedance of the array at X-band can thus be reduced to the order of a few 
ohms and still retain arc protection. 

Such a scheme is described in [21], where the resistive layer parameters were selected 
based on a desired arc current limiting level, and the impact on high frequency performance was 
analyzed using a simple triode model with impedance matching to the FEA. The overall effect of 
the added impedance in series with the emitter was expressed in terms of a frequency-dependent 
current modulation efficiency, and a simple SPICE model was extracted from the model, and used 
to investigate the operation of the system at X-band. Using experimentally determined Fowler- 
Nordheim parameters for a 30000-tip FEA operating at a gate-tip modulation of 50 ± 10 V at 10 
GHz, a resistive layer thickness of 500 A (which presents an impedance at 10 GHz of about 3 
Q.) provided a maximum in current modulation efficiency and a minimum emission current drop as 
compared to an unprotected device. 

While the above analysis, and analogous studies done with silicon-based emitters [22], 
indicate that it is possible to achieve high frequency modulation with a resistive layer protection 
scheme, difficulties in producing a robust, defect-free thin resistive layer may prohibit the practical 
implementation of such a method. 

Alternate Resistive Approaches 

Another approach is to implement the resistor in the form of a post under the emission tip. 
This structure is used most notably by the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina [8] to 
fabricate silicon FEAs. An analysis of the high frequency performance of variants of this structure, 
as suggested in [22], is instructive. Figure 3 shows the results of a simple analysis of the emission 
and limiting currents achievable with the basic structure (with a metal tip instead of a silicon tip). 
Emission currents are calculated based on Fowler-Nordheim parameters extracted from a typical 
molybdenum cone emitter (I,ip=l uA, BFN=600 V, tip radius=100 A, post radius=0.2 urn) with the 
emitter in an impedance-matched circuit, and limiting currents are obtained assuming various bulk 
resistivity levels for the silicon post. All currents are normalized to the DC emission current with a 
perfectly conducting post. As expected, increasing the post resistivity increases the effectiveness 
of current limiting, but at a cost of poorer high frequency performance. A modification to the 
structure that incorporates capacitive bypassing is shown in Figure 4. In this case, the DC current 
is still limited by the resistive post, but a thin oxide layer surrounding the post shank provides 
bypassing at high frequencies. This does improve emission at higher frequencies, but at a cost of 
degraded limiting, particularly if the time scale of the failure event is in the nanosecond range 
where Iiimit/Iemission degrades to greater than 100:1. Finally, a third version, shown in Figure 5, 
eliminates the bypass oxide layer and replaces it with a direct contact to the post shank. In this 
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Situation, the gate-tip bias is applied to the post as well as the tip, resulting in depletion of the post 
and a situation analogous to pinch-off in a JFET channel. Note that the limiting current is sensitive 
to resistivity of the post in this case, as expected since the pinch-off voltage and saturation current 
in a JFET are proportional to the doping level in the channel. Also note that the post diameter in 
this structure is somewhat larger (rpost=1.4 um) than that used in the previous variations. The 
electron density in the post must be sufficiently low to support the entire gate-tip voltage, which 
results in an increased post diameter to accommodate the depletion width in normal operation. The 
larger post size will significantly reduce tip densities. 

 Emission current  R = 0 
 Limiting current    R = 0 
  Emission current  R = 2MO 
 Limiting current    R = 2 MQ 
  Emission current  R = 8Mn 
:i7r_.Limiting current,. R = 8Mn 

rpo„ = 0.2 um 

'up  =100 A ""^^^^ 
2 4 6 8' 

FREQUENCY (GHz) 

Figure 3. Effect of resistive post on high frequency operation ofFEA. 

   Emission current  C=0 
 Limiting current     C=0 
   Emission current 

C=0.1 fF, t„,=0.2 urn 
 Lrm'rting current 

C=0.1 fF, L„=0.2 |»m 
   Emission current 

C=0.2 IF, t„=0.1 urn 
 Limiting current 

C=0.2 IF. t„M).1 urn 

FREQUENCY (GHz) 

Figure 4. Effect of resistive post with capacitive bypass on high frequency operation ofFEA. 
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Figure S. Effect of resistive post with JFET-like gate on high frequency operation ofFEA. 

The examples shown above indicate that it may be difficult to achieve the competing 
requirements of high emission currents and low limiting currents with a purely passive scheme. 
For that reason, we turn to active protection methods that incorporate independently modulated 
semiconductor devices to control emission current at all levels of operation. 

Active Approaches - MOSFET Current Control 

The concept of field emitters with integral regulated current control encompasses a wide 
range of devices and was proposed a number of years ago [23] as a natural extension of the 
semiconductor-based FEA. The basic approach is simple - attach the tip to the drain electrode of a 
transistor, and regulate emission via the induced channel and transistor gate. One of the first 
implementations was the incorporation of a MOSFET in series with the emission tip [24], as 
shown in Figure 6a. In this case, an inversion layer channel between a source electrode and the 
emitting tip is created to provide a path for electrons supplied by the source. The common gate not 
only serves to create the inversion layer, but also acts as the extraction electrode for the emitted 
electrons. A thick dielectric layer is used over the channel and a heavily-doped substrate is used to 
make the FEA extraction and FET turn-on voltages comparable. By controlling the current 
supplied to the tip with the FET, significant improvements in emission current stability and 
uniformity of silicon tips have been reported, to the extent that emission is stable to within 1% 
over long operational time periods [25]. In addition, stable operation in poor vacuum of as high as 
10"5 Torr CO has been demonstrated [26]. 

While the single-gate FEA+FET structure is simple to construct, it does not allow for 
separate optimization of each element. The dual-gate structure in Figure 6b has a thin FET gate 
oxide providing a low MOSFET turn-on voltage, and a thick oxide surrounding the FEA, to reduce 
capacitance, as well as decouple the two devices [27]. With this structure, a gate-tip short resulting 
from an arc will not result in failure of the whole array, since the maximum current into the emitter 
is still controlled by the transistor gate voltage. 

Typical extraction gate voltages for FEAs are several tens of volts. Since the combined 
structure is operated with a floating drain on the transistor, during normal operation drain 
potentials can rise high enough to cause impact ionization at the drain-channel junction, resulting 
in breakdown and loss of current control. More importantly, a failure event resulting in a direct 
connection between extraction gate and tip will place the entire extraction gate voltage on the drain 
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of the transistor, which should therefore have a breakdown voltage exceeding this value. Both of 
these problems can be alleviated through the use of a lightly doped drain (LDD) to reduce the drain 
edge electric field, as is commonly done for submicron MOSFETs. In [28], two structures are 
compared, one in which the drain edge is concurrent with the gate edge (conventional MOSFET) 
and one in which the drain edge is removed from the gate edge (LDD MOSFET). The latter 
showed improved current control at higher induced drain potentials. 

The MOSFET current control approach can be implemented in two ways - the FET can 
directly modulate the emission current at the desired operating frequency, or can simply be used as 
a variable resistor. In the former case, the transistor and associated FEA load must be capable of 
switching at RF, while the latter is simpler as it does not require a high-frequency transistor. 
Traditionally, RF operation has been the domain of compound semiconductor devices due to the 
higher intrinsic mobilities and lower device capacitances achievable; however, deep submicron 
lithography capabilities combined with silicon-on-insulator(SOI) technology to reduce junction 
capacitance has made it possible to fabricate silicon-based FETs that operate with unity current 
gain frequencies of over 1 GHz. For example, 0.25 um fully depleted SOI n- and p-MOSFETs 
were recently demonstrated with fT of 30 GHz and 13 GHz respectively [29], The disadvantage of 
these devices is their very low breakdown voltage (< 5 V), which precludes them from being used 
directly with FEAs unless the emitter also has a very small geometry and turn-on voltage (e.g. 0.1 - 
um tips with Vtura.on< 13 V [30]). The solution to this is the LDMOSFET (Lateral Double-diffused 
MOSFET), which was designed to be used in power amplifiers. Recently, efforts to develop high 
frequency, high gain LDMOSFETs for use in L-band RF communications subsystems has resulted 
in both bulk [31 ] and SOI [32] devices capable of switching frequencies greater than 1 GHz and 
breakdown voltages in excess of 30 V. Figure 6c shows the basic structure of an SOI version of 
the device, with the LDD incorporated to increase breakdown voltage. The SOI version may be 
preferred as it offers lower on-resistance and lower parasitic capacitances over its bulk counterpart; 
however, it is subject to drift due to self-heating effects [33]. 

Normally these power MOSFETs are designed with very large channel widths, to provide 
output currents in the range of amps. If the structure were scaled down such that one transistor 
drives a pixel of 100 tips at a density of I uA/tip, for example, the transistor would be required to 
source 0.1 mA. Using measured parameters from a bulk LDMOSFET [31], a device with a gate 
length and width of 1 u_m and 4 Jim respectively can source 0.1 mA at a gate voltage of 4 V. With 
a somewhat conservative tip-to-tip spacing of 1.5 um, a 100-tip pixel would require an area of 
about 270 urn2, so that the fraction of the overall pixel occupied by the active device is kept to a 
minimum. Using fewer tips-per-pixel increases the area overhead fraction required by the 
transistor, but reduces the number of tips that are lost in the event of a gate-tip shorting failure. 

a) b) c) 

Figure 6. a) Basic MOSFET+FEA. b) Dual-gate MOSFET+FEA. c) Power SOI LDMOSFET. 
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Vertical Current Limiter (VECTL) 

The VECTL [34] arc protection approach was developed by NEC and is illustrated in 
Figure 7a. This structure consists of groups of conventional molybdenum tips formed on top of 
silicon posts surrounded by oxide-filled trenches, and is somewhat similar to the scheme shown in 
Figure 5. Under normal operating conditions the series resistance of the post is low, in fact orders 
of magnitude lower than that used in displays. The dimensions of the trench and post have been 
designed such that upon the application of a high voltage directly to the tip (as happens in a gate- 
to-tip arc), the silicon post under the affected tip will deplete, thereby pinching off the channel and 
limiting the current through the tip to a designed safe value (Figure 7b). Using the VECTL 
scheme, NEC has demonstrated cathode lifetimes of 5000 hours in a miniaturized travelling wave 
tube, with output currents of 56 mA at 11.5 GHz [35], It should be noted that the FEA was not 
gate-modulated, as the resistance of the post prohibited operation at X-band. Nonetheless, the 
approach appears to be quite efficient at suppressing arc currents, as the device did not fail under 
the unfavorable conditions seen in the tube. 

Vacuum Ate Mode Current characteristic 

ISBBAf^Af?"'! AT"?"^ 

Figure 7. a) VECTL basic structure, b) Operation under arc conditions. 

Figure 8 illustrates the operation of the current limiter under arc conditions (assumed to be 
a short between the extraction gate and the tip), as obtained from Pisces simulations using Silvaco 
tools. There are two versions of the device; the first is identical to the structure used by NEC, and 
the second is a proposed structure with finer geometries that may be capable of RF modulation. In 
both cases a direct connection between the gate and tip results in depletion of the silicon under the 
tip, and a saturation of the current supplied to the tip, with the saturation voltage comparable for 
both cases. 
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Figure 8. a) Simulated gate-tip arc for NEC geometry, b) Simulated gate-tip arc for proposed 
reduced geometry device. 

To evaluate the ability of the VECTL structure to provide the current modulation required 
by an X-band klystrode, an equivalent circuit model and analysis similar to that used in [21] was 
used, with Rv and Cv representing the lumped impedance contribution of the silicon pillar under 
the tip (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Equivalent circuit model ofFEA with VECTL arc protection. 

The impact on high frequency performance was evaluated by calculating a current 
modulation efficiency, defined as r\={\2-hyh, where h and 1, are the anode currents at the 
maximum and minimum gate-tip voltage respectively, and are functions of the input voltage swing. 
The RF voltage swing at the FEA input is determined by the RF voltage source, the impedance 
matching network, and the total input resistance of the FEA. 

Two sets of geometries were compared, the existing design presented by NEC and a 
proposed design using reduced-geometry cathodes (Table I). Figure 10 and Table II summarize the 
results of the analysis, which indicate that a VECTL-based FEA can be modulated at X-band 
frequencies if the tip dimensions are reduced and tip densities increased. Additionally, a narrower 
and thinner-walled beam can be obtained with the higher achievable tip densities. 

Table I. Design parameters for NEC and reduced-geometry VECTL structures. 
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FEA design parameter NEC Reduced geometry # 1 

Tip-to-tip spacing (urn) 1.2 0.5 
Tips/column 64 64 
Column width (urn) 10 4 

Isolation trench width (urn) 1.2 0.5 

Channel depth (urn) 10 2 

Gate oxide thickness (um) 0.5 0.35 
Channel doping (cm"3) 2.6xl014 8.0xl014 

Channel pinch-off voltage (V) 5 5 
Limiting current per column (uA) 300 300 
Channel resistance per column (kQ) 33 19 

Gate capacitance per column (fF) 11 0.84 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 10. a) Current modulation efficiency and b) gate modulation voltage for two tip 
geometries. 

Table II. RF performance comparison of NEC device and proposed reduced-geometry device. 

Parameter NEC device Reduced-geometry #1 
Number of tips per quadrant 30000 30000 
Number of cells per quadrant 469 469 
Annular outer diameter 900 um 610 urn 
Annular inner diameter 720 um 526 um 
Input impedance per quadrant 18Q 33 n 
Input power per quadrant 0.25 W 0.25 W 
Peak current from 4 quadrants 120 mA 120 mA 
Beam modulation efficiency at 10 GHz 43% 87% 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has provided a brief review and discussion of some approaches that can and are being 
taken to incorporate high-frequency-compatible arc protection into a microfabricated field emitter 
array. While the passive resistive layer approach has been highly successful for displays, and may 
translate to higher frequencies with suitable modifications, the availability of such active schemes 
as the incorporation of power RF MOSFETs and the FET-like VECTL may provide more robust 
current limiting. But the optimal choice providing the most flexibility in device operation may in 
fact be a combination of an active device and a more robust emitter material such as a carbide- 
coated metal or semiconductor tip. 
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ABSTRACT 
Replacing hollow and filament cathodes with field emitter (FE) cathodes could 

significantly improve the scalability, power, and performance of some meso- and microscale 
Electric Propulsion (EP) systems. The propulsion system environments and requirements and 
the challenges in integrating these technologies are discussed to justify the recommended 
cathode configurations. Required cathode technologies include low work function coatings on Si 
or Mo Field Emitter Array (FEA) cathodes with arc protection and electrostatic ion filters. 

INTRODUCTION 
There is considerable interest now in meso- and microscale electric propulsion systems 

for microscale and large inflatable spacecraft to support the robotic exploration of the solar 
system and characterize the near-Earth environment. Three classes of microscale spacecraft 
have been identified: Class I (10-20 W, 10-20 kg, 0.3-0.4 m), Class II (1 W, 1 kg, 0.1 m), and 
Class III («1 W, « 1 kg, 0.03 m).1 Microscale spacecraft will enable the development of 
multiple, distributed spacecraft systems possibly in contact with a mother spacecraft to perform 
3-dimensional mapping of particles and fields and global surveys of a planet with higher 
resolution and flexibility and lower mission risk. The fuel savings from the use of high specific 
impulse (thrust/propellant flow rate>1000 s) electric propulsion systems enables more difficult 
planetary missions with smaller launch vehicles. 

Several electric thrusters being miniaturized require cathodes to provide electrons for 
propellant ionization and/or ion beam neutralization. Electrostatic thrusters are being developed 
to operate between 10s of mW and 500 W. These thrusters will require cathode current densities 
approximately 100 mA/cm2 for more than 6000 hours. Filament, thermionic, and hollow 
cathodes require heaters and propellant feed systems which place lower limits on their power and 
size scalability. Filament cathodes consume 0.1 -10 W/mA.2'3 Thermionic cathodes have 
demonstrated 1.5 W/mA.4 State-of-the-art 1/8" hollow cathodes have demonstrated 50 mA with 
0.2 mg/s of xenon and 8 W consumed by the keeper electrode with an anode voltage of 15 V.5 

Cesium hollow cathodes require 10 W/mA.6 In contrast, a Mo FE cathode has demonstrated 120 
mA at <1 mW with no propellant or heater. Some microscale spacecraft proposed will have less 
than 100 mW of power. Compatible FE cathodes may enable the use of EP systems on these 
spacecraft. 

The primary concerns with integrating FE cathodes with EP systems are space-charge 
limited emission and cathode lifetime in the plasma environments generated by the propulsion 
systems. In an EP system the FE cathodes, with gate electrodes, will emit into a plasma anode. 
The space-charge current limit depends on the plasma density and temperatures, and electron 
beam energy and current density. The cathode lifetime will be limited because it will be 
subjected to constant ion bombardment. The self-generated ion population originates near the 
cathode when electrons emitted by the cathode ionize ambient neutrals. Slow ions and fast 
neutrals result from charge-exchange collisions between the fast ions accelerated by the thruster 
and the slow ambient neutrals, creating a second ion population bombarding the cathode. Ions 
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generated in the discharge chamber of an ion thruster will bombard cathodes which are supplying 
electrons for propellant ionization. 

The propulsion systems which could benefit from compatible FE cathodes are described 
in this paper with their demands on cathode performance. FE cathode technologies required to 
integrate them with EP systems are discussed. 

MESO- AND MICROSCALE ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
The configurations of mesoscale Hall and ion thrusters, Field Emission Electric 

Propulsion (FEEP) systems, and Indium Liquid Metal Ion Sources (I-LMIS) are shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. The performance of state-of-the-art systems at low thrust levels is shown in 
Table 1. Each of these systems could significantly benefit from a compatible FE cathode in size, 
performance, and system complexity. The development of ion thrusters smaller than the 
configuration described Table I is underway. Microscale FEEPs, I-LMISs, and colloid thrusters 
are also under development. Table 1 shows the current and lifetime requirements of available 
systems and describes the cathode environments which must be tolerated. Jj is the current 
density of ions which will bombard the cathode. 

Ion thrusters require cathodes for both propellant ionization(discharge cathode) and ion 
beam neutralization (neutralizer cathode). The propellant is ionized in the discharge chamber by 
electron bombardment. Magnets are used to impede the flow of electrons from the cathode to 
the anode to improve the ionization efficiency. The ion optics are composed of two 
multiaperture grids which are biased to focus ions which drift into the interelectrode gap and 
accelerate them to generate thrust. These thrusters traditionally use hollow cathodes. 

Ion engines have been optimized and flight qualified to operate at power levels up to 2.3 
kW. Mesoscale ion thrusters were developed to operate on cesium with considerable success; 
however, xenon propellant is preferred over cesium because of its toxicity. Cesium ion thrusters 
have demonstrated 12 uN at 4.58 W from a 1.27 cm-diameter discharge chamber up to 5.3 mN at 
237 W from a 4.58 cm-diameter discharge chamber.7 At low power levels, the thermionic 
cathode consumed as much as 48 % of the total power consumed by the thruster. More recently, 
the performance of a xenon ion thruster with a 5 cm-diameter discharge chamber was reported as 
2.2 mN and 2300 s at 49% thrust efficiency and 50 W of power.8 The efficiency calculation does 
not include the power and propellant consumption by the cathode. 

Hall thrusters require only one cathode which supplies electrons for both ion beam 
neutralization and propellant ionization by electron bombardment. The axial accelerating 
electric field is established between the anode and cathode. Electromagnets are typically used in 
this system to generate a radial magnetic field near the exit plane of the thruster which creates an 
azimuthal drift of electrons towards the anode and a high density electron cloud near the thruster 
exit plane. The propellant is ionized in the electron cloud and accelerated axially by the electric 
field. These thrusters traditionally use hollow cathodes also. 

Hall thrusters have been optimized to operate at 1.5 -3.0 kW and are currently being 
scaled down to mesoscale systems which will be optimized to generate 1-10 mN of thrust. 
Higher pressures, current densities, and magnetic field strengths are then required to reduce 
mean free paths in the discharge chamber and maintain the plasma discharge as the size of the 
thruster is reduced.9 Xenon is the preferred propellant for these systems because of its high 
mass, relatively low ionization energy, and inert nature. The mesoscale X-40 has a 40 mm 
discharge chamber diameter. It demonstrated 7.43 mN of thrust at 100 W(150 V, 0.67 A) and 
0.74 mg/s to generate 1020 s specific impulse (ion velocities of-10,000 ms/) at 37 % efficiency 
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(not including the cathode power and propellant).10 At 200 W and 14.5 mN, the thruster 
operated at 48 % efficiency. The lifetime of this system was projected to be 850 hours, and 
could be improved to 2000-3000 hours by employing more sputter resistant materials. The 
BHT-200-X2B operates in a similar thrust regime." The thrust range of this system is 4-17 mN 
with 100-300 W at 20-45 % efficiency (not including the cathode) and 1200-1600 s. 

FEEPs and I-LMISs also accelerate ions electrostatically to generate thrust; however, 
unlike the ion and Hall thrusters, the propellant is not ionized by electron bombardment. The 
propellant is field ionized. FEEPs use cesium and I-LMISs use indium liquid metal propellant 
which is fed by capillary forces from the propellant reservoir through a small channel (FEEP), or 
wicked up the outside of a needle from the propellant reservoir (I-LMIS). The emitters are 
terminated with sharp edges and biased positively with respect to an extraction electrode located 
downstream of the emitter. The electric field applied between the electrodes deforms the surface 
of the liquid metal into Taylor cones12 with a cusp (often called a jet) to maintain equilibrium 
between electrostatic and surface tension forces. When the electric field strength reaches 10 
V/cm atoms of metal on the tip are ionized by field ionization or field evaporation. Ions are 
accelerated by the extraction electrode. These thrusters have used hollow and filament cathodes. 

Indium Liquid Metal Ion Sources (LMIS) have been used for spacecraft potential control 
and are now being developed for propulsion applications also.13 They are being developed to 
operate at 10s of uN and 4.5-6.5 kV, >6000 s specific impulse at -15 uN/W (67 W/mN). 
Cesium FEEP systems have been developed to operate at -17 mN/W (60 W/mN) for 100 uN of 
thrust at 8000 s specific impulse (-80,000 m/s ion velocities) with 9 W of power and a total 
impulse of 160 Newton-seconds (450 hours at nominal steady state operation). 

*ssr,        w 
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Figure 1 Ion thruster(left) and Hall thntster(right) configurations. 
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Figure 2 FEEP (left) and I-LMIS (right) configurations. 
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Table 1 Representative performance and cathode environment of meso- and microscale 
propulsion systems. 

Ion Thruster Hall Thruster FEEP Colloid 
(5 cm)8 (X-40)10 Thruster14 

0.001-1 
Thruster15 

Thrust (mN) 2.2-4.7 5-32 0.2-0.5 
Power (W) 50-116 80-510 0.06-60 ~2 
Power/Thrust 23 16 60 4.4 
Specific Impulse (s) 2,300-3,100 1,160-1,933 8,000 (10 kV) 450-700 
Current (mA) 230-430(disch.) 

44-81(neut.) 
500-1,700 0.006-6 - 

Efficiency 0.49-0.61 0.31-0.55 0.98 
Specific Mass (kg/W) - - 0.008 
Propellant Xenon Xenon Cesium Glycerol 
Ji (uA/cm2) 4,000 (disch.) 

0.004-0.008 (neut.) 
2-7 0.002-2 - 

Pressure (Torr) 10"3-10-6 
10'6-10-4 10-6 

Lifetime (hours) 6,000 950-2000 450-20,000 - 
 .,„.,., „.^. „„,,„o, IU i i^i 3 CACC(JI mat cnargeu uropiets, insteaa ot atomic ions 

are emitted and the propellant is not field ionized. An electric field is applied between the 
capillary tubes feeding the propellant and the extraction electrode to increase the surface charge 
density in the liquid. At the critical surface charge density, the unstable surface forms a cone-jet 
configuration. Incipient droplets are polarized and ruptured into two portions of net charge. One 
portion remains at the tip and the other escapes from the fluid and is accelerated by the electric 
field. The droplets are either positively or negatively charged depending on the propellant used. 
Glycerol is a commonly used propellant. Glycerol doped with sodium iodide produces positively 
charged droplets, and doped with sulfuric acid produces negatively charged droplets. Colloid 
thrusters with platinum capillaries having ID's of 200 Jim have produced 0.2-0.5 mN of thrust at 
4.4 W/mN with specific impulses estimated between 450 s and 700 s and -5.8 kV or 4.4 kV 
required. 

RECOMMENDED FE CATHODES FOR EP APPLICATIONS 
The challenge at hand is to provide 10-100 mA/cm2 for 1000-6000 hours with less than 

100 V at little more than 1 mW/mA consumed by the gate electrode to satisfy the requirements 
of each propulsion system. The FE cathode technology which has demonstrated the highest 
current density, lowest operating voltages, and highest efficiency to-date is the Spindt-type FEA 
cathode. It is also the most mature and accessible of the microfabricated FE cathodes. Less 
mature FE cathode technologies include thin Negative Electron Affinity (NEA) films and carbon 
nanotubes. Rigid carbon nanotube cathodes have not yet been grown in microfabricated gate 
structures with operating voltages less than 100 V. Carbon and diamond NEA films have 
demonstrated turn-on electric fields which are lower than the Spindt-type cathodes and 100 
mA/cm , however, either their operating voltages are too high or their efficiencies are much 
lower than 1 mW/mA. Spindt-type cathodes have demonstrated current densities greater than 
2000 A/cm from arrays in UHV in triode configurations with efficiencies higher than 0.01 
mW/mA and lifetimes greater than 8000 hours. 

At this time it is believed that to meet the current density and lifetime requirements of the 
EP applications, the Spindt-type cathodes should be coupled with carbide or NEA material films. 
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Experiments have shown that xenon will not affect the work function of Mo, Si, and C 
cathodes.16 It has also been shown that the energy threshold for sputtering Mo and Si FEA 
cathodes with xenon ions is 49 eV and 64 eV, respectively.16'17 The self-generated ions consist 
of both single and double ions if the cathode is operated above 35-37 V. At operating voltages 
below -85 V, the cathode erosion process is dominated by the double ions. In a xenon 
environment where only the self generated ion population is considered, Mo and Si cathode 
operating voltages will be limited to -37 V, approximately the double ion ionization potential of 
xenon, to achieve lifetimes greater than 6000 hours. In the thruster environment, the charge- 
exchange or discharge ion population will further limit the operating voltages. Again, this 
population of ions consists of both double and single ions. With operating voltages no higher 
than 37 V, the erosion process is again dominated by the double ions. This ion population will 
further limit the operating voltages to approximately 5 V (Mo) and 13 V (Si) because ions will 
be accelerated from the plasma potential through approximately 20 V before entering the gate 
electrode apertures. With optimistic FEA cathode characteristics including gate aperture radii of 
0.2 u.m, excellent uniformity, effective18 tip radii of 4 nm, and packing densities of 5xl07 

tips/cm2, modeling results show that it is impossible to attain 100 mA/cm2 with Mo and Si FEA 
cathodes operating in the plasma environment generated by a Hall or ion thruster. 

Mo and Si FEA cathode performance can be improved by coating them with a lower 
work function material. If the coating decreases the sputter yield also, higher operating voltages 
may be tolerated while meeting the EP system lifetime requirements. Materials with these 
potential properties include HfC,19 ZrC,20 and carbon films. Mo and Si FEA cathodes have been 
successfully coated with carbide and carbon films.21'22,23 These films have significantly 
improved the cathode performance in current and stability in UHV and in more hostile 
environments. With the film coatings, the cathode current and lifetime still may not meet the 
requirements. 

Further cathode ruggedization is recommended with an electrostatic ion filter and an arc 
protection architecture. An ion filter should be used to retard the flow of charge-exchange or 
discharge ions to the cathode microtips. Without this flux of ions, the tolerable operating 
voltages will increase by 22-30 V up to 35-37 V and the current by several orders of magnitude 
while satisfying the lifetime requirements. A current limiting architecture will also limit 
premature cathode failure. In the hostile thruster environments the cathodes will get 
contaminated by thruster propellant and facility materials. Often this contamination causes 
arcing between the tips and the gate electrode, producing an electrical short. High resistivity 
substrates, field effect transistor configurations, and VErtical Current Limiting (VECTL) 
architectures have been recommended to limit the current through a tip to prevent arc formation. 
The most favorable current limiting option appears to be the VECTL architecture24 because it is 
a passive configuration which is microfabricated with the cathode and permits packing densities 
of 5x107 tips/cm2. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Considering all of the challenges in integrating FE cathodes and EP systems discussed, 

the FE cathodes required will have to incorporate the cathode technology beyond current state- 
of-the-art. The cathode design includes gate aperture radii -0.2 urn, packing densities of 5x10 
tips/cm2, effective tip radii of 4 nm, with HfC, ZrC, or C films on Si or Mo arrays to achieve 100 
mA/cm for more than 6000 hours in EP systems environments. Electrostatic ion shield 
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structures with current limiting architectures will also be necessary for the FEA cathodes to meet 
the EP system performance requirements. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cold cathodes such as field emitter arrays offer the potential to benefit or enable space-based 

applications of critical commercial, government, or military importance by providing an electron 
source that is low power, low cost, requires no consumables, potentially robust as well as highly 
reliable. Applications that would especially benefit from such cold cathodes include low power 
electric propulsion (EP) thruster technology, electrodyanamic tethers (ED) for propellantless 
propulsion in low-Earth orbit, and spacecraft negative potential charge control. In controlled 
environments, field emitter arrays have shown substantial capability, but have failed in harsher 
environments more typical of space applications. We argue that a combination of localized arc 
suppression coupled with a low work function, but nevertheless robust, coating such as 
zirconium carbide would provide the needed ruggedness to withstand energetic ions, oxygen 
fluxes, and adsorbates typical of a spacecraft environment. We have found that arc-protected and 
coated FEACs that can operate in a 1-10 microTorr pressure environment with current densities 
of less than 0.1 Amps/cmA2 and gate voltages between 50-i00 Volts, would enable reliable, low- 
cost devices capable of operating in the required space environment. 

1. Introduction 
FEACs appear to be a technology ready for rapid development as a new class of electron 

charge emission space-based applications which should lower the cost and/or be an enabling 
technology. The use of FEACs in these applications will significantly lower power consumption 
and eliminate or reduce consumable requirements over competing approaches. Specifically, it 
will enable miniaturized fuel-efficient electric propulsion (EP) systems such as the Closed-Drift 
Hall thruster (CDT) that enhance performance of small satellites by reducing spacecraft 
propellant mass. FEACs also enable use of "propellantless" ED tether propulsion for efficient 
spacecraft deorbit, atmospheric drag make-up, and orbit raising (250 to 2,000 km altitude). 
Additionally, FEACs provide a simple method to control charging of large spacecraft solar 
arrays. 

These space applications will require FEAC devices that: (1) emit on the order of 0.1 A/cm ; 
(2) operate in the 10"5 to 10"6 Torr pressure range (survive after operational exposure to 10" 
Torr); (3) require bias potentials of 50-100 V or less; and, (4) have sufficient life for multi-year 
space operations. Recent investigations suggest that each of these requirements can be achieved. 
What remains is to bring together the correct set of FEAC fabrication technologies to validate 
and qualify them for operation in the space environment. Our investigation suggests that to 
demonstrate FEACs for space applications, four critical FEAC development issues must be 
addressed; (1) arc suppression at each tip; (2) optimizing surface coatings that lower work- 
function and withstand energetic ions, oxygen flux, and undesirable adsorbates; (3) minimization 
of bias (gate) potential; and (4) space charge management. These are discussed below. 

2. FEAC Background and State-of-the-Art 
FEACs are being actively developed around the world for use in vacuum devices, such as 
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flat panel displays, coherent radiation sources, and ultra fast logic circuits because of their low 
turn-on voltages, high current densities, and stable operation in a pulsed mode. Typical FEACs 
employ molybdenum or silicon tips fabricated by ion etching techniques. Emitters can have a 
radius of curvature of a few tens of angstroms [1] with packing densities on the order of 106 

tips/cm [2]. Tip electric fields must be on the order of 109 V/m for good emission. Field 
emission currents of 10 u A per tip can be routinely achieved but can be 50 uA for transition 
metal carbides (TMCs) run in pulsed mode. 

An important potential application of FEACs receiving intensive study is as replacements to 
thermionic cathode emitters in microwave power tube applications [3,4,5].The RF vacuum 
microwave application is without question the most technically challenging, both in what is 
required of the field emitters and in the harshness of the operating environment even in 
comparison to the space FEAC applications. For this application, an aggressive 5 year, 
multimillion dollar ARPA/NRL/NASA Vacuum Microelectronics research program was recently 
completed to develop a next generation emission gated vacuum rf amplifier using FEACs (which 
has subsequently been superseded by the Advanced Emitter Technology program at NRL). This 
research demonstrated that FEACs could function in a very hostile rf tube environment with 
performance characteristics in excess of display requirements and close to present needs. 
Specifically, FEAC performance in test stations (see Table II of [6]) demonstrated per-tip 
currents from 1 to 20 uA/tip for molybdenum and silicon arrays in pulsed mode operation, and 
about an order of magnitude less than that for unprotected emitters in a tight-packed ring cathode 
geometry under rf (10 GHz) gate modulation in a power tube environment. Recently, Mackie, et 
al. [7], have shown that the coating of emitters using Zirconium carbide enhances the stability'of 
the emitted current, and further, that larger currents at lower voltages are achievable, due to a 
combination of the ruggedness of the coating (greater inertness to adsorbates and nanoprotrusion 
formation) and the carbides' lower work function. 

3. Arc Protection Techniques 
On a microscopic scale, three issues govern both the magnitude of the emitted current and 

the susceptibility to arc-initiation for the field emitter tip. They are (/) work function of the 
surface layer (ii) radius of curvature of the emission site, which gives rise to the field 
enhancement factor and (///) the creation and migration of nanoprotrusions under the ultra-high 
electric fields which exist at the surface of the emitter. Fluctuations in the emission current are 
believed to be due to adsorption and desorption of adsorbates, thereby covering and uncovering 
lower work function layers, as well as the creation, migration, and sputtering off of 
nanoprotrusions. Sudden rises in current, especially if that current is directed towards the gate, 
can initiate processes which if unchecked can lead to arc formation and subsequent tip 
destruction, usually in the form of melting the tip and surrounding gate, and splattering that 
material over the array, possibly leading to a short. 

Resistive Protection - Resistive protection schemes are known to improve FEAC reliability 
and are routinely employed in FEACs for display applications. Display FEACs commonly 
employ a resistive element ("lateral resistance") which, in addition to stabilizing the current 
against fluctuations, provides a voltage drop when the current increases during an arc. Because 
the current drawn from a field emitter is exponentially dependent upon the gate-emitter voltage 
difference, the voltage drop can limit the current prior to runaway and subsequent failure due to 
arcing. Consequently, cathode arcing is no longer considered an issue for displays (rather, the 
phosphors are). Lifetimes exceeding 20,000 hours are being reported for display arrays by several 
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groups. In fact, SRI operated a FEAC emitting 5 mA (50 u,A/tip) onto a phosphor screen for over 
8 years until the lifetime experiment was terminated by mishap rather than FEAC failure. In 
addition, NEC Corporation reported reaching 5000 hours of FEAC operation in the more severe 
TWT power tube environment while drawing on the order of 10's A/cm2 current levels. 

VECTL Architecture - The NEC Corporation [8, 9] has recently developed a new arc- 
resistant FEAC using a vertical current limiter (VECTL) approach that allows FEACs in the 
power tube environment but without increasing the operating gate voltage. The VECTL structure 
is a voltage-controlled resistive element that provides arc protection but presents comparatively 
little resistance to the FEAC current in nominal operation. This nominal resistance is orders of 
magnitude lower than that of the lateral resistors used in displays. Under conditions of an arc, 
however, the bias across the VECTL channel substantially increases causing a constriction of the 
channel and limiting the current. 

4. Robust Coatings 
According to a popular theory [10] a major cause of nanoprotrusion formation, which 

affects arcing characteristics and stability of operation, is impingement by energetic positively 
charged ions which are accelerated toward the cathode by the same electric field that causes 
electron emission. It is believed that many of these impacts are sufficiently energetic to cause 
sputtering, removing small amounts of cathode material and leaving behind tiny pits surrounded 
by nanoprotrusions. If this were true then use of a cathode surface material sufficiently tough to 
resist sputtering should greatly improve operational stability, and this has been observed with 
ZrC and HfC coatings over molybdenum cathodes. Now while resistive protection holds promise 
for suppressing high current excursions under arc conditions, it does not address the microscopic 
processes which lead to arc generation. Further, the energy of the ions and their rate of 
impingement on the emitter (creating nanoprotrusions on the side of the tip which emit towards 
the gate) are related to the magnitude of the gate potential. Reduction in the size of the unit cell 
geometry reduces the gate potential but renders the FEAC more fragile as a consequence. 

A lower work function material should enable the same current levels at lower voltage, 
reducing both the ion-cathode collision cross-section (not the same as the neutral particle - 
electron cross-section) and particle impact energy. A reduction of the work function by 1/7 eV 
results in a factor of 2 increase in the emitted current for a given applied gate voltage. To be 
advantageous, work functions should be lower than those of the base materials which are 4.41 eV 
for Mo and 4.05 eV electron affinity for Si. As pointed out above, the transition metal carbides 
(particularly zirconium carbide, ZrC, and hafnium carbide, HfC) represent a class of well- 
characterized and robust coatings [2]. Both show low work function characteristics (ZrC - 3.6 eV 
work function on Mo, HfC - 3.0 eV work function on Mo [11, Table 3] and excellent operational 
robustness in even relatively high-pressure environments (10"5 Torr). While solid carbide 
emitters may be fabricated, it is also possible to use the carbides to provide a thin coating over 
existing molybdenum or silicon emitters, thereby obtaining the low work function and robust 
characteristics of carbides for these arrays. 

Molybdenum emitters that were cleaned and then coated with ZrC resulted in lowering the 
voltage required for a given current to 38% ofthat needed for a clean molybdenum emitter. 
When the emitters were exposed to atmosphere for roughly 30 minutes and after operation in a 
5xl0"5 Torr hydrogen atmosphere, only a 12% increase in gate voltage, compared to the 
unexposed emitters, resulted. Overall, it appears that coating FEACs with carbides may provide 
robust field emitters which operate at significantly reduced gate voltage levels and are capable of 
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withstanding high fields and/or high temperature without nanoprotrusion migration or sputtering 
damage. 

It should also be noted that the cubic form of boron nitride (BN) doped with carbon or 
silicon also appears to offer advantages similar to those of ZrC. The toughness and chemical 
inertness of cubic BN are known to be quite high [12] promising good physical and chemical 
cathode passivation. Preliminary electron emission results suggest that doped BN might have a 
low surface work function as do the carbides described above. However, the mechanism of 
electron emission from BN under high electric fields is not presently understood, so predictions 
of the usefulness of BN for field emitter cathodes is difficult. FEACs of the carbon doped species 
has been shown to be unaffected by increasing ambient pressure up to 10'4 Torr. Normal 
operation is resumed upon improving the vacuum to below 10"5 [13]. 

5. Space Charge Management 
None of the space-based applications considered here use a physical anode to collect the 

emitted electron charge from the FEAC. Rather, the charge is emitted into and accommodated by 
a plasma acting as a virtual anode.1 The lack of a physical, biased collecting surface of known 
geometry complicates characterization of the emission process. Here, we wish to establish that 
such operation is feasible particularly for the EP and ED tether applications. 

Injection across a sheath - Classical space charge limits to current flow across a vacuum gap 
depend on current density, gap width, gap potentials, geometry, and on initial kinetic energy [14] 
with the governing equation generally referred to as the Child-Langmuir Law. Operation below 
the Child-Langmuir current limit is desired here for robustness of FEAC operation [15]. Here, 
the "gap" is an ion-rich plasma sheath transitioning from the background plasma to the FEAC 
emission surface. The presence of ions in the gap (sheath) improves space charge constraints as 
the ions act to neutralize electron charge. In a one-dimensional (planar) case with zero initial 
velocity for both the ions and electrons and a fixed gap width the improvement is a factor of 1.86 
compared to the vacuum gap case all else being equal [14]. 

The one-dimensional classical (vacuum gap) Child-Langmuir Law current density limit (in 
MKS units) is given by [16] which we multiply by area A of the emitter 

'(7.(0 = (i) 

where D is the gap spacing, V is the gap voltage, T0 is the initial energy at which the electrons 
are injected into the gap (~ gate voltage), e is the magnitude of the electron charge, me is the 
electron mass, and e„ is the free space permittivity. If V = 0 or V « T0 ("shorted anode") 
Equation 1 indicates there is a factor 8 improvement over classical 1-D Child-Langmuir current 
limit (T„ = 0). 

Since Equation 1 shows that a larger Child-Langmuir current is possible with small gap 
spacing, we will assume here that the plasma sheath gap potential (i.e., V in Equation 1) is within 
a few kTJe of the local plasma potential and that the sheath width is on the order of several 

Debye length, Xn =V£„kTcIe
2nc, . These assumptions therefore would tend to represent maximum 

possible space-charge limited current flow and would be consistent with the situation of an 

It is possible to consider a physical, grid-like anode structure above the FEAC that accelerates the emitted charge and/or 
spreads it out but still allows it to pass through the anode. Marrese [15] suggests use of a multi-grid FEAC structure to reject 
external ions from reaching the tips. 
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electrically isolated (floating) spacecraft or subsystem except in some extreme cases [17]. In 
general, the sheath dimension is set by several interdependent factors, including the sheath 
potential, background plasma density/temperature, emitted current density and geometry. 
Representative density and electron temperature values are 8xl08 cm"3 and 5 eV, for just outside 
of the Hall thruster and 5x10s cm"3 and 0.1 eV, for electrodynamic tether applications [18]. In 
addition, because of the low electron temperature of ionospheric plasmas in ED tether 
applications, it is possible to assume V « T0 in Equation 1. 

We also note that Equation 1 can be increased by a multiplicative term if the beam of 
electrons can expand laterally (from the direction of beam propagation) into regions of no or less 
electron charge. This expansion is a natural consequence of having outward electrical fields due 
to spatial gradients in the charge density. Luginsland et al. [19] have determined the 
multiplicative term if electrons can expand in one direction from a long emitter strip of width, W, 
and gap, D.2 

J,..<2)        0.3145     0.0004 „. f'     -1+ --——T (2) 
Ja(\) WID     Qy/Df 

To estimate a threshold for space charge limited current flow, we will use Equation 1 with 
the multiplicative factor from Equation 2 (emitter strip with 1 direction of free expansion only) 
as well as the factor of 1.86 for an ion-rich sheath. This results in 

,4e    YT TT 
I... (acrosssheatti)=]... 1 + 

,    0.3145    0.0004 
1 +■ (3) 

WID     (WjD) 

Using Equation 3 and the assumption of a sheath width of only 3AD, the estimated Child- 
Langmuir current limit for representative electric propulsion applications can be estimated 
suggesting that 350 mA could be generated from a 1 cm2 area using only 40 V bias and a W/D 
ratio of 2. Similarly, for the ED tether application, 2 A of current could be emitted into a low- 
Earth orbit plasma with approximately 110 cm2 area and 60 V bias with a W/D ratio of 2. 
Detailed analysis is needed to refine and optimize the results and assumptions in the above 
estimates particularly for geometric factors and assumptions of sheath width. 

Beam Penetration into the plasma - Besides transit of the FEAC electron beam across an ion- 
rich sheath, its penetration into and accommodation by the plasma must be considered. The 
larger the density of the electron beam (nee) relative to the background plasma density (ne), the 
stronger the space charge effects will be even in the plasma. Thus, this situation will likely be 
most acute for ED tether applications where emitted currents are high and background plasma 
densities are lower. The injection of an overdense electron beam into a simulated space plasma 
has been studied by Okuda and Ashour-Abdalla [20] and Pritchett [21] which used full three- 
dimensional simulations critical for realistic results.3 In both, it was assumed that the emission 
occurred from an isolated spacecraft although OAA1990 made the spacecraft very large to 
minimize charging. Their simulations showed that the beam of electrons would rapidly expand in 
the radial direction (predicted even in the sheath) until the beam density was on the order of the 
background plasma density. Their simulations demonstrated that beam to plasma density ratios 
higher than a factor of 125 for OAA1990 and greater than 1400 for P1991 could be 
accommodated with a significant percentage of electrons escaping. OAA1990 compared cases of 

Equation 2 of Luginsland et al. [16] has a missing "1 +" term. 
For convenience hereafter we refer to these papers as OAA1990 and PI 991. 
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beam densities of 64 and 125 times the ambient density and determined that 1.3% and 8% of the 
electrons, respectively, were returned to the spacecraft. 

We also note that OAA1990 used an electron beam injection energy of only ten times 
ambient thermal electrons while P1991 used several energies with 10,000 times being the lowest. 
Here, the most severe situation will again come from the ED tether situation where the ratio of 
beam to ambient plasma density is less than 600 while for the EP case the ratio is less than 10. 
Lower plasma densities will not necessarily make the ratio worse since space charge limits in the 
sheath may also force a lower beam current density. 

While more detailed analysis is justified to better quantify expected performance, 
experimental evidence already exists for the practicality of beam emission in space [22, 23] and 
even emission from highly negatively charged platforms [24, 25] with ion-rich sheaths at 
energies similar to that analyzed in P1991. Finally, we note that the above analysis did not fully 
optimize or exercise all options available to improve space charge constraints including effects 
from additional grids and non-planar surfaces. 

6. Summary 
FEACs represent a unique, new capability for special applications of electric propulsion, 

electrodynamic tethers, and spacecraft charging. The technologies appear to be in place to 
develop usable devices for space. But now the right set of technologies must be brought together 
to demonstrate their performance. As noted in the above sections, we especially believe, a low 
work function, sputter resistant material would confer several benefits. First, and most 
importantly, these materials offer the capability to operate stably in severe environments. Second, 
a reduction of the work function by l/7th of an eV results in a factor of 2 increase in the emitted ' 
current for a given applied gate voltage. Third, hard coatings may inhibit the formation of arc 
enhancing nanoprotrusions created by ion bombardment. Fourth, a more stable and less reactive 
surface would mitigate sudden release of adsorbates on the surface. Space charge management 
remains a real concern for analysis and experiment. Assumptions of a small sheath width allow 
estimates of space-charge limited current emission that appear quite practical. Additional work 
in this area is required, however. 
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ABSTRACT 

We prepared Si emitters coated with an MOCVD CoSi2 layer to improve the emission 
properties. The CoSi2 layer was grown in situ by reactive chemical vapor deposition of 
cyclopentadienyl dicarbonyl cobalt at 650 °C. The CoSi2 layer was conformally coated on the Si 
emitter tips and had a twinned structure at the epitaxial CoSi2/Si interface. The CoSi2-coated Si 
emitters showed an enhanced emission due to the increase of the number of emitting site from 
Fowler-Nordheim plot. The fluctuation of emission current was reduced by CoSi2 coating. But 
the long-term stability was not much improved. 

INTRODUCTION 

In vacuum microelectronic devices one of the ultimate goals is to develop an electron source 
of high-efficiency field emitter arrays. The low turn-on voltage and stable emission current are 
important requirements for good electron sources in the emissive flat panel displays (FPDs). 
Various materials such as molybdenumfl], silicon[2] and diamond[3] have been studied for field 
emitter tip. Especially, silicon based emitters have been intensively studied by many 
researchers[4] due to the extensive knowledge about the process compatibility with integrated 
circuits. However, silicon emitters have problems such as relatively poor electrical conductivity, 
poor thermal conductivity, and native thin oxide[5]. To solve the problems in Si emitter tips, 
therefore, surface modifications by coatings such as metal coating[6], diamondlike carbon 
coating[7], and metal-silicide coating[8,9] have been performed. Among them metal-silicide 
emitters significantly enhanced emission current and stability[10,ll]. But generally, the 
formation of metal-silicide structure on silicon emitter requires two steps such as metal 
deposition and conversion to silicide by thermal annealing at high temperature. In case of cobalt 
silicide, a capping layer on Co metal is required to prevent the agglomeration of silicide during 
thermal annealing. 

In this study we coated a CoSi2 layer in situ on Si emitter tip at 650°C from cobalt 
metallorganic source by reactive chemical vapor deposition to simplify tip coating process[12]. 
CVD commonly offers advantage such as an uniform and conformal deposition over a large area. 
CoSi2 layer was grown at lowered process temperature to 650 °C, and epitaxially grown on Si tip. 
We investigated the emission characteristics such as turn-on voltage, emission current, and 
current fluctuation of CoSi2-coated field emitters and compared with those of silicon emitters. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A boron-doped p-type (100) Si wafer with a resistivity of 5 ~ 20 Qcm was used as a 
substrate. LPCVD oxide films of about 400nm were deposited and patterned as discs of 3p:m in 
diameter for an etch-mask. The silicon was etched using SF6 gas by inductively coupled plasma 
and the tips were sharpened by wet oxidation. The number of Si FEA was 1,000. Figure 1 shows 
the SEM micrograph of silicon emitters fabricated after sharpening oxidation. Field emission 
measurements were carried out at a pressure of 2~3xl0"7 Torr by a diode-type arrangement. 
Highly-polished stainless-steel anode plates were separated from the cathodes by 50um thick 
insulating spacer films. The I-V curves were measured by ramping the bias voltage up and down, 
typically, in 20V steps. 

Figure 1. SEM micrograph of silicon 
emitters after sharpening oxidation. The 
radius of Si tip is below 30nm. 

Silicon emitters were coated with cobalt suicide by reactive MOCVD using cyclopentadienyl 
dicarbonyl cobalt, CO(TI

5
-C5H5)(CO)2 precursor. The CoSi2 was in situ grown at 110 mTorr with 

10 seem H2 carrier gas at the substrate temperature ranging 650°C. The details of the CoSi2 

reactive CVD can be found in the literaure[12]. The growth time was 15min and the thickness of 
CoSi2 layer was 30-35nm. The resistivity of CoSi2 layer was about 17.3 uQ-cm. The 
microstructure of the CoSi2/Si emitter interface was investigated using SEM and TEM. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows (a) the SEM image of Si tip coated with CoSi2 grown at 650°C using Co(T|5- 

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of (a) CoSi2-coated Si tip and (b) its cross section. 
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C5H5)(CO)2 precursor and (b) the cross-sectional SEM image. It can be seen that the coating is 
smooth and uniform in the whole range of tip, which might attribute to the CVD process. The 
interface of CoSi2/Si emitter is very compact and the thickness of the coating is estimated to be 
approximately 30nm. 

Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional TEM micrographs of (a) Si tip with CoSi2 grown at 650 °C 
using Co(ti5-C5H5)(CO)2 precursor and (b) the selected-area diffraction pattern at the CoSi2/Si 
interface on Si tip along the <011> zone axis. The dark CoSi2 layer is conformally coated with a 
thickness of about 30nm along the slope of Si tip, which is similar result in figure 3(b). The 
diffracted spots in the SADP at the CoSi2/Si interface almost coincide with each other excluding 
the one-directional extra spots. It is ascertained that the extra spots are originated from the 
twinned structures of the epitaxial CoSi2. Epitaxial CoSi2 on Si has two epitaxial orientations. 
One has the same orientation with Si substrate. The other is rotated 180° about the surface 
normal <111> axis (twinned structure)! 13,14]. Therefore, it can be said that a CoSi2 layer is 
epitaxially grown on Si emitter by reactive MOCVD using the Co(Tl5-C5H5)(CO)2 precursor. 

Figure 3. Cross-sectional TEM micrographs (a) CoSi2 grown at 650 °C using Co(Tf- 
C5H5)(CO)2 precursor and (b) the selected-area diffraction pattern at the CoSi2/Si 
interface on Si tip along the <011> zone axis. 

Figure 4 shows the I-V curve of the Si FEA with and without the CoSi2 layer. The CoSi2 

layer was grown at 650 °C. The current emission of the Si FEA with the CoSi2 layer is greatly 
enhanced compared with the Si FEA wihtout the silicide. The turn-on voltage for luA, which 
corresponds InA per tip, decreases from 23V/um to 12V/u.m by CoSi2 layer coating on Si FEA. 
Therefore, the operating voltage could be reduced by about 1lV/um for the CoSi2-coated Si FEA 
compared with the Si FEA without the silicide. 

Figure 5 shows the Fowler-Nordheim plots for the Si FEA with and without the CoSi2 layer 
at 650 °C. The slope of the CoSi2-coated Si FEA is nearly same as that of the Si FEA without 
silicide. The results suggest that the increase of the number of emitting site might be responsible 
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for the enhanced emission characteristics. If the blunting of Si tip and decrease of the 
geometrical factor by CoSi2 coating are taken into account, the work function by CoSi2 formation 
on Si FEA might be another factor of enhanced emission. Even though the diode measurement in 
our experiment showed the slope with and without suicide, the triode measurement exhibited 
work function decrease by silicide coating[15]. 
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Figure 5. The Fowler-Nordheim plots 
of the Si FEA with and without CoSi2 
layer. 

Figure 6 shows the anode current fluctuation of the Si FEA and the CoSi2-coated Si FEA 
normalized with average anode current. The variations in emission current were measured at 
similar current level with different fixed anode voltage. The average current levels of the FEA 
with and without silicide were 6.28 and 1.73U.A, respectively. The corresponding applied 
electric field were 15 and 24 V/um, respectively. The current fluctuation of the Si FEA ranges 
from -34 ~ +50% and that of the CoSi2-coated Si FEA ranges from -13 ~ +12%. Therefore, the 
fluctuation of emission current is reduced by CoSi2 coating, which might be due to' the 
chemically stable surface resulting in the decrease of the adsorption and desorption of gas 
species[16]. 

Figure 7 shows the long-term emission stability of the Si FEA and the CoSi2-coated Si FEA 
at constant DC bias. In both case the anode current gradually decreases. Therefore, the CoSi2 

coating by MOCVD is not effective in the view of long-term emission stability. After DC bias 
test, we observed the destruction of the apex of CoSi2-coated tip and the increase of slope in the 
F-N plot. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We deposited an in situ CoSi2 Iayeron silicon emitters at 650°C with using cyclopentadienyl 
decarbonyl cobalt by reactive CVD. The CoSi2 layer was conformally coated along the Si emitter 
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and had a twinned structure of epitaxial CoSi2 at the CoSi2/Si interface. Therefore, we could 
grow epitaxial CoSi2 layer on Si emitter. The emission characteristics of CoSi2 coated field 
emitters was greatly improved. The turn on voltage for luA decreased from 23V/|im to 12V/u.m. 
The enhanced emission properties were mainly due to the increase of the number of emitting site 
by the formation of CoSi2 on silicon emitters from Fowler-Nordheim plot. The fluctuation of 
emission current was reduced by CoSi2 coating. But the long-term stability was not much 
improved by CoSi2 coating. 
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Figure 7. The emission stability of the 
Si FEA and the CoSi2 -coated Si FEA 
at constant DC bias. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new structure of triode type field emission displays based on single-walled carbon 
nanotube emitters is demonstrated. In this structure, gate electrodes are situated under cathode 
electrodes with an in-between insulating layer, so called under-gate type triode. Electron 
emission from the carbon nanotube emitters is modulated by changing gate voltages. A threshold 
voltage is approximately 70 V at the anode bias of 275 V. 

INTRODUCTION 

Carbon nanotubes have attracted much attention for application to the field emission 
sources due to their high aspect ratios, small tip radii of curvature, high chemical stability, and 
high mechanical strength [1]. Recently, there have been many efforts to apply carbon nanotubes 
to field emission sources. Wang et al. [2] grew aligned nitrogen-containing carbon nanofibers 
using a microwave plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition method. They achieved a low- 

threshold field of 1.0 V/|im and a high emission current density of 200 mA/cnf at an applied field 

of 5-6 V/|im. Fan et al. [3] synthesized self-oriented carbon nanotubes on silicon substrates and 
analyzed their field emission characteristics. Choi et al. [4] fabricated a fully sealed field 
emission display(FED) panel with the 4.5inch diagonal using single-walled carbon nanotubes. 
Their studies, however, were restricted to diode type structures. For full gray scales and high 
brightness of FEDs, a triode structure is required. In this study, we present a new structure of 
triode type FEDs with carbon nanotube emitters, so-called under-gate triode where gate 
electrodes are located under cathode electrodes. Simplicity of structure and fabrication processes 
seems to enable the under-gate type triode structure to possess a high potential of practical 
applications. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Gate electrodes were fabricated by thin film processes, as described in the following. At 

first, aluminum with a thickness of 1500Ä   was deposited on the cleaned soda-lime glass by 

electron beam evaporation. Gate electrodes with the 400 \m line width were patterned by 
photolithography. Si02 was deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition to insulate 
between the gate and cathode electrodes. In order to secure enough distance between gate and 
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cathode electrodes, polyimide was spin-coated on the Si02 layer at 1500 rpm. After curing at 

375°C, 13 nm-thick polyimide was covered with an aluminum layer by electron beam evaporation. 

The aluminum cathode electrodes were patterned to form 390 (im wide lines by photolithography. 
The polyimide that covered gate pads was eliminated by the oxygen plasma of reactive ion 
etching. The Si02 layer above the gate pads was etched off by a buffered hydrofluoric acid 
solution. Single-walled carbon nanotubes were synthesized by a conventional arc-discharge 
method as described elsewhere [5]. A paste of the single-walled carbon nanotubes mixed with a 
slurry of metal powders and organic vehicles was screen-printed onto the cathode electrodes 

through the metal mesh of 20 \m in size with the same pattern of the cathode electrodes. 

Following heat treatment at 350°C, surface rubbing treatment made carbon nanotube tips 
protrude from the surfaces. Figure l.(a) shows an SEM image where single-walled carbon 
nanotubes are standing up after the rubbing treatment. The structure of our panel is shown in 
figure 1(b). 

Green phosphor coated ITO glass was used as an anode plate. The cathode and anode plates 

were kept apart by 200 urn spacers. DC voltages were supplied between the anode and cathode 
electrodes using a high voltage power supply (Keithley model 248). Square pulses with 30 kHz 
were applied to the gate electrodes using the Tektronix CFG 253 function generator and the Trek 
P0610B high voltage amplifier. Brightness was measured by the BM7 luminance calorimeter. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows simulation result that the electric field strength is concentrated at the edges 
of the cathode electrodes in the under-gate type triode structure. Electrons seem to emit from the 
edges rather than the central areas of the cathode electrodes. An increase of gate voltages 
enhances the electric field strength around the cathode electrodes, leading to electron emission 
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m^ 
ITO coated glass plate 

Phosphor 

Carbon nanotube/ 
Cathode electrode 

.PoIyimide(13_) 
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from the edges of the cathode electrodes. The device is controlled by the gate voltage modulation. 
For example, the electron emission turns on and off at the gate voltages of 80 V and 0 V, 
respectively, for a given anode voltage. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of single-walled carbon nanotubes standing-up on a 
cathode electrode and (b) schematic of an under-gate triode type field emission display with 
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carbon nanotube emitters where the gate electrodes are located under the cathode electrodes with 
the in-between Si02 and polyimide insulating layers. In (b), gate voltages were supplied by DC 
squre pulses with the frequency of 30 kHz. 

-e^ 
"W —8#=« 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Simulation of electric field strength for an under-gate type triode structure when (a) 0 
V and (b) 80 V are applied to the gate electrodes for a given cathode bias of 0 V. 

Field emission characteristics and brightness with the gate voltages for different anode 
voltages are shown in figure 3. The threshold voltages are around 80 V and 70 V at the anode 
voltages of 250 V and 275 V, respectively. For the anode biases of 250 V and 275 V, the electron 
emission turns off completely below the threshold gate voltages. Emission currents occur, 
however, even at low gate biases for the anode voltage of 300 V. It can be explained as diode 

emission because the threshold voltage of our single-walled carbon nanotubes is about 1.3 V/p 

in a diode condition. The brightness as high as 155 cd/m' is obtained at the gate voltage of 160 V 
and the anode bias of 300 V. Field emission under a strong applied electric field is usually 
modeled using Fowler-Nordheim(F-N) equation, i.e., I = aV exp(-fe/V), where a and b are 
constants[6]. An inset of figure 3 (a) shows F-N plots of the I-V curves. An inverse linearity of 
the F-N plots exhibits that the I-V curves are governed by a conventional field emission 

anode voltage 

—• - 250V 

— o- 275V 

■■-*  -300V 

0^0-B--=0-0 -o^^-S'-a:- 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) I-V characteristics and (b) brightness of an under-gate triode type FED with gate 
voltages for different anode voltages. An inset in (a) exhibits Fowler-Nordheim plots of the I-V 
curves. 
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mechanism. The electric field at the surface(E) can be related to the field enhancement factor(ß), 
and applied voItage(V) by E= ßV. The ß factor can be calculated either from the slope(£j of the 

F-N plot if the work function(<)> ) of the emitter is known or from measuring the geometry of a 

carbon nanotube tip. Assuming the work function of carbon nanotubes to be 5eV, same as that of 

graphite or C6o[7] and using the equation of ß =(6.53x107 <(> m)lb, the ß factor can be calculated. 

The obtained ß factors are 1.99xl06, 2.61xl06, and 5.32xl06 for the anode voltages of 250 V, 
275 V, and 300 V, respectively. In general, the anode voltages should not affect the ß factor. An 
increase of the ß factors at higher anode voltages seems to indicate that anode voltages are 
involved in field emission from the carbon nanotube emitters. Thus the lowest ß factor 1.99xl06 

would be closest to the real value. 
Figure 4. presents emission images of our under-gate type FED panel. Figure 4(a) is 

operated at the gate voltage of 0 V for the anode biased to 500 V. Figure 4(b) is obtained at the 
gate voltage of 120 V and the anode bias of 260 V. In figure 4(a) and (b), the electron emission is 
governed by voltages applied to the anode and gate electrodes, respectively. Better uniformity is 
observed in a triode condition than in a diode condition. In this structure, one of the main issues 
is to avoid the diode emission in high anode voltages for high brightness. It may be achieved by 
adjusting a distance between the gate and cathode electrodes or a cathode-to-anode gap. Further 
work to realize the high brightness in a triode condition is under progress. 

CONCLUSION 

We fabricated under-gate type triode FEDs using single-walled carbon nanotubes as 
electron emission source and characterized their field emission properties. It was observed that 
electron emission in the under-gate triode type panel was driven by gate voltage modulation. At 
higher anode voltages, the diode emission occurred even at low gate voltages. A study to 
overcome such a problem is under progress, including optimization of polyimide thickness and 
the distance between cathode and anode plates. This new structure appears to possess a high 
potential of practical application due to its simple structure and fabrication processes. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Emission images (a) at the gate voltage of 0 V for the anode voltage of DC 500 V and 
(b) at the gate voltage of 120 V for the anode voltage of DC 260 V. 
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ABSTARCT 

In this paper, we propose concentric circular lateral field emitter structure which is more 
stable in fabricating and maintaining vacuum conditions. The new FEAs have concentric circular 
shape while our previous FEAs are stripe type. The anode is formed at inner circle and the 
cathode is outer circle respectively. We use Molybdenum or Silicon dioxide as a sealing material. 
After we fabricating tips, Molybdenum or Silicon dioxide is deposited with e-beam evaporator at 
base pressure of 3.5x10"6 Torr. In this process, the micro-cavity remains vacuum cavity without 
filling Molybdenum or oxide due to step coverage of evaporation. It should be noted that the 
vacuum level of the micro-cavity can be identical to the base pressure of the e-gun evaporator 
chamber. All of the two types of new FEAs show good reproducibility in fabricating and 
maintaining vacuum conditions. Field emitter structure that the anode is located at inner circle 
shows superior field emission characteristics. The measurements of long term stability for the 
anode current show that oxide is the most promising material for in-situ vacuum sealing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Vacuum field emitter arrays(FEAs) have attracted a considerable interest for high frequency, 
high temperature and flat pannel display applications[1,2]. Various field emitter structures have 
been reported to improve field emission characteristics. These reserches are focused on field 
emission characteristics such as emission current density, low turn-on voltage, and current 
stability. However, it is well known that FEAs can be operated in high-vacuum environment of 
about 1*10"6 Torr[3], Therefore, most of these FEAs require an additional vacuum environments 
to measure its characteristics. Recently, the studys on vacuum package for FED(Field emission 
display) is investigated by some reserchers[4,5]. But there are few reports on sealing method for 
FEAs, although it is very important to apply FEAs for practical applications. We have reported 
in-situ vacuum sealed lateral FEAs emplyoing e-gun evaporator[6]. The structure had basically 
stripe shape and we used Molybdenum as sealing material. Our experiment showed that some 
large portion about 40% of the FEAs were failed to be sealed. It was thought that the structure 
had rectangular shape, and the crack of evaporated Molybdenum occurred at rectangular edges of 
the FEAs due to mechenical stress and poor adhesion. 

In this paper, we propose concentric circular type lateral field emitter structure to improve 
sealing and maintaining vacuum conditions. The new FEAs have concentric circular shape to 
reduce mechanical stress between various thin films, while our previous FEAs are stripe type. 
We use silicon dioxide(oxide) and Molybdenum as sealing materials, and investigate the 
difference for vacuum sealing capability between two materials. We locate the anode of 
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concentric circular type FEAs at inner circle and outer circle respectively to compare its field 
emission characteristics. Finally, we investigate long term stabilty of the new FEAs and our 
previous FEAs. 

DEVICE STRUCTURE AND FABRICATION 

The schematic diagram of new FEAs are shown in Figure 1. The total shape of the new 
FEAs is concentric circular type. We fabricate two types of FEAs. One is that the anode is 
located at inner circle and the other is that the anode at outer circle to compare its field emission 
characteristics for each FEAs. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of concentric circular shape lateral FEAs. 

Figure 2 shows the main fabrication sequences of the new FEAs. It is almost identical our 
previous FEAs[5] except for the total shape of the FEAs and sealing materials. We use the 

starting material as the Silicon(Si) substrate which was deposited with 5000/4 thick nitride and 

1000,4 thick buffer oxide. Subsequently, 1000/4 thick polycrystalline Silicon(poly-Si) was 

deposited. The 3000/f thick poly-Si was doped with POCl3, resulting in N+ poly-Si layer. 1000 

A thick buffer oxide, 3000/4 thick nitride, and 1000/f thick oxide were deposited. 
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Figure 2. Main fabrication sequences of the new FEAs 

Then the patterning as shown in Figure 2 (a) was performed using photolithography. Then, 

the top insulator( 1000/4 thick buffer oxide, 3000/f thick nitride, and 1000/f thick oxide), poly- 

Si, and 1000,4 thick lower buffer oxide were etched with anisotropic RIE(Reactive Ion Etch) 

using Cl gas. Figure 2 (b) shows the FEAs after anisotropic RIE process. Subsequently, The poly- 
Si layer was etched with isotropic RIE using SF6 gas in order to make micro-cavity (Figure 2 (c)). 

The oxidation at 1000 "Cfor 60 minutes in dry 02 was performed to sharpen the poly-Si tip. The 

thermal oxide was removed by buffered oxide etchant (Figure 2 (c)). Molybdenum or oxide was 
deposited by an electron gun evaporator at a base pressure of 3.5xl0"6 7brr(Figure 2 (d)). In this 
process, the micro-cavity remains vacuum cavity without filling Molybdenum due to step 
coverage of evaporation. It should be noted that the vacuum level of the micro-cavity is identical 
to the base pressure of the e-gun evaporator chamber[5]. Tetraothylorthsilicate(TEOS) 
passivation layer was deposited and an electrical interconnections were then fabricated in proper 
locations by employing the mask steps. 

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show SEM images of the tips after Molybdenum evaporation and its 
cross-section. We can find that the micro-cavity is made sucessfully though we don't know the 
vacuum level of it. Figure 3 (c) shows the SEM image of the tips after etching evaporated 
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Molybdenum and top insulator to verify the distance of the anode and the cathode. The distance 

is about 2|im . 

f MolyMenuml 
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Ox»d» and Nitrid« 

(b) 

Figure 3. SEM images of the tips after Molybdenum evaporation(a), its cross-section (b) and 
after etching evaporated Molybdenum and top insulator(c). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We fabricate stripe type Molybdenum sealed FEAs(s-FEAs) and two types of new 
Molybdenum sealed concentric circular shape FEAs; one is that the anode is located at inner 
circle(Inner Mo sealed FEAs), and the other at outer circle(Outer Mo sealed FEAs). Also, Two 
types of oxide sealed new FEAs called Inner Oxide sealed FEAs and Outer Oxide sealed FEAs 
were fabricated. Figure 4 shows the field emission characteristics for Inner Mo sealed FEAs, 
Outer Mo sealed FEAs, Inner Oxide sealed FEAs, and Outer Oxide sealed FEAs with 70 tips 
respectively. Field emitter structure that the anode is located at inner circle shows superior field 
emission characteristics as shown in Figure4. 
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Figure 4. Field emission characteristics of various concentric circular shape FEAs with 70 tips 
It is thought that the cohesion of emissive electrons for the case that anode is inner may be 

better than the opposite case, considering the conversion facters of each case are nealy identical 
theoretically. Also, we can assume that there are few positive ions in the micro-vacuum cavity 
since the anode current of the first case may be lower than the second case due to frequent 
collisions between electrons and ions if there are many ions in it. There are about 10-20 % 
difference in the anode current for each case. But, the characteristics of oxide sealed and 
Molybdenum sealed FEAs are almost identical. 

We investigate the sealing characteristics for each case. As fabricated, three s-FEAs have 
the cracks in the process of the evaporation while there is only one Molybdenum sealed FEAs 

with the cracks. The average anode current are 0.44, 0.45, and 0.42|lA/tip respectively as shown 

in table 1. After one week later, there are no more cracks in all case. However, the current density 
of the FEAs are lower than that of as fabricated FEAs. Only three s-FEAs have larger current 

density than 0.3nA/tip while eight FEAs in the case of oxide sealed FEAs. We can show that the 

oxide sealed FEAs are the most stable among the cases. Table 1 summarizes the sealing 
characteristics for each case. 

Table 1. Comparison of sealing characteristics. 

As fabricated one week later 

# of FEAs 
with Crack 

Avg. anode current 
(Vat=90V) 

# of FEAs 
with Crack 

# of FEAs over 

current 0.3|iA/tip 

Previous FEAs 

Mo sealed FEAs 

Oxide sealed FEAs 

3/10 

1/10 

0/10 

0.44nA/tip 

0.45nA/tip 

0.42nA/tip 

3/10 

1/10 

0/10 

3/10 

6/10 

8/10 

CONCLUSION 

We fabricated the concentric circular lateral field emitter structure employing two types of 
sealing material and two types of anode location. The concentric circular shape FEAs are 
fabricated without cracks in the process of the evaporation except only one FEAs. This results 
show that the structure is much more stable than our previous stripe type FEAs. Furthermore, we 
can assume that the vacuum level of the micro cavity is rather high based on the long term 
stability and the fact that field emitter structure that the anode is located at inner circle shows 
superior field emission characteristics. 

Consequently, we propose and fabricate successfully more stable in-situ vacuum lateral 
field emitters employing concentric circular shape in order to reduce the stresses between 
substrate and sealing materials. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new fast fabrication method entailing, two step anodization of silicon with different HF 
solutions was used to form a high aspect ratio silicon Field Emitter Array on n-type silicon 
(resistivity of O.OlDcm). A Silicon oxide mask was used to define the field emitter array. The 
silicon substrate was pre-anodized with low current density for 1 minute in the dark and then 
anodized in HF:H20:Ethanol solution. Finally, the porous silicon was removed by isotropic 
solution etching. The turn-on voltage of the fabricated field emitters was approximately 27V/U-m 
when the emission current density reaches lu.A/cm2. This compares with the turn-on field of 
about 35V/itm on silicon tip array fabricated by using an isotropic etching solution of HN03. We 
obtained field emitter arrays with good uniformity and reproducibility. 

INTRODUCTION 

The fabrication of a conventional silicon field emitter array (FEA) is by isotropic wet 
etching (nitric acid) or by anisotropic wet etching (potassium hydroxide). The usage of wet 
solution etching has several problems: (1) the etching rate is too slow and (2) the uniformity of 
the silicon tip size is not good because the etching rate depends on the solution flow rate onto the 
wafer. 

Electrochemical etching by using hydrofluoric acid (HF) is widely used for the formation 
of porous silicon. This has been studied since the 1950s[l] and much attention has been paid to 
the formation mechanisms[2]. It is used for the application of fabricating thick buried silicon 
dioxide layer for silicon on insulator applications[3-4]. Recently, porous silicon has been 
applied to the fabrication of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)[5] and silicon field 
emitter[6-7]. The porous silicon has been formed can be removed easily with nitric acid solution 
at room temperature. Using this technology for fabrication of field emitter arrays, the problem of 
variable chemical etching rate of silicon can been overcome. 

In this work, in order to overcome the problems of conventional silicon FEA fabrication 
method due to the usage of wet solution etching, we propose a new fabrication method using 
anodization. This method can produce uniform and symmetric silicon field emitters. 
Anodization was used to form thick porous silicon layer which was removed by chemical 
etching. The microstructures of the porous silicon formed, which affects the etching rate of the 
porous silicon, can be controlled by varying the anodization parameters such as etchant 
concentration, anodization time, current density, substrate resistivity and substrate type. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The sample is etched in two different concentrations of etching solution at a constant 
current density of 90mA/cm2. The schematic of the electrochemical etching cell used for the 
silicon tip formation is shown in Figure 1. A platinum wire is used for a counter electrode. 
Positive voltage is applied between the sample and the counter electrode. The constant current is 
supplied by a KEITHLEY 2400 SMU which was controlled by a computer and the current- 
voltage profile during the anodization processes could be recorded. 

Source 

33 Teflon CJ Silicon 
■ Copper       gg O-ring 
£E Platinum Wire 

r 

^a. 

(a)    Initial Oxide (b)   Oxide Mask 

(c)   Oxide Etched 

W# %üimif 'km£ 

(e)  2nd Anodization 

I I    Silicon 

L.....^ J    Photoresist 

(d)  1st Anodization 

(f)   PSL etched 

■H    SiO, 
ThiAJIJ}    Porous Silicon 

Figure 1.   Anodization set-up Figure 2. Fabrication process of silicon FEA using 
two step anodization method. 

The process flow for the electrochemical etching is shown in Figure 2. Starting material 
was n-type Si (100) substrate with O.OlQcm resistivity. It was covered with a thermally grown, 
lum, thick silicon dioxide. The silicon dioxide was photolithographically patterned to form 
20pm diameter circular discs which was used as a mask for the following anodization etching 
process. 

Firstly, electropolishing process of the silicon surface was performed by anodization the 
substrate in an dilute HF:H20 (4:75) solution with a current density of 90mA/cm2 for 1 minute in 
the dark. 

Secondly, porous silicon is formed by anodization in a HF:H20:C2H5OH = 20:37:16 
solution with current density of QOmA/cm1 for 1 minute in dark. Under these conditions, the 
anodization voltage with time is stable in these two steps which is shown in Figure 3. 

Finally, the porous silicon layer formed by anodization was removed chemically by a 
HN03:HF:CH3COOH=2:3:95 solution for 20 seconds. 

Electrical testing was performed in a high vacuum chamber at a base pressure of lxlO"8 

torr. The distance between the anode and the sample was about 20|im using a mica spacer. 
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Figure 3. Voltage as a function of anodization time with current density of 90mA/cm2 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Electrochemical etching of silicon in a hydrofluoric acid solution has attracted much 
interest due to the formation of porous silicon which can easily removed by HNO3. In the first 
anodization step, the electropolishing of silicon occurs under anodization. At this current 
density, fluoride ions and HF molecules directly remove silicon atoms and this reaction is 
responsible for the electropolishing[8]. In this step, the concentration of HF is suitable for 
electropolishing of n-type silicon in dark with a very good uniformity. The etching rate is about 
5um per minute. After the first anodization, silicon tip shape is formed and the thermally growth 
silicon dioxide is also there to protect the top of the silicon tip. 

In second anodization step, the porous silicon is formed by anodization. After this, the 
porous silicon was removed by nitric acid. The silicon tip is formed and the etching rate is about 
5|im per minute. The silicon tip is sharpened by removing the porous silicon formed. 

Although, the dissolution reaction occurs readily for p-type silicon and illumination is 
required for n-type Si if the concentration of HF:H20 is 1:1 or 1:2. In fact, at a voltage higher 
than the critical voltage, porous silicon will grow even if the sample is not illuminated. The 
etching solution concentration is suitable for the formation of porous silicon which can be easily 
removed by nitric acid. Unlike etching in KOH or EDP[9], anodization method is an isotropic 
etching method, as shown in Figure 4, the formation of the porous silicon is isotropic which is 
independent of the crystalline orientation. The silicon undercut formed under the spoke pattern is 
isotopic so that the underetch rate for various crystal plan is the same. The other advantage of 
the anodization process is that FEA can be fabricated onto all kind Si substrates with difference 
orientations. With the circular oxide mask, the tips of FEA formed are conical shape. A typical 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) photomicrograph of conical silicon-tip array fabricated by 
using a two step anodization method base diameter is about 10u_m is shown in Figure 5. The 
porous silicon thickness increases with anodization time and the porous silicon layer is very 
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uniform in thickness. The silicon wafer electrode is covered either by a porous silicon layer or is 
electrochemically polished depending on the electrode potential for a given HF concentration. 

Figure 4. Isotropie etching test pattern 
formed by using anodization 
method with a silicon dioxide 
mask. 

Figure 5. Typical SEM photomicrograph of 
conic silicon-tip array fabricated by 
using a two step anodization 
method. The base diameter of the 
tips is about 10p.m. 

Figure 6 shows the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plot for FEAs fabricated by a conventional and 
the anodization method. The linearity of the FN plot shows that the anode current is due to 
electron field emission. The turn-on voltage of the fabricated field emitters by anodization was 
approximately 27V/um while the emission current density reaches luA/cm2. This compares 
with a turn-on field of about 35V/um from the silicon tips fabricated by using an isotropic 
etching solution of nitric acid. The inverse of the slope in the FN plot allows us to determine 
ß/(J)    where ß is the field enhancement factor and ty is the work function in voltsflO]. The value 
of ß/<t>3'2 are determined to be 17 and 20 for the conventional and anodized FEA samples 
respectively. As silicon substrates are used in both cases, they should have the same work 
function. Therefore the field enchantment factor was improved by the modification of surface 
morphology by the anodization process. Figure 7 shown atomic force microscope (AFM) 
micrographs of the Si surface along the bottom of the tips as the tips are too large to be 
investigated by the AFM. The micrographs of the sample surface were recorded after various 
treatments. The roughness of the two step anodized surface is much larger than the surface 
fabricated by nitric acid solution. The sample surface after nitric acid etching is relatively flat 
and the protrusions density is less. For the surface prepared by anodization, small and dense 
protrusions were observed. These microasperities seen after removal of the porous silicon must 
act as micro-cathodes on the apex of the Si tips which can improve the efficient of electron field 
emission from the surfacefl 1]. 
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Figure 6. (a) Current-voltage characteristic for FEA fabricated using the two step anodization 
method and using a conventional HNO3 etching method, (b) data plotted in Fowler- 
Nordheim coordinates. 

Figure 7. AFM micrographs (a) after first anodization (b) after porous silicon removal and 
(c) A nitric acid prepared surface. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Two step anodization of silicon with different HF solutions was performed to fabricate high 
aspect ratio silicon Field Emitter Arrays on n-type silicon (resistivity of O.Olflcm). The turn-on 
voltage of the fabricated field emitters was approximately 27V/u,m while the emission current 
density reaches l|iA/cm2. This compares with a turn-on field of about 35V/n.m on silicon tips 
fabricated by using an isotropic etching solution of HN03. Emitter arrays with good uniformity 
and reproducibility were fabricated. The emission efficiency was improved. The improved field 
emission properties are attributed to increase of surface roughness. 
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ABSTRACT 
Electrical characteristics of Spindt-type Molybdenum (Mo) field emitter triode devices with 

varied emitter tip-height have been studied based on device modeling and experiment. Potential 
and electric field distributions with varied the emitter tip-height has been simulated. It is observed 
that the electric field of the top of the higher emitter tip was strongly affected with the anode-gate 
distance and the anode voltage compared to conventional field emitter triode device. Experimental 
results with varied different tip-height were in good agreement with that of calculated results. We 
present the possibility of "depletion mode" field emitter triode device. 

INTRODUCTION 
Application of field emitter triode devices has been developed for flat panel displays, high 

frequency devices, switching devices and so on. Because operation of the field emitter triode is 
based on the electron tunneling effect from solid to vacuum, electrical characteristics mainly 
depend on device structure and its physical dimensions. The fabrication process affects on 
important device parameters, such as emitter tip radius, radius of gate, half-angle of cone and 
tip-height. Electrical characteristics are quite sensitive to those geometrical parameters [1,2,3,4]. In 
this paper, we investigate potential and electric field distributions and also calculate the electron 
current using Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) equation varied with emitter tip-height. We compare the 
experimental and calculated results of the electrical characteristics varied with tip-height. 

MODELS AND SIMULATION METHOD 
Figure 1 shows a cross sectional view of the field emitter triode model. In this calculation, we 

need an assumption that all of electrons emitted from the emitter tip are collected by anode. 
The calculation was carried out for various emitter tips. Parameters of field emitter triode 

devices, the tip heights (He), half-angle (a) of the cone, tip radius (Re) and number of the tips(Nüp), 
are listed in Table 1. Gate height (Hg) was l.Oum and gate thickness (Wg) was 0.2|im. The gate 
hole radius (Rg) was 0.65 |xm. The gate-anode distances (Ha) were 100 and 3um. The gate voltage 
(Vg) was 60V. The anode voltage (Va) was 200V. 

Finite difference method was used for simulating the electrical potential. In this model, we 
solve the Laplace's equation, 

V2F(r,z,<p) = 0. (1) 

The potential has cylindrical symmetry thereby reducing the problem to two dimensions, r 
andz. 

7»[r*Yv=0- (2) 
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Table 1    Parameters of field emitter triode devices. 

Device He (ß m) a (deg) Re (nm) Ntip 

A 1.6 16.0 42.0 600 
B 1.2 16.0 42.0 600 
C 1.0 14.0 6.0 7000 

D 0.7 14.0 6.0 7000 

Fig. 1      The field emitter triode device model. 

The following are the boundary conditions of applied voltages, 

{Jr| < [R, + Sin {a\Ht - R, - z)/Cos (or)]}n {o < z < [//, - R, + R.Sin (a)]} 

{' < Rc
2 - (z -//,. + Rc)

2 }n $He - Rr + ReSin (a )]< z < H, } 

K(r,r) = -I rs, |r| > *„ )n [Hg < z < (//g + If, )]} 
{z> W8 +Wt + H„} 

The electrical characteristics is calculated using the F-N equation which describes the relation 
between current density and the electric field at the tip surface [5,6,7,8,9,10] as follows 

J = A- 2M 
exp Bv(yf- (3) 

where, J is the emission current density, E is the electric field at the tip surface, </> is the work 
function, ^=1.54 x 10-6, 5=-6.831 x 10"7,   ^=3.7947 x lO"4E,/2/0,    ?(y)=\.\ and v(y) =0.95-/. 

The electric field varies linearly with applied gate and anode voltages or 

E = ßV+yVa. (4) 

We fit the data as [10] 

I = N,lp®JFi (5) 

where, 0 is the emission area of the tip, the N,ip and the parameters ß, yand <P are used for an 
empirical fitting. 
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DEVICES AND POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

2.1 Device A. 2.2 Potential distributions. 
Fig.2     Fabricated higher tip-height device A and calculated potential distributions. 

In order to study the electric field and the potential distribution around the emitter tip, the 
devices with different emitter tip-height were fabricated. Four types of devices where the positions 
of the tip-height are different, as shown in Figs.2-5, are taken into consideration in order to 
investigate effects of the emitter tip-height. These distributions of the potential and the electric 
field at the center of the tip were calculated based on the device model, as shown in Figs.2-5 and 
Fig.6. 

3.1 Device B. 3.2 Potential distributions. 
Fig.3      Fabricated conventional device B and calculated potential distributions. 

sfllv 
4.1 Device C. 4.2 Potential distributions. 

Fig.4      Fabricated conventional device C and calculated potential distributions. 
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5.1 Device D. 5.2 Potential distributions. 
Fig.5      Fabricated lower tip-height device D and calculated potential distributions. 

Fig.6 
The calculated equi-potential curve 
near the top of tip based on the 
device model. 

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1    0    0.1   0.2   0.3   0.4 
r (|4m) 

ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS 
Calculated potential and the electric field distributions at the center of the emitter tip are shown 

in Fig.7. This figure indicates that the electric field of the smaller tip radius (lOnm) was stronger 
than that of larger tip radius (42nm). 
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Fig.7 Distributions of potential and electric field 
at the center of the tip(He=1.2|im). 
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Fig.8 Electric field with varied emitter 
tip-height. 
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Fig.9    Electric field distributions with varied 
anode voltage in the case of Ha=100u.m. 
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Fig. 10 Electric field distributions with varied 
anode voltage in the case of Ha=3n.m. 
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The calculated maximum electric field near the emitter tip-end increases with increase in the 
tip-height for the case of Ha=3u.m, as shown in Fig.8. This figure shows that the electric field at 
the tip surface is strongly affected by the anode voltage for the higher tip-height device than the 
lower one. In the case of Ha=100u.m, two type of tip radius has been calculated. As the tip radius 
is small, the electric field becomes stronger. However, as for the device with He=1.6u.m, the 
electric field becomes weaker than the conventional devices. 

In order to consider the variation of the electric field, we simulated electric field distributions 
with two types of the gate-anode distance. First, in the case of Ha=100u.m, no variation in electric 
field are observed, as shown in Fig.9. The variation of the electric field is the negligible, because 
the gate-anode distances were as long as lOOum. In the case of Ha=3u,m, the electric field was 
notably changed with varied the anode voltage for the higher emitter tip, as shown in Fig. 10. No 
variation was obtained for the lower tip-height. In the conventional devices, the variations in 
electric field were smaller. 
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Fig. 11 Electric field distributions versus gate 
gate voltage in the case of Ha=100|im. 

Fig. 12 Electric field distributions versus 
gate voltage in the case of Ha=3um. 

With changing of the gate voltage, the electric field distribution also simulated, as shown in 
Figs.11 and 12. For Ha=100(im, larger electric field variation is obtained for the higher tip-height 
device, as shown in Fig.l 1. As shown in Fig. 12, the electric field due to anode potential was not 
negligible, because the gate-anode distance is as short as Ha=3um. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Aforementioned simulated results were compared with the experimental results. The 

current-voltage characteristics for the devices with different tip-height are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. 
Higher tip-height device A and conventional device B have the same tip radius. Therefore, the 
same current flowed for lower voltage condition in the device B, as shown in Fig. 13. The similar 
results were obtained in the lower tip-height device C and conventional device D. 

30 r 
'  '   ' ' <;-! 

Fig. 13 

20    40    60 
Gate Voltage (V) 

Current-voltage characteristics of the 
fabricated device A and device B. 

10     20    30    40 
Gate Voltage (V) 

Fig. 14   Current-voltage characteristics of the 
device C and device D. 
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The F-N plots are shown in Fig. 15. The current of the device B was larger than that of device 
A. This implies that the electric field at top of the tip of the device B is stronger than that of the 
device A with the same gate voltage. Calculated results(0 and •) have the same geometrical 
parameters and the number of the cones. This result indicates that F-N plots are very sensitive to 
those of geometric parameters, especially, tip-height for the same emitter structures. Fig. 16 shows 
the calculated electric field and currents(D and V) in negative gate voltage region for the two 
devices shown in Fig.12. In the device with He=1.6|xm, it is shows that the electric field exists 
even in the negative gate voltage, i.e., the possibility of "depletion mode" field emitter triode 
device. 

20 30        40        50 
1000/Vg (1/V) 

Fig. 15 Fowler-Nordheim plots of the fabricated 
devices and calculated lines. 
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Fig. 16 Calculated electric field and current 
with varied gate voltage for Ha=3|im. 

CONCLUSION 
The electrical characteristics of Spindt-type Molybdenum field emitter triode devices with 

various different emitter tip-height had been studied. The electric field and the potential 
distributions had been calculated. The electrical characteristics of the different devices in the 
tip-height have compared based on the experimental results. Emission characteristics have been 
also simulated with F-N equation. The electric field around tip-end increases with tip-height, in the 
case of Ha=3um. The electrical characteristics depended obviously on tip-height and the tip radius. 
These electric characteristics of the fabricated devices were in good agreement with the calculated 
results. And we showed the possibility of the "depletion mode" filed emitter triode device. 
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ABSTRACT 

We analyze a non-traditional version of semiconductor field emission structure, based on silicon 
cones arrays and destined for application in low-voltage vacuum microelectronics devices. In proposed 
construction, the gate electrode is used as Shottky-barrier contact on silicon tips. Due to Shottky- 
barrier contact we have obtained depletion layer in tip body under the gate electrode. Therefore 
variation of the gate electric potential provides the emitter current modulation. Experimental structures 
were fabricated with about 28000 silicon cones per 1 mm2 by reactive ion etching through a silica mask. 
Using a quasi two-dimensional model, we have computed these emitter structures. The model takes into 
account non-uniformity of silicon cone cross-section. Here, we study the influence of emitter tips 
parameters on the structure performance. Initial results prove the possibility of cathode current electric 
control with the gate electrode potential. Additionally we have obtained some other electric parameters 
of the emitter with the Shottky-barrier contact. The results of numerical analysis and experimental study 
provide a guide for design of proposed field emitter structure. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of practice problems in vacuum microelectronics is to decrease voltage operation of field- 
emission devices [ 1,2]. Low-voltage operation can yield functional integration of semiconductor and 
vacuum devices. Therefore low-voltage is a goal for great variety of vacuum microelectronics 
applications. We have investigated a field-emission device with the gate electrode, which was formed as 
the Shottky barrier contact on the cathode electrode surface. Fig.l illustrates schematically a cross- 
section of the emitter cone with the metal gate. 

MODELING 

Our goal now is to research the metal gate control. To achieve this goal we have studied the gate 
electric bias and carrier density influence on the depletion layer thickness in emitter body under the gate. 
When computing we were based on the traditional assumptions for the field-effect transistor model [3]. 
Figure 2 shows the model of the semiconductor emitter with the metal gate. 

The basic equations for current in the emitter cone are Poisson's equation and the current 
continuity equation. Because of nonuniform geometry of the cathode tip we use modified forms 
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of Poisson's equation [4,5], Equation for electric current density j(x,t) includes the dynamic component 
for the external circuit. 

Silicon 

microtip 

Figure 1. Cross-section of emitter cone with metal gate. 

X i 

/." ~\ 
-1 

1      .Gate 

 1 0 ,  

Figure 2. Structure of the computed silicon cone with the metal gate. 

Therefore this equations for n-type semiconductor are expressed as follows: 

dEx(x,t)        1    dS(x) 
*   -sw & ■ZM^pM-NM (1) 

(2) dx dt 

where x - the direction coincided with the axis of an emitter cone, t - the time, S(x) - cross-sectional; 
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of the emitter tip, q - the elementary charge, e - the dielectric permittivity, D - the diffusion coefficient, 
EJx.t) - the electric field, n{x,t) - the carrier concentration, N0(x) - the ionized donor density in 
semiconductor, v(£,) - the drift velocity of cmi«csJ(x,t)=Ic/S{x), Ic- total current of tip. 

Depletion layer modulation under the gate is described by following expression: 

hix.t) = ,/—p— [cpu.n -<?s(t) +<PF], 
yqN0{x) 

(3) 

where (p(*. t) - the electric potential in semiconductor, <pg (?) - the electric potential of the gate, <fF - 

the Fermi level potential in semiconductor. Here, we put Ex(x,t), n{x,t)J{x,t) and v(Ex) as the mean 
values on the tip cross section. 

Having been based on the system of the Poisson and the current continuity equations with 
corresponding initial and boundary (for x=0 and x=L) conditions, we have computed the profiles of the 
potential, electric field and depletion layer in semiconductor cone. 

The computing process yields that the carrier concentration in semiconductor must be not more 
than about 10" sm~3 for efficient gate operating. 

FABRICATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL 

Arrays of emitter tips gated as above were manufactured on p and n type silicon substrates. The 
fabrication process consisted of three basic steps: tips forming, metal gate evaporation, and metal 
etching of cathode tips. Silicon emitters were formed by reactive ion etching through a silica mask. After 
that the thick molybdenum film was formed on the surface of cathode. Finally, the molybdenum film on 
tips of emitter was lift off by etching. 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show scanning electron micrographs of the fabricated devices. 
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00 (b) 

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs of fabricated gated emitters. 

These emitters have shown stable I-V and C-V characteristics. The samples were then placed in 
a vacuum probe station where initial testing could be performed. Initial measurements prove the 
possibility of cathode current control with gate voltage. 

CONCLUSION 

We have studied the silicon field emitter arrays with the metal gate electrode, which was 
fabricated as the Shottky barrier contact on the cathode electrode surface. The results of modeling 
prove the possibility of low-voltage operate in this devices. Digital computation and experimental 
research show that it is necessary to decrease carrier density in semiconductor for effective control of 
cathode current with gate voltage. The ohmic heating in semiconductor tips depend critically on the 
doping levels. However, we can assume the Nottingham cooling at the high current levels [6]. 
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ABSTRACT 

Effect of nitrogen doping on field emission characteristics of patterned Diamond-like 
Carbon (DLC) films was studied. The patterned DLC films were fabricated by the method 
reported previously[l]. Nitrogen-doping in DLC film was carried out by introducing N2 gas into 
the vacuum chamber during deposition. Higher emission current density of 0.3-0.4 mA/cm was 
observed for the films with 6 at % N than the undoped films but the emission current density 
decreased with further increase of N contents. Some changes in CN bonding characteristics with 
increasing N contents were observed. The CN bonding characteristics which seem to affect the 
electron emission properties of these films were studied by Raman spectroscopy, x-ray 
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR). The 
electrical resistivity and the optical band gap measurements showed consistence with the above 
analyses. High-resolution transmission electron microscopic (HRTEM) results also support the 
formation of graphite-like phase in 9 at % N-doped DLC film. 

INTRODUCTION 

DLC films are mechanically hard, chemically inert and of great interest as cold cathodes for 
field emission display. Because of low threshold field and high current density, electron field 
emission behaviors of DLC films have been widely investigated by many researchers.[2, 3] In 
the previous paperfl], improved field emission characteristics of pulse laser deposited DLC films 
by the micro-patterning were reported. 

To understand the change in structure and electronic properties of DLC films upon nitrogen 
incorporation, several attempts have been made which are not found beyond disputation. Most of 
the researchers report an increase of conductivity by adding nitrogen in the DLC films[4, 5]. 
However, the role of nitrogen in DLC films in increasing conductivity is not clearly resolved. D. 
Mckenzie et al. and V. Veerasamy et al. found that a highly sp3 bonded DLC films deposited by 
filtered cathodic vacuum arc can be doped controllably by nitrogen[6, 7]. Schwan et al. reported 
that nitrogen in DLC films leads to a graphitization of amorphous carbon when deposited with 
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition system[8]. 

In the present work, nitrogen-doped DLC films were obtained by the laser ablation system 
and effects of nitrogen doping on micro-structure and field emission characteristics of patterned 
DLC films with varying nitrogen content were studied. 

To analyze the effects of nitrogen on bonding characteristics of CN bonds, Raman spectra, 
XPS and FT-IR analyses were employed. Also effects of nitrogen on the electrical properties and 
the optical band gap were studied. These effects are discussed in connection with portion of C-N 
bond and C=N bond. 
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EXPERIMENT 

DLC films were deposited by a pulsed Nd-YAG ablation technique. The focused power 
density, 3xl012 W/cm2 for wavelength of 532 nm was used. The vacuum chamber was 
maintained at a low 10"7 torr range during deposition process. Patterning method was the same as 
that of the previous report[l]. 

Field emission measurements were carried out at a pressure of 2-3 x 10"7 torr by a diode type 
arrangement. The nitrogen content in the DLC films was determined by elastic recoil 
spectrometry using incident ion of 35C1. 

For the electrical resistivity measurement, DLC films were deposited on thermally oxidized 
Si with 0.6 urn thick oxide layer to avoid the influence of the conductive substrates. Electrical 
resistivity was measured by a four-point probe system composed of KEITHLEY 236 source- 
measure unit and KEITHLEY 182 digital voltmeter. 

HRTEM and diffraction patterns were used for analyzing microstructure of the films. The 
HRTEM samples were prepared by dissolving the Si substrate in HF:HN03 solution and 
releasing the nitrogen-doped DLC films. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

As shown in figure 1, high emission current density of 0.3-0.4 mA/cm2 has been obtained at 
the applied field of 8.5 MV/m. SEM was used for analyzing the surface of the DLC films. The 
patterned DLC films did not show the damage sites after the emission test. These results may be 
caused by great many edge-shaped areas of the patterned DLC films. Inherent each edge-shape is 
thought to be the direct emission sites without conditioning. The emission current density of 
nitrogen-doped film with 6 at % nitrogen is higher than that of the undoped film. However, 
further increase of nitrogen content decreased emission current density. The increase in the 
emission current density up to nitrogen content of 6 at % and the reduction in the emission 
current density at higher nitrogen content are shown. 
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Figure 1. The emission current vs bias annealing time for a series of the nitrogen content. 
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These suggest that there is some change of CN bonding characteristics with increasing N 
content and the bonding characteristics may change the electron emission properties. Also the 
dominant CN bonding type such as C=N double bonds with the sp2 hybridization and C-N single 
bonds with the sp3 hybridization may be varied by the extent of incorporated nitrogen contents. 

The I(D)/I(G) ratio and G-band width of the Raman spectra of the nitrogen-doped DLC 
films as a function of the nitrogen content are shown in figure 2. The I(D)/I(G) ratio increases 
and G-band width decreases with the increasing nitrogen content but the both showed a plateau- 
like region at 4 to 6 at %. The strong decrease of the G-band width and the increase of the 
I(D)/I(G) are observed at 6 to 9 at % nitrogen. These phenomena are consistent with the results 
reported by R. O. Dillon[9] suggesting the formation of sp2 clusters. 

Figure 3 shows Cls spectra of the DLC films measured by XPS. A shift of peak position of 
the carbon core electron excitation energy towards higher binding energy in the specimen doped 
with 6 at % nitrogen content was observed. This suggests that more diamond-like bond was 
formed[10]. Therefore, this result indicates that nitrogen is forming C-N bonds with the 
tetrahedral bonded carbon atoms[4] up to 6 at % of nitrogen. Further increase of nitrogen content 
results in shifts of the Cls peaks towards lower binding energy, e.g. more graphite-like 
bondingflO]. 

In figure 4, the deconvoluted IR spectra of the DLC films with 7.5 and 9 at % nitrogen are 
shown together with the whole spectra. This result shows the existence of strong C-N bonds 
absorption peak together with weaker C=N peak at the 6 at % N film. However, as N content 
increase up to 9 at %, stronger C=N bond absorption peak has been developed. It indicates that 
the content of C=N bond in the film with nitrogen content of 9 at % is higher than the film with 
7.5 at % N. The FT-1R results are in consistent with the above mentioned Raman and XPS 
results. 

Changes of electrical resistivity and optical band gap with varying nitrogen content are 
appeared in figure 5. Overall feature of the curves shows that electrical resistivity and optical 
band gap decrease with increasing nitrogen content. But a plateau-like region at 4 to 6 at % range 
and more rapid decreases with further increase of nitrogen content are observed. 

It has been reported that the variation of sp2 fraction for C and N sites as a function of N 
content was reported by Silva, et al.[5]. They argued that the C sp2 fraction increased at a high 

2 4 6 

N-content (at %) 

Figure 2. The I(D)/I(G) ratio and G-bandwidth as a function of the nitrogen content 
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nitrogen content and it corresponded to graphitization. Also, in the present work, the rapid 
decrease of electrical resistivity and optical band gap may be associated with the formation of sp2 

bond regions in the specimens over nitrogen content of 6 at %. 
Figure 6(a) and 6(b) are HRTEM images and diffraction patterns showing the microstructure 

MgKa 
\   C1s 
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4 at% N _y ir ~\!   \ *--.__  
6 at% N y/ 

-v- 
7 at% N 
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Figure 3. XPS Cls core-level electron spectra for DLCfiln, 
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Figure 4. Deconvolved IR spectra for DLCfiln 
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Fieure 5. Electrical resistivity and ontical band pan as a function of the nitrogen content. 
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Figure 6. HRTEM images and diffraction patterns of DLC films with (a) 0 and (b) 9 at 
% nitrogen. 

of DLC films with 0 and 9 at % nitrogen, respectively. Figure 6(a) shows that the film exhibits a 
typical amorphous structure. However, figure 6(b) shows the rings of graphite and several spots 
indicating graphite-like regions. These results are consistent with the XPS and FTIR results and 
the formation of sp2 bond regions may contribute to the improved electrical conduction and to 
the decreased optical band gap. No appreciable changes in XPS spectra and HRTEM analyses 
with nitrogen content up to 6 at % suggests that nitrogen acts as a donor. This result and the 
formation of the graphite-like regions found at the nitrogen content about 9 at % suggest that the 
effect of nitrogen on micro-structure is varied with nitrogen content in the DLC films. The 
increase of the emission current density at the case of low nitrogen content may be associated 
with increased n-type carrier concentration and the decrease of the emission current density at 
the case of high nitrogen content may be associated with the formation of sp bond regions. For 
more detail analyses regarding local distribution of sp2 and sp3 bonds in the films, DLC films are 
being investigated by electron energy loss spectroscopy. 

CONCLUSION 

The incorporation of nitrogen into the DLC films fabricated by pulsed laser deposition 
increased the emission current density of the films when the nitrogen content was lower than 6 
at %. Further increase of nitrogen content lowered emission current density of the films abruptly. 
The FT-IR measurements showed that the C=N bond portion of the films increased with increase 
of N contents over 6 at %. This is consistent with the results of the Raman and XPS 
measurement. The sp2 bond regions seem to be formed over the 6 at % N. The electrical 
resistivity and the optical band gap measurements supported the above mentioned analyses. The 
further increase of nitrogen incorporation in the film changes microstructure and emission 
properties abruptly. 

Consequently, it is deduced that the enhancement effect on the field emission properties by 
the incorporation of the nitrogen is restricted by the formation of sp2 bond regions. 
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Large and Stable Field-Emission Current from Heavily Si-Doped A1N Grown by MOVPE 
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ABSTRACT 

We investigated electron field emission (FE) from heavily Si-doped A1N grown by 

metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy. We found that, as the Si-dopant density increases, the 

threshold electric field decreases, which indicates that electrons are supplied to the surface 

effectively as a result of Si doping. We show that heavily Si-doped A1N has a maximum FE 

current of 347 uA (the maximum current density of 11 mA/cm2), stable FE current (fluctuation: 

3%), and a threshold electric field of 34 V/p.m. We observed visible light emission (luminance: 

about 1200 cd/m2) from phosphors excited by the field-emitted electrons. 

INTRODUCTION 

The interest in electron field emitters using wide-bandgap semiconductors such as A1N has 

been increasing because the electron affinity of these materials is expected to be very small [1-3]. 

In materials with small electron affinity, electrons can be easily extracted from the surface to the 

vacuum. The consequent large electron field emission (FE) will lead to very thin flat panel 

displays and microwave power amplifier tubes. There have been few studies on AlxGai_xN 

(x=0.1 in ref. 4 and 0.05<x<0.9 in ref. 5) and A1N [5]. However, the reported FE current from 

AlxGai.xN and A1N was as low as 0.01 to 0.12 (iA [4, 5]. This is probably because the AlxGai.xN 

and A1N samples in those studies were not intentionally doped, and, as a result, few electrons 

were supplied from the substrate to the surface. Therefore, we investigated the effect of Si 

doping on the electron field emission from A1N. We found that, as the Si-dopant density in A1N 

increases, the threshold electric field decreases. We show that heavily Si-doped A1N has a larger 

maximum FE current than that previously reported for A1N [5], a lower threshold electric field, 

and an extremely stable emission current. We observed visible light emission from phosphors 

excited by the field-emitted electrons. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Heavily Si-doped 0.2-|im-thick A1N was grown at 1100°C by low-pressure (300 Torr) 
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MOVPE. We chose an n-type (1 x 10,s cm-3) 6H-SiC (0001) substrate because it has high electric 

conductivity and because SiC and A1N have almost the same lattice constants (mismatch: 1%) 

and thermal expansions along the a axis. The sources were trimethylaluminum (TMA), 

trimethylgallium (TMG), and ammonia (NH3). The Si-dopant gas was silane (SiH4), the gas most 

widely used in GaN MOVPE growth. The Si dopant density was measured using secondary ion 

mass spectrography. In GaN, Si atoms form a shallow donor level. It has been reported that, in 

Si-doped A!xGa,.xN (0<x<0.33), the resistivity increases exponentially as the Al content x 

increases [6]. The resistivity of the A1N with the highest Si dopant density (2.5xl020 cm"3) was so 

high that the free electron density could not be measured at room temperature (RT) by Hall 

measurement. The full width at half maximum of (0002) reflection of the x-ray rocking curve of 

0.2-|im-thick nondoped and heavily Si-doped AIN were as low as 91 and 94 arcsec, respectively. 

The surface roughness of the heavily Si-doped AIN surfaces was less than 50 nm. The heavily 

Si-doped AIN surfaces were free from cracks. For comparison, n-type Si-doped GaN and 

As-doped Si (111) samples were used. The GaN sample consisted of a 0.1-um-thick Si-doped 

AIN buffer layer and a 1.2-u.m-thick Si-doped (1 x 10l9cm-3) GaN on an n-type 6H-SiC(0001) 

substrate. The highest Si dopant density in GaN at which a smooth surface could be maintained 

was 1 x I0,9cm"3. The Si sample was an As-doped (n=5xl0l9cm"3, the highest value available) Si 
(111) wafer. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the FE measurement system. For the FE 

current-voltage (I-V) measurements, we used a planar sample so that the field enhancement 

-4000 V 

10p - 
10 mA 

Software 
control 

STM 
tunnel-current 
measurement 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the field-emission current-voltage measurement system. 
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factor due to the surface curvature could be neglected and the intrinsic FE effect of these 

materials obtained. For the FE I-V measurements, we used a W thumbtack-shaped anode probe. 

Its top surface was parallel to the planar sample surface. This enabled us to estimate the emission 

area, and consequently, the current density, accurately. The probe-sample distance is an 

important factor in estimating the electric field strength. In our system, the anode probe was 

lowered to the sample surface until the tunnel current (0.1 nA at about 10 V) was detected in the 

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) mode. The probe-sample distance can be expected to be 

less than 1 nm when the tunnel current is detected. Next, the probe-sample distance was 

increased by using a piezo tube (PZT) and a micromotor. We measured I-V characteristics in the 

FE mode at RT. Positive bias was applied to the W probe, and negative bias was applied to the 

sample substrate. Series resistance was inserted to protect the pA meter and voltage source. The 

voltage drop in the series resistance was negligibly small with respect to the applied bias. We 

carefully confirmed that there was no damage on the surface before and after the field emission. 

Thus, the I-V data shown here are due to the field emission, not due to discharge. 

Figure 2(a) shows the FE current for different Si-dopant densities (NSi) in A1N [7]. As the 

Si-dopant density increased, the threshold voltage decreased. The threshold voltages defined at 1 

nA were 90, 180, 410 V forNsi = 2.5 x 1020, 7.5 x 1019, and 4.6 x 1018 cm'3, respectively. ForNs, 

= 2.5 x 1020 cm"3, the threshold voltage defined at 0.05 nA was 62 V. At the sample-probe 

distance of 1.8 urn, the threshold electric field was as low as 34 V/um. We speculate that Si 

dopant atoms form an impurity level in the bandgap and the electrons are supplied to the surface 

through the impurity level. Figure 2(b) shows the FE current for NS; = 2.5 x 1020 cm" at the 

sample-probe distance of about 25 um. The maximum FE current was 347 |XA. From a probe 

area of 3.1 x 10'2 cm2, we estimated the maximum FE current density to be 11 mA/cm2. The A1N 

maximum FE current density of 11 mA/cm2 is of the order necessary for flat-panel FE displays. 

Figure 3(a) shows the FE I-V characteristics of heavily Si-doped A1N (NSi = 2.5 x 1020 cm"3), 

Si-doped GaN, and As-doped Si. The threshold voltages defined at 0.1 nA were 68 V for A1N, 

170 V for GaN, and 270 V for Si. The maximum FE currents were 19 uA for GaN and 1.9 uA 

for Si. From a probe area of 3.1 x 10'2 cm2, we estimated the maximum FE current densities to be 

0.6 and 0.06 mA/cm2, respectively. The maximum FE current density of A1N (11 mA/cm2) was 

larger than those of GaN and Si. The maximum FE current density is limited by the field 

evaporation of the negatively-ionized surface atoms, the sputtering of the positively-ionized 

residual gas, and a subsequent micro arc discharge. The reason A1N has higher maximum current 

density than GaN is probably that A1N has stronger bonds, and consequently, the evaporation of 

the surface atoms occurs less often. Figure 3(b) shows the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plots (I/V vs. 

1000/V) for A1N, GaN, and Si. The negative slope corresponds to the energy barrier. This figure 

shows AIN has the lowest energy barrier among them. We speculate that, in heavily Si-doped 
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Fig. 2. Field emission current as a function of the applied bias voltage for AIN with 
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Fig. 3. Field emission current as a function of the applied bias voltage (a) and 
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AIN, electrons are supplied from the sample substrate to the surface by hopping conduction 

through the Si impurity level and then are emitted from the Si impurity level to the vacuum 

without transition to the conduction band. 

Figure 4 shows the stability in the FE current over time for AIN and Si when the applied 

bias was fixed. There was no feedback system in the circuit. For AIN (Nsi = 2.5 x 10   cm" ), the 

fluctuation (the ratio of the root mean square to the average) was as low as 3%. To the contrary, 

for As-doped Si the fluctuation was 27%. The observed high stability of AIN indicates there was 

little change in the emission site density and a low rate of surface atom evaporation. The FE 

current stability for AIN is within the value necessary for flat-panel FE display application. 

From the viewpoint of flat panel display application, we observed light emission from red, 

green, blue, and white phosphors excited by the field-emitted electrons from AIN (Nsi= 2.5 x 

1020 cm"3). The widely used P22-type red, green, blue or the P15-type white phosphors were 

coated on the top surface of the W probe. When the bias, current, distance were 3.8 kV, 9 U.A, 

about 100 |xm, respectively, the luminance of the white phosphor was estimated to be 1200 cd/m , 

which is sufficient for flat panel displays. 

Fig. 4. Stability of field 

emission current over time for 

AIN (Ns, = 2.5 x 1020 cm3) 

and Si (n = 5x1019 cm'3, the 

highest value available). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We investigated the electron field emission (FE) from heavily Si-doped A1N. We found 

that, as the Si-dopant density increases, the threshold electric filed decreases and the FE current 

from A1N increases. We showed that heavily Si-doped (2.5 x 1020 cm"3) A1N has a larger 

maximum FE current density (11 mA/cm2), a lower threshold electric field (34 V/um) than 

previously reported for A1N, and an extremely stable (fluctuation: 3%) FE current. We speculate 

that, in heavily Si-doped A1N, electrons in the impurity level are emitted directly to the vacuum 

without transition to the conduction band. We observed light emission from phosphors excited by 

the field-emitted electrons. The luminance was estimated to be 1200 cd/m2. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have grown vertically aligned carbon nanotubes on a large area of Co-Ni codeposited Si 

substrates by thermal chemical vapor deposition using C2H2 gas. The carbon nanotubes grown by 

the thermal chemical vapor deposition are multi-wall structure, and the wall surface of nanotubes 

is covered with defective graphite sheets or carbonaceous particles. The carbon nanotubes range 

from 50 to 120 nm in diameter and about 130 u.m in length at 950 °C. Steric hindrance between 

nanotubes at an initial stage of the growth forces nanotubes to align vertically. The turn-on 

voltage was about 0.8 V/u.m with a current density of 0.1 uA/cm2 and emission current reveals 

the Fowler-Nordheim mode. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the first observation of carbon nanotubes [1], extensive researches have been done for 

the synthesis using arc discharge [2-4], laser vaporization [5], pyrolysis [6], and plasma- 

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD)[7]. Although massive production of carbon 

nanotubes has been realized by arc discharge and laser vaporization [5], controlling diameters, 
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lengths, and preferable alignment of carbon nanotubes has never been easily accessible with such 

approaches. Synthesis of well-aligned carbon nanotubes with high quality on a large area is 

necessary for their applications, such as flat panel displays. Thermal CVD is a useful method to 

grow damageless carbon nanotubes on a substrate. We have grown carbon nanotubes on a large 

area substrates by thermal CVD using acetylene gas. In this work, we report the growth of well 

aligned carbon nanotubes on a large area of Co-Ni codeposited Si substrates, and also evaluate 

electron emission of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The p-Si substrates with a resistivity of 15 Q cm were thermally oxidized with the layer 

thickness of 300 nm. Co-Ni (Co:Ni=l:1.5) metal alloys with 100 nm in thickness were thermally 

evaporated in a vacuum of 1.5 xlO"6 torr on oxidized Si(100) substrates. The samples were 

dipped for 100-200 sec in diluted HF solution and then loaded on a quartz boat inside the CVD 

quartz reactor. Argon(Ar) gas was flowed into the quartz reactor in order to prevent the oxidation 

of catalytic metal alloys while increasing the temperature. Samples were pretreated using NH3 

gas with a flow rate of 50-200 seem for 10-30 min at 850-950 °C. Carbon nanotubes were grown 

usingC2H2 gas with a flow rate of 20-80 seem for 10-20 min at the same temperature. The 

reactor was cooled down slowly to room temperature in Ar ambient after the growth. Samples 

were examined by scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Hitachi, S-800, 30 kV) to measure 

nanotube length, diameter, alignment, and uniformity. High resolution transmission microscopy 

(TEM) (Philips, CM20T, 200kV) was used to determine the wall structure of individual tubes. 

Field emission measurement was conducted in a vacuum chamber (lx 10"6 Torr). A positive 

voltage was applied to the anode and the emission current was measured with a electrometer 

(Keithley619). 
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DISCUSSION 

Figure 1(a) shows SEM micrograph of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes which were grown at 

950 °C on a large area (20 mm *30 mm) of Co-Ni codeposited Si substrates. The carbon 

nanotubes are oriented vertically to the substrate and are uniformly grown with the length of 

about 130 u.m. Figure 1(b) reveals high density of nanotubes with the diameter range from 50 to 

120 nm, where nanotubes are straight. Basically, the diameter of carbon nanotubes is dependent 

on the size of catalytic metal particles. Top view of the vertically aligned carbon nanotubes is 

shown in Figure 1(c). When the density of nanotubes reaches high value, nanotubes grown in 

directions other than vertical direction are prohibited from growing due to the steric hindrance 

from the adjacent nanotubes and then change the growth direction to further grow vertically. 

Figure 1. SEM micrograph of well aligned carbon nanotubes grown with gas flow rate of 40 

scan at 950 "Cfor 10 min on a large area (20 mm  "30 mm) of Co-Ni codeposited Si substrates, 

(a) A uniformly distributed morphology of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes, (b) magnified 

side view of (a), (c) top view of the vertically aligned carbon nanotubes. 

TEM analysis was performed on the carbon nanotubes grown at 950 °C to determine the 

wall structures. TEM image in Figure 2 shows straight multi-wall nanotubes with a hollow inside 

and reveals well-ordered lattice fringes of nanotube. Outer diameter of carbon nanotube is about 
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60 nm and inner diameter is about 40 nm. In Figure 2, the carbon nanotubes are multi-wall 

structure with good crystallinity but the surface wall of nanotubes has bad crystal structure due to 

the defective graphite sheet structure. We have also tried various growth conditions. Carbon 

nanotubes were grown well independent of growth temperatures within the temperature range of 

750 - 950 °C. The length of carbon nanotubes increased with increasing growth time and 

increasing growth temperature. 

Figure 2. High-resolution TEM image of the lattice structure of multi-walled carbon nanotube. 

The carbon nanotubes was grown with gas flow rate of 40 seem at 950 "Cfor 10 min. 

Figure 3 illustrates field emission current density versus electric field from nanotubes grown 

on Co-Ni codeposited Si substrates. The anode was separated from nanotubes by a 200 urn 

spacer. The chamber pressure was maintained at 1  x 10"6 torn The turn-on voltage was about 0.8 

V/(im with a current density of 0.1 uA/cm2, the maximum emission current density before 

electric breakdown was about 1.1 mA/cm2 at 4.5 V/um applied field. The presence of some 

protruded nanotubes gave rise to non-uniform emission current. The inset plot in Figure 3 shows 

the Fowler-Nordheim mode for the vertically aligned carbon nanotubes. In this figure, we 
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observed nearly straight line to indicate Fowler-Nordheim behavior even though it was slightly 

deviated in the middle field region. 
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Figure 3. Field emission current density versus electric field for well aligned carbon nanotubes 

grown on Co-Ni codeposited Si substrate. (Inset) Fowler-Nordheim plot. 

Growth of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes on a large area of Si substrates using thermal 

CVD will be useful for application of the field emission displays. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have grown vertically aligned carbon nanotubes on a large area of Co-Ni codeposited Si 

substrates using the thermal chemical vapor deposition. The carbon nanotubes are multi-wall 

structure with good crystallinity but the surface of nanotube wall is consisted of defective 

graphite sheet or carbonaceous particles. The turn-on voltage was about 0.8 V/u.m with a current 

density of 0.1mA/cm 2 and the emission current density was about 1.1 mA/cm2at 4.5 V/|im. The 

emission current reveals the Fowler-Nordheim behavior. The current approach with the thermal 

CVD is expected to be easily applicable to flat panel displays. 
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ABSTRACT 

The electronic structure of nanodiamond clusters containing between 34 and 913 carbon 
atoms was calculated using a tight-binding Hamiltonian. All clusters had shapes represented by 
an octahedron with (111) facets with the top and the bottom vertices truncated to introduce (100) 
surfaces. The tight-binding Hamiltonian consisted of environment-dependent matrix elements, 
and C-H parameters fit to reproduce energy states of the cyclic C& and methane. The calculations 
predict a density of states similar to bulk diamond for clusters with radii greater than ~2.5nm, 
and insignificant differences in the potential distribution between the clusters and bulk diamond 
for radii greater than ~lnm. Hydrogen passivated nanodiamond clusters are estimated to have an 
electron affinity of approximately -1.8 eV. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent experimental measurements of field-emission properties of diamond nanoclusters 
on silicon field-emitter arrays have demonstrated desirable properties for cold-cathode 
applications, including low emission thresholds, high emission currents and good current 
stability [1]. Some of these properties, however, appear to depend on the origin and processing of 
the nanodiamond clusters, and hence the details of their structure, including particle size and 
surface conditions. 

To better understand the molecular origins of field emission characteristics of 
nanodiamond clusters, a series of tight-binding calculations on regular-shaped structures with 
radii up to approximately 2.5nm have been carried out. Both pure carbon clusters and clusters 
with hydrogen termination were studied. These calculations, which use an environmentally 
dependent tight binding (EDTB) model [2], suggest that the size dependence of the density of 
states (DOS) is insignificant for radii greater than about 2.0-2.5 nm. In contrast, the dependence 
of the electron potential on cluster size is largely independent of cluster size down to radii of 
approximately 1 nm. 

TIGHT BINDING PARAMETRIZATION 

To reproduce the bulk diamond band gap and a qualitative description of the band 
structure, an EDTB model for carbon was used [2]. The tight-binding (TB) scaling function 
developed by Xu et al. [3] and parameterized by Davidson and Pickett (DP) [4] was used for the 
C-H interactions. To obtain a reasonable bulk DOS, a set of values for the C-H hopping and on- 
site matrix elements differing from the DP model were developed. These parameters, listed as 
Present Work in Table I, were generated by fitting the energies of the occupied electronic states 
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in ethane to their counterparts calculated from density functional theory. The latter values were 
calculated using commercial software [5a]. 

To determine the C-H tight-binding parameters, it was necessary to first shift the on-site 
carbon matrix elements by a constant amount. This shift was determined by minimizing the 
squared differences between the EDTB and DFT values for the occupied energy levels of cyclic 
C6. Plotted in Fig. 1 a is the DFT cyclic C6 energy states and the EDTB states shifted by -6.95 eV. 
Matrix elements for the C-H interactions (given in Table I) were then determined by minimizing 
the least-squares difference between occupied energy levels of ethane given by the TB and DFT 
calculations. Because ethane has five nondegenerate occupied levels, the parameter choice is 
unique. The TB and DFT spectra for ethane are given in Fig. lb. 

To test the transferability of the C-H parameters, energy levels for methane and benzene 
molecules predicted by the TB calculations were compared to corresponding values given by 
DFT calculations. Plotted in Fig. 2 are the two sets of electronic energy levels for these 
molecules. The favorable comparison suggests that simultaneous optimization of the hopping 
and on-site C-H matrix elements leads to more consistent results compared to the DP scheme, 
which employed separate fits for on-site and two-center TB parameters. Compared to the DP on- 
site energy, the value of the on-site hydrogen matrix element obtained in the present work may 

Table I. Carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen parameters for different TB models. The proposed 
carbon-hydrogen bond parameters compatible with the EDTB model are given as Present Work. 
The row denoted DP gives the Davidson-Pickett parameters for C-H bonds, and Xu et al. 
parameters for C-C bonds. 

VC VC vcsp,a VCB„ EC, EC
P EH, ™M VHsp.a 

DP -1.55 5.5 4.7 -5.0 -2.99 3.71 -4.75 -6.52 6.81 
EDTB -1.90 5.74 4.17 -3.94 -6.04 1.02 
Present Work J . 3 6 - 3 . 0 0 3 . 'Vi 

Figure I. Shifted TB eigenvalue spectra. The lower sections are from the TB model. The upper 
sections are from the DFT calculations. Energies are in eV. The length of the line segments is 
proportional to the level degeneracies. Arrows indicate the highest-occupied orbitals. (a) Cyclic 
C/j. (b) Ethane. 
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Figure 2. Eigenvalue spectra used to check the transferability of the C-H matrix elements. The 
lower portions of the figures show the TB spectrum obtained in this work, the upper portions 
correspond to the DFT values. Energies are in eV. (a) Methane, (b) Benzene. 

seem nonphysical. However, the fact that the TB scheme is non-self-consistent implies that 
charge transfer should be built into the TB parameters. The DP hydrogen on-site energy is lower 
than both the 5 andp on-site energies for carbon. This choice leads to the wrong 
electronegativities and hence to the wrong sign for Mulliken populations. Table II lists Mulliken 
charge populations for benzene. Note that there was no special Mulliken population fitting in our 
parameterization. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To study size and surface effects, two sets of carbon clusters were examined. The first 
set contained four carbon clusters composed of 34, 161, 435, and 913 atoms. All clusters had 
identical shapes represented by an octahedron with (111) facets with the top and the bottom 
vertices cut off to produce (100) surfaces. The second set consisted of the same four clusters 
with hydrogen-passivated (111) lxl :H and (100) lxl :2H (sym) surfaces. Optimized atomic 
coordinates were obtained using a many-body empirical potential [6]. The DOS for both sets of 
clusters are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Results from a DFT calculation [5b] of the DOS for the 
smallest cluster with hydrogen passivation are plotted in the lowest section of Fig. 4(a). These 
values and the Mulliken charge population for this hydrogen-passivated cluster was used to 
check the TB results. The energy difference between the highest occupied and lowest 
unoccupied molecular Orbitals given by the DFT calculations and the EDTB model are 
reasonably close (0.4eV) to one another. However, the entire EDTB spectrum is shifted towards 
lower energies on the absolute scale. To quantitatively match the absolute value of the highest- 
occupied orbital given by the EDTB to the DFT results, the bulk and cluster EDTB spectra were 
shifted by -5.04 eV rather than -6.9 eV. This 1.86 eV difference suggests that the reliability 
with which the EDTB method yields orbital energies on the absolute energy scale is not 
sufficient to evaluate the electron affinity. As can be seen from Figs. 4 (c) and (d) the cluster 
spectra are slightly shifted towards lower energies with respect to the bulk spectrum. This shift is 
due to the small increase of the on-site carbon energies as the effective number of carbon 
neighbor atoms (as defined by the screening function) increases from 1.0 as in ethane to 4.41 for 
bulk diamond. Therefore the difference between hydrogen and carbon on-site energies becomes 
~0.3 eV larger than it was for ethane which was used for the parameter fitting. This is equivalent 

Table II. The total charge for hydrogen atoms obtained from Mulliken populations in benzene. 

This work DP DFT 
Core charge minus Mulliken electron population 0.290 -0.340 0.301 
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Figure 3. DOS plots for different size carbon clusters, (a), (b), (c), and (d) refer to clusters 
composed of 34, 161, 435, and 913 carbon atoms, respectively. Solid line shows TB bulk 
diamond DOS and is normalized to produce the total number of states equal to the number of 
states for the given cluster.   Vertical line marks HOMO position. Both bulk and cluster DOS are 
shifted by -6.9 eV. 
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Figure 4. Hydrogen passivated cluster DOS spectra. Portions (a-d) refer to the same systems 
as the corresponding plots in Fig. 3.  The lower part of portion (a) shows DFT/GGA DOS 
spectrum.  Vertical line in the vicinity of the conduction band edge in portions (c) and (d) marks 
the lowest conduction band state which is spread over the entire cluster and is associated with 
the lowest bulk state. All the states below these lines are located at the cluster surface. 
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to a relative increase of hydrogen electronegativity, and therefore leads to the spectrum shift. 
However, this shift is rather small and can not account for the given ~2 eV difference between 
the TB and DFT values. 

Mulliken charge populations are determined by the relative positions of the occupied 
levels and therefore are better reproduced than the DOS on the absolute scale. The average 
relative error between the DFT and EDTB results is less than 12%. The Coulomb potential 
distribution for the hydrogen passivated clusters is shown in Fig. 5. The potential was obtained 
from Mulliken charge populations assuming that the atoms are represented by uniformly charged 
spheres with radii for carbon and hydrogen atoms equal to 2.0 and 1.4 angstroms respectively. 
The main potential distribution feature is the steep rise at the cluster surface produced by the 
hydrogen monolayer. Cluster size effects are only significant for the smallest cluster. For the 
larger clusters the potential inside the cluster does not change appreciably with increasing cluster 
size. 

All four clusters demonstrate a band gap size dependence; therefore size effects are 
apparently more pronounced for the DOS. It is possible to distinguish the surface and bulk states 
for the two largest clusters (radii of 1.7 nm and 2.2 nm). Analysis of the local density of states 
shows that the lowest unoccupied energy states are located at the surface of the clusters. The 
vertical lines in the vicinity of the highest unoccupied state in Figs. 4 (c) and (d) mark the 
transition between the unoccupied surface states and bulk conduction band (CB) states, where 
the latter is defined by an appreciable local density of states spread into the cluster interior. For 
the 2.2 nm cluster the position of the bulk CB edge is only 0.09 eV higher than the true CB edge 
of bulk diamond. This leads to the conclusion that the band gap size effect is insignificant itself 
for cluster sizes larger than about 2-2.5 nm. This conclusion, however, disagrees with the results 
of Ref. [7] in which an X-ray photoluminescence analysis was used to determine the CB edge 
position. For a 3.6 nm cluster the CB edge position was measured to be 1.2 eV above the CB 
edge for bulk diamond. 

Because both the potential and the band structure in the 2.2 nm cluster approach bulk 
values it is possible to use the potential value inside the cluster to estimate the electron affinity. 
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Figure 5. Coulomb potential distribution for the hydrogen passivated clusters. Sections (a-d) 
refer to the 34, 161, 435, and 913 carbon atom clusters, respectively. The left and right parts of 
each section correspond to the potential distribution along the (100) and (111) directions, 
respectively.  Vertical lines mark the hydrogen atom positions on the cluster surface. Distance is 
measured in angstroms, potential is in Volts. 
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To do so the absolute position of the valence band edge in bulk diamond, the potential inside the 
cluster, and the band gap size must be added. The former can be obtained using the DFT results 
[4c], and equals -9.45 eV if measured relative to the vacuum level. After addition of the 5.81 eV 
potential we get the valence band position in a hydrogen passivated cluster. Addition of the bulk 
band gap results in the position of the conduction band edge with respect to the vacuum level: 
-9.45 + 5.81 + 5.47 = 1.8 eV. Because the CB edge is above the vacuum level, hydrogen 
passivated clusters exhibit negative electron affinities. This conclusion is consistent with the 
electron affinity values for (111) lxl :H and (100) lxl :2H (sym) diamond surfaces. The 
experimentally measured electron affinity for the former was taken from Ref. [8] and equals 
-1.3 eV. The difference between (100) lxl :2H (sym) and (111)1x1 :H surface affinities is -1.16 
eV as calculated using ab initio simulation in Ref. [9]. That results in a -2.46 eV electron 
affinity for the (100) lxl :2H (sym) surface. Because (100) surface constitutes about 18% of the 
total cluster surface, the weighted average electron affinity is -2.46 x 0.18 - 1.3 x 0 82 = -1 51 
eV. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Size effects on the electronic properties of carbon nano-clusters have been estimated 
using an EDTB model. The critical size for the band structure size-effect onset is estimated to be 
-2.0-2.5 nm while the critical size for the Coulomb potential distribution size effect is ~1 nm. 
Hydrogen dipole states result in a steep potential rise of ~6 eV at the cluster surface. Hydrogen 
passivated carbon nanoclusters exhibit a -1.8 eV negative electron affinity. Hydrogen passivated 
surface states located ~1 eV below the bulk CB edge may result in an effective band gap that is 
smaller than in a bulk diamond. 
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ABSTRACT 
Wide band gap semiconductors exhibit a low electron affinity and may prove suitable for 

cold cathode applications. We introduce a simple closed-form analytic approximation for the 
stability of electrons in the electron accumulation layer of planar Low Electron Affinity (LEA) 
semiconducting cathodes. This analysis extends our previous results, which used Runge-Kutta 
numerical integration of the linearized equations of motion for the electric potential and quasi 
Fermi level. The model shows conditions in which the electrons in the accumulation layer form a 
two dimensional array of regions of higher and lower electron density. This instability could lead 
to field enhancement without surface roughness and could account for observed electron 
emission at low applied fields. 

INTRODUCTION 
Wide band gap semiconductors such as diamond, A1N, or BN can exhibit negative 

electron affinities depending on surface termination. However, n-type doping of these materials 
is difficult. In contrast, Ali.xGaxN alloys (x~0.5) can be doped n-type and can exhibit a low 
electron affinity of ~1 eV [1]. LEA-coated cold cathodes may lead to vacuum electron devices 
(VEDs) with unprecedented versatility and performance [2].   Robust electron emission with 
high current density has been predicted for graded aluminum gallium nitride that is undoped [3] 
or doped [4]. LEA cathodes that require neither field enhancement nor high temperature may 
lead to VEDs with micrometer grid-to-cathode distances, picosecond transit times, and terahertz 
operating frequencies. 

In this paper we provide simple closed-form expressions for our previous numerical 
prediction that LEA cathodes may be unstable against certain three-dimensional perturbations of 
the electron accumulation layer [5]. The instabilities may lead to ordered regions of higher or 
lower electron densities, and these regions would result in field enhancement without surface 
morphology. 

Our effort is motivated by recent characterizations of planar cathodes which emit more 
electrons at lower voltages than can be readily explained without field enhancement [6] 
according to the usual equilibrium theory [7]. 

MODEL 
In a Cartesian coordinate system, consider a uniform n-type semiconductor filling the 

region x < Owith vacuum in the region x>0 as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Coordinate system at the semiconductor/vacuum interface of a semiconductor filling the half space 
x < 0. The anode (not shown) is parallel to the interface at some x>0 in the vacuum. 

Assuming complete ionization and Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, the electron density for x < 0 
is 

n=Ncexp{(EFn-Ec)/kBT} 

where Nc is the effective density of states of the conduction band and EFn is the quasi Fermi level 
for electrons. EFn differs from the bulk equilibrium Fermi level EF by 

<j) = (EFn - EF) / q (1) 

measured in volts. The minimum of the conduction band Ec can be defined to be zero in the bulk 
so that ' 

i|/ = - Ec / q 

is the usual electric potential in volts. Then 

n = NDexp{(\|/ + (|))/VT} 

where VT= kBT / q is the usual thermal voltage. The deviations y and <|> obey Poisson's 
equation V2\|/= (q/es)(ND-n) which is now 

V2\|/= (qND/es) [exp{(\|/+ih)/VT}-l ] 

in standard units where es is the dielectric permittivity of the semiconductor and q > 0 is the 
fundamental charge. The deviations also conserve charge 

-q 3n/9t + V • J = 0 

where the vector current density due to drift and diffusion is J = q|inF + qDVn, which 
simplifies to 

J = q u. n V<|>, 
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if the electron mobility |i and the diffusion coefficient D = p. VT are treated as independent of 
electric field 

F =-Vy. 

The divergence of J can then be obtained from the product rule 

V • J = q u ( n V2<(> + Vn • V<|> ) 

and, since 3n/3t = (n/VT) d/dt (y + <])), the continuity equation can be written as 

uVT(V.NDexp{(\)/+<|>)/VT} V<(> ) = 3/3t NDexp{ (\)/+(|>)/VT} 

which can be simplified by performing d/dt and factoring out the exponential to obtain 

u.VT { V2<i> + V(i)/+ <>) • V<|> / VT } = 9/9t (y+ (j)) 

in standard units. We will measure lengths in units of the extrinsic Debye length 

LD=[ ESVT/qND]"
2, 

measure times in units of the dielectric relaxation time for electrons in the bulk 

tR = es/q|iND, 

and measure voltages in units of VT, so that Poisson's equation becomes 

V2\|/ = exp(>+<|>) -1 (2) 

and the continuity equation becomes 

V2<)> +V(\|/+<])) »V(|> = d/dt (\\i + <i>). (3) 

PERTURBATION 
We are interested in the stability of the electron accumulation layer against perturbations, 

so we write the electric potential and the quasi Fermi level as the sums 

i|/ =\|/0(x) + 8\|/(x,y,z,t) 
and 

<|> =<j)o(x) + o(t)(x,y,z,t) 

of equilibrium parts and perturbations. But the quasi Fermi level Eqn 1 coincides everywhere 
with the bulk EF for any equilibrium state regardless of its stability, so $0 = 0. 

Substituting these expressions into Equations 2 and 3 yields a zeroth order equation for 
the usual one-dimensional equilibrium 
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Vo"= expOo) - 1 

and a first order system of equations for the perturbations 

V26> = expOo) (&t> + &y) 
and 

+ \|/0' &|>' = 3/3t (&|> + oy) 

where prime (') indicates ordinary differentiation with respect to x. 

jy> i 
0.5 

0 
-0.5 

<T   -2 
-1 
-4 

2 
0 

y 

Figure 2. The (real part of the) perturbation 8\(F=v,exp(ikIx+ ik,.y+Kz+st! of the electric potential of the 
equilibrium accumulation layer at t=0 fori|/,= l. Left: parallel to interface: a slice in the yz plane through 
x-0, and Right: normal to interface: a slice through the xy plane through z=0. 

ANALYTIC APPROXIMATION 
The x-dependence of the coefficients exp(i|/0) and y0' preclude simple analysis of the 

first-order system. However the perturbations are confined near the surface where we replace 
the accumulated electron density with a constant effective density typical of the thin region near 
the surface 

p <- exp(y0) 

and we replace the slope y0' of the zeroth order potential with a constant effective slope typical 
of the region 

a <- \|/0'. 

We estimate the region of validity for this approximation as the x for which p+rjx > 0: 

-p /a < x < 0 . (4) 

In this region of x, the first order equations of motion for perturbations becomes 

V2o> = p (&j) + 5i|/) 
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and 
a &t>' = d/dt (&)> + 8\j/) 

We consider perturbations of the form shown in Figure 2 

and 
8y = \)/i exp {ikxx + ikyy + Kz + st} 

8<|> = <|)i exp {ikxx + ikyy + Kz + st}. 

(5) 

(6) 

where \|/i and cp, are arbitrarily small constants, which are in general complex if there is a phase 
difference between the two perturbations. 
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Figure 3. The approximate rate of growth in time of perturbations of wave number k parallel to the cathode 
surface and spatial decay rate K normal to the cathode surface for the zeroth-order equilibrium p = exp(l) = 
2.7, a = p/2 = 1.4, so that the equilibrium electric potential at the surface is i)fo(0) = kBT exp(l) = 68 mV 
relative to the bulk. Left: The rate of growth s(k,K) for fixed K = 1. Right: The rate of growth s(k,K) for 
four ratios k/K which shows that instabilities may occur in two regimes: large K with low wave number k<K 
and small K with high wave number k>K. All curves satisfy the requirement for validity since Kmin= 0.S < 
K < 15Kmin = 7.5 here. 

We can expect the modes modeled by Eqns 5 and 6 to be weakly coupled for K is large 
enough to confine the perturbations to the region Eqn 4, so that perturbations with 

satisfy 

and 

K>rj/p, 

(-k2+K2)&t> =p(&t> + 8y) 

(-k2 + K2 + a K) 8\|/ = s (8<j)+8\)/) 

which can be solved for their rate of growth in time 

s =-(k2-K2 + p )(k2-K2-oK)/(k2-K2). (7) 
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The one-dimensional equilibrium is stable against any excitation with s<0 since any such 
perturbation decays exponentially in time back toward the zeroth order equilibrium. On the 
other hand, modes with positive s grow in time rather than decay so that the one-dimensional 
zeroth-order equilibrium is unstable against any such perturbation. 

Figure 4. The approximate rate of growth in time of perturbations as a function of  spatial decay rate K and 
the ratio k/K for modes that include the large-K-small-k instabilities shown on the right hand side of Figure 
3b for the same p =2.7 and a =1.4.     The plane s=0 has been inserted as a grid. 

RESULTS 
Eqn 5 predicts positive values of s in some regions of (k, K) space. Figure 3a is a plot of 

s as a function of K for the case p = 2.7, o =1.4, and K=l. In Figure 3a, perturbations with wave 
number k < 1 or with k > 1.54 decay in time but perturbations with K<k<1.53 grow if they are 
excited. Thermal fluctuations will excite all modes. For AIo.5Gao.5N doped with silicon at ND= 
10" m ~3, the electron affinity is %=l eV, the donor ionization is small, the dielectric 
permitttivity is es = 8.85 e0, and the electron mobility is |i= 30 V cm"2 s~' for high quality thin 
films currently reported, as previously inferred from other literature [4]. In this case LD = 3.55 
nm and TR= 0.16 ps at room temperature. For Figures 3 and 4 the applied electric field is F0=1.4 
es/Eo in units of VT/LD and F0=87 V/um in standard units. In this case, we find that the electron 
accumulation layer may be unstable against variations of a few nanometers wavelength in 
electron density along the surface. 
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The regions of high electron density would result in field enhancement and a lowering of 
the effective barrier for field emission. 
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Abstract 
Imaging of field emission and photoemission from diamond surfaces is accomplished 

with a high resolution photo-electron emission microscope (PEEM). Measurements obtained as a 
function of sample temperature up to 1000°C display thermionic field emission images (T- 
FEEM). The system can also record the emission current versus applied voltage. N-doped 
diamond films have been produced by MPCVD with a N/C gas phase ratio of 48. The surfaces 
display uniform emission in PEEM at all temperatures. No FEEM images are detectable below 
500°C. At ~680°C the T-FEEM and PEEM images are nearly identical in intensity and 
uniformity. This is to be contrasted with other carbon based cold cathodes in which the emission 
is observed from only a low density of highly emitting sites. The I/V measurements obtained 
from the N-doped films in the T-FEEM configuration show a component that depends linearly 
on voltage at low fields. At higher fields, an approximately exponential dependence is observed. 
At low temperatures employed (<700°C), the results indicate a thermionic component to the 
emitted current. 

I. Introduction 

With its unique properties diamond is a promising material for mechanical and electrical 
applications. Hardness, high thermal conductivity, high carrier mobilities and saturated carrier 
velocities, wide bandgap, radiation hardness and chemical inertness promise diamond to be 
superior than other materials for specific electronic devices. Recently, there is interest in the 
electron emission properties of diamond for use as an electron source. Part of this interest is 
based on the observation that diamond surfaces can exhibit a negative electron affinity (NEA). 
This enables electrons from the conduction band minimum to escape the diamond without an 
energy barrier at the surface. The NEA can be achieved by hydrogen passivation of the diamond 
surface. To determine whether the surface exhibits a NEA, one can employ photoexcitation of 
the electrons into the conduction band minimum and observe if electron emission occurs [1,2]. 

The technique of photo electron emission microscopy (PEEM) can be used to image the 
electron emission properties of a surface in a controlled UHV environment. In addition, the same 
apparatus can be employed to obtain field electron emission microscopy (FEEM) of the surfaces. 

It is well known that substitutional boron atoms act as shallow acceptors in diamond with 
an energy level of 0.37eV above the top of the valence band. Another dominant impurity in 
natural diamond is nitrogen. Single substitutional nitrogen is a deep donor at 1.7eV below the 
bottom of the conduction band. 

The approach of this study is to image the electron emission properties of diamond in 
both PEEM and FEEM modes as a function of sample temperature up to 900°C.  The FEEM 
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mode at high temperature involves thermionic field emission processes, and we have termed this 
imaging condition as thermionic-field electron emission microscopy (T-FEEM). 

In this work we have found significant differences in the thermal emission properties of 
B- and N-doped diamond films. With increasing temperature N-doped diamond films exhibit 
strongly enhanced field emission, whereas B-doped diamond shows very low field emission that 
remains nearly constant over a wide temperature range. 

II. Experimental Details: 

N-doped diamond films were grown on 25mm diameter, lficm Si <100> substrates. 
Sample preparation included: IOmin. hand polishing using 0.1 urn diamond powder, ultrasonic 
cleaning in methanol, and drying with nitrogen gas. The CVD reactor is a 1500W ASTeX 
IPX3750 microwave assisted CVD system with an RF induction heated graphite susceptor. The 
temperature was calibrated with an optical pyrometer. The process gases were zero grade N2, H2 

and CFL,. The gas flows were monitored and controlled with mass flow controllers. During film 
growth laser reflectance interferometry (LRI) was used to in situ monitor the thickness of the 
diamond layer. 

The growth of N-doped diamond film was divided into three steps: (1) establishment of 
the nucleation layer, (2) growth of the N-doped film, and (3) post growth surface treatment. The 
conditions for the nucleation layer were 400 seem H2, 8 seem CH4, chamber pressure of 20 Torr, 
substrate temperature of 780°C and a microwave power of 600 W. After formation of the 
nucleation layer the conditions were changed to 437sccm H2, 2.5sccm CH4, 60 seem N2, pressure 
of 50 Torr, substrate temperature of 910°C and microwave power of 1300 W. By growing for 4 
to 8 hours, films with thicknesses of 0.5um and lum were fabricated. Growth was terminated by 
shutting off the gas flows except H2, reducing the microwave power to 600W and reducing the 
substrate temperature to 780°C. The diamond film was then treated with H2 plasma for 5 min at a 
pressure of 20 Torr. 

1300        1400        1500 

Raman shift [cm-1J 

1600       1700 

Figure 1 Raman Spectroscopy of a nitrogen doped diamond film showing a broadened diamond 
peak and a spectral components attributed to sp2 bonding. The spectrum was taken at 514 5nm 
at 300K. 
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The PEEM and FEEM measurements were completed in an Elmitec UHV-Photo Electron 
Emission Microscope [3]. Measurements were obtained at a base pressure less than 3x10" Torr. 
The field of view can be changed from 150pm to 1.5um with a resolution better than 15 nm. For 
all measurements a high voltage of 20 kV is applied between the anode and the sample surface, 
and the anode is a distance of 2 mm from the surface. In the PEEM measurements a mercury arc 
lamp was used as the UV-light source. In the FEEM measurements no UV excitation was 
employed and the emission was due to the high applied field. 

The system has sample heating up to 1200°C to obtain T-FEEM images. The electron 
emission current from the sample surface can be monitored and recorded to obtain current- 
voltage dependence. Electrons emitted from the sample pass through a perforated anode and are 
imaged using electron optics. The image is intensified with a double microchannel plate and a 
fluorescent screen. A CCD camera is used for image capturing. The gain of the system is 
dependent on the voltage on the image intensifier. The images reported here have been digitally 
processed to remove dark regions of the intensifier. 

Figure 2 PEEM images obtained at room temperature with Hg-arc lamp excitation using afield 
of view and channel plate voltage of: (a) 150fim, 1.476W, (b) 50/im, 1.596W and (c) 20/jm, 
1.627kV. A higher channel plate voltage is required to image at higher magnification. 

III. RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

The influence of nitrogen on the growth and properties of diamond films has been 
reported in several articles [4-8], With increasing nitrogen content in the growth chamber, 
increased sp2 bonding signatures are observed and the increased FWHM of the 1332 cm" 
diamond peak also increases significantly. Displayed in Figure 1, the Raman scattering from the 
0.5pm diamond film shows a broad spectral background extending from 1100 tol600cm"'. The 
spectral components attributed to sp2 bonded carbon include the 1355 - 1580 cm"1 doublet due to 
microcrystalline graphite, and the broad peak centered near 1500 attributed to sp2 bonding in or 
around diamond crystals. A feature at -1140 cm"1 has been attributed to disordered sp3 bonded 
carbon, and the broadening of the 1332 cm"1 diamond peak indicates small grain size and the 
presence of defects or impurities [9]. It should be noted that Raman spectroscopy is about 75 
times more sensitive to sp bonded carbon sites than it is to crystalline diamond when 514.5nm 
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excitation is used. It is evident that the film has a significant diamond crystal component but it 
also exhibits a distribution of sp2 and the variations in bonding are on a nanometer scale. 

Shown in Fig. 2 are PEEM images of different magnification of the N-doped diamond 
film at room temperature. The images show that the surface exhibits a uniform electron emission 
over the whole sample surface. The images show a fine textured grainy structure that 
corresponds to the morphology observed by SEM. The brighter spots in the image of the highest 
magnification are attributed to emission from the most raised points on the surface. These 
regions will have the highest field. Images resulting from PEEM measurements can be 
understood in terms of photoelectron emission from NEA diamond [10,11]. The photo excited 
electrons in the conduction band of the diamond are emitted into vacuum following the theory of 
photoemission. Note that the emission is uniform over the surface with no evidence of spot 
emission often observed in other carbon based cold cathode materials. 
This uniform emission is indicative of a relatively uniform surface barrier and of a uniform 
carrier distribution near the surface. In the following we suggest that observation of uniform 
emission may be indicative of emission from the conduction band 

Figure 3 T-FEEM images of N-doped diamond at 640°C (a), 680V (b), 700"C (c) and 720°C (d). 
All images were obtained at a channel plate voltage ofl.55kV, and the field of view is 20fim. 
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By turning off the Hg-arc lamp and increasing the sample temperature T-FEEM of the 
nitrogen doped diamond film can be observed. T-FEEM images were taken at various 
temperatures but at a constant channel plate voltage. Figure 3 (a), (b), (c), (d) shows T-FEEM 
images with 20um field of view at a channel plate voltage of 1.55kV, corresponding to substrate 
temperatures of 640°C, 680°C, 700°C and 720°C respectively. From the T-FEEM images in 
Figure 3 (a), (b), (c) and (d) a very uniform electron emission can be observed that increases with 
increasing temperature. It is evident that the FEEM is very temperature dependent with a strong 
increase above 640°C. Similar measurements on B-doped, p-type diamond films do not display 
observable FEEM images below temperatures of 800°C. We have also repeated the 
measurements on a Mo plate with similar surface roughness to the diamond. Here again FEEM 
was observable only for temperatures greater than 900°C. It is evident that the N-doped diamond 
films exhibit significant emission at relatively low temperatures. 
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Figure 4 The emission current vs. applied voltage obtained in the electron emission microscope 
for the N-doped diamond film. Note that the baseline signal increases with temperature. 

The uniformity of the emission suggests that the electrons may originate from the 
conduction band of the diamond. Alternatively, it is possible that the emission originates from 
defect states in the band gap. If this is the case then the uniformity of the emission would require 
that the defects are uniformly distributed throughout the film. For each sample temperature of 
640°C, 680°C, 700°C and 720°C an I/V curve was recorded. Figure 4 shows a set of I/V curves 
obtained at various temperatures. At low fields we find a nearly constant value of the electron 
emission current. Increasing the anode voltage beyond 15kV results in an exponential behavior, 
which dominates the emission current characteristics. Electrical conductivity measurements on 
type Ha natural diamond, that has nitrogen as the dominant impurity, shows an exponential 
temperature dependence of the carrier density, and about two orders of magnitude of change that 
is attributed to changes in the mobility. For type Ha natural diamond S. Han et al. [12] report an 
activation energy of 1.4eV that likely reflects the excitation of electrons from nitrogen levels. 

The emission characteristics at elevated temperatures suggest a thermionic contribution to 
the electron emission current. It appears that the emission at low fields could be attributed to 
thermionic emission of electrons in the conduction band of the diamond. The exponential 
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increase of the current at higher fields indicates a tunneling process. This process may be related 
to electron emission at the film surface or to supply of electrons at the film substrate interface. 
Future research will explore these issues. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have grown nitrogen doped diamond films by plasma assisted CVD. Raman 
spectroscopy shows a broadened diamond peak and the presence of sp2 bonding in the film. 
PEEM investigation of the NEA nitrogen doped diamond films shows uniform electron emission 
from the surface at room temperature. At temperatures below 500°C FEEM does not resolve 
electron emission from the specimen. Increasing the sample temperature up to 720°C we find a 
strong increase in the electron emission suggesting that electrons from the nitrogen donor levels 
are excited into the CB. It is also noted that defects could play a role in the emission process. 
Further investigation will explore the contribution of defect states and attempt to understand the 
thermionic emission properties. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have applied junction capacitance and transient photocapacitance measurements to undoped 
tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C)/silicon carbide (SiC) heterostructures to deduce defect 
densities and defect distributions in ta-C. The junction capacitance measurements show two 
thermally activated processes. One can be related to the activation of carriers out of defects at the 
ta-C/SiC interface while the other one with an activation energy of 0.36eV is an intrinsic 
property of the ta-C. The defect density at the ta-C/SiC interface is estimated to be roughly 9 ± 2 
x 109 cm"2. The transient photocapacitance measurements have allowed us to observe the broader 
band tail of ta-C, giving a value (Urbach energy) of 230meV. 

INTRODUCTION 

With optimum growth conditions, thin tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) films prepared by 
the filtered cathodic arc system (FCVA) method have fractions of sp3 bonds up to 80% [1]. 
However, the electronic properties are greatly influenced by the residual sp2 bonds, which, in 
particular lead to an optical band gap of 2 to 2.5eV [2]. Undoped ta-C is a p-type semiconductor 
with dark conductivities in the range of 10'7 to 10"8 Q"'cm"' [3]. Films can be n-type doped by the 
incorporation of nitrogen or phosphorous [4] with decreases in the resistivity up to five orders of 
magnitude. Particular properties of ta-C, such as its significant electron emission at a low electric 
field threshold as well as its chemical inertness and high hardness [5] have made it an interesting 
material for applications such as flat-panel displays or large area coatings. However, due to 
difficulties in applying standard spectroscopic measurements to such thin films (< lOOOA), 
detailed knowledge about its electronic structure is still strongly debated. Recently we have 
succeeded in applying transient junction capacitance with other junction capacitance techniques 
to study ta-C/c-Si and ta-C:H/c-Si heterostructures [6,7]. However, because these thin ta-C films 
were grown on a substrate with a much smaller energy gap, this precluded being able to observe 
the optical transitions in the ta-C. 
In this paper we report new results of transient photocapacitance measurements on a ta-C/SiC 
heterostructure. The high band gap of SiC (~ 3eV) provides a sufficiently wide energy window 
to observe optical transitions directly in the bulk of the ta-C film. In this study the sample 
consisted of a ta-C film of thickness less than 600Ä deposited on a n-type doped silicon carbide 
substrate. Before we applied the photocapacitance technique, we characterized the ta-C/SiC 
heterostructure using admittance spectroscopy. We found that carriers in the bulk of the ta-C are 
thermally activated with an energy of 0.36eV. We also deduced the density of defects at the ta- 
C/SiC interface to be roughly 9 + 2 x 109 cm"2, much lower as we had found for the interface in 
ta-C/c-Si heterostructures [6]. 

EXPERIMENT 
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thin ta"C film was deposited on a n-type SiC substrate with a doping density of 5.4 x 
10 cm" . The substrate temperature during growth was roughly 300K. We evaporated aluminum 
contact dots with an area of 0.01cm2 onto the sample. A nearly ohmic contact was formed on the 
SiC backside by evaporating titanium. This structure enabled us to apply junction capacitance 
measurements to the ta-C/SiC interface. To characterize the ta-C/SiC heterostructure we first 
applied the admittance spectroscopy technique [8] which we had already used successfully in 
determining some of the electronic properties in ta-C/c-Si sample configurations [6]. Recording 

the steady state capacitance and conductance as 
a function of frequency and temperature 
allowed us to determine the Fermi level position 
in the ta-C and also to estimate the density of 
defects at the ta-C/SiC interface. To study the 
distribution of localized states in the mobility 
gap of the ta-C film we applied the transient 
photocapacitance technique [9]. The basic idea 
of such a measurement is shown in Fig. 1. We 
illustrate a situation for a semiconductor with a 
discrete deep defect distribution within the 
space charge region of the p-type side of the 
junction. Fig. 1 (a) displays the junction in 
equilibrium under a certain reverse bias. To 
establish a non-equilibrium occupation of gap 
states a so called "filling pulse" is applied to the 
heterojunction as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Once the 
filling pulse is removed and the initial reverse 
bias restored, the initial steady-state population 
is recovered through the emission of trapped 
holes (electrons) to the valence band 
(conduction band) with increasing time as can 
be seen in Fig. 1 (c). In the dark this process is 
solely controlled by thermal emission of trapped 
carriers. However, this process can be enhanced 
through optical excitation, which is the basis of 
the photocapacitance method. To obtain a single 
quantity that indicates the changes that occur 
over a specific time scale, we multiply the 
transient signal C(t,T,co) with a correlator 
function A(t) over a fixed time window t: 

t,<t<t2 

Junction during filling pulse tu\ 

Fig. I. Basic idea of transient capacitance 
measurements demonstrated on a p-type 
semiconductor with a discrete defect level: (a) 
Junction under reverse bias in equilibrium showing 
occupied states (solid circles) below the Fermi level 
EF and empty states (open circles) above EF. (b) 
Situation during "filling pulse" which allows gap 
states to capture holes from the valence band, (c) Re- 
equilibration process after filling pulse is removed. 
Occupied states above EF remain occupied until the 
holes are either thermally or optically excited to the 
valence band. 

S(T,T,a>)=JA(t)C(t,T,co)it (1) 

In the photocapacitance measurement we record transient signals at a fixed temperature 
alternately in the dark and in the presence of sub-band-gap light [9]. The normalized 
photocapacitance signal P at constant temperature T is then defined as 
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(2) 

with O being the photon flux at the optical energy Eopt. Since both Slight and S^ contain the same 
contribution of thermally emitted charge, P describes purely the optically excited release of gap 
state carriers. Care is taken to operate at sufficiently low light levels such that strict linearity with 
light intensity is observed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows a typical set of steady state capacitance and conductance versus temperature for 
five different frequencies. A 0.5V reverse bias applied to the ta-C/SiC interface. Several 
temperature regimes need to be discussed to understand the response of this heterostructure. At 
low temperatures there seems to be a frequency independent capacitance plateau; however, the 
magnification of this regime displayed in Fig. 3 shows clearly the existence of a thermal 

activated process (< 140K). Since the lowest 
temperature employed during our measurements 
was 80K, we only can see the onset of a true 
frequency independent capacitance plateau 
(plateau I) towards lower temperatures as 
indicated by the capacitance values for 400Hz 
and 1kHz. We found that this lowest temperature 
plateau is bias dependent, varying from 695pF to 
642pF and then to 615pF as the bias is changed 
from 0 to 0.5V and then to IV. In general, the ac 
junction capacitance discloses the position of the 
first moment <x> of the charge responding to the 
applied ac voltage, C = eA/<x> [8]. In this lowest 
temperature region the activation of carriers in 
the ta-C is frozen out. Thus the value of the 
capacitance in this regime corresponds to the ta-C 

layer of 600Ä thickness acting as a static dielectric (Cta.c) in series with the capacitance Csic 
resulting from the depletion region in the SiC substrate. We can easily calculate the depletion 
region width W in the SiC from the measured capacitance values Ct01: 

2000 0.5V Bias at ta-C/SiC junction ^ 
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• 
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Fig. 2.Capacitance (solid symbols) and normalized 
conductance (open symbols) of the ta-C/SiC 
heterostructure under reverse 0.5V bias vs. 
temperature at five different frequencies. 

W=eA\ C^- C"' 
C      *C L«-C     '"lot j 

(3) 

where e = 11.7eo with eo being the vacuum permittivity. Knowing the width of the space charge 
region in the SiC then allows us to estimate the interface potential at the SiC side of the 
heterojunction [10]. We obtained values of 0.2eV, 0.47eV and 0.69eV as the applied dc bias is 
changed from 0 to 1V. 
The small frequency dependent capacitance step between plateaus I and II displayed in Fig. 3 
indicates a shift in the first moment of the ac charge response in the SiC substrate closer to the 
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Fig. 3. Capacitance of the ta-C/SiC heterostructure vs. 
temperature at five different frequencies, magnifying the 
seemingly frequency independent capacitance plateau at 
low temperatures shown in Fig. 2. The capacitance step 
indicates a thermally activated process at low 
temperatures. 

ta-C/SiC interface. In this temperature 
regime the ta-C layer is still acting merely 
as a static dielectric. We believe that this 
step results from the activation of carriers 
in and out of interface defect states at the 
ta-C/SiC heterojunction. As can be seen in 
Fig. 2 this small increase in the 
capacitance is followed by the frequency 
independent capacitance plateau II, which 
is also bias dependent. As the applied bias 
is changed from 0 to IV, the capacitance 
value varies from 755pF to 700pF and 
then to 660pF (these values are the same 
for all frequencies but occur at different 
temperatures, e.g. for the 10Hz 
capacitance at 90K or for the 1kHz 
capacitance at 170K). 
In this intermediate temperature regime 

the capacitance consists of the ta-C layer, 
acting as a static dielectric, in series with the capacitance Cavg resulting from the average ac 
charge response in the SiC substrate. The bias dependence of the second capacitance plateau 
reveals that Cavg is dominated by the contribution of charge responding in the SiC substrate and 
not by the carriers coming in and out of defect states at the ta-C/SiC interface. This is in contrast 
to the observation we made previously using ta-C/c-Si heterojunctions [6] for which we 
estimated a density of defect states at the ta-C/c-Si interface exceeding 2 x 1012 cm"2. If we 

compute the defect density at the ta-C/SiC 
interface in a similar manner we obtain a 
much lower value: 9 + 2 x 109 cm"2. 
Details of this calculation will be 
presented elsewhere. 
Figure 2 displays that a further increase in 
the temperature results in a frequency 
dependent much large capacitance step. 
An Arrhenius plot of the temperature of 
the capacitance step as a function of 
frequency (determined by the 
corresponding peak of the conductance), 
shown in Fig. 4, indicates that this is a 
thermally activated process with an 
activation energy of 0.36eV. This 
activation energy is found to be 
independent of applied bias. Thus it results 
from the Fermi energy of the ta-C. The 

value obtained in this study is in good agreement to other studies [11]. 
In the last temperature regime, in which the ta-C conduction is activated, we can apply the 
transient photocapacitance technique to study the defect distribution in the energy gap of the ta- 

N ^^v Ea = 0.36eV 
T 1 ^\ 
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a c IV Bias \. 
u. 10' V: 
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Fig. 4. Arrhenius plot of the frequency vs. inverse 
temperature for the middle of the large, higher temperature 
capacitance step. Different symbols present measurements 
carried out at different applied reverse biases to the ta-C/SiC 
junction. 
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C. An example of such a photocapacitance spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. The sample was held at 
320K during the measurement and a 1kHz transient capacitance signal was recorded. In the 
photocapacitance measurement we monitor the change in the junction capacitance arising from 
the contraction of the depletion region as positive charge is lost from defect states. The 
photocapacitance method substracts the transient signal recorded in the dark from the transient 
signal recorded under light. The sign of the capacitance change tells us the dominant type of 
emitted carrier (electron or hole) while overall the resulting spectrum P [described by Eq. (2)] 
reveals the distribution of allowable optical transitions. The light intensity is kept low enough so 
that the electronic population of gap states is not significantly disturbed by the optical excitation. 
A typical spectrum obtained for the ta-C is shown in Fig. 4. 
The transient photo-spectra can be interpreted in terms of a convolution between localized gap 
states and extended states connected by an optical matrix element for the transitions. 
Specifically, for transitions from the valence band to empty gap states one expects a contribution 
to P given by [12] 

P(EOP„T)=K(T)   "j\{i I ex | ffg(E)gt, {E - Eop, )iE (4) 

where |(/1 ex | /)| represents the optical matrix element, K is a temperature dependent constant 

and Ee is the thermal energy depth from which trapped carriers can be emitted during the 
experimental time window x. A similar expression exists for the minority carrier transitions from 
filled gap states to the conduction band. 

In contrast to typical photocapacitance spectra in a- 
Si:H [9], we could not detect a distinct band of 
deep defects in the ta-C. Let us first consider the 
simple model shown in Fig. 6 that could explain the 
observed spectrum for ta-C. A transition of type 1 
will generally cause the capacitance to increase 
since it tends to increase negative charge density in 
the depletion region, while a transition of type 2 
would have the opposite effect. However, in this p- 
type material the transport of holes out of the 
depletion region is likely to be faster than that for 
electrons emitted into the conduction band. Thus 
the transition of type 1 tends to dominate the 
photocapacitance signal. The sign of change in the 
junction capacitance under our experimental 
conditions confirms hole emission out of the 
depletion region to be the dominant effect. An 
exponential curve fit to the photocapacitance 
spectrum reveals an Urbach energy of 228 ± 20 
meV. This will be the slope of the broader band tail 
in ta-C which follows from Eq. (4). The 
photocapacitance technique cannot itself determine 
the band tail revealed in Fig. 5 shown in the spectra 

1.8   2.0 

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

Fig. 5. Photocapacitance spectrum at 320K and 
1kHz showing the sub-band-gap optical transition 
within the ta-C film. The ta-C/SiC junction was 
held under 1.4V reverse bias. A 1.2V filling pulse 
was applied for 200ms prior to recording the 
transient capacitance. 
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is from the valence or conduction band. However, we tend to believe it is that of the conduction 
band as other studies have claimed [13]. 

There might be several reasons for the absence 
of a distinct band in the photocapacitance 
spectrum due to deep defects. First one should 
note that our measurement is only sensitive for 
optical transitions above about 0.95eV in 
energy. This means that we are not able to see 
any part of the defect distribution in the energy 
gap of the ta-C lying closer than 0.95eV to the 
valence band. Since several of our earlier studies 
strongly suggested that the deep defect band lies 
close to the Fermi level, which is here 
determined to be around 0.36eV for this film, 
the photocapacitance measurement would not be 
able to detect it. Second, the existence of the 
broad band tail might overwhelm any more 
distinct band of defect states. That is, if the 
density of deep defects were relatively small and 

had a transition energy lying within the range of those from the band tail, one would not be able 
to see it in the spectrum. 

Fig. 6. Simple gap slate model used to analyze the 
photocapacitance spectra. We only consider bandtail 
to conduction band tail or valence band bandtail 
related transitions as there seem to be no deep defects 
visible in the spectrum. Transition 2 appears to have 
little effect on the photocapacitance signal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have applied admittance spectroscopy and the transient photocapacitance method to a ta- 
C/SiC heterostructure.We showed that the transient photocapacitance spectroscopy technique can 
be applied to study part of the defect distribution in a thin ta-C film. The slope of the broader 
conduction band tail was determined to be 228 ± 20meV. We also found the density of defects at 
the ta-C/SiC interface to be two orders of magnitude smaller than at a ta-C/c-Si interface. The 
Fermi energy in the ta-C film was determined to lie 0.36eV above the valence band edge. 
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ABSTRACT 

Novel heterostructured cold cathodes made of nanoseeded diamond and cathodic arc process 
grown nanocluster carbon films, were studied.   The nanocrystalline diamond with varying 
diamond concentration was first coated on to the substrate. The nanocluster carbon films were 
then deposited on the nanoseeded diamond coated substrates using the cathodic arc process at 
room temperature. The resultant heterostructured microcathodes were observed to exhibit 
electron emission currents of luA/cm2 at low fields of 1.2 - 5 V/urn. Further some of the 
samples seem to exhibit I-V characteristics with a negative differential resistance region at room 
temperature conditions. This negative differential resistance or the resonant tunneling behaviour 
was observed to be dependent on the nanoseeded diamond concentration. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is an increasing interest in field assisted electron emission from carbon based 
nanostructured materials. Recently low field electron emission has been reported using many 
nanostructured materials including   nanocrystalline diamond,[l-3] nanotubes[4,5] and 
nanocluster carbon[6-9]. The interest stems from the diverse applications such as electron-beam 
lithography, electron and ion guns, sensors, electron microscopes and microprobes, low & 
medium power compact microwave sources and Tera hz communication devices being 
envisaged for these electron emitters, besides field emission displays. The need is for electron 
emitters capable of emitting high emission currents at low fields accompanied by a high emission 
site density. Further the material and the growth process should be adaptable to varying 
application needs. Most of the low field electron emitters reported, have been grown using high 
temperature processes such as hot filament CVD, microwave plasma CVD, Plasma assisted DC 
discharge and cathodic arc process for nanotube growth.[1-5,8] Only the coral like carbon 
films[6] and the nanocluster carbon films [7] grown using the cathodic arc process   have been 
deposited at room temperature. 

For a better idea, let us compare the electron emission from three different nanostructured 
carbon based materials. Figure-1 shows the current density against applied field plot for these 
different cathode materials. Figure 1 includes emission characteristics from a nanocluster 
carbon film grown using cathodic arc,[7] nano structured carbon films produced by supersonic 
carbon cluster beams generated by a pulsed plasma cluster source [9] and the nano-crystalline 
diamond films grown using the hot filament CVD [HFCVD].[3] It can be seen that all the 
samples exhibit electron emission currents of luA/cm2 at  fields as low as 1 V/|im. However the 
nanocluster carbon grown using cathodic arc   exhibits slightly lower current than cluster 
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Figure -1 Comparison of field emission from 
different nano/micro structured carbon films. 

assembled carbon and nanocrystalline diamond.   The diamond films    were   grown at 825 C 
while both types of carbon cluster films were grown at room temperature. The cluster- 
assembled carbon films were observed to be relatively soft. The nanocluster carbon film 
grown using the cathodic arc process,   were observed to be hard and adhered well to the 
substrate. 

With the motivation to further enhance the current density and   the emission site density 
in the case of arc grown nanocluster carbon films, the nanocluster carbon films deposited on 
silicon substrates precoated/seeded with nanocrystalline diamond (3-6nm) were studied. Seeding 
of silicon substrates with pure nanocrystalline diamond (3-6nm) particles as a pretreatment for 
high density diamond crystal growth [10,11] and non diamond nanostructured carbon film 
growth[8] have been reported earlier. We report for the first time, a study on field emission from 
a heterostructured cathode consisting of nanoseeded diamond and nanocluster carbon grown 
using the cathodic arc process. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS : 

Highly conducting n++ silicon substrates were first coated or pretreated with the purified 
nanocrystalline diamond particles.[!0]   The substrates were immersed in a ultrasonic bath 
containing a suspension of nanocrystallline diamond grit in a colloidal solution. The 
nanocrystalline diamond concentration of the solution was varied from 0.005 Ct/1 to 8 Ct/1. The 
nanocrystalline diamond seeeded substrates were subjected to a hydrogen plasma in a plasma 
CVD system for 2 minutes at 100 watts applied power. The nanocluster carbon films were then 
deposited on to all the nanoseeded diamond coated substrates simultaneously in a cathodic arc 
system. The films were deposited at a nitrogen partial pressure of 10"3 torr and helium partial 
pressure of 0.1 torr [7], the condition for low field electron emitting material growth. The as 
grown nanocluster carbon films have  been shown to emit 1M.A/CITI

2
 current at 1 V/u.m applied 

field.[7] Field emission measurements were carried out in a parallel plate configuration, where 
the cathode consisted of the carbon films to be tested and the anode consisted of an ITO coated 
glass plate.[12] The I-V measurements were made with an anode -cathode spacing of 100 um 
and over a cathode area of 0.24 cm2.  No conditioning or forming process was required to 
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initiate the emission in the case of the heterostructured cathodes. The Raman measurements were 
carried out using a Renishaw Ramanscope operating at 514 nm. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

First the field emission characteristics of the as deposited nanocrystalline diamond layers 
were studied. Shown in figure 2 is the emission characteristics of the nanoseeded diamond on 
silicon substrates. It can be seen that the threshold field for emission is very high for the as 
deposited nanocrystalline diamond films on silicon substrates. The threshold field is defined 
the field at which an emission current density of luA/cm2 is emitted. The silicon substrates 
coated with just the nanocrystalline diamond have threshold fields in excess of 25 V/u.m. Shown 
in figure 3 is the emission current against the applied field plots of heterostructured cathodes 
consisting of the nanocrystalline diamond and nanocluster carbon. It can be seen from the figure 
that initially when the nanocrystalline diamond concentration is very low - 0.005 Ct/I, the 
emission characteristics is nearly similar to the emission characteristics of the nanocluster carbon 
film in figure 1. When the nanoseeded diamond concentration increases from 0.005 to 0.2 Ct/1, 
the emission current density decreases and the threshold field increases. However with further 
increase in nanoseeded diamond concentration emission current again improves and the 
threshold field decreases. Also observed in the J-E plot is the negative resistance region or a 
behaviour similar to resonant tunneling . 

0.005 Ct/I- 10mrn 

,o- NP 

10 s 

10* 

8 CVI - 10 
jtL          a      ^0.02 Ci/I-10 m 

10' = 
IU 0.02 Ct/I - 1min 

W"AA 

I..... 

Figu re 2 Current density Vs applied field characteristics of 
nanocrystalline diamond seeded Silicon substrates. 

0.2 Ct/litre 

Field V/tim 

Figure 3 Variation of emission current with applied field for varying nanoseed concentration in 
the case of a nanoseeded diamond and nanocluster carbon heterostructured cathodes. 
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Figure 4 Raman Spectra ofnanoseeded diamond and nanocluster 
carbon heterostructured cathodes for varying  nanoseeded diamond 
concentration. 

Figure 4 shows the Raman spectra of the nanoseeded diamond /nanocluster carbon 
heterostructured cathodes. The presence of the D (1365 cm"1) and G (1575 cm"1) peaks, signify 
the presence of nanostructured or nanocluster carbon.[7,8] Raman spectra for nanocrystalline 
diamond is still a subject of considerable debate. However the appearance of the small shoulder 
at 1440-1450 cm'1 could indicate the presence of the nanocrystalline diamond.[14,15] The 
small peaks around 900 cm"1 may be attributed to the underlying Silicon substrate. This optical 
transparency to the silicon second order peak, could also indicate the presence of sp3 bonded 
nanocrystalline diamond in the films. We have also observed the 500 cm"1 silicon first order 
peak in the case ofnanoseeded substrates. These peaks are not observed in the case of as grown 
nanocluster films.[7] However the more common   1140-1150 cm"' peak associated with 
nanocrystalline diamond was not observed. But with increase in seeding density or size of the 
nanocrystalline diamond we observe a line around 1121 cm"1. These are discussed in detail in 
another forth coming paper. 

The nanocluster carbon ( small band gap - high conductivity) and nanocrystalline 
diamond ( large band gap - low conductivity) heterostructured cathode might have the two 
nanostructured materials side by side laterally or vertically above each other in a sandwich 
configuration. Under optimum ratio of the two material it might act like the quantum well 
structures consisting of alternate band gap material.   In the presence of an high field when the 
barriers become finite for these small grained materials, the electrons could become quasi-bound 
or resonant. Thus now  the electron may have a very high transmission probability, leading to 
very high currents at sharply defined values of the external field. The observance of this resonant 
tunneling effect at room temperature in this carbon based system, could be very interesting for 
vacuum microelectronics. This is the first report of observation of such a behaviour in carbon 
based nanostrucutred materials. This observed characteristics seems to be dependent on the 
nanoseeded diamond ratio, as the nanocluster carbon film was deposited simultaneously on all 
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the different substrates with varying nanoseeded diamond concentration. To confirm the 
observed possible negative differential resistance behaviour, the measurements were repeated at 
three separate facilities. The observations were found to be repeatable. 

CONCLUSION 

Low field electron emission has been reported from a novel cathode made of 
heterostructured nanoseeded diamond and nanocluster carbon. Some of this films also exhibit an 
emission behaviour similar to resonant tunneling. This behaviour seems to be dependent on the 
nanoseeded diamond concentration. With further optimisation this device could be extremely 
useful in vacuum microelectronics. The material may also be used for cold cathodes for field 
emission, leading to a room temperature grown material, capable of emitting high currents at 
low fields, associated with high emission site density. 
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ABSTRACT 

A microwave plasma CVD reactor was used for the deposition of carbon nanotubes on 
substrates. Hydrocarbon or oxyhydrocarbon mixtures were used as the carbon source.   Hot 
electrons in the microwave plasma at temperatures exceeding 10,OOOC provided a means of 
dissociating the vapor or gas feedstock, heating the substrate, and allowing gas species to react in 
the gas phase as well as on the surface of the substrate leading to the deposition of desired carbon 
coatings. A high vacuum chamber was used to characterize the electron emission properties of 
these carbon nanotube coatings using a one-millimeter diameter tungsten rod with a 
hemispherical tip as the anode while the carbon nanotube coatings served as the cathode. The 
current-voltage characteristics of the carbon nanotube coatings were measured and used for 
calculating the electric field at which electron emission turned on as well as calculating the field 
enhancement factor of the carbon nanotubes. Field emission of electrons from carbon nanotubes 
starting from an electric field lower than 1 volt per micrometer has been achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Micro-engineering in the nano-meter scale using carbon atoms as the building block has 
resulted in amazingly excellent characteristics of cabon-based structures that finds broad 
applications ranging from microelectronics to cutting tools. One of these amazing carbon 
materials is CVD diamond that has been intensively studied in the past fifteen years or so. More 
recently, the science and practical applications of carbon nanotubes became popular because of 
its equally great commercial and technological potentials. 

Carbon, when properly arranged in a 3-dimensional order, forms the hardest materials on 
earth, diamond.   In addition to being an attractive gemstone, diamond is the champion in almost 
every aspect of materials properties. Its thermal conductivity is five times better than copper at 
room temperature making it an excellent material as the heat spreader for high power density 
integrated circuits. Its bandgap energy is higher than SiC and most of compound semiconductors 
making it desirable for fabricating high power density electronic devices or sensors and actuators 
for operation in high-temperature and radiation hostile environments. Its super hardness and 
chemical inertness make it an economic material for cutting tools or simply used as protective 
coatings. 

By building carbon structures in the nano-meter scale, it is possible to make carbon tubes that 
are as small as a few nanometers in diameters and are formed by layers of graphite-like carbon 
structures.   When these carbon nano-tubes are coated on a smooth or porous substrate with a 
conductive surface layer, they emit electrons without needing to be heated to such a high 
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temperature as a hot tungsten filament cathode in a vacuum tube is usually done. It, therefore, 
becomes a very promising material for the application as a cold cathode for flat panel displays or 
other electron devices. 

A number of methods for chemical vapor deposition of diamond based on different gas 
mixtures and energy sources for dissociating the gas mixtures have been reported [1 ].   These 
techniques include the use of high-temperature electrons in various kinds of plasmas, high- 
temperature surfaces of hot filaments, and high-temperature gases in combustion flames to 
dissociate molecular hydrogen, oxygen, halogen, hydrocarbon, and many other carbon 
containing gases.   The substrate is usually maintained at a temperature much lower than that of 
electrons in plasma, the hot filaments, or the combustion flame, resulting in a super equilibrium 
of atomic hydrogen near the diamond-growing surface. 

Most of diamond CVD processes involve in the use of one or more compressed gases. The 
most typical example is the use of 1% methane gas diluted by 99% hydrogen. These gases 
usually must be precisely controlled using electronic mass flow controllers to ensure an accurate 
composition in the gas feed. Diamond CVD using a microwave plasma CVD reactor and a 
liquid feedstock without any compressed gas was also reported [2]. 

Chemical vapor deposition of carbon films in the form of carbon nanotubes is not much 
different from that for the CVD of diamond. The key experimental parameter for the coating of 
carbon nanotubes instead of diamond or diamond-like carbon films is the presence of suitable 
catalysts for carbon nanotubes to grow in the gas phase or on the substrate.   In this paper, a 
microwave plasma reactor that was designed and used for diamond deposition was used for 
depositing carbon nanotubes on metal substrates for electron emission studies. Oxyhydrocarbon 
vapor or hydrocarbon gas mixtures were used as the feedstock. 

EXPERIMENTS 

Shown in Figure I is the schematic diagram for the microwave plasma CVD reactor that 
was used for this study. Hydrocarbon or oxyhydrocarbon mixtures were fed into a vacuum 
chamber that was evacuated by a mechanical pump. The chamber gas pressure was controlled 
by a throttle vale and a manometer pressure gauge. An rod antenna was used to couple 
microwave power from a rectangular waveguide into a cylindrical metal cavity through a quartz 
window that separate the atmosphere from the vacuum chamber.   The microwave power formed 
a plasma ball on the top of the substrate.   Electrons in the plasma have very high temperatures 
exceeding 10,000°C.   The plasma heated the substrate to a preset temperature as well as heated 
the gas mixtures for proper dissociation and reaction in the gas phase leading to carbon 
deposition on the substrate surface. Copper, nickel, and Cobalt were used as the catalysts for the 
carbon coatings to grow into carbon nanotubes instead of forming diamond-like carbon coatings. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the microwave plasma CVD apparatus. 

The carbon nanotube coated substrates were then loaded into a high vacuum chamber 
shown in Figure 2 that was pumped down by a turbomolecular pump and an ion pump to a 
vacuum of about 1 x 10"' Torr .   The carbon nanotube coated substrate served as the cathode 
while a tungsten rod of one-millimeter diameter with the tip grounded into a hemispherical shape 
was used as the anode. The distance between the anode and the cathode was adjusted using a 
linear vacuum feedthrough to move the tungsten rod closer or farther from the carbon nanotube 
coated substrate.   A desktop computer controlled the output of a high-voltage power supply for 
applying a voltage between the anode and the cathode. The electric field is calculated by 
dividing the applied voltage by the gap spacing between the anode and the cathode. The electron 
emission current was measured by a digital ammeter and recorded by the computer for further 
plotting and calculation. 

Unear Feed-through 

Power Supply 

Tungsten Rod 
with Hemispherical Tip 

Sample 

Sample Holder 

Computer 

Figure 2. Experimental setup for electron emission measurement. 
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RESULTS 

Shown in Figure 3 is the SEM photograph for carbon nanotubes coated on a nickel plate 
using microwave plasma CVD technique. The electron emission 

Figure 3. SEM photograph for carbon nanotubes coated on a nickel plate. 

characteristics for this carbon nanotube coated nickel substrate are shown in Figure 4 and 5. 
The carbon nanotube coating was fabricated in 90 minutes at a temperature around 900CC in an 
oxyhydrocarbon plasma powered by 900 watts of microwave at 2.45GHz at a gas pressure of 36 
Torr . The gap spacing between the tungsten rod and the nanotube coating for electron emission 
measurement was 495 micrometers. Figure 3 shows that field emission of electrons started at an 
electric field equal to about 0.9 volt per micrometer.   Electron emission current rose 
exponentially at electric field higher than the turn-on field of 0.9 volts per micrometer. The 
slope decreased at the electric field about 1.5 volts per micrometer and started to become 
saturated. 

Figure 4. Field emission electron current vs. electric field. 
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The Fowler-Nordheim plot of the data is shown in Figure 5. A well-defined region of 
negative slope appears prior to the region of emission current saturation. The field enhancement 
factor was calculated from the negative slope using 5 eV emission barrier for graphite to be 
2840. 

Figure 5. Fowler-Nordheim plot for field emission electron current. 

DISCUSSION 

The fabrication processes for CVD diamond and carbon nanotube coatings are similar. 
Microwave plasma CVD technique provides a means of producing very high temperature 
electrons for dissociating species that are difficult to be dissociated by a hot filament. From 
Figure 3 and 4, it is clear that the emission mechanism is of the Fowler-Nordheim type with 
electron field emission commencing at a low electric field because of the 2840 times of field 
enhancement factor [3-4]. The small diameter and very high aspect ratio of the carbon nanotube 
make it possible for the local electric field at the tip of the carbon nanotube to be more than two 
thousand times higher than that calculated by dividing the applied voltage by the distance 
between the anode and the carbon nanotube coating.   With optimization of the coating 
conditions and the proper choice and applications of catalysts, high electron emission current 
exceeding 1 A per square centimeter at an electric field lower than 1 volt per micrometer is 
achievable. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Carbon nanotube with threshold electron emission electric field lower than 1 volt per 
micrometer has been coated using a microwave plasma CVD reactor similar to the one that was 
used for depositing CVD diamond. This is the lowest reported threshold electric field for 
electron emission from a cold carbon nanotube.   Field emission results from carbon nanotube 
coatings showed clearly the Fowler-Nordheim behavior. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fabrication and characterization of carbon nanotubes deposited on microstructured Ni substrate 
are presented. The highly active surface-area of the microstructured Ni substrate provides high- 
density nucleation sites for carbon nanotubes.   Coated fine Ni powder also serves as a catalyst 
for the nanotube growth. Hydrocarbon mixtures were used as the carbon source for the chemical 
vapor deposition process.   Carbon nanotubes deposited on the microstructured Ni substrate were 
examined by SEM.   An ultra high vacuum chamber was used to characterize the field emission 
properties of carbon nanotube coatings. 

INTRODUCTION 

Carbon nanotube (CNT) '" has excellent properties due to its form, which is a tubular form 
of carbon with a diameter in the range of lnm to several tenth micrometers. CNT exhibits 
extraordinary high Young's modulus and tensile strength. It is stiff as diamond. CNT also can 
have better electrical conductivity than other forms of carbon due to its graphite structure. In 
addition, CNT has large surface area and high aspect ratio. With these excellent properties, CNT 
has been found in many applications, such as cold field emitters, electronic device, sensors, 
energy storage, and mechanical reinforcements for high strength composites. 

CNT has been successfully grown by several techniques (e.g. chemical vapor deposition 
CVD and laser ablation) in many laboratories. The size of CNT is in the range of a few to 
hundred nanometers in diameter and several microns long. The problem to hinder CNT for 
many practical applications is the slow growth rate, high cost, limited deposited size, weak 
interface bonding between CNT and substrate, and inability to synthesis CNT with control on the 
shape and size. 

Intention of the present investigation is to explore an alternative method to accelerate the 
CNT growth rate and to improve the control on the bonding strength and growth sites. The 
approach implemented in this research is to carefully engineer the substrate for CNT growth. The 
highly active surface of the microstructured Ni substrate provides high-density nucleation sites 
for CNT and the chemical coated substrate serves as a catalyst for the nanotube growth. SEM 
and the field emission experiment were used to evaluate the quality of the CNT. 
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EXPERIMENTS 

Ni foil with 5 mil thickness was prepared as substrate through a micro-structuring process* on 
the surface of the foil to increase its surface area (figure 1). The substrates then were coated with 

metallic catalysts (e.g. Ni based powder) to enhance the growth 
rate.   The substrates were loaded on a substrate holder in the 
quartz tube that was then pumped down and subsequently purged 
with carrier gases such as nitrogen or argon. A resistive heating 
belt then heated the substrate to an appropriate temperature (i.e. 
600°C). The temperature was measured by an attached 
thermocouple on the substrate holder. The gas pressure in the 
quartz tubing was controlled to be at 100 Torr by means of a 
throttle valve while the gas flow was controlled by electronic 
mass flow controllers. A schematic diagram of the set-up for 
coating processing is shown in figure 2. 

w 
 5jim 

Figure 1 SEM photo shows the 
microstructured substrate 
surface. 

c==c\"-- 

f TV 

Figure 2 Schematic showing the set-up 
for CNT coating process. 

A mixture of 20-50% acetylene diluted by nitrogen or 
argon was fed into the quartz tube to allow the gas 
mixture to flow over the surface of the substrate for 
carbon deposition. The total gas flow rate was in the 
range of 50-200 seem. The carbon deposition time ranged 
from 30 minutes to 12 hours depending on the substrate 
temperature. At the substrate temperature of 600°C, 
which was selected for this paper, the deposition time was 
used 30 minutes and 60 minutes, respectively. 

The field emission measurement was performed in a vacuum chamber, which was pumped 
down to about 10-8 Torr by an ion pump and a turbo-molecular pump.   As schematically shown 

in figure 3, a voltage up to 2kV was applied to a tungsten 
probe, which is 1 mm in diameter and has a spherical 
shape at the tip, to collect emitted electrons from the 
grounded CNT samples. The size and shape of the probe 
were chosen so that the area of emission from the 
cathode was approximately to a 100u.mxl00u.rn area, 
which is the size of a display pixel in most cases. The 
distance between the tip of the tungsten probe and the 
cathode samples was controlled by a high-vacuum linear 
feedthrough. The emission current-voltage (I-V) 

Figure 3 Schematic showing the set-up        characteristics were recorded by a computer. 
for field emission measurement. 

A SPI proprietary process. 
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RESULTS 

(a) 
 6u.m 

(b) 
" 0.3|lm 

Figure 4 SEM photos show the CNTs on the microstructured substrate (sample 
B). (a) is low magnification photo and (b) is at high magnification. The furlike 
substance shown in (b) is the CNTs, which have diameter about 50nm. 

Two samples were prepared for this investigation. Sample A was grown at 600°C for 30 
minutes and sample B 
was grown at 600°C for 
60 minutes. Figure 4 
shows their surface 
morphologies of the 
sample B. The CNT was 
grown in an island-type 
on the microstructured 
substrate. The direction 
ofCNTtipsis 
perpendicular to the 
substrate surface and 
CNT covers most of the 
substrate surface. The 

bonding strength between CNTs and the substrate seems to be much better than the samples that 
their substrates have not been microstructured. The CNTs apparently are close-end type but have 
distinguished sharp tips, which naturally become effectively active field emitters. In addition, the 
island-type morphology of these CNTs has potential advantage for stable emission because the 
conductive path could be directly established between the substrate and the emitter surface rather 
a pile of random oriented CNTs. 

Considering that the surface roughness of the CNT samples might affect the local fields, the I-V 
measurements were conducted at a large distance between 
the tungsten probe tip and the surface of CNT sample. 
Typical emission I-V curves of sample A and B are shown 
in figure 5 at a probe-sample distance of 414u.m. The 
voltage used for this measurement is in the range of 20 to 
1600V at a 20 V step. The turn-on fields are 2.1 V/um for 
sample B and 3.2V/um for sample A, which are 
determined based on the current density reaching at 10 
uA/cm2. 4 

The CNTs grew in the longer growth time showed 
that the CNTs have better coverage on the substrate 
surface and higher aspect ratio. The relatively low turn-on 

field is apparently attributed to the sharp tip of the CNT emitters, good bonding between the 
CNT and the substrate, which results in a good conductivity, and the short conductive path 
mentioned early. 

20 - Sample B 

I15 
|   10 

1     5 

*jm      Sample A 

r I 
C 12      3     4      5 

E-V/nm 

Figure 5 1-V field emission curves for 
sample A and B, respectively. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we have successfully developed a new method to grow CNT, in which CNT 
was grown on the microstructured substrate. The growth rate, bonding strength, and size and 
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shape are apparently superior to the CNTs grown on non-microstructured substrates. The turn- 
on field was measured at about 2 V/u.m. This development is at a preliminary stage. More detail 
tests are needed to understand the effect of processing parameters on the CNT growth rate and 
shape and size, and the CNT characteristics (i.e. I-V emission curve, turn-on field, and current 
density). 
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ABSTRACT 

A hot-filament CVD■reactos.was used for the deposition of carbon nanotubes on 
substrates. Hydrocarbon or oxyhydrocarbon mixtures were used as the carbon source. 
Hot filaments at temperatures exceeding 2000C provided a means of dissociating the 
vapor or gas feedstock, heating the substrate, and allowing gas species to react in the gas 
phase as well as on the surface of the substrate leading to the deposition of desired 
carbon coatings. A high vacuum chamber was used to characterize the electron 
emission properties of these carbon nanotube coatings using a one-millimeter diameter 
tungsten rod with a hemispherical tip as the anode while the carbon nanotube coatings 
served as the cathode. The current-voltage characteristics of the carbon nanotube 
coatings were measured and used for calculating the electric field at which electron 
emission turned on as well as calculating the field enhancement factor of the carbon 
nanotubes. Field emission of electrons from carbon nanotubes starting from an electric 
field of as low as 1-2 volts per micrometer was achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Micro-engineering in the nano-meter scale using carbon atoms as the building 
block has resulted in amazingly excellent characteristics of cabon-based structures that 
finds broad applications ranging from microelectronics to cutting tools. One of these 
amazing carbon materials is CVD diamond that has been intensively studied in the past 
fifteen years or so. More recently, the science and practical applications of carbon 
nanotubes became popular because of its equally great commercial and technological 
potentials. 

Carbon, when properly arranged in a 3-dimensional order, forms the hardest 
materials on earth, diamond.   In addition to being an attractive gemstone, diamond is 
the champion in almost every aspect of materials properties. Its thermal conductivity is 
five times better than copper at room temperature making it an excellent material as the 
heat spreader for high power density integrated circuits. Its bandgap energy is higher 
than SiC and most of compound semiconductors making it desirable for fabricating high 
power density electronic devices or sensors and actuators for operation in high- 
temperature and radiation hostile environments. Its super hardness and chemical 
inertness make it an economic material for cutting tools or simply used as protective 
coatings. 
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By building carbon structures in the nano-meter scale, it is possible to make 
carbon tubes that are as small as a few nanometers in diameters and are formed by layers 
of graphite-like carbon structures.   When these carbon nano-tubes are coated on a 
smooth or porous substrate with a conductive surface layer, they emit electrons without 
needing to be heated to such a high temperature as a hot tungsten filament cathode in a 
vacuum tube is usually done. It, therefore, becomes a very promising material for the 
application as a cold cathode for flat panel displays or other electron devices. 

A number of methods for chemical vapor deposition of diamond based on 
different gas mixtures and energy sources for dissociating the gas mixtures have been 
reported [1].   These techniques include the use of high-temperature electrons in 
various kinds of plasmas, high-temperature surfaces of hot filaments, and high- 
temperature gases in combustion flames to dissociate molecular hydrogen, oxygen, 
halogen, hydrocarbon, and many other carbon containing gases.   The substrate is 
usually maintained at a temperature much lower than that of electrons in a plasma, the 
hot filaments, or the combustion flame, resulting in a super equilibrium of atomic 
hydrogen near the diamond-growing surface. 

Most of diamond CVD processes involve in the use of one or more compressed 
gases. The most typical example is the use of 1% methane gas diluted by 99% 
hydrogen. These gases usually must be precisely controlled using electronic mass flow 
controllers to ensure an accurate composition in the gas feed. Diamond CVD using a 
hot filament CVD reactor and a liquid feedstock without any compressed gas was also 
reported [2]. 

Chemical vapor deposition of carbon films in the form of carbon nanotubes is not 
much different from that for the CVD of diamond. The key experimental parameter for 
the coating of carbon nanotubes instead of diamond or diamond-like carbon films is the 
presence of suitable catalysts for carbon nanotubes to grow in the gas phase or on the 
substrate.   In this paper, a hot filament CVD reactor that was designed and used for 
diamond deposition was used for depositing carbon nanotubes on metal substrates for 
electron emission studies. Oxyhydrocarbon vapor or hydrocarbon gas mixtures were 
used as the feedstock. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Shown in Figure 1 is the schematic diagram for the hot-filament CVD reactor 
that was used for this study. Hydrocarbon or oxyhydrocarbon mixtures were fed into a 
vacuum chamber that was evacuated by a mechanical pump. The chamber gas pressure 
was controlled by a throttle vale and a manometer pressure gauge. A tungsten filament 
was heated resistively by a 60Hz AC electrical current to a temperature exceeding 
2000C or lower depending on feedstocks. The hot filament heated the substrate placed 
above or under it to a preset temperature as well as heated the gas mixtures for proper 
dissociation and reaction in the gas phase leading to carbon deposition on the substrate 
surface. Copper, nickel, and Cobalt were used as the catalysts for the carbon coatings to 
grow carbon nanotubes instead of forming diamond-like carbon coatings. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the hot-filament CVD apparatus. 

The carbon nanotube coated substrates were then loaded into a high vacuum chamber 
that was pumped down by a turbomolecular pump and an ion pump to a vacuum of 
about 1 x 10"7 Torr .   The carbon nanotube coated substrate served as the 
cathode while a tungsten rod of one-millimeter diameter with the tip grounded into a 
hemispherical shape was used as the anode. The distance between the anode and the 

. Linear Feed-through 

Power Supply 

Tungsten Rod 
"with Hemispherical Tip 

. Sample 

- Sample Holder 

Computer 

Figure 2.    Experimental setup for electron emission measurement. 

cathode was adjusted using a linear vacuum feedthrough to move the tungsten rod closer 
or farther from the carbon nanotube coated substrate.   A desktop computer controlled 
the output of a high-voltage power supply for applying a voltage between the anode and 
the cathode. The electric field is calculated by dividing the applied voltage by the gap 
spacing between the anode and the cathode. The electron emission current was 
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measured by a digital ammeter and recorded by the computer for further plotting and 
calculation. 

RESULTS 

The typical electron emission characteristics for carbon nanotubes coated on a 
nickel substrate are shown in Figure 3 and 4. The gap spacing between the tungsten rod 
and the nanotube coating for electron emission measurement was 495 micrometers. 
Figure 3 shows that field emission of electrons started at an electric field equal to about 
1.5 volts per micrometer. Electron emission current rose exponentially at electric field 
higher than the turn-on field of 1.5 volts per micrometer. The slope decreased at higher 
electric field than 2.5 volts per micrometer and started to become saturated. 

The Fowler-Nordheim plot ofthel-E data is shown in Figure 4. A well-defined 
region of negative slope appears prior to the region of emission current saturation. The 
field enhancement factor was calculated from the negative slope using 5 eV emission 
barrier for graphite to be 1510. 

Figure 3. Field emission electron current versus electric field. 
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Figure 4. Fowler-Nordheim plot for field emission electron current. 

The example described above was taken from a carbon nanotube coating fabricated in 
80 minutes at a temperature around 900C in the environment of a mixture of methanol 
and ethanol vapor of 100 Torr pressure that was fed into the reactor chamber from a 
premixed solution of 100 gram of methanol and 6 grams of ethanol. A tungsten filament 
was used to dissociate the vapor and to promote the gas phase reactions for generating 
carbon containing species responsible for carbon nanotube deposition. The substrate 
was a nickel fibrous disk that was pre-coated with an appropriate concentration of nickel 
chloride and placed under the filament with the growth surface facing the filament.   The 
distance between the tungsten filament and the substrate was about 1.5 cm. Shown in 
Figure 5 is the SEM photograph of carbon nanotubes that grew on the nickel substrate 
under the assistance of a hot filament. 

DISCUSSION 

The fabrication processes for CVD diamond and carbon nanotube coatings are 
similar. Hot filament CVD technique provides a means of very large-area coating of 
diamond films as well as carbon nanotubes. From Figure 3 and 4, it is clear that the 
emission mechanism is of the Fowler-Nordheim type with electron field emission 
commencing at a low electric field because of the 1510 times of field enhancement 
factor [3-4]. The small diameter and very high aspect ratio of the carbon nanotube make 
it possible for the local electric field at the tip of the carbon nanotube to be more than 
one thousand times higher than that calculated by dividing the applied voltage by the 
distance between the anode and the carbon nanotube coating.   With optimization of the 
coating conditions and the proper choice and applications of catalysts, high electron 
emission current exceeding 1 A per square centimeter at an electric field lower than 1 
volt per micrometer is our goal using this promising hot filament CVD technique. 
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Figure 5. SEM photograph of carbon nanotubes grown by the hot-filament CVD 
process. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Carbon nanotube with threshold electron emission electric field as low as 1.5 
volts per micrometer has been coated using a tungsten hot-filament CVD reactor similar 
to the one that was used for depositing CVD diamond. The hot-filament CVD technique 
allows the up scaling of the coating process for depositing carbon nanotubes on a very 
large-area substrate. Multiple substrate coatings can also be achieved using the hot- 
filament CVD technique.   Field emission results from carbon nanotube coatings showed 
clearly Fowler-Nordheim behavior. 
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ABSTRACT 

Synthesis of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) was attempted by microwave plasma 
enhanced chemical vapor deposition using CH4/H2/NH3 gases on Ni/Cr-coated glass at low 
temperature. The synthesis was investigated by optical emission spectroscopy and quadrupole 
mass spectroscopy. It was observed that MWNTs could be grown within a very restrictive range 
of gas compositions. An addition of a small amount of NH3 resulted in a decrease of C2H2, which 
can be used to estimate the amount of carbon sources in plasma for the growth of MWNTs, and 
an increase of CN and Ha radicals acting as etching species of carbon phases. These results show 
that carbon nanotubes can be grown only under an appropriate condition that the growing 
process surpasses the etching process. The optimum C2H2 /Ha ratio in a gas mixture was found to 
be between 1 and 3 for the MWNT growth at low temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the first observation of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) by Ijima, many 
methods to synthesize MWNTs have been reported such as arc discharge [1,2], laser vaporization 
[3,4], pyrolysis [5], and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [6-9]. For practical 
applications, low temperature growth of MWNTs on glass is required because glass is widely 
used for commercial purposes and its deformation temperature is rather low. However, low 
temperature deposition results in such an involvement of amorphous carbon impurities. Thus an 
etching process to remove such carbon impurities during the MWNT growth is critical to the 
synthesis of high quality MWNTs. An in-situ diagnosis of the plasma during the growth may 
suggest how to enhance the etching reaction. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) has been 
widely used as a diagnostic tool to identify active radical species in a plasma [10-12]. It has also 
been well known that CH3 radicals [13-15] and C2H2 molecules [15] are regarded as important 
precursors for the deposition of diamond films. Only a few results, however, has been reported 
about active chemical species for the growth of carbon nanotubes in arc discharge [16] and laser 
vaporization [4], which have suggested C and C2 dimers as precursors for the carbon nanotube 
growth. 

In this study, an NH3 gas was added to a CH4/H2 gas mixture to enhance the etching 
reaction. And the plasma was diagnosed during the deposition process using OES and 
quadrupole mass spectroscopy (MS) to identify active species for the carbon nanotube growth. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

MWNTs were grown on Ni/Cr-coated glass substrates using microwave plasma-enhanced 
CVD (MPECVD). A Cr film with the thickness of 1500Ä was coated on corning glass to 
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Table 1. Gas compositions for the growth ofMWNTs and growth results with such variations. 
CR, cone. (%) 

5% 

10% 

CJVHj/NHjfsccm) 
7.5/141 /1.5 
7.5/ 139.5 /3 
7.5/136.5/6 
7.5/132/10.5 
7.5/127.5/15 

15/135/0 
15/132.3/2.7 
15/128.5/6.75 
15/121.5/13.5 
15/94.5/40.5 

No MWNTs 
MWNTs 
MWNTs 

No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 

No MWNTs 
MWNTs 
MWNTs 

No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 

CH„ cone. (%) 

15% 

20% 

CH4/H2/NH3(sccm) 
22.5/126/1.5 
22.5/124.5 /3 
22.5/121.5/6 
22.5/117/10.5 
22.5/112.5/15 
22.5/ 97.5 /30 

30/120/0 
30/117.6/2.4 

30/114/6 
30/108/12 
30/84/36 

No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 

MWNTs 
MWNTs 
MWNTs 

No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 
No MWNTs 

improve the adhesion between the glass substrate and a Ni layer. Subsequently, a catalytic Ni 
film of 330Ä thick was deposited by using electron beam evaporation. The MPECVD for 
MWNT deposition was described elsewhere[17]. The deposition conditions are as follows: 
microwave power of 450W, gas pressure of 10 torr, and total gas flow rate of 150 seem. The 

substrate temperatures were in the range of500~600°C which is measured by a thermocouple 
and a pyrometer. For the different CH4 concentrations of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, the NH3 

concentrations were varied. The detailed gas compositions are listed in Table 1. As-grown 
MWNTs on substrates were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Philips 
XL30SFEG). OES (Photal, MPCD-1000) was utilized to analyze the species in the plasma 
during the deposition. A small fraction of the gases was sampled to a differentially pumped 

quadrupole MS (Dycor, system 1000) through a needle valve with 2|im diameter to identify gas 
species during the deposition process. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As shown in Table 1, the MWNTs were grown within a very restricted range of 
compositions of CH4/H2/NH3 gas mixtures and their representative SEM images are give in Fig 
1. The densities ofMWNTs grown at 5% and 10% CH4 are higher than at 15% CH4 and no 
MWNT was observed at the 20% CH4 concentration for a range of NH3 concentrations used in 
this study. 

Fig. 2 (a) shows OES spectra detected from the plasmas of CH4/H2 gas mixtures with and 

without the NH3 addition. Fig. 2(b) gives the intensities of CN and Ha radicals as a function of 
the NH3 concentrations for different CH, concentrations. It is shown that the intensities of CN 

and Ha radicals are greatly increased by adding a small amount of NH3. In the CH4/H2/NH3 gas 

plasma, CN and Ha radicals are prominent, but C2 radical that usually occurs in laser ablation [4] 

is not observed. The intensities of CN and Ha radicals increase linearly, and saturated when the 
NH3 concentration reaches the same level of the CH, concentration. It may indicate that most CN 
and Ha radicals are formed by the reaction between CH4 and NH3 in the gas phases. 

The plasma was also diagnosed using MS during the MWNT deposition process. As can be 
seen in Fig. 3 (a), the gas species generated by the plasma reaction are C2H2, HCN, and N2. The 
intensity of the HCN peak (mass 27) increases as the NH3 concentrations are higher and is 
saturated like CN radicals in the OES spectra of CN radicals. The behavior of HCN peak with 

the NH3 concentrations coincides with those of CN and Ha radicals, as shown in Fig. 2(b). On 
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the Fig. 1 SEM images ofMWNTs grown at CHJH2/NHi= (a) 7.5/136.5/6scm, (b) 
15/128.5/6.75sccm, (c) 22.5/112.5/lSsccm, and (d) 30/114/6sccm. 

other hand, the intensity at the mass 26 which corresponds to C2H2 and fractured HCN (CN) 
decreases at higher NH3 concentrations for given CH4 concentrations. It seems that most mass 26 
species do not come from the fracture of HCN but from C2H2. C2H2 appears to be formed by the 
overall reaction between CH4 and CH4. 

Fig. 4 presents MS intensities of C2H2 and OES intensities of Ha as a function of the CH4 

concentrations for different NH3 concentrations. It is shown that the C2H2 concentrations are 
increased at higher CH4 concentrations, but Ha peaks are little affected by the change of CH4 
concentration. An addition of a small amount of NH3 enhances the formation of atomic hydrogen 
and tightly bonded HCN through overall bimolecular reactions between CH4 and NH3, but 
decreases the quantity of C2H2. Consequently, the addition of NH3 increases quantity of etching 
precursors and diminishes carbon sources in the gas phase for the MWNT synthesis. Thus 
amorphous carbon phases could be easily removed and better quality ofMWNTs could be 
resulted by adding a small amount of NH3. When the NH3 concentrations are too high, however, 
the concentration of etching precursors is too high to grow MWNTs. It is to be noted that the 
variation of C2H2 intensities with NH3 or CH4 concentrations exhibits the opposite tendency to 
those of HCN and Ha intensities. In this study, hence, the intensities of C2H2 are utilized to 
estimate the quantity of C precursors for the MWNT synthesis. Fig. 5 shows ratios of C2H2 to Ha 

intensities at different NH3 and CH4 concentrations. Here C2H2 and Ha intensities were obtained 
from MS and OES spectra, respectively. Open circles indicate the deposition conditions where 
the highest density ofMWNTs was grown at each series of experiments. MWNTs seem to be 
synthesized at the conditions indicated by the shaded box. In this low temperature growth region, 
the ratios of C2H2 to H0 intensities range from 1 to 3. No MWNT was deposited below the ratio 
of 1 and only amorphous carbon was formed over the ratio of 3. In this study, different methods 
were utilized to obtain the intensities of Haand C2H2, and C2H2 intensity was resulted by 
neglecting the CN contribution to the mass 26 peak. Thus the ratios of C2H2 to Ha intensities for 
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NH3 (intensityxlO) and (b) intensities ofCN and Ha radicals with the NH3 concentrations for 
different CH4 concentrations. 
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Fig. 5 Intensity ratios of C2H2 to Ha with the NH3 concentrations for different CH4 

concentrations. Open circles represent the ratios where the highest density of MWNT was 
synthesized at each series of depositions, and the shaded area is considered to be an optimum 
region for the low temperature MWNT synthesis. 

the MWNT synthesis may have a range of uncertainty. Outside the growth region, over 10% NH3, 
there was no MWNT growth. It is thought that HCN and N2 formed by plasma act as dilution 
gases, resulting in different kinetics of gas phase reactions. We analyzed the chemical species of 
the plasma for the low temperature MWNT synthesis using in-situ diagnostic tools such as OES 
and MS. It is worth quantitatively characterizing growth and etching parameters for low 
temperature MWNT synthesis. 

CONCLUSION 

We quantitatively diagnosed chemical species of the plasma of the CH4/H2/NH3 gas 
mixtures for the MWNT synthesis in MPECVD using OES and MS. MWNTs were grown within 
a very restrictive range of gas compositions at low temperatures. From the OES and MS analyses, 
it was concluded that growth and etching processes were involved simultaneously in the 
synthesis of MWNTs. The nanotubes were deposited only at the intensity ratios of C2H2 to H„ 
being between 1 and 3. 
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ABSTRACT 

Vacuum packaging is a very important issue for vacuum microelectronics devices, especially for 

field emission displays. Emission current from the field emitter array (FEA), however, is known 

to decrease significantly after the vacuum packaging process. The current decrease is caused by 

heating treatment in the vacuum sealing process. In the present paper, the effect of the heating 

treatment on Si FEA was investigated and CHF3 plasma treatment was proposed for avoiding the 

problem. The Si FEA was exposed to plasma for 15sec and emission characteristics were 

measured before and after the vacuum sealing process using frit. It was confirmed that CHF3 

plasma treatment was very effective for avoiding the emission degradation of the Si FEA. Details 

of the heating damage and CHF3 plasma treatment are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

Si field emitter array (FEA) is one of the most attractive devices in vacuum 

microelectronics because of its possibility in monolithic integration with various circuits. We 

have already developed a MOSFET-structured Si FEA1, which offers stable emission and can be 

controlled by a relatively low voltage. But its superior performance was demonstrated only in a 

ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber. For practical application of such devices, especially for field 

emission displays (FEDs), vacuum packaging is important technology. It is well known that 

emission current of FEAs decrease after the vacuum packaging process.2, 3 The vacuum 

packaging of the FED device is currently carried out using the frit sealing process. This process 

needs high temperature heating of about 450°C, and could damage the emitter surface seriously. 

Influence of the heating process on Spindt-type Mo-FEA has already been reported.4 Influence 

on Si FEA has not, however, been investigated so much. In the present study, the effect of the 

heating process on Si FEAs was investigated and surface modification of Si FEA was proposed 

in order to avoid the degradation of emission characteristics. 
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EXPERIMENTS 

Gated cone-shaped Si FEAs were fabricated by the conventional method using reactive ion 

etching (RIE) and thermal oxidation sharpening.5 The FEAs having 1000 tips were mounted on 

TO-5 header. The FEAs were operated in DC bias mode at a pressure of 5xl0"7 Pa for a few 

hours to stabilize the emission. After stabilization, current voltage curves were measured. Then 

the Si FEAs were taken out of the chamber to perform heating treatment at the temperature of 

300°C for an hour in order to simulate the vacuum packaging process. The heating process was 

performed in 1 atm N2 gas ambient. After that, the emission characteristics in UHV were 

measured again. 

In Fig.l, the open circles and closed circles show the emission characteristics before and 

after heating treatment, respectively. As shown in this figure, emission current dropped 

significantly after heating. Although the temperature of this heating treatment is lower than that 

of the frit sealing process, Si FEA was damaged significantly. In order to investigate the origin 

of the emission drop, we dipped the Si FEA in 1% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution for 15 sec and 

measured the emission characteristics in UHV again. As a result, emission current recovered to 

the initial level before heating, as shown in Fig.l (triangles). This result indicates that the 

emission drop by the heating process is caused by oxidation of the Si tip surface. 

The formation of the Si02 layer was confirmed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 

Figure 2 shows the Si 2p spectra obtained from the Si substrate before and after heating 
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Figure 1. Emission characteristics of Si 

FEA before the heating treatment (open 

circles), after the heating (closed circles), 

and after HF cleaning (triangles). 
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Figure 2. Si 2p spectra before and after 
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Table I. Condition of CHF3 plasma 

treatment for Si FEA. 

treatment in the same condition as described 

above. The formation of Si02 was clearly shown 

in the spectra after heating treatment. Therefore,   

for   less   damaged   vacuum   packaging   it   is   Back ground gas pressure      1x10" Pa 
• , * <. ., •„ r      r CHF3 gas flux 80 seem essential to prevent the emitter surface from    „ ~ c n Gas pressure 2.5 Pa 

oxidation. R.F. Power 80 W 
For the above purpose, we tried surface   Exposure time 15 sec  

modification of coating the emitter surface with 

carbon layer by exposing to CHF3 plasma. Generally, CHF3 plasma is used for etching SiCh in 

the RIE process, and it is well known that the Si surface is covered by carbon polymer after the 

plasma exposure. We applied this phenomenon to coat the Si tip with a thin carbon film. In the 

present study, the CHF3 plasma treatment was conducted using the commercially available RIE 

system. The background pressure before plasma treatment was lxlO"3 Pa. The conditions of 

CHF3 plasma treatment are summarized in table I. 

Si surface exposed to CHF3 plasma was investigated by XPS measurement. The 

photoelectron emission angle was changed to determine the distribution of composition 

corresponding to depth. XPS spectra measured at an angle of 80° indicated that the surface was 

fully covered by a thin film containing C and F. Figure 3 shows the Cls photoelectron spectra of 

CHF3 plasma exposed Si surface measured in normal angle (0°). A typical C-C or C-H peak 

and three chemically shifted carbon peaks, which can be ascribed to CFx, were clearly observed. 

CF A 
CF2 A /   \\ 
fö CFs A \    V 

^.■^■■V A/ v/ 
Binding energy (eV) 

Figure  3.  Cls  photoelectron spectra of 

CHF3 plasma exposed Si surface. Note that 

a minor peak around 284eV was required 

to fit the obtained spectrum. 
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Figure 4. Cls spectra of plasma 

exposed Si surface after heating 

treatment. The dashed curve was 

obtained after Ar+ ion irradiation. 
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Gaussian curves in Fig. 3 represent the various peak-fitted chemical components. A minor 

component around 284eV was required to fit the low energy side of Cls peak. This minor peak 

will be discussed later. 

Figure 4 shows the Cls peak of plasma exposed Si surface after the heating treatment. The 

CFx component was decreased after the heating treatment. After measurement of this spectra, the 

Si substrate was irradiated by Ar+ ion beam to etch the C,F-containing film. In Fig. 4, the dashed 

curve was obtained after Ar+ ion irradiation. As shown in this figure, a minor peak around 

283.5eV was clearly seen. Coyle et al. reported the existence of a similar minor peak in a CF4/H2 

plasma etched Si surface and concluded that it is attributed to the SiC.6 In our case, the situation 

is very similar to that of Coyle. This peak consequently indicates the existence of a SiC layer. 

This SiC layer and C,F-containing films are well known to be quite stable and inert against 

ambient, and therefore are possible for use as protection material in the vacuum sealing process. 

The Si FEA was exposed to CHF3 plasma in the same condition as described in Table I. 

Prior to the plasma treatment, Si FEA was cleaned by 1% HF solution for 15 sec. Emission 

characteristics of the plasma treated Si FEA in UHV was measured before and after heating 

treatment, as shown in Fig. 5. No decrease in emission current after the heating process was 

observed. It should be noted that there was no significant change in emission characteristics 

before and after plasma exposure. 

Finally, we sealed the Si FEA with and without CHF3 plasma exposure in a vacuum 

package by using the frit process. The maximum temperature during the present frit sealing 
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Figure 5. Emission characteristics of 

CHF3 plasma treated Si FEA before 

and after heating treatment. 
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TO-5 

Non-cvaporable getter 

Phosphor anode 

Figure 6. Photograph of frit sealed 

vacuum package with Si FEA mounted 

on a TO-5 header. 
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process was 430°C. Figure 6 shows the photograph of the frit sealed vacuum package with Si 

FEA. Non-evaporable getters were used to maintain the vacuum condition. The anode was 

phosphor coated ITO film biased to 200V. Figures 7(a) and (b) show the emission characteristics 

of Si FEA with and without CHF3 plasma exposure, respectively. In this figure, the open circles 

show the characteristics in a UHV chamber and the closed circles show the characteristics in a 

vacuum package. Emission current of the normal Si FEA dropped significantly in the frit sealed 

vacuum package compared to UHV chamber. However, CHF3 plasma exposed Si FEA was not 

damaged after the frit sealing process at all. Thus it was confirmed that the CHF3 plasma 

treatment is very effective for restraining Si FEAs from the deterioration of emission 

characteristics during frit sealing process. 

SUMMARY 

It was confirmed that emission performance of Si FEA was significantly damaged by 

heating treatment in the frit sealing process and that the origin is oxidation of the Si tip. We tried 

surface modification by exposing Si FEA to CHF3 plasma for only 15 sec in order to prevent it 

from oxidation. The heating test and frit sealing test revealed that the CHF3 plasma exposed Si 

FEA was not damaged after the heating or the frit sealing process up to 430°C. XPS 

measurement indicated the formation of a siiicon-carbide and C,F-containing layer on the plasma 

exposed Si surface. These carbon related thin films could cause endurance to the heating process. 
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Figure 7. Emission characteristics of CHF3 plasma exposed Si FEA (a) and normal 

Si FEA (b). Although emission current of normal Si FEA dropped significantly, that 

of plasma exposed FEA did not change. 
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Although details of the protection mechanism are not clear as yet, we can conclude that CHF3 

plasma exposure is very effective for avoiding the heating damage during the vacuum packaging 
process. 
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ABSTRACT 

The field emission properties of hydrogenated amorphous carbon containing up to 29at% 
nitrogen (a-C:N:H), grown in an integrated distributed electron cyclotron resonance (IDECR) 
reactor were studied using a sphere-plane geometry. All films were smooth in character and 
required a high field (20-70V/um) activation process before emission, which created micron- 
sized craters in the emission region. Further analysis suggested that the emission originates from 
activation-created geometrically enhanced areas around the crater region. Upon low-level 
nitrogen incorporation (N/N+C<0.2), the field required for activation decreased from 54V/p,m to 
a minimum value of 20V/um. The turn-on field required for luA of current also decreased, 
reaching a minimum of 11.3V/um. The decrease in activation and turn-on field was related to the 
increase in conductivity observed with increasing nitrogen content. At higher nitrogen 
concentrations, the increase in activation energy and turn on field for emission may be due to 
changes in overall material structure, as indicated by the decreasing optical gap 

INTRODUCTION 

The field emission properties of carbon-based materials have attracted a great deal of 
attention with regards to their potential use as cold cathodes in field emission displays (FEDs) 
due to their ability to emit electrons from nominally flat, or intrinsically geometrically enhanced 
films at low electric fields. [1-5] It was initially thought that the good emission properties of 
diamond and diamond-like carbon could be related to the low, or even negative, electron affinity 
of the material. However, similar emission characteristics can be obtained from graphite-based, 
and hence high work function, nanotubes and nanoclusters [4,5]. Furthermore, it has been shown 
that electrons are actually emitted from the grain boundaries in diamond rather than the grains 
themselves[6] with a work function similar to that of graphite[7]. It is clear therefore that the 
emission mechanism is still not fully understood [8]. 

For carbon-based field emission displays to be feasible from an industrial perspective, it 
should be possible to grow them over large areas, at high deposition rates and at low 
temperatures (so that low cost substrates can be used). The majority of current deposition 
methods do not meet these criteria, often requiring high deposition temperatures or using ion 
beam or magnetic confinement techniques not easily scaleable to large areas. In contrast, the 
integrated distributed electron cyclotron resonance (IDECR) reactor used in this study satisfies 
all these criteria; its high density plasma produces a high deposition rate and the deposition area 
can be easily scaled up due to its unique design, as will be discussed in the experimental details. 
Furthermore, the IDECR is also able to produce high quality low temperature materials such as 
Si02[9], which could be used as a ballast layer or a gate insulator layer in a triode structure. The 
addition of nitrogen, which has been shown to reduce the field required for emission in both ta-C 
and a-C:H[2,3], can be achieved efficiently as the electron resonance condition results in high 
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ionisation of the nitrogen gas. This paper therefore examines the emission properties of nitrogen 
containing hydrogenated amorphous carbon films (a-C:N:H) grown by IDECR and discusses the 
results in terms of the material properties and current understanding of the emission mechanism. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The IDECR is described in detail elsewhere[9]. Briefly, it consists of 4 microwave antennae 
containing SmCo5 permanent magnets along the length of the antennae in a plane parallel to the 
substrate. Microwave power is supplied by a 2.45GHz continuous wave magnetron generator and 
is equally distributed to the antennae by a four-way splitter. The microwave frequency and 
magnetic field are chosen so that the electrons go into a cyclotron resonance condition which 
results in high ionisation and hence a high plasma density at low pressures(0.8mTorr). The 
multipolar magnetic geometry confines the primary electrons to magnetic lobes near the 
antennae whilst the ions are free to diffuse towards the substrate, resulting in a uniform diffusion 
plasma in the substrate region. The plane parallel geometry means that the system is easily 
scalable to any size by either increasing the length or number of antennae, without compromising 
plasma uniformity. 

a-C:N:H films were grown using acetylene and nitrogen gas, inserted into the system(base 
pressure <10" Torr) just behind the antennae at flow rates of 8-30sccm and 0-70sccm 
respectively. At higher N2 flow rates, the C2H2 flow rate was reduced so that the deposition 
pressure always remained below 2mTorr and the minimum nitrogen content corresponds to the 
film grown with no N2. All samples were grown using 100W microwave power and an rf bias of 
50W (corresponding to ~160Vdc bias) was applied to the substrate. Up to nitrogen 
concentrations of N/N+C=0.3, the deposition rate was 6-lOÄs"1, after which it decreased sharply, 
limiting the maximum possible concentration to N/N+C=0.37. All samples were 600-700Ä thick. 

The field emission measurements were performed on samples grown on p++ Si(O.OlQcm) at 
pressures of <5x 10"7Torr using a sphere-plane geometry, where the sample (cathode) was 
clipped to a stainless steel electrode and a 4mm diameter, polished stainless steel ball (anode) 
was held at a distance of 150pm above the film. A negative voltage in the range 0-10500V was 
applied to the cathode with a ramp rate of 5Vs"' and the anode was connected to ground via a 
1MQ ballast resistor. In-situ UV-visible(1.5-5eV) ellipsometry was used to determine the film 
thickness and optical properties. Conductivity measurements were made using coplanar 
aluminium gap cells on samples deposited on Corning glass. The structural properties were 
examined using a Dilor Raman spectrometer at 633nm wavelength and a Philips XL40 scanning 
electron microscope(SEM). The concentration of nitrogen relative to carbon was determined 
using nuclear reaction analysis and a combination of Rutherford back-scattering and elastic 
recoil detection analysis was used to determine the absolute concentrations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The field emission properties of a-C:N:H films with N/N+C=0.007 to N/N+C=0.37 
(29at%N) were examined. Fig 1 shows the field emission characteristics forN/N+C = 

0.007,0.05,0.1 and 0.28. For all films, an activation process was required before a significant 
emission current was observed (see inset, Fig I). This process consisted of increasing the electric 
field until a sharp increase in current was observed, after which the electric field was decreased 
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relatively quickly to minimise damage caused 
by the high currents. Samples were then 
ramped up to a maximum of 25V/um on 
subsequent measurements. 

Before emission, all films were relatively 
smooth (<5nm rms roughness) as a good fit 
to the ellipsometric data was obtained 
without having to include a roughness layer 
in the model. However, SEM analysis of the 
films after activation found craters of ~5- 
lOum in diameter in the emission region in 
all cases. Fig 2(a) shows a crater formed on a 
sample activated at 29V/um. 

The effect of activation on local film 
structure was further examined using Raman 
spectroscopy. Fig 2(b) shows the spectra of 

the sample N/N+C = 0.007 next to and away from the emission site. The spectra consist of the 
usually observed 'graphite'(G) peak and the 'disorder'(D) peak of the sp2 bonds in amorphous 
carbon[10]. Near the emission site, the position of the G and D peaks increase from 1506cm' to 
1543cm"1 and 1295cm"1 to 1365cm"' respectively. The ratio of the area of the D peak to that of 
the G peak (I(D)/I(G)) also increases. This suggests an increase in the number and/or size of the 
sp2 clusters within in the film in the region of the emission site after activation. 

Fig 3 shows the variation of the activation field, Eac, and the turn-on field, E0„(I=luA) (see 
Fig 1) as a function of the N content. As the N content increases, Eact decreases from 55V/um to 
20-30V/um atN/N+C~0.1. Similarly, E0„ decreases from a maximum of 29.1+0.9V/um to 
11.3±0.5V/um at N/N+C=0.1. Both tend to increase again at higher N contents. The values of 
Eact were on the whole reproducible, however it should be noted on several occasions, Eact was 
either found to be much higher than usual or the sample showed no signs of emission up to 
70V/um. This may be related to a difference in the surface structure of the film at these points or 

Figure 11-E behaviour of 4 a-C:N:Hfilms 
after activation (inset: activation process) 
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some form of surface contamination, which may hinder the activation process. The values Eon 

were obtained by taking the mean of the values measured for several voltage ramps at the same 
emission site after activation. 

The observation of craters suggests that the emission most likely originates from 
geometrically enhanced regions around the crater. This idea is supported by the greater amount 
of secondary electron emission observed by SEM in the region around the crater (Fig 2a). A 
similar activation process has also been used to obtain emission on a-C:H[l 1], CVD diamond 
[12] and tetrahedral amorphous carbon[13]. After emission, with the exception of Ref. [11], a 
crater formation was also observed. It was proposed that activation was due to a vacuum arc 
discharge between the cathode and the anode[12,13]; as the field increases, a small number of 
electrons are emitted from the carbon film in what is known as pre-breakdown emission. The 
electrons are accelerated towards the anode under the very high electric fields, where they 
promote the release of ions, which are in turn accelerated towards the cathode. At a critical field, 
the electrons will produce enough ions to give rise to an arc discharge. High energy densities are 
present during arcing[12], which create a local heating of the sample and hence cratering, 
cracking or even evaporation of carbon material. This model is consistent with the sharp increase 
in current and crater formation observed and the increase in sp2 implied by the Raman 
measurements (Fig 2b) is consistent with a high local heating. 

Fig 4 shows the variation in the conductivity and optical (E04) gap with N concentration. E04 

remains relatively constant at ~1.4eV up to N/N+C=0.1, after which it decreases. The 
conductivity shows a sharp increase from 10"9Scm"' to 10"5S cm"1 between N/N+C=0.007 and 
0.1. Within the region where E04 decreases, it initially increases slightly towards 10"4Scm"', then 
decreases. The increase in a without a decrease in E04 below N/N+C=0.1 suggests that weak N 
doping may be occurring! 15]. The decrease in Eacl in Fig 3 corresponds to the region where there 
is an increase in conductivity, without a significant change in the material structure (as indicated 
by the constant optical gap), suggesting that improved conductivity results in discharge 
activation at lower electric fields. It is difficult to provide a precise explanation as to why this is 
the case as the exact nature of the vacuum arc discharge is not known. However, it could be due 
an increase in the number electrons available for emission upon ion impact due to the improved 
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Figure 5 FN plots of the data in Figure 1 

conductivity, or improved pre-threshold 
emission of electrons, both of which would 
result in a discharge occurring at lower 
electric fields. A decrease in the activation 
field with nitrogen inclusion was also 
observed in activation of ta-C films[13]. 

The similar behaviour of E0„ with 
increasing N may also be explained by the 
increase in conductivity. The emission 
properties of the films at high currents will 
more likely be limited by the availability 
of emission electrons at the emission sites. 
The increase in conductivity will increase 
the ease of transport of electrons injected 
from the silicon back contact through the 
film to the emission sites and hence 

increase the emission current at higher fields. 
The ratio ®mlß, where <P and ß are the work function and geometrical enhancement 

factor respectively can be obtained by fitting the experimental data to the theoretically expected 
tunnelling behaviour governed by the Fowler Nordheim (FN) equation [16]. Fig 5 shows the FN 
plots of the samples in Fig 1. At low electric fields, a linear variation is obtained, indicating that 
in this range, emission is consistent with the FN law. [f no geometrical enhancement is 
assumed(ß=l) an unrealistically low work function in the range 0.06-0.13eV is obtained from the 
gradient. These values are similar to those obtained in literature for carbon-based films, both 
with[7,13] and without[2,3] crater formation. Alternatively, if emission is assumed to be from 
sp2 regions, a more realistic value of work function would be that of graphite(4.6eV). Using this 
value, the ß values range from 200-500, suggesting a large geometrical enhancement, consistent 
with the emission originating from sharp points formed around the crater edges upon activation. 
These are similar to the values of ß found for activated diamond and ta-C[7,13]. The area, A, 
obtained from the intersection of FN fit with the y-axis, was found to be around 10"2-10"'um2 if 
most cases, also consistent with the idea that emission is originating from enhanced regions 
around the micron-sized craters. 

The results found here differ to those found previously for a-C:N:H films[2], where a 
continual improvement with increasing N content was found. This may be partially due to the 
fact that no crater formation was observed in their case. However, the maximum N content was 
smaller than here (14%) and further studies suggested that increased roughness at higher N 
contents could explain their improvement and therefore the behaviour of their films with 
increasing N content is different to that observed here. The improvement of Eon is however 
similar to the behaviour of the threshold field for 1 uAcm"2 of current in ta-C:N [3], despite the 
fact that no crater formation was observed in their case. The similarity of the results in the two 
cases suggest a similar mechanism. Here, the emission is from the geometrically enhanced sp 
sites. In ta-C it may be the case that sp2 filaments embedded in the film experience field 
enhancement due to the their much greater conductivity compared to surrounding predominantly 
sp3 regions. The crater formation in ta-C can be prevented by using very low ramp rates (<5Vs"'), 
which forms sp2 filaments without creating a discharge[14]. A ramp rate of 5Vs"' was used here, 
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but even measurements at 1 Vs"' ramp rates in the lowest activation films still produced craters. 
This may be due to increased instability caused by the presence of hydrogen. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The electron emission properties of IDECR-grown a-C:N:H films have been studied. Field 
emission was observed after a high-field vacuum discharge activation process, which formed 
craters in the emission region. The properties are comparable to those found previously in both 
diamond and amorphous carbon films, with or without crater formation. The electric fields for 
activation and for 1 p.A of current after activation decreased with increasing N concentration up 
to N/N+C-0.2, which corresponds to the region where there is an increase in film conductivity 
before a decrease in the optical gap. This is comparable to that found previously for ta-C:N films 
with no crater formation, suggesting that the emission mechanism is similar both with and 
without cratering. The potential advantage of these films over other forms of carbon-based 
emission materials currently being studied is the compatibility of the IDECR deposition 
technique with large area applications. As the emission properties are stable after activation, with 
careful control of the activation process, perhaps using dummy, disposable anodes to pattern the 
crater formation, these films could find use in flat panel display applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Low-temperature chemical vapor deposition processes were studied for coating carbon films 
on metal-coated glass plates. Thermal CVD in hydrocarbon mixtures was used for carbon 
deposition at temperatures between 300°C and 550°C. Carbon deposited on metal coated glass 
plates were examined by SEM and analyzed using a pin to disk setup in an ultra high vacuum 
chamber for measuring the electron emission characteristics. Using a one-millimeter diameter 
tungsten rod with a hemispherical tip as the anode while the carbon coatings as the cathode, 
current-voltage characteristics of the carbon coatings were measured and used for calculating the 
electric field at which electron emission started as well as calculating the field enhancement 
factor of the carbon coatings. Field emission of electrons from carbon coatings starting from an 
electric field as low as 1.4 volts per micrometer has been achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to use carbon coatings as the electron field emitters for large-area plasma displays it 
is desirable that an inexpensive substrate such as a glass plate is used for carbon deposition. A 
conductive layer needs to be deposited on a glass plate before carbon is coated onto the substrate 
and used as a cold cathode.   Because of the low melting point of glass and the large mismatch in 
the coefficient of thermal expansion between metal and glass, carbon deposition cannot be 
performed at too high a temperature that is usually considered optimal for carbon nanotube 
coating on metal substrates. The mismatch in coefficients of thermal expansion for metal 
coatings and glass makes the adhesion of carbon coatings on glass more difficult when the glass 
plate has to be heated to a high temperature and then cooled down to the room temperature. 
Various low temperature CVD techniques are being studied to achieve low threshold field 
emission of electrons at a high emission current density.   In this paper, the results based on 
thermal CVD techniques are presented. 

EXPERIMENTS 

Shown in Figure 1 is the schematic diagram for the thermal CVD reactor that was used for 
this study. Mixtures of acetylene and argon or nitrogen [1] were fed into a quartz tubing 
chamber that was evacuated by a mechanical pump. Gas pressure was controlled by a throttle 
valve and monitored by a manometer pressure gauge. A resistive heater was used to heat the 
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quartz tubing and the substrate inside the tubing to a preset temperature.   Copper, nickel, and 
Cobalt were used as the catalysts for the carbon coatings. 

Gas Inlet 

Thermocouple 

J^=^' 

^37 

Pump 

Quartz Tube 

Power Supply 
for Heater 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the thermal CVD reactor. 

Carbon coated substrates were then loaded into a high vacuum chamber shown in figure 2 
that was pumped down by a turbomolecular pump and an ion pump to a vacuum of about 1x10" 

Torr.   The carbon coated substrate served as the cathode while a tungsten rod of one-millimeter 
diameter with the tip grounded into a hemispherical shape was used as the anode. The distance 
between the anode and the cathode was adjusted using a linear vacuum feedthrough to move the 
tungsten rod closer or farther from the carbon coated substrate.   A desktop computer controlled 
the output of a high-voltage power supply for applying a voltage between the anode and the 
cathode. The electric field is calculated by dividing the applied voltage by the gap spacing 
between the anode and the cathode. The electron emission current was measured by a digital 
ammeter and recorded by the computer for further plotting and calculation. 

. Linear Feed-through 

Power Supply 

\ 
->F 

Computer 

Tungsten Rod 
~with Hemispherical Tip 

. Sample 

' Sample Holder 

Figure 2. Experimental setup for electron emission measurement. 
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RESULTS 

Shown in Figure 3 and 4 are the electron field emission characteristics for carbon deposited 
on a copper coated glass plate at a temperature of 500°C for six hours. The gas mixture for the 
carbon coating was 50% acetylene and 50% nitrogen with pressure controlled to be at 100 Torr. 
The gap spacing between the tungsten rod and the carbon coating for electron emission 
measurement was 614 micrometers. Figure 3 shows that field emission of electrons started at an 
electric field equal to about 1.4 volts per micrometer. Electron emission current rose 
exponentially at electric field higher than the turn-on field of 1.4 volts per micrometer. The 
slope decreased at the electric field about 2 volts per micrometer and then started to become 
saturated. 

Figure 3. Field emission electron current vs. electric field. 

The Fowler-Nordheim plot of the data is shown in Figure 4. A well-defined region of 
negative slope appears prior to the region of emission current saturation. The field enhancement 
factor was calculated from the negative slope using 5 eV emission barrier for graphite to be 
1140. 

Carbon films were deposited on copper coated glass plates at temperatures as low as 360°C. 
Unlike fiber-like appearance for carbon films deposited at the higher end of the substrate 
temperatures, at low substrate temperatures, the carbon coatings did not appear like nanotubes or 
carbon fiber. Instead, it showed under SEM a micro-structured rough surface. The electron field 
emission threshold electric field was higher for carbon films deposited at lower substrate 
temperatures. For example, a carbon film deposited at 360°C for 11 hours resulted in an electron 
field emission threshold electric field being 2.3 volts per micrometer with the field enhancement 
factor being 913. 
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Figure 4. Fowler-Nordheim plot for field emission electron current. 

DISCUSSION 

Thermal CVD technique provides a means for coating very large area substrates as well as 
for mass production of carbon coatings by coating multiple substrates simultaneously. From 
Figure 3 and 4, it is clear that the emission mechanism is of the Fowler-Nordheim type with 
electron field emission commencing at a low electric field because of the 1140 times of field 
enhancement factor [2-3]. The high aspect ratio of the carbon coatings makes it possible for the 
local electric field at the tips of micro-structured and nano-structured carbon coatings to be more 
than one thousand times higher than that calculated by dividing the applied voltage by the 
distance between the anode and the carbon coating.   Optimization of the coating conditions and 
the proper choice and applications of catalysts in order to achieve a high electron emission 
current exceeding 10m A per square centimeter at an electric field less than one volt per 
micrometer is desirable. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Micro-structured and nano-structured carbon films have been deposited on metal-coated 
glass plates at temperatures as low as 360°C. The threshold electric field for electron field 
emission from carbon films deposited on glass plates was measured to be as low as 1.4 volts per 
micrometer.  The low threshold electric field and the capability of the thermal CVD technique 
for mass production of large-area carbon coated glass plates and other inexpensive substrates 
make this process a promising candidate for further study as an economic applications to flat 
panel displays. Field emission results from carbon coatings showed Fowler-Nordheim-like 
behavior. Further research is being conducted to optimize the carbon coating process for 
achieving high current density electron field emission. 
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ABSTRACT 

Epitaxial ZnGa204 and Sr2Ce04 thin-film phosphors were successfully grown on (100) 
MgO, YSZ, and SrTi03 single crystal substrates using pulsed laser ablation. 
Cathodoluminescence efficiency was remarkably enhanced by adding lithium in the ZnGa204 
and ZnGa204:Mn for both blue and green light emitting thin-film phosphors. The highest 
efficiencies, in this experiment, were 0.35 and 0.29 lm/W at lkV for as-deposited blue and green 
zinc gallate phosphor films, respectively. In case of Sr2Ce04 films, the highest luminescence 
was 0.14 lm/W at lkV and 0.26 A/m2 for films annealed at 1000°C in air. 

INTRODUCTION 

Oxide thin-film phosphors are very attractive for field emission displays (FEDs) which 
operated with low voltage and high current density. Advantages include high resolution screens, 
enhanced lifetime at high current density, and excellent thermal and mechanical stabilities. 
Unfortunately, one of the fundamental problems for oxide thin-film phosphors in applications is 
inferior luminous efficiency and brightness as compared to powder systems. 

Many researchers have studied luminescence for thin-film phosphors in an attempt to 
improve the properties through increasing light scattering centers using surface modification, 
reducing defect density by post-annealing at high temperatures, and identifying new phosphor 
materials.[1-3] Recently, Lee et al.[4] reported that epitaxial phosphor films exhibit superior 
photoluminescent (PL) intensity as compared to randomly-oriented polycrystalline films on glass 
substrates. This result indicates enhanced luminescence due to improved intragranular 
crystallinity via epitaxy. The study of epitaxial phosphor film is useful not only for achieving 
high luminescence performance, but also in understanding the fundamental properties of the 
materials. Most known phosphor materials are multi-component materials possessing complex 
crystallographic structures, making it difficult to find suitable deposition technique and/or 
substrate materials for epitaxial film growth. 

Recently several interesting studies on low-voltage blue and/or green light emitting 
cathololuminescent(CL) oxide phosphors have been reported. 1. ZnGa204 and mixtures of 
Li20/LiGa508 and ZnGa204 having a spinel crystal structure have showed improved CL 
properties in powders and have been suggested as promising candidates in applications of 
FEDs.[5-6] 2. Sr2Ce04 have showed high efficiency in CL about 5.4 lm/W at 4 kV.[7] We 
have investigated the growth and luminescence characteristics of several oxide thin-film 
phosphors including ZnGa204, LixZni_xGa204, ZnGa204:Mn, LixZn,.xGa204:Mn, and Sr2Ce04 

for blue and green low-voltage CL. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Blue light emitting LixZni.xGa2O4(x=0-0.2), mixtures of LiGa508 and ZnGa204, and 
Sr2Ce04 thin-film phosphors were grown using pulsed-laser ablation. Polycrystalline 1 inch dia. 
ablation targets were prepared by mixing and pressing Li20 [Alfa, 99.99%], ZnO [Alfa 
99.999%], Ga203 [Alfa, 99.9995%] powders, followed by sintering in air at 1250 °C for 24 hours. 
To compensate Zn loss in the films, all films were deposited using mosaic targets being 
composed of phosphor target/ZnO with an area ratio of 50/50.[4] A Sr2Ce04 target was prepared 
using Ce02[Alfa, 99.994%] and SrC03[Alfa, 99.99%] powders. Approximately 2p:m-thick films 
were grown using an excimer KrF laser with a wavelength of 248 nm. Detail deposition 
conditions are summarized in Table 1. Crystal structure was investigated using four-circle x-ray 
diffraction (XRD) with CuKrx radiation (0.15406 nm wavelength). Surface microstructure of the 
films was observed using atomic force microscope.(AFM) Low voltage cathodoluminescence 
(CL) was measured with a Plasma Scan PSS-2 spectrometer, and CL intensity measurements 
were taken with an International Light 1700 photometer equipped with a photopic filter. 

Table 1. Summary of film growth conditions. 

Target 

LixZni.xGa204/ZnO 
Sr2Ce04 

Substrate 
Temperature (°C) 

730 
750 

Oxygen 
Pressure(mTorr) 

100 
300 

Laser Fluence (J/cm2) 

3.5 
4.0 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. ZnGa204 Thin-Film Phosphors 

Figure 1 shows x-ray diffraction 0-26 and <|) scans for the films using a 
Lio25Zno75Ga22sO:Mn/ZnO mosaic target. In this study, all films exhibited a ZnGa204 (400) 
diffraction peak. Some films revealed a Ga203 peak with very low intensity. In the case of Li20 
added ZnGa204, formation of secondary phase could be expected. No direct evidence for the 
formation of lithium gallate related secondary phase was found in this experiment. § scans 
confirm that the films are well aligned in-plane indicating epitaxial films. 
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Figure 1. X-ray (a) 6-26 and (b) <j> scans for the films using Li0.25Zn0_75Ga2 2sO:Mn/ZnO mosaic 
target. 

Surface microstructures in the films were observed using AFM as shown in Fig. 2. 
ZnGa204 films show a smooth surface with root mean square(r.m.s.) roughness of about 2.3 nm 
while rather irregular-shaped surface features were observed in the lithium added films. The 
r.m.s. roughness of the Lio.o5Zno.95Ga204 and Lio.25Zno.75Ga2.25O4 films were approximately 2.9 
and 4.9 nm respectively. Mn-doped films show higher values in r.m.s. roughness relatively to 
the films grown without Mn. The values are 5.6 nm, 3.8 nm, and 8.0 nm for ZnGa204:Mn, 
Lio.o5Zno.95Ga204:Mn, and Lio.25Zno.75Ga2.2504:Mn films, respectively. Consistent relationship 
between the surface microstructural features and lithium content could not be observed. 
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Figure 2. Surface morphology of the films deposited using mosaic targets of (a) ZnGa2OJZnO, 
(b) Li0.osZno.95Ga20yZnO, and (c) Lio.25Zno.75Ga2,250/ZnO. Scan area was 3ßmx3ßm. 

The peaking wavelengths in CL spectra for blue light emitting lithium-doped ZnGa204 

films ranged between 406 and 430 nm. CL emission spectra for green lithium-doped 
ZnGa204:Mn showed peaking wavelength located from 507 to 509 nm which corresponds to the 
transition 4Ti -> 6A, of the 3d electrons in the Mn2+ ion occupying the fourfold coordinated Zn 
position in the host lattice.[8] 

Low voltage CL efficiency for the lithium zinc gallate films with current density at fixed 
voltage of lkV are shown in Fig. 3.     Without lithium, the film shows efficiencies lower than 
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0.05 lm/W. The efficiency increased significantly with increasing lithium content. The highest 
efficiency in this experiment is 0.35 Im/W measured at lkV and 0.05 A/m2. Green light emitting 
phosphor films, LixZn1.xGa204:Mn, exhibit similar behavior as shown in Fig. 4. The CL 
efficiency increased from 0.03 lm/W to 0.29 lm/W with increasing lithium content in the films. 
In both cases, the efficiencies are about 5-8 times higher as compared to the films without 
lithium. The results show that an addition of lithium ions in zinc gallate phosphor films 
remarkably enhances CL characteristics. 

-0.4 

0.2   0.4   0.6   0.8     1     1.2 
Current Density (A/ft) 

Figure 3. CL Efficiency forblue films with lithium 
content measured at lkV. 
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Figure 4. CL efficiency for green films 
with lithium content measured at lkV. 

As described above, compatible effects of additive lithium on structural and surface feature of 
zinc gallate films were not observed in this experiment. One highly possible influence of the 
addition of lithium is to change electrical properties of the zinc gallate films. We observed 
enhanced photoconductivity with increasing lithium content in the films. The enhancement 
possibly occur during electron bombardment that may reduce charge build-up near phosphor 
surface and consequently, enhance CL brightness and efficiency. The mechanism on 
improvement of CL efficiency and brightness in zinc gallate films by addition of lithium is under 
investigation. 

2. Sr2Ce04 Thin-Film Phosphors 

X-ray diffraction 0-20 and 0 scans of Sr2Ce04 films deposited on a (100) YSZ single 
crystal substrates are shown in Fig. 5. The </> scans through the (110) Sr2Ce04 confirms in-plane 
aligned structure for the films. The film on (100) SrTi03 shows a near singular orientation with 
a very weak (111) diffraction peak. The films have orthorhombic crystal structure as determined 
by four-circle x-ray diffraction. High-resolution scans with a Ge analyzer crystal yields lattice 
parameters of the orthorhombic Sr2Ce04 film to be a=0.6115 nm, b=0.1036 nm, c=0.3596 nm on 
(100) SrTiC-3 and a=0.6119 nm, b=0.1035 nm, c=0.360nm on (100) YSZ. These values are in 
good agreement with the values reported by Danielson.[9] 
The epitaxial relationships between film and substrate were (100)[010]Sr2Ceoy/(100)[010]SrTiO3 

and (100)[010]Sr2CeO„//(100)[011]YSZ. 
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Figure 5. X-ray (a)B-26and (b) <j>scans through (110) for Sr2Ce04 films deposited on (100) YSZ 
single crystal substrate. 

As-deposited films exhibit a broad-band CL emission, peaking at about 465nm as shown 
in Fig. 6. The small peaking at 505 nm may be due to contamination of Mn from the chamber. 
Figure 7 shows the CL efficiency versus voltage for as-deposited and subsequently post-annealed 
Sr2Ce04 films on (100) YSZ single crystal substrates. With increasing annealing temperatures 
up to 1000°C, significant enhancement in the CL efficiency is observed. A 2-|X m thick film 
annealed at 1000°C in air showed the highest luminous efficiency of about 0.14 Im/W at lkV and 
22uA/cm2. 
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Figure 7. Variation ofCL efficiency for 
Sr2Ce04 films measured at 22ßA/cm2. 

Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 6. CL spectra of as-deposited Sr2Ce04 

Thin-Film Phosphors. 

SUMMARY 
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Blue and green light emitting LixZni.xGa204 and Sr2Ce04 thin-film phosphors were 
grown on (100) MgO and (100) YSZ substrates using pulsed laser deposition. In ZnGa204, 
addition of lithium considerably improved low-voltage CL characteristics. The highest 
efficiencies, in this experiment, were 0.35 and 0.29 Im/W at lkV for as-deposited blue and green 
zinc gallate phosphor films, respectively. In the case of Sr2Ce04 films, the highest luminescence 
was 0.14 lm/W at lkV and 0.26 A/m2 for films annealed at 1000°C in air. Oxide thin-film 
phosphors are good candidate for low-voltage FEDs. 
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Mechanisms Affecting Emission in Rare-Earth-Activated Phosphors 

David R. Tallant, Carleton H. Seager and Regina L. Simpson 
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, 87185-1411, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The relatively poor efficiency of phosphor materials in cathodoluminescence with low 
accelerating voltages is a major concern in the design of field emission flat panel displays 
operated below 5 kV. Our research on rare-earth-activated phosphors indicates that mechanisms 
involving interactions of excited activators have a significant impact on phosphor efficiency. 
Persistence measurements in photoluminescence (PL) and cathodoluminescence (CL) show 
significant deviations from the sequential relaxation model. This model assumes that higher 
excited manifolds in an activator de-excite primarily by phonon-mediated sequential relaxation 
to lower energy manifolds in the same activator ion. In addition to sequential relaxation, there 
appears to be strong coupling between activators, which results in energy transfer interactions. 
Some of these interactions negatively impact phosphor efficiency by nonradiatively de-exciting 
activators. Increasing activator concentration enhances these interactions. The net effect is a 
significant degradation in phosphor efficiency at useful activator concentrations, which is 
exaggerated when low-energy electron beams are used to excite the emission. 

INTRODUCTION 

Phosphors are the light-emitting components used in flat panel displays based on 
electroluminescent, plasma or field emission excitation technologies. Unlike cathode ray tube 
(CRT) displays, which use highly energetic electrons and substantial beam currents to excite 
phosphor emission, design constraints in flat panel displays severely limit the amount of 
excitation power available to excite phosphors. Consequently, the emission efficiency of 
phosphor materials becomes an issue of major concern in the design of flat panel displays. 
Unfortunately, the emission efficiency of rare-earth-activated phosphors appears to be limited by 
concentration quenching of activators (the dopants which produce characteristic light emission in 
phosphors) [1] and other effects [2]. The quenching effects are aggravated when low-voltage 
electrons are used for excitation [3]. It is, therefore, important to understand the mechanisms of 
quenching in phosphors and so determine whether quenching limitations of phosphor efficiency 
can be overcome and, if so, how. Our work has identified interactions between activators in 
excited states which have a major impact on phosphor efficiency. This paper presents evidence 
for these interactions (primarily) from photoluminescence (PL) experiments but also with data 
from cathodoluminescence (CL) which show concomitant effects. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Powder samples of phosphors from the systems Y203:Eu, Y2Si05:Tb and Zn2SiO,(:Mn 
were prepared by spray pyrolysis (Superior MicroPowders) in dopant concentrations from 0.2 to 
10 atomic %. Photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra were obtained using a D2 

lamp/monochromator combination for excitation and a 0.6-m spectrograph with a charge- 
coupled device detector to disperse and record the emitted light. PL persistence (light intensity 
versus time) curves were obtained using aNd:YLF pump laser and optical parametric oscillator 
to provide pulsed, ultraviolet and visible excitation and a 0.6-m spectrograph, photomultiplier 
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tube and digital storage oscilloscope to disperse, detect and capture light intensity transients. 
Cathodoluminescence (CL) persistence measurements were obtained at accelerating voltages 
from 0.8 to 4 keV. Emission spectra were recorded using a small spectrograph and a charge- 
coupled device detector. Light transients were captured using wavelength-isolating optical filters, 
a photomultiplier tube and a digital storage oscilloscope. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A primary limitation to increasing phosphor efficiencies is that the individual activators 
in essentially all phosphor systems become less efficient at converting input energy to light 
output as the activator concentration is increased. As shown in Figure 1, the output intensity of 
(red) light from the Eu 5D0 energy level divided by the Eu activator concentration (a value 
proportional to the efficiency per Eu activator) decreases tenfold over the 0.2 to 9 atomic % 
range of Eu concentration for PL excitation at 260 ran. CL efficiency per activator decreases 
even more over the same activator concentration range for an accelerating voltage of 3 keV and 
degrades further if lower accelerating voltages are used. Both PL and CL efficiency per activator 
values were normalized to 1.0 for the Y203: 0.2 atomic % Eu powder 
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Figure 1. Normalized Y203:Eu 5D0 (Red) emission per activator 
for PL excited at 260 nm and CL excited with 3keV electrons. 

The decrease in efficiency per activator shown in Figure 1 as a function of activator 
concentration implies that the rate of a process which de-excites the activators nonradiatively, 
i.e., without photon emission, is increasing with increasing activator concentration. This increase 
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in the nonradiative de-excitation rate increases the overall rate of depopulation of the excited 
states. Stated in other terms, the persistence lifetimes of the excited states of the Eu activators 
should decrease as the activator concentration increases, due to an increased rate of depopulation 
from nonradiative de-excitation events. 

The energy level diagram for Eu3+ is shown in Figure 2. Eu3+ has a ground state of F 
manifolds. The lowest excited states are of 5D character, with the 5D0 state having the longest 
lifetime and emitting the red light characteristic of Eu3+-activated phosphors. Above the 5D states 
are closely spaced states off-orbital character and then charge transfer bands [3]. When a deep- 
ultraviolet (250 nm) photon is absorbed by Eu3+, the Eu3+ is excited into a charge transfer band. 
For isolated Eu3+ ions (those incapable of transferring energy to another species in the phosphor 
lattice), the excitation relaxes sequentially through the various energy states of the ion, quickly to 
the 5D3 level, then more slowly, but still sequentially through the 5D levels to the 5D0 level, 
which has a high probability of emitting a photon. 

225 nm 

300 nm 

468 nm 

Charge Transfer Bands (Y203:Eu) 

Upper 
I F- levels 

Red emission 

Figure 2. Energy levels for Eu3+ and the sequential relaxation model. 

By exciting Eu3+ activators with ultraviolet photons at 225 nm from a pulsed source, we 
can excite detectable emission from the 5D levels and obtain persistence curves from each of 
these levels. Relaxation within a single, isolated activator obeys first-order kinetics, and the 
persistence (emission intensity versus time) curve has an exponential, exp[-kt], dependence on 
time, t, and the total relaxation rate, k (S1). A semi-log plot of persistence is linear with slope, k, 
whose inverse is the lifetime of the state whose emission is plotted. PL persistence curves were 
thus obtained for the Y203:Eu powders whose emission efficiencies are shown in Figure 1. PL 
persistence lifetimes from the 5D0,

5D, and 5D2 states for these powders are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. PL Persistence lifetimes for Y203:Eu with 225 nm excitation. 

The semi-log persistence plots for 5D0 state emission are linear, and the lifetimes derived 
from these plots are constant over the range of activator concentrations shown in Figure 3. The 
emission efficiency of this state, which provides nearly all of the characteristic Eu3+ light output, 
must also be constant. The implications of this result are twofold. First, loss of activator 
efficiency as a consequence of concentration quenching in Y203:Eu must be due to nonradiative 
processes operating on states above 5D0. In other words, concentration quenching of Y203:Eu 
emission is not due to loss of efficiency of the 5D0 state, but it must be related to how excitation 
is transferred to the D0 state. Second, this result is not consistent with quenching related to 
resonant or near-resonant energy transfer [4,5,6] between activators. In this scenario excitation 
migration occurs until the activator emits light or the excitation reaches an activator near a "trap" 
site, which nonradiatively de-excites the activator. By this mechanism, quenching by trapping 
should most strongly affect 5D0 state, since excitation will migrate the furthest in this, the 
longest-lived, excited Eu3+ state. Quenching by trapping will increase as increasing Eu3+ 

concentration enhances migration rates by reducing the average separation between Eu3+ ions. 
We conclude that such trapping effects (involving single, excited activators) are not strongly 
affecting the emission efficiency of Y203:Eu. 

The semi-log plots of persistence from the 5D, and 5D2 states are linear at low Eu3+ 

concentrations, but, as the Eu3+ concentration reaches 3 atomic %, they become nonlinear, 
indicating the advent of additional, non-first-order processes,. These nonlinear semi-log plots can 
be fit by equations involving more than one persistence lifetime. In Figure 3 these multiple 
lifetimes are plotted as long and short lifetime components of the 5D, and 5D2 states. Both the 
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long and short lifetime components decrease regularly with increasing Eu3+ concentration. The 
nonlinear appearance of the semi-log persistence plots from 5Di and 5D2 emission and the 
decrease in 5Di and 5D2 lifetimes with Eu3+ concentration suggest that non-first-order processes, 
which enhance the relaxation rates of these states, become increasingly important as the Eu3+ 

concentration increases. 
We have carried out the same type of experiment for the Y2SiC>5:Tb system and have 

obtained similar results. The Tb3+ 5D4 state, which is the longest-lived and provides nearly all the 
characteristic Y2SiC>5:Tb (green) emission, has linear semi-log persistence plots and shows little 
variation in its lifetime over the 0.2 to 10 atomic % range of Tb3+ concentrations. The (higher in 
energy) 5D3 state has nonlinear semi-log persistence plots over nearly this entire Tb3+ 

concentration range, and its lifetimes decrease by two-to-three orders of magnitude by 10 atomic 
% Tb3+. 

The persistence plots in Figure 4 suggest the nature of the additional relaxation processes 
which are affecting the relaxation rates of the higher excited states in these phosphor systems. 
The figure includes the PL persistence curve obtained by exciting Y203: 1 atomic % Eu with 225 
nm excitation and monitoring 5D0 emission (611 nm). Figure 4 also includes calculations from 
model [7] based on sequential relaxation (see Figure 2) and the 5Do, 5D| and 5Ü2 lifetimes from 
Figure 3. The lifetimes of the states above 5D2 are too short to significantly affect the shape of 
the persistence curve for the time scale depicted. The long tail of the data and the calculated 
curve, which represents the lifetime of the 5D0 state, match well, but the rise of the data is much 
faster than that of the calculated curve. The corresponding persistence curve from CL excitation 
likewise matches the 5Do lifetime, but it rises even faster (deviates even more from the calculated 
curve) than the PL persistence curve. The fast rises of the PL and CL curves must be due to a 
process which provides excitation to the 5D0 state without passing through one or both of the 
intermediate states (5D| and 5D2). Figure 5 depicts a process by which this might occur. 
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Figure 4. Persistence of D0 emission (225 nm excitation) from Y2O3: latomic %Eu and curve 

calculated assuming sequential relaxation through excited states. 
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Figure 5. Direct Pumping of Eu  D0 by Excited State Energy Transfer 

In Figure 5 two Eu3+ ions excited to the 5D3 state transfer energy so that one Eu3+ ion is 
raised to an upper f-level while the other drops directly to the 5D0 state, by-passing the 5D2 and 
Di states and populating the 5D0 state faster than it would be populated by sequential relaxation. 

This mechanism could be favored over sequential relaxation through the 5D2 and 5D, states 
because the high density of states (close packing) of the upper f-levels allows energy transfer 
with a smaller energy mismatch (which must be dissipated by phonons) than occurs with 
sequential relaxation. In terms of Eu3+emission efficiency, this interaction mechanism is neutral. 
Initially there are two activators in excited states with the potential for the emission of two red 
photons. After the interaction the two Eu3+ ions still have the potential to emit two red photons. 
This interaction explains the fast rise in the persistence curve (data) of Figure 4. 

While the interaction shown in Figure 4 explains deviations from the sequential 
relaxation model, it does not account for the degradation of phosphor efficiency with increasing 
activator concentration. However, other types of excited activator interactions, one of which is 
depicted in Figure 6, have the net effect of converting potential photons into phonon (heat) 
energy. 

A mechanism (Figure 6) for the complete de-excitation of an excited Eu3+ involves two 
nearby activators excited to the 5D3 (or other 5D) state. One 5D3 state relaxes directly to the 
ground state by transferring energy to promote the other excited Eu3+ to an upper level. The Eu3+ 

which receives the excitation relaxes nonradiatively to an emitting level. Where, potentially, two 
photons could be emitted, a maximum of one photon can now be emitted. The energy that could 
have resulted in an additional photon was dissipated nonradiatively as phonons (heat). The 
remaining excited Eu3+ may interact with another excited activator in the same way, essentially 
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acting as a catalyst for nonradiative de-excitation. Such repeated interactions will seriously 
degrade phosphor efficiency. 

Charge Transfer 
Bands (Y203:Eu) 

Upper 
F- levels 

6°3 
•*D2 

5D„ 

Two Activators in Excited States 

F0 F„ 
Figure 6. Complete de-excitation of a Eu3 

One Red Photon 

ion 

: 7C  7C r0 r0 
by excited state energy transfer 

The two Eu3+ sites which interact as shown in Figure 6 form a type of "trap" - but not the 
usual concept of a trap, which involves de-excitation of a single excited activator, with the 
energy going to some other type of site. This type of trap requires two excited Eu3+ ions in close 
proximity. Individually, each Eu3+ in the "trap site" can act like a normal emitter. 

One consequence of the excited state interaction mechanism is the introduction of a term 
involving second order kinetics (because the interaction depends on the concentrations of two 
activators in excited states) into the rate equations governing excited state relaxation. 
Experimentally, the addition of second order rate terms should result in nonlinear semi-log 
persistence curves and a dependence of the shape of the persistence curves on excitation 
intensity. We found, at most, a very weak dependence of the persistence curve shape on 
excitation intensity for intermediate activator concentrations in the YaC^iEu and Y2SiOs:Tb 
systems. Future experiments wll measure the effect of excitation intensity on the persistence 
curves of powders with higher activator concentrations. 

Transition metal activators might be expected to show enhanced excited state interactions 
compared to rare earth activators, since the valence-band d-orbitals of transition metals extend 
further from the activator ion than the f-orbitals of rare earths. Activators with d-orbitals should 
be able to interact with other (especially excited state) activators over longer distances. The 
shape of the persistence curve of Zn2Si04 with 10 atomic % Mn was found to show a strong 
dependence on excitation intensity, as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Semi-log plot of persistence from Zn2Si04 with 10 atomic % Mn, monitoring green 
(530 nm). PL was excited at 232 nm with laser intensities of 11 uW and 100 uW. CL emission (530 nm). PL was excited at 232 nm wL   

was excited at 0.8 keV. 

The semi-log plot of persistence from Zn2Si04 with 10 atomic % Mn excited at low (PL) 
excitation intensity (11 uW) is nearly linear and is consistent with first order (isolated activator) 
kinetics. The long tail of the persistence resulting from higher (PL) excitation intensity (100 uW) 
is also linear and has the same slope (lifetime) as the persistence resulting from lower excitation 
intensity. At shorter times the persistence resulting from higher excitation intensity is distinctly 
nonlinear. The nonlinear portion of this curve is modeled well if terms second-order in excited 
activator concentration (corresponding to excited activator interactions) are added to the rate 
equation for excited state relaxation. It is expected that a higher density of excited activators, 
resulting from higher excitation intensities, results in enhanced excited state interactions. The 
changes in the persistence curves due to nearly an order of magnitude difference in (PL) 
excitation intensity can be replicated by only a 20% change in manganese concentration in the 
host Zn2Si04. At least for the excitation intensities used in PL excitation, the concentration at 
which activator is doped into the host phosphor matrix appears to have a stronger effect on the 
rate of excited state interactions than the excitation intensity. Increased activator concentration 
will both reduce the average distance between activators in the host matrix and increase the 
absorption of photons which cause excitation. 

The semi-log plot of the persistence curve from Zn2Si04 with 10 atomic % Mn obtained 
by electron beam excitation (Figure7, CL with 0.8 keV electrons) shows significantly more 
curvature, implying even higher rates of excited state interaction than was achieved for PL at the 
highest excitation intensity. The persistence curves of Zn2Si04 with 10 atomic % Mn obtained 
with electron energies greater than 0.8 keV have less curvature and lie between the (0.8 keV) CL 
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persistence curve and the (100 uW) PL persistence curve. CL apparently achieves higher local 
densities of excited activators than PL in these experiments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented evidence for the existence of interactions between excited state 
activators. Certain forms of these interactions explain why persistence curves deviate from the 
relaxation model, which assumes that excitation relaxes sequentially between excited states of an 
activator. Other forms of these interactions completely de-excite activators and can seriously 
degrade phosphor efficiency by converting energy which potentially can be emitted as photons 
into lattice phonons. The efficiency-degrading interactions explain the decrease in phosphor 
efficiency as activator concentration increases 

Three factors potentially influence the rate at which these excited state interactions occur 
with excitation by photons (PL): 
1. Activator concentration - determines the average distance between activators and, hence, the 
rate of excited state interactions and also affects the amount of excitation energy absorbed; 
2. Resonant energy transfer - effects migration of excitation to activators in close proximity, i.e., 
where they can interact; and 
3. Excitation intensity - determines the initial concentration of excited activators. 

Throughout this paper we have presented data obtained by electron beam excitation (CL) 
comparison to that obtained by photon absorption (PL). The trends related to excited state 
interactions are uniformly exaggerated in the CL data compared to the PL data. We believe that a 
primary difference between CL and PL excitation is a much greater local density of excited 
activators along the track of an impinging electron than is achieved in the phosphor matrix by the 
(photon) excitation intensities used in our PL experiments. It is this high local density of excited 
activators which enhances excited state interactions in CL experiments. 

Excited state interactions appear to intrinsically limit phosphor efficiency. However, 
there may be ways to ameliorate their effects. First, preparation techniques which minimize 
aggregation of activators into locally high concentrations in the phosphor matrix will minimize 
excited state interactions. Phosphors prepared by spray pyrolysis achieve higher efficiencies with 
low energy CL excitation than those prepared by conventional techniques. This improvement in 
efficiency may be due to less local aggregation of activators when spray pyrolysis is used to 
synthesize the phosphors. Second, there may be dopants, which, when inserted into the phosphor 
matrix, block interactions between excited state activators. Miller [8] has found that rare earth 
dopants with energy states near resonant with those of Eu3+ in Y203:Eu tend to quench its 
emission, but dopants with no resonant energy states may enhance its emission. We plan to 
investigate these means of enhancing phosphor efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT 

It has been experimentally shown that the light trapping due to internal reflection from a 
smooth surface is reduced as the surface becomes progressively rougher. Although this 
phenomenon is qualitatively understood well, there has been a lack of detailed analysis of the 
scattering phenomenon which affects the light emission from thin film phosphors (TFPs). 
Factors which affect the light emission from the TFPs include electron beam-solid interaction 
(EBSI), film thickness, microstructure, surface recombination rate, surface roughness, and 
substrate (thus the interface formed). In many cases, they cannot be varied independently and 
thus making it difficult to interpret the results quantitatively. Furthermore, as the surface 
roughness is smaller or same as the wavelength of the emitted light, classical theories based on 
rectilinear propagation of the light cannot be used without gross simplification. A new theoretical 
model has been developed by incorporating diffraction scattering at the various interfaces and 
the factors mentioned above. The model provides an integrated solution to explain the 
cathodoluminescence (CL) properties of TFPs for field emission displays (FEDs). 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been intensive efforts to enhance the relatively low brightness of TFPs 
compared to that of powder phosphors by tailoring the surface roughness of the TFPs. The 
various methodologies include variation in processing conditions [1], modifying TFP=s surface 
[2], and adding a buffer layer between TFP and substrate [3]. Although their experimental results 
showed that light trapping due to internal reflection from a smooth surface is drastically reduced 
as the surface roughness increases to a certain level, it is hard to explain the empirical results 
quantitatively. Some simplified models have been suggested to predict the brightness of the TFPs 
as a function of the effect of bulk and surface structure [2,3]. However, their solutions include 
only a couple of affecting parameters mentioned above and do not encounter complex multiple 
scattering at the interfaces. If the dimensions of the facets of the crystallites are large compared 
with the wavelength of light, the reflectance of a surface in a given direction is determined 
entirely by geometrical optics and is only a function of the inclinations of the facets [4]. As the 
dimensions of the facets becomes smaller than the wavelength of light, diffraction effects 
become more important, and the reflectance is a function of both the inclination and the size of 
the facets. As the dimensions of the facets become very small compared with the wavelength of 
light, the reflectance of the surface is determined almost entirely by diffraction effects [4,5]. A 
new model based on diffraction scattering has been developed and incorporated most of the CL 
parameters such as EBSI, film thickness, optical interfaces, substrate, SRR, and so on. The 
model helps us to understand the effects of a single or multiple parameters controlling the 
luminance properties of TFPs with a programable theoretical model. This understanding will 
eventually lead to fabrication of TFPs for FEDs with optimum CL properties. 
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MODELING DETAILS 

The model of light emission from Y203:Eu TFPs is based on the diffraction scattering of 
light from the various interfaces (air/film: interface 1, film/substrate: interface 2, and 
substrate/air: interface 3). When surface roughness is smaller or comparable to the wavelength of 
the incident light, the diffraction scattering theory explains two different scattering components 
of the reflected light, coherent (specular) which reflects at an angle equal to the incident angle 
and incoherent (diffuse) component which scatters in a space with some fraction of light 
propagating in the specular direction along with the specularly reflected light [5]. The generated 
light from each activator in the TFP, encounters absorption, diffuse and specular reflection, and 
diffuse and specular transmittance effects, as it traverses across the TFP. The observed 
brightness is the total sum intensity of the light escaping out of film surface (R-mode) or 
substrate surface (T-mode) through the multiple scattering occurring at the interfaces of 1, 2, and 
3. Since the roughness of the interfaces 2 and 3 are very low, the diffuse effects from these 
interfaces are not considered. Also, the scattering effects at the grain boundaries are neglected, 
because significant changes in the refractive index are not expected to occur at the grain 
boundaries. Details of the modeling procedure are described in other publication [6]. 

Sinusoidal roughness was assumed for the surface roughness of the TFPs. From the 
definition of RMS roughness (a), the relationship between the roughness height (h) and a was 
derived as h = 2^2a. By definition of the solid angle (Q) with a surface area oU in a cone of 
emission, the derivative of the Q (the solid angle change: dQ.) which is the change of the cone of 
emission is defined as _,    -     .  „ ,. 

ail = 2K sin 8d9 
(1) 

where 9 is the angle of propagating light with respect to normal. When light is generated from 
the activator center, the initial intensity of the light (I0) in all directions has 4K solid angle. This 
defines the intensity of the light of an unit solid angle as I0/47t. Therefore, the intensity change 
(dl0) by an angular element (dG) is 

dI0 = ^-<Kl = ^-sm0d6. (2) 
4K 2 

When propagating light scatters at the interface 1 having a RMS roughness of a, the light is 
divided into four different components, such as specular reflection (Rs) and transmittance (Ts), 
and diffuse reflection (Rd) and transmittance (Td) [7], and the intensity of the specular reflection 
(IRS) can be defined as r 

(2J2K 
h. = h. exP 

2KG 
-COSÖ 

(3) 

where IR0 is the intensity of the internally reflecting light when o=0, and X is the wavelength of 
the light generated in the TFP. 

Figure 1 illustrates the diffuse component of the propagating light after being generated 
from an activator. When the propagating light scatters at the interface 1, the light reflected back 
to the film with an angle less than   c (Rj< c) will transmit into the substrate, and the light 
reflected back to the film with an angle greater than   c (Rd> c) will internally reflect with 
another angle   , in addition to Rs. For this case, the intensity of the total internal reflection when 
o*0 (IR ,0) is reduced by the presence of the intensity of the diffuse transmittance (ITd) which is 
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the light escaping through the interface 1 due to the presence of rough film surface. Then, IR 0 
can be defined as the sum intensity of the specularly reflected light (IRs) and the diffusely 

Td reflected light (IM): 

'*». = \-/r.=/«, + /, Hi- 
(4) 

Figure 1. When the light generated from an activator 
diffusely transmits (Tj) and reflects (Rj) at the rough 
film surface, the light reflected back to film with an 
angle less than c will transmit into substrate, and the 
light reflected back to film with an angle greater than 

c will reflect internally with an angle , in addition to 
specularly reflected light (RJ. 

ITd is a part of the IRd since the internal 
reflection is reduced by the existing rough 
interface, thus it is defined as 

h=v* (5) 

where T] is a constant between 0 and 1. 
Therefore, ITd is an additional contributor to the 
total sum intensity of the light from the film 
side, in addition to the intensity of specularly 
transmitted light (ITs) which directly escapes 
from the film when 6 is smaller than the critical 
angle 6C. According to Equation (3) and (4), the 
IRd is also defined as 

1-exp 
'ijlno 

cos0 

IRd is assumed to be uniformly distributed in all directions and is expressed again using 
Equations (4)-(6) as 

*       1 + 7J 
-exp 

ijix 
"COSÖ 

(6) 

(V) 

Therefore, the intensity of the diffusely reflected (IRd_ ) light related to dQ in an unit solid angle 
with an angular unit dß in an hemisphere is defined as 

*R.,j>- (77+1) 
1-exp -cosö sinßdß. (8) 

CL is a part of the diffusion process of the electrons in the phosphor since electrons 
diffuse further into the matrix than the EBSI range creating new electron-hole (e-h) pairs. Under 
the steady state condition the number of photons emitted is equal to the number of carriers 
released by the incident electrons that recombine. Then, a simple diffusion equation can be 
applied to determine the carrier concentrations in a phosphor, as defined as [8] 

D 
dx2 -N 

N   ^ - — + G-- 
t 

0 (9) 

where D is diffusivity of electron, N is the number of e-h pairs, x is the depth from surface,    is 
the life time of the radiative recombination, and G is the generation rate of the e-h pairs by an 
incident electron-beam (e-beam). The number of e-h pairs created in the TFP can be obtained by 
solving Equation (9) with respect to N. Therefore, the initial intensity of the generated light (or 
brightness) can be obtained using the solutions below: 
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- when 0<x<t,<R or 0<x<R<ti: 

- when 0<R<x<ti: I0(x) = ^N2(x) 

(10) 

(11) 

where R is the EBSI range defined by Kanaya-Okayama [8], t, is the film thickness, Ee is the 
photon energy emitted in a TFP by an e-beam. Since the surface recombination of the e-h pairs 
reduces the number of e-h pairs of the radiative recombination, the surface recombination effect 
should be considered in the model using the expression of the boundary condition for electron 
diffusion to the surface [9], 

I^(4=, = fl(f) (12) 

where S is the surface recombination velocity (cm/sec). 
Finally, the optical parameters of the materials are also included in the model and some 

of the representatives are listed in Table 1. The n,   , t and   c represent refractive index, 
absorption coefficient, thickness and critical angle with a wavelength of 611 nm, respectively. 

Table 1. Optical parameters of¥203:Eu TFP and substrates. 
Constant 

N 

(mm"1) 

t( m) 

c (w/air) 

(w/film) 

Y20,:Eu 

1.93 

0.07-0.5 

0.545(31.2 )( 

1.570(90.0 )( 

Quartz 

1.46 

0.07 

1000 

0.755(43.2 )( 

0.858(49.2 )( 

Sapphire 

500 

0.600(34.4 )( 

1.160(66.5 )( 

= 611 nm, 

LAO 

0.55 

500 

0.523 (30.0 )( 

n,: 1.0 (air) 

Silicon 

3.91 

>200 

500 

0.258(14.8 )( 

MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the predicted e-h pair 
concentration profiles of Y203:Eu TFPs with 
different S values. The graphs indicate that the e- 
h pair concentration drastically decreases with 
increasing the penetration depth except for the 
very high S values; higher S (>le5 cm/s) 
significantly reduces the number of e-h pairs 
which will participate the luminescent process; 
and smaller S (<le3 cm/s) negligibly affects the 
e-h pair concentrations. Figure 3 predicts the 
total initial CL intensities (II0) generated inside 
the Y203:Eu TFP before propagation with three 
different diffusion coefficients of D=l, 5, and 10 

— s=o 
   S=1e3 
  S=1e4   . 
   S=1e5 
  S=1e6 
   S=1e7 

"■^•■.  

0 100 200 300 400 500 

Depth from Surface (nm) 
Figure 2. E-h pair concentration profiles of Y,0,:Eu 
TFPs with different S values when D=5.0 cm2/s, 

=le-9sec, i„=100 nA/cm1, and V0=2 kV. 
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■ D= 1 cm7sec 
D= 5 cm2/sec 

- D=10cm2/sec 

Film Thickness (jim) 

Figure 3.  Initial CL intensity profiles ofYiOy.Eu 
TFPs with different D vales when   =0.3, S-le4 
cm/s,   =le-9 sec, i0=!00 nA/cm', and V0=5 kV. 

cm /sec as a function of film thickness. This 
figure shows that the intensities increase very 
rapidly and then saturate at around 1 u.m film 
thickness for all the three cases. It also shows 
very small differences among the intensities 
before saturation and slightly higher intensities 
with increase of D value after 1 urn. Since the 
initial intensities are directly proportional to 
the number of charge carriers in a TFP, this 
calculation indicates that the charge carrier 
diffusion is an important part of CL generation 
process over the EBSI range. It also explains 
the reason why the Y203:Eu TFPs show rapid 
increase in CL brightness up to around 1 urn 
film thickness. 

In order to verify the working model, 
Y203:Eu TFPs of various thicknesses (0.07 to 0.5 

m) were deposited on various substrates such as 
quartz, sapphire, silicon, and lanthanum aluminate (LAO) under identical processing conditions 
using a pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique and CL measurements were conducted. Figure 4 
shows the calculated increase in relative brightness as a function of the surface roughness of the 
Y203:Eu TFPs deposited on quartz, sapphire, LAO, and silicon substrates. These calculations 
were conducted for a constant spatial generation rate of the emitted light. The figure shows that 
as the surface roughness increases the reflected brightness also increases. The rate of the increase 
is a function of the substrate properties and the roughness of the TFP=s surface. The figure also 
shows that the nature of the substrate plays a critical role in controlling the film brightness. The 
brightness values of the TFPs obtained from the quartz substrates are the highest, while those of 
the TFPs from the silicon substrates are the least. The difference in CL brightness is mainly 
attributed to the difference in their optical properties in terms of n and   . The smaller n value of 
the quartz substrate with the Y203:Eu TFP provides a larger amount of total internal reflection 
inside the film and the trapped light can escape more easily through multiple internal reflection 
as the film surface is progressively rougher. Also, the smaller    value gives less loss of the 
intensity of the propagating light during multiple internal reflection. The combined effects result 
in higher CL brightness from the Y203:Eu TFPs on quartz substrates. The experimental CL data 
obtained from the Y203:Eu TFPs on different substrates also showed the similar trends. Figure 5 
shows one representative of the predicted and experimental CL intensities of the Y203:Eu TFPs 
deposited on quartz substrates in R-mode as a function of RMS roughness. The model predicts 
the CL properties of the TFPs precisely and experimental results can be explained using the 
model with any of the CL-determining parameters. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new model of CL from Y203:Eu TFPs has been developed using the diffraction 
scattering theory. The number of e-h pairs created and involved in the CL process was obtained 
using the diffusion equation under the steady state condition. The Kanaya-Okayama equation for 
the EBSI range was used to solve the generation rate and the diffusion equation. Two different 
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 YOBQuartz 
 YOE/Sapphire 
 YOE/Silicon 
   YOE/LAO 

^^^ 

RMS Roughness (a, nm) 

o    Experiment {5 kV) 
v    Experiment (2 kV) 
•    Predicted (5 kV) 
▼    Predicted (2 kV) 

• 

• 

• 

o 

K          ' 

Figure *  Predicted CL intensities ofY203:Eu 
TFPs on quartz, sapphire, LAO, and silicon 
substrates in R-mode as a function of RMS when 

=0.3, S=le4 em's, D=5.0 cm2/s,     =le-9 sec, 
io=100 nA/cm\ and V0=2 kV. 

3- 

I3 
_i 

RMS Roughness (nm) 

Figure 5. Experimental and predicted CL intensities 
of Y,03:Eu TFPs deposited on quartz substrates in 
R-mode as a function of RMS when =0.3, S=4e3 
cm/s, D=5.0 cm2/s, =Ie-9 sec, and i0=100 
nA'cm'. 

regimes of CL generation (0<x R and R<x t,) were considered in a TFP due to the charge 
carriers reaching the activator centers outside the EBSI range by diffusion process. Since the 
light generated from each activator in a TFP, experiences absorption, reflection and 
transmittances at the various interfaces, the brightness was obtained integrating the total intensity 
of light escaping film surfaces through the multiple interfacial scattering. The new model 
satisfactorily predicts the brightness of the TFPs well being in good agreement with the 
controlled experiments. The model explains CL generation due to the charge carrier diffusion 
process in addition to the EBSI range, rapid increase of CL brightness of the Y203:Eu TFPs up to 
around 1 urn film thickness and saturation after that, higher CL intensities from the Y203:Eu 
TFPs on quartz substrates than the TFPs on the other substrates mainly due to smaller n and 
values. The model provides a general solution to predict the luminance properties of the TFPs for 
the CL-based technologies like FEDs and CRTs. 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to investigate the effect of microstructure on the brightness of thin film 
phosphors for field emission displays, Y203:Eu thin film phosphors were prepared using pulsed 
laser deposition. To deconvolute the effects experimentally, the Y203:Eu films of controlled 
thickness and microstructure were prepared on various substrate materials such as amorphous 
quartz, (0001) sapphire, (100) lanthanum aluminate (LaA103), and (100) silicon wafers. 
Cathodoluminescent brightness and efficiency of the films were obtained in both transmission 
and reflection modes. The Y203:Eu films deposited on the quartz substrates showed the 
maximum brightness followed by the films on (0001) sapphire, (100) lanthanum aluminate 
(LaA103), and (100) silicon substrates. The role of interface scattering of the emitted light on the 
film brightness will be discussed together with changing surface roughness and film thickness. 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been significant interest in the development of thin film phosphors (TFPs) for 
field emission displays (FEDs). Since the field emitter tips are in close proximity to the phosphor 
screen in FEDs, there exist two major concerns using powder phosphors in terms of debonding 
and outgassing. Any failure of adhesion may cause debonding of powder particles from the bulk 
phosphor screen. The free particles debonded from bulk powder layer will block the gates of the 
field emitter tips. This blocking of emitter tips will eventually cause no light output from certain 
area of screen. Outgassing is another major concern of powder phosphors. The residual gases 
outcoming from the binding materials for powder particles and the relatively porous structure of 
powder layer itself will increase the gas pressure of the vacuum sealed device under energetic 
electron bombardments. Ionization, formation of plasmas, and arcing effects due to these gas 
phases with the electron beam (e-beam) will be detrimental to the emitter tips and phosphor dots. 
Therefore, TFPs are believed to be the only solution to solve these problems. However, the 
relatively low efficiency of the TFPs have been kept them behind the powder phosphors in FEDs 
so far. The relatively low efficiency of the TFPs compared to powder phosphors, can be 
significantly enhanced by tailoring the surface roughness of the TFPs using various 
methodologies including variation in processing conditions [1-3], modifying TFP=s surface [4,5], 
and addition of a buffer layer between TFP and substrate [6,7]. It has been experimentally shown 
that the light trapping due to internal reflection from a smooth surface is reduced as the surface 
becomes progressively rougher [4,5,8,9]. In this report, therefore, the correlations between 
microstructure and cathodoluminance (CL) characteristics of Y203:Eu TFPs will be discussed in 
detail, including the role of surface roughness, film thickness, and substrate properties. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Y203:Eu TFPs were deposited on amorphous quartz, (0001) sapphire, (100) LaA103 (LAO), 
and (100) silicon wafers using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) with 248 nm KrF excimer laser at a 
temperature of 750°C. Y203:Eu target was ablated at 1.2 J/cm2 laser energy density maintaining an 
oxygen pressure of 70 mTorr and a target-substrate distance of ~9 cm during the ablation 
experiments. Two sets of films from 70 nm to 500 nm in thickness were fabricated applying 
different number of pulses from 3000 to 24000 pulses with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The 
absorption coefficient ( ) of the materials and refractive index (n) of LAO were measured using 
variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) and a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 UV-VIS-NIR 
spectrometer (UVNS). The temperatures of the substrates were controlled and monitored using a 
programable thermocoupled temperature controller and a pyrometer. 

The Y203:Eu TFPs were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) techniques. Film thicknesses were estimated using VASE, TENCOR Alpha-step 500 
surface profllometer having a mechanical stylus, and SEM cross-sectional views of the fractured 
Y203:Eu TFPs. CL efficiency in both reflection mode (R-mode) and transmission mode (T- 
mode) was measured in the Phosphor Technology Center of Excellence (PTCOE) laboratory. 
TEM analysis was conducted in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows that the film thicknesses of Y203:Eu TFPs deposited on amorphous 
quartz, (0001) sapphire, (100) LAO, and (100) silicon substrates, increase with deposition time. 
The very small differences among substrates are believed to be induced by the experimental 
errors during the measurements due to different film morphologies and optical properties of the 
substrates. The average growth rate was -140 A/min (2.3 A/sec or 0.23 A/pulse). Figure 2 shows 
variations in the RMS roughness of the Y203:Eu TFPs with increase in film thickness. The 

5       10      15      20      25      30      35      40      45 

Deposition Time (min) 

Figure I. Film thickness ofY203:Eu TFPs 
deposited on quartz, sapphire, LAO, and 
silicon substrates with deposition time. 
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Figure 2. RMS roughness variation o/Y2Os:Eu 
TFPs deposited on quartz, sapphire, LAO, and 
silicon substrates with film thickness. 
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Y203:Eu TFPs on sapphire substrates showed the highest roughness among the films while the 
Y203:Eu TFPs on LAO substrates showed lowest roughness. The Y203:Eu TFPs on quartz and 
silicon substrates showed less roughness except the film on quartz substrate which shows a rapid 
drop from 16 to 12 nm in RMS roughness at about 0.5 p.m thickness. 

The AFM micrograph studies on the surface morphologies of the Y203:Eu TFPs show 
visually the difference in roughness. Figure 3 shows a representative set of the AFM 
micrographs of the Y203:Eu TFPs deposited on (a) quartz, (b) sapphire, (c) silicon, and (d) LAO 
substrates for 18000 pulses (30 min, -0.4 um thick). The measured RMS roughness values were 
16.00, 17.00, 13.60, and 1.00 nm from (a) to (d) in Figure 3, respectively. The surface 
morphologies of the Y203:Eu TFPs on quartz, sapphire, and silicon substrates from (a) to (c) in 
the figure show little difference while that of the films on LAO substrate show very smooth 
surface structures. The large difference in morphology between the Y203:Eu TFPs on the former 
three substrates and the Y203:Eu TFPs on LAO substrates is attributed to the different crystal 
structures of the substrate materials. Only ~1 % lattice mismatch between the Y203:Eu TFP and 
LAO substrate allows the films to grow epitaxially [10,11], which resulted in the very flat 
surface morphologies of the films. Figure 4 shows the XRD patterns of the Y203:Eu TFPs 
deposited on (a) quartz, (b) sapphire, (c) silicon, and (d) LAO substrates which are 
corresponding to the AFM micrographs in Figure 3. The Y203:Eu TFPs on quartz, sapphire, and 
silicon substrates exhibit only (111) orientation while the Y203:Eu TFPs on LAO substrates 
exhibit only (200) orientation. 

Figures 5(a)-(b) are a low magnification TEM micrograph of a plan view and the 
corresponding selected area electron diffraction pattern (SAEDP) of the Y203:Eu TFP. The 
SAEDP indicates that the Y203:Eu TFP on the LAO substrate is a single crystalline film. The 
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Figure 3 Surface morphologies of the films 
fabricated with 18000 pulses on (a) quartz, 
(b) sapphire, (c) silicon, and (d) LAO 
substrates (x: 2ßm/div, z.100 nm/div). 

Figure 4. XRD patterns ofY203:Eu TFPs 
deposited on (a) quartz, (b) sapphire, (c) 
silicon, and (d) LAO substrates for 18000 
pulses (30 min, -0.4   m thick). 
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numerous small voids in the image suggest an island growth mechanism with incomplete 
coalescence of the islands. The electron projection is along the [001] zone axis of the Y203:Eu 
crystalline TFP. A cross section image of the sample is presented in Figure 5(c), showing the 
smooth surface, sharp interface and a uniform thickness of 300 nm maintained over the entire 
region. Figures 5(d)-(e) also show the SAEDPs of the TFP and the LAO substrate, showing the 
orientation relationship to be [110]Y2O3//[100]LAO and [-110]Y2O3//[010]LAO. A comparison 
of atomic positions in the layers of the film and the substrate materials suggests that a rotation of 
the film-plane (Y-layer or O-layer) by 45° results in epitaxial growth of the Y203:Eu TFPs on the 
LAO substrates. Under this atomic stacking order, the lattice mismatch which is given by 
[{(23;) + (las)2}"2 - af]/ [(2as)2+ (2as)2]"2 between the TFP and the substrate is only ~1 %. This 
negligible lattice mismatch between the TFP and substrate promotes epitaxial film growth with 
better crystallinity. The columnar structure of the TFP is also apparent from the cross section 
image, with small rotations between neighboring grains giving the strong diffraction contrast. 
Each individual column however appears to be a good single crystal, which implies that the 
presence of the voids may avoid the need for a high density of dislocations between the grains to 
accommodate the rotations, and/or a high level of stress within the grains. 

Table 1 shows the measured and calculated optical data for the Y203:Eu TFP and the 
substrate materials with an incident wavelength of 611 nm. The constants of n and t represent the 
refractive index and the thickness of films or substrates, respectively. The value of the critical 
angle (9C) is 0.545 arc degree which corresponds to 31.2°. According to the data in Table 1, the 
quartz substrate has the smallest optical absorption coefficient (a) for a wavelength of 611 nm. 
LAO is crystallographically a better substrate material for epitaxial Y203:Eu TFPs [10,11], but it 
is optically less advantageous than the other two transparent substrates because of its lowest 
transmittance characteristic (-75 % at 700 nm). 

(C) 

■ ■•  il »•'.•£.'' 
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4»"'YiQf3:Eu:- < 

Figure 5. (a) Plan view TEM image and (b) corresponding electron diffraction pattern, and 
(c) cross sectional view TEM image and corresponding electron diffraction patterns of(d) 
Y203:Eu TFP and (e) LAO substrate showing [UOJYiOi//[100JLaAlO3 and [-UOIY2O3// 
[010]LaAlO3. 
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Table 1. Optical properties of Y2C>3:Eu TFP and various substrate materials. 
Constant Y203:Eu Quartz Sapphire LAO Silicon 

n 1.93 1.46 1.77 2.0 3.91 

a (mm"1) 5 0.07 0.3 0.55 >200 

t(:m) 0.07-0.5 1000 500 500 500 

9C (w/air) 0.545 
(31.2°) 

0.755 
(43.2°) 

0.600 
(34.4°) 

0.523 
(30.0°) 

0.258 
(14.8°) 

(w/film) 
1.570 

(90.0°) 
0.858 

(49.2°) 
1.160 

(66.5°) 
- - 

X = 611 nm, n,: 1.0 (air) 

Figure 6 shows the CL brightness of the Y203:Eu TFPs deposited on quartz, sapphire, 
LAO, and silicon substrates with film thickness. The Y203:Eu TFPs on quartz substrates also 
showed higher CL brightness followed by the TFPs on sapphire, LAO, and silicon substrates. 
The differences in the CL brightness of the Y203:Eu TFPs were also caused by the different 
optical properties of the substrates. The quartz substrate with the smaller refractive index 
(n:~1.46) and less absorption of light, as shown in Table 1, gave higher CL brightness. Higher 
CL brightness of the TFPs on LAO in the smaller film thickness region where the roughness 
effects is small, is mainly due to better crystallinity of the TFPs on LAO substrates. Figure 7 
shows the variations in the CL efficiency of the Y203:Eu TFPs on the quartz, sapphire, and LAO 
substrates for 30 minute deposition (-0.4 urn thick) in both R- and T-modes as a function of the 
accelerating voltage. These TFPs are the ones showing the best CL brightness and efficiency 
values in this set of experiments. The saturation and decrease of efficiency after ~4 kV was 
apparent through most of the Y203:Eu TFPs in the figure. The abrupt changes in T-mode CL 
efficiency were observed in the graphs due to experimental errors. The Y203:Eu TFPs measured 
in R-mode showed higher CL efficiencies than the Y203:Eu TFPs measured in T-mode. 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Film thickness (um) 

Figure 6. CL brightness of Y2O3.Ru 
TFPs on various substrate materials with 
different film thickness measured at 5 kV. 

Voltage (kV) 

Figure 7. CL efficiencies ofYjOy.Eu TFPs on 
quartz, sapphire, and LAO substrates for 30 
minutes (-0.4   m thick) in both R- and T- 
modes as a function of accelerating voltage. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Higher CL brightness and efficiency values were observed from the Y203:Eu TFPs on 
quartz substrates in R-mode. The higher CL brightness values of the Y203:Eu TFPs on quartz 
substrates than those on sapphire, LAO, and silicon substrates, were mainly associated with the 
advantageous optical properties of the quartz substrate in terms of smaller refractive index and 
low absorption coefficient. Higher CL brightness of the Y203:Eu TFPs on LAO substrates in the 
smaller film thickness region was mainly associated with the capability of better epitaxial growth 
of the Y203:Eu TFPs on the LAO substrates than the Y203:Eu TFPs on quartz, sapphire, and 
silicon substrates. TEM studies strongly support this explanation. The best CL brightness and 
efficiency was observed from the Y203:Eu TFPs deposited for about 30 minutes of PLD (18000 
laser pulses) in this study. The Y203:Eu TFPs showed higher CL brightness and efficiency in R- 
mode than in T-mode. 
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ABSTRACT 

The durability of the tris(8-quinolinolato) aluminum based light-emitting diode (LED) is 
related to the thermal stability of the hole transport layer. Several linear linkage triphenylamine 
oligomers were used for the hole transport layer. The thermal stability was clearly seen to depend 
on a glass transition temperature (Tg) of the hole transporting material, and a linear relationship 
between the Tg and the thermal stability was found. A lowering of "turn-on voltage" for light 
emission and an increase of luminous efficiency with increasing temperature was also observed. 
Excellent durability of the organic LED with a tetramer of triphenylamine was achieved at a high 
temperature of 120°C. Our results indicate that the linear linkage of triphenylamine leads to a 
high Tg and high device performance at high temperatures. 

INTRODUCTION 

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) based on organic materials are attracting much attention 
as candidates for flat-panel displays and backlights for liquid crystal displays[l-6]. Over the 
past few years a considerable number of studies has been made on the improvements of the 
durability of the devices[7-9]. A half-decay lifetime of more than 10000 h from an initial 
brightness has been already realized at the present time. More recently, a practical multi-color 
display has been commercialized in small molecular organic materials. However, further 
research and development are required to improve the lifetime and the color tunability, especially 
materials developments are significantly important. 

For the applications for automobile, good reliability at a high temperature is necessary. 
The most typical structure of the organic LED comprises two organic layers of a 
hole-transporting layer and an emitting layer. The thermal stability of the device 
characteristics is primarily limited by the morphological stability of the organic layers, especially, 
the hole-transporting layer[10,ll]. For the hole-transporting layer aromatic amines are 
commonly used, because they have the excellent hole-transporting ability and good film-forming 
ability. By vacuum deposition, the aromatic amine forms a uniform amorphous film on any 
substrate. Therefore, the hole-transporting material based on aromatic amine structure which 
has a high glass transition temperature (Tg) is one of promising candidates to realize the high 
durability at a high temperature and at high driving current. 

In our previous study, it was shown that the organic LEDs with a tetramer of 
triphenylamine can be operated in a continuous operation up to 130 °C without breakdown[12]. 
Furthermore, a systematic study of the temperature dependences of EL characteristics has been 
carried out in organic LEDs fabricated using trimer, tetramer and pentamer of triphenylamine in 
addition to the well-known dimer for the hole-transporting layer, and the Alq3 for the emitting 
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layer.    In this paper, we present the developments of hole transporting materials and the EL 
properties of the organic LEDs operated at a high temperature[13, 14]. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The hole transporting materials, used in this study, which are based on a linear linkage 
of triphenylamine moiety, are shown in Fig. 1. We use the terms "TPTR", "TPTE" and "TPPE" 
referring to trimer, tetramer and pentamer, respectively. All the synthesized materials were 
purified by column chromatography through silica gel. The Tg of each derivative was 
measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 
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Fig. 1.    Molecular structures of novel hole-transporting materials. 

Schematic structure of the organic LED and chemical structure of the emitting material 
are shown in Fig. 2.   The AIq3 is a well-known emitting material which is one of most stable 
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molecules in the class of metal chelates. The Alq3 was purified by a train sublimation method. 
The organic LEDs have been fabricated by a conventional vacuum deposition technique. The 
glass substrates coated with ITO (sheet resistance: 15Q/sq.) were cleaned ultrasonically in 
acetone and isopropyl alcohol, and dried in an oven kept at 60°C. The substrates were treated 
with a UV ozone chamber prior to use. At first, the hole-transporting layer (typically 60 nm 
thick ) was deposited on the ITO electrode by vacuum evaporation from a graphite crucible at a 
pressure of 5 x 10"7 Torr. Then, the emitting layer (typically 60 nm thick) was deposited on the 
hole-transporting layer. The deposition rates were typically 3-5 nm/min for the transporting 
and emitting layers. Finally, the cathode electrode of Mg:Ag (9:1) mixed film (180nm) or LiF 
(0.5nm) / Al(160nm) was deposited from two metal sources under a vacuum of 5 x 10" Torr. 
An emitting area of the LEDs was typically 0.09 cm2. 

MgAg or LiF/AI 

Emitting Layer (60nm) 

Hole-transporting Layer (60nm) 

ITO 

Glass substrate 

ocföp Alq3 

u 
Fig. 2.    Schematic structure of LED and molecular 
structure of emitting material Alq3 

The luminance-current and current-voltage characteristics were measured at a dry 
nitrogen atmosphere to prevent oxidation of the cathode with a programmable voltage/current 
source (TAKEDARIKEN TR-6150 or KEITHLEY 2400) and a Minolta photometer (LS-110). 
In the high temperature experiments, the LED was set in a small stainless steel chamber. The 
chamber was heated from room temperature to 160°C by heating tapes connected to a 
programmable temperature controller. Light output was measured through a glass viewport 
(ANELVA 070) of the chamber. 

The mobility measurements were carried out using a conventional time-of-flight (TOF) 
technique. Charge carriers were generated in a thin organic layer close to an ITO electrode by 
irradiation of a N2 laser with a pulse width of 10 ns at a wavelength of 337 nm. A resistor with 
the value between 50 and 25KQ was connected in series to the sample. The current response 
time was longer than 10 RC, where R was the series resistance and C the sample capacitance. 
The photocurrent was measured with a digitizing stragescope. All measurements were carried 
out at room temperature. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The glass transition temperatures of the hole-transporting materials were found to be 
60°C for TPD, 95°C for TPTR, 130°C for TPTE and 145°C for TPPE from DSC 
measurements[15]. The Tg of TPD is almost in agreement with that ( 63°C ) reported in a 
literature! 16], and for TPTR it's Tg is close to that ( 110°C) of a similar material reported by 
Adachietal.[17]. 

Figure 3 shows the Tg versus the oligomerization number for the hole-transporting 
materials. The linear linkage of triphenylamine causes a rise in the Tg and shows a tendency of 
saturation of the Tg at high molecular weight above the tetramer[12].    This result indicates, as 
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- TPTR 
/          TPTE(S) 

■ _ 
.   TPD - 

I >         I i         I         ,         i 

3 4 
Oligomerization number 

Fig.  3.     Glass transition temperature vs oligomerization 
number for the hole-transporting materials. 

we expected, that the linear linkage of triphenylamine is a promising way to create the high Tg 
hole-transporting materials. By comparing the TPTE with the TPTE(S), we have also found 
that the linear linkage is much more effective than the branch linkage in increasing Tg. 

These materials were confirmed to have the ability to form good films on glass 
substrates by vacuum deposition. The resultant films were transparent and amorphous. The 
glassy state was very stable at room temperature, and no crystallization was observed, with the 
exception of TPD. The TPD film exhibited a partial morphological change accompanying 
crystallization after three months even at room temperature. 

All the organic LEDs emitted green light with a peak wavelength of 530 nm, which was 
fully identical to the fluorescence of the Alq3. The devices using TPTR, TPTE, and TPTE(S) 
exhibited the power efficiency, 0.94 - 1.0 lm/W, which is comparable to that of the TPD/Alq3 
device. 
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The thermal stability of the LEDs can be examined from the temperature dependence of 
the EL intensity measured under a constant current drive condition. The experiments were 
carried out at a constant current of 1 ImA/cm2 in ascending temperature of l°C/min from room 
temperature. Figure 4 (a) shows the temperature dependences of the EL outputs for TPD/Alq3 
and TPTE/Alq3 devices. The conventional LED with TPD exhibits a drastic drop of the EL 
output at 70°C, which is good correspondence with the Tg (60°C ). The temperature of the 
intensity drop for the TPTE/Alq3 device is over 100 °C, and it is also correspondence with the Tg 
(135°C)ofTPTE. 

For all the LEDs, the EL outputs gradually decreased with increasing temperature. 
These decreases are primarily ascribed to the decrease of fluorescence quantum efficiency of 
AIq3, although the temperature dependences are different. At a higher temperature, a 
significant difference in the thermal stability of the LEDs is clearly seen. The temperatures of the 
intensity drop for other LEDs are 110°C for TPTR, 155°C for TPPE, and 120°C for TPTE(S). 

Figure 4 (b) shows the Tg's of the hole-transporting materials plotted against such 
critical temperatures of intensity drop. It is apparent that a linear relationship exists between 
the Tg and the critical temperature. This undoubtedly indicates that the thermal stability of the 
LEDs with Alq3 emitting layer are dominated by the hole-transporting layers. The intensity 
drops above the Tg's are attributable to the morphological changes of the hole-transporting layers 
of each devices. Microscopic observations showed the marked morphological changes, from 
smooth to rough films, accompanying crystallization for the whole areas of the devices. We 
assume that a local molecular motion at around Tg brought about the morphological changes, 
and the electronic contacts between organic layers and electrodes became poor. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of EL output for devices with TPD and TPTE under a 
continuous DC operation of llmA/cm2. (b) Tg of the hole-transporting materials vs critical 
temperature of the LEDs. 
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Here, we describe the temperature dependence of EL characteristics in the device with 
TPTE (Tg=130°C). Figure 5 shows the temperature dependences of the turn-on voltage for 
light emission and the luminous efficiency. The turn-on voltage lowered from 3.1 V at room 
temperature to 2.1 V at 131°C with increasing temperature. The lowering of the turn-on 
voltage may be related to the increase of hole and electron mobilities in the hole transporting and 
emitting layers. It was reported that the hole mobility of triphenylamine derivative thin film 
significantly increased with increasing temperature[ 15]. 

Although the quantum efficiency gradually decreased, the luminous efficiency increased 
with increasing temperature, the luminous efficiency of 1.25 lm/W at 131°C was obtained. 
Improvement of the luminous efficiency is attributed to the lowering of the driving voltage. At 
the temperature above Tg, however, the turn-on voltage increased and the luminous efficiency 
dropped. These drastic changes of characteristics at the glass transition temperature of TPTE 
indicate that the Tg is the critical temperature for the LED based on such amorphous organic 
materials. Nevertheless, there is indication of the thermal stability. Even after the LED was 
heated up to !50°C without an applied voltage, the device showed almost the same emission 
intensity at room temperature as before. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of luminous efficiency 
(100cd/m2) and turn-on voltage for light emission (0.1cd/m2) 
for a TPTE/Alq3 device. 

Hole mobility of the TPTE was measured by a conventional TOF techniquefl 8]. ITO / 
5um-thick hole transporting material / Ag structure is used. Figure 6 (a) shows the transient 
photocurrent profile for hole in the TPTE film at 1.6xl05V/cm. The transient photocurrent of 
TPTE shows dispersive behavior, the transit time could be determined from clear change of 
double linear plot of photocurrent versus time characteristics. 

The mobility p is calculated from transit time, film thickness, and applied voltage. 
Figure 6 (b) shows the logarithmic mobilities versus E12 plot for TPTE compared with TPD and 
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Fig. 6.   (a) Transient photocurrent profile of a TPTE film at 1.6xl05V/cm.    (b) Hole drift 
mobilities for three hole-transporting materials. 

a-NPD. The linear relation is obtained for all hole transporting materials, which means that the 
log(,u) of amorphous organic films is linear with a square root of the applied field [18]. The 
hole mobility for TPTE approaches on the range from 3xl0"3 cm2/Vs (4xl04V/cm) to 8*I0"3 

cm2/V s (2.5x105V/cm) with a weakly dependent on the electric field. In comparison with other 
hole transporting materials, the TPTE has the highest hole mobility, indicating that the TPTE has 
superior hole-transport capability. 

We have also investigated the influence of hole transporting material on the EL property 
of the Alq3 based device. The EL characteristics of the device with TPTE were compared with 
those with TPD and a-NPD devices. Here, the fabrication process of the devices was changed, 
the ITO surface was treated by r.f. plasma of argon/oxygen gas for 30 s at a pressure of 7x10" 
Torr for cleaning. The applied r.f. power was 10 W to the ITO-coated glass substrate and the 
power density was about 100 mW/cm2. In addition, LiF/Al electrode was used instead of 
MgAg elecrode in order to enhance the electron injection from the cathode. 

Figure 7 (a) shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the devices using 
different hole transporting materials. All the devices show similar current injection 
characteristics. These results imply that no difference in the energy barrier for hole-injection 
from the ITO electrode. The turn-on voltage for current injection was around 2.6 V, and the I-V 
characteristics follow the power-law over four orders of current density. This power-law 
dependence of the I-V data suggests that the current is dominated by space-charge injection 
effects [19]. And the low turn-on voltage suggests that the hole injection from the ITO at low 
voltage may be ohmic, regardless of the hole transporting material. 

In addition, we can observe a slight difference of the I-V characteristics at a high 
voltage over 7V.   The current density of the device with TPTE is larger than those with TPD 
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and a-NPD at a same applied voltage over 7V. This result agrees with the hole mobilities of the 
hole transporting materials as shown in Fig. 6 (b). This might imply that the TPTE with high 
hole mobility is effective in lowering the operating voltage. 

Figure 7 (b) shows the luminance-voltage characteristics of the devices. The light 
emission occurred at a turn-on voltage of 2.4 V which is almost consistent with the turn-on 
voltage for current injection. The turn-on voltage is comparable to a photon energy of the peak 
wavelength (about 2.3-2.4 eV). A high luminance of 10000 cd/m2 has been achieved at 
around 10 V in all the devices. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Current density-voltage characteristics, and (b) luminance-voltage characteristics for 
devices using three hole-transporting materials. 

Table 1 summarizes the photometric, external quantum and luminous efficiencies of the 
devices. The luminous efficiency is also the another important efficiency for practical emitting 

Table 1.    EL efficiencies of devices using three 
hole transporting materials (at 300cd/m2) 

Photomeric Quantum Luminous 
HTL Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency 

(cd/A) (%) (Im/W) 
TPD 5.6 1.9 3.5 

a-NPD 5.7 2.0 3.3 
TPTE 4.9 1.7 3.1 
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devices. The devices gave a luminous efficiency in excess of 3 lm/W at a luminance of 300 
cd/m2. The high luminous efficiency is attributable to the high quantum efficiency and the low 
operating voltage which were achieved by the appropriate hole transporting material and the 
plasma treatment of ITO surface. The difference in the photometric and quantum efficiencies is 
attributable to the interaction such as exciplex between the hole transporting layer and the Alq3 

layer[14]. 

Even at room temperature, if the device is driven at a high current or a high luminance, 
the lifetime is influenced by the hole transporting material. The lifetime tests were carriedout 
under a continuous operation of a constant current from an initial luminance of 3100 cd/m as 
shown in Fig. 8. The half-decay lifetime was defined to be time for decreasing until 50% of the 
initial value. The current stress was around 100 mA/cm2. Compared with a-NPD (Tg=95°C) 
and TPD (Tg=60°C), the device using TPTE (Tg=130°C) exhibited a longer lifetime: 22 h for 
TPTE, 8 h for a-NPD and 5h for TPD. This result is attributable to a rise of device temperature 
by the Joule-heat. The TPTE is a suitable hole transporting material for the devices operated at 
a high luminance. 

0.01 0.1 1 10 
Operation time (hr) 

100 

Fig. 8. Relative EL intensity decay curves of devices with 
three hole-transporting materials under a continuous current 
operation of 100 mA/cm . 

The durability of continuous operation at a high temperature has been also examined in 
the LED with TPTE. Dimethylquinacridone was doped in the 20nm-Alq3 layer close to TPTE 
layer for high efficiency green emission[20]. Figure 9 shows the luminance decay curves of the 
devices operated at various temperatures. The lifetime tests were carried out under a 
continuous operation of a constant current from an initial luminance of 300 cd/m . At room 
temperature, the lifetime is estimated to be over 15000 h.   The lifetime of the LED operated at 
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85 C is 1700 h, 680 h at 105°C, and 270 h at 120°C. On the other hand, the LED with the low 
Tg material, TPD, exhibited a very short lifetime less than 1 min over 85°C. Such excellent 
durability at the high temperature is undoubtedly attributed to the excellent thermal stability of 
the TPTE layer. At a temperature above 130°C, however, the lifetime significantly became 
short, as the temperature approaches the Tg. Morphological change of the TPTE layer may 
gradually occur even at temperatures below the Tg. 
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Fig. 9. Relative EL intensity decay curves of devices with 
TPTE operated various temperatures under a continuous current 
operation. 

SUMMARY 

The temperature dependences of EL characteristics in the two-layer organic LEDs using 
hole-transporting materials based on linear linkage triphenylamine oligomers and a typical 
emitting material, Alq3, have been systematically studied. The thermal stability of the LED was 
found to be dominated by the stability of the hole-transporting layer, that is, the glass transition 
temperature. Our study clearly indicates that the linear linkage of triphenylamine provides high 
Tg materials which result in high device performances at high temperatures. Specially 
triphenylamine tetramer, TPTE, was found to be a superior hole transporting material with 
thermal stability and highly electrical properties. Excellent durability of the organic LED with 
TPTE was achieved at a high temperature of 120°C. 
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ABSTRACT 

We investigated the optical properties of Fabry-Perot microcavity with a tris(8- 

hydroxyquinoline)aluminum (Alq3) organic film by measuring the photoluminescence (PL) and 

transmittance. An Alq3 layer as an active layer was sandwiched between two mirrors, which 

were metal or (TiC^ISiCh) dielectric multilayer reflectors. An Alq3 layer on glass, [air|Alq3|glass], 

showed a PL peak around 513 nm and its full width half maximum (FWHM) was about 80 nm. 

Three types of microcavity, such as Type A [air|metal|Alq3|metal|glass], Type B 

[air|dielectric|Alq3|dielectric|glass], and Type C [air|metal|Alq3|dielectric|glass], were fabricated. 

The result shows that the FWHMs of three Fabry-Perot microcavities were reduced to 15-27.5, 

7-10.5 and 16-16.6 nm, respectively, and the microcavity structure is expected to improve the 

efficiency and tunability of emission spectrum in display. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tang and Van Slyke [1] introduced the organic light emitting devices (OLED) using 

Alq3 as an emitting material in 1987. The organic light emitting material such as Alq3 has been 

expected to play a significant role in future display technology, since it has the high fluorescence 

quantum efficiency in the visible spectrum and properties of semiconductor. Compared with the 

inorganic LED, the organic LED is to be fabricated at a low cost as well as in a flexible way. As 

the lifetime of OLED is improved, it is recently used in the car radio display. 

A microcavity structure [2-5] has been expected to show the narrow spectral emission, 
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the improvement of emission efficiency, the tunable emission spectrum, the fabrication of 

organic semiconductor laser [6], the application of optical switching and optical sensor, and the 

source of optical communication. The cavity is formed between top and bottom mirrors that are 

(Ti02|Si02) distributed Bragg reflectors or metal. 

In this study, we used Alq3, a light emitting material in green, as an active layer and 

simulated the phase change on reflection at the interface between mirror and Alq3 film. Also we 

showed two ways to control a resonant wavelength (RW) of microcavity. First, it is to adjust the 

cavity length as a common method. Second, it is to control the phase change on reflection [5]. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In order to obtain the maximum quantum efficiency, it is important that the mirrors have 

the minimum reflectance at an excitation wavelength and the wavelength of the maximum PL 

peak intensity is coincident with the RW. We designed our specimens to be in the optimum 

condition and they were three types: Type A is [air|Ag|Alq3|Ag|glass], Type B 

[air|(I/^6|Alq3|(I/f)
6|glass], and Type C [air|Ag|A!q3|(X//)n|glass]. In this paper L stands for the 

quarter wave optical thickness of low refractive index Si02 film and H for the quarter wave 

optical thickness of high refractive index Ti02 film. The Ag and Alq3 films were fabricated by a 

thermal source and the dielectric multilayer films by an electron-beam source. The base pressure 

of vacuum chamber was under 5x 10"6 torr. Ti02 and Si02 thin films were used as a high and a 

low refractive index material, respectively. Substrate temperature was 290± 10°C for top mirror 

and 90 ± 10CC for bottom mirror. The deposition rate for organic films and multilayers was 

about 1-2 A/s by a quartz crystal monitor. The PL spectrum was measured with a 

spectrofluorophotometer, RF-5301 (Shimadzu Corp.). Also the transmittance of specimens was 

measured with a spectrophotometer, Cary500 (Varian Corp.). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 is the PL spectrum as a function of excitation wavelength. The incident angle 
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Figure 1. PL spectrum as a function of excitation wavelength for bare Alq3, [air|Alq3|glass] at 

the detecting angle of 45 °. 

and detecting angle were 45°. The maximum PL peak was at 513 nm and the FWHM of the peak 

is about 80 nm. The ideal excitation wavelength is 390nm for the bare Alq3. However, This 

excitation wavelength does not given the maximum PL peak intensity for all types due to the 

different reflection on surface. So, The excitation wavelengths for Type A, B, and C were 320, 

390, and 350 nm, respectively, which were selected at the maximum quantum efficiency. 

The mth order of the RW in the microcavity is given by 

A =■ 
AnNdcosO 

<I>  +0. -lion 
(1) 

where <t>a  and <£>b are the phase changes on reflection at interfaces between mirrors and Alq3 

film. ]V is the refractive index of Alq3 film and d is the thickness. From eq. (1), the RW shifts to 

the short wavelength region as the phase change on reflection increases, the incident angle 

increases or the thickness of Alq3 film decreases. 

Figure 2 shows the PL spectrum ofp-polarized light of Type A at the detecting angle of 

45 °. The RW of thick Ag film of [68|99.5|68] is shifted slightly to the short wavelength 

compared to thin one of [45|99.5|45] where the unit of each number is nm. The PL peak intensity 

of thick Ag film is remarkably reduced compared to thin one of [45|99.5|45]. The RW of thick 

Alq3 film of [68|118.8|68] is shifted to the long wavelength compared to thin one of [68|99.5|68]. 

The FWHM of Type A is about 15-27.5 nm. The weak PL peak intensity of j-polarized light is 

not plotted. 
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Figure 2. PL spectrum of Type A at the detecting angle of 45 °. 

700 

In order to reduce the FWHM at the RW, the dielectric multilayer mirrors were 

employed. Figure 3 is the RW of s-polarized light of Type B at the detecting angle of 45 °. When 

the thickness of Alq3 film increases from 112 nm of [{LHf\\ 12|0.92(/J/)6] to 128 nm of 

[(I//)6|128|0.92(Z//)6], the RW is shifted to the long wavelength. The simulation shows the phase 

change on reflection decreases as the optical thickness of dielectric multilayer increases. So, as 

shown in Fig. 3 the increase in the thickness of dielectric layer and Alq3 film leads the RW to the 

long wavelength. The FWHM of Type B is about 7 -10.5 nm. The smaller FWHM of Type B 

than that of Type A is due to the lower absorption and higher reflection of the dielectric mirrors. 

Fig. 4 is the RW of/j-polarized light of Type C at the detecting angle of 45 °. The 

reflectance at the bottom mirror is enhanced as the number of pairs of dielectric layers increase 

from 5 of [55|196| 1.14(LH)5] to 6 of [55| 196| 1.10(LH)6]. Hence it gives rise to the increase of the 

PL peak intensity and the reduced FWHM of 16 ~ 16.6 nm. 
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Figure 4. PL spectrum of Type C at the de tectingangleof45°. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have made the three types of organic microcavity structure employing Alq3 film as 

an emitting layer. The resonant wavelength is shifted not only by the cavity length but also by the 

phase change on reflection. The FWHM of PL spectrum of Alq3 film was drastically reduced by 

high reflection mirrors of microcavity and the narrowest FWHM was 7-10.5 nm for Type B. We 

expect that the organic microcavity is going to be used widely in future display due to the color 

tunability and the reduction in fluorescent spectrum. 
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Experiment and Modeling of Conversion of Substrate-Waveguided 
Modes to Surface-Emitted Light by Substrate Patterning 
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Center for Photonic and Optoelectronic Materials, Department of Electrical Engineering, 
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

To predict the optical power that could be harvested from light emission that is 
waveguided in the substrate of organic light emitting devices (OLEDs), a quantitative quantum 
mechanical model of the light emitted into the waveguided modes has been developed. The 
model was used to compute the exact distribution of energy in external, substrate and 
ITO/organic modes as a function of the distance of the emission zone from the cathode. The 
results are compared to the classical ray optics model and to experiments in two-layer OLED 
devices. Classical ray optics is found to substantially over-predict the light in waveguided 
modes. 

INTRODUCTION 

OLEDs have received enormous interest because of their promise for cheaper and more 
efficient flat panel displays. A large amount of light is trapped in the substrate due to total 
internal reflection; therefore, substrate patterning can be used to increase external coupling 
efficiency [1-3]. The exact distribution of optical energy in all of the waveguide modes has not 
been calculated previously, except for by classical ray optics. The goal of this paper is to 
develop such a quantitatively accurate model of such waveguided light and verify it with 
experiments. 

The radiative modes can be classified into external, substrate and ITO/organic modes 
(Figure la). External modes are those with angle to the surface normal in the organic layer less 
than the critical angle between air and Alq3, 6ci = sin"1 n^,/n„]q; substrate modes are those with 
angle between 6ci and the critical angle between glass and Alq3, 6C2 = sin"1 ngiass/naiq; and 

Air 

Substrate 

ITO 

Organic 
77777%> 

Cathode Emitting 
OLED 

With lens 

Without lens 

Figure 1. a. Three radiative modes in OLEDs: I. External modes, II Substrate modes, and III 
ITO/organic modes. B. Attaching a lens to the backside of OLED converts some light in 
substrate modes into external modes [3]. 
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ITO/organic modes are those with angle greater than 9c2. Substrate modes are emitted through 
the edges of the substrate, whereas the ITO/organic modes are heavily attenuated, and does not 
emit through the edge [5]. According to classical ray optics the amount of energy emitted into 
the external, substrate and ITO/organic modes are 18.9%, 34.2% and 46.9%, respectively, for 
refractive indices of na,q =1.71, ng|ass = 1.51, and nair = 1. 

By laminating lens arrays on the backside of the OLEDs, some of the light waveguided in 
the substrate is allowed to emit externally (Figure lb). For example, Figure 3a shows the far- 
field emission intensity with and without a lens attached to an OLED made with a single layer 
poly-(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVK) blend [3]. In one case, the OLED was 2.3 mm below the center 
of curvature of the lens, and there is a strong focusing effect. Intensity in the normal direction 
was increased by a factor of 9.5. In another case, the OLED was near the center of curvature of 
the lens and the total external emission was increased by a factor of 2.0. To understand how 
much light can be harvested by such techniques, ray optics is not adequate due to microcavity 
and other quantum mechanical effects in OLED structure. Therefore, in this paper we develop 
the full theory of light emission into waveguided modes and compare it with experiments. 

THEORY 

Field quantization in one-sided leaky microcavities was developed in an early paper [4]. 
Microcavity effects in OLEDs were first investigated by Bulovic et al. [5], whose treatment we 
follow closely. 

The exciton recombination is modeled as a radiating dipole. The total energy transfer 
rate from the dipole is: 

IV,. =w +w  +w       +w      +w 

where Wal, W„h and W,To-orS are the transfer rates into the external, substrate-wave guided and 
ITO/organic modes.  WDM.SP denotes the dipole-metal energy transfer, and WNR the non-radiative 
energy transfer due to system-crossing. The external efficiency can be found as 7]c«. 

n,„={wejw0){wjwri„) 

where W„ is the rate in free space. To compute WC.JW0 due to the microcavity effect we first 
compute the transition rates which are given by Fermi's golden rule: 

/=xHH^(Ml«)f<sK-£„-to) 

where \i is the dipole moment and E(k, z) is the electrical field for mode k at location of the 
dipole. Em and E„ are the energies of the initial and final exciton states, hv is the energy of the 
photon emitted. The total transition rate is obtained by summing over all k, and v. The electric 
filed is determined by the microcavity structure: 
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Ef =A(k)Sin2 (kj)x 

E™ =B(k)Cos2 0„ Sin2 (*„/)y+C(k)Sin20,, Cos2 (kj)z 

where A(k), B(k) and C(k) are functions of material constants and k. ka: is the z component of 
the wave vector in the emitting layer. / is the distance of the emitting center to the cathode. And 
0O is the angle of the mode in the emitting layer. For spontaneous emission, the electrical fields 
are normalized such that the energy in each mode is equal to that of a single photon. In our two- 
layer OLEDs, we assume the excitons are created at the PVK/Alq3 interface, and diffuse into 
Alq3 with a characteristic length of 20 nm [5]. 

The ratio W(/WT„, is calculated by considering the intrinsic PL efficiency and the 
quenching effect of a metal surface next to the dipole, which has been solved classically via the 
Green's function method [6,7]. It has been computed for a 250 nm Alq3/a-NPD/ITO waveguide, 
which we will use as an estimate for our OLEDs [5]. We note that the cathode quenching effect 
diminishes rapidly as the dipole moves away from the metal surface, and virtually disappears 
once the dipole is 60 - 80 nm away. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

OLEDs were fabricated on 02 plasma treated, indium tin oxide (ITO, 180 nm, nrro = L8) 
soda lime glass (nEiass = 1.51) purchased from Applied Films Co. [8]. The hole transporting layer 
was 80 nm PVK. (nPVK = 1.67) deposited by spin-coating. The electron transporting and emitting 
layer was aluminum fra(8-hydroxyquinoline) (Alq3_ naiq = 1.71) deposited by vacuum 
sublimation. Its thickness was varied from 20 to 80 nm. The cathode was 50 nm of Mg:Ag 
(10:1) followed by a thick Ag cap, deposited by evaporation through a shadow mask with 1.7 
mm diameter holes. The energy band diagram of these devices is shown in Figure 2. The two- 
layer OLED structure was used to precisely control the location of the exciton creation and 
emission. This is because the model results depend critically on the cathode-exciton distance, 
and this distance is not well known in single-layer devices. 

In some cases, a plano-convex lens of radius 3.4 mm was attached to the backside of the 
OLEDs by index matching gel. The resulting effective substrate thickness is 1.1 mm. The far- 
field intensity was measured as a function of polarization both with and without the lens. 
Emission out of the edge of the glass was measured by placing the substrate through the thin slit 
of a black diaphragm and directly against a photo detector. The substrates were diced, thus the 

ITO PVK Alq3 Mg:Ag 

2.0 eV 

5.5 eV 1 

2.7 eV 

'    6.0 eV 

© 
4.7 eV 

3.7 eV 

ffi k !>   , l- 

Figure 2. Energy band diagram of the OLEDs. The distance between the recombining exciton 
and the cathode, I, is controlled by the thickness of the Alqi layer. Excitons are assumed to be 
created at the Alqi/PVK interface. 
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Figure 5. a. Far-field intensity patterns of single-layer OLEDs with planar substrate and with 
lenses of various geometry, b. Modeling and experimental data of far-field intensity pattern of a 
planar two-layer OLED with a 20 nm Alq3 layer. Solid square and upper triangle: measured TE 
and TM intensity. Solid and dashed lines: theory. 

edges are flat but not optically clear, acting as a diffusive scatterer. With this method the change 
in the optical energy in the substrate modes can be directly measured. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The polarization resolved far-field intensity profile for a device with a 20 nm Alq3 layer 
with a planar substrate (no lens) is plotted along with the theoretical prediction (Figure 3b). The 
fit between theory and data is excellent, reproducing the peak in the TM intensity profile which 
is a non-classical phenomenon due to the fact that TM radiation is enhanced for an exciton close 
to the cathode - a microcavity effect. 

The QM microcavity model can be used to compute light emission into various modes. 
The external modes are a continuum. So are the substrate modes since the substrate in much 
thicker than the ITO/organic layer and the wavelengths in question. ITO/organic modes are 
discrete. For most of the wavelengths, there is only one TE and one TM mode in the 
ITO/organic waveguide. However, due to spatial confinement and the normalization condition, 
the energy in them is still significant. The energy in external and substrate modes is found by 
integrating over wave vector k for each mode (a 3-D integral in k-space), the exciton profile, and 
the Alq3 emission spectrum. The energy in ITO/organic modes is computed in the same fashion, 
except that the 3-D integral is replaced by a discrete sum and a 2-D integral in k-space. The 
calculated energy distribution is plotted in Figure 4. As Alq3 thickness is increased from 20 to 
80 nm, total light emission, external light emission, and the percentage of external light emission 
all increases. For devices with a thick Alq3 layer (60-80 nm), approximately 35% of the total 
light generated is emitted externally. This is substantially larger than the 18.9% external 
emission given by classical ray optics. The highest external quantum efficiency, JJM, measured 
in an 80-nm-Alq3 planar device was 0.9%, from which we infer that approximately 10% of 
injected electrons produce singlet excitons [5]. 
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Alq3 layer thickness (nm) 

Figure 4. Distribution of energy into external, substrate and ITO/organic modes as a function of 
Alqi thickness. The energy in the external modes is normalized according to measurement. The 
percentages are calculated from the model. The energy in the substrate and ITO/organic modes 
is computed from the ratio of the percentages. 

We now look at simultaneous measurements of external and edge emission before and 
after a lens is attached. Since light in ITO/organic modes suffer from high propagation loss, all 
the light entering the edge detector are from the substrate modes [5]. We define rj and r2 as the 
ratio of external and edge emissions before and after attaching the lens. The lens does not alter 
the spatial energy distribution of external modes which is predominantly in air. Furthermore, the 
substrate is much thicker than the wavelengths in question, any change at the backside of the 
substrate should not affect the ITO/organic microcavity; therefore, the total light emission is 
assumed to be the same before and after attaching the lens. Then the ratio of energy emitted into 
the external and substrate modes (which is equal to T)L,X,/r)sub) can be calculated directly from rt 

and T2- For a sample with an 80 nm Alq3 layer, r/ and n were found to be 1.75 ±0.12 and 0.30 ± 
0.05 respectively, which implies a r\esi/t]sub of 93 ± 20%. In comparison, classical ray optics 
gives r\a,/ r\mb = 55%, and our model gives rj<.„/7j„4 = 83%. The model clearly gives much 
better agreement with experimental data. 

For display systems engineering, it is important to know how much light can be harvested 
by substrate patterning. Due to the finite size of the lenses, we examine light emission only in a 
120° cone, because modes with larger angles run into edge of the lens. Total integrated light 
emission in this cone before and after attaching the lens is measured experimentally and 
computed by the model (Figure 5). For devices with thick Alq3 layer (60-80 nm), the agreement 
between data and modeling result is well within the experimental error. Both give an increase by 
a factor of 2.10. The model over-predicts the amount of increase at thinner Alq3 thickness. We 
believe the discrepancy originates from the estimate of cathode quenching effect, which is 
critical for excitons located near the cathode. On the other hand, classical ray optics predicts an 
increase by a factor of 3.2 in all devices. Again, our model fits the data better, especially at 
higher Alq3 layer thickness. 
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Figure 5. Modeling and experimental data for the improvement factor in total integrated light in 
the forward 120 "cone as a result of attaching a lens as a function ofAlqs layer thickness. Ray 
optics predicts an improvement of3.2X. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We developed a quantum mechanical microcavity model for OLEDs to compute light 
emission into the external, substrate and ITO/organic modes. The validity of the model is 
verified by good fits to far-field intensity and edge emission data. The model also accurately 
predicts the increase of externally emitted light as a result of attaching a lens to an OLED with 
thick Alq3 layers (60-80 nm). Ray optics was found to over-predict both the fraction of 
waveguided light and the increase due to attaching a lens. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) are prepared with discrete layers for 
hole and electron transport.1 Different materials must be used for these layers because most 
materials will preferentially transport one charge carrier more efficiently than the other. In most 
cases, the emitter material serves a dual purpose as both the emitter and the hole or electron 
transporter. One of the major failure modes of OLEDs results from thermal instabilities of the 
insulating organic layers caused by joule heating during device operation.2,3 The problem is most 
pronounced for the hole transporting layer (HTL) material which are usually tertiary aromatic 
amines (i.e., TPD and NPD). This has been attributed to the relatively lower glass transition 
temperatures (Tg) and resulting inferior thermal stabilities compared to the other materials 
making up the device.4,5 Many researchers have produced HTL materials with higher Tgs based 
on tertiary aromatic amine oligomers6 and starburst compounds.7 Starburst or model dendritic 
materials offer the advantages of high thermal stabilities and multi-functionality. 

Model dendrimers based on bis-(dipheny!amino)-E-stilbene subunits as the dendrimer repeat 
units have been shown to form exceptionally stable bipolaronic dications upon oxidative 
doping.8,9 These charge states can also be photogenerated in the presence of electron acceptors 
on the picosecond time scale and are currently being evaluated as optical power limiters. 
Replacement of P for N reduces the capability for bipolaren formation, but substitution of only 
some of the N atoms in the dendrimer allows the preferential formation of polaronic radical 
cations.10 Thus design of the dendrimer can predetermine which charge states dominate the 
photophysical processes, a key factor in OLED design. Thus we anticipate that dendrimers based 
on bis-(diphenylamino) and bis-(diphenylphosphino) substituents incorporated into the 
dendrimer repeat units can possibly function as not only efficient hole transport materials, but 
also as emitters in various OLED design configurations. We present a study of the luminescence 
and thermal properties of bis(diphenylamino- and diphenylphosphino)-E-stilbene oligomers and 
model dendrimers and will illustrate the efficacy of controlling the P/N substitution patterns in 
the model dendrimers in terms of device performance. 
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Figure 1. Structures ofbis(diphenylamino)- and bis(diphenylphosphino)-E-stilbene oligomers 
and model dendrimers. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

The bis(diphenylamino)- and bis(diphenylphosphino)-E-stilbene oligomers and model 
dendrimers are listed in Figure 1. Synthesis and structural characterization of all materials are 
reported elsewhere.8,9:10 

Photophysical Characterization 

Absorbance spectra were recorded with a VARIAN CARY 3BIO UV-Vis Spectrophotometer 
and photoluminescence spectra were obtained with a SLM 48000 Spectrofluorometer in CHC1, 
and as vapor-deposited films with an excitation wavelength of 365 nm. 

Thermal Analysis 

Thermal analysis was conducted utilizing a Netzsch Instrument Simultaneous Thermal 
Analyzer (STA-DSC/TGA) at a heating rate of 20°C/min. 

Device Fabrication and Electroluminescence Characterization 

Devices were grown on glass slides precoated with indium tin oxide (ITO). The model 
dendrimers STILD1 or STILD2 were deposited next as the HTL on the ITO substrate by thermal 
evaporation from a baffled Mo crucible at a nominal rate of 2-4 A/s under a base pressure of 
<2X10" Torr. A 550 A emitter layer of aluminum tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) (Alq3) was then 
deposited on the HTL. A top Mg:Ag electrode consisting of circular 1 mm diameter contacts 
was subsequently deposited by thermal evaporation through a mask. The Mg:Ag alloy layer 
(1250 A) was deposited by coevaporation of the two metals from separate Mo boats in a 10:1 
Mg:Ag atomic ratio under a base pressure of 10"5 Torr, followed by a 300 A Ag cap. Electrical 
pressure contact to the device was made by means of a 25p.m diameter Au wire. Current-voltage 
characteristics were measured with a Hewlett-Packard HP4145 semiconductor parameter 
analyzer, and EL intensity was measured with a Newport 835 powermeter with a broad spectral 
bandwidth (400-1100 nm) photodetector placed directly below the glass substrate. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Absorbance and Photoluminescence Data 

The absorbance properties of all materials in CHC13 and as vapor-deposited films are 
reported in Table I. The oligomer containing only N-heteroatoms (STIL1) exhibits two well- 
separated absorbance peaks in both solution and in the solid-state. Upon substitution of P forN 
(STIL2) the longer wavelength peak is shifted to higher energy by 4874 cm"1 compared to STIL1 
resulting in an overlap of the higher energy absorbance peak (see Figure 2). Furthermore, 
vibrational fine structure is observable for STIL2 only.   Similar trends for absorbance are 
observed for solid-state films of STIL1 and STIL2. This suggests that delocalization of electron 
density through the diphenylphosphino-group is substantially lessened compared to the 
diphenylamino-group. This is not unusual due to the larger size of the P-heteroatom and the lack 
of overlap of the P- lone pair electrons with the extended 7t-system of the molecule." 

A comparison of the PL spectra of STIL1 and STIL2 in solution and as solid-state films is 
shown in Figure 3. The effect of P-substitution results in a shift of PL emission to higher energy 
in solution compared to the nitrogen-containing analogue, similar to what is observed for 
absorbance. However, in the solid-state film the PL emission of STIL2 is significantly shifted to 
lower energy compared to STILL 

The absorbance and PL emission spectra of the model dendrimer, STILD1 containing only 
N-heteroatoms is similar to the oligomeric counterpart (STIL1) discussed above except that the 
longer wavelength band is shifted to lower energy. This may result from delocalization of 
electron density between the arms of the model dendrimer through the core N-heteroatom. 
Replacement of the core N-heteroatom with P gives a mixed heteroatom system (STILD2). The 
effect of P-substitution on the absorbance and PL emission energies is less dramatic for the 
model dendrimers (see Figure 4). Unlike the oligomer STIL2, which contains only P- 
heteroatoms, the mixed heteroatom system STILD2 exhibits two well-resolved absorbance 
peaks. Although the longest wavelength peak is shifted to higher energy compared to STILD1 in 
solution and in solid-state films, this shift is much smaller than what is observed for the oligomer 
STIL2. Furthermore, the PL emission spectrum of ST1LD2 in solution and the solid-state film 
are not significantly different, but are both shifted to longer wavelength compared to STILD1. 

Table I. Absorbance and PL Emission Data 

Compound 
Solution 
Absorbance 
(nm) 

Film Absorbance 
(nm) 

Solution PL 
Emission 
(nm) 

Film PL 
Emission 
(nm) 

STIL1 307,389 309,391 439 464 
STIL2 316,327,348 321,332,348 380 476 
STILD1 309, 409 309, 410 464 471 
STILD2 300,392 302, 389 471 480 

* Highest intensity absorbance peak in bold. 
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Figure 2. Absorbance spectra in CHCh of a) oligomers and b) model dendrimers. 
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Figure 3. PL emission spectra of oligomers in a) CHCl3and b) vapor-deposited films. 
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Figure 4. PL emission spectra of the model dendrimers in a) CHCl 3 and b) vapor-deposited 
films. 
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Table II. Thermal Properties 
Compound 1" Heating 2nd Heating 

STIL1 Tm = 252°C No Change   
STIL2 Tm=173°C TB = 41°C 

STILD1 T6 = 96°C Te=105°C 
STILD2 TE=115°C TB=121°C 

Thermal Properties 

The DSC results for the oligomers and model dendrimers are shown in Table II. After one 
heating scan only the model dendrimers exhibited glass transitions (Tg's). However, after a 
cooling quench and a second heating scan of the P-containing oligomer the melting endotherm 
did not appear and a Tg at 41°C was observed.   In this series of materials, substitution of P for N 
results in improved thermal properties. 

Electroluminescence Data 

The EL efficiencies and voltages at a constant drive current of 13 mA/cm2 for devices 
prepared with STILD1 and STILD2 as HTL materials were 0.09% (8.5V) and 0.13% (11.8V) 
respectively. The current/voltage and optical power output/current plots are shown in Figure 5. 
Although both devices exhibit lower efficiencies and higher voltages than devices utilizing NPD 
as the HTL,12 a significant difference in device performance is observed on P-heteroatom 
substitution of the HTL material. Efficient hole injection depends on the relative energies of the 
HOMO levels of the HTL and emitter material at the device interface.  Therefore, the effect of 
P-substitution in the model dendrimers on device properties may result from a difference in the 
HOMO energy and/or charge-transport ability of the material. The relative energies of the 
HOMO levels can be accessed by cyclic voltammetry6 and by x-ray spectroscopic methods.'3 

Those experiments are in progress and the results will aid in understanding how P-substitution 
affects the properties of these materials as HTL's. 

<a> -    STILD2 
°     STILD1 "S* 

>." 1 £'. 

.#' ~; 
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(b) - STILDI 
- STILDI 

_ .-    ■ 
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3 
'■§. o 

0.02- 

0.01- s 
.••■'- V   „ 

6 8 10 
Vollnge (V) Current Density (mA/cm ) 

Figure 5. a) Current density/voltage plots, andb) Optical Power/current density plots for 
OLEDs utilizing STILDI and STILD2 as HTL materials. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The absorbance, PL emission and thermal properties of oligomeric and model dendrimers 
based on bis(diphenylamino- and diphenylphosphino)-E-stilbene units were evaluated. Large 
energy shifts in absorbance and PL emission were observed for the oligomers when the N- 
heteroatoms were substituted with P. On the other hand, for the model dendrimers substitution of 
only the core N-heteroatom with P produced much smaller effects on the absorbance and 
emission properties. Finally, the model dendrimer STILD2 containing a P-heteroatom core 
exhibited superior thermal stability and higher EL efficiency than the corresponding material 
containing only N-heteroatoms when utilized as a HTL material. 
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ABSTRACT 
Ga203:Mn and (Ga203-Sn02):Eu thin films have been prepared by a sol-gel process. High 

luminance emissions were obtained in TFEL devices: green using a Ga2C>3:Mn and red using a 
Ga203:Eu or a Sn02:Eu thin-film emitting layer. These sol-gel prepared devices were produced 
without using any vacuum processes and always exhibited higher luminances than equivalent 
devices prepared by r.f. magnetron sputtering: 40, 309 and above 1000 cd/m2 using Sn02:Eu, 
Ga203:Eu and Ga203:Mn phosphor thin films, respectively, in TFEL devices prepared by the 
sol-gel process and driven at 1kHz. 

INTRODUCTION 
High luminance multicolor emissions have been recently reported in thin-film 

electroluminescent (TFEL) devices using oxide phosphors[l,2]. In addition, a stable long term 
operation in the atmosphere has been demonstrated in an unsealed TFEL device with an oxide 
phosphor thin-film emitting layer[3,4]. Oxide phosphors feature a higher chemical stability than 
the sulfide phosphors which are widely used as the emitting layer of conventional TFEL devices. 
As a result, these sulfide phosphor thin-film emitting layers must be prepared in a vacuum using 
various processes such as electron beam evaporation, sputtering or atomic layer deposition 
methods[5,6].   In contrast, TFEL devices with an oxide phosphor thin-film emitting layer can be 
fabricated in the presence of water. We have recently reported that high luminance oxide 
phosphor TFEL devices could be fabricated by chemical deposition using a solution coating 
technique [7-9] which eliminates the need for vacuum processes. However, this deposition 
process using a solution of metallic complex salt source materials dissolved in methanol is 
unsuited for large area coatings since it requires a heat treatment featuring a rapid rise in 
temperatures. 

In this paper, we describe newly developed high luminance TFEL devices using Ga203, 
Sn02 and Sn02-Ga203 phosphor thin films prepared by a sol-gel process which eliminates the 
need for a heat treatment with a rapid temperature rise. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Electroluminescent (EL) characteristics were investigated using the ac single-insulating 

layer TFEL device structure [10] shown in Fig. 1. The TFEL devices were fabricated by 
depositing Ga203 or Sn02 phosphor thin films onto thick sintered BaTi03 insulating ceramic 
sheets (thickness, about 0.2 mm): gallium acethylacetonate (Ga(C5H702)3) or trimethoxy gallium 
(Ga(OCH3)3) as the Ga source and tetra-i-proxy tin (Sn(0-i-C3H7)4) or tetra-n-buthoxy tin 
(Sn(0-n-C4H9)4) as the Sn source with manganese chloride (MnCl2) or europium chloride 
(EuCl3) as the dopant source. For example, a Eu-activated Sn02 (Sn02:Eu) thin film was 
prepared by the following sol-gel process. Sn(0-n-C4H9)4 and EuCl3 were dissolved in methanol 
(CH3OH) by stirring for 30 minutes at room temperature (RT) in a N2 gas atmosphere. 
Subsequently, H20 and HC1 were added into the solution and stirred for 5 hours at 50°C in the 
atmosphere; as a result, the solution exhibited a pH of about 2.6, a Sn concentration of 0.05 
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Fig. 1    Cross-sectional structure of a thick ceramic-insulating-layer-type TFEL device. 

molar% and a Eu content (Eu/(Sn+Eu) atomic ratio) of 0.5-60 atomic0/». The BaTiOj ceramic 
sheets were first immersed in the solution and then dried about 5 min in air at RT before being 
heated in a furnace for 10 min in air at 600-1000°C. This heat-treatment temperature is referred 
to as the depositing temperature in this report. This procedure was repeated 20-30 times in order 
to obtain a film thickness of approximately 1.5-2  u m. In addition to Sn02:Eu, Ga203:Eu and 
Ga203:Mn phosphors were used as the thin film emitting layer. The Ga203 phosphor thin films 
were also deposited by the same sol-gel process described above: the solution exhibited a pH of 
about 3.4, a Ga concentration of 0.08 mol.% and a Mn content (Mn/(Ga+Mn) atomic ratio) of 0.3 
at.%. 

In order to improve crystallinity as well as luminescent properties, Sn02:Eu and 
(Sn02-Ga203):Eu thin films were postannealed in air for 1 h at temperatures of 950 to 1170°C, 
while Ga203:Eu and Ga203:Mn thin films were postannealed in Ar for 1 h at tempertaures of ' 
850-1070°C. The heat-treatment temperature used in this annealing process is referred to as the 
annealing temperature. In the final procedure of TFEL device fabrication, an Al-doped ZnO 
transparent conducting film and an Al film were deposited as the transparent electrode and the 
back electrode, respectively. The electroluminescent (EL) characteristics of the TFEL devices 
driven by a sinusoidal wave voltage at 1 kHz were measured using a Sawyer-Tower circuit, an ac 
power meter and a conventional luminance meter. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

TFEL Devices using Ga,Q, Phosphors 
Ga203 phosphors have recently attracted much attention as a new phosphor material for 

TFEL devices. For example, we reported that TFEL devices using Ga203:Mn exhibit a high 
luminance green emission which is suitable as the green primary color of full-color displays 
[1,2,11].    The EL characteristics of TFEL devices using Ga203:Mn thin films prepared by the 
sol-gel process using Ga(C5H702)3 or Ga(OCH3)3 source materials were strongly dependent on 
preparation conditions such as depositing and annealing temperatures. As an example, luminance 
(L)- and transferred charge density (Q)-applied voltage (V), L-V and Q-V characteristics, as 
functions of annealing temperature are shown in Fig.2 for TFEL devices with Ga203:Mn' 
thin-film emitting layers prepared using Ga(OCH3)3 at a depositing temperature of 900°C. As can 
be seen in this figure, the effect of the annealing temperature on the L-V and Q-V characteristics 
were relatively correlated. It was found that the highest luminance was obtained in Ga203:Mn 
TFEL devices prepared at the depositing and annealing temperatures of 900 and 1020°C, 
respectively, irrespective of the Ga source materials. Figure 3 shows the L-V characteristics for 
TFEL devices using Ga203:Mn thin films prepared under optimal conditions: 
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Fig.2   L-V and Q-V characteristics as junctions ofannealing temperature for Ga2Os:Mn 

TFEL devices. 

sol-gel process using Ga(C5H702)3 or Ga(OCH3)3 as the Ga source material and r.f. magnetron 
sputtering. It should be noted that the devices prepared without a vacuum by the sol-gel process 
exhibited higher luminances than the device prepared by r.f. magnetron sputtering, which uses a 
vacuum process. Luminances above 1000 cd/m2 were obtained in Ga203:Mn TFEL devices 
prepared by the sol-gel process under optimal conditions using either Ga(C5H702)3 or 
Ga(OCH3)3. However, Ga(OCH3)3 was unstable and not as easy to handle as Ga(C5H702)3. 

In regard to red emission, we have already reported on TFEL devices using Ga203:Eu thin 
films prepared by r.f. magnetron sputtering! 12]. Based on the sol-gel process techniques 
described above, we prepared Ga203:Eu TFEL devices. Figure 4 shows the L-V characteristics 
for TFEL devices using Ga203:Eu thin films prepared by both the sol-gel process using 
Ga(C5H702)3 under the optimal conditions described above and r.f. magnetron sputtering under 
optimal conditions; the sol-gel process resulted in higher luminances than r.f. magnetron 
sputtering with its vacuum process. Maximum luminances of 27 and 309 cd/m2 were obtained in 
Ga203:Eu TFEL devices prepared by r.f. magnetron sputtering and the sol-gel process, 
respectively. 

TFEL Devices using (Ga;Q^-SnO?>:Eu and SnQ2:Eu Phosphors 
Sn02 has been widely used as transparent conducting films [13] and phosphor screens for 

vacuum fluorescent displays (VFD) [14] because its commonly available form has conduction 
electrons resulting from an oxygen vacancy. In contrast, when Sn02 phosphors are used as the 
emitting layer of TFEL devices, a problem arises; it is very difficult to apply a high electric field 
to the phosphor thin-film emitting layer. In order to resolve this problem, we used high 
temperature annealing in air as well as impurity doping in the preparation of Sn02 phosphor thin 
films. Figure 5 shows the L-V and Q-V characteristics as functions of Ga203 content for 
(Ga203-Sn02):Eu TFEL devices prepared by the sol-gel process under the optimal conditions for 
Sn02:Eu TFEL device preparation. The (Ga203-Sn02):Eu thin-film emitting layers were 
prepared using Ga(OCH3)3 and Sn(0-i-C3H7)4 as the Ga and Sn source materials, respectively. 
The conductivity of (Ga203-Sn02):Eu thin-film emitting layers was almost unaffected by a 
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Fig. 3   L- V characteristics for 
TFEL devices using Ga203:Mn thin 
films prepared under optimal 
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Fig.4   L-V characteristics for TFEL 
devices using Ga203:Eu thin films 
prepared under optimal conditions by 
the sol-gel process (O) and by r.f. 
magnetron sputtering (■). 
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Fig.S   L-V and Q-V characteristics as functions ofGa2Os content for (Ga203- 
Sn02):Eu TFEL devices prepared by the sol-gel process . 

Ga203   content up to 20 at.%, whereas with a Eu doping of 1 at.%, conductivity decreased. 
Figure 6 shows the L-V and Q-V characteristics as functions of Eu content for Sn02:Eu 

TFEL devices prepared by the sol-gel process under optimized conditions using Sn(0-i-C3H7)4 

depositing and annealing temperatures of 700 and 1070°C, respectively.    As can be seen in 
Fig.6, the conductivity of Sn02:Eu thin films decreased as the Eu content was increased 
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Fig.6   L-V and Q-Vcharacteristics as functions ofEu content for Sn02:Eu TFEL 
devices prepared by the sol-gel process. 
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7   L-V characteristics for TFEL devices using Sn02:Eu thin films prepared under 
optimal conditions by the sol-gel process (O or A) and r.f. magnetron 
sputtering (■). 

However, the obtained maximum luminance remained almost unchanged as the Eu content was 
increased from 1 to 10 at.%: 30 cd/m2 using Sn(0-i-C3H7)4. A higher luminance was obtained in 
TFEL devices with a Sn02:Eu thin-film emitting layer prepared by the sol-gel process using 
Sn(0-i-C3H7)4; however, Sn(0-i-C3H7)4 proved to be unstable and not as easy to handle as 
Sn(0-n-C4H9)4. 

Figure 7 shows the L-V characteristics for TFEL devices using SnOiiEu thin films 
prepared under the optimal conditions by the sol-gel process using Sn(0-i-C3H7)4 or 
Sn(0-n-C4H9)4 as the Sn source material and by r.f. magnetron sputtering;    devices prepared by 
the sol-gel process exhibited higher luminances than the device prepared by r.f. magnetron 
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sputtering with its vacuum process. Maximum luminances of 27 and 40 cd/m2 were obtained in 
Sn02:Eu TFEL devices prepared by r.f. magnetron sputtering and the sol-gel process using 
Sn(0-i-C3H7)4, respectively. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Newly developed TFEL devices using Ga203:Mn and (Ga203-Sn02):Eu phosphor thin films 

could be prepared without vacuum processes by a sol-gel process. Source materials composed of 
suitable combinations of Ga(C5H702)3 orGa(OCH3)3, Sn(0-n-C4H9)4 or Sn(0-i-C3H7)4, EuCl3 

and MnCl2 were used in the sol-gel process. A luminance above 1000 cd/m2 for green emission 
was obtained in Ga203:Mn TFEL devices prepared by the sol-gel process, irrespective of the Ga 
source materials used. A luminance of 309 cd/m2 for red emission was obtained in a Ga203:Eu 
TFEL device prepared by the sol-gel process using Ga(C5H702)3 as the Ga source material. In 
addition, a luminance of 40 cd/m2 for red emission was obtained in a Sn02:Eu TFEL device 
prepared by the sol-gel processes using Sn(0-i-C3H7)4 as the Sn source material. Our tests 
showed that TFEL devices using Ga203 and Sn02 phosphor thin films prepared by the sol-gel 
process always exhibited higher luminances than equivalent    devices prepared by r.f. magnetron 
sputtering with its vacuum process. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have developed a new type of a thin-film electroluminescence (TFEL) device with nano- 
structured (NS)-ZnS:Mn utilizing its enhanced luminescent efficiency due to the quantum 
confinement (QC) effects. As NS-ZnS:Mn, ZnS:Mn/Si3N4 multilayers with thicknesses of 1.9- 
3.5 nm for ZnS were prepared by a rf-magnetron sputtering method. From the results of grazing 
incidence X-ray reflectometry and X-ray diffractmetry, formation of ZnS:Mn nanocrystals in the 
ZnS layers are confirmed. With a decrease in the ZnS:Mn layer thickness, the 
photoluminescence (PL) efficiency associated with the Mn2+ transitions is increased, and the PL 
excitation spectrum is shifted toward higher energies, indicating appearance of the QC effects. 
As the results of the application of NS-ZnS:Mn to the emission layer of the TFEL device, we 
have successfully observed reddish-orange emission above the threshold voltage of 12 Vn-p, and 
the maximum luminance is 3.0 cd/m2 operated with the 1-kHz sinusoidal voltage of 20 Vn.p. 

INTRODUCTION 

Luminescence properties of nanostructured (NS-) semiconductors such as nanometer-size 
multilayers or nanocrystals have been studied extensively in the last two decades, since they 
exhibit characteristics different from bulk semiconductors due to the quantum confinement (QC) 
effects [1]. The research interest on the QC effects on the luminescent properties has been 
extended from the interband transitions to the radiative transitions related to the transition metals 
or rare-earth elements doped in the NS-semiconductors. In particular, high photoluminescence 
(PL) efficiencies of Mn2+ 4Ti(4G)-6A](6S) transitions demonstrated in chemically-synthesized 
NS-ZnS:Mn has stimulated both basic research and application fields [2], because ZnS:Mn has 
been widely used as an emission layer of thin-film electroluminescence (TFEL) devices for about 
30 years [3]. Many studies have been already reported about the QC effects on the PL properties 
of NS-ZnS doped with Mn [4], Cu [5,6], and Eu [6]. Moreover, some research groups have 
observed the EL from NS-ZnS:Cu [7,8], whereas, to our knowledge, there has been no report on 
EL from NS-ZnS:Mn. 

In this article, we propose a novel NS-ZnS:Mn system, i.e., a multilayer with ZnS:Mn 
nanocrystals sandwiched by amorphous Si3N4 [9]. The S13N4 layer is expected to act as a role in 
intercepting the crystal growth of ZnS:Mn, so that the resulting ZnS:Mn layer should contain 
ZnS:Mn nanocrystals. First, we report structural and PL properties of NS-ZnS:Mn with a stress 
on the influence of the crystal size as well as the lattice constant of ZnS on the PL properties, 
then describe the developed low-voltage-driven TFEL device with the NS-ZnS:Mn emission 
layer. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The ZnS:Mn/Si3N4 multilayers were prepared on quartz substrates or indium tin oxide (ITO) 
coated glass substrates with a multi-target rf (13.56 MHz)-magnetron sputtering system 
(Shimadzu HSR-552S). A mixture of ZnS and Mn powder was used as the ZnS:Mn target, and 
the Mn concentration was 1.0 mol%. The deposition was done in Ar atmosphere with a pressure 
of 10 mTorr, and the substrate temperature was 250°C. The ZnS:Mn/Si3N4 multilayer of 30 
periods was formed by alternative deposition of ZnS:Mn and Si3N4 layers. For the EL device, Al 
back contacts with an area of 0.075 cm2 were finally deposited by a vacuum evaporation 
technique. As a reference sample as bulk ZnS, we also deposited a 500-nm thick ZnS:Mn film 
with the identical deposition conditions with those forNS-ZnS:Mn mentioned above, and 
fabricated a conventional TFEL device consisting of the 500-nm thick ZnS:Mn emission layer 
sandwiched by I50-nm thick Si3N4 insulating layers. 

Grazing incidence X-ray reflectivity (GIXR) and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
measurements with Rigaku RINT 2200 were utilized to characterize the multilayer structure and 
NS-ZnS:Mn crystaliinity, respectively. Microscopic structural image was obtained by a 
transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM 2000EX). The PL and PL excitation (PLE) 
spectra were measured with a conventional setup composed of a cooled GaAs(Cs) 
photomultiplier tube, a 20-cm monochromator, a current amplifier and a lock-in amplifier. A 
325-nm line of He-Cd laser was used as the excitation light source for the emission spectrum and 
Xe lamp coupled with another monochromator was used for the PLE measurement. Luminance 
and EL spectra were measured for the EL devices driven by an ac sinusoidal voltage with a 
frequency of 1 kHz. All measurements were carried out at room temperature. 

DISCUSSION 

Figure 1(a) shows a cross-sectional view of typical NS-ZnS:Mn taken by the TEM. In 
Figure 1(a), light-gray parts corresponding to the Si3N4 layers and dark-gray parts corresponding 
to the ZnS:Mn layers are alternatively observed on the quartz substrate. The thicknesses of a 
ZnS:Mn layer, rfZnS, and a Si3N4 layer, rfsiN, are directly estimated to be 1.7 nm and 0.6 nm, 
respectively. The thicknesses are also estimated from the GIXR spectra shown in Figure 1(b). In 
Figure 1(b), the GIXR spectra are plotted as a function of the deposition time of the ZnS:Mn 
layer. Except for the bottom spectrum with the shortest deposition time, the first and second 
diffraction peaks are clearly observed in the GIXR spectra. Alternatively, no diffraction peak is 
observed in the bottom spectrum, indicating mixing in the ZnS and Si3N4 layers. Employing the 
diffraction peak angles, the thickness of the ZnS:Mn/Si3N4 bilayer, dZnS + ^SiN, is evaluated 
from the Bragg law with a wavelength of X-ray radiation of 0.154 nm [10]. Applying rfSiN = 0.6 
nm, rfznS is estimated as shown in Figure 1(c). The thickness of a ZnS:Mn layer is linear to the 
deposition time. From the XRD measurements, the diffraction peaks are observed at the 
diffraction peak angle, 26 = -29° corresponding to (111) ß-ZnS [11], showing the presence of 
ZnS nanocrystals in the deposited ZnS:Mn layers. With a decrease in rfZnS from 3.5 nm to 1.9 
nm, the linewidth of the diffraction peak is monotonously increased, giving a decrease in the 
crystal size with the decreased dZns- The estimated crystal sizes using Shelter's formula are 
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional TEMimage ofNS-ZnS.Mn (dms = 1-7 nm< dSiN =0.6 nm) (a), GIXR 
spectra as a function of deposition time ofZnS:Mn layers (b), and ZnS.Mn layer thicknesses 
deduced from diffraction peaks in GIXR spectra plotted against deposition time of ZnS.Mn layer 
(c). In Figure 1(b), spectra are shown with logarithmic offset to clarify. 

slightly less than dZns- Additionally, at cfcnS < 2-8 nm>the diffraction peak angle tends to 
increase from 28.54° observed in the XRD patterns of bulk crystal ZnS, indicating a reduction of 
the lattice constant of ZnS, aznS. for the ZnS nanocrystals in comparison with aznS for bulk 
crystal ZnS. 

In Figure 2, the PL and PLE spectra of NS-ZnS:Mn are displayed with those of bulk 
ZnS:Mn. The PLE spectra were detected at around the emission peak wavelengths of 610 nm for 
NS-ZnS:Mn and 585 nm for bulk ZnS:Mn, respectively. From the results of extra measurements 
(not shown here) on changes in the PL spectral lineshape associated with the measurement 
temperature, the excitation intensity, and the Mn-doping concentration as well as the temporal 
changes in the spectral lineshape, we have found the PL spectra consisting of two or three 
components, and assigned to their origins as follows. 

The PL spectrum of bulk ZnS:Mn shown in Figure 2(b) is decomposed into two spectral 
components centered at 588 nm and 710 nm, respectively. The 588-nm band is assigned to the 
well-known Mn2+ 4Ti(4G)-6Ai(6S) transitions [12]. Alternatively, the 720-nm emission band is 
likely to be attributed to Mn-Mn pairs, of which luminescence have been found as PL, EL and 
cathodoluminescence spectra from highly Mn-doped bulk ZnS [13-15]. 

The PL spectrum of NS-ZnS:Mn shown in Figure 2(a) is decomposed into three components 
with the peak wavelengths of 520 nm, 610 nm and 700 nm, respectively. The emission centered 
at 520 nm with fast decay less than microseconds would be assigned to the recombination 
through defects located at the ZnS:Mn/Si3N4 interface, and must not be related to Mn ion. The 
emission centered at 700 nm would be assigned to the same origin with that of the emission band 
observed at 720 nm in bulk ZnS:Mn as mentioned above. The Mn2+ 4T!(4G)-6Ai(6S) transitions 
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Figure 2.  Typical PL and PLE spectra ofNS-ZnS:Mn (a), those of bulk ZnS:Mn (b), and PL 
efficiencies and PLE peak shifts, AEPLE, of NS-ZnS:Mn plotted against thicknesses ofZnS:Mn 
layers (c). PL spectra shown in Figure 2(a) and (b) are decomposed into three and two spectral 
components shown by solid lines, respectively. 

would be responsible for the emission centered at 610 nm. However, in comparison with the 
Mn2+ transitions in bulk ZnS:Mn found at 588 nm, the Mn2+ emission peaks observed in NS- 
ZnS:Mn is shifted to lower photon energies, because the Mn luminescent center is strongly 
influenced by the surrounding ligand field, therefore, the emission peak energy tends to be 
decreased with a decrease in the lattice constant of ZnS [16]. As we have already described in 
the results of the XRD measurement, the lattice constant of NS-ZnS is smaller than that of bulk 
ZnS, so that the ligand field parameter Dq of NS-ZnS should be larger than that of bulk ZnS. 
Consequently, the red shift in the emission due to the Mn2+ 4Ti(4G)-6A](6S) transitions appears 
to be the result of the change in the ligand field induced by the decreased lattice constant of ZnS 
inNS-ZnS. 

In the PLE spectrum of bulk ZnS:Mn shown in Figure 2(b), a sharp peak is observed at 346 
nm (3.58 eV), which would correspond to the band gap of ß-ZnS [17]. In contrast, two spectral 
features in the PLE spectra of NS-ZnS:Mn were observed at shorter wavelengths. The shoulder 
in Figure 2(b) would be assigned to the band gap of ZnS nanocrystals in NS-ZnS:Mn. Therefore, 
the band gap energy is increased in comparison with bulk ZnS:Mn, indicating appearance of the ' 
QC effects in the ZnS:Mn nanocrystals. In Figure 2(c), the shift in the PLE peak corresponding 
to the band gaps of ZnS in NS-ZnS:Mn, A£PLE, is plotted against rfZnS- With a decrease in dz„s, 
AEpLE is monotonously increased. 
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Figure 4. EL spectrum ofNS-ZnS:Mn 
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Figure 3.  Typical L-Vcharacteristic of 
NS-ZnS:Mn TFEL device in comparison with 
that of conventional double insulating TFEL 
device. Inset shows schematic illustration of 
structure of TFEL device with NS-ZnS:Mn 
emission layer. 

Also shown in Figure 2(c) is the PL efficiencies plotted against rfznS- The PL efficiency, 
which is deduced from the PL intensity over the optical absorption measured at the excitation 
wavelength (325 nm) of the sample, is also increased with a decrease in rfznS- The similar 
tendency between the PL efficiency and A£PLE against dznS implies that the increase in the PL 
intensity would be also due to the QC effects as reported in the chemically-synthesized NS- 
ZnS:Mn [2]. Furthermore, the PL intensity of NS-ZnS:Mn with the 30 periods of the ZnS:Mn 
layer (dznS= 1.7 nm) is 2-3 times larger than that of bulk-like ZnS:Mn of which thickness is 51 
nm (= 1.7 nm x 30). 

Utilizing the increased luminescence efficiency due to the QC effects, we have fabricated the 
TFEL device with NS-ZnS:Mn (dznS = 2.5 nm) as the emission layer, and successfully observed 
light emission from the NS-ZnS:Mn TFEL device. The luminance-voltage (L-V) characteristics 
of the NS-ZnS:Mn TFEL device and its structure are shown in Figure 3. Above the threshold 
voltage of 12 Vrj-p, the luminance curve rises steeply. We have achieved the maximum 
luminance of 3.0 cd/m2 operated at 20 Vo-p. Also shown in Figure 3 is the I-Fcharacteristics of 
a typical conventional double-insulating TFEL device. A marked reduction in the threshold 
voltage of the NS-ZnS:Mn TFEL device is clearly observed. 

Figure 4 shows the EL spectrum of NS-ZnS:Mn. The EL spectrum has a peak at 626 nm 
and a shoulder at 700 nm. In spite of little differences in the peak wavelengths between the EL 
spectrum and the PL spectrum shown in Figure 2(a), the two EL components observed at 626 nm 
and 700 nm would also correspond to the Mn2+ 4Ti(4G)-6Ai(6S) transitions and luminescence 
due to Mn-Mn pair, respectively, as assigned in the PL spectrum. In addition, the decay time of 
the integrated EL intensity is found to be on the order of milliseconds. These result imply that 
the Mn2+ 4Ti(4G)-6Ai(6S) related transitions dominate the EL emission as like the EL emission 
in the conventional TFEL devices. The emission color of the NS-ZnS:Mn TFEL device is 
reddish-orange corresponding to (0.59, 0.37) in the CIE color chart. 
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Finally, we have performed a tiny aging test for the luminance of the NS-ZnS:Mn EL device 
by 4-hours operation kept at 15 V0.p with a 5-kHz sinusoidal voltage. First, the luminance was 
rapidly degraded to 70% of the initial luminance, while the luminance was almost stabilized after 
the elapsed time of 30 min until that of 4 hours. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied structural and PL properties of NS-ZnS:Mn in order to apply it to the TFEL 
device as an emission layer. As NS-ZnS:Mn, we fabricated the ZnS:Mn/Si3N4 multilayer 
alternatively deposited by a conventional rf-magnetron sputtering method. From the result of the 
TEM and GIXR measurements, the thickness of the deposited layers are found to be in good 
agreement with the designed thickness in accordance with the deposition time. The XRD study 
reveals presence of ZnS nanocrystals and the reduction of the lattice constant of ZnS in NS- 
ZnS:Mn, which is responsible for the red shift in the 610-nm emission band originated from the 
Mn2+ 4T](4G)-6Ai(6S) transitions. The band gap widening and the increased emission intensity 
of the Mn2+ emission are found, implying appearance of the quantum confinement effects in NS- 
ZnS:Mn. Finally, we have developed the NS-ZnS:Mn TFEL device showing a reddish-orange 
broad band emission centered at 626 nm above the threshold voltage of 12 V0-p. The maximum 
luminance of 3.0 cd/m2 has been achieved with a 1-kHz sinusoidal voltage of at 20 Vn.p. 
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ABSTRACT 

SrTi03 crystals containing varying concentrations of Pr and Ga were grown by a standard 

floating zone method and their photoluminescence characteristics were investigated. It was found 

that only a small fraction of Pr ions added are incorporated in the lattice. When the Ga ions are 

co-doped, the solubility of Pr ions is increased considerably. Comparing the ionic sizes of the 

host and dopants, it seems that the increase of solubility of Pr by Ga co-doping is due to charge 

compensation achieved by the additional Ga3+. The addition of Ga in Pr - activated SrTiC>3 

attributed to the hole trapping effect of GaJ+ ions. 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of Pr-activated phosphor are known to emit blue-green or red color depending on 

the host lattice under ultraviolet (u.v.) or cathode ray (c.r.) irradiation. Pr-activated SrTi03 and 

CaTi03 show a single red emission band at 615nm which is assigned as !D2 -> 3Rt 

intraconfiguration transition of Pr3+ ion. On addition of Ga[l] or AI[2] to SrTi03:Pr and 

monovalent ions[3] to CaTi03:Pr, the red emission intensity is considerately enhanced. Due to 

the strong emission intensity, SrTi03:Pr +,Ga + is considered to be a very attractive phosphor for 

low-voltage applications such as field emission display[4]. However, the mechanism for the 
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enhancement luminescence intensity with Ga3+ or Al3+ addition is not clearly understood. This is 

in part due to the lack of information related to the effect of Ga3+ or AI3+ addition on Pr3+ 

incorporation into SrTi03. Therefore, this work was initiated with an aim to understand the 

effects of Ga + addition on the Pr3+ incorporation into SrTi03 crystal and on the luminescence 

characteristics of SrTi03:Pr3+. In addition the present authors are not aware of any previous 

reports on the luminescence characteristics of SrTi03:Pr3+,Ga3+ single crystals 

EXPERIMENTAL 

SrTi03 crystals containing varying concentrations of Pr and Ga were grown by a standard 

floating zone method. The starting materials for preparation of the feed rods were, SrC03, Ti02, 

Pr6On and Ga203 of 99.99 % purity. The raw materials were mixed and calcined in air at 1200 

°C for 2 hrs. The cylindrical rods were prepared by the cold isostatic pressing of the compounds 

and then sintered at 1200 °C in 02 atmosphere for 2 hrs. Feed and seed shafts were rotated 

appositely at a rate of 30 rpm. The zone traveling rate was 15 mm/h. The crystal boules were cut 

into wafers of about 1 mm thickness and polished to an optical quality by successively finer 

diamond abrasives. The dopant concentrations in the crystal were determined by X-ray 

fluorescence spectroscopy. 

Optical absorption measurements were made with a Cary5 double-beam spectrophotometer 

and luminescence measurements were carried out using a Aminco-Bowman luminescence 

spectrometer. A powder holder was loaded at a suitable angle to the excitation and emission 

beams to achieve maximum signal and minimum scattering. Samples were excited with 

appropriate radiations. The emission was monitored in the range of 400 to 800 nm to locate the 

wavelength of the maximum point in the emission spectra and the excitation wavelengths were 

scanned in the range of 220 to 500 nm. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The amounts of Pr and Ga added to the starting materials and their concentrations in the 

crystals determined by XRF are summarized in Table 1. This result clearly shows that the 

concentration of Pr ions incorporated in the SrTi03 lattice is much lower than the added amount 

and it also indicated that when Ga ions are co-doped, the greater amount of Pr ions are 

incorporated into the crystal. Comparing the ionic sizes of the hosts and dopants it seems that 

Pr + and Ga + ions enter the Sr and Ti site, respectively, and the increase in solubility of Pr3+ is 
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Table I. Results of XRF analysis of the single crystals 

Speci 
men 
number 

Concentration    in    starting 
materials (mole fraction) 

Concentration in crystal 
(mole fraction) 

Pr Ga Pr Ga 

1 l.OxlO"3 - 9.0xl0"5 - 
2 l.OxlO"3 l.OxlO"3 2.4x10"4 8.7X10-4 

3 3.0xl0"3 - 4.5x10-" - 
4 6.0xl0"3 - 9.5X10"4 - 
5 6.0xl0"3 6.0 xlO"3 1.56xl0"3 5.26x10"3 

due to charge compensation achieved by the additional Ga3+. 

Fig. 1 is the absorption spectra of the single crystals of pure and doped SrTi03 investigated in 

this study. From the spectra, the band gap of- 3.2 eV was estimated by extrapolating the steep 

slope in the curve. The absorption spectra of pure SrTi03 and SrTi03 with low impurity 

concentration, § 1 and # 2 specimens, were essentially same without any detectable structure 

corresponding to absorption by Pr3+ ions. However, for the heavily doped specimens, # 3, # 4 and 

# 5, the absorption coefficient increases with increasing wavelength beyond the edge absorption 

wavelength with a shoulder at 510 nm. The specimens were characterized with dark bluish color 

due to the broad band absorption. This result is consistent with that observed in highly reduced 

SrTiC>3 and the absorption is due to free carriers[5]. The bluish color suggests the existences of 

Ti + ions[6]. Practically no luminescence was observed in these crystals under u.V. or c.r. 

excitation, thus on further analyses were made on their specimens. 

Fig. 2 presents the excitation and emission spectra of specimens # 1 and it 2 at room 

temperature. The energy spectral distributions of excitation and emission are consistent with 

those observed for SrTiC>3:Pr,Ga powder phosphor[l,2]. The excitation spectrum (Fig. 2. (a)) of 

the 'Ü2 -> 3FLt emission at 615 nm consists of a broad band with a relatively sharp edge on the 

long-wavelength side peaking at 357 nm and line groups between 440 and 500 nm which can be 

ascribed to the transitions between definite electronic levels within the 4/:shell as indicated in the 

figure. The shape of broad band of excitation spectrum is in good agreement with previously 

published results for excitation of intrinsic emission in SrTi03[7,8] at low temperatures. It is 

interesting to note that extrapolating the steep slope in the excitation curve to the long- 

wavelength side gives a value of- 3.2 eV which is close to the band gap energy of SrTiCh. The 

similarity between absorption and excitation spectra at long-wavelength side seems to indicate 

that the excitation band is due to the intrinsic band to band or the charge transfer transition in the 
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Figure 1. Absorption spectra ofSrTi03 containing Pr and Ga; pure SrTi03, specimens # 1, 

#2, #3, #4and#5. 
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Figure 2. (a) The excitation spectra of specimens # 2. (b) The emission spectra of specimens 

ft land #2. 
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host lattice[7,8]. 

The emission spectrum under broad band or line group excitation contains one strong red 

band peaking at 615 nm(Fig. 2 (b)). As noted from the figure, the intensity of this emission band 

was considerably enhanced by Ga3+ co-doping; the integrated area of the red emission bands is 

increased by a factor of ~ 20 as Pr concentration is increased by a factor 2.5. Similar 

enhancements have been previously reported for SrTi03:Pr3+,Ga3+ [1] and SrTi03:Pr3+,Al3+ [2] 

powder phosphors. The increased red emission by Al3+ doping has been attributed to the 

improvement of crystallinity[2]. However it is highly improbable that improvement of 

crystallinity alone should enhance the emission intensity since the same effect was observed in 

single crystals in this investigation. Therefore, the enhancement of emission intensity could be 

ascribed to the increase of Pr3+ concentration in SrTiC>3 crystal by the Ga3+ co-doping. As one 

can see from Table 1, in spite of the fact that the same amount of Pr was doped in the starting 

materials, the concentration of Pr in Ga co-doped crystal was higher by a factor of 2.5 than in 

crystal without Ga co-doping. However, since the Ga3+ addition increased the integrated 

emission intensity by a factor of 20, in spite of the fact that the Pr3+ concentration is increased 

only by a factor of 2.5, there must be another role played by the Ga3+ in enhancing the emission 

intensity besides increasing distribution constant for Pr3+ ions. 

Since Ga at Ti-site has a negative effective charge, these ions prefer to be situated near the 

Pr3+ ion which has a positive effective charge (analogous to the di-vacancy formation). Because 

of the negative effective charge of GaJ+ in SrTi03, the hole created by excitation can be captured 

easily at Ga-site and subsequently recombine with an electron in conduction band. Thus, Ga3+ in 

SrTiC>3 is an effective hole trap center[9]. 

Summarizing the experimental results, the following model for the enhancement red emission by 

Ga addition is proposed. Excitation into the SrTiC>3 host lattice leads to the formation of 

electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band. The holes in valence band are 

captured by Ga3+ and the electrons in the conduction band recombine radiatively with the holes 

trapped at Ga3+ ion and the energy is then transferred to Pr3+ ion nearby and Pr3+ is ion excited to 

Pj levels. Since no direct emission from this level is observed, there seems to be a relaxation 

from Pj levels to 'D2 level by a non-radiative transition producing finally the red 'Ü2 -> 3H| 

emission[3,10]. 

CONCLUSION 

Photoluminescence characteristics of SrTi03:Pr3+,Ga3+ single crystals were investigated. It was 

found that only a small fraction of Pr ions added are incorporated in the lattice. Upon co-doping 
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with Ga+, and the Pr emission intensity at 615 nm is also enhanced considerably. The 

enhancement of red emission is attributed to the increased Pr concentration and the hole trapping 
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ABSTRACT 

Tin Oxide films of less than 30nm in thickness were developed as transparent conductive 
electrodes. The films were deposited onto glass substrates by APCVD. Fluorine was used as a 
doping component. Stability to heat treatments in air at more than 500» was studied. Carrier 
concentration decreased and Hall mobility increased by the heat treatments. It was found 
relations between carrier concentration and mobility exhibited an exponential relation in 
extremely low fluorine concentration films. The exponent of the relation was close to -1.5. 
Resistivity decreased for the films, while it increased for films with high fluorine concentration. 
It was also found migration of sodium from the substrates into the films increased with increase 
of fluorine concentration in the films. Results suggest the sodium migration would affect grain 
growth and electrical properties of the films. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several kinds of materials, such as tin oxide(SnC>2), indium tin oxide (ITO) and zinc 
oxide(ZnO), are known as Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO). Among these materials, tin 
oxide shows unique characteristics in chemical inertness, stability to heat treatment and 
mechanical hardness. In addition, tin oxide has industrial advantages about deposition processes. 
Atmospheric Chemical Vapor Deposition (APCVD) system is usually used as a production 
system [1]. Its instrument cost is lower and productivity is higher than vacuum evaporation or 
sputtering systems.       Many studies have been reported about tin oxide films deposited by 
APCVD, especially as substrates for a-Si solar cells [2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9]. Almost all studies 
are about the films thicker than lOOnm. 

In recent years, industrial application of TCO substrates for what is called a pen touch 
screen is growing year by year. It is required the substrates show sheet resistance as high as Ik 
ohm/sq. and high optical transmission. In order to satisfy these requirements at the same time, 
film thickness of the tin oxide films is usually less than 30nm. We call the films ultra thin tin 
oxide films because electrical properties of the films in relation to deposition conditions are 
clearly different from those of bulk films. 

Another requirement is stability to heat treatment, because manufacturing processes of pen 
touch screens sometimes include sintering of a silver paste at more than 500». In this paper we 
report about the stability in electrical properties of ultra thin tin oxide films in relation to 
deposition conditions. 
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EXPERIMENTS 

APCVD apparatus of an in-line type horizontal furnace is used for deposition. Heating up, 
film deposition and cooling down processes are done successively for moving substrates carried 
on a metal conveyer belt. Source gases supplied by injectors impinge onto a glass substrate in the 
form of curtain like down flow. Each Injector has 5 gas slits. Each of these supplies uniform gas 
flow across full width of the substrates. Since bottom edges of injector slits are apart from a 
substrate by 15mm, source gases mix together in the space between the injector and a substrate. 
Films were deposited through the hydrolysis reaction from stannic chloride and water by the 
following equation (1). 

SnCl4 + 2H20 -> Sn02 + 4HCI (1) 

Methanol was added in order to regulate the reaction. Hydrofluoric acid was used to dope 
fluorine into Sn02 films. Gas transportation of stannic chloride, water and methanol was 
performed by a bubbling method using nitrogen as a carrier gas. Storage tanks of the materials 
were controlled to a certain temperature. Molar flux of each source material can be calculated 
from temperature of the material and nitrogen flow rate. Substrate temperature on the deposition 
was 540». Typical deposition conditions were summarized in a previous report [10]. 

Common Soda-Lime sheet glasses of 1.1mm thickness were used as substrates. It is 
generally known that electrical properties of TCO films are degraded by migration of alkali metal 
ions from glasses. To impede the migration, the glass was coated with a silica layer of 80nm as a 
migration barrier layer. 

Film thickness was measured using a stylus instrument (Dektak3030). The electrical 
properties, the resistivity, Hall mobility and carrier concentration, were measured at room 
temperature by Van der Pauw method. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used for 
surface observation of the films. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) measurement was 
carried out to evaluate fluorine and sodium concentration in the films. 

Typical conditions of heat treatments to evaluate the stability were at temperature of 530 or 
600» for2min. 

RESULTS 

Figurel shows the changes in electrical properties of as deposited and 600» treated films as 
a function of fluorine concentration in the films. Film thickness is around 24nm.Carrier 
concentration of the films decreased at the treatment. The lowest fluorine concentration in the 
figure resulted from a contamination in the deposition system (virtually undoped). Resistivity 
was almost unchanged at the concentration, on the other hand it increased for films with more 
than 2wt% concentration. 

It was found that changes in mobility depended on fluorine concentration. Namely, the 
mobility increased on the film with lowest concentration, while it deceased on the films with 
higher concentration. 

Figure2 shows electrical properties of the virtually undoped films as a function of methanol 
to stannic chloride supply ratio. 
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Figure 1 Changes in resistivity^»), carrier concentration^) and mobilityi») as a function of 
fluorine concentration. Films are deposited at source gas molar ratio of H20/SnO4=10, 
CH3OH/H2O=0.8. Films Thickness is24nm. 

o     as depo. 
o     530TC heat treated 
n     600T: heat treated 

  
10° 10' 10* 

CH30H/SnCI4     mol     ratio 
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Figure 2 Changes in resistivity^»), carrier concentration^) and mobility^») as a function of 
methanol to stannic chloride ratio on deposition. Films are deposited at source gas molar ratio 
ofH20/SnCl4=10. Hydrofluoric acid was not supplied on deposition. Films Thickness is24nm. 

Electrical properties after heat treatments at 530 and 600» are shown in the figure together 
with as deposited values. Decrease in carrier concentration and increase in mobility took place by 
the heat treatment. Resistivity decreased as a result. 

Changes in carrier concentration and mobility as a function of the ratio were also measured 
for films with 3.7wt% fluorine concentration (highly doped films). To understand the changes in 
mobility, we rearranged relations between carrier concentration and mobility for virtually 
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undoped films and highly doped films. 

10 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3 Relations between carrier concentration and mobility of (a ) virtually undoped 
films and (b) highly doped films (Fluorine concentration is 3.7wt) , respectively. Films are 
deposited at source gas molar ratio ofH20/SnCl4=10, 

Tablee Exponent B in an approximated expression of »=A*nAB 
for relations between carrier concentration (n) and mobility (•) 

Fluorine concentration Heat treatment Exponent B 

Less than 0.2wt% 
(virtually undoped) 

as deposited 
530» 
600» 

-1.65 
-1.45 
-1.68 

3.7wt% 
(highly doped) 

as deposited 
530» 
600» 

-0.63 
-0.38 
-0.92 

Figure 3(a), (b) show the relations on virtually undoped films and highly doped films, 
respectively. The relations would describe basic dependence of mobility to carrier concentration 
at a certain fluorine concentration. As shown in Figure 3(a), apparent linear relations were 
obtained for virtually undoped films on a logarithmic scale. The plots of as deposited and heat 
treated films are almost on a same line. Slopes of the lines were summarized in Table«. The 
values are close to -1.5 for virtually undoped films. This value is close to that which is 
represented by the ionized impurity scattering on electron transport [11]. On the other hand, the 
slope is larger than -1 on the highly doped films. 

Figure 4 (a), (b) are SEM images of film surfaces of the virtually undoped and the highly 
doped film, respectively. Both films exhibit a grain structure. Grain sizes in each film are less 
than 50nm. The highly doped film exhibits smaller grains comparing to those in the actual non- 
doped film. Mobility decreased with fluorine concentration as shown in Figure 1. It can be 
considered that defects in the films increased with increase of fluorine concentration, since a 
crystalline film with low defect concentration generally shows high mobility [7]. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4 SEM images of the film surface, (a )the virtually undoped film and (b)the highly doped 
film (Fluorine concentration is 3.7wt%), respectively. Source gas molar ratios are 
H20/SnCl4=10, CH3OH/H2O=0.8. Film thickness is 24nm. 
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FigureS Relations between fluorine concentration and sodium migration into the Sn02 films, 
estimated by SIMS. Source gas molar ratios are H20/SnCl4=10, CH3OH/H2O=0.8 Film 
thickness is 24nm. 

Figure 5 shows determination of sodium migration into the films by SIMS measurements. 
Although a SiC>2 layer is deposited as a sodium migration barrier, the migration increases 
drastically as fluorine concentration increases. Because the migration occured during SnC>2:F 
grain growth, there is a possibility that the incorporation of sodium impedes the grain growth. 

Further research about relations between crystalline properties and the migration is awaited 
to understand the electrical property of the films. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The electrical stability of the tin oxide films to heat treatment was improved up to 600» by 
eliminating fluorine concentration. The relation between carrier concentration and mobility on 
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the virtually undoped films were similar to that which is represented by the ionized impurity 
scattering. Sizes of crystalline grains decreased as fluorine concentration increased. Sodium 
incorporation during film growth seems to relate to decrease in grain sizes and degradation in the 
stability 
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Photo- and Cathodoluminescence in Cerium-Activated Yttrium-Aluminium Borates 

V. Z. Mordkovich 
Intl Center for Materials Research, KSP East 601, Takatsu-ku, Kawasaki 213-0012, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

Ce3* luminescence in Ce-activated yttrium aluminium borates was studied. 

Photoluminescnece was excited by continuous-wave UV or by pulse laser irradiation. 

Cathodoluminescence was excited at the acceleration voltage in the range 5 to 600 V. These 

phosphors show under continuous wave UV excitation three emission peaks: in near UV, deep 

blue and light blue ranges. The light blue peak at around 490 nm which may be connected to 
forbidden 2D3n —> 2F7/2 transition appears in continuous wave-excited photoluminescence only 

and does not appear in cathodoluminescence nor under pulse excitation. The blue-emitting Ce- 
activated yttrium aluminium borates exhibit unusually strong activator ion-host lattice 

interaction. As a result a substantial red shift in the emission is induced by Ce concentration 
increase and complicated concentration dependence of the emission intensity is observed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Rare earth borate phosphors were first introduced by R.I.Smirnova et al. in 1969 [1] and have 
been of little or no interest for two decades. More recently due to rising demand for new efficient 
phosphors for flat panel display applications the rare earth borates' properties such as high 
efficiency, easy processibility, durability and often long afterglow have attracted attention. As a 
result, more publications appeared [2-4]. 

As for blue-emitting phosphors, they had been represented only by cerium-activated yttrium 
orthoborate with photo- and cathodoluminescence at -410 nm i.e. of violet color [1], Meanwhile, 
luminescence of Ce + is known to be strongly influenced by substituting some yttrium with 
aluminium [5]. Such substitution may lead to drastic changes in both emission wavelength and in 
efficiency either due to lower symmetry of Ce3+ ion surrounding or due to different contribution 
into crystal field by Y3+ and Al3+ ions. We recently introduced a Ce3+-activated yttrium 
aluminium borate [6] as a blue-emitting phosphor which is more efficient than that of work [1]. 

The purpose of the present work was to study photo- and cathodoluminescence of the 
cerium-yttrium-aluminium borates with various Y/Al ratio and Ce3+ concentration. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The samples were prepared in the composition range (CexYi.x)i.yAlyB03 where x=0.008 to 
0.5 and y=0 to 0.75. The samples were synthesized at 900°C from stoichiometric amounts of 
yttrium chloride, cerium chloride and aluminium chloride mixed with excess boron oxide. After 
washing out the excess boron oxide the final product represents a powder with 2-3 u.m particle 
size. X-ray diffraction showed a distorted hexagonal lattice typical for yttrium borate [7] with 
parameters slightly varying with Ce or Al concentration change. 
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Activation was performed by annealing the samples at the temperature in range 300-1200°C 
in a flow of a hydrogen/argon gas mixture (hydrogen concentration 10-14 %). 

Photoluminescence was excited by continuous wave UV irradiation 200-400 nm. Also 
experiments with pulse excitation by 300 nm monochromatic irradiation (pulse frequency 4 
MHz) irradiation were done. Cathodoluminescence was excited at the acceleration voltages 5 to 

600 V and the current densities of up to 20 mA/cm2. A fiber-optic probe was used to collect 
emission for the spectroscopic measurements. Reflection spectra were measured by Jasco V-570 
spectrophotometer with integration sphere. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Bright blue photoluminescence was observed with efficiency and chromaticity strongly 
depending on chemical composition and also on the temperature of activation. 

A. Activation 
Activation temperature strongly influences the efficiency of luminescence - see Figure 1. The 

optimum activation temperature was determined as 1000 °C. The resulting product of activation 
at 1000°C is a white powder while as-produced samples are yellow. It is reasonable to assume 
that the yellow color is determined by the presence of Ce4+ ions which usually show yellow color 
in oxide environment. The Ce4+ ions are reduced to Ce3+   by H2 and this provides more Ce3+ 

emission centers. The drop in the luminescence efficiency at the temperatures higher than 
1000°C may be explained by high-temperature phase transitions which is supported by X-ray 
diffraction results (annealing at 1200°C results in the change of peak intensity distribution). 
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the effect of activation by annealing in a hydrogen/argon gas 
mixture: luminescence efficiency vs activation temperature for (Ceo.ieYo.sdo^lo.sBO}. 

B. Photoluminescence 
Continuous wave-excited photoluminescence (PL) spectra manifested three profound 

emission peaks as shown in Figure 2: near-UV peak with maximum at X,= 390 nm; deep blue 

peak at X2=410 to 440 nm at different chemical compositions and light blue one at X3=490 nm. 
The low-cerium x<0.06 samples represented an exception - they showed only the first and the 
second peaks. Activated and as-synthesized samples showed similar spectra though all the 
features were more pronounced in case of activated samples. 

The peak positions and intensity ratios in PL spectra are concentration-dependent. The near- 
UV %\ peak does not undergo position shifts but its contribution increases significantly at the Al 

content beyond y=0.33. The deep-blue peak position X2 appeared to be the most sensitive to the 

chemical composition variations. X2 increases with Ce content increase linearly in the range 

0<x<0.25 and then stabilizes at the X,2=440 nm. At the fixed rare-earth/Al ratio 1/1 this 
dependence fits the following equation: 

X2=408+(127±14)x 

Al influence on X2 is more complicated but at any rate the increase in Al content results in a 

blue shift of X2- The biggest shift achieved by Al increase is 11 nm and was observed between 

the samples (Ceo.i7Y0.87)o.67Alo.33B03 (X2=430 nm) and (Ceo.i7Yo.87)o.33Alo.67B03 (X2=419 nm). 
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Emission intensity strongly depends on both cerium and aluminium content and manifests 
two distinct maxima at x values of 0.076 and 0.17. A three-dimensional graph of the 
concentration dependence of photoluminescence efficiency is shown in Figure 3. Aluminium 
content variations also influence the emission intensity though not so profoundly as x does 

For other Ce    containing luminescent materials the presence of one concentration quenching 

^"^J"1 rt °CCUrS most,y at Iow Ce   intents such as 1% in cerium-activated yttrium 
smcate L8j The presence of two maxima in emission-concentration dependence and strong 

influence of cerium content on emission wavelength suggest strong activator-host intercation. 
800  

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 2. Cathodoluminescence (CL) spectrum of activated (CeOMYo.9l)OJAlo5B03 sample in 
comparison with photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the same. 
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional graph of concentration dependence ofphotoluminescence 
efficiency for (CesYi.J i.yAl-ßOi. 

C. Cathodoluminescence 
Cathodoluminescence experiments showed relatively low threshold voltage value of 40 V. A 

sequence of cathodoluminescence spectra taken at different acceleration voltages is shown in 
Figure 4. Cathodoluminescence spectrum of (Ce0.o9Yo.9i)o.5Alo.5B03 sample is shown in Figure 2 
in comparison with the photoluminescence spectrum of the same. It can be seen from Figure 2 
that though UV and deep-blue emission peaks stay the same in both cathodo- and 
photoluminescence, the third light-blue peak at \3 does not show in cathodoluminescence. This 
phenomenon was observed in the whole range of applied acceleration voltages. One shoud note 
that all our experiments were carried out far from saturation point as suggested by the observed 
linear dependence of emission intensity on anode current density. 

To explain the luminescence spectra we observed, let us plot one of them along with a 
reflection spectrum of the sample in energy units (Figure5) and compare them with the scheme 
of energy levels of isolated CeS+ ion, shown in the inset. States 2D and 2F split each into two 
levels thus making possible four transitions between excited and ground states. It is reasonable to 
assign two strongest luminescence bands to fully allowed transitions D5/2 -> F7/2 and D3/2 -» 
2F5/2. The distance between two peaks in the reflection spectrum is ~ 0.9 eV. From the other 
hand, no distinctive peak has been observed in low energy (0.6 -s-1.5 eV) range of this spectrum. 
Therefore, the distance between levels 2D5/2 and 2D3/2 in the energy diagram of Ce3+ ion in the 
crystal lattice is higher than that between levels 2F7/2 and 2F5/2. So, we assign luminescence band 
with maximum at 390 nm to the transition from upper level (2D5/2 -» F7/2) and that with 

maximum at 420 nm to the transition 2D3/2 -» 2F5/2. Shoulder with the maximum at ~ 3.5 eV 
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(350 nm) is to be assigned to transition 2D5/2 -> 2F5/2, while luminescence band with the 

maximum at ~ 2.5 eV (490 nm) should be assigned to forbidden (AJ = 2) 2D3/2 -»
2F7/2 transition. 

Indeed, our time-resolved photoluminescence measurements with pulse excitation showed 
two distinct lifetimes: t = 20 ns at shorter wavelengths and x = 60 ns at longer wavelengths 

which correspond to two excited states: 2D5/2 and 2D3ß , respectively. This result is also 
consistent with Ce3t lifetime data from [5]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Cerium-activated yttrium aluminium borates may be characterized as strong blue phosphors 
tor both photo- and cathodoluminescence applications. They show three emission peaks' in near 
UV, deep blue and light blue ranges. The latter peak may be connected to forbidden 2D3/2 -> 
F7/2 transition and appears in continuous wave-excited photoluminescence only and does not 

appear in cathodoluminescence. As a result of strong activator-host interaction a complicated 
concentration dependence of the emission intensity is observed in these phosphors. 
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Figure 4. Cathodoluminescence spectra of(CeomYo.9lhiAl0.5B03 . The curves from bottom to 
top refer to the following acceleration voltages: 60 V; 80 V; 100 V; 120 V; 150 V; 180 V; 210 V. 
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Figure 5. Reflection andphotoluminescence spectra offCeo.ovYo.cnjo.sdlo.sBOi . See explanations 
in the text. 
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ABSTRACT. 

Very low threshold field emission from undoped microcrystalline diamond films grown 
by the hot filament chemical vapour deposition process (HFCVD) is  reported.  The effect of 
crystal size, methane concentration and the temperature has been studied.   The microcrystalline 
diamond films grown using 3% methane (CH4) / hydrogen (H2) gas mixture ratio under varying 
deposition temperatures exhibit very low emission threshold fields. The threshold fields varied 
from 0.4 VI urn to 1 V/um for an emission current density of 1 uA/cm2. A correlation between 
the emission characteristics and the material properties is presented. These films exhibit an 
emission site density of   ~ 104-105/cm2 at an applied field of 3 V/um. 

INTRODUCTION 

Low electron affinity was one of the prime factors for interest in diamond as a candidate 
for field emitters, besides its other physical properties like high thermal stability, mechanical 
hardness and chemical inertness. Recently low field electron emission has been reported from 
many carbon based materials including nanocrystalline diamond [1-8], nanotubes [9-11] and 
nanocluster or nanostructured carbons [12-15]. This clearly shows that electron affinity is not the 
only criteria but there are other factors which also influence the emission.   The   emission 
mechanism from these materials is still not clear. For efficient display applications the^need is 
for high emission site densities ~ 106 and current preferably in the range of 10 mA / cm  [8] at 
reasonably low fields. 

Undoped nano-crystalline / polycrystalline diamond films with threshold fields as low as 
3-5 V/um [4-6] and doped polycrystalline diamond with threshold fields as low as 0.5 V/um [3] 
have been reported. In the case of doped diamond films, the doping efficiency is still poor and 
the films tend to be still resistive even after heavy doping.[3.16] It has been observed that the 
phosphorus doped films tend to show a decrease in threshold field with temperature while 
boron doped films seem to be relatively stable[16]. It has also been reported that nitrogen has a 
tendency towards phase transformation in carbon systems[17]. Therefore it is still not clear if the 
doped diamond cathode would be stable over a long period of time. Further the low field 
emitting graphitic materials [9-15] and the evidence that even in diamond the emission is 
possibly from the grain boundaries [1,2,18]   suggest that there could be an optimum crystal 
dimension and sp2/sp3 bonding ratio for low field emission. This could possibly be done even 
without doping.   Hence an effort has been made to systematically study the effect of crystal 
size, methane concentration and growth temperature on field emission from undoped diamond 
films grown using the hot filament chemical vapour deposition [HFCVD] process. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

Prior to deposition, the heavily n-doped silicon substrate surface was pretreated by 
polishing with a lum diamond paste for ten minutes to increase diamond nucleation. The 
diamond thin films were grown using a hot filament chemical vapour deposition [HFCVD] 
system. The tantalum filaments [ 0.25 mm diameter ] used in the system were precarburized in a 
1% CH4/ H2 atmosphere for 2 hours. The conditions used for deposition were : 
Filament temperature : 2200 ~ 2300 °C, Substrate temperature : 725 °C to 925 °C 
Filament to substrate gap: 7 mm. Gas flow rate :  150-200 seem 
Chamber pressure : 15-20torr CH4/H2 ratio :   0.5% to 3% 

First the effect of crystal size on field emission was studied. Next the effect of methane 
concentration on emission from the nanocrystalline diamond films was studied by varying the 
methane to hydrogen ratio from 0.5 % to 3 %. Finally the effect of the substrate temperature 
was investigated while using a 3% CH4/ H2 gas ratio by varying the temperature between 725 
C to 925 C. Typical thickness of the films grown were 500nm. 

The field emission measurements were carried out in a parallel plate configuration with 
an anode-cathode spacing of 100 urn in a test chamber maintained at 10"7 Torr [19] The 
polycrystalline diamond film needed conditioning, before   initiation of emission while the 
nanocrystalhne/microcrystalline diamond films did not require any forming or conditioning [19] 
The small dimension diamond crystals with dimension varying from 100 - 700 nm have been 
generally referred to as microcrystalline diamond in this paper.     The experimental conditions 
for the emission site density measurement have been explained earlier [13]. The Raman 
measurements were carried out in a Spex 1401 double spectrometer, using a tuneable, 488 nm 
argon ion laser. 

Results and discussion : 

In Figure- 1 we show the field emission characteristics of three types of films namely 
polycrystalline diamond, defective diamond   and microcrystalline diamond. These films were 
grown at 825°C with 1% CH„/ H2 gas ratio. The different materials including polycrystalline 
diamond   and microcrystalline diamond were grown by varying the flow rate from 150 Seem to 
200 Seem and the corresponding deposition pressure from 15 torr to 20 torr. The thickness of the 
polycrystalline diamond film was ~1.5 urn, the defective and microcrystalline diamond films 
were nearly 500nm in thickness. The grain size vary from 2 urn to 200nm. It can be seen from 
the figure 1, that the threshold field reduces from around 18 V/um for a ~ 2 urn sized 
polycrystalline diamond to nearly 1 V/um for the nano-crystalline/microcrystalline diamond 
The threshold field is defined as that field at which an emission current density of 1 uA/cm2 is 
obtained. The reduction in the threshold field could be partly attributed to the reduction in 
thickness as observed by Lacher et.al [5]. The other factors being the reduction in the grain size 
and the effective increase in the conducting grain boundaries and other carbon phases [4-7] The 
above results show that  with the reduction in crystal size, it is possible to have low threshold 
fields and high emission currents. More details about the diamond crystal size affects have been 
presented earlier.[20] To further improve the surface coverage of diamond nuclei and the current 
density, the effect of methane concentration and substrate temperature  was studied. 
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Figure -2 shows the SEM pictures of microcrystalline diamond films grown at different 
methane concentration.   It can be seen, that with increase in methane concentration, there is an 
increase in the nucleation density and a corresponding increase in the coverage and hence 
increase in the emission current. The crystal size also seems to increase. Figure - 3 shows the 
effect on field emission due to variation in methane concentration during the growth of nano- 
crystalline diamond films. It can be seen that with increasing methane concentration there is a 
corresponding fall in the threshold field and increase in the current density. The films grown at 
3% and 1.5 % both have a threshold fields less than 1 V/(im. 

r 
Nanocrystalline diamond 

S 
Polycrystalline 
diamond i     j 

Defective diamond ^_ ° 

Field (V/iim) 

Figure - 1 J-E emission characteristics of 
three different types of diamond thin films 

.  3%CH,/H, 

'    * 1%CH,/r 

t„- 

Figure - 3 J-E emission characteristics 
ofnano-crystalline/microcrystalline 
diamond films grown at different [CHJ 
H2] methane concentration 

Figure - 2 SEM pictures ofnano- 
crystalline/microcrystalline diamond 
films grown at different [CHJH2] 
methane concentration 
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Next the effect of temperature was studied while maintaining the methane concentration 
constant at 3%. Figure - 4 shows the effect of the substrate temperature on the emission current 
and the threshold field. It can be seen that the threshold field decreases from 5.25 V/u.m to 0.4 
V/um as the temperature of growth is varied from 925 °C to 725 °C. The current density 
shows a two order  change in magnitude at 5 V/um applied field. The SEM micrographs of 
these materials are shown in   figure 5. It can be seen that with increasing temperature there is 
further modification in the morphology of the microcrystalline material. From a crystal size of 
nearly 600- 700nm at 725 °C the average size of the crystals reduces to about 400 -500nm at 925 
C. The morphology also seems to change from   cauliflower like structures, with fibers or 

whiskers on the top for 725 °C to more relatively more refined crystals at 925 °C. 

725-C       ,.;!5""'t"''""...  

.°— 825 "C      * i— 875 "C 

Field  (V/um) 

Figure 4 J-E Plots of nanocrystalline 
diamond thin films grown at different 
temperatures 

U '\T': Z.-S". •'■ 

Figure 6. Raman spectra of Figure 5 SEM micrographs of microcrystalline 
microcrystalline diamond films    diamond filmsgrown at different temperatures 
grown at different temperatures,  from top a) 725 C, b) 825 C, c) 875 C & d) 925 C 
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The mobility of atomic hydrogen decides the growth of diamond crystals. Depending on the 
temperature during growth, graphite or amorphous carbon deposits result on the films[21-23]. 
Hence with increase in temperature from 725 °C to 925 °C, there seems to be a reduction in the 
embryonic graphitic nuclei due to the enhanced presence of atomic hydrogen. This leads to a 
corresponding enhancement in the quality of the diamond crystal growth. The improvement in 
diamond quality affects the emission process, leading to higher threshold fields and relatively 
lower currents. The removal of the embryonic graphitic nuclei from the carbon matrix, could be 
attributed to be the cause for the observed gaps in surface coverage of the films in the SEM 
micrographs with rise in temperature. 

Shown in figure 6,   are the Raman curves of the microcrystalline diamond films grown 
at various temperatures . It can be seen that the 1140 ~ 1150 cm"1 peak associated with the 
disordered or nanocrystalline diamond decreases in intensity with decrease in temperature from 
925 °C to 725 °C. The D and G peaks associated with the graphitic clusters or carbon inclusions 
become prominent with decrease in temperature.   Thus the lowest threshold field and the highest 
emitted current is associated with the films with least crystalline features and the highest 
I(D)/I(G) ratio. The I(D)/I(G) ratio seems to increase linearly with decrease in threshold field in 
the case of microcrystalline diamond films, the same is represented in figure 7. This seems to 
be applicable for other carbon based nanostrucutred carbon films too.[20,24] The results show 
that good emission currents at low threshold fields require an optimum blend of diamond 
particles in a graphitic mesh spread uniformly over the surface. The additional surface 
morphological features due to the graphitic phases seem to further enhance the emission 
characteristics. Thus leading to   emission threshold field as low as 0.4 V/u.m, the lowest value 
reported in literature for lu.A/cm2 current density in the case of undoped microcrystalline 
diamond films. These diamond films exhibit an emission site density of- lO^-lO5 at an applied 
field of 3 V/um. 

Threhold Field V/um 

Figure 7. Relation between Threshold field and I(d)/I(g) ratio 
derived from Raman spectra. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the undoped microcrystalline diamond films grown under optimum 
conditions emit at very low applied fields. A systematic study on the effect of crystal size, 
methane concentration and the temperature has been reported. The results show that with ' 
decrease in grain size of the diamond crystal there is an increase in the emission current and 
decrease in the threshold field from 18 V/um to 0.75 V/um. With increase in methane 
concentration there seems to be an increase in the nucleation density and a corresponding 
increase in the surface coverage leading to more uniform emission The microcrystalline 
diamond films grown using 3% methane (CH„) / hydrogen (H2) gas mixture ratio under varying 
deposition temperatures exhibit very low emission threshold fields. The threshold fields varied 
from 0.4 V/ urn to 1 V/um for an emission current density of 1 uA/cm2. The better emitting 
nano/micro-crystalline diamond film seems to have greater  graphitic inclusions,   leading to 
higher emission current at lower applied fields. In the present case an emission threshold field of 
0.4 V/um (lowest value reported in literature for luA/cm2 current density) is observed. 
Graphitic inclusion and clustering of the nuclei is also confirmed by the Raman curves and the 
morphological features observed in the SEM curves. The I(D)/I(G) peaks ratio derived from 
Raman measurements seems to increase linearly with decrease in threshold field in the case of 
microcrystalline diamond films. The low threshold emission microcrystalline diamond films 
exhibit an emission site density of   ~ 104-105/cm2 at an applied field of 3 V/um. 
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ABSTRACT 

Thin films of Er doped A1N, ~ 200 nm thick, were grown on indium tin oxide/aluminum 
titanium oxide/glass substrates using RF magnetron sputtering in a pure nitrogen atmosphere. To 
optically activate Er all films were subject to post-deposition annealing in flowing nitrogen 
atmosphere at atmospheric pressure at temperatures between 1023-1223 K for 10-60 minutes. 
The visible cathodoluminescence (CL) in the green was detected at both 11 K and 300 K. The 
strongest CL peaks were observed at 558 nm and 537 nm (11 K), which correspond to the 
transitions from 4S3/2 and 2U]m to the 4Ii5/2 ground level. Electroluminescence (EL) studies of 
AlN:Er alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices were performed at 
300 K. The turn-on voltage was found to be around 80-100 V for our ACTFEL devices. The 
intensity of the EL emission rapidly increases with the voltage increasing in the investigated 
range of 110-130 V. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, intense research on rare-earth (RE)-doped Ill-nitride semiconductor thin films 
has been performed because of their potentially significant new application in display 
technologies [1]. Considerable work has been done mainly on GaN doped with a variety of RE 
elements for a light-emitting diodes (LEDs) fabrication. Visible, room temperature 
photoluminescence (PL) and cathodoluminescence (CL) emission from various RE elements (Er, 
Tm, Eu, Dy, Pr and Tb) have been observed in GaN [2-6]. In addition to PL and CL, Steckl and 
coworkers have observed strong visible room temperature green and blue electroluminescence 
(EL) emission from Er and Tm-doped GaN-based Shottky LEDs and electroluminescent devices 
(ELD) [7,8]. These GaN films were prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) onp- Si (111) 
substrates, and doped by ion implantation. 

Visible green CL emission at low temperature and at 300 K from 3.4 at. % Er-doped 
amorphous A1N thin films deposited by dc reactive magnetron sputtering have also been 
observed [9]. 

The purpose of this work is to report a novel approach for obtaining strong green EL 
emission from amorphous A1N phosphor material doped with Er impurities. Sputtered AlN:Er 
films may be a promising new material as a green light emitting phosphor for use in alternating- 
current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) device applications. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Thin films of AlN:Er were prepared by rf magnetron sputtering of an Al target of 99.999 
% purity and an Er target of 99.9 % purity in pure nitrogen atmosphere. The background vacuum 
in the chamber was < 3x 10"5 Torr. All films were deposited onto 1 "x 1" glass substrates coated 
with layers of indium tin oxide (ITO) and aluminum-titanium oxide (ATO), which serve as the 
bottom transparent electrode and the bottom insulator, respectively. The deposition pressure and 
the sputtering power during the film growth were 6x10"4 Torr and 199 W, respectively. The 
substrates were kept at room temperature (Tsub< 403 K) to obtain amorphous A1N: Er films. The 
growth rate was between 0.04 and 0.05 nm/s and the total thickness of the films as determined 
from the transmission IR spectrum of AlN:Er films was in the range between 180 and 200 nm. 

The as-deposited films were annealed at 1023-1223 K up to 60 min in N2 atmosphere 
using a tube furnace. To complete the ACTFEL device structure, some of the samples were 
covered by an A1203 top insulator layer. On the top aluminum dots, -100 nm thick, were 
evaporated which serve as the second contact. 

The film stoichiometry was measured by x-ray fluorescence in a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) and wavelength-dispersive electron microprobe analysis (EPMA). The 
microstructure was examined by x-ray diffraction (XRD). The optical transmittance was 
recorded as a function of a wavelength (190-820 nm) by using an ultraviolet-visible 
spectrophotometer. The band gap (Eg) was determined as described in Ref. 9. 

For all samples, CL spectra were recorded at 11 and 300 K at the following excitation 
conditions: 5 keV, ~ 75 uA at 11 K, and 3.8 keV at 300 K. EL data were collected with a SPEX 
monochromator and THORN EMI photomultiplier detector. For the EL measurements ac power 
supplies operating at frequencies of 1 kHz and 60 Hz were used. 

RESULTS 

XRD of as-deposited and activated AIN:Er films showed that there are no peaks observed 
due to crystalline A1N indicating that films are amorphous. 

SEM and EMPA analyses of Er doped A1N films, -200 nm thick, confirmed that films 
are stoichiometric (A1:N=1:1). The Er concentration in AlN:Er films was found to be about 1 wt. 
% (0.25 at. %), as determined by EMPA. Experimentally it was found that this amount of Er in 
the A1N films is the optimal one in order to get bright luminance. 

The investigated films are transparent with a high optical transmittance of 98 % at 490 
nm. The band gap (Eg) was estimated to be -5.92 and -5.55 eV for undoped and doped with 1 
wt. % Er films, respectively. 

In general, the thermal annealing is an important process used in the device phosphor 
preparation. The as-deposited AIN:Er films do no show any CL emission. It was found that to 
activate the Er + ions the films have to be annealed in the temperature range between 1023-1223 
K. If the samples were annealed for a long time (30, 45 or 60 min), in a N2 flow at temperatures 
1073 and 1223 K, no luminescence or very weak luminescence was observed. 

The optimum annealing temperature and time in a N2 flow were found to be 1073 K and 
15 min for a reproducible bright green CL emission at 11 K (Fig. 1). An identical CL spectrum to 
that shown in Fig. 1 is observed for the samples annealed at a temperature of 1223 K for 15 min. 
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Also, films deposited onto ATO/ ITO/ glass substrates and annealed at 1023 K in N2 for 10 min 
gives strong green CL at 300 K (Fig. 2). In order not to destroy the ITO conductive layer used in 
our device structure in our experiments, all samples were annealed at 1023 K. From Fig. 1 and 2 
it can be clearly seen that both spectra recorded at 11 K and 300 K. contain four major lines. 
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Figure I. CL emission spectrum of amorphous AIN.Er3* films excited by electrons with 5 keV 
energy at 11 K. Films are annealed at 1073 K in N2for 15 min. 
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Figure2. CL emission spectrum of amorphous AlN:Er3r excited by electrons with 3.8 keV 
energy at 300 K. Films are annealed at 1023 K in N2for 10 min. 
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Two very strong lines are observed in the green wavelength region of the spectrum, at 558 nm 
(11 K) or 564 nm (300 K) and 537 (11 K) nm or 542 nm (300 K). These lines are due to 4S3/2 and 
Hi i/2 transitions to the Ii5/2 ground state. Their intensity has temperature dependency. The 

emission spectra (Fig. 1 and 2) also show two intense lines in the violet and blue part of the 
visible spectral region at 408 and 478 (11 K) nm, respectively. The luminescence from these 
lines corresponds to 2H9/2 and 4F7/2 transitions to the 4Ii5/2 level, which are nearly independent of 
temperature between 11 K and 300 K. 

Fig. 3 shows the intensity of the EL emission versus applied ac voltage curve at an 
operating frequency of 1 kHz for the investigated AlN:Er ACTFEL devices with a top insulator 
layer. The optical turn-on voltage for these devices is found to be around 100 V. This value is a 
compatible to the typical ones (100-200 V) for ACTFEL devices. The intensity of the EL 
emission rapidly increases with the voltage increasing in the investigated range of 110-130 V. 

E 
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Figure 3. Visible EL emission intensity vs. Applied voltage at 300 K and 
frequency of 1 kHz. 

Fig. 4 shows the EL emission spectra of an AlN:Er ACTFEL device without a top 
insulator layer measured at 144 V at a frequency of 60 Hz. Note that the normalized AlN:Er EL 
spectrum is virtually identical to the CL spectrum (Fig. 2) collected at 300 K for the same 
amorphous AIN:Er films. The emitted color is green, visually. Two very strong EL peaks 2Hn/2- 

I15/2 and S3/2- li5/2 located at 540 and 560 nm, respectively are present in AlN:Er spectrum. That 
means the hot electrons are energetic enough to excite 2H, i/2 and 4S3/2 excited states, which cause 
the green emission. The turn-on voltage for the devices without a top insulator layer is lower, 
around 80 V. 
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Figure 4. Room temperature EL emission spectrum ofAlN:Er ACTFEL device without a 
top insulator layer at applied voltage 144 V and frequency 60 Hz. 

DISCUSSION 

Based on our experimental results, it was found that the long time annealing leads to 
decreasing of Er luminescence. XRD of AIN:Er films annealed to different temperatures in a N2 
atmosphere showed the annealing does not crystallize any of the investigated films. It is not 
known why the Er activity decreases with further heating. 

Both CL and EL peaks show narrow peaks widths. These sharp characteristic emission 
lines observed in both luminescence spectra correspond to Er3+ intra-4/shell transitions. The 
temperature dependence of these lines is not so large, which is very important for prospective 
electronic devices operating at ambient temperatures. The emission lines at 540 nm and 560 nm 
in the EL spectra could be assigned to more than one transition. Therefore, more detailed 
investigations at this wavelength region of the spectrum will be necessary. We believe that 
excitation of the Er3+ ions in CL and EL involves direct impact excitation by injected hot 
(energetic) electrons. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusions, we have demonstrated Er3+-related EL emission from a sputter deposited 
amorphous AIN:Er ACTFEL device at 300 K. RF magnetron sputtering is a promising method to 
make good quality phosphor films, in particular, because the process can easily be scaled up for 
production. The potential for useful devices needs to be further evaluated. 
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ABSTRACT 

Secondary electron emission from a cathode material in AC PDP (Plasma Display Panel) is 
dominated by potential emission mechanism, which is sensitive to band structure of a protective 
layer. Therefore, the secondary electron emission property can be modified by a change in the 
energy band structure of the protective layer. Mg2-2xTix02 films were prepared by e-beam 
evaporation method to be used as possible substitutes for the conventional MgO protective layer. 
The oxygen content in the films and in turn, the ratio of metal to oxygen gradually increased with 
the increasing Ti02 content in the starting materials. The pure MgO films exhibited the 
crystallinity with strong (111) orientation. The Mg2.2XTis02 films, however, had the crystallinity 
with (311) preferred orientation. The stress relaxation, when the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the 
evaporation starting materials was 0.15, seems to be related to inhomogeneous film surface due 
to an excessive addition of Ti02 to MgO. When the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratios of 0.1 and 0.15 
were used, the deposited films exhibited the secondary electron emission yields improved by 
50% compared to that of the conventional MgO protective layer, which resulted in reduction in 
discharge voltage by 12%. 

INTRODUCTION 

The AC plasma display panel (AC PDP) has recently received much attention in research 
and development as an alternative to the cathode ray tube (CRT). The AC PDP is also considered 
as a promising wall hanging TV set because there have been growing demands for the large- 
sized TV screens which are thin and light. The current MgO protective layer for the promising 
wall hanging TV, AC plasma display panel is thought to be still not one of the best materials to 
meet the demand of advanced high vision PDP with good light emission efficiency, low power 
consumption, low production cost and high image fidelity [1]. Therefore, to improve the overall 
performance of PDP, it is indispensable to develop new protective materials that can reduce the 
required voltage for discharging, and which will then be compatible with integrated circuits [2]. 
If other variables such as gas composition, electrode gap, electrode width and barrier height are 
constant, the operation voltage of ACPDP is closely related to secondary electron emission from 
protective layer for dielectric layer [3]. The secondary electron emission property of the 
protective layer is affected by its energy band structure such as electron affinity, work function, 
bandgap energy and intraband level [4]. In this study, Mg2-2xTix02 protective layers evaporated 
from the starting materials with different [Ti02/(Mg0+Ti02)] ratios were introduced, and then 
the effects of Ti02 addition on physical and electrical characteristics were investigated. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

MgO and Ti02 powders of 99.95% purity purchased from Cerac were used to prepare 
powder mixtures of desired compositions, which were milled and then dry-pressed into disks in 

one direction at the pressure of 2,000 Pa. Heat treatment at 1000 °C were performed for 3 h in a 

vacuum furnace for densification of the cold-pressed mixture pellets using the solid-state 

reactions [5]. Evaporation is performed at base pressure of 5x10"" Pa without elevating the 
substrate temperature and introducing the oxygen gas. Input power and voltage of electron gun 
were 1.2 kW and 4 kV, respectively. The surface morphologies of the films were obtained by 
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). Film stress was calculated from 
measured wafer curvature based on Stoney's equation using a Tencor FLX-2908 thin film stress 
measurement system. Surface morphology of films was analyzed by an atomic force microscopy. 
The secondary electron emission properties of Mg2.2xTix02 films were characterized using the 
measurement system that was built at Seoul National University. The apparatus consists of an ion 
gun system, a measuring part for secondary electrons and a vacuum system, being similar to that 
of Lin et al [6]. The detail description of the measurement system was already reported 
elsewhere [7], In this study, He ion was chosen to be the ion species and its kinetic energy was 
fixed at 200 eV, because secondary electron emission from films depended upon the type and 
kinetic energy of ion species [8]. The voltage characteristics of the panels such as firing voltage 
and minimum sustaining voltage were then evaluated using He gas of 300 Torr at a driving 
frequency of 20 kHz. 

RESULT 

Film composition obtained by energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) is shown in Table I. 
As the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the starting materials increased from 0 to 0.3, cation ratio i.e., 
[Ti/(Mg+Ti)] in the films also increased from 0 to 0.117. The deposited films were thus depleted 
to some degree in Ti content in comparison with the initial Ti content in the starting materials. It 
was well anticipated from the fact that Ti02 has much lower vapor pressure than that of MgO[9], 
XRD was used to determine the structural changes of the Mg-Ti-O films by addition of the Ti02 
to the MgO. 

Table I. Composition of Mg2.xTix02x films 
using energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) 

[Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)J 

in Starting Materials 
Cation Ratio      Metal to Oxygen Deposition 
[Ti/(Mg+Ti)]   Ratio [(Mg+Ti): O]    Rate (nm/min) 

0 0         1 1.02 159 

0.05 0.026        1 1.16 120 

0.1 0.054        1 1.19 105 

0.15 0.069        1 1.19 96 

0.2 0.092        1 1.20 63 

0.3 0.117        1 1.23 45 
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Figure. 1 XRD patterns of MgO-Ti02 

films as a function of 26 for different 

[Ti02/(MgO+ Ti02)] ratio in sources for 
evaporation;(a)0,(b)0.1,(c)02and(d)0.3 
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Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of 5000 +500 Ä thick MgO-Ti02 films evaporated on 

soda lime glass substrates. The XRD pattern of the pure MgO film shows strong (111) peak at 

the diffraction peak position of 26 =36.95" and weak (200) and (220) peaks (Fig. la). With 

addition of TiC>2 to MgO, the structural change is such that a new peak appears at 29 value of 

71.4°  as shown in Figs. lb~ Id. 
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Figure 2 FESEM images of Mg2-2xTix02 thin films as a 
function of [Ti02/(Mg0+Ti02)] ratio in the starting 
materials; (a) 0, (b) 0.1, (c) 0.2 and (d) 0.3 
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Fig. 3 Residual stress of Mg2-2.xTix02 
thin films as a function of 
[Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the 
starting materials 

The surface morphologies of 5000Ä thick Mg2-2XTix02 films analyzed by FESEM are 
shown in Fig. 2. The surface morphology of the film with x of 0.1 (Fig. 2b) is very fine and 
uniform compared to that of the pure MgO film (Fig. 2a). It is shown that a film with a proper 
composition can be very uniformly deposited by e-beam evaporation and in turn, this might help 
improve the voltage stability of a panel in long time operations. However, an excessive addition 
of Ti02 to MgO, such as the case when the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the starting materials is 
as high as 0.2 or 0.3 (Figs. 2c and 2d), tends to make film surface rough and increase overall 
particle size and crack size probably due to agglomeration of particles. Cracks in the films are 
speculated to be related to stress release induced by introducing large amount of Ti02 into MgO 
matrix. That is, to release the stress in accordance with excessive addition of Ti02, the film 
surface ends up with formation of cracks, which leads to the decrease in the compressive stress 
as shown in Fig. 3. These cracks may also lead to instability in electron emission from the film 
surface and furthermore, reduce the lifetime of PDP because the dielectric layers cannot be 
effectively protected during long time operation. 

The surface morphology of Mg2.2xTix02 films was observed by atomic force microscopy 
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(AFM). Figure 4 (a) shows the topography of the pure MgO film, x=0, which has rounded 

particles of about 0.1 (im in mean diameter. The particles look very small when x is 0.1 or 0.15, 

compared to those of the pure MgO. However, the overall morphologies of films are not greatly 
affected by addition of TiÖ2. 

Figure 5 shows the surface roughness of Mg2.2xTix02 films as a function of 
Ti02/(MgO+Ti02) ratio in the starting materials obtained by AFM. Mgi.8Ti0.iO2 film has the 
lowest surface roughness probably due to smaller particle size, which is expected to result in 
stable voltage characteristics in longtime operation of panels. 

Fig. 4 AFM Images of Mg2_2xTix02 films as a function of [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in 
the starting materials; (a) 0, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.1, (d) 0.15, (e) 0.2 and (f) 0.3 

0.00        0.10        0.20        0.30 

Ti02/(MgO+Ti02) 

Fig. 5 Surface roughness of Mg2. 
2XTix02 films as a function of 
[Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the 
starting materials 
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Fig. 6 Secondary electron emission 
yields of Mg2.2xTis02 films as a 
function of [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] 
ratio in the starting materials 
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Low operation voltage is needed to reduce the cost of driving ICs, which can be obtained by 
increasing the secondary electron emission yield of a cathode material since the firing voltage is 

dependent on y [10]. Thus, it is desirable to measure the secondary electron emission yield of 

Mg2-2XTix02 films as a function of TiC>2 content in the starting materials. Figure 6 shows the 
measured secondary electron emission yield of each film. Despite of a small variation in Ti 
cation ratio from 0 to 0.092 in film, the corresponding change in the secondary electron emission 
coefficient turned out to be very large. The secondary electron emission yield of the pure MgO 
film is 0.33. The films with the [TiCVCMgO+TiCh)] ratio in the starting materials of 0.1 and 0.15 
(cation ratio of 0.054 and 0.069) exhibit the secondary electron emission yield of about 0.495 
and 0.482, respectively. When the [Ti02/(MgO+TiC>2)] ratio is 0.2, the yield is, however, 
decreased to 0.349. Electrical instability was observed when the ratio was 0.3. This instability is 
probably due to the inhomogeneous morphology, as shown in Fig. 2d, which made the 
measurement of the secondary electron emission yield unsuccessful. 

The firing voltage (Vf) is the voltage amplitude 
for plasma ignition without wall charge and the 
minimum sustaining voltage (Vsm) is the minimum 
voltage amplitude which will sustain discharge 
sequence. Both firing and minimum sustaining 
voltages limit the bistable range of the sustain 
waveform. [2] Bistability, that is to sustain a discharge 
at a voltage lower than that required to initiate it, is a 
characteristic feature of AC PDP. Therefore, the larger 
the difference between the firing voltage and minimum 
sustaining voltage, defined as memory margin, the 
more stable the operation can be. The results of 
electrical measurement as a function of the [T1O2 
/(MgO+TiC>2)] ratio in the starting materials is shown 
in Fig. 7. Because other variables that can affect 
voltage characteristics of panels were kept constant, 
changes in voltage of panels are expected to depend 
entirely on the composition of protective layers in this 
work. The firing voltage and minimum sustaining 
voltage of panels with the conventional MgO 

protective layer are 155 V and 120 V, respectively. With addition of Ti02 to the pure MgO, both 
voltages are drastically decreased. The lowest firing voltage, which is smaller than that of MgO 
by 13 V, is obtained when the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio is 0.1. The minimum sustaining voltage 
is 101 V when the [Ti02 / (MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the starting materials is 0.15. 

0.00       0.10       0.20       0.30 

Ti02/(MgO+Ti02) 

Fig. 7 Firing voltage and minimum 
sustaining voltage of panels with 
Mg2.2XTix02 protective layers as a 
function of [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] 
ratio in the starting materials 

CONCLUSION 

Mg2-2XTix02 films were prepared by e-beam evaporation method to be used as a possible 
substitute for the conventional MgO surface protective layer for dielectric materials in AC PDPs. 
When the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the starting materials was increased up to 0.3, the cation 
ratio in the film increased to 0.117 and the oxygen content in the films also gradually increased. 
By increasing the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the starting materials the variation trends of the 
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surface roughness of Mg2_xTix02x films were found to be consistent with that of the voltage 
characteristics. The Mg2.2xTix02 films yielded a secondary electron emission coefficient as high 
as 0.497 when the [Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the starting materials was 0.1, while the 
secondary electron emission yield from a pure MgO film was 0.33. The firing and minimum 
sustaining voltages could be drastically decreased to 142V and 101V, respectively, when the 
[Ti02/(MgO+Ti02)] ratio in the starting materials was 0.1 or 0.15. 
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ABSTRACT 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to evaluate the density and surface roughness of 
MgO films. The density of a film affects the dispersion of the film's refractive index, and the 
refractive index can be evaluated by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Among the various fitting 
models applied to all of the deposited films, the two-layered model gave the best results. For the 
two-layered model, we found that the thickness of the upper layer was strongly correlated with 
surface roughness. Thus, spectroscopic ellipsometry can be used to evaluate density and 
roughness. 

INTRODUCTION 

The plasma display panel (PDP) is a promising devices for use in large-area displays. Its 
required characteristics are long lifetime and low operating voltage [1]. The lifetime of a PDP is 
determined from the sputtering yield of MgO thin film [2], and this yield is directly affected by 
the film's density [3], The firing and sustaining voltage depend on the secondary electron 
emission coefficient of MgO [4], and both voltages are lower when the surface is smooth [5]. 
The properties of a MgO film, such as its density and surface roughness, depend strongly on the 
deposition condition. Thus, to manufacture good PDPs, the MgO deposition process should be 
monitored continuously, but there is no suitable method to evaluate the process monitoring 
technique. The monitoring method should be simple, fast, and reliable while being non- 
destructive. 

The dispersion of a film's refractive index reflects the density and surface roughness of 
the film. For MgO, they should be determined by measuring the film's refractive index. This 
refractive index has been evaluated by spectroscopic ellipsometry [6], which is a non-destructive, 
simple, and fast tool for analyzing thin films, so it can be applied to process monitoring. In this 
study, we used spectroscopic ellipsometry to evaluate quantitatively the density and surface 
roughness of MgO films deposited under various conditions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

About 1 u.m of MgO was deposited on a glass substrate by electron beam evaporation. 
Sample films were prepared by using various oxygen fluxes and substrate temperatures, which 
are both critical parameters affecting film quality [7, 8, 9]. They ranged from 0 to 100 seem and 
50 to 290°C, respectively, as shown in Table I. 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measures the polarization of light reflected from film, where 
polarization is described by the amplitude ratio of p- to s-component reflectance ¥ and the phase 
shift A. The ratio is described by 
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Table I. Deposition conditions. 

Sample number Oxygen flux 

#1 0 

#2 65 

#3 100 

#4 0 

#5 65 

#6 100 

#7 0 

#8 65 

#9 100 

Substrate temperature [°C] 

50 

50 

50 

200 

200 

200 

290 (2) 

290 

™ ÜL 

D 

—- = tanY-exp/A, 

where RP and Äs indicate the reflection coefficients for p- and s-polarized light, respectively. 
Measurements were done on a spectroscopic ellipsometer (MASS-102, FiveLab) in the range 
from 350 to 830 nm, at an incident angle of 70 degrees. MgO film was also checked by atomic 
force microscope (TMX-1010, Topometrix) and x-ray diffractometor (RINT2000, Rigaku). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Measured values of ¥ and A for a MgO film deposited without oxygen flux are shown in 
Figure 1. Experimental data was fitted with the dispersion data of bulk MgO [10], and the 
reliability of the model was comfirmed by a chi squared (j2) test: 

X   = 
1 

2N-M 
V Hvf<m°<l _ IJ/exp ]2 + Um<x> _ ^exp V 1 

where N is the number of measuring points and M is the number of parameters in the applied 
model. A small / means that the assumed model was appropriate. Assuming that the film was a 
single crystal of MgO, the calculated ¥ and A did not agree with the observed ones, as shown in 
Figure 1(a), and x was very large for all samples. A large / suggests that the deposited film was 
not dense or that the stoichiometry of the MgO was different in the film. Two models has been 
proposed for a complex layer, the Cauchy function model and the effective medium 
approximation (EMA) model [11]. 

The lattice constants estimated from the (111) and (222) peaks in an x-ray diffraction 
pattern were coincident with the value of bulk MgO, as shown in Figure 2. The width of each 
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Figure 1. Typical ¥ and A from spectroscopic ellipsometry spectra and curve fitted by 
(a) bulk MgO, (b) one-, and (c) two-layered EMA models (sample #5). The circles 
indicate observed polarizations, and the solid curves are calculated ones. 
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of MgO film (sample #5). 
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peak was almost the same as the value of the angular resolution for our instrument. Thus, the 
filmwas apparently composed of stoichiometric MgO, so the Cauchy function model was not 
appropriate for use in this case. When a film is not dense, dispersion of the refractive index is 
often represented by the EMA model [11]. EMA assumes that the optical constants of the 
material of interest can be described by a combination of constituent materials, MgO and voids 
in this case. In the Bruggman EMA model, the complex dielectric function of e for the subject 
layer is defined as in Equation (3) [12]. 

% e^+2e + /. £„+2£ 
= 0, (3) 

where/A and/B are the volume fractions of each constituent material, and £A and £B are their 
complex dielectric functions. 

EMA gave a better fitting result in ¥ than bulk MgO dispersion, as shown in Figure 1(b), 
but the difference between experimental and calculated values was still large in the short- 
wavelength region, while there was no improvement in A by applying the EMA model. When a 
deposited film has a rough surface, dispersion of the refractive index at the surface should be 
different from that in the bulk poly-crystalline MgO. We assumed that the deposited MgO films 
had a two-layered structure, with each layer being described by EMA. The upper layer represents 
the rough surface, and the lower layer the bulk of the poly-crystalline MgO film. As shown in 
Figure 1(c), the calculated *¥ and A agreed well with our observations. 

The optimized parameters in each layer are summarized in Table II. A small £ implies 
that the assumed model was appropriate, and x~ was sufficiently small in all of our films. The 
percentage of voids in the upper layer was larger than that in the lower layer. It is consistent to 
have more voids on a rough surface. The thickness of the upper layer, obtained from 
spectroscopic ellipsometry, was compared with the surface roughness obtained from atomic 

Table II. Fitted values of thickness and percentage of voids (density) using two-layered 
EMA model. 

Sample number 
Thickness [Ä] Percentage of voids [%] 

x2 
Upper layer Lower layer Upper layer Lower layer 

#1 2.1 102 1.090 104 84 8 0.98 
#2 4.7 102 1.154 104 52 16 0.80 
#3 5.5 102 1.195 104 50 18 1.60 
#4 3.7 102 1.086 104 93 10 0.73 
#5 4.3 102 1.062 104 54 15 0.92 

#6 5.2 102 1.122 104 53 19 1.55 
#7 3.6 102 1.028 104 94 7 2.20 
#8 4.2 102 1.014 104 52 15 0.96 

#9 4.7 102 1.053 104 52 14 0.97 
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force microscopy (AFM). As shown in Figure 3, the maximum height range obtained by AFM 
increased for a film deposited by using oxygen flux, which was the same tendency demonstrated 
for the thickness of the upper layer obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The dependence of 
the thickness in the upper layer of films on the substrate temperature was also the same as that 
for the maximum height range obtained by AFM. Thus, the thickness of the upper layer closely 
correlates with the surface roughness. The use of spectroscopic ellipsometry thus makes it 
possible to estimate surface roughness quickly in addition to evaluating the film density. 

CONCLUSION 

The density and surface roughness of MgO thin films vary depending on its deposition 
conditions. Their densities can be evaluated quantitatively by using spectroscopic ellipsometry. 
Compared with AFM results, the roughness obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry is reliable 
when the two-layered EMA model is used. Since spectroscopic ellipsometry is an optical 
technique, rapid and non-destructive measurements can be done for a large area. All of these 
features are essential for process monitoring. Spectroscopic ellipsometry is thus likely to become 
a powerful tool for process monitoring. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon carbide (nc-SiC:H) films were deposited in an electron 
cyclotron resonance chemical vapor deposition (ECR-CVD) system using silane (SiH4) and 
methane (CH4) as source gases. It was discovered that under the deposition conditions of strong 
hydrogen dilution and high microwave power, nanocrystalline grains embedded in an amorphous 
matrix can be obtained, as confirmed by TEM study. Steady state and time-resolved 
photoluminescence (PL) from these films were investigated. The films exhibit intense visible PL 
at room temperature under laser excitation. The PL emission peaks at 2.64 eV, which is higher in 
energy compared to the bandgap of cubic SiC. Temporal evolution of the emission peak exhibits 
a double-exponential decay. Two distinct decay times of 179 ps and 2.88 ns were identified, 
which are at least 2 orders of magnitude faster than that of bound excition transitions in bulk 3C- 
SiC at low temperature. It was found that upon ultraviolet irradiation using an Ar+ laser (351nm) 
the PL intensity of the films was enhanced. After 20 minutes irradiation, the PL intensity 
increased by about three times. This result suggests that the UV light may lead to modification of 
nonradiative recombination centers in the films. These nc-SiC:H films are promising for 
application in large area flat panel displays and in optoelectronic storage technology. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nanocrystalline semiconductor materials have attracted much attention due to their potential 
application in novel optical and electro-optical devices'"2. In recent years, many techniques, such 
as sputtering, laser-chemical vapor deposition, ion implantation, and plasma enhanced CVD, 
have been adopted for the preparation of films consisting of nanocrystalline Si embedded in a 
matrix of silicon nitride or oxide. These films have been shown to exhibit visible 
photoluminescence (PL), attributed to quantum size effects in the Si nanocrystallites " . Apart 
from nanocrystalline Si, fabrication of other similar films consisting of nanocrystallites of C , 
Ge8, GaAs9, GaN10 and diamond" embedded in silicon oxide or other matrixes have also been 
reported. 

Crystalline SiC, being a wide band gap semiconductor, exhibits weak blue PL at low 
temperature, and blue light emitting diodes (LED) based on this material have been 
demonstrated12. However, due to its indirect band gap characteristic, the intensity of the LED is 
very low, with a quantum efficiency of only about 10"4 13. To improve its luminescence intensity, 
blue light emitting porous SiC has been fabricated on crystalline 6H-SiC substrates and C+ 

implanted silicon substrates by the same technique used for forming porous Si  •  . In this work 
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we report the fabrication of nanocrystalline SiC (nc-SiC) films using the electron cyclotron 
resonance chemical vapour deposition (ECR-CVD) technique. With the attractive plasma 
characteristics such as high ion density and high electron temperature, coupled with the 
flexibility of being able to independently control the degree of plasma ionization and the ion 
energy the ECR-CVD technique is conducive to thin film growth with high nucleation density 
It was found that under suitable deposition conditions, nc-SiC films could indeed be obtained as 
confirmed by the results obtained from different characterization techniques. Interestingly strong 
visible PL with peak emission energy higher than the band gap energy of 3C-S1C has also been 
observed from these films at room temperature. Moreover, it was found that the PL intensity was 
enhanced upon ultraviolet irradiation. 

EXPERIMENT 

The nc-SiC films were deposited by the plasma decomposition of pure methane (CH4) and 
s.lane (SiH4) (10% diluted in H?) in our ECR-CVD system. Further information on the system 
used can be obtained elsewhere16. The films were deposited on Si (100) and 7059 corning glass 
substrates for different structural and optical characterizations. During the deposition the 
microwave power at a frequency of 2.45GHz was set at 850W, and the total gas pressure in the 
chamber was 10 mTorr. The reactant gases flow ratio (H,:CH4:SiH4) was fixed at 100:2:10 seem 
The large microwave power and strong hydrogen dilution conditions were adopted to promote 
higher nucleation density. For all the depositions, the substrates were not heated and there was 
no appreciable increase in the substrate temperature due to the heating by the plasma 

The structures of the films were studied using a JEM-2010 FEG-TEM field emission gun 
electron microscope operating at 200 kV with an attached selected-area electron diffraction 
system. For the PL measurements, an Ar+ ion laser with a wavelength of 351 nm and an output 
power of 10 mW was used as the excitation source, and the PL signals were dispersed by a 
Digikrom DK242 double grating 0.25 meter monochromator and detected by a Hamamatsu 
photomultiplier. For time-resolved PL measurement, the excitation source has a wavelength of 
400 nm and consists of approximately 2 picoseconds pulse with a repetition rate of 82 MHz This 
hght source was derived from the frequency doubling of a 800 nm line obtained from a Spectra- 
Physics mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser. The transient luminescence signal was dispersed in a 
Chromax 0.25 meter monochromator and captured by a Hamamatsu C4334 streak-camera The 
overall temporal resolution of the whole system is about 20 picoseconds. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we focus on the microstructural and PL properties of those samples deposited 
under the conditions where nc-SiC films were obtained. For the HRTEM measurement the films 
were stripped by etching the Si substrate in a mixture of HF and HN03 (HFHNO3 =1-3) and 
thinned by Ar ions sputtering. A bright-field plan view TEM image and the corresponding 
selected area diffraction (SAD) are shown in Figure 1. There are a large number of crystalline 
grains within which the atoms are periodically arranged. Comparing the grains with a ruler of 
length 10 nm, the grain size was determined to be of several nanometers. It is noted that the 
direction of the crystalline grains in space is irregular and the interface area between the grains 
consists of irregularly arranged atoms. The SAD pattern indicated that the electron diffraction 
pattern has several rings. It should be emphasized that all the diffraction rings, except the first 
inside diffraction spot, are composed of many diffraction spots, which further reinforce the fact 
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Figure 1(a). HRTEM photograph of the 
nc-SiC sample. 

(b) TEM diffraction pattern of 
the nc-SiC sample. 

that the crystalline grains are disorderedly oriented in the films. The first spread diffraction spot 
also shows that there exist amorphous components in the films. 

Further evidence on the presence of SiC nanocrystallites in the film can be obtained through 
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), infrared absorption and Raman scattering   . 

Figure 2 shows the room-temperature PL spectrum of the nc-SiC films. The PL has a peak at 
2.64 eV and a FWHM of about 0.56 eV. It is noted that the PL peak energy is higher than the 
room-temperature optical bandgap energy of 3C-SiC, which has a value of 2.2 eV18. Assuming 
that the PL derives from the SiC nanocrystallites, the peak emission energy being higher than 
that of bulk 3C-SiC can be a result of quantum size effect in these nanocrystallites. 

As in the case of light-emitting Si nanocrystallites19"20, valuable information on the nature of 
the radiative recombination, such as whether it involves direct optical transitions can be obtained 
through the study of PL decay lifetime. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the room 
temperature PL intensity at the peak emission energy of 2.64eV. A best fit to the time evolution 
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Figure 2 Room temperature PL spectrum of 
the sample excited using an Ar+ laser at an 
emission wavelenth of 351 nm. 

Figure 3 The time evolution of the PL intensity 
at the peak emission energy of 2.64 eV. 
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WI      *wCe W3S °btred by aSSUming a bi-exP°"entia! decay process. The smooth solid 
line shows the to-exponential fitting results. Two decay time constants of 179 ps and 2 88 ns 
were obtained, which are noted to be at least two orders of magnitude faster than that of bound 

ZmZunSTS *" bUlK 3C"SiC at '0W temPerature2' ^e bi-exponential decay imPl es that 
multileveltransitions may be mvolved in the radiative recombination. It is noted that the PL 
decay'lifetimesof the nc-SiC films at room temperature are comparable to that of excitonic 
ransitions ,n high-quality bulk direct bandgap semiconductors22"23 and their low-dimensional 

structures such as quantum wells24"25 and quantum dots26"27 at low temperature. It shouW be 
men,oned that short PL lifetimes of several nanoseconds have also bee'n observed for carbon 

ke ÄÄ t0 PrSSenCe °f'ight emitting grainS that are islands of Wh>*- 
adltL nf, ' *ul exPenments are in progress to study the detailed relations between the 

radiative lifetime and the nanostructures of these nc-SiC films. 
In the PL measuring experiment, visually it 

was found that the PL intensity of the samples 
increased under UV light irradiation. To 
investigate the effect of the UV light 
irradiation, the sample was put on the sample 
holder of the PL measurement system where 
both UV light irradiation and PL measurement 
can be carried out at the same area of the 
sample using the same laser beam of 3.53 eV. 
Higher power laser beam (50 mW) was used 
for the irradiation and lower power laser beam 
(10 mW) was used for the PL excitation. 
Figure 4 shows the PL spectra under different 
irradiation time for the nc-SiC sample. It is 
clear that the PL intensity of the as-grown nc- 
SiC sample was greatly enhanced with 
increasing irradiation time. However, the PL 
peak energy remains unchanged. 

It was further noted that the PL intensity increased at a faster rate initially and finally 
saturated upon prolonged irradiation. After the saturation, the high PL efficiency is permanently 
preserved even after the UV irradition is removed, and the color of the film at the irrXed area 
has changed compared to that before irradiation. 

The strong emission intensity and the nanosecond PL lifetimes suggest that the dominant PL 
peak derives from direct radiative transitions in the SiC nanocrystallites The confining material 
in this case could be voids or the surrounding a-SiC:H matrix, which can have bandgäp higher 
han the crystalline SiC The large PL FWHM observed can then be attributed to a spread fn he 

size of these nanocrystalhtes. On the other hand, the PL observed can also be derived from the 
fiÄ*,ted

t
am0!?Jrs.SiC components in the films, the presence of which was confirmed 

from the electron diffraction patterns. Further work such as depositing a range of nc-SiC fifms 
w,th varying grain sizes, and correlating them to the PL characteristics observed will be uefu 

o^rrng?^^^ 

Pliolon energy (eV) 

Figure 4 PL spectra of the sample at room 
Temperature under continuous UV light 
Irradiation for different time as indicated 
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On the assumption that the PL derives from the SiC nanocrystallites, there is an issue of how 
direct optical transitions can be possible in this indirect gap material. Given the nanosize of these 
SiC crystallites and the fact that they are surrounded by an amorphous SiC matrix, their energy 
band structures are expected to be very different from that of 3C-S1C. It is possible that the 
change in the band structure may be in a way that favours direct radiative transitions. This, 
couples with the strong confinement of carriers in the nanocrystallites, can lead to exciton-hke 
recombination and account for the strong PL observed. 

The exact origin of the UV irradiation enhanced PL of the nc-Si:H films is not well 
understood at present. Since the films have thickness in the range of about 200-300nm, which are 
much smaller than the absorption depth of the UV irradiation (I/o) of about 700nm, where o is 
the absorption coefficient at the UV wavelength, it can be concluded that the PL enhancement 
seen is not a film surface effect. In view of the fact that all the samples showed PL enhanced 
effect unpon UV irradiation with the PL peak emission energies remain unchanged, it is 
suggested that there are some nonradiative recombination centers in the bulk of the nc-SiC:H 
films sensitive to UV light. It is likely that the UV light irradiation supplies energy and modifies 
the disordered atoms on the surface of the nanocrystalline gains or the defects which are located 
in the regions of grain boundaries and amorphous matrix. The light-induced passivation of the 
nonradiative recombination centers could be responsible for the enhancement of the PL intensity 
without any new emission energy involved. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, nanocrystalline SiC (nc-SiC) films have been deposited using the ECR-CVD 
technique Microstructural characterizations showed that the crystalline grains have irregular 
orientations and grain dimension of several nanometers. These nc-SiC films emit intense visible 
light at room temperature under UV laser excitation. Steady-state and ps time-resolved PL 
spectra of these samples were measured at room temperature. It was found that the photon 
energy of the dominant emission is higher than the bandgap of bulk 3C-SiC crystal. More 
interestingly, the PL decay follows a bi-exponential process with very short lifetimes of about 
179 ps and 2 88 ns These, being at least two orders of magnitude faster than that of bound 
exciton transitions in bulk 3C-S1C at low temperature, are attributed to direct optical transitions. 
It is postulated that the strong PL and the short lifetimes observed are likely to be a result ot 
quantum confinement effect in the SiC nanocrystallites. It has been found that UV irradiation 
leads to PL intensity enhancement at room temperature, which can be preserved even after UV 
light irradiation was removed. These nc-SiC films emit strong visible light and are promising 
materials for the fabrication of large area LEDs. 
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Nitride Phosphors for Low Voltage Cathodoluminescence Devices 

Hisashi Kanie, Takahiro Kawano, Kose Sugimoto, Ryoji Kawai 
Dept of Applied Electronics, Science Univ of Tokyo, Noda, Chiba, 278-8510, JAPAN. 

ABSTRACT 

Undoped and Zn doped InGaN microcrystals were synthesized by a two-step method. 

The InGaN microcrystals have a wurtzite structure and brownish body color. The InGaN samples 

prepared at 900 °C did not contain a metal In phase. The InGaN:Zn microcrystals showed blue 
photoluminescence (PL) at 77K different from that of GaN:Zn. Reflectivity and 
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) measurement showed that the fundamental absorption edge 
of the InGaN:Zn phosphors is 3.47 eV, which implies that the In content in the InGaN:Zn 
phosphors is less than 0.2%. GaN:Zn and InGaN:Zn showed a Zn related PLE peak at 3.34 eV. 
InGaN and InGaN:Zn showed an In related PLE peak at 3.14 eV. When the InGaN:Zn samples 
were selectively excited at 3.15 eV, an In-related emission band centered at 2.2 eV emerged. The 
InGaNiZn phosphors mounted on vacuum fluorescent displays (VFDs) showed 
room-temperature blue cathodoluminescence (CL) and the CL peak shifted slightly toward the 
low energy compared to that of the GaN:Zn phosphors because of the superimposed In related 
band. The InGaN:Zn phosphors had a luminance of 50 cd/m2 and a luminance efficiency of 0.03 

lm/W at an anode voltage of 50 V. 

INTRODUCTION 

GaN is a wide band gap semiconductor and has low resistivity, high luminescence 

efficiency, and chemical stability [1]. GaN:Zn or InGaN is used for an active layer in a highly 
efficient blue light emitting diode [1-4]. We synthesized microcrystaline GaN and InGaN by a 

reaction between the mixture of Ga2S3 and In2S3 and NH3 at 1050 °C [5-7] and reported that 
GaN:Zn microcrystals are applicable to phosphors for low-voltage CL devices, such as a field 
emission display (FED) or a VFD [5]. The current vs. anode voltage characteristics of VFDs 
using the GaN:Zn phosphors showed a threshold voltage as low as ZnO:Zn phosphors because of 
low resistivity of GaN. The CL spectra showed that a band in the violet region was dominant and 

a luminance efficiency in the blue region was not enough for practical use. 
To shift the emission band from the violet to the blue region and to increase the intensity 
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of emission band we prepared InOaN:Zn with better crystalline quality. Structural and optical 

properties of InGaNrZn phosphors were studied. Structural properties of synthesized GaN, 

GaN:Zn and InGaN:Zn were measured using a conventional x-ray diffractometer. Low 
temperature PL and PLE spectra of InGaN:Zn phophors were recorded using a Xenon lamp. CL 
spectra and electric properties of InGaNrZn phosphors mounted in VFDs were measure at 
room-temperature. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The improvement of the InGaN crystalline quality requires synthesis at higher 
temperatures while preventing the InGaN decomposition. To counter the effect of decomposition, 
which caused from high temperature synthesis, we introduced a two step growth method. In the 

first step, undoped or Zn doped GaN microcrystals were synthesized at 1150°C. In the second 
step, InGaN(:Zn) was synthesized from a mixture of the GaN(:Zn) microcrystals and In2S3at 800 
°C or higher temperatures. GaN was synthesized by the nitridation of Ga2S3 under an NH3 flow 
of 0.6 1/min for 1 or 5 hours. Zn was doped by using ZnS as a Zn source during synthesis. 
InGaNrZn was synthesized by the nitridation of a mixture of the synthesized GaN:Zn and In2S3 

with NH3 for 5 hours. The Ga to In molar ratio was varied from 1:0.35 to 1:0.5. 

Synthesized GaN:Zn has a pale grayish body color and InGaNrZn has a brownish body 
color. X-ray diffraction patterns showed that hexagonal InGaN was grown and that the grown 
InGaN crystals contain metal In phase at lower synthesis temperatures, as shown in figure 1. 
InGaN synthesized at 900 °C did not contain metal In phase. Lattice constants of InGaN were 
comparable to GaN, which indicated that In concentration is very low. 

InGaNrZn 
Nitridation Temperature 900 • 

-ILL 1 R-ilhzzL. 3 &§i 

lit 
Nitridation Temperature 825 • 

40 100 120 60 80 
2JE [cleg.) 

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of InGaN synthesized at different temperatures. They have 

wurtzite structure. In phase exists in the sample synthesized at 825 °C and it does not exist in the 
sample at 900"C. 
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

Reflectivity spectra showed that the band gaps of the GaN:Zn and InGaN:Zn samples 
are located at 3.4 eV. We estimated the In content to be less than 0.2% in the InGaN samples by 
taking account of the resolution of spectrometer. Corresponding to the brownish body color, 

strong absorption is observed for the InGaN:Zn samples. 
PL spectra at 77K were measured under an excitation of a He-Cd laser 325 nm line. PL 

spectra showed that the synthesized GaN:Zn and InGaN:Zn have a blue luminescence band and 
the peak of the blue band shifted toward low energy with the synthesis temperature, as shown in 
figure 2. The results indicated that In concentration is higher in the InGaN samples synthesized 

at higher temperatures. 
PLE spectra were recorded with the emission intensity monitored at the photon energy 

of emission band peaks while the excitation light wavelength was being scanned. Selectively 
excited PL spectra were recorded under an excitation with the photon energy corresponding to 
the PLE peaks. PLE and PL spectra of the InGaN:Zn samples showed that three kinds of optical 
transition exist in the samples. The PLE peak at 3.46 eV in figure 3 is assigned to the 
fundamental absorption of InGaN. The shoulder peak at 3.37 eV is assigned to the Zn absorption 

band, because the peak appears at comparable energy in PLE spectra of Zn doped GaN. When 
the InGaN:Zn samples were excited at 3.18 eV, a PL band with a peak at 2.20 eV emerged from 
the low energy side of the blue emission band excited by a He-Cd laser 325 nm line, as shown in 
figure 3. The PLE peak at 3.14 eV was observed for both undoped and Zn doped InGaN 
phosphors prepared by the two step method. We assigned the PLE band peak at 3.14 eV for 
undoped InGaN with a band gap energy of 3.47 eV to In isoelectronic centers [6,7]. The PL peak 
at 2.2eV for the InGaN:Zn phosphors is also assigned to the In centers. 

"Nitridation 
Temperature 

Exc. He-Cd:325nm 

GaNPZn 

825°C 

850°C 

875°C v_ 

sxxn: 

„p-w$- 

4 3.5 3 2.5 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 

Figure 2. Low temperature PL spectra of InGaN :Zn prepared at various temperatures. PL 

spectrum ofGaN:Zn is shown in the figure. 
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77K 
Ga:In=l:0.35, 

Nitridation Temperature 900°C 

3.5 3 2.5 

PHOTON ENERGY [eV| 

Figure 3. PLE and selectively excited PL spectra oflnGaN.Zn. PLE spectra labeled a to f were 

recorded by monitoring the PL intensity with photon energies of3.10eV( indicated by the arrow 

labeleda), 2.89eV (b), 2.78 eV(c), 2.42eV (d), 2.20 eV (e), and 2.18 eV(f). PL spectra labeled A 
to D were recorded under an excitation with photon energies of 3.47 eV (indicated by the arrow 

labeled A), 3.37 eV (B), 3.20 eV(C), and 3.18 eV (D). PLE peaks were observed at 3.47 eV, 3.37 
eV, and 3.15 eV. Shift of the PL bands toward low energy was observed with a decrease in 
excitation photon energies of the peaks in the PLE spectra. 

Room temperature CL spectra were measured for VFDs using GaN:Zn or InGaN:Zn 
phosphors. The CL peak of InGaNiZn phosphors shifts slightly toward low energy compared to 
that of GaN:Zn phosphors, as shown in figure 4. The amount of the shift was smaller than we 
expected from the 77K PL spectra in figure 2, probably because the In concentration in InGaN is 
very low in the samples. 

_100 

> 
c73 

tu 

2 

PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 

Figure 4. CL spectra of GaN:Zn and LnGaN.Zn.  The peak shifts toward low energy for 
LnGaN.Zn. 
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The threshold voltage of luminance vs. an anode voltage characteristics is as low as 10 

V, suggesting that the InGaN:Zn phosphor has low resistivity comparable to the value of ZnO:Zn. 
The luminance of the InGaN:Zn phosphors for VFDs working at an anode voltage of 50 V was 
50 cd/m2 , which is one third times higher than that of the GaN:Zn phosphors [8], and the 

luminescence efficiency 0.03 lm/W. To increase the luminance, it is necessary to decolorize the 
body color, increase the In concentration, and improve the crystal quality of InGaN. 

CONCLUSION 

InGaN:Zn phosphors were prepared by the nitridation of a mixture of the previously 

synthesized GaN and In2S3 with NH3 in the range of 800 to 900 °C. The InGaN:Zn phosphors 
without a metalic In phase was obtained at 900 °C. The InGaN:Zn phosphors has a wurtzite 
structure and brownish body color. Reflectivity spectrum and PLE spectrum showed that 
InGaN:Zn has a band gap energy comparable to that of GaN, which indicated the synthesized 
InGaNiZn had low In contents of 0.2%. The InGaN:Zn phosphors showed an broad blue PL with 
a peak at 2.74 eV. InGaNiZn has a PLE peak related to In centers at 3.14eV, a peak 
corresponding to the fundamental absorption at 3.47 eV, and a peak related to Zn centers at 3.34 
eV. When the InGaN:Zn phosphors were excited at 3.18 eV, they emitted an In-center-related 
luminescence at 2.2 eV. A room temperature CL peak of the InGaN:Zn phosphors mounted in a 
VFD shifted slightly toward the lower energy compared to that of the GaN:Zn phosphors. 
Luminance of 50 cd/m2 and luminance efficiency of 0.03 lm/W was obtained for a VFD using 
the InGaNiZn phosphors at an anode voltage of 50 V. The threshold voltage of luminance was as 

low as 10 V, which is comparable to ZnO:Zn phosphors. 
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SOLID PHASE CRYSTALLIZATION (SPC) BEHAVIOR OF AMORPHOUS Si 
BILAYER FILMS WITH DIFFERENT CONCENTRATION OF OXYGEN: 

Surface vs. Interface-nucleation 
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School of Materials Science and Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul, KURtA 

ABSTRACT 

Solid-phase crystallization (SPC) behavior of a-Si film [a-Si(II)] in which oxygen concentration 
(Co) is higher at the a-Si/Si02 interface (Co=5xl021 /cm3) than at the film surface (Co=3xl0 
/cm ) has been investigated. The results were also compared with that of a-Si single layer [a- 
Si(I) 600 A] with Co=3xl020 /cm3. It has been found that the interface-nucleation was 
suppressed in the a-Si(II) and the surface-nucleation occurred to make a poly-Si/a-Si (300 A/300 
A) bilayer structure. Many equiaxial grains with sizes of 1-2 |xm were formed in the surface- 
nucleated poly-Si layer. Compared with the results of conventional SPC poly-Si (600 A-thick) in 
which elliptical grains with sizes of 0.5-1 urn were formed by the interface (a-Si/Si02)- 
nucleation, we concluded that the poly-Si/a-Si bilayer scheme is a method to improve the 
microstructure of SPC poly-Si film. 

INTRODUCTION 

Solid-phase crystallization (SPC) of amorphous Si (a-Si) has been attracted many interests for 
the application to polycrystalline Si (poly-Si) thin-film transistors (TFTs) in a liquid-crystal 
displays (LCDs)[l,2] Many efforts on improving the microstructure of poly-Si film by reducing 
the grain boundary area and crystalline defects due to their detrimental effects on the 
performances of TFT. .      ,. ,   , ...   ,. 

In recent work, we proposed a novel crystallization scheme in which the crystallization start 
from a film surface, i.e. the surface-nucleation.[S] In that study, the interface-nucleation 
phenomenon dominantly occurring in a conventional annealed a-Si, was suppressed by making 
an oxygen-rich region near the interface between a-Si film and Si02 substrate with an oxygen- 
blowing process during initial a-Si deposition period. Thus, we could observe a surface- 
nucleated SPC. However, the oxygen-blowing process still remains to be optimized since it may 
cause a problem such as a particle formation which is not practical for TFT fabrication process. 

In this work, we utilized residual oxygen in our deposition chamber for making an oxygen- 
rich region at near the a-Si/SiO interface in order to suppress the interface-nucleation. Thus, 
there is no extra oxygen-blowing process. From the work of crystallization behavior of a-Si films 
with different Co, we found out the C0 at which the crystallization is nearly suppressed. Based 
on this result, we have deposited an a-Si/oxygen-rich a-Si bilayer and comparatively investigated 
its SPC behavior with that of a conventional a-Si single layer. 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Deposition and annealing of amorphous Si films with different oxygen concentration 

Amorphous Si films at 425 °C with 1 SCCM of Si2H6 and no carrier gas. Deposition pressure 
was 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 Torr, which was adjusted by varying the conductance of throttle valve 
connected to a mechanical pump. After the depositions, C0 in each as-deposited a-Si film was 
measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). Figure 1 shows the Co as a function of 
deposition pressure. The C0 significantly increases as the deposition pressure 
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Fig. 1. Variation of C0 in a-Si films 
as a function of deposition pressure. 
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Fig. 2. PTEM image of a-Si films annealed at 650 °C 
for 3 hours. The C0 in each a-Si is (a)5xl02', (b) 8xl021 

and (c) 5xl020 /cm3, respectively. 

j« co was measured as 5xl020, 8xl020, and 5xl021 /cm3 for the deposition pressure of 
200, 100, and 50 mTorr, respectively. 

These a-Si films were annealed at 650 °C in nitrogen ambient for 3 hours. Figure 2(a)~(c) 
show the plan-view transmission electron microscope (PTEM) image of above a-Si films As the 
C0 increases, the crystallization fraction is decreased. Particularly, a-Si with Co=5xl021 /cm3 was 
not crystallized. 

Deposition and crystallization of a-Si films with different CQ at a-Si/SiOz and a-Si surface. 

By using the above results, we deposited an a-Si film [a-Si(II)], consisting of two a-Si layers 
A lower a-Si layer (300 A) with Co=5xl021 /cm3 was firstly deposited at the deposition 
conditions of Fig. 1 and then, an upper a-Si layer (300 A) with Co=3xl020 /cm3 was deposited in- 
situ. ror the comparison of crystallization behavior, we also deposited an a-Si (600 A) fa-Si(I)l 
single layer with Co=3xl0-u /cmJ as a reference sample. Deposition scheme of these a-Si films 
were shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). 
♦ ^gAUoo4Ia) ^d,(b) are cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) images of a-Si(I) and a-Si(II) annealed 

at 600 C for 11 hours. As shown in Fig. 4(a), a-Si(I) was fully crystallized. It has been well 
known that the crystallization process of conventional a-Si [a-Si(I)] starts from the nucleation of 
crystalline phases at the interface between a-Si and SiO, substrate.[3-8] For the case of a-Si(II) 
only 300 A-thick of upper Si layer is polycrystalline while the lower part (300 A) still remains 
amorphous. This result indicates that the crystallization was successfully suppressed and thereby 
we could observe the surface-nucleated SPC process in the a-Si(II) 

500 °C, I Torr 

425 °C, 50 mTorr 

(a) a-Si(l): 500 °C, 1 Torr 
Si2H(/H2=5/200 seem 

Co=3x102"/cmb 

(b)a-Si(ll) 
Co=3x102u/cm3 

Co^xlO'1 /cm3    £/£/','',, 

Si02 Si02 

Fig. 3. Deposition scheme for (a) a-Si(I) (interface-nucleation sample) and 
(b) a-Si(II) (surface-nucleation smaple). 
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Fig. 4. XTEM image of crystallized (a) a-Si(I) and (b) a-Si(II) at 600 °C for 11 hours. 
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Fig. 5. PTEM image of crystallized (a) a-Si(I) and (b) a-Si(II) at 600 °C for 11 hours. 

Unlike the small grains in Fig. 4(a), many large grains expanded laterally, such as the one in 
Fig. 4(b) were observed in the upper poly-Si layer of a-Si(Il). The formation mechanism of the 
grains is deeply related with twins parallel to the film surface, which enhance the lateral growth 
process.[3,9] Those grains are corresponding to the equiaxial ones in the following plan-view 
TEM (PTEM) image of crystallized a-Si(II). 

Plan-view TEM images of a-Si(I) and a-Si(II) annealed at 600 °C for 11 hours are shown in 
Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Figure 5(a) is a typical microstructure of an conventional SPC 
poly-Si. High density of elliptical grains with a size of 0.5-1 u_m are formed in the poly-Si. 

The microstructure of annealed a-Si(II) is somewhat different from that of a-Si(l). Firstly, the 
film was partially crystallized indicating that the crystallization kinetics of a-Si(II) is slower that 
that of a-Si(I). Although many elliptical grains are also observed, what we focus on in Fig. 4(b) 
is the large equiaxial grains with sizes of 1~2 urn. In our previous report, it has been found that 
most of equiaxial grains has a strong {11 l}-orientation unlike the random orientations of 
elliptical grains.[3,9] Due to the twins parallel to the surface in the equiaxial grains, which 
enhance the lateral growth process,[3] they can grow upto 2 |im even in a half of a-Si(I) 
thickness. 

DISCUSSION 

Mechanism of interface-nucleation and suppression the interface-nucleation 

As mentioned above, it has been well known that the conventional SPC process starts from the 
nucleation at the a-Si/Si02 interface. Thus, in order to observe the surface-nucleation 
phenomenon, it is necessary to suppress the interface-nucleation process. First of all, it is 
essential to investigate the mechanism which enhances the nucleation mechanism at the 
interface. 

We attributed the origin of interface-nucleation in the conventional SPC to the 
microstructural difference in the as-deposited a-Si at between the a-Si/Si02 interface and film 
surface. Figure 6(a) and (b) show the XTEM images and schematic drawings of as-deposited 
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Fig. 6. XTEM image and its schematic drawing for (a) m-Si and (b) a-Si. 

mixed phase Si (m-Si)[4] and a-Si. As shown in Fig. 6(b), most of crystalline phases are located 
at the Si/Si02 interface. Thus, when we get a-Si by lowering the deposition temperature from 
that of m-Si, it can be thought that the amorphous phase must have higher structural orderness 
and density of crystalline nuclei at the a-Si/Si02 interface than at the film surface. We believe 
that the high density of crystalline nuclei promotes the nucleation process at the a-Si/Si02 
interface during the following SPC process. 

As a method to suppress the interface-nucleation, we try to utilize the crystallization- 
preventing agent such as oxygen. It has been well known that even with 0.5 at.% of oxygen the 
crystallization kinetics can be retard by a factor of ten.[10] The results of Fig. 2(a)~(c) also 
demonstrate the effect of oxygen on the crystallization kinetics. 

Ciystallizalion kinetics 

Figure 7 shows the crystallization behavior of the interface-nucleated [a-Si(I)] and surface- 
nucleated [a-Si(II)] SPC at 625 °C. It is found that the interface-nucleated SPC kinetics is faster 
that the surface-nucleated one. This difference is mainly caused by the microstructural difference 
at the nucleation site in between the a-Si(I) and a-Si(II). In the a-Si(I), the nucleation site is the a- 
Si/Si02 interface having high density of crystalline nuclei. For the case of a-Si(II), however, the 
density of crystalline nuclei at the surface is much smaller than that at the a-Si/Si02 interface of 
a-Si(I) from the explanation of Fig 6(a) and (b). 

   
\-m— a-Si(ll) | / 

/ 
1 

J 
J ^ 

Annealing time [hours] 

Fig. 7. Crystalline fraction in annealed a-Si(I) and a-Si(II) at 625 °C as a function of annealing time. 
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram and ils Stereographic projection for (a) elliptical and (b) equiaxial grain. 
An {110}-oriented grain, a typical form of elliptical ones, is shown in (a). In this case, two <211>- 
directions normal to <I 10> are major growth directions for the lateral grain growth, which make the 
elongated grain. Other two <21 Indirections facilitate the vertical growth of the grain. Thus, their 
role is not important to form the elongated shape. As for {111 }-oriented grain having parallel twin 
plane, six <2I Indirections normal to <I1I> are placed on the {lll}-twin plane. Thus, the grain 
growth proceeds isotropically along the six <21 Indirections to make the equiaxial shape. Also, in 
this case, other <21 Indirections (open-circle) does not play an important role to make the equiaxial 
shape. 

Formation mechanism of equiaxial and elliptical wain 

On the microstructura! viewpoint, it is desirable to make SPC poly-Si consisted of equiaxial 
grains since grain boundary area of equiaxial grain is smaller than that of elliptical one. Thus, the 
surface-nucleation scheme is a method to fabricate a high quality of poly-Si. However, even with 
the surface-nucleation scheme, there were still many elliptical grains although the density of 
elliptical ones was remarkably decreased by the surface-nucleation scheme. In order to further 
improve the microstructure of SPC poly-Si formed by the surface-nucleation, it is necessary to 
investigate the formation mechanism of these two types of grains. 

Since the grain growth is enhanced along the six <21 Indirections on {11 l}-twin plane,[3-9] 
the major factor determining the shape of grain is the location of twin plane in a grain. Except 
{111 {-oriented grain having parallel twin to the film surface, all other oriented grains have 
oblique twin planes. In those grains, grain growth occurs anisotropically along certain <211>- 
directions to form elongated shape.[Fig. 8(a)] As for {lll}-oriented grain with parallel twin 
plane to the film surface, the grain growth can occur isotropically toward six <21 Indirections to 
make an equiaxial grain.[Fig. 8(b)] 
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SUMMARY 

In summary, we have investigated the SPC behavior of a-Si film having higher oxygen 
concentration (Co) at the a-Si/SiC>2 interface than at the film surface. It has been found that the 
interface-nucleation was suppressed by increasing Co at the a-Si/SiC>2 interface region upto 
5xl021 /cm3. Thus, the nucleation occurs at the film surface and a poly-Si/a-Si (300 Ä/300 
Ä)bilayer structure was obtained. Many equiaxial grains with sizes of 1~2 |im were observed in 
the surface-nucleated poly-Si layer. Compared with the results of conventional SPC poly-Si (600 
A-thick) in which elliptical grains with sizes of 0.5-1 u.m were formed by the interface (a- 
Si/Si02)-nucleation, we concluded that the poly-Si/a-Si bilayer scheme is a method to improve 
the microstructure of SPC poly-Si film. 
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ABSTRACT 

There is interest in reducing the shot number in the poly-Si laser crystallisation process in 
order to improve its throughput. Two distinct shot number dependent effects have been 
identified, which are both laser intensity dependent. The critical laser energy density is that 
which causes full film melt-through, and the major issue occurs at energies greater than this, 
where there is a considerable degradation in device uniformity with reducing shot number. The 
cause of this is non-uniform recovery of the full-melt-through fine grain poly-Si, and it is 
demonstrated that by extending the trailing edge of the beam, the material uniformity at reduced 
shot number can be improved. For energies less than this, the issue is not so much uniformity, as 
a general degradation in overall device properties with reducing shot number, which has been 
correlated with reducing grain size. 

In more demanding, future applications (such as system-on-panel), it will be necessary to 
improve circuit performance and approach that of current MOSFET devices. This will require 
short channel, self-aligned (SA) TFTs, and some of the issues with this architecture, particularly 
lateral ion implantation damage beneath the gate edge and drain field relief are discussed. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Excimer laser crystallisation is now the preferred technique for the formation of thin films of 
poly-Si which are used as the active layer in poly-Si TFTs. Whilst this technique, under optimum 
conditions, is able to form very high performance TFTs [1], there remain a number of issues in 
its application to commercial production. The broad objectives in applying the technique in a 
production environment are the formation of high quality films in a reproducible manner, with a 
large process window, and the maintenance of good uniformity under conditions of high 
throughput. Unfortunately, these conditions may be mutually exclusive: for instance, the highest 
quality and most uniform material is most easily produced with a large number of laser shots, but 
the high shot number would result in low throughput. Hence, in order to optimise these 
potentially conflicting requirements, it is necessary to develop a good understanding of the 
crystallisation process and to identify the key factors determining the resulting material 
properties. 

In this paper we discuss the main causes of non-uniformity in material which has been 
crystallised by a line beam excimer laser. The fundamental issues with the laser and beam 
shaping optics are: 
a) the pulse to pulse variation in output intensity from the laser, which, under critical 

conditions, can lead to large variations in material properties in the sweep direction of the 
beam, 

b) the beam profile along its short axis, which will influence the impact of (a), 
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c)  non-uniformities of the beam intensity along its long axis, which due to the high sensitvity of 
material properties to laser intensity, can be amplified in the resulting poly-Si film. 
In addition to these fundamental issues with the laser, the final outcome will be strongly 

influenced by the number of shots employed per unit area in the crystallisation process. 
In section 2, our background understanding of the crystallisation process is briefly reviewed 

in order to provide the framework for section 3, which describes the influence of short axis beam 
profile, and shot number, on device and material uniformity. 

Even with high quality, uniform material, if the subsequent device processing degrades the 
material, the resulting TFTs will have sub-optimal performance. The fundamental influence of 
device architecture (self aligned or non-self-aligned) on these effects is discussed in section 4, 
and implantation damage, particularly lateral damage beneath the gate, in self-aligned structures, 
is demonstrated to be a significant issue. For the first time, the damage has been directly imaged 
by TEM and ways of controlling its influence are discussed. 

2.   REVIEW OF CRYSTALLISATION PROCESS 

We have already published a full description of the crystallisation process, as inferred from 
TFT measurements [1], and demonstrated that it is consistent with all the key features in the SLG 
model [2], so only the main features will be summarised here as background to the following 
section. 

Figure 1 consists of a sequence of mobility profiles [1], measured through the gaussian 
distribution of energies, in samples irradiated with a semi-gaussian KrF laser, and illustrates the 
important distinction between partial melt-through, near-melt-through and full-melt-through 
conditions [2]. The peak intensity in figure la results in near-melt-through, SLG conditions and 
gives the highest performance TFTs. In figure lb, the peak intensity has been increased to full- 
melt-through conditions, resulting in fine grain material and an order of magnitude degradation 
in performance. However, as shown by figure lc, it is possible to re-irradiate this fine grain 
material under near-melt-through conditions and convert it back to the high performance SLG 
material [1 ]. This recovery from full-melt-through will occur, to a greater or lesser extent, with 
the trailing edge of the beam in the conventional top-hat, swept beam TFT process. However, 

Condition 
1 u threshold 
2 Near melt through 
3 Full melt 

E.,=273 mJ/cm2 

KM 

0.2   0.4    0.6   0.8   1.0   1.2     0    0.2   0.4    0.6   0.8   1.0   1.2  0    0.2   0.4    0.6   0.8   1.0    1.2 
Position in beam (cm) Position in beam (cm) Position in beam (cm) 

Ep, = 273 mJ/cm2 b) Epk = 330 mJ/cm2 c) Epk = 330 mJ/cm2 + 273 mJ/cm2 

Figure 1. TFT degradation and recovery with a stationary semi-gaussian laser beam (t„ ~40nm). 
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achieving this recovery in a controlled fashion, in a low shot process, is one of the major issues 
in the laser crystallisation process and is discussed below. 

3.   LOW SHOT NUMBER AND SHORT AXIS BEAM SHAPE EFFECTS 

The device architecture used in this part of the work has been the non-self-aligned (NSA) 
TFT [1], because, as discussed below, there are potentially serious artefacts in the operation of 
self-aligned TFTs due to the presence of implantation damage [3]. Hence, the NSA TFT yields 
the most transparent means of monitoring basic material properties as determined by the laser 
crystallisation process itself. The results reported have been mainly from ~40nm thick PECVD 
pre-cursor films, and thicker films gave broadly similar results, albeit at greater energies, which 
scaled with film thickness. 

As is apparent from figure 1, there is a narrow process window for achieving the high 
mobility TFTs under near-melt-through conditions. For 40nm thick films, the size of this 
window is ~30-40mJ/cm2 at an optimum irradiation intensity of ~300mJ/cm2. Ideally, it would 
be desirable to precisely set the energy intensity to give the peak mobility value, but in practice 
the energy setting is only accurate to about 5%. In addition, the film thickness across a plate may 
also vary by a comparable amount, and, finally, the maximum pulse to pulse fluctuation, in 
commercial crystallisation systems, has been quoted to be up to 15%. Hence, it will be very 
difficult to both maintain the optimum energy density, at near-melt-through, and to avoid 
unintentional excursions into full melt-through. When the latter happens, then in order to 
maintain good material uniformity, it will be necessary to recover the material with the trailing 
edge of the beam. 

In order to investigate this regime experimentally, energy densities were used which 
deliberately caused full-melt-through conditions to occur, so that the consequences could be 
clearly seen. In addition, particular attention was paid to the uniformity of the results in the beam 
sweep direction, as this will be the direction in which maximum variation in material properties 
can be expected to occur. 

A typical example of what happens to TFT properties when the shot number is reduced is 
shown in figure 2. In this figure, the mean electron mobility is plotted as a function of laser 
energy density for 100, 40, 20 and 10 shot top-hat beam irradiations. On the right hand axis, the 
normalised peak-to-peak scatter in the mobility values, Au.™* (=|imax-Hmin), is also plotted, but, 
for clarity, only the values for the 100 and 10 shot processes are included. A number of features 
are apparent in these curves: 

• There is a peak mobility value, which decreases with decreasing shot number, but 
occurs at approximately the same energy density, Em (where Em is the threshold 
energy density for full melt-through). The scatter in the mobility values for both the 
100 and 10 shot process are less than ±10% at Em. 

• At energy densities greater than Em, there is both a larger reduction in mobility values 
and increasing scatter in these values with reducing shot number, such that with the 
10 shot process the scatter increases to ±50%, whereas it stays below ±10% for the 
100 shot process. This is interpreted as a consequence of going into full-melt-through 
at energies greater than Em, with progressively worse resetting of the material back 
into the SLG regime with reducing shot number. The details of this are discussed in 
section 3.1 below. 
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Figure 2. Dependence of electron field effect 
mobility, and maximum scatter in mobility, on 
laser intensity and shot number for top-hat 
beam irradiations (t,, ~35nm). 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of top-hat 
laser beam shape. 

•    At energy densities below Em, there is also a reducing mobility with decreasing shot 
number, the origin of which is quite different from the phenomena at energies greater 
than Em. Hence these two regimes of E<Em and E>Em need to be distinguished, and 
the former regime is discussed in section 3.2 

3.1 Energy Densities, E > Em 

3.1.1 Trailing Edge Analysis 

The detail at issue here is the reduction in average mobility, and the increase in scatter, with 
reducing shot number in samples irradiated with the conventional top-hat beam. As discussed 
qualitatively above, this is related to the recovery of the material following full-melt-through, 
and the details of this can be more easily appreciated with reference to figure 3. This is a 
schematic illustration of a top-hat beam, with the critical energy densities for the SLG regime 
and full-melt-through indicated. Once the material has been exposed to an energy density greater 
than Em, it will need to be re-irradiated at an energy within the SLG window, AESLG, which has a 
spatial width of AXSLG. Hence, to ensure that each point on the surface is re-irradiated within the 
SLG window, the size of the incremental beam step across the surface will have to be < AXSLG 

This defines the minimum number of shots in the process to be W/AXSLG, where W is the 
FWHM of the beam. This can be related to the slope, S, of the trailing edge by: 

AXSLG = AESLG/S (1) 
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Hence, the minimum number of shots, N, is: 

N > SW/AESLG (2) 

For a typical SLG window of 40mJ/cm2 and a top-hat beam with a 50p.m wide edge, the 
number of shots required is >75, which is consistent with the experimental data in figure 2. 

3.1.2 Ramped Edge Data 

As indicated in equation 2, to reduce the number of shots, it is necessary to reduce the slope 
of the trailing edge of the beam, and, in the course of this work, the influence of edge shape has 
been investigated. Schematic illustrations of a top-hat and a ramped edge beam are shown in 
figure 4. Figures 5a and b compare the experimental results obtained from a top-hat and an 
appropriately shaped ramped edge beam, for a 20 shot and 100 shot process, respectively. 

The key result is in figure 5a, for the 20 shot process, in which the broadened beam shape 
produces a more constant value of average mobility into full-melt-through and the scatter 
remains below ±10% over a larger energy interval. In other words, as predicted, a beam with a 
ramped trailing edge does indeed produce more uniform material, within a process window 
enlarged from 15mJ/cm2 to 50mJ/cm2. The 100 shot results in figure 5b are included to 
demonstrate consistency with the basic model, by showing that when the shot number is high the 
beam shape has very little effect upon the results. Although, even here, it will be seen that the 
scatter is slightly larger with the top hat beam. 

Whilst figure 5a illustrates the improvements in window size and uniformity achieved at low 
shot number, with the ramped edge beam, it should be appreciated that reducing the shot number 
does lead to an overall degradation in all device properties, irrespective of the particular beam 
shape. This was clearly seen for mobility with the top hat beam in figure 2, and these effects are 
discussed more fully in section 3.2. In spite of the overall degradation in device characteristics, 
all device parameters still have improved uniformity with the ramped edge beam, once full melt- 
through occurs. 

3.2 Energy Density, E < Em 

In the preceding section, we discussed the shot number dependence of crystallisation at 
energy densities greater than for full melt-through, where the primary issue was recovery of the 
fine grain material. There is also a shot number dependence to the crystallisation phenomena at E 

Top Hat Ramped edge 

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of top-hat and ramped edge beams 
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< Em, which is clearly unrelated to the full melt-through situation. It is primarily observed under 
near-melt-through conditions, when the large SLG grains are being produced [2]. The 
dependence of carrier mobility on shot number is plotted in figure 6 for films of different 
thickness. Samples showing similar properties to the 44nm thick films have been examined using 
TEM to determine grain structure, and this identified an increase in mean grain size of-40%, 
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Figure 6. Variation of mobility (for E<E_) 
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from 160nm to 220nm for 10 shot and 100 shot irradiations, respectively. The grain quality was 
generally high, with the most visible features being grain bridging stacking faults and micro- 
twins, for which the bounding dislocations are contained within the grain boundaries themselves. 
Hence, the major scattering features are concluded to be the grain boundaries, and the increasing 
mobility with shot number in figure 6 is assumed to result from reduced grain boundary 
scattering caused by the increase in grain size. 

The other key features in this figure are the saturation in mobility after -100 shots, in all but 
the thinnest films, and the more rapid saturation in the thicker films. Assuming that the mobility 
increase is a result of grain growth, these curves indicate a corresponding saturation in grain size. 
Increasing grain size with shot number has been reported by other workers [2], but the 
mechanism for this growth has not been fully clarified, beyond noting that it is likely to be driven 
by grain boundary melting and the preferential growth of grains having a particular orientation 
[2], With this model of preferential melting of grain boundaries in mind, the saturation may be 
understood from the SEM micrograhs in figure 7. Figures 7a and b were obtained after 100 shot 
irradiations in the SLG regime at 320 and 340mJ/cm2, and show clear grain delineation and 
increasing spatial ordering, respectively. The ordering is believed to be caused by a roughness 
induced interference effect, which has been widely reported in laser/solid interactions, and 
referred to as Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) [4,5]. This ordering may 
contribute to grain size stabilisation in multi-shot irradiations, and, moreover, the asperities 
(resulting from Si pile-up at grain boundaries [6]) will eventually be too thick to melt and thus 
prevent the preferential melting of the grain boundaries. Hence the driving force for grain growth 
will be terminated. 

(It is interesting to note from figure 7c, that once full melt-through and recovery occurred, 
pre-existing grain structures were no longer dominant in mediating the re-growth and the 
ordering seen in 7b was lost. The grain size was also more irregular than at 340mJ/cm , and 
TEM examination identified the presence of dislocations within grains, contributing to a general 
degradation of grain quality. There was also a greater density of intra-grain asperities, which may 
be a surface topography residue of previous grain boundaries.) 

The field effect mobility data in figure 6 were taken from 60(im channel length TFTs, 

= 340 mJ/crrr 380 mJ/cn-r a)   E = 320mJ/cm/: b) 

Figure 7. SEM micrographs illustrating surface structure for different laser intensities (100 shot 
irradiations): a), b) E<Em and c) E>Em. (Samples tilted at 45° about horizontal axis in the SEM). 
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because, with increasing film thickness, there were increasing errors in the estimation of mobility 
in short channel TFTs due to channel shortening. The channel shortening resulted from lateral 
diffusion of the source and drain dopants in the melt, and was directly indicative of increasing 
melt duration with increasing film thickness. Hence there was a shorter melt duration and more 
rapid cooling with reducing film thickness, which would influence the grain growth. In 
particular, the more rapid cooling of the thinner films would result in more rapid random 
nucleation in the melt, limiting the initial grain growth per shot. 

4.   DEVICE ARCHITECTURE 

4.1 Self Aligned TFTs 

In the preceding section, the TFTs all employed the NSA architecture, in which the source 
and drain regions were ion implanted before laser crystallisation. Hence, the ion implantation 
damage will be removed during film melting. In contrast, self-aligned (SA) TFTs have the source 
and drain regions implanted after the crystallisation of the film, and we have reported striking 
differences in the characteristics of phosphorus implanted n-channel NSA and SA TFTs, having 
had the same initial crystallisation stage [3]. When the phosphorus is thermally activated, the 
implantation conditions have to be tightly controlled to avoid full amorphisation of the poly-Si 
film [3], Should this occur, the film will not re-crystallise in a low thermal budget process. For 
laser activation of the dopant, this failure to crystallise does not occur, but, nevertheless, there is 
still a limited range of implantation conditions within which successful TFT operation can be 
obtained. This is illustrated in figure 8a, in which we show the transfer characteristics of TFTs 
fabricated with two different implantation schedules. The implantation conditions are listed in 
table 1, together with the resulting sheet resistance values, which were almost independent of the 
change in conditions. However, as a result of increasing the implantation energy from 80 to 
1 lOkeV, device (ii) in figure 8a failed to turn-on, and, as shown by the output characteristic in 
8b, there was severe current crowding. However, Table I confirms that this effect cannot simply 
be due to high series resistance. The key result in figure 8c, of an anomalous increase in drain 
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Figure 8. a) transfer characteristics for TFTs with (i) 80 and (ii) 11 OkeV P implants, 
(b) output characteristics for 11 OkeV TFT and (c) transfer characteristics for 11 OkeV TFT. 
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current at large values of VG, demonstrates that there is a current flow barrier at the channel/n+ 

boundary, which can be modulated by the gate. 

Table 1 
Variation of sheet resistance with P implantation conditions 

Implantation Energy (keV) P Ion Dose (x 10° cm"2) Rs(n/ ) 
80 7 500 
110 3.5 650 

We have previously reported higher leakage currents in laser activated n-channel TFTs, 
which we ascribed to lateral implantation damage beneath the gate edge [3]. We believe that the 
1 lOkeV TFT results in figure 8 represent an extreme example of this lateral damage effect, and, 
for the first time, the damage region has been directly confirmed by cross-sectional TEM. The 
micrograph is shown in figure 9, in which the arrow indicates a residual amorphous region at the 
gate edge. This unambiguously confirms our previous interpretation of SA TFT data in terms of 
lateral implantation damage beneath the gate, but also identifies it extending beyond the gate 
edge, which may be due to scattering of the laser beam at the gate edge. 

Under the less damaging implantation conditions of 80keV, TEM examination has not 
identified an extensive amorphous region, so much as a region of micro-defects beneath the gate 
edge, which are responsible for the higher leakage currents and lower mobilities in these 
structures compared with NSA TFTs. In order to improve the performance of the laser activated 
SA TFTs, it is necessary to either remove the defects or suppress their influence. We have 
reported that gate overlapped LDD regions (GOLDD [7]) very effectively suppress the influence 
of the defects on leakage current, by shifting the electron-hole pair generation site from the 
damaged n+-channel junction to the damage-free GOLDD-channel junction [3], 

200nm 

Figure 9. XS TEM micrograph of 1 lOkeV SATFT, showing damage at gate edge. 
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Alternatively, the damage can be directly removed by off-setting the edge of the n+-region 
from the channel edge, so that the defects are no longer produced beneath the gate. In this 
situation, the end-of-range defects will be directly exposed to the laser during the dopant 
activation process, and will be removed together with all the other implantation damage. 
Moreover, the presence of this gap will also permit some lateral diffusion of the n+junction edge 
during the laser induced melting of the film; this will laterally broaden the junction and, thereby, 
reduce the drain field [7]. The off-set gap has been accomplished by a controlled etch-back of the 
gate, by ~0.5u.rn, following the phosphorus implant. The consequent removal of the end-of-range 
damage during the laser activation of the dopant is confirmed by the TFT characteristics in figure 
10. In this figure, we compare the etch-back gate TFT with the standard SATFT, and the 
reduction in leakage current and its reduced sensitivity to gate bias are clearly seen. The leakage 
current reduction can be directly attributed to the removal of the implantation damage, but the 
reduction in the field-assisted component of the leakage current is unlikely to be due to junction 
broadening alone. Even 100 shot irradiated NSA TFTs (which will have VlO times greater 
junction broadening), do not display an off-state characteristic as flat as that shown in figure 10. 
Hence, part of the reduction in gate field sensitivity is due to the reduction in gate-drain coupling 
induced by the gap. 

4.2 Drain Field Relief 

Even with junction broadening, hot carrier stability remains an issue in both SA and NSA 
TFTs, and further field relief is required. From an architecture point of view, field relief can be 
achieved with an LDD region, which can either be overlapped by the gate (GOLDD [7]) or, more 
conventionally, interposed between the gate and the drain. In the case of GOLDD, the 
conductivity of the lightly doped region will be modulated by the gate in the on-state, and this 

VD=5V 
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Figure 10. Effect of gate off-set in 
removing damage in SA TFT. 
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Figure 11. Maximum hot carrier stress bias 
for SATFTs with GOLDD and LDD field relief. 
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will minimise series resistance. In contrast, the resistance of the LDD region, with the 
conventional architecture, can result in significant on-current loss. These differences are clearly 
illustrated by the apparent field effect mobilities of 70 and 200 cm2/Vs measured in SA LDD and 
SA GOLDD TFTs, respectively, with LDD region widths of 3(xm and doping levels of6x10' 
cm-2. The low, apparent mobility measured in the SA LDD TFT, is entirely due to the resistance 
of the LDD region. 

The differences in hot carrier stability are even more striking when the two architectures are 
compared, as shown by the data in figure 11. The LDD devices could barely sustain the 
application of 13V to the drain, whereas the GOLDD devices, at comparable doping level, were 
stable up to 35V. As these particular LDD devices did not have an off-set gate, there was some 
end of range damage present and the junctions were abrupt, both of which would increase the 
drain field. However, comparable stability values were obtained in the off-set gate structures [8]. 
Hence, there are fundamental differences in the stability conferred by the GOLDD and LDD 
field relief architectures. Some of the key advantages of the GOLDD structure are the 
positioning of the peak field beneath the gate [9], and the diversion of the electron avalanche 
current to the back of the film [10]. Further details of the instability phenomena in the LDD 
TFTs will be discussed elsewhere [8,11]. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In order to improve the throughput of the laser crystallisation process, it is necessary to 
reduce the number of laser shots per unit surface area, and the influence of shot number on the 
resulting poly-Si TFT properties are discussed in this paper. Two distinct shot number dependent 
effects are identified, which are themselves laser intensity dependent. The critical laser energy 
density is that which causes full film melt-through, and for energies greater than this, the major 
issue is the uniformity of the device properties. It is demonstrated that the conventional top-hat 
beam is not an optimum shape, and that by deliberately extending the trailing edge of the beam, 
the material uniformity at reduced shot number can be improved. For energy densities less than 
full-melt-through, there was a general reduction in overall device properties with reducing shot 
number, which has been correlated with reducing grain size. However, the magnitude of this 
effect at low shot number is film thickness dependent and diminishes with thicker films, due to 
the increased melt duration and slower cooling of these films. 

TFT architecture plays a major role in determining the final device characteristics, and 
differences in key aspects of the performance of self-aligned and non-self-aligned TFTs, such as 
leakage current and mobility, are confirmed to be artefacts of the fabrication process. The most 
important effect is lateral ion implantation damage, beneath the gate edge, in n-channel SATFTs. 
The presence of this damage region was unambiguously demonstrated with cross sectional TEM 
images, and various ways of removing it, or reducing its influence, were discussed. Finally, the 
GOLDD field relief architecture was demonstrated to offer superior hot carrier stability 
compared with conventional LDD regions. 
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Abstract 

An excimer-laser-induced large-grain growth method has been proposed which utilizes 
non-uniform heat diffusion along the Si thin-film and also along the underlayer A single-shot of 
KrF excimer-laser light pulse with uniform intensity could crystallize a circularly pre-patterned 
Si thin-film of 20um in diameter, much larger than TFT feature size in present AM-LCD panels. 

Introduction 

Studies on polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) crystallized by excimer-laser annealing (ELA) 
have been pursued so as to implement high driving-current and low leakage-current in thin-tilm 
transistors (TFTs). To produce single-crystal Si TFTs, following three conditions should be 
satisfied The one is to grow grains larger than the TFT feature size [1,2], the second is to control 
position of these large grains [3], and the third is to keep the excess-process cost low, tor 
example, by a single shot and uniform irradiation using a simple ELA system. 

ELA-induced lateral growth can potentially satisfy these requirements, since long lateral 
growth can take place when there is a sufficient retardation of a start time of nucleation along the 
Si thin-film There are two dominant ways in elongating the retardation, that is, introduction ot a 
non-uniform light intensity distribution [4,5,6] or introduction of a non-uniform sample structure 
to initiate non-uniform heat out-diffusion from the uniformly molten Si thin-film. And we have 
studied here the latter way. Namely, a nucleation controlled ELA (NCELA) method has been 
proposed where the unmolten amorphous-Si (a-Si) region is localized to a very small volume by 
lateral heat diffusion in the Si thin-film. The NCELA method has been combined with 
ore-patterned ELA (P2ELA) method where the molten Si film is heated up non-umformly by the 
underlayer. By this IP2ELA (improved P2ELA) method, a Si disk of as large as 20um in diameter 
was crystallized by a single shot and uniform irradiation, and a central part of a Si disk ot lOum 
in diameter was single-crystallized. 

Proposal of U^ELA 

In the conventional ELA method, Si grains start to grow from a lot of nuclei born 
simultaneously in the unmolten a-Si region. Since collision with neighboring grains interrupts 
their growth along the lateral direction, grown grains are column-hke-shaped with a diameter 
much smaller than the TFTs feature size. The long lateral grain growth can take place however, 
when the nucleation time is delayed along the molten Si layer. Retardation of the nucleation time 
along the Si layer, a necessary condition for the sufficiently-long lateral growth, may be 
introduced by several ways. One of them is to generate a temperature gradient after the uniform 
laser light irradiation by a non-uniform sample structure. 

A proposed sample structure suitable to this approach is shown in Fig. 1. There is a small 
light reflecting plate attached on the circularly patterned Si thin-film on the heat-tolerant light 
absorption layer, and the sample is irradiated by a uniform laser light pulse. The Si layer outside 
the reflector is completely molten and the Si layer under the reflector remains in an original 
amorphous state. There appears, however, a large temperature gradient in the Si layer near the 
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edge of the reflector that generates the lateral heat diffusion in the Si thin-film. Thus the 
unmolten a-Si region is shrunken to a small value under the center of the reflector. Due to limited 
volume of the unmolten a-Si region, number of nuclei born there is reduced to only unity The 
nucleus then starts to grow laterally by the help of steep temperature gradient around it. 

Since the heat-tolerant underlayer outside of the Si 
disk is heated up to an extremely high temperature by 
absorbing the laser light, thermal energy given to the 
irradiated underlayer diffuses not only vertically to the 
substrate but also laterally to the non-irradiated underlayer 
of low temperature. Then, the vertical heat out-flow from 
the molten Si disk is reduced in magnitude especially 
around the disk edge compared with its central region. 
Therefore, the temperature gradient is produced in the Si 
disk from the edge to the center, and the lateral 
crystallization having started from the center can continue 
to whole the Si disk, resulting in a single crystal Si of large 
diameter. 

Since there are two-steps in elemental mechanism 
of the lateral growth for the proposed IP2ELA method, we 
will divide them and discuss each individual growth 
mechanisms, i.e. lateral growth (P2ELA method) around 
the Si disk edge and limited nucleation and lateral growth 
(NCELA method) near the reflector edge. And then we 
will combine them. Fig.l. Schematics of IP'ELA 

Nucleus    Substrate 

^■Heal 
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Lateral Growth by I^ELA Method 

For the P"ELA method no light reflector is placed at the center as shown in Fig 2 The 
SiON underlayer is used as the light absorbing layer since Si02 is transparent but Si3N4 is not 
transparent to the KrF excimer-laser light, and since both of these films are heat-tolerant. We 
have assumed the SiON layer to have the optimum light absorption coefficient distribution with 
the form of (X-x)   by adjusting the O/N ratio in the film, where x is the distance from the top 
SiON surface and X the SiON layer thickness [7]. At the beginning of irradiation, the Si disk is 
uniformly heated up. Temperature in the Si disk stays once at the melting point TM due to its 
large latent heat, and then restarted to be heated up again. 
Temperature in the SiON layer outside the Si disk, on the 
other hand, goes up steadily, resulting in the extremely 
high temperature such as 3000°C. After irradiation, 
thermal energy given to the irradiated SiON region 
diffuses not only vertically to the substrate but also 
laterally along the SiON layer. Thus there appears steep 
temperature gradient in the SiON layer under the Si disk, 
and this gradient reflects to the non-uniform vertical heat 
flow from the molten Si disk. As a result, temperature 
gradient is generated in the Si disk for more than 4.5um in 
length at the time when temperature at the center of the Si 
disk reduces to TM, resulting in the lateral growth. It is 
worthy to note that whole Si region is completely molten, 
and temperature is the lowest and takes a uniform 
distribution near the center. 

A SEM photograph after Secco ething is shown in 
Fig.3 for the P ELA sample. Thickness of the Si thin-film 
and X were 200nm and 1.6um, respectively. A substrate of 

i/\    I 
jcfei Substrate      \      ^^ 

Light Absorption Layer 

Fig.2. Schematics of P2ELA 
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the 850nm thick thermal Si02 on Si was heated at 500°C 
during ELA. For Si disks of as large as 12um in diameter, 
there were no laterally grown grains, when the light 
intensity I was as low as 400mJ/cm and only spots were 
observed, because thermal energy given to the SiON layer 
outside the Si disk was so low in density that the 
satisfactory temperature gradient could not be generated 
near the edge of the Si disk. The crystallization kinetics 
did not differ so much from those for the conventional 
and high intensity ELA. There appeared no lateral growth 
and the surface morphology was perfectly the same to 
that for the conventional ELA sample. For I=500mJ/cm , 
grains grew laterally but only near the edge of the disk. 
There were many small grains near the center as in case 
of I=400mJ/cm2. Higher the laser light intensity was, 
larger the lateral growth in length became until the SiON 
layer was broken. At I=700mJ/cm all Si disks were 
laterally crystallized. However, a single crystal was not 
grown and there appeared spoke-like-shaped lines of 
grain boundaries as shown in the figure. And there was a 
clear hole of a few tenth urn in diameter at the center. 
This is because temperature near the center of the Si disk 
took the minimum and uniform value. Nucleation site is 
not limited to a sufficiently narrow volume at the center, 
and many nuclei were born spontaneously as 
schematically shown in Fig.2. Since grown grains at the 
center were small and dense they can be removed 
completely by Secco ething, resulting in a hole. And 
grains started to grow laterally from nuclei having born in 
the vertically of the center. Then there appeared many grains. 

D,,<»12|inl 

(b) l-rOOmJttjt» 

Fig.3. SEM photographs of the Si 
films crystallized by P"ELA 
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Number Control of Nuclei by NCELA Method 

Since average grain size for the conventional ELA method is at most a few tenth urn 
number of nuclei may be reduced to unity in P2ELA when there remains the unmolten a-Si 
region of a few tenth urn in diameter. To localize the a-Si 
region to such a small size, a light reflector of a few urn is 
placed just on the sample as shown in Fig.4. And uniform 
laser light irradiates the Si region outside the light reflector 
without the light diffraction effects, since the reflector is 
placed just on the sample surface. The narrow and unmolten 
a-Si region is then remaining under the light reflector. When 
temperature in this a-Si region of a few urn wide is higher 
than the critical value TN for nucleation but lower than TM, 
then a limited number of nuclei are born there. There appears 
also the steep temperature gradient near the light reflector 
edge, that initiates lateral grain growth from a nucleus having 
born at the center under the light reflector. 

It should be taken into account that the steep 
temperature gradient near the edge of the light reflector 
introduces a large heat flow from the molten Si region 
outside the reflector to the unmolten a-Si region under the 
reflector. This flow will shrink further the unmolten a-Si 

Fig.4. Schematics of NCELA 
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region, resulting in the reduction of number of nuclei. 
We have analyzed numerically time-dependent 

two-dimensional temperature distribution. Figure 5 shows 
a numerical model and the temperature distribution just 
after the laser light irradiation, i.e., at a time t=21ns. The 
light reflector of Al of as large as 2um may absorb a part 
of laser light; (1-R) times as much as the intensity to the 
Si region outside the reflector. Thus in the numerical 
model, we have assumed that excimer-laser light is 
absorbed by the Si thin-film "under the reflector", with 
the light intensity I(l-R), where I is the light intensity 
irradiating to the Si region through the capping Si02 layer. 
For the condition R=l, the reflector reflects perfectly the 
laser light, a very sharp temperature gradient is formed 
near the center of the reflector just at the finish of laser 
light irradiation. The high temperature region in the Si 
thin-film under the reflector extending from the edge is 
less than OJjim. This means that in order to prepare a 
sufficient narrow nucleation site in the unmolten a-Si 
region, the reflector should be less than 0.6um wide, that 
is unacceptable from a production view point. As R 
decreases, the temperature slope near the edge becomes 
gentle, and thus the reflector can be widen. However, for 
R=0.42 no unmolten a-Si region remains at the center and 
nucleation site can not be restricted. 

A ,/OAA 
We,,c^e ^'nw exPerimen'a"y the effects of the light reflector. Samples were of an 

A (800nm)/SiO2 (100nm)/a-Si(200nrn) structure Si wafer with 850nm-thick Si02 Only the top 
Al film was patterned circularly as a light reflector. Samples were irradiated by a KrF excimer 
laser pulse at the substrate temperature of 500 °C. Figure 6 shows the surface morphology after 
Secco ething for several values of I and of the Al disk diameter (DA1). For DAI=5um higher the 

-10 12 
Distance (^m) 

Fig.5. Temperature distributions 
during NCELA for several light 
absorption coefficients 

D^fim 

DAi=5fim 

Fig.6. SEM photographs of the Si films crystallized by NCELA 
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light intensity was, larger the grains were grown at the edge of the light reflector. For 
I=800mJ/cm , the a-Si region at the center disappeared and grains started to grow from the center. 
When I was fixed at 500mJ/cm2, the a-Si region became narrower as DAi was reduced. And 
grains started to grow from the center when DA| was reduced to 3um. It will be important to 
make a comment that there was no clear hole at the center, different from the case of P ELA. 
And sometimes the number of nuclei was as few as unity, and then single crystal grains with a 
few urn in diameter were obtained. A single crystal Si as large as 5urn in diameter was grown 
successfully by using a light reflector with DAi=4um at I=800mJ/cm as shown in the figure. 

Theoretical and Experimental Results of II^ELA 

By combining the NCELA method and the 
P2ELA method i.e., by using the IP2ELA method 
we have investigated a possibility to crystallize 
larger Si disks with a small number of grains. 
Prospected temperature distribution is shown in 
Fig. 1. Since there is a sharp dip in temperature at 
the center due to NCELA component, number of 
nuclei born at the central region is very few and 
lateral growth starts from these nuclei. This lateral 
grain growth is then transferred to the 
P2ELA-induced lateral growth for the outside of 
the light reflector. 

Figure 7 shows the time-dependent 
temperature distribution in the Si disk for the 
IP2ELA method where R was assumed 0.8, and the 
width of the light reflector 2u.m, the thickness of 
the Si disk 200nm and X 1.6u.m respectively. The 
light intensity given to the SiON layer is assumed 
1 /T times higher than that to the Si layer by the 
reflection effect of light at the Si surface (where 
T=0.4). The steep temperature gradient appears at 
the center due to the effect of the light reflector and 
the unmolten a-Si region is as narrow as 1.4u.m 
with the maximum temperature of about 100CPC at 
the center. Thus only a few nuclei can be born there. 
As the time advances, the region having sharp 
temperature gradient and growth temperature near TM 
moves steadily to the disk edge by the effect of the 
SiON underlayer. Thus long lateral growth can take 
place. 

Figure 8 shows a melt/solid interface from the 
center after the laser light irradiation for DAf=2u.m. For 
DSi=16(im, since the Si region is very large, there 
appears a gentle temperature gradient region between 
3u.m and 6u.m from the center. Therefore nuclei may 
be born there while grains grow laterally. As DSi 
decreased, the growth speed becomes slow, for jrjg g Melt/solid interface from the 
DSi=8um grains can grow with a constant low speed, center after the ]aser ijght irradiation 
resulting in a single crystal. 

A SEM photograph after Secco ething is shown in Fig.9 for the crystallized sample ot an 
Al(800nm)/SiO2(100nm)/a-Si(200nm)/SiO2(100nm)/SiON(1.6m) structure on Si wafer with 
850nm-thick Si02. Figure 9(a) was photographs at several I values for DAi=10um and DSi-20nm, 

Fig.7. Temperature distribution during 
Improved P2ELA for several times 
after laser irradiation 
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respectively. At I=400mJ/cm2, 
since lateral growth due to the 
SiON under layer did not take 
place near the Si disk edge, 
there were large grains only 
around the light reflector (by 
NCELA). At ^ÖOOmJ/cm2, 
the grains can grow around the 
Si disk edge and at the same 
time lateral growth length for 
the light reflector edge was 
enlarged. At I=800mJ/cm2 

these two grains at inside and 
outside were merged and 
grains eventually became very 
large. Figure 9(b) is a 
photograph for a DAi=5um 
and DSi=l lfim sample. This 
picture shows that lateral 
growth began from only one 
nucleus. There existed no 
grain boundaries at the center. 
Unfortunately nuclei were 
born during the lateral growth, 
and as a result, grain 
boundaries appeared outside 
in the region. Figure 9(c) is a 
photo for the DA|=6nm and 
DSi=20um sample. Since the 

(a)DAI=10fim, DSl=2(Vm (c) D^öpm, Ds^Ojim, M800mJ/cmJ 

Fig.9. SEM photographs of the films crystallized by IP2ELA 

size of the Al disk was a little larger than the optimum value there 
center as shown by white spots. Although several grains started to 
growth length was enlarged to lOum in length. 

are several nuclei near the 
grow from these nuclei, lateral 

Conclusions 

We have proposed new large grain growth methods named P2ELA and NCELA And thev 
are combined to the IP"ELA method. A disk-shaped Si thin-film of 20um in diameter was 
crystaMized by a single shot and uniform KrF excimer laser light. And a center region of the 
disk-shaped Si thm-fi m of 11 um in diameter was single crystallized. These results indicate the 
potential that this method may satisfy the requirements of large and single grain growth at 
desired position with reasonable process cost aiming at ultra high performance TFTs. 
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Location-Controlled Large-Grains in Near-Agglomeration Excimer-Laser Crystallized 
Silicon Films 
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GB Delft, The Netherlands. 

ABSTRACT 

Large grains in thin silicon films were grown by controlling the location of unmolten 
islands, which are left after near-complete melting of the film during excimer laser 
crystallization. As the initially amorphous film was first transformed in small grain 
polycrystalline silicon, these islands contain seeds for crystal growth. To get a single large grain, 
either the number of seeds was reduced to one or a single one was selected from the seeds by a 
'grain filter'. Former was achieved by making a small indentation in the isolating layer 
underlying the silicon film so that seeds remain embedded in the indentation. Latter was 
achieved by making a small diameter hole in the underlying isolating layer, which was filled 
with amorphous silicon. The lateral growth is preceded by a vertical growth phase during which 
a single grain is filtered from the initial set of seeds present at the bottom of the hole. In the 
experiment described, highest yield was achieved for samples in which the melt-depth to hole- 
diameter ratio was largest. 

INTRODUCTION 

Excimer-laser crystallization (ELC) of thin silicon films is an important technology for 
fabrication of thin-film transistors (TFTs) on low-temperature-budget substrates such as glass. 
The goal to make c-Si TFTs [1] requires that large crystalline islands can be grown on a 
predetermined position. Artificially controlling the super lateral growth (SLG) [2] phenomenon 
allows for this. The location of the solid seeds, which remain when the film is nearly completely 
melted, can be controlled either by patterning the beam [e.g. 3], by making a structure in or 
underlying the silicon film [e.g. 4], or by a combination of both [e.g. 5]. The issues in these 
methods are process window, process complexity and compatibility with existing processes. For 
TFT fabrication, issues such as crystal quality and crystal orientation are also very important. 

In this work the focus is on structures, whereas the ELC process is kept as simple as possible 
i.e. a single square-shaped pulse, single beam process. By locally increasing the heat-extraction 
rate from the film, we have been able to control the location of the solid seeds and by that of the 
growth of large grains [4]. The number of seeds, however, was difficult to control and the yield 
of single large grains was at the most 8%. In an alternative method in which solid seeds remain 
in small indentations in the underlying Si02, this control could be achieved. A 30% yield of 
single large-grain growth was obtained with these embedded seeds [6]. As no heat sinks are 
needed, no highly thermal-conductive layer has to be deposited and process is kept simple. 

The research presented in this report, further investigates the embedded-seed location- 
control method and shows how yield can be increased to 100%. Rather than making a small 
indentation, a small diameter (ca. 100 nm) hole is made with a depth several times the film 
thickness. This hole is filled during a-Si deposition, and subsequently the column-like filling is 
partially melted during ELC. Because of this, the lateral grain growth is preceded by a vertical 
growth phase, during which competitive grain-growth filters out a single grain; i.e. crystal 
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Figure 1. Schematical overview of the process, (a) Small diameter holes are etched and 
subsequently filled by a second oxide deposition, (b) Before a-Si deposition, the surface is 
planarized to sharpen the edges of the hole, (c) During ELC, large grains grow laterally from 
the hole until they collide with grains grown from the undercooled melt. 

growth first goes through a 'grain filter' before the single surviving grain laterally grows into a 
large c-Si island. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Two experiments will be discussed. In the first experiment, the film thickness dependence of 
the material-transformations during ELC was determined by visual inspection afterwards. The 
samples were made by 1 urn plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) using 
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) at 350°C on crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafers. Subsequently, amorphous 
silicon (a-Si) layers were deposited with a thickness varying from 7 to 214 nm. Deposition was 
performed by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) using silane at 570°C. 

In the second experiment (Figure 1), a first 700 nm PECVD TEOS Si02 deposition was 
performed on c-Si wafers. Small holes defined by standard lithography with a diameter of 1.0 urn 
(the minimal reproducible feature size) were etched in a CHF3 - C2F6 plasma. Due to horizontal 
etching and/or redeposition during etching, the sidewalls of these holes were slightly outwardly 
sloped [7]. Subsequently, a second PECVD TEOS layer was deposited to reduce the diameter. 
The thickness of this second layer was 763 nm, 814 nm, or 863 nm. Step coverage of the 
deposition was sufficient to retain the outwardly sloped side walls, necessary to prevent void 
formation during the subsequent a-Si filling. A plasma planarization was performed to sharpen 
the edges of the holes. The structure covered with SPR3017 photoresist were etched back in an 
02 - CHF3 -C2F6 plasma with equal etch rates for the photoresist and the oxide. The 90 nm, 181 
nm, or 272 nm LPCVD a-Si deposition had very uniform step coverage. 

For both experiments, ELC was performed by a single pulse of a XeCl (308 nm wavelength) 
excimer laser with a FWHM pulse duration of 66 ns, with energy densities ranging from 
0.15 J/cm to 1.40 J/cm2. The substrates were irradiated either at room temperature or at ca. 
400°C in a vacuum chamber (10"s Torr). Although after the filling a small indentation is observed 
at the surface of the a-Si, after melting and regrowth of the film, the surface is planarized (apart 
from the hillocks, characteristic for SLG). The films were etched in a diluted Schimmel-etch 
solution (4 parts of 40% HF solution : 5 parts of 0.3 M Cr03 solution) to visualize grain 
boundaries and other defects. Analysis was performed with a SEM. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The visually observed material transitions are plotted in Figure 2. At a certain energy 
density, the film is completely transformed into highly defective small-grain poly-Si by 
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explosive crystallization (XC) [8]. For a film thickness less than 100 nm, this transition appeared 
very abrupt. Above this film thickness, however, more energy was required to reach complete 
XC, and the transition no longer appears abrupt. This is indicated in the figure. 

The minimal energy density required to completely melt the poly-Si film (ECM) is a strong 
function of film thickness. The energy density at which the film starts to agglomerate is also a 
strong function of film thickness. At this energy density, the surface gets roughened and at some 
locations holes with high ridges appear in the film, but no silicon is removed or evaporated. 
Agglomeration is related to the melt duration of the film combined with the wetting properties of 
the melted film. The energy density at which holes were visible for the first time (EAgg) is 
indicated in Figure 2. For further increasing energy density, the density and the diameter of the 
holes increase up to a point where the film ablates, i.e. silicon is actually removed. For the 214 
nm film this energy density is about two times ECM, whereas the agglomeration starts at about 
1.5 times ECM- 

As the goal in the second experiment is to melt a significant part of the silicon column 
embedded in the oxide, a much higher energy density than ECM for the surrounding film will be 
used. The upper limit is of course the agglomeration energy density. An indication of the melt 
depth at this energy density can be obtained from Figure 2: looking at a certain energy density, 
the film thickness which will be melted just completely is about 2.5 times the film thickness at 
which agglomeration will occur. When horizontal heat flow is neglected (both going inwards 
from the film towards the hole as going outwards from the hole into the oxide) this means that 
the melt depth in the hole is about 1.5 times the film thickness. 

Structured Films 

As the deposition rate of oxide is 
dependent on the arrival angle of the gas 
molecules, the horizontal deposition rate is 
less than the vertical deposition rate [9]. 
Furthermore, it decreases for decreasing 
diameter of the hole to be filled. A result of 
this is that close to completely filling the 
hole, horizontal deposition rate reduces to 
less than half the vertical deposition rate. 
Cross sectional SEM images showed that 
after 763 nm second oxide deposition, hole- 
diameter was reduced to about 140 nm and 
after 814 nm second oxide deposition to 
about 90 nm. Thus, extrapolating, the holes 
after 863 nm deposition were also open and 
diameter was about 40 nm. Figure 3 shows 
the resultant structure after the subsequent 
filling with a-Si, before and after ELC. From 
these cross sections it can be seen that no 
void formation occurred during a-Si 
deposition and that the surface of the silicon 
film is planarized after ELC. Unfortunately, 
the edges of the holes were hardly sharpened, 
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Figure 2. The various material transitions seen 
in ELC as a function of film thickness. 
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Figure 3. Cross sectional SEM images of four positions for large grain growth: (a) before 
irradiation showing the indentations at the surface and the complete filling of the holes and (b) 
after irradiation, showing the edges of the large grain growth seen as hillocks at the surface 
and the planarization through melting of the film. 

due to micro loading-effects during the plasma planarization process. 
In the SLG regime, solidification starts from the few unmolten islands left after nearly 

completely melting the film. In earlier work we presented two methods with which we managed 
to control the location of these unmolten islands [4, 6], As the a-Si film was first transformed 
into columnar poly-Si during XC, these islands contain one or several seeds for large-grain 
growth. In both methods, irradiation energy density was slightly above ECM and both the grain 
size and the process window were similar as that seen in the SLG regime. In the second method 
the diameter of the islands could be controlled and average number of seeds could be reduced 

The 'gram filters' are based on the same principle as latter method: by locally increasing the 
film thickness, more energy is required to completely melt the silicon. When irradiated at an 
energy density above ECM for the surrounding film, but below ECM for the silicon column solid 
seeds remain embedded in the hole. At a certain depth of the hole, the local ECM equals E!BL of 
the surrounding film. For even deeper holes the process window for large grain growth now 
reaches from the local ECM to EABLof the surrounding film. As more heat is introduced in the 
film, the cooling rate at the onset of solidification of the film will be reduced As a result the 
lateral growth continues longer before it collides with grains growing from the undercooled melt 
A doubling in gram size can be observed, as can be seen in Figure 4. This is further illustrated in 
Figure 5, which shows the diameter of lateral overgrowth as a function of film thickness and 
irradiation energy density instigated by a grid of grain filters with an 8 m interspacing As was 
reported earlier [10], grain size can be increased by heating the substrate during ELC (black dots 
in Figure 5). A further increase in grain size was observed for 1.40 J/cm2 irradiation of the 272 
nm film: as the growing grains started to close each other, the heat released during solidification 
reheats the intermediate molten film sufficiently to suppress copious nucleation, so that lateral 
grain growth continues until the grains collide. 

The yield of single large grains increased both for decreasing hole diameter and for 
increasing energy density. Former can be explained by the fact that a smaller diameter reduces 
the number of seeds. Latter can be explained by looking at the ratio between the melt-depth and 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. SEM images showing grain growth in a 181 nm silicon film instigated by isolated 
grain filters with second oxide deposition of 863 nm: ELC (a) at 0.64 J/cm , slightly above SLG; 
(b) at 0.87 J/cm2, slightly below oxide melting; and (c) at 1.13 J/cm2, slightly below ablation. 

the hole-diameter. Assuming the average number of seeds for large grain growth is independent 
of melt-depth, the observed increase in yield of single grains must be due to occlusion of some of 
the grains, which started to grow. This indicates that grains were indeed filtered out during the 
vertical growth phase, and that filtering was more successful as melt-depth was increased. Melt- 
depth could not only be increased by increasing energy density (note that increasing film ^ 
thickness allows for higher energy densities), but also by introducing heat from the backside by 
substrate heating. Figure 6 shows the grain growth in 272 nm films instigated by a grid of grain 
filters with smallest diameter and an interspacing of 3 urn. Without substrate heating yield was 
reasonable, however, cracks were formed, especially at highest energy density, due to stress 
induced by ELC. With substrate heating, on the other hand, no cracks were observed and yield 
was increased considerably. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It was shown that with grain filters the 
regime for large-grain growth was drastically 
increased compared to SLG and to methods 
developed earlier to control the SLG [4, 6]. 
Furthermore, when the melt-depth to hole- 
diameter ratio was sufficient, a high yield of 
single large grain growth could be achieved. In 
this work, the melt-depth to hole-diameter ratio 
was increased by introducing heat from the 
backside to decrease vertical temperature 
gradient. Another method would be to further 
sharpen the edges of the grain filter by 
planarizing the oxide surface after second oxide 
deposition. This way, the opening of the grain 
filter has the same diameter as the bottom and 
filtering will be more effective. Also, if the 
ablation is related to agglomeration, replacing it 
by a material with better wetting properties 
might further increase the maximum irradiation 
energy density. 
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Figure 5. Diameter of the laterally 
overgrown area as a function of film 
thickness and substrate temperature. 
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Figure 6. Gram growth in 272 nm silicon films instigated by a grid of smallest diameter grain 
filters with a interspacing of 3 /jm. (a) and (b) without substrate heating at 1.05 and at 1 25 
J/cm , respectively, (c) and (d) with 370°C substrate heating at 1.09 and at 1.26 J/cm2, 
respectively. Note: The etch pits are not stained point defects. They were absent in other 
experiments and were caused by surface contamination during ELC as vacuum was not optimal 
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Abstract 

We crystallize amorphous silicon (a-Si) layers (thicknesses: ~300nm and ~1300nm for 
comparison) that are deposited on glass substrates (Corning 7059) by low pressure chemical 
vapor deposition using a continuous wave Ar+-laser. We scan the raw beam with a diameter of 
~60um in single traces and traces with varying overlap (30-60%). With optimized process 
parameters (fluence, scan velocity, overlap) we achieve polycrystalline Si with grains as wide as 
100pm. The grain boundary population is dominated by first and second order twin boundaries 
as analyzed by electron backscattering analysis in the scanning electron microscope and 
convergent beam electron diffraction in the transmission electron microscope. These twins are 
known not (or only marginally) to degrade the electrical properties of the material. In addition to 
twins, dislocations and twin lamellae occur at varying densities (depending on grain orientation 
and process parameters). The recombination activity of the defects is analyzed by EBIC and 
according to these measurements crystallization receipts are defined that yield the reduction of 
electrically detrimental defects. 

Introduction 

The preparation of thin polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) films on low cost amorphous substrates 
such as glass has been subject of intensive research with a variety of techniques [1-7] over the 
past few years, motivated by the perspective to use poly-Si thin film transistors (TFTs) in active 
matrix liquid displays [8] and for thin film solar cells on glass which could be an attractive low- 
cost alternative to conventional solar cells [9], For both fields of applications it is the task to 
realize large grained material, a control of the defect population and especially in the case of 
TFTs a location control of the extended defects. These defects may affect the electrical 
characteristics of the material in different ways [10-15]. Thus, knowledge about the nature of the 
grain boundary and dislocation population in laser crystallized poly-Si is not only an important 
structural information but is also a prerequisite for a clear understanding of the electrical 
characteristics of the material. Presently laser crystallization is considered to be one of the most 
promising approaches to bring a thin crystalline Si layer on the amorphous, temperature sensitive 
glass substrate without damaging the substrate thermally. Different types of laser annealing 
procedures are tested, that all base on melting and re-solidification of an amorphous Si layer. The 
most common and frequently used laser is the short pulse excimer laser [1,2,3], but also other 
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lasers like e.g. the frequency doubled Nd:YAG [4] or the Ar+- ion laser are used [5]. Receipts to 
obtain micro-crystalline material rather than nanocrystalline one are available for all laser 
processes, they however lead to significantly different large grained material as will be pointed 
out in the following. 
It is well known that the grain size is directly related to the supercooling of the generated melt 
[16,17]. Low (high) supercooling results in low (high) nucleation rates in the melt [16,17,18]. 
Low supercooling is for example realized in bulk Czochralski growth [29] as well as in zone 
melt recristallization (ZMR) [6]. The required melt duration times are however too large to be 
compatible with the glass substrate. The excimer laser represents the other extreme, very low 
melt duration times (50-150 nsec at pulse durations between 15 and 50nsec) result in large 
supercooling thus in high nucleation rates and consequently comparably small grains (hundreds 
of nm up to few micro-meter at best). We report a laser annealing process that is intermediate 
between the two extremes: the raw beam of ~60um in diameter of a continuous wave Ar+-ion 
laser is scanned at high velocity of ~5cm/sec over the substrate. Melt duration times in the 
micro-second region result. These are still compatible with the glass substrate, the comparably 
low supercooling leads to small nuclei densities and thus comparably large grains of several tens 
to lOOum across, as has already been shown in earlier work [5]. With grains of this size, the 
grain boundary and dislocation population and thus the structure in laser crystallized poly-Si'thin 
films can thoroughly be evaluated. For this purpose we use a combination of transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) techniques and electron backscattering diffraction analysis (EBSD). 
We will consider the dependence of the defect population on layer thickness and overlap 
between adjacent laser crystallized traces that are formed in the scanning process. 

Experimental 

Laser crystallization (on areas of 3x3cm2) was performed by scanning the Gaussian shaped raw 
beam of an Ar+-ion laser (operated at a wavelength of 514 nm, power I-10Watt, intensity of 
about 20kW/cm ) at a velocity of up to 5cm/sec on an amorphous Si (a-Si) layer, that is 
deposited on a borosilicate glass. Crystallization was performed at 550°C substrate temperature. 
The a-Si is deposited by conventional rf-PECVD process using SiH4 as a precursor. Two a-Si 
thicknesses of 300nm and 1300nm are compared as concerns the microstructure that develops 
under optimized crystallization parameters that yield the largest grains. Using the obtained 
optimized fiuence we vary the overlap between adjacent scans between 30% and 60%. We focus 
in this paper on these two extreme overlaps. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the laser crystallized films is carried out using a 
Philips CM30 analytical microscope operated at 300kV and a conventional Philips CM20 
microscope operated at 200kV. To preserve the as-grown surface the samples are thinned by 
conventional grinding and polishing techniques from the back side. They are finally thinned to 
electron transparency in an ion mill under an Ar+-beam at 13°, 5kV in a liquid nitrogen cooling 
stage. Utilizing convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) in the TEM, Kikuchi patterns [19] 
are obtained that contain a 3D information of the exact grain orientation. From Kikuchi patterns 
of adjacent grains the grain boundary types between the grains are determined utilizing a non- 
commercial analysis software developed in our group [20]. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to 
obtain with the CBED technique a good statistics on the grain boundary population, since only a 
few grain boundaries can be evaluated on each TEM sample. Therefore, pseudo-Kikuchi patterns 
are obtained in addition using electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) analysis in a scanning 
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electron microscope (SEM). The pseudo-Kikuchi patterns are taken in steps of 0,5-2 urn as 
dependent on the magnification used. For each sample a matrix of several thousand 
measurements is obtained describing the grain orientations and the boundaries between grains. 
The grain boundary type is then evaluated by using the software of the commercial Oxford 
EBSD setup. The combined use of CBED, EBSD and TEM provides good statistics of grain 
boundary types and permits the evaluation of the fine structure of the grain boundaries, e.g. 
secondary defects such as dislocations or dislocation networks. 
We use the following classification of grain boundaries. Firstly two main groups are 
distinguished; low and high angle grain boundaries. Low angle grain boundaries consist of 
dislocations that arrange in networks [21]. In case of high angle grain boundaries we distinguish 
between random grain boundaries, that can be described by the misorientation they cause, and 
so-called coincidence grain boundaries, which can be defined in a lattice common to both 
adjacent grains (coincidence site lattice [19]). In this purely geometric notion coincidence 
orientations are characterized by the X-parameter which is essentially the reciprocal value of the 
coincidence sites occupied by the atoms of the common lattice [22]. Special ^-boundaries are the 
class of twin boundaries, such as first order (X=3), second order (£=9), third order (Z=27) and 
fourth order (X=81) twins [23]. In general Z-boundaries represent low energy configurations 
compared to random grain boundaries. Calculated energies of different 1-boundaries can be 
found elsewhere [24,25]. Besides grain boundaries, films can also contain twin lamellae. These 
twin lamellae consist of few atomic layers in twin orientation relationship with respect to the 
surrounding matrix. 
Electrical characterization of the observed defects, related to structural characterization is carried 
out by electron beam induced current measurements (EBIC) in a Jeol 6400 scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). The electron beam (acceleration voltage 10-20keV, ~lnA beam current) is 
scanned slowly over the sample and the resulting EBIC current is measured in parallel, thus 
revealing as dark features the recombination active defects such as dislocations and grain 
boundaries. 

Results 

Using optimized process conditions (for each layer thickness) as given by a specific fluence at 
the fixed scanning velocity of 5cm/sec we obtain in any single trace of the scanning process large 
grained material with grains that are as wide as half the trace width, i.e. around 30um. Fig. 1 
shows a TEM micrograph of the rim of such a single trace. At the very rim we observe 
nanocrystals caused by explosive crystallization [25]. When these grains form the melt in the 
trace interiors still exists. Further solidification occurs in that these grains grow perpendicular to 
the solidification front towards the interior. These grains having the fast growth direction <110> 
perpendicular to the solidification front overgrow all the others grains [26], As a result elongated 
grains form with width of 5-lOp.m and lengths of around 30(im. The long axis of the grains is 
oblique to the rims of the trace by an angle of 40° due to the rapid scanning process (without 
scanning solidification is perpendicular to the rims e.g. [4]). 
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i,^. ...    .,       Figure 1: 

Plane view TEM micrograph of an Ar+- laser 
crystallized polycrystalline Si. Single scanned 
trace on a glass substrate. The grains, that grow 
fastest and laterally overgrow others are 2- 
10u,m in width. The grain boundaries are 
oblique, 40° to the scan direction. Nano- 
crystals at the rim from explosive 
crystallization are visible. 

The grain boundaries formed between the large grains in Fig.l are essentially twins of first and 
second order (verified by CBED in the TEM). Fig.2 shows the grain boundary location, 
distribution and type with statistically relevant data volume in a EBSD analysis. Fig.2a shows an 
EBSD mapping. We use color coding to denote the sample normals: blue indicates {111} 
orientation, red {100}, and green {110. Note, that the EBSD orientation analysis confirms the 
TEM result that the grains (seen as patches of the same color) are roughly 2-10 urn wide and 
30um in length. The middle of the picture coincides with the middle of the scanning trace. There 
the grains that start to grow from both rims meet. The surface normals of 2604 orientation 
mapping measurements are visualized in the standard triangle in Fig.2b. It is obvious, that this 
sample has no texture, the surface normals cover the whole standard triangle. The summary of 
the analysis of the grain boundary population in Fig.2a is shown in Fig.2d. Most of the grain 
boundaries are twin boundaries of first (1=3) or second (E=9) order. In Fig.2 roughly 65% of all 
measurements belong to Z=3 boundaries, roughly 15% to Z=9 boundaries and 20% belong to 
other coincidence boundaries and random grain boundaries. The evaluation of other areas of the 
sample and other samples yield similar data: in general 50%-70% of all grain boundaries are Z=3 
boundaries and 10%-15% are X=9 boundaries. £=27 boundaries (3rd order twins) occur, but less 
frequent. As already expected from CBED in the TEM, the E=3 and Z=9 boundaries lie parallel 
to the fast grain growth direction. The grain boundary locations are shown in Fig.2c. The middle 
of the trace is free of any X- boundaries, i.e. random grain boundaries form as expected. It is well 
known that twin boundaries are electrically comparably harmless (no recombination activity, no 
level in the band gap) as long as the grain boundaries are clean (no precipitates or dislocations 
superimposed the grain boundary plane) [14,27] whereas random grain boundaries are 
recombination active and cause a barrier [10]. First EBIC measurements of the recombination 
activity of the grain boundaries in a single trace are shown in Fig.2e. The oblique grain 
boundaries are the twins. They are visible as faint darker lines. The middle of the trace, where 
the random grain boundaries lie shows strong EBIC contrast, indicating strong recombination 
activity of these grain boundaries and associated dislocations (according to TEM measurements 
that are not shown here) that reside in these regions. 
In case of overlapping scans (overlap: 30% (low) and 60% (high)) we find essentially the same 
grain boundary population, dominated by X=3 and 1=9 twins. At low overlaps the single scan 
traces can still be distinguished since the grains terminate at the scan trace rims. I.e. only the 
explosive crystallization region is re-melted compared to a single trace. Samples with high 
overlap (60%) however show grains that are extended across several adjacent scan traces due to 
lateral epitaxial growth. Grains can in principle be extended practically infinitely by this 
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technique as long as the scanning procedure is carried out. Grains, compared to the single scan 
trace and low overlap traces, also vary in width. Using an evaluation software (Image Tool, share 
ware) we determine grain widths from large area EBSD mappings (300umx500um: 30% sample, 
800um-1800um: 60% sample). For the 30% overlap sample most grains are 10-50um in width 
as visible from the bar chart in Fig.3a. Grains in widths lOOum and larger do not exist. For the 
60% overlap sample grains are generally larger in width and >100um grains cover more than 1/3 
of the whole scanned area as shown in Fig.3b. Fig.3c shows an optical micrograph of such a 60% 
overlap sample. Grain boundaries are made visible by Secco [28] etch as topographical features. 
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Figure 2: 
a) Color coded orientation mapping with 

EBSP. Each color represents a different 
surface normal orientation; red: {100}, blue: 
{111} and green: {110}. Note that one can 
clearly distinguish the different grains 
(patches of single color). 

b) Surface normal orientations of the 2604 
independent EBSP measurements visualized 
in the standard triangle. The different 
orientations cover the whole standard 
triangle, i.e. this sample has virtually no 
texture. 

c) The grain boundary location is shown. The 
color code of 2d is taken. It is obvious that 
essentially the green and pink Z=3 and Z=9 
twins occur. They lie inclined by 40° to the 
scan direction comparable to the boundaries 
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in Fig. 1. 
d) Grain boundary population in a bar chart as 

evaluated from Kikuchi patterns of the 
measurement in 2a. Color coded are the 
different grain boundary types. Green are the 
X =3 twins, pink are the I =9 twins. 

e) EBIC measurement of a individual scan 
traces. The faint dark lines stem essentially 
from E=3 and Z=9 twins and indicate 
comparably low recombination activity, 
whereas the strong dark contrast at the 
trace's center stems from random grain 
boundaries that are located there and give 
rise to strong recombination activity. 

/< 

drain width tpm] SOOpm -y,0i-" 

Figure 3: 
a) Bar chart: percentages of areal coverage 

with grains of certain sizes (given by the 
grain width); 30% overlap scan sample. 

b) Bar chart: percentages of areal coverage 
with grains of certain sizes (given by the 
grain width); 60% overlap scan sample. 
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c) Optical micrograph: Secco etched large 
grained Si layer (thickness: BOOnrn, 60% 
overlap scan) 

d) TEM micrograph showing a bundle of 
dislocations produced by a Frank Read 
source having operated at the rim of a 
scan trace. 

Discussion 

We presented essentially two important findings: 
i) The grain boundary population is dominated by twin boundaries of first and second order 
independent of process conditions. This is important since twin boundaries are known to be 
electrically harmless (no barrier, no recombination activity) [10,14,27]. 
ii) Process conditions could be found that result in grains that are not only large in scanning 
direction (this is achieved with almost all sequential laser melting processes, independent of the 
laser type [3,4]) but also in grain width (>100um). The corresponding arrangement in the laser 
crystallized thin layers is reminiscent of the microstructure of cast silicon [29]. In addition, also 
compared to cast silicon, we observe even lower intra grain dislocation densities (<I05cm"2) in a 
vast number of grains (TEM analysis, to be published elsewhere). Grains with a high dislocation 
density reside at the rims of the overlapping traces together with twin lamellae that form there 
preferably. The twin lamellae form at high densities in certain grains. This density is high 
enough for the twins to act as pinning points for dislocations that then can multiply by a Frank 
Read mechanism [30] at these twin lamellae (Fig.3d). 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to clarify the relationship between excimer laser fluence gradient and the length of 
lateral grain growth, the laser fluence is modulated by a beam mask. The fluence distribution is 
measured by using a negative UV photoresist. The lateral growth length and the grain 
directionality are improved with increasing fluence gradient. Lateral growth length of about 1.5 
um is achieved by using a single laser pulse without substrate heating on a 50 nm-thick a-Si film 
by enforcing high fluence gradient. Electrical conductance measurement is used to probe the 
solidification dynamics. The lateral solidification velocity is found to be about 7 m/s. 

INTRODUCTION 

Conventional excimer laser crystallization (ELC) can produce grains of hundreds of 
nanometer in size depending on the a-Si film thickness [1]. However, the processing window for 
the conventional technique is narrow because large grains can only be obtained in the so-called 
superlateral growth (SLG) regime [2]. In addition, the grain size produced by the conventional 
ELC is highly non-uniform with randomly oriented grain boundaries which results in non- 
uniform device characteristics. Therefore recent research efforts on ELC have been focusing on 
developing spatially and directionally controlled crystallization methods. Several methods have 
been shown to give laterally oriented grain growth. These methods include the use of beam 
mask [3], diffraction mask [4], anti-reflective coating [5], phase shift mask [6], and the 
interference effect induced by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser [7]. The working principle in 
all these techniques relies on shaping the laser energy profile that is irradiated onto an a-Si 
sample.   In order to induce lateral grain growth, a fluence gradient must be enforced such that 
the a-Si film completely melts at the area exposed to higher laser fluence and partially melts at 
the adjacent area exposed to lower laser fluence. Under this condition, grains grow laterally 
towards the completely molten region. However, relationship between fluence gradient and 
lateral growth length has not been demonstrated. The purpose of this study is therefore to 
experimentally clarify this relationship by shaping the excimer laser beam via a beam mask to 
produce the desired fluence gradient. Electrical conductance measurement was also performed 
to probe the solidification dynamics and estimate the lateral solidification velocity. A 
solidification model is proposed to qualitatively explain the grain microstructure produced by the 
crystallization process. 
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EXPERIMENT 

The excimer laser used in the crystallization experiment is a KrF excimer laser operating at 
the wavelength of 248 nm. The laser light was directed into a 2:1 ratio projection system as 
shown in figure 1. An AI beam mask consists of 20 urn-wide line patterns separated by 20 am 
spacings was used. The projection system included a fly's-eye type homogenizer that ensures 
energy uniformity to the level of ±5% or better. The patterns were imaged onto an a-Si sample 
placed on the X-Y translation sample stage. The a-Si thin films were deposited by Low Pressure 
Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) at 550°C onto quartz substrates. The laser crystallized 
samples were secco-etched for characterizing the grain microstructure by using Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM). 

A negative photoresist was used to quantify the laser fluence distribution after passing 
through the 20 urn line patterns on the mask. The photoresist has a characteristic that the 
thickness of the developed photoresist after laser exposure will exhibit a linear relationship to the 
local laser fluence [8]. The photoresist that has been spin-coated onto a quartz wafer was placed 
onto the sample stage. The patterned excimer laser was pulsed through the quartz substrate onto 
the photoresist. After excimer laser exposure, the photoresist was developed such that the 
unexposed photoresist was stripped-off, but the laser-exposed photoresist remained on the quartz 

Mirror 

Sample structure for electricäTconductance measurement 

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup for laser crystallization and electrical conductance 
measurement 
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surface with thickness linear to the local laser fluence. The photoresist thickness across the 
pattern was then measured by an alpha step profiler. Because of the linear characteristic of the 
photoresist, the fluence distribution can be mapped by using the measured thickness distribution 
and the measured laser pulse energy by a joulemeter as shown in figure 2. 

Time-resolved electrical conductance measurement was performed to probe the 
solidification dynamics and to yield the lateral solidification velocity (see figure 1). Electrical 
conductance measurement is based on the difference in electrical conductivity between solid 
silicon and liquid silicon. The electrical conductivity of molten silicon (75 ST'cm"1) is higher 
than that of Si (0.3 ß'cm"1) [9]. Therefore the conductance signal, which is captured by a fast 
digitizing oscilloscope, increases upon melting of the Si layer. This signal was then used to 
analyze the solidification dynamics. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

An example of crystallization results is also shown in figure 2. The circled regions (the dark 
lines) are the lateral growth regions. The fluence gradient at the origin of the lateral grain growth 
(identified as C in the figure) was found by measuring the distance L from the SEM picture and 
identifying location C on the mapped fluence distribution with the length L. The slope at the 
identified location C of the mapped fluence distribution corresponds to the fluence gradient at the 
lateral growth. By applying different excimer laser pulse energies and measuring the lateral 
growth lengths from the SEM pictures, the dependence of lateral grain growth length on fluence 
gradient is obtained. Figure 3 shows that the lateral growth length is almost constant at about 
500 nm for fluence gradients below 80 mJ/cm~ urn, but increases rapidly as the laser fluence 
gradient increases further. The results also show grain directionality improvement as fluence 
gradient increases. It is noted that lateral grains of about 1.5 |im in size are obtained on a 50 nm- 
thick a-Si film by a single excimer laser pulse without any substrate heating under high fluence 
gradient. 

"• 100 

5 10 IS 

Location (jim) 

Figure 2. An example of a mapped fluence distribution and the illustration of fluence gradient 
calculation. 
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Figure 4 shows the results of the electrical conductance measurement. The solidification 
modes for excimer laser crystallization without a beam mask (the conventional technique) have 
been studied in detail by both electrical conductance measurement and a number of optical 
probing techniques [10]. On the other hand, laser crystallization with a beam mask takes a 
substantially longer solidification time, which starts at point "a", changes in slope on the 
conductance signal at point "b", and solidification ends at point "c". 

To understand this conductance signal, a qualitative solidification model depicted by a series 
of one-dimensional temperature profiles is proposed as shown in figure 4. Figure 4 (a) 
represents the temperature profile at times between "a" and "b". The solid-liquid interface is at 
the highest temperature "T," because of the release of latent heat during solidification. The bulk 
hquid temperature is supercooled at "Ts", but above the spontaneous nucleation temperature 
"T„". As time progresses to "b", the supercooled bulk liquid temperature drops below "Tn" and 
triggers spontaneous nucleation (see figure 4 (b)). As spontaneous nucleation and solidification 
continue in the bulk liquid, a second solid-liquid interface with interface temperature "Ti2" is 
produced due to the release of latent heat. The resulting temperature profile is shown in figure 4 
(c) with lateral grains on the left due to lateral solidification, fine grains on the right due to 
spontaneous nucleation, and liquid silicon in between. Finally, the two interfaces meet together 
and solidification ends at time "c". The final grain arrangement is shown in figure 4 (d). Lateral 
grain 1, which grows from left to right in the schematic, takes place over time interval "c-a". 
Fine grains are produced from time "b" to "c". Lateral grain 2, which grows from right to left in 
the schematic, takes place over a time interval less than "c-b". Using the measured lateral 
solidification time, "c-a", and the lateral growth length from SEM pictures, a lateral 
solidification velocity of about 7 m/s is obtained. The lateral solidification velocity does not 
vary with fluence gradient. 

80 120 160 200 

Fluence gradient (mJ/cm2nm) 

Figure 3. The dependence of lateral growth length on fluence gradient for 50 nm a-Si thin film. 
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Figure 4. Electrical conductance signal for excimer laser crystallization with a beam mask and a 
proposed solidification (grain growth) model. 

With the above results and analyses, lateral grain growth is limited by spontaneous 
nucleation in the bulk liquid. In order to produce long lateral grains, the spontaneous nucleation 
in the bulk liquid must be suppressed or delayed so that lateral growth can proceed to a longer 
distance. In the case of high fluence gradient, the temperature increases rapidly from the 
partially molten region to the completely molten region. The higher local temperature in the 
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completely molten region implies that a longer time is required to reach the deep supercooling 
temperature for spontaneous nucleation. Because the lateral solidification velocity does not vary 
with fluence gradient, the increase in nucleation time, which is the time from the beginning of 
the lateral growth till the inception of spontaneous nucleation, is an important parameter for 
obtaining long lateral grains. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that higher fluence gradients can yield improved grain directionality and 
longer lateral growth. Lateral grain growth of about 1.5 u.m was obtained on a 50 nm-thick a-Si 
film by using a single excimer laser pulse without any substrate heating under high fluence 
gradient. From the electrical conductance results, it was inferred that lateral growth is limited by 
the triggering of spontaneous nucleation in the bulk liquid when the bulk liquid temperature 
drops below the nucleation temperature. In addition, lateral solidification velocity was found to 
be about 7 m/s. It was found that steeper fluence gradients which produce higher temperature in 
the molten silicon allow more time for lateral solidification to proceed until the bulk liquid 
temperature is sufficiently supercooled to trigger nucleation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Polycrystalline silicon thin film transistors (TFTs) were fabricated using laser crystallization of 
thin amorphous Si films grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The films were 
exposed to a scanned XeCl excimer laser beam at 350 mJ/cm . At this fluence the Si film com- 
pletely melted and crystallized in the form of uniformly distributed grains with an average size of 
39 nm. One of the films was then subjected to a low fluence laser scan (250 mJ/cm2), which re- 
sulted in the melting of the top part of the film and lead to an increase in grain size. The TFTs 
fabricated without the partial melt method had good electrical properties and uniformities. The 
partial melt method lead to substantial improvements in most device characteristics, while the 
uniformity remained good. 

INTRODUCTION 

The on-panel integration of addressing and switching circuitry in active matrix liquid crystal 
displays (AMLCDs) will lead to a drastic reduction in production costs, as well as to improved 
ruggedness and performance [1]. Driver circuits, however, require a much higher performance 
than can be provided by amorphous silicon (a-Si), the material traditionally used for the fabrica- 
tion of pixel switches. As a result, the past decade has seen extensive research into the develop- 
ment of low-temperature polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) processes, which allow the manufactur- 
ing of high-mobility thin film transistors (TFTs). Poly-Si TFTs also provide sufficient currents to 
drive organic light-emitting diodes, enabling further improvements in display performance and 
ruggedness, as well as a reduction in the power consumption. 

Short pulsed excimer laser-induced crystallization (ELC) of a-Si [2] is emerging as the lead- 
ing technique for the fabrication of poly-Si TFTs [3]. This is mainly due to the fact that ELC is 
compatible with inexpensive low-temperature substrates such as plastic and glass. ELC involves 
ultrafast melting and resolidification of the near-surface region of the sample and consequently, 
minimal heating of the substrate [2,4]. Moreover, ELC yields poly-Si films consisting of defect- 
free grains that can reach sizes of several microns. In contrast, solid phase crystallization (SPC) 
[5], the most common alternative to ELC, requires temperatures above 600 °C, precluding the use 
of low-temperature substrates. Furthermore, SPC results in poly-Si films with a high density of 
intra-grain defects. 

In this report, we present the characteristics of TFTs made by ELC of hydrogenated amor- 
phous silicon (a-Si:H) thin films grown on glass substrates by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition (PECVD). This technique, which is used by most AMLCD manufacturers, is not gen- 
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erally considered to be an obvious choice for the deposition of precursor films for ELC due the 
high hydrogen content (10%) of PECVD a-Si:H. Upon laser irradiation, hydrogen effuses explo- 
sively from the film, resulting in damage to the surface. However, we have recently developed a 
PECVD process yielding a-Si:H films that are compatible with ELC [6]. N-channel top-gate 
poly-Si TFTs of various sizes were fabricated in these films, using a scanning ELC procedure 
that involved a small number of exposures, was relatively insensitive to the laser fluence and did 
not require any patterning of the laser beam or the film. The electrical properties of the devices 
were correlated to the structural properties of the poly-Si films, determined by atomic force mi- 
croscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The TFTs investigated in this work were fabricated on 4" Corning 1737 glass substrates, 
coated with a buffer layer consisting of a 100 nm thick SiNx film and a 500 nm Si02 film, both 
grown by PECVD. This buffer layer prevents the diffusion of impurities from the glass into the 
Si and limits substrate heating during ELC. On top of the buffer layer, we deposited a 42 nm 
thick film of a-Si:H by PECVD of SiH4, at a substrate temperature of 350 °C. PECVD-grown a- 
Si:H usually contains large amounts of hydrogen, typically 10 at.%. Since hydrogen tends to ef- 
fuse explosively from the film upon laser irradiation, inducing damage to its surface, dehydroge- 
nation of these films is normally required prior to ELC. However, the particular set of process 
conditions used during this deposition allowed us to obtain hydrogen concentrations below 3 
at.%, as determined from infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy. At these levels, films can be 
laser-crystallized without prior dehydrogenation, as we have shown in previous work [6]. 

The laser crystallization was performed using a XeCI excimer laser, providing pulses with a 
width of 35 ns and a wavelength of 308 nm (details about the laser process are given in the next 
section). An optical homogenizer was used to transform the incident beam into a 5x5 mm2 flat- 
top profile with a fluence variation of ± 5%. The samples are placed in a vacuum cell evacuated 
to 10 mTorr. The crystallization process was monitored by measuring the time-resolved trans- 
mission of an IR laser (X = 1.5 u.m), as well as the time-resolved reflection and transmission of a 
HeNe laser (X = 632.8 nm), through the center of the spot irradiated by the XeCI laser. 

Seventy-five sets of 64 top-gate, self aligned n-channel TFTs with different sizes (W/L) 
were fabricated, on each wafer, in the laser-crystallized Si films, using a 4-step photolithography 
process. First, a 130 nm thick gate oxide was deposited on the Si by low temperature, low pres- 
sure CVD at 300 °C. Following this, 150 nm of metal was deposited onto the wafer by DC-sput- 
tering at room temperature, and patterned to form the gate electrodes. After removal of the super- 
fluous gate oxide, the Si was implanted to a dose of 2-1015 arsenic atoms/cm2 at 25 keV. These 
dopants were activated by scanning the XeCI laser over the Si at fluence of 310 mJ/cm2, with 
66% overlap between adjacent pulses. The laser pulses induce ultrafast melting and solidification 
of the Si, during which the As can diffuse to the lattice sites. Note that the implanta- 
tion/activation process does not affect the Si in the channel, since it is masked by the metal gate. 
The device active areas were then patterned by photolithography and etched in a SF6 plasma. 
Next, 450 nm of isolation oxide was deposited by PECVD at 250 °C. Using photolithography, 
contact holes were defined in this layer, following which a 800 nm thick Al film was sputter-de- 
posited onto the wafer and patterned to define the device interconnects. Finally, the samples were 
annealed for 3 hrs. at 250 °C to improve the contact properties. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Influence of the pulse energy on the microstructure of the laser crystallized films 

Figure 1 a: SEM micrograph 
of a 42 nm a-Si.Hfilm a laser 
pulse with a fluence of 350 
mJ/cm2, well above FMT. 

b: SEM micrograph 
of the same initial a-Si:Hfilm 
after exposure to a pulse with 
a fluence of 310 mJ/cm , just 
below FMT 

The size of the grains in laser-crystallized films (and thus the device performance) is ex- 
tremely sensitive to the energy fluence of the laser beam [4]. The critical fluence in the ELC 
process is the full-melt threshold (FMT), at which the film just melts throughout its entire thick- 
ness. For the 42 nm thick films used in this work, the FMT is about 310 mJ/cm2. At fluences well 
below the FMT, the solidification process is triggered by explosive crystallization [7] and typi- 
cally results in grains with sizes that are smaller than the film thickness. At fluences above FMT, 
the film is melted completely down to the substrate, removing the template for solidification. The 
liquid cools below its equilibrium melting point, until homogeneous nucleation [8] initiates crys- 
tallization, also leading to small grains. This is illustrated in figure la, which shows a SEM im- 
age of a 42 nm film annealed at 350 mJ/cm2. This film consists of a uniform distribution of small 
grains with an average size of 39 nm. On the other hand, irradiation of an a-Si film near FMT 
may result in crystallites that are much larger than the film thickness. This is illustrated in figure 
lb, which shows a film irradiated at 310 mJ/cm2. The film displayed in this SEM image was ob- 
tained from the same starting material as in figure la, but consists of grains reaching sizes of 0.5 
urn. This effect, referred to as super lateral growth (SLG), is a consequence of the molten mate- 
rial solidifying by lateral growth off discrete solid islands that were not melted by the laser pulse. 
The density of these islands, which are located at the film-substrate interface, is very low near 
FMT, and thus the resulting lateral growth may occur over large distances [4]. 

From the above discussion, it would seem natural to take advantage of the SLG mechanism 
to prepare films for poly-Si TFTs, since larger grains generally imply better device performance. 
However, the grain size in the SLG regime (near FMT) is very sensitive to the incident laser flu- 
ence, as shown in figure 2, which shows the fluence dependence of the grain size (as well as that 
of the RMS roughness) of the laser-crystallized films. Therefore, when operating in this regime, 
inhomogeneities in the laser profile and in the initial films, as well as pulse-to-pulse variations in 
the laser fluence, can lead to a wide distribution of grain sizes (see figure lb). These non-unifor- 
mities can lead to unacceptable variations in device characteristics. Another important drawback 
of the SLG regime is that it yields very rough films, as illustrated in figure 2. At FMT, the RMS 
roughness of the films reaches 12 nm. This roughness induces a high density of trap states at the 
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Figure 2: Dependence of the RMS 
roughness (closed symbols) and the 
average grain size (open symbols) of 
laser-crystallized poly-Si films on the 
laser fluence. The data plotted in this 
graph corresponds to films that were 
initially irradiated above FMT, using 
a 350 mJ/cm2 pulse. 
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Si/gate oxide interface. Thermally activated conduction can occur through these states, implying 
high OFF currents. Laser fluences above FMT, on the other hand, yield much smoother films 
(RMS roughness: 5 nm). Since the grain size distribution in this regime is also more uniform 
than in the SLG regime (the grain size is basically insensitive to the fluence), we chose to fabri- 
cate TFTs in films annealed above FMT. This was done by exposing the films to a scanning laser 
beam at a fluence of 350 mJ/cm2, using a 67% overlap between adjacent pulses (referred to as 
"full melt ELC"). One of the films was then partially re-melted using a low fluence laser scan 
(250 mJ/cm , 50% overlap - referred to as "full+partial melt ELC"). As can be seen in figure 2 
this results in a doubling of the grain size with respect to the full melt case, while the roughness 
is slightly greater. Moreover, a more uniform grain size distribution is expected than at FMT. 

Electrical properties of the laser crystallized poly-TFTs 

We measured the electrical properties of a selected set of devices in 60 of the 75 die on both 
wafers using a computer-controlled probe station. Figure 3 compares typical transfer characteris- 
tics of TFTs with a gate width W and gate length L of 10 ^m (W/L= 10/10) obtained using both 

ELC conditions (i.e., full melt and full+partial 
melt). From these curves, device parameters 
including mobility, threshold voltage, sub- 
threshold slope and OFF current were deter- 
mined. The distribution of these parameters 
over the wafer is shown in figure 4 for 
W/L=20/40 TFTs. Figure 4 reveals that TFTs 
made by full melt ELC have OFF currents 
below 0.5 pA per um of gate width, while the 
other aspects of their performance are not as 
remarkable (median mobility: 48 cm2/V-s, 
threshold voltage: 3.5 V and subthreshold 
slope: 0.87 V/dec). The partial melt process, 
on the other hand, leads to a drastic im- 
provement in the performance of the devices: 
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Figure 3: Transfer characteristics ofW/L= 
10/10 TFTs made by full melt (solid line) and 

full+ partial melt ELC (dashed line). The dot- 
ted line shows the highest mobility TFT. the median mobility increases to 141 cm2/V-s, 
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Figure 4: Histograms showing the distribution of the mobility, threshold voltage, sub- 
threshold slope and OFF current for W/L=20/40 TFTs, fabricated using full melt ELC 
(white bars) and full+partial melt ELC (gray bars). The solid lines are Gaussian fits to the 
distributions. The measurements were performed at a source-drain voltage Vj„ of5V. 

while the median threshold voltage and subthreshold slope decreases to 1.1 V and 0.7 V/dec, 
respectively. Furthermore, the ON-current (not shown) increases from 0.1 mA to 0.5 mA upon 
partial melting. These changes are attributed to the increase in grain size caused by the partial 
melt ELC. The increase in the median OFF-current to 5 pA/|xm is believed to be related to the 
slight increase in surface roughness caused by this process. 

The properties of the devices fabricated with the two ELC processes are quite uniform, as 
shown in figure 4. The spread (i.e., the full width at half maximum of a Gaussian fit to the distri- 
bution) in the mobility values is about 18 cm2/V-s in the full melt case and 24 cm2/V-s in the par- 
tial melt case, for the threshold voltage, the spreads are 1.0 V (full melt) and 0.6 V (full+partial 
melt), and for the subthreshold slope, the spreads are 0.06 V/dec. (full melt) and 0.11 V/dec. 
(full+partial melt). These results are in agreement with our expectations based on the fiuence de- 
pendence of the grain size and are comparable to data reported by other groups [3,9]. 

The dependence of the median mobility of the TFTs on the gate width is shown in figure 5. 
For TFTs made using full melt ELC, the median mobility is roughly independent of the device 
size and has a value of about 45 cm2/V-s. For those made using partial melt ELC, on the other 
hand, the median mobility decreases from 185 cm2/V-s for W/L=10/10 to 110 cm2/V-s for 
W/L=160/40. This dependence may be related to the increase of the amount of grain boundary 
material in the channel. The other device parameters did not depend strongly on the device size. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Poly-Si TFTs were fabricated on glass substrates using a low temperature self-aligned top 
gate process. The poly-Si was obtained by laser-crystallizing PECVD a-Si:H films that were pre- 
pared specifically for ELC and required no dehydrogenation. Two different crystallization proce- 
dures were used: full melt ELC, producing smooth films with a uniform distribution of small 
grains, and full+partial melt ELC, resulting in an increase in both the grain size and the rough- 
ness. The electrical properties of devices fabricated with both processes show good uniformity. 
TFTs made using the full melt procedure have low OFF currents (<0.5 pA/um) and otherwise 
acceptable performance (median mobility: 45 cm2/V-s). TFTs made with the partial melt proce- 
dure have OFF currents that are an order of magnitude larger, but their overall performance is 
much better (median mobilities up to 185 cm2/V-s). 
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ABSTRACT 

The comparison of TFTs fabricated on films processed by conventional excimer laser an- 
nealing (ELA) and sequential lateral solidification (SLS) demonstrates the dependence of the de- 
vice characteristics on the microstructure of the device channel region. We report the perform- 
ance characteristics of non-self-aligned coplanar n- and p-channel low temperature TFTs fabri- 
cated on 1000-A-thick films on Corning 1737 glass substrates that were directionally solidified 
using SLS. The devices were aligned so that the grain boundaries were parallel to the direction 
of the source-drain current flow. These results were compared with those obtained from devices 
fabricated on conventional ELA-processed polycrystalline Si films (with average grain size of 
-3000 A) with identical methods. The values for channel mobility obtained from the SLS TFTs 
are -370 cm2/Vsec for n-channel and -140 cmVVsec for p-channel devices, compared to -100 
and -60 respectively for ELA TFTs. Other device characteristics of SLS TFTs were Ion/I0fr> 10 
at Vd=0.1V, and subthreshold slopes less than 0.5V/dec. We further discuss the physical impli- 
cations of the results and present additional details of the devices. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to manufacture TFT-LCD panels incorporating both gate drivers and data drivers, 
TFT performance is required to exceed that obtained by conventional excimer laser annealing 
(ELA) methods. The channel mobilities obtained for TFTs fabricated on conventionally crystal- 
lized polycrystalline Si films are in the range of -140 cnr/Vsec for n-channel TFTs and -60 
cm2/Vsec for p-channel TFTs; these are sufficient for application in simple circuits such as gate 
drivers, but insufficient for more complicated circuits such as data drivers. For this reason, it is 
required that separate modules for data driver IC's - which are fabricated using conventional 
monolithic semiconductor processes - be attached to most polycrystalline Si TFT-LCD panels 
developed to date, requiring an additional step in the manufacturing process. It is therefore de- 
sirable to incorporate all circuits involved in the operation of the panel on the panel, and fur- 
thermore realize incorporation of an entire integrated system on the same panel. For this, TFTs 
with better electrical properties must be developed. 

Currently, one of the most significant frontiers in the development of electrically superior 
TFTs is the improvement of the microstructure in the active channel region. It is well known 
that the presence of grain boundaries detrimentally affects the carrier mobility in a semiconduc- 
tor film, due to carrier trapping at the dangling bonds and formation of a potential barrier at the 
grain boundary [1]. The most ideal material for the active channel region would therefore be a 
single crystal, and reduction of grain boundaries in the channel region is desired in general [2]. 

In this study, n-and p-type TFTs were fabricated on thin Si films that were directionally 
solidified using the sequential lateral solidification (SLS) method [3-5], and their electrical char- 
acteristics were analyzed. These were compared with results obtained from TFTs fabricated on 
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Figure 1. SEM pictures of 
typical micro-structures ob- 
tained from (a) SLS (direction- 
ally solidified) and (b) conven- 
tional ELA crystallization 
(equiaxed polycrystalline 
structure). Pictures are not 
shown to scale. 

m 

(a) 

conventional ELA-crystallized films.   Also, pre-SLS doping was conducted to study its effects 
on the SLS process and to investigate the role of SLS in activation of dopants. 

EXPERIMENT 

Coplanar n- and p-channel TFTs were fabricated on Corning 1737 glass panels- all proc- 
esses, including dehydrogenation annealing, were conducted at temperatures below 400°C The 

^nnnl Z^t fabH?ated> the followi"g sequence of processes. First, an Si02 buffer'layer 
3000-A-thickwas deposited by PECVD on the glass substrate. Then, the 1000 A precursor a-Si 
film - the active layer - was deposited and the active channels were patterned as islands of a-Si 
Selected source and drain regions were doped with n- or p-type doses before the crystallization 
step. SLS crystallization served to activate dopants in the pre-doped samples. Comparison was 
made w,h devices of which the source and drain regions were doped and activated with a con- 
ventional ELA method after SLS crystallization. 

„„.« Jhe aCtiVE, Chanunel iS!^dS W6re crystallized by the SLS method using a linearly-shaped 
pulsed excimer laser beam [4] (Lambda Physik LPX 31 Si, 308 nm XeCI). In this method each 
pulse melted a linear region ~2 m wide and several cm long, and was translated -0.5 um' rela- 
tive to the previous pulse in the direction perpendicular to the line of the beam. The beam was 
shaped by passing ,t through a long slit and then projecting it onto the target film using a cylin- 
drical lens. Figure 1(a) is an example of the microstructure that results from SLS with such a 
mear beamlet Long grains form parallel to the direction of translation of the beamlet, which is 

typical ot the SLS process. 

The orientation of the TFT channels was arranged so that it would present the least number 
of grain boundaries along the path of current flow - that is, so that the direction of current flow 
would be parallel to the elongated grains (and the grain boundaries). For comparison devices 
were fabricated on films crystallized using the conventional ELA method as well, under identical 
conditions as the SLS processed films, except for the doping and activation steps. Figure I(b 
shows the typical equiaxed polycrystalline microstructure obtained from conventional ELA 

ront^fterWarS' *!If te,insulator> a 1000-A-thick Si02 layer, was deposited, and metallic gate 
contact were formed by deposition and patterning of Al and Mo. The patterning was performed 
so that there would be no overlap of the gate electrode with the source or the drain regions The 
alignment was confirmed by reversing the roles of the source and drain electrodes during the 
testing of the finished TFTs. The results of the reversed tests were identical to those of the no"! 
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mal tests, showing that there was no overlap of gate and source/drain regions - i.e., the devices 
were symmetrically aligned. Doping and conventional ELA activation of source and drain re- 
gions were conducted at this stage for comparison with the pre-doped, SLS-activated, devices. 
An SiC>2 film and a SiNx film were deposited in succession to form a passivation layer. After 
patterning of a contact hole, ITO film was deposited and patterned to form the gate, source, and 
drain electrodes, completing the TFT fabrication. 

Using a 4-point probe method, we measured the sheet resistances of source and drain re- 
gions formed depending on the sequence of crystallization and activation, and studied their ef- 
fects on TFT performance. A sheet resistance of 160 ohm/cm2 was obtained for samples that 
were pre-doped with a p-type dose then directionally solidified by the SLS process. For samples 
SLS-processed then doped and activated using conventional ELA, values of 200 - 450 ohm/cm 
were obtained depending on the laser energy density used. TFT performance characteristics 
were found to depend on the sheet resistances measured. 

Device performance parameters were measured for SLS-crystallized devices of various di- 
mensions, both n and p-type, and compared to those of analogous ELA-crystallized devices. In 
addition to the basic device characteristics (I-V curves, mobility, leakage current etc.), measure- 
ments on the effects of hot carrier stress were conducted. In the subsequent sections, Vd, Vg, 
and Id refer to drain voltage, gate voltage, and drain current, respectively. 

RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows TFT output curves and performance characteristics for (a) n and (b) p- 
channel devices fabricated on directionally solidified crystalline Si films, compared with those 
built on conventional ELA-crystallized poly-Si films (dotted line). The channel width and length 
were both 100 u.m. The mobilities obtained were 370 cm2/Vsec for n-type devices, and 
130cm2/Vsec for p-type devices. These values are roughly 2.5 times greater than those obtained 
from TFTs on conventional ELA-processed films, and sufficient for the operation of data circuits 
and other high-performance devices. 

As the dopant implantation and ELA activation processes are conducted after self-aligned 
gate oxide and metal deposition, and affect only the source and drain regions, the directionally 
solidified microstructure in the channel region (Fig.la) remained unchanged under post- 
crystallization doping and ELA activation. 

However, the microstructure of the exposed source and drain regions were strongly af- 
fected with post-crystallization doping and activation. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the changes under- 
gone by directionally solidified films that were subsequently doped, then activated by a conven- 
tional ELA method, at laser energy densities of 260 mJ/cm and 360 mj/cm2, respectively. The 
change from directional crystalline microstructure to small-grained and equiaxed microstructure 
is due to activation laser energies above the complete melting threshold. The sheet resistances 
obtained from films (a) and (b) were 160 ohm/cm2, and 200 ohm/cm2 respectively, indicating 
that the activation of dopants in film (a) was not sufficient, though the directional crystallinity 
was maintained, while dopants in film (b) were completely activated. 

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the device output characteristics for TFTs fabricated on the 
post-SLS doped and ELA-activated (with a laser energy density of 260 mJ/cm2) film and on the 
pre-doped and SLS-activated devices. The performance is similar despite the slight difference in 
the microstructures of the source and drain regions, which result from ELA activation at energy 
densities below the complete melting threshold. 
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(a) Solid Line Dashed Line 

Solidification 
IMelhod 

SLS Directional 
Solidification Conventional ELA 

Mobility 290cm2/V.sec I20cmW.scc 
Vth 1.2V 2.6V 

S-factor 0.41V/dcc 0.44V/dcc 

<b) Solid Line Dashed Line 

Solidification 
Method 

SLS Directional 
Solidification Conventional ELA 

Mobility HOcmVV.scc 70cmW.sec 
Vth -3.4V -2.8V 

S-factor 0.46V/dec 0.4IV/dcc 

Figure 2. Id-Vg curves and chart of device performance characteristics from (a) n-channel 
and (b) p-channel TFTs (width/length = 10um/20um) from SLS-processed and conventional 
ELA-processed Si films. 

Figure 5 is a comparison of hot carrier stress characteristics of n-channel TFTs fabricated 
on SLS-processed material (5-a) and on conventional ELA-processed material (5-b) The TFTs 
on SLS-processed material were found to have less decrease in channel mobility due to hot car- 
rier stress. The post-hot carrier stress reduction in mobility in SLS-processed n-channel TFTs 
was from 280cm7Vsec to 176cm2/Vsec, while the reduction in conventional ELA-processed 
TFTs was 120cm7Vsec to 25cm2/Vsec. 

Zrßt-;- 

Figure 3. SEM pictures of SLS-processed films after doping and conventional ELA activa- 
tion at laser energy densities of (a) 260mJ/cm2 and (b) 360mJ/cm2. 
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Figure 4. Output characteristics and microstructure of 
source and drain regions depending on activation method, 
(a) Conventional ELA doped and activated after SLS 
crystallization (dashed line), (b) Pre-crystallization doped 
then activated during SLS process (solid line). 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

As a result of this study, we were able to compare the electrical properties of SLS- 
processed directionally crystallized Si film with those of conventional ELA-processed poly-Si 
film, by building TFTs on the films and obtaining the performance characteristics. The devices 
built on SLS-processed films show clear advantages in terms of channel mobilities and hot car- 
rier stress-related reliability. The improvement in channel mobility is most likely due to the re- 
duction in the number of grain boundaries in the channel region. The greater tolerance to hot 
carrier stress in devices using SLS directionally solidified material can be considered a result of 
decreased grain-boundary roughness in the material. 

The SLS-crystallized devices showed channel mobilities that allow operation of high- 
performance devices such as those used in data driver circuits, enabling their incorporation onto 
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(b) 
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(solid line) 
After Stress 
(dotted line) 

Mobility 120cmW.sec 23cmW.sec 

Vth 1.0 V 1.1V 

S-factor 0.51V/dec 0.60V/dec 

Figure 5. Hot-carrier stress performance of (a) SLS-crystallized and (b) conventional ELA- 
crystallized TFTs. Stress conditions: Vg=Vth, Vd=20V, Stress time = 1 hour 
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thin-films on insulating substrates. It is to be noted that these devices were not optimized by de- 
fect-state passivation methods such as hydrogenation (for bulk states) or N2/H2 gas forming (for 
surface states). The values of the channel mobility obtained from the directionally solidified 
films in the present study are lower than those obtained from single crystal regions formed by the 
SLS process [6], as would be expected. 

The SLS process also is found to have an activation effect on dopants. The results (Fig. 4) 
show that the degree of crystallinity in the source and drain regions after ELA activation does not 
have a large effect on the device performance. The same level of performance is obtained when 
dopants are pre- implanted and activated during the SLS process as when doping and activation 
are carried out after crystallization. Therefore, fabrication of high-performance devices on pre- 
doped, pre-patterned films that are processed by SLS is possible without an extra ELA activation 
step. 
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ABSTRACT 

A simple low-temperature excimer-laser doping process employing phosphosilicate glass 

(PSG) and borosilicate glass (BSG) films as dopant sources is proposed in order to form source 

and drain regions for polycrystalline silicon thin film transistors (poly-Si TFTs). We have 

successfully controlled sheet resistance and dopant depth profile of doped poly-Si films by 

varying PftySifLi flow ratio, laser energy density and the number of laser pulses. The 

penetration depth and the surface concentration of dopants were increased with increasing laser 

energy density and the number of laser pulses. The minimum sheet resistance of 450D/D for 

phosphorus (P) doping and 1100fi/o for boron (B) doping were successfully obtained. Our 

experimental results show that the proposed laser-doping process is suitable for source/drain 

formation of poly-Si TFTs. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polycrystalline silicon thin film transistors (poly-Si TFTs) employing the excimer laser 

annealing have attracted a considerable attention for high quality active matrix liquid crystal 

displays (AMLCDs) [1]. Although excimer laser annealing ensures high-quality poly-Si films, 

but the low-temperature doping method for source and drain regions is not well established yet. 

The ion implantation and the ion shower doping method require high-cost complex equipments 

and the post-annealing is also required in order to activate the dopants and to cure implant 

damages. 

The excimer-laser doping using doping gas sources or dopant-containing films is a useful 

method because it is a simple and low-temperature doping process [2-5]. In such processes, 

excimer laser irradiation melts an a-Si layer and results in liquid-phase incorporation of 

dopants. In case of laser-doping using doping gas, sophisticated gas chamber and control 

system are required [4,5]. Furthermore, it is difficult to accurately control the sheet resistance 

and junction depth because dopants are supplied mainly from the absorbed layers formed either 

prior to the laser irradiation or during the irradiation [5]. 

The purpose of our work is to report a simple low-temperature laser-doping method 
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employing phosphosilicate glass (PSG) and borosilicate glass (BSG) films as dopant sources. 

PSG and BSG films have been deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method, which 

is compatible to a conventional poly-Si TFTs process, easy to achieve uniformity and 

reproducible. We have controlled sheet resistance and depth profile of doped poly-Si films by 

varying PH3/SiH4 flow ratio, as well as laser energy density and the number of laser pulses. 

Sheet resistance was measured and dopant depth profile was investigated by spreading 

resistance profiling (SRP) and Hall measurement. 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A lOOnm-thick hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) film was deposited by plasma- 

enhanced CVD (PECVD) at 280°C on the oxidized Si substrate. To prevent the rapid evolution 

of hydrogen atoms during the laser irradiation, the a-Si:H film was dehydrogenated at 450°C 

for 3 hours prior to laser annealing. As a diffusion source of phosphorus atoms, a 50nm-thick 

PSG film was deposited on it by atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) using SiH4, PH3 and 02 

gas at 375°C. The dopant concentration in the PSG film was controlled by varying PH3/SiH4 

flow ratio at the fixed flow rate of 02 gas. On some samples, a BSG film was also deposited as 

a diffusion source of boron atoms. Then, the samples were irradiated by 20ns-pulse XeCi 

excimer laser (X=308nm). We have varied laser energy density and the number of laser pulses 

in order to controll sheet resistance and dopant depth profile of doped poly-Si films. 

During the laser irradiation, the most of laser energy is absorbed in the underlying a-Si 

film because the upper PSG and BSG films have little absorption capability at around 300nm 

[2]. The a-Si surface is melted and the dopants diffuse from the dopant-containing film into the 

molten a-Si so that the doped poly-Si film is successfully formed. 

Four-point-probe technique was used to investigate sheet resistance for the doped poly-Si 

films. Figure 1 shows the sheet resistance for phosphorus doping as a function of laser energy 

density. A PSG film was prepared with PH3/SiH4 flow ratio of 0.38 and O, flow rate of 

3000sccm. It is noted that the sheet resistance decreases with increasing laser energy density 

and the number of laser pulses. The sheet resistance of less than lkQ/n was obtained when 

laser energy density was larger than 250mJ/cm2 with lOputses. 

The sheet resistance of phosphorus-doped poly-Si films for various PH3/SiH4 flow ratios 

and boron-doped poly-Si films versus laser energy density are shown in figure 2. The number 

of laser pulses was 10. The sheet resistance is controlled by PH3/SiH4 flow ratio and both 

phosphorus (P) doping and boron (B) doping are possible with this technology. The difference 

between P and B doping is due to the difference of mobility and dopant concentration in 

dopant-containing films. The minimum sheet resistance of 450Q/o for phosphorus (P) doping 
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and 1 lOOfi/n for boron (B) doping were successfully obtained. These values are low enough 

for source/drain formation of poly-Si TFTs. 
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Figure 1. Sheet resistance for phosphorus doping as a function of laser energy density. 
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Figure 2. Sheet resistance for phosphorus doping with various PH3/SiH4flow ratios and sheet 

resistance for boron doping as a function of laser energy density. 
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Dopant depth profile of phosphorus dopants was investigated by spreading resistance 

profiling (SRP). The thickness of a-Si:H films was 200nm and PH3/SiH4 flow ratio was 0.38 

and 02 flow rate was 3000sccm. Figure 3 (a) shows the sheet resistance and the average dopant 

concentration as a function of laser energy density. The number of laser pulses was 10. The 

average dopant concentration was evaluated from the sheet concentration from Hall 

measurement. Figure 3 (b) shows the spreading resistance profile for various laser energy 

densities. With increasing laser energy density, the penetration depth and the surface dopant 

concentration were increased. These results are consistent with increase in the average dopant 
concentration. 

Phosphorus Doping 
200nm a-Si:H 
PH3/SiH,=0.38 
O2=3000sccm 

10 pulses 

250 300 350 4[ 

Laser Energy Density (mj/cm2) 

a 
.-, 7 

 250mJ/cm2 

 300mJ/cm2 

'          . 

350mJ/cm! //' ;\ 

\ i     ■■'   \ 

-    _-—^  / 
Phosphorus Doping 
200nnia-Si:H 
PH3/SiH„=0.38 
O^OOOsccm 

-      --- "' 10 pulses 

100 15i 

Depth (nm) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Sheet resistance and average dopant concentration as a function of laser energy 

density, (b) Spreading resistance profile for various laser energy densities. 

In case of increase in the number of laser pulses, the similar results are also observed, as 

shown in figure 4 (a) and (b). Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the sheet resistance and the average 

dopant concentration as a function of the number of laser pulses, and the spreading resistance 

profile for various numbers of laser pulses, respectively. Laser energy density was 300mJ/cm2. 

It should be noted that the penetration depth and the surface concentration are less dependent 

on the number of laser pulses than the laser energy density. 
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Figure 4. (a) Sheet resistance and average dopant concentration versus the number of laser 

pulses, (b) Spreading resistance profile for various numbers of laser pulses. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A simple low-temperature excimer-laser doping process employing phosphosilicate glass 

(PSG) and borosilicate glass (BSG) films as dopant sources is proposed. We have successfully 

controlled sheet resistance and dopant depth profile of doped poly-Si films by varying 

PfVSiHt flow ratio, laser energy density and the number of laser pulses. The penetration depth 

and the surface concentration of dopants were increased with increasing laser energy density 

and the number of laser pulses. The minimum sheet resistance of 450Q/D for phosphorus (P) 

doping and 1 100£2/D for boron (B) doping were successfully obtained. The proposed laser- 

doping technique using PSG and BSG films is promising for low temperature poly-Si TFT 

process. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, an analysis of the high voltage induced degradation in top gate amorphous 
silicon Thin Film Transistors (TFT) will be shown, including the aspect of self-heating. It will be 
shown through experimental results that the degradation level under high voltages on drain and 
gate is different for TFT's with different channel lengths. In addition, the temperature 
distribution over the TFT area for devices with different channel length is simulated. Simulation 
shows that the peak of temperature distribution is located at the drain/channel edge and that level 
of thermal heating depends on the channel length. 

INTRODUCTION 

The degradation induced by high voltages and electrostatic discharge (ESD) is one of the 
most critical reasons for lower production yield in display manufacturing. 

In our previous work [ 1 ], considering the effect of the electrostatic discharge on a TFT, we 
have shown that even a low ESD zap degrades TFT's and a high ESD voltage induces 
electrostatic breakdown. The degradation was shown through the threshold voltage and sub - 
threshold slope change, and it was attributed to creation of defect-states at amorphous Si /gate 
dielectric interface. The creation of defects was observed in the region where electrical field was 
higher than a critical value. It was also shown that hard breakdown is not due to this pre - 
breakdown degradation. In addition, it was noticed that breakdown voltage depends on the 
channel length. However, the physical origin of this dependence between breakdown voltage and 
channel length was not clear and it will be considered in this paper. 

According to Tada et al. [2], under weak ESD whose voltage is not so high as breakdown 
voltage, a "soft" failure of a-Si TFT is noticed and is caused by non-adiabatic heating of the 
channel. In this paper, we will show that level of this thermal heating is correlated with the size 
of the channel length. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Tested devices were top-gate amorphous silicon thin film transistors. A number of 
devices with different channel dimensions was used in the experimental. The channel width 
(W=100 urn) was constant, but the channel length was varied (L=4, 6, 10 and 100 urn). 

Series of high voltage stresses were applied in the following way: during each stress 
serial, the gate voltage VG was kept constant, and the drain voltage was increased from 0 to 90V 
with step 10V. For each drain voltage measurement was repeated 10 times, with time interval 1 
s. The measurement is repeated 10 times in order to show if there is thermal degradation. Stress 
time was short (~ 4|xs). Four serials of measurements were carried-out. In each series the gate 
voltage was increased. 
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In Fig. 1. are shown measurements of ID over time in the third series of measurements for 
a TFT with channel length L=10um. For higher drain voltages (>50V), ID firstly increases, and 
later decreases. The first point represents a current burst due to joule heating, but later a process 
of "self-cooling" sets-in. This lowering of the current is due to threshold voltage degradation. 
Therefore, the degradation of current in every next time steps is much less steep then in the first 
second. 
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Figure 1. Thermal heating effect on ID monitored on a TFT with W/L=100fim/10/Jm. Biasing: VG=80V, 
VD=0:90V(step=10V) 

In Fig. 2. is shown ID over time for the forth series of measurements for a TFT with 
channel length L=100jim. In contrast to Fig. 1, even for higher drain voltages, ID current stays 
constant in time. It means that joule heating is very low in devices with a longer channel so the 
process of thermal induced degradation in not started. 
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Figure 2. Characteristics of a TFT with W/L^lOO^m/WO/im showing an absence of thermal heating. 
Biasing: V0=IOOV, VD=0:90V(step=10V) 
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Before the catastrophic failure occurs, the devices are heavily degraded, showing 
threshold voltage increase. In order to follow this degradation, after each stress serial the transfer 
characteristics ID(VG) were measured. In Fig. 3 and 4 are shown transfer characteristics for TFT's 
with L=10 and 100 |im, respectively. It is shown that in a TFT with L=100p.m, in the second 
stress serial, a shift of the transfer characteristics, although much smaller than in shorter devices, 
is measured. As this shift could not be recognized in the time measurements (Fig. 2), it can be 
concluded that this shift is induced by other reason than joule heating. As it was not be detected 
in the time measurements, it is possible that this process is very fast so it happens already in the 
first measurements in a ID(t) curve for a certain drain voltage. It can be concluded that, in 
principle, two degradation mechanisms contribute to deterioration of a-Si TFT's under high 
biasing conditions. The one found only in the shorter devices is thermally activated and another 
one, which is also recognized in the long channel device, is not. 
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Figure 3. Pre-breakdown degradation of transfer characteristic in TFT with W/L=I00ßm/10jlm 
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Figure 4. Pre-breakdown degradation of transfer characteristic in a TFT with W/L=I00ßm/100ßm 
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Further, the sub-threshold slope shown in the Fig. 3 and 4 gives an additional indication 
that two degradation mechanisms exist. In long channel device (Fig. 4) the sub-threshold slope is 
constant. It implies that shift of the transfer characteristic is only due to charge trapping in the 
gate insulator. It can be concluded from the stability of the drain current shown in Fig. 2 that it is 
not thermally activated process. In shorter devices (Fig. 3), the sub-threshold slope changes after 
each stress serial, implying that both degradation processes are present: charge trapping in the 
gate dielectric and creation of defect states in amorphous silicon/gate dielectric interface. This 
process is due to thermal heating of the short-channel devices. 

An overview of the pre-breakdown degradation for the devices with four different 
channel lengths and with a constant channel width (W=100nm) is given in the Table 1. It is 
shown that in TFT's with a shorter channel length (<100u,m) strong thermal heating exists under 
high voltages on drain and gate. This thermal effects at the end lead into electrical breakdown of 
devices. So, if the channel length is shorter, the breakdown voltage is lower. 

shift of transfer characteristic 
after: 

L=4u.m L=6u.m L=10um L=100|lm 

2. stress series (VG=50/60V) breakdown 32V 11V 2V 
3. stress series (VG=70/80V) at breakdown 20V 8V 
4. stress series (VG=100V) 21V 16V 

SIMULATIONS 

Experimental results have been explained by performing coupled electro-thermal 
simulations. For these simulations we used simulation package LUMEX, which was developed 
at the University of Twente and is used for coupled electro -thermal simulations as a pre- 
processor for the circuit simulator. All simulations shown here are performed with the same 
biasing conditions: gate voltage VG= 60V and drain voltage VD= 100V. These biasing conditions 
are similar to the conditions applied in the 2. stress series in the experimental. 

The area surrounding the devices was same in all simulations. Only the channel length 
was varied, while the channel width was constant, as well as drain and source metal contacts 
widths. The simulated structure is designed according to the top-gate device built on a glass 
substrate and from the top side passivated over all device area, used in the experimental 
procedure. The temperature distribution shown in the Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 is temperature of the 
glass substrate in the first layer under amorphous silicon layer. In Fig. 5, 6 and 7 is in the channel 
length area on x-axis used finer grid than it is for the surrounding substrate. In Fig. 8 the grid was 
uniform almost all over x-axis, as channel length was too long (L=100u.m). 

The temperature distribution over a TFT is same in all four cases. The temperature peak 
is located always close to the drain side. Across the channel length, the temperature decreases 
from drain to source. 

For the channel length of 4u.m (Fig. 5), the simulation shows that the TFT is overheated. 
The simulated temperature so high that is not possible (AT=2400°C), so it implies that device is 
already broken down, as it was in the experiment. In the experimental, the device with L=6 urn is 
in the second serial heavily degraded (AVT=32V). Its simulated temperature is relatively high 
(AT=I20°C), as shown in Fig. 6.. The device with L= 10um (Fig. 7) shows lower heating 
(AT=28°C). Finally, the device with the length lOOtim as shown in Fig. 8 is not heated (<1 °C). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper is shown that electrical properties are strongly influenced by high voltages 
applied on drain and gate. This influence is enhanced by thermal heating. The experimental 
suggested that two degradation mechanisms play a role in th e pre-breakdown deterioration: 
charge trapping and defect creation. The former mechanism is not, but the later mechanism is 
thermally activated. Therefore, in long channel devices, which have much less thermal heating 
under high voltages, only charge trapping mechanism sets-in. In shorter devices, where thermal 
heating is harder, defect creation has a dominant role in deterioration mechanism. For that 
reason, breakdown voltage is directly proportional with the channel length. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of the temperature over a TFT with W/L=100ßm/4 fim 
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Figure 6. Distribution of the temperature over a TFT with W/L=I00/jm/6 ßm 
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Figure 7. Distribution of the temperature over a TFT with W/L=100^m/I0fim 

Figure 8. Distribution of the temperature over a TFT with W/L=l00ßm/100ßm 
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ABSTRACT 

There is a growing interest in the application of large area electronics on curved surfaces. 
One approach towards realizing this goal is to fabricate circuits on planar substrates of thin 
plastic or metal foil, which are subsequently deformed into arbitrary shapes. The problem that 
we consider here is the deformation of substrates into a spherical shape, where the strain is 
determined by geometry and cannot be reduced by simply using a thinner substrate. The goal is 
to achieve permanent, plastic deformation in the substrates, without exceeding fracture or 
buckling limits in the device materials. 

Our experiments consist of the planar fabrication of amorphous silicon device structures 
onto stainless steel or Kapton® polyimide substrates, followed by permanent deformation into a 
spherical shape. We will present empirical experiments showing the dependence of the results 
on the island/line size of the device materials and the deformation temperature. We have 
successfully deformed Kapton® polyimide substrates with 100 |im wide amorphous silicon 
islands into a one steradian spherical cap, which subtends 66 degrees, without degradation of the 
silicon. This work demonstrates the feasibility of building semiconductor devices on plastically 
deformed substrates despite a 5% average biaxial strain in the substrate after deformation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The applications of traditional large-area electronics, such as displays, are limited by the fact 
that glass substrates are rigid and easily breakable. Previous work [1,2] has demonstrated that 
transistors on thin metal or plastic foil substrates can be rolled around a cylinder down to 0.5mm 
radius of curvature with no adverse effects. In these cases, the transistor is compressed when 
bending inwards and elongated when bending outwards. The strain due to such cylindrical 
deformation can be decreased by reducing the thickness of the substrates. In this work we 
permanently deform the substrates into the final shape of a spherical dome. To deform a flat 
sheet into a spherical structure, the initial substrate is stretched so that the surface area increases. 
The average strain in this case is determined by geometry and is independent of the substrate 
thickness. Another important difference is that while the device can be either compressed or 
stretched when rolling the substrate, spherically deforming the substrate leaves the devices in 
tension in all cases. 
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The thin film structures are first processed on planar thin foil substrates of stainless steel or 
Kapton® polyimide, with a typical thickness of 50 p.m. The foil is placed over a circular hole 
and clamped by a circular ring (Figure 1). Pressurized gas is then used to deform the material 
inside the clamped ring into the shape of a spherical dome. A straightforward calculation can 
estimate the average radial strain, e„s,rad., which is necessary to expand the foil to a spherical 
shape that subtends a given half-angle (6). 

ö-sing 

sin0 
, 6 in radians (1) 

Note that this strain is determined solely by the higher surface area of the spherically 
deformed cap compared to that of the original foil. Unlike the case of deforming the foil into a 
cylindrical shape, the strain cannot be reduced by making the foil thinner for any given 
subtended angle. This relationship is shown in Figure 2. 

deformed foil 

^^^?€^::::::::::v.:::!i„: :;- ^^^^ 

Figure 1. Design of the apparatus used for deformation. 
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Figure 2. Average radial strain vs. half angle. For a subtended half-angle of 15°, the average 
strain is 1%, and for a subtended half angle of 33 ° (corresponding to one steradian of solid 
angle), the average strain is 5%. 
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When plastic or ductile metals are subjected to large strains, they deform plastically as seen 
in Figure 3. Therefore the deformation largely persists after the pressure is removed. For 
example, Figure 4 shows the height vs. radius of a 25 |xm stainless steel sheet after the pressuring 
gas has been released. The foil was deformed into the shape of a spherical dome with a half- 
angle of 33°. On the other hand, inorganic semiconductor materials are brittle and can only be 
elastically deformed. For the 66° field of view spherical cap (Figure 4), the average strain is 5%, 
which far exceeds the breaking limit of the semiconductor materials. The brittle materials we 
examined include a sandwich of 100 nm amorphous silicon on top of 400 nm Si3N4 (Figure 
5(a)). A uniform layer of such brittle materials deposited on the substrate cracked after it was 
deformed into a 66° dome. 
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Figure 3(a). Ideal stress-strain relationship for substrate materials. For compliant materials, the 
deformation is first elastic (linear region in the above diagram). After the deformation reaches 
the yield strength, the deformation becomes permanent (plastic deformation), (b) Ideal stress- 
strain relationship for brittle materials.   The typical breaking strain limit is smaller than l%for 
such ceramic materials [3].  The curves in both figures are an approximation of the stress-strain 
relationship for perfectly elastic/plastic materials. In practice, materials do no exhibit perfectly 
linear correlation between stress and strain. 
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Figure 4. Height of deformed 25 \im stainless steel sheet as a function of radius, with the height 
and radius normalized by the radius of the deformed region Rj. The solid line represents a 
spherical shape subtending a half angle of 33°. 
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To overcome this limitation, we then examined the concept of fabricating islands of hard 
material (for eventual devices) on soft substrates. The qualitative concept was that the soft 
substrate could flow beneath the island so that the island itself might not be excessively strained. 
This was tested using a sandwich of 100 nm of amorphous silicon and 400 nm of silicon nitride 
deposited on 50 ^m of Kapton® polyimide. Both layers were deposited by PECVD at 200°C 
and then patterned into square islands by dry etching.   Using such a process, and performing 
deformation at 150°C, islands up to 100 urn without cracks could be obtained. 

The likelihood of obtaining crack-free islands depends primarily on the size of the island 
(with smaller islands easier to obtain) and secondarily on the island density. The results are 
presented in Figure 6. 

120 fun 

lOOOAa-Si 

Kapton@ 
polyimide 

fa) fh) 

100 fun 

fd) 

Figure 5. Semiconductor materials on flexible substrates after the substrates are deformed with 
5% average strain, (a) Schematic amorphous silicon and silicon nitride stack on 50\lm thick 
Kapton® polyimide film, (b) SEM photo of the silicon/silicon nitride stack after the Kapton® 
polyimide substrate is deformed into the desired spherical cap with 66°filed of view, (c) Optical 
micrograph of 120 \im island silicon/silicon nitride islands after deformation.   The edge of the 
picture is out of focus due to curved surface, (d) Optical micrograph oflOOpyn island after 
deformation at 150°C. 
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Figure 6. Fraction of square a-Si/Si3Nj islands on polyimide with no cracks after the substrate is 
deformed with 5% average strain as a function of the island edge, for different island densities. 
The island density is defined as the island edge size over the island spacing. 
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MODELING AND DISCUSSION 

To further understand the deformation of the islands, we used ABAQUS [4], a finite element 
analysis program, to model the strain distribution in the substrate. The test structure consisted of 
0.5 urn thick square silicon islands on a 50 um thick polyimide substrate in the cylindrical 
coordinate with the z-axis perpendicular to the center of the silicon island. The whole structure 
was then deformed under the same boundary conditions as in the experiment. The results of this 
analysis for the island on the top center of the dome are shown in Figure 7. 

  strain 
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Figure 7. Contour plot of circumferential strain distribution in the 50 /dm thick substrate after 
deformation into a one-steradian dome from finite element analysis. The island is 0.5 ßm thick 
with length ofli. The island to island spacing is Is. Contour lines labeled 1 to 6 indicate strain 
linearly increasing from 1.5xl0'2 to 6.5 xW . 

The simulation of the strain distribution (Figure 7) highlights two important facts: 

1. The stiff island confines the substrate underneath itself. The strain in the top substrate, which 
is just below the island, is small and quite uniform. 

2. The strain increases as one moves radially away from the island. In the inter-island region, 
the strain in the substrate is so high that the substrate is plastically deformed. 

By patterning the uniform silicon layer into isolated islands, the plastic deformation takes 
place in the inter-island region. This is the main reason why the silicon islands are intact despite 
a 5% average strain in the substrate after deformation. For an island without cracks, the strain in 
the island must be less than the maximum strain at its fracture strength. Our experimental results 
show that few islands larger than 100 urn are intact after deformation. This indicates that the 
strain in the island increases with its size. Finite element analysis demonstrates that the strain in 
the island indeed correlates to the island length, and the strain is not strongly dependent on the 
island spacing when the island is small (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Maximum strain as a function of the island size for 0.5 ßm thicksquare silicon islands 
on 50 urn thickpolyimide substrate after the substrate is deformed into a one-steradian dome. 
The island density is defined as the island size over the island spacing. 

Figure 8 demonstrates that the plastic deformation occurs in the inter-island region. When 
the substrate is plastically deformed, the yield strength is almost constant, and the sheer strength 
that stretches the island is independent of the inter-island area. Therefore, the island spacing is a 
weak factor in the fracture mechanism. 

SUMMARY 

The concept of developing spherically-shaped electronics by deforming thin foil substrates 
with patterned device islands on their surface has been investigated. We find that the strain in 
the island increases with the island size, but is only weakly dependent on island density.  100 um 
silicon islands on a plastically deformed substrate in the shape of a spherical dome subtending 
66° have been fabricated so it appears feasible to build circuits in such structures. 
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ABSTRACT 

We prepared a viscous Ni solution by dissolving NiCl2 in IN HCI and mixing it with 
propylene glycol to control the amount of Ni on Si surface. A uniform film was formed after spin 
coating and oven dry. The a-Si films deposited by LPCVD with Si2H6 gas were crystallized more 
uniformly and more reproducibly. And the crystallization was enhanced from 600°C, 30h to 
500°C, 10h. The surface roughness of poly-Si film crystallized with the viscous solution was 
much smaller than that of poly-Si film crystallized from Ni/Si direct contact. The TFT mobility 
was improved even though the crystallization temperature was much lower. 

INTRODUCTION 

It generally takes tens of hours to crystallize a-Si films at 600°C. So, there have been many 
studies to enhance the solid-phase crystallization. One of the methods is to deposit metals on Si 
surface. Metals can be deposited using sputtering or evaporation. Lee fabricated high- 
performance thin film transistors by laterally crystallizing the channel area from the source/drain 
area on which 5Ä thick Ni was deposited by sputtering [1]. 

But metals also can be deposited using metal solutions. The amount of metal deposited on 
Si surface can be controlled by the concentration of the solution. Sohn reported that SPC was 
enhanced using various metal solutions [2]. Yoon reported that an a-Si film could be crystallized 
at 500°C in 20h using a Ni solution [3]. Kalkan reported that crystallization time could be 
reduced from 18hto 10min at 600°C using a Ni solution [4]. Sohn and Yoon spin-coated metal 
solutions and Kalkan dropped the solution onto a 200°C a-Si film and dried it. They all used a 
diluted acid like HCI and HN03 as the solvent. But the solutions using diluted acid as the solvent 
have some limitations. Metals such as Ni and Al of which electronegativity is not larger than Si 
cannot be deposited on the Si surface [2]. And the solution exists on a-Si films in uncontrollable 
forms of droplet because Si surface is hydrophobic, resulting in non-uniform and irreproducible 
deposition. 

In this study we made a viscous Ni solution dissolving NiCl2 in a IN HCl+propylene glycol 
solvent. The viscous solution formed a uniform film when spin coated, and enough amount of Ni 
could be uniformly deposited after oven dry. As a result, crystallization temperature could be 
lowered and the crystallization process could be more uniform and reproducible. 

EXPERIMENT 

lOOnm thick a-Si films were deposited by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition at 530°C 
using Si2H6 on oxidized Si wafers. The films were cleaned in boiling H2S04+H202 solution and 
dipped in diluted HF solution to remove oxide on the surface before solution coating. Ni solution 
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was prepared by dissolving NiCl2 in a IN HCl+propylen glycol solvent. Propylene glycol is an 
organic solvent that makes the solution viscous. The volumetric ratio between IN HC1 and 
propylene glycol was fixed to 4:1. A uniform film was formed on Si surface by spin coating the 
Ni solution and the film was dried at 230°C. The Ni-adsorbed a-Si films were annealed in Ar 
atmosphere with a conventional type of a tube furnace. Intrinsic a-Si film and Ni-deposited a-Si 
film from the Ni solution with only IN HC1 solvent were also annealed for the comparison. 

Surface morphology of Si films was observed by optical microscope and scanning electron 
microscope. The amount of Ni deposited on Si films was measured by dissolving the adsorbate 
on the Si film into 1% HN03 solution and analyzing it with inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectroscopy (ICP-MS). The crystalline fraction of the annealed Si films was evaluated with Si 
(111) peak intensity of X-ray diffraction. 

TFTs were fabricated with the poly-Si films, crystallized at 530°C for 5h from a-Si with Ni 
coating from 0.1M Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution. TFTs were also fabricated with the poly-Si films 
crystallized at 600°C for 48h without Ni for the comparison. A 130nm thick Si02 was deposited 
by LPCVD as the gate insulator. A lOOnm thick a-Si was deposited as the gate. Source, drain and 
gate were doped with phosphorous in PH3/H2 plasma. The specimens were annealed at 600°C for 
48h to crystallize the gate and activate the dopant. After depositing 300nm thick Si02 by LPCVD 
as the interlayer insulator and opening contacts, 500nm of Al was deposited by sputtering 
Alloying was done in 10.4%H2/N2 at 450°C for 30min. 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the optical microscopic surfaces of LPCVD Si films after annealing at 
500°C for 10h. Ni was deposited on a-Si films from l.OOOppm Ni in IN HCI solution (Fig. la) 
and 0.1M Ni in IN HCI+propylene glycol solution (Fig. lb). Lumps of adsorbate that are 
originated from the droplets of the solution are seen in Fig. la. And the film around the lumps 
was crystallized while the other area remained as amorphous. The lumps maybe originated from 
the agglomeration of Ni droplets. But the lumps exist in uncontrollable forms because Si surface 
is hydrophobic, resulting in the nonunifom and irreproducible crystallization. Thus, it is 
inevitable to use a physical method to deposit uniformly on Si surface. 

P 
V- 
I fc 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. SEM surface micrographs of Si films after annealing at 500°C for 10h. 
(a): Ni was adsorbed from 1,000ppm Ni IN HCI solution; (b): Ni was adsorbed 
from 0.1 MNi flN HCI+PCV) solution. 
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By employing Ni solution with IN HC1+PG solvent, a uniform film was coated because of 
its viscosity. And no lumps of adsorbate were detected after drying the film. And a-Si film was 
uniformly crystallized as seen in Fig. lb. And no lumps were detected even in a xl00,000 SEM 
magnification after crystallization. 

Figure 2 shows the annealing-time dependence of crystalline fraction of three types of Si 
films: a-Si films without Ni adsorption, a-Si films with Ni deposition from lOOOppm Ni IN HC1 
solution, and a-Si films with Ni deposition from 0.1M Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution. First two types 
of a-Si films were annealed at 600°C and a-Si films with Ni deposition from 0.1M Ni (IN HCI+ 
PG) solution were annealed at 500°C. It took about 30h to fully crystallize for intrinsic a-Si 
films. And the crystallization was not enhanced for a-Si films with Ni deposition from lOOOppm 
IN HC1 solution. But a-Si films with Ni deposition from 0.1M Ni (IN HC1+ PG) solution 
crystallized in 10h even though the annealing temperature was 100°C lower. And the 
crystallization was further enhanced with microwave annealing that a-Si films with Ni deposition 
from 0.005M Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution was fully crystallized in 8h at 480°C. We can see that Ni 
deposition from (IN HC1+PG) viscous solution improves the uniformity of the crystallized film 
and enhances crystallization of a-Si film. 

Figure 3 shows the XPS spectra of Ni and Cl in the adsorbate on Si films before and after an 
annealing (530°C, 5h). CI existed as NiCI2 before the annealing. But Cl was not detected after 
annealing. The spectra of Ni before and after annealing were similar to each other except that the 
peak in the vicinity of 855eV broadened. It can be considered that Ni exists as NiCI2 and the 
NiCl2 reacts with Si to form Ni in Si and Cl2 during annealing. 

Remaining adsorbate after annealing could be removed simply with H2S04+H202 solution. 
The quantity of Ni and Cl incorporated into the Si film was below the detection limit of AES. In 
SIMS depth profile of Ni and Cl in the poly-Si films, Cl was uniformly distributed in the Si film. 
Ni content in the Si films was higher at Si/Si02 interface than in the bulk of the film. This is the 
same result with Ni-silicide induced crystallization of amorphous Si films [6]. 

lntrinsic,600°C 

lOOOppm Ni 1N HCI.600°C 

0.1M Ni (1N HCI+PG).500°C 

0       10      20     30     40      50 
Annealing time (h) 

Figure 2. Crystalline fraction of three types of Si films : a-Si films without Ni 
adsorption, a-Si films with Ni deposited from lOOOppm Ni IN HC1 solution, and a-Si 
films with Ni deposited from 0.1M Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution. First two types of a-Si 
films were annealed at 600°C the third type of a-Si films was annealed at 500°C. 
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Figure 3. XPS spectra of Ni and Cl in the adsorbate on Si films before and after an 
annealing (530°C, 5h). 

Figure 4 shows the concentration of Ni deposited on Si films and Si crystalline fraction of Si 
films annealed at 500°C for 10h as a function of the concentration of Ni (IN HCl+PG) solution. 
The concentration ofNi deposited was determined by dissolving Ni into 1% HN03 and 
analyzing it with ICP-MS. The concentration of Ni deposited linearly increased from 2xlO"W2 

to 5.7xlOl5cm"2 as the concentration of the solution increased from 0.001M to 0.1M. 

0.01   0.02   0.03   0.04   0.05 

Concentration (M) 

Figure 4. Concentration of Ni adsorbed on Si films and Si crystalline fraction of Si 
films annealed at 500°C for lOh as a function of the concentration of Ni (IN 
HCl+PG) solution. 
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For metal solutions using a diluted acid only, metal deposition depends on the pH as well as 
the concentration of the solution [5]. But for the viscous Ni solution the adsorption is dominated 
by a physical process. So the concentration of Ni deposited is proportional to the concentration 
of the solution. Unlike the concentration of Ni deposited, the crystallization saturated at some 
concentration of the solution. More than 90% of the film was crystallized at 0.005M and the 
crystalline fraction did not increase much. 

Crystallization of a-Si films with Ni deposition from Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution was slower 
than that of a-Si films with Ni deposited by sputtering. A-Si films with 5Ä Ni deposition fully 
crystallized even in 3h at 500°C, while it took about 10h for a-Si films adsorbed from 0.005M Ni 
(IN HC1+PG) solution. The concentration of Ni with the 5Ä Ni thickness is similar with that of 
Ni deposited from 0.005M solution. The faster crystallization in the Si films with pure Ni metal 
layer is due to higher reactivity between Ni and Si to form Ni-silicide. In the Si film with Ni 
deposited from Ni solution, the surface is coated with NiCl2 and the reactivity between NiCl2 and 
Si seems lower than that between Ni and Si. 

Figure 5 shows the AFM images of the surface of the poly-Si film with Ni deposited from 
0.1 M Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution and that of the poly-Si film with 20Ä thick Ni metal film. The 
surface roughness of the LPCVD a-Si film was 19Ä in rms value. The surface of the poly-Si film 
with Ni deposited from Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution was not roughened after annealing (18Ä in 
rms value). But the surface of the poly-Si film with Ni metal film was roughened after annealing 
(61Ä in rms value). 

Figure 6 shows the logID-VG curves of TFTs fabricated with poly-Si films with 0.1M Ni (IN 
HC1+PG) solution and intrinsic poly-Si films (no Ni deposition). Drain current as a function of 
gate voltage was depicted in logarithmic scale. The width and length of the TFTs were 15 IM and 
20 IM, respectively, and the voltage between the source and the drain was 1V. The 
characteristics of the TFTs were similar to each other. The field effect mobility of the TFT with 
Ni adsorption was 27.1 cm2/Vsec and that of the TFT of intrinsic Si was 23.3 cm2/Vsec. The 
threshold voltage of the TFT with Ni deposition was 8.4V and that of the TFT of intrinsic Si was 
7.3 V. The on/off ratio earned from the maximun and minimum current in the logId vs. VE plot 
(Figure 6) was about 105 for both TFTs. 

Figure 5. AFM images of (a) the surface of the poly-Si film with Ni deposited from 0.1M 
Ni (IN HC1+PG) solution and (b) that of the poly-Si film with 20Ä thick Ni metal film. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We enhanced the crystallization of amorphous Si films employing a viscous metal solution. 
A-Si films with Ni deposited from Ni (IN HCl+propylene glycol) solution enhanced the 
crystallization. And the crystallization was uniform and reproducible. The crystallization was 
slower than that by Ni sputtering. But the surface of the poly-Si film using the solution was 
smoother than that using sputtering. And the characteristics of the TFT using Ni solution were 
similar to that without Ni adsorption, even the crystallization temperature and time were reduced. 

-15-10   -5     0     5    10   15   20   25   30   35   4C 

Gate voltage (V) 

Figure 6. ID-VG characteristics of TFTs fabricated with poly-Si film with Ni deposited 
from 0.1 M (IN HCI+PG) solution and intrinsic poly-Si film (no Ni deposition). 
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ABSTRACT 

We investigated the Layer-by-Layer method to obtain thin uc-Si films. Good quality 
uc-Si films can be obtained at a thickness of 600 Ä. Ion-doping of phosphor to i-type uc-Si was 
investigated to realize the top-gate, self-aligned uc-Si TFT. High conductivity, more than 1 
ohm-cm, can be obtained. Using the combination of Layer-by-Layer deposition method and 
ion-doping method, we fabricated top gate self-aligned uc-Si TFTs. The mobility of TFTs with 
600Ä-thick uc-Si channel layer is 1.5 cm2/Vs, which is about three times that of a-Si TFTs 
mobility. The top gate self-aligned uc-Si TFT is very promising technology for large LCD with 
high mobility. 

INTRODUCTION 

Amorphous silicon (a-Si) TFTs are usually used for large size LCD panels, but their 
mobility is small (i.e. 0.5 cm2/Vs). On the other hand, poly-Si TFTs typically demonstrate higher 
mobility (i.e. more than 100 cm2/Vs) and strong effort has been placed in the improvement of the 
crystallization process to enhance this performance even more. However, the reproducibility of 
poly-Si TFTs is still issue in order to apply to large size LCD panels. 

It is expected for new materials to easily apply to large size LCD with high mobility and 
good reproducibility. One of the candidates is microcrystalline Si (uc-Si). The formation kinetics 
of uc-Si has been investigated using conventional Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(PE-CVD) [1], because of their promising characteristics. 

The formation of uc-Si has been investigated using the Layer-by-Layer method [2]. Also, 
uc-Si films were made by VHF-CVD and Layer-by-Layer method [3]. However, these films have 
film thickness of more than 2000-5000Ä and they do not have the same thin film characteristics as 
films of thickness of less than 1000Ä. Top gate uc-Si TFTs deposited by conventional PE-CVD 
have been investigated [4]. However, the film thickness was 3000Ä and they were not the 
self-aligned TFT structure. On the other hand, n-type, uc-Si that deposited by conventional 
PE-CVD was used to improve the TFT characteristic [5]. However, there is no report on the 
combination of ion-doping and pc-Si films. 

In case of uc-Si deposition, there is the incubation layer and the crystallinity is improved as 
the film thickness increases. In other words, thicker film is neccesary to get good film quality, in 
the case of conventional PE-CVD. However, the film thickness of the TFT channel have to be 
reduced to less than 1000Ä, to suppress the reverse current and the photo-excited carrier 
generation. Therefore, in this paper, the Layer-by-Layer method was investigated to obtain the 
high quality pc-Si films with less than 1000Ä thickness. Also, the ion-doping method was 
investigated to make the top gate self-aligned uc-Si TFTs with the channel at the top of the high 
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quality i-type pc-Si. As our conclusion, we propose the top gate self-Aligned uc-Si TFTs using 
Layer-by-Layer method and ion-doping method. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The PE-CVD equipment for the Layer-by-Layer method is shown in Fig 1. Glass substrate 
size is 320mm x 400 mm and films can be deposited on two substrates, which are located on the 
both side of the heater. The electrodes are ladder-type and the gases are supplied from the back side 
of the ladder electrodes. 

The timing chart of the Layer-by-Layer method using PE-CVD is shown in Fig. 2. H2 gas is 
flows at 3000sccm continuously, SiH4 gas is flows at 130sccm and is turned on and off periodically 
for a-Si deposition and hydrogen plasma treatment. Total gas pressure is kept at 93.1 Pa and RF 
power is 25 W. The deposition time, the hydrogen plasma treatment time and the total film 
thickness were varied as parameters. 

RF Electric Power Source 

Mixing B 

Figure 1. Plasma Enhanced CVD Equipment for Layer-by-Layer Method. 
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Figure 2. Timing Chart of Layer-by-Layer Method using Plasma Enhanced CVD. 

DATA and DISCUSSIONS 

(]) uc-Si Film Deposition using Laver-bv-Laver Method 
The dependence of the conductivity on the Si film thickness per cycle using the 

Layer-by-Layer method is shown in Fig. 3. The hydrogen treatment time per cycle is 75 sec. The 
total film thickness is 600 Ä. The high conductivity indicates that the films are pc-Si. The pc-Si 
films can be obtained using a deposition rate of less than 15 Ä/cycle. 

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the Si film conductivity by the Layer-by-Layer method 
and the conventional PE-CVD on the total film thickness. The conductivity of Si films by the 
Layer-by-Layer method is higher than that of conventional PE-CVD a-Si films. This indicates the 
Layer-by-Layer method is very useful to get pc-Si material at a thickness of less than 1000Ä. As a 
result, good quality pc-Si films can be obtained at a thickness of 600Ä, using Layer-by-Layer 
method, compared with the Si films by the conventional PE-CVD without hydrogen plasma 
treatments. 
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Figure 3. Conductivity of Si films vs. deposition film thickness per cycle by Layer-by-Layer 
method. 
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Figure 4. Conductivity of Si films by Layer-by-Layer method and conventional PE-CVD vs. 
total film thickness. 

(2) Ion-doping to |jc-Si Films 
Ion-doping of phosphor to i-type uc-Si was investigated to realize the top gate 

self-aligned uc-Si TFT. The ion doping conditions (acceleration voltage and Si02-cap-layer 
thickness) were optimized because a 600Ä-thick uc-Si film is too thin to dope and activate the 
phosphor efficiently. The dose amount of phosphor was 2E16 ions/cm2. We found that the 
conductivity of uc-Si could not be increased to higher than IE-3 /ohm-cm, in the case of 
lOOOÄ-thick cap-Si02 and acceleration voltage of 10 keV -100 keV. 

The dependence of the uc-Si conductivity on the cap Si02 thickness is shown in Fig. 5. 
The accelerated voltage is 100 keV. High conductivity of more than 1 /ohm-cm can be obtained 
using a 2000A-thick cap Si02 layer. This conductivity is 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of 
n+-type a-Si and is the same to that of n+-type uc-Si, which is deposited by PE-CVD. 

Deposited n+ jic-Si 

500    1000    1500    2000 
Cap Si02 Film Thickness (A) 

2500 

Figure 5. Conductivity of fjc-Si by Layer-by-Layer method and a-Si vs. Cap Si02film thickness 
after ion-doping. Accelerated voltage : 100 keV, Dose amount: 2E16 ions/cm2 
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(3) Fabrications of Top Gate Self-Aliened pc-Si TFTs 

Using the combination of Layer-by-Layer (ic-Si deposition method and ion-doping 
method, we fabricated top-gate, self-aligned uc-Si TFTs were made. The process flow is shown in 
Fig. 6. At first, |jc-Si film of 600Ä was deposited on the glass substrate. After that, the uc-Si film 
was patterned and 2000 Ä Si02 film was deposited. After Al gate formation, phosphor was 
ion-doped using Al gate as the mask to make the n-type uc-Si region. After that, Si02 inter layer, 
Al source and drain were made. 

The mobility of the |jc-Si TFT with 600Ä-thick channel is 1.5 cm2/Vs, which is about 
three times of a-Si TFT's mobility. Based on our results, we believe that top gate self-aligned uc-Si 
TFT using the Layer-by-Layer method and the ion-doping method is very promising technology 
for large LCD with high mobility. 

fic-Si DepositiorLayeiba-LaydVIetho 

 S PC-Si 
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n       fic-Si     ^Si 

Al Al 

n      McSi     Mc-Si 

Figure 6. Process Flow of Top Gate Self-Aligned pc-Si TFT using Layer-by-Layer 
method and Ion-doping method. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1) We investigated the Layer-by- Layer method to obtain the thin uc-Si films. We found that good 
quality uc-Si films can be obtained at a thickness as thin as 600Ä. 

2) The ion-doping of phosphor to i-type uc-Si was investigated to realize the top gate self-aligned 
uc-Si TFT. High conductivity, more than 1 /ohm-cm, can be obtained. 

3) By the combination of the Layer-by-Layer method and the ion-doping method, top gate 
self-aligned uc-Si TFTs were made. 

4) The mobility of the uc-Si TFT with 600Ä-thick channel is 1.5 cm2/Vs, which is about three 
times that of a-Si TFTs. 

5) The top gate self-aligned uc-Si TFT is very promising technology for large LCD with high 
mobility. 
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ABSTRACT 

We crystallize amorphous silicon films with a frequency doubled Nd:YV04 laser operating 
at a repetition frequency of up to 50 kHz. A sequential lateral solidification process yields 
polycrystalline silicon with grains longer than 100 urn and a width between 0.27 and 1.7 urn 
depending on film thickness and laser repetition frequency. The average grain size is constant 
over the whole crystallized area of 25 cm2. Thin film transistors with n- type and p-type channels 
fabricated from the polycrystalline films have average field effect mobilities of u„ = 467 cm2/Vs 
and Up = 217 cm2/Vs respectively. As a result of the homogeneous grain size distribution, the 
standard deviation of the mobility is only 5 %. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polycrystalline silicon fabricated at low temperatures is of great interest for future electrical 
devices on cheap and /or transparent substrates (e. g. glass). Laser crystallization of amorphous 
silicon deposited at low temperatures is the most promising technique to produce the desired 
material with excellent electrical properties. The established process is based on the irradiation of 
each part of the silicon film with a number of n = 10 ... 50 pulses of an excimer laser [1]. To 
improve the electrical properties of the devices, crystallization of the active layer is often 
performed in vacuum [2]. Thin film transistors (TFTs) with the highest reported electron 
mobility u = 640 cm2/Vs were deposited and crystallized completely in ultra high vacuum [3]. 
Unfortunately, with the established processes the grain sizes and therefore also (due to grain 
boundaries [4]) the electrical properties of the TFTs depend strongly on the laser's local energy 
density D. For example, an increase of D from D = 406 mJ/cm2 to D = 420 mJ/cm2 results in a 
decrease of the grain size d from d = 500 nm to d = 30 nm [5]. Due to this sensitivity of d on D, 
temporal and spatial fluctuations of the laser energy lead to considerable scatter in TFT 
properties. Sequential lateral solidification (SLS) increases the grain size [6] and hence reduces 
the number of grain boundaries within the devices. This reduction should significantly improve 
the electrical properties. Simultaneously the SLS process reduces the sensitivity of the grain size 
on the energy density D. Unfortunately, up to now only excimer lasers were used in combination 
with an SLS process. The repetition rate of this type of laser has an upper limit of f = 300 Hz. As 
a consequence the crystallization process is slow. 

This work presents the results of non-vacuum laser crystallization utilizing an SLS process in 
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combination with a Nd:YV04 laser operating at a repetition rate of up to 50 kHz. We produce n- 
and p-channel thin film transistors with average field effect mobilities of p„ = 467 cm2/Vs and 
Up = 217 cm2/Vs, for electrons and holes respectively. The structural homogeneity of our film 
results in a standard deviation for the field effect mobility of only 5%. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Silicon Deposition 

We use two different types of samples for our crystallization experiments. Sputtering deposits 
silicon films with different film thicknesses d = 50 ... 300 pm on 5 x 5 cm2 Corning 1737F glass. 
With these films, we investigate the influence of d and of the crystallization parameters on the 
crystalline structure. Further, we deposit an a-Si layer with a thickness of d = 150 nm by low 
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) on a Si02 buffer layer. The SiC>2 serves as a 
diffusion barrier and is deposited on a 5 x 5 cm2 HOYA NA 40 glass substrate by atmospheric 
pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD). Further details of the deposition technique were 
given in Ref. [7], 

Laser Crystallization 

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for the crystallization of the amorphous silicon film 
with a pulsed Nd:YV04 laser. The laser emits light with a wavelength X = 532 nm at a tunable 
repetition frequency f < 100 kHz. Beam shaping of the TEMoo beam with one cylindrical and one 
spherical lens forms an elliptical beam cross section at the surface of the substrate. The energy 
density has a Gaussian height h = 12 urn in x-direction and a width w = 460 pm in the 
perpendicular y-direction. A translation stage moves the sample with a scanning speed v in x- 
direction. The stage limits v to the maximum speed vmax = 25 cm/s. Between each pulse of the 
laser the sample is translated by a distance Ax = v / f. We tune the repetition frequency f to the 
scanning speed v to obtain a translation Ax =  0.5 pm. In our experiments we use the scanning 

velocities v = 10 mm/s and v = 25 mm/s 
silicon 

on glass 
corresponding       repetition 
20 kHz and f = 50 kHz 

spherical lens 
cylindrical lens 

direction y of translation 
between scans 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. A cylindrical and a 
spherical lens shape the TEMoo 'aser Deam to form 

an elliptical beam cross section at the surface of 
the substrate. 

with       the 
frequencies f ■ 
respectively. 

The laser pulse energy E is adjusted to 
completely melt an elliptical area with a 
width wm = 200 pm and a height hm = 5 pm. 
Table I shows the required energy E for 
films with a different thickness d. The 
maximum pulse energy of our Nd:YV04 
laser decreases from EmBX ~ 100 pJ to at Emax 

= 10 pJ as the frequency f increases from f 
= 10 kHz to f = 100 kHz. Therefore, we 
reduced the film thickness to crystallize 
samples at high repetition frequencies. With 
the maximum scanning speed vmax = 25 cm/s 
and the corresponding f = 50 kHz the pulse 
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Table I. Pulse energy E required to completely melt an elliptical area with the width wm = 
200 urn and the height hm = 5 urn for silicon films on glass with a different thickness d. 

Film Thickness d (nm)        50 75 150        300 
Pulse Energy    E(uJ)        12.4       14.6       20.4       27.9 

energy is sufficient to crystallize a silicon film with a maximum thickness d = 50 nm. 
As the film cools after the laser pulse, lateral growth proceeds from the edges of the 

completely molten area [6]. The next laser pulse again melts an elliptical area, which is 
translated by the distance Ax = 0.5 urn with respect to the previous one. Now the edge of the 
completely molten area is located within the laterally grown grains produced by the previous 
step. Hence these grains act as seed and are elongated as the film cools. Repeating the pulsed 
laser irradiation during the translation of the sample results in long elongated grains with a length 
1 exceeding by far the single pulse lateral growth length Al = 1 um [8]. 

After a completed scan in x-direction, we translate the sample by a distance Ay = 130 urn in 
y-direction. The distance y is smaller than the width wm of the complete molten area to have an 
overlap between to subsequent scans. 

RESULTS 

Transmission Electron Microscopy 

We investigate the influence of the film thickness d and the laser repetition frequency f on 
the crystalline structure of the films with transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figures 2a to 
2d show grains which are elongated in the scanning direction of the SLS process. The grain 
width increases with increasing d (see Figs. 2a to 2c) and also with a increasing f (see Figs 2a, 
2d). We calculate the average grain width wG of the different samples by evaluating a large 
number of TEM pictures. Figure 2e shows an increase from wG = 0.27 urn to wG = 1.7 urn as the 
film thickness d increases from d = 50 nm to d = 300 nm. 

The almost linear increase of the grain width Wc correlates with the influence of the film 
thickness d on the melt duration tm. Our numerical analysis using a two-dimensional 
thermodynamic computer simulation [9] shows that an increase from d = 50 nm to d = 300 nm 
results in an almost linear increase of the melt duration from tm = 43 ns to tm = 208 ns. Therefore, 
we attribute the increase in the grain width wG to the increase of tm, which means that the grains 
have more time to grow and therefore wG increases. The grain width parameter 

dw0 
w,— (1) 

represents the increase of wG per increase of tm. Using our experimental and simulation results 
we calculate wt = AwG / Atm = (300 - 50) nm / (208 - 43) nm = 8.7 nm/ns. 

Figure 2e shows an increase from wG = 0.27 nm to wG = 0.45 urn as the laser frequency 
increases from f = 20 kHz to f = 50 kHz using 50 nm thick films. At the same time the pulse 
energy density Dm required for completely melting the silicon decreases by about 12 %. Again an 
increase of the melt duration tm, now caused by an increasing temperature of the silicon film, 
explains the raising of wG as well as the decrease of Dm: i) Our numerical simulations indicate 
that a reduction of Dm by 12 % is a result of an increase of the silicon film temperature T prior to 
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Figure 2: a) - c) TEM pictures of samples with a film thickness d = 50 ... 150 crystallized with 
a repetition frequency f = 20 kHz. d) TEM picture of a sample with d = 50 nm crystallized at f 
= 50 kHz. e) The average grain width wG increases with increasing film thickness d and 
increasing repetition frequency f. 

the onset of the laser pulse from T = 300 K to T = 660 K. ii) By inserting the enhanced silicon 
temperature T = 660 K into our simulation, we obtain an increase of this melt duration from tm = 
43 ns to tm = 65 ns. The increasing temperature tm of the silicon film can be explained by a rise of 
the average laser beam power as the frequency f increases at a constant pulse energy E. Now we 
calculate the grain width parameter w, = (0.45 - 0.27) nm / (65 - 43) ns = 8.2 nm/ns. 

The grain width parameters w, are approximately the same in the two considered cases of 
film thickness variation and temperature variation due to different repetition frequencies f. 

Homogeneity 

We investigate the homogeneity and the crystalline structure of the laser crystallized 
samples with optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The bottom part of Fig. 3a shows 
a sample after Secco etching. A single laser scan with an energy density distribution shown in 
the upper part of Fig. 3a crystallized the silicon. Secco etching not only removes the silicon at 
the defects of the crystalline structure, but also affects the glass due to the HF content of the 
solution. The latter effect results in a lift-off of small grained silicon. Only large grains produced 
by the SLS process remain on the glass and appear as bright areas in the optical microscope. In 
the center of the laser beam, where the energy density D is higher than the energy density Dm, 
which is required for complete melting, the SLS process results in long elongated grains. Dm is 
the energy density required to completely melt crystalline silicon. The region of the large grained 
silicon has a width wL0 = 200 p.m. In the outer part of the laser beam with an energy density D < 
Dm the silicon film is not melted completely. The resulting grain size depends on the local energy 
density, but is smaller than the film thickness d [10]. These regions appear as dark areas in Fig. 
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Figure 3. a) Microscope picture of a Secco etched 
sample after a single laser scan with the energy density 
distribution shown in the upper part. An energy density 
D > Dm results in long elongated grains which appear 
bright in the picture.The width of the large grained area 
is wLG = 200 u.m. b) A second by A y = 130 u.m 
translated scan results in a homogeneously crystallized 
area even in the overlapping region, c) SEM shows 
longly elongated grains in scanning direction. Some of 
the grains are lifted off during Secco etching and appear 
dark in the microscope pictures a) and b) 

3a. Figure 3b shows the energy density distribution of two subsequent scans with the translation 
Ay = 130 urn between them and the resulting microscope picture after Secco etching. The 
crystalline structure is the same throughout the whole crystallized area, even in the overlap 
region. The homogeneity in this region a result of two different crystalline growth mechanisms: 
i) In the region with D > Dm, the laser pulse completely remelts the large grained silicon 
produced by the previous laser scan. During the cooling, lateral growth again results in long 
grained material, ii) In the outer part of the beam the energy density D < Dm is not high enough 
to completely melt the large grained silicon produced by the previous scan. The result is a liquid 
film on top of the remaining crystallites. Now these crystallites act as seed for columnar growth 
of the grains which rebuilds the previous grain structure. 

Scanning electron microscopy validates that the bright areas of Figs. 3a, 3b correspond to 
the laterally elongated grains. The picture height is equal to the channel length ICH 

= 15 urn of 
the TFTs we produce from the laser crystallized silicon. The grain length exceeds the channel 
length of the devices. 

TFT Results 

We fabricate TFTs with a channel length WCH = 15 urn parallel to the scanning direction and 
a width WCH 

= 30u.m (for details see Ref. [7]). Figure 4 shows typical drain current (ID) versus 
gate voltage (Uc) characteristics of p- and n-channel TFTs. The average electron and hole field 
effect mobilities of the n-channel and p-channel devices are u.„ = 467 cm2/Vs and p.p = 217 
cmVVs respectively. A comparison of these results with transistors produced by the same TFT 
process but with silicon from conventional excimer laser crystallization [7] shows the distinct 
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Figure 4. Transfer characteristics of n- and p- 
channel TFTs. The average mobilities are p = 
467 cm2/Vs and up = 217 cmWs respectively. 
The corresponding threshold voltages are V, = 
0 V ± 0.5 V and V, = -1.8 V ± 0.5 V. 

influence of the improved film quality: 
Applying the SLS process increases the grain 
length from approximately 1 u.m to more than 
the channel length and enhances the electron 
mobility from u„ «= 150 cm2/Vs to u„ = 467 
cm2/Vs. Apart from a high mobility the 
scatter in the electrical properties is important 
for applications. Due to the homogeneity of 
the laser crystallized films we are able to 
produce devices with a standard deviation of 
the field effect mobility of only 5%. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a laser crystallization 
process based on sequential lateral 
solidification of amorphous silicon utilizing a 
solid state Nd:YV04 laser system. This 

process yields large-grained polycrystalline silicon with excellent electronic properties. We 
produced TFTs from crystallized samples with a silicon thickness d = 150 nm. These devices 
demonstrate high field effect mobilities of u„ = 467 cm2/Vs and up = 217 cmVVs for n- and p- 
channel devices respectively. The small standard deviation of the field effect mobility of only 
5% is remarkable and a consequence of the high homogeneity and reproducibility of our laser 
crystallization process. An increasing repetition rate, going hand-in-hand with an increasing 
scanning speed, not only yields a higher throughput but also results in larger grains. Increasing 
the repetition rate should therefore further improve the electronic properties of the devices 
produced from crystallized films. 
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ABSTRACT 

The offset of the underlying TiW is introduced in the island of Si, Si02 and TiW on glass. 
During the dual-beam excimer-irradiation to the Si and the TiW, the offset in TiW acts as an 
extra heat source, which melts completely the Si film near the edge, whereas the Si inside is 
partially melted. The laterally columnar Si grains with a length of 3.2 p.m were grown from the 
inside of the island towards the edge. By changing the shape of the edge, the direction of the 
solidification of the grain was successfully controlled in such a way that the all grain-boundaries 
are directed towards the edge and a single grain expands. The grain-boundary-free area as large 
as 4 |im x 3 u,m was obtained at a predetermined position of glass. 

INTRODUCTION 

TFTs inside a large Si grain, i.e., crystal-Si (c-Si) TFTs [1] will solve the problems of the 
excimer-laser crystallized polycrystalline-Si (poly-Si) TFTs [2], such as the high leakage current, 
the relatively low field-effect mobility and the large deviation of those characteristics [3]. In 
order to produce the c-Si TFTs on a large glass substrate, it is essential to control the position of 
the large Si grain at the predetermined position on a glass. The position of surviving crystal 
seeds, from which crystal grains are grown, can be controlled either by shaping the irradiation 
beam [4,5], by shadowing the beam with a cap layer [6] or by local structural variation of the 
underlying material [7,8] which locally modifies the heat extraction rate towards the substrate. 
The number of the seeds can be controlled to be the unity by making the size of the low- 
temperature area small enough. In the last method, a single crystal grain as large as 6.5 urn can 
successfully be grown at the predetermined position on glass [9]. Another way to have a single 
crystal area is to select one crystal out of many crystal seeds using temperature gradient so that 
the grain boundary is swept away [10]. The method, however, has a limitation of the size of 
single grain since the width of Si film has to be gradually narrowed along the growing direction. 
In this study, a novel location-control method of the single crystal area is proposed. This method 
is based on the local heat supply that melts Si completely beside the surviving seeds and selects 
one single crystal during the growth using the lateral temperature gradient. The method allows 
one to have a large crystal Si area thanks to (1) slow cooling rate of the melt and (2) a widening 
Si region rather than narrowing. The method would also allow one to have a preferred 
crystallographic orientation, which is an important parameter for the c-Si TFTs. 
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Figure l: Schematic cross sectional view of the 
structure proposed in this study. 

Figure 2- Simulated temperature profile right 
after laser irradiation 

CONSEPT OF THE NEW METHOD 

The method proposed in this study uses the structure having an offset of the TiW at the edge of 
the tri-Iayer of Si, SiO, and TiW on a glass, as depicted in Fig. 1. The two excimer-laser lights 
irradiate the front (Si) and back (TiW) side, respectively. The metal absorbing the light 
suppresses fast heat flow towards the glass substrate and results in the large grain [11]. The 
offset of TiW at the edge absorbs two laser-lights from front and back side and, as a result of 
that, the temperature becomes higher compared with the one covered with Si02 and a-Si. To 
predict this effect, 2D transient temperature profile has been simulated by the finite element 
method. The details of the simulation can be found in another article [12]. Figure 2 shows a 
temperature profile of a cross section of the structure right after the laser irradiation (at a time of 
66 ns). It can been seen that the additional heat in the offset of TiW diffuses into the TiW under 
the tri-layer structure and eventually heats up the Si film laying on top. The horizontal 
temperature gradient is formed in the Si over a length of about 2.5 urn. It was found that the 
temperature difference in the Si between the edge and 2.5 urn inside the island is 130 K. The 2.5 
urn of the Si from the edge is completely melted, whereas the Si far inside the tri-layer structure 
is not melted completely. It is thus expected that the partially melted Si solidifies as the small 
grains and the seeds that are situated near the completely melted zone will grow further into the 
molten-Si. 

During the solidification, undercooling of Si will take place at the growing solid / liquid 
interface. The solidification is controlled by a rate at which latent heat is conducted away from 
solid / liquid interface as follows: 

- Ks —^ = -KL t- 
ox 3x 

-vL, Eq.(l) 

where Kris the thermal conductivity, Tthe temperature, the subscripts S and L stand for solid and 
liquid, v the velocity of solid / liquid interface and L the latent heat effusion per unit volume. It 
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is clear from Eq. (1) that the steeper 
temperature gradient in the liquid gives the 
faster solidification velocity, since it 
releases more latent heat towards the liquid. 
In other words, the solidification follows a 
direction perpendicular to the isotherm. If 
the edge of the island is formed in a triangle 
shape, the isotherms can be schematically 

A shown in Fig. 3 (a). Since the direction A- 
(a) (b) o        w 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of isotherms (a) and A' has the steeper temperature gradient in 
cross-sectional temperature profile (b). the liquid, as shown in Fig. 3 (b), the crystal 

growth in the direction A-A' will protrude 
than that along the direction B-B\ In this 
way, the crystal growth can be controlled so 

that the grain boundary is swept away and the one single crystal expands. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A 550-nm-thick TiW layer is sputtered on the 4-inch glass substrate (Hoya NA 35), which has a 
transmittance of 83 % for a wavelength of 308 nm. Subsequently, an intermediate Si02 layer was 
deposited by LPCVD using SiH4 and 02 at 425°C with a thickness of 400 nm. A 100-nm-thick a- 
Si was then deposited by LPCVD using SiH4 at 545°C. In order to transmit the light through a 
part of the substrate, the tri-layer was patterned as islands with a width and a length of 50 urn 
and 8 cm, respectively. At the edge of the island, the offset of TiW was formed with a length of 
0.5 urn by over-etching of both the a-Si and Si02 layers. The edge of the tri-layer structure has 
been designed with a triangular-shape for various angles 0 on the top. The length at the base of 
the triangle was fixed at about 3.0 u.m. The 8 value was varied from 180° (linear line) to -90° 
(fan-shaped). The XeCI excimer-laser light with a wavelength of 308 nm and a pulse duration of 
66 ns (XMR 7100 system) irradiated the back of the glass substrate. Part of the light was 
transmitted through the substrate and was reflected by a mirror composed of Al having a 
reflectance of 90 % and irradiated onto the sample from the front. Irradiating energy density EB 

to the back was varied from 415 mJ/cm2 to 470 mJ/cm2. The sample was treated with diluted 
Schimmel etchant for defect-delineation. Then the surface morphology of the sample was 
inspected by SEM. Combined with the SEM, the crystallographic orientation was determined on 
a "grain-by-grain" basis, using the electron backscattering pattern technique (EBSP) [12, 13]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 4 shows a planer-view SEM image around the edge of the tri-layer structure with 6 = 180° 
(linear line) after the dual-beam laser irradiation. One can see that the inside of the island (right) 
has grains as small as 300 nm and the lateral growth takes place from the inside towards the edge 
(left) that has the TiW offset. The average width and length of the columnar grains were 0.8 |im 
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Figure 4: SEM image of Si film near the offset 
of TiW withe of 180° 

Figure 5: Crystallographic orientation 
perpendicular to the surface and along the 
growing directions measured by EBSP 

and 3 urn, respectively. The EBSP measurement, as the one example shown in Fig. 5, indicates 
that the crystallographic axes near <110> are predominant in the direction perpendicular to the 
surface of the large columnar. This results from the fact that the primary grain selection occurred 
just before the large columnar grain growth and only large grains having low surface free- 
energies survived, [t was also found that the crystallographic axis along the growth direction 
(from bottom to top in the Figure) has two preferred orientations near <100> and <211>. If the 
liquid / solid interface is perpendicular to the surface and flat, the crystallographic orientation of 
the growing interface has those indexes. It was reported that the growing interface has a 
crystallographic axis of <100> in the zone-melting (ZMR) of Si film [14]. 
Figure 6 shows a SEM image of the sample with 9 of 60°. One can see that the grain boundaries 

Figure 6: SEM image of Si near the offset of 
TiW with 8 of 60° (triangular-shape) Figure T- SEM image of Si near the offset of 

TiW with 9 of 0 (square-shape) 
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Figure 8: SEM image of Si near the offset 
of TiW with -90° (fan-shape) 
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Figure 9: Percentage of GB free area of 1 
ujn x l(lm in the center of triangle edge 

are directed towards the edge of the tri-layer and a single grain expands in the triangular edges. 
As a result ofthat, the grain boundary free area was successfully formed in the triangular edge. 
The length of the grain was 1.8 (tm. The further grain growth was stopped by another formation 
of "petal-shaped" grains ahead, which has a defective core in the center and would be nucleated 
spontaneously from the melt. 
Figure 7 shows SEM image for 6 of 0 with which the edge has eventually the square-shape. All 
grain boundaries are swept towards the offset in TiW, and the grain-boundary-free area with a 
length of 4 urn has been successfully formed in the rectangle. The lateral length is longer than 
that for the previous condition because of the fact that the heat is stored more in the tri-layer 
because of more contact area of the TiW offset at the end of the square, resulting in the delay in 
the trigger of the spontaneous nucleation from the melt. Figure 8 shows a SEM image for 6 of - 
90° with which the edge has eventually a fan-shape. In this case, the one crystal could 
successfully expand more than the width of the bottom of the shaped-edge. Figure 9 summarizes 
the percentage of a boundary-free area in the area of 1 |im x 1 utrt at the center of the shaped 
edge. It should be noted that 30 positions were investigated for each angle. It was found that 
decreasing 6 from 120" increases dramatically the frequency of a single crystal in the triangle. 
This is because the angle change in the isothermals becomes strong with the smaller 6 values. 
The percentage reached 92% at 9 of-90°. The percentage will reach 100% either by decreasing 9 
more, or by decreasing the width of the bottom of the shaped-edge, which will physically select 
the expanding grain (the necking). 

CONCLUSIONS 
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The offset of the underlying TiW is introduced in the island of Si, Si02 and TiW on glass. 
During the dual-beam excimer-irradiation to the Si and the TiW, the offset in TiW acts as an 
extra heat source, which melts completely the Si film near the edge, whereas the Si inside is 
partially melted. The laterally columnar Si grains with a length of 3.2 u,m were grown from the 
inside of the island towards the edge. The EBSP measurement indicated that the crystallographic 
axis perpendicular to the surface of the grains have low index numbers. It was also found that the 
grain grows along crystallographic axes near <100> or <211>. By modifying the shape of the 
edge, the direction of the solidification was successfully controlled in such a way that the all 
grain-boundaries are directed towards the edge and a single grain expands in the shaped edge. 
The expanding angle and the probability of the single grain increases with decreasing the angle 
on top of the triangular-shaped edge. The grain-boundary-free area as large as 4 |im x 3 um was 
obtained at a predetermined position of glass. These features will make the method effective in 
realizing a high-performance c-Si TFTs on a glass substrate. 
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ABSTRACT 

The influence of hydrogen in a precursor on excimer laser crystallization behavior was 
investigated. The crystal orientation and lattice constant of polycrystalline silicon films were 
analyzed by X-ray diffraction measurement. An intensity ratio of 111 to 220 was used as an 
index of the (111) preferred orientation. A randomly oriented film with an index of 2 at lower 
energy density changed to the highly (111) oriented phase with an index of more than 15 at 
higher energy density. It was observed in the PE-CVD films that increasing the hydrogen in the 
precursor films decreased the orientation index. The lattice constant of the laser-annealed PE- 
CVD silicon was found to be larger than that of the PVD silicon and to decrease with an increase 
in laser energy density. The network structure of as-deposited PVD film with less hydrogen 
content was denser than that of as-deposited PE-CVD. The network structure of the precursor 
strongly affected the crystal growth, and the structure of the ELC poly-Si was still affected by 
the precursors, even though the hydrogen content decreased after laser annealing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Low-temperature polycrystalline silicon (LTPS) is attractive for many manufacturers of flat 
panel displays because it has higher electrical performance and can be cheaply produced1'. 
Display technologies have been based on a-Si thin film transistor (TFT), however higher 
performance of the LTPS TFTs is necessary for next-generation LCD applications. 

In the LTPS process, an excimer laser crystallization (ELC) technique is used to crystallize 
precursor amorphous silicon films. The crystallographic features of the LTPS films strongly 
correspond to electrical characteristics, such as the field-effect mobility and threshold voltage of 
the TFT2"3'. Precursors and ELC conditions can vary the crystallinity of the LTPS films, 
however the mechanism of the ELC had not been thoroughly revealed. Kuriyama et al. reported 
that the grain growth phenomenon caused by excimer laser crystallization was strongly affected 
by precursors . The authors reported that higher hydrogen concentration in precursor film 
caused an ablation or pinhole in the ELC film5'. Detailed investigations of such crystallization 
mechanisms and the influences of hydrogen concentration are necessary for the industrialization 
of LTPS technologies. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Two kinds of silicon films were prepared to investigate the influence of precursors (see 
Table I). Amorphous silicon films were deposited using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition (PE-CVD) method under the condition of Ts=380°C with a SiH4 source. Amorphous 
silicon films deposited by physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods were also prepared in high 
vacuum6'. The 50-nm-thick precursor films were deposited on silica glass. The PE-CVD films 
were furnace-annealed in N2 ambient at 450°C for 5, 30, and 60 minutes to eliminate hydrogen in 
the films. Hydrogen contents were measured using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) 
method. 

Excimer laser crystallization was carried out using a XeCl laser (XK308 nm) at room 
temperature in a vacuum condition. Irradiated energy densities ranged from 340 to 520 mJ/cm2 

for PE-CVD and 360 to 500 mJ/cm2 for PVD, respectively. The irradiated area was 0.3x150 
mm , and the beam was scanned along the short axis of the slit pattern. The illumination overlap 
was about 97%. 

Crystallinity analysis of the polycrystalline silicon film was performed using fi-Raman 
spectroscopy. The Raman spectra were measured at room temperature in a backscattering 
geometry with a 514.5 nm line of an Ar ion laser. A lmW focused laser beam with a lixm 
diameter was used in this measurement. The scattered light was analyzed by using a Jovin-Ybon 
T64000 triple monochromator in a subtractive configuration. The Raman peak frequency was 
determined to an accuracy of 0.5 cm"1. 

The Surface morphology of the polycrystalline silicon films was observed by using scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). Grain boundaries of the polycrystalline films were clearly observed 
after Secco etching (HF and K2Cr207). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were 
also performed using the tapping mode of the Nanoscope Ilia from Digital Instruments. 

The X-ray diffraction spectra of the films were measured by using a 6-26 type 

diffractometer with an X-ray source of Cu-kot with 50kV voltage and a 300 mA current. All the 

patterns were measured at 0.1°/min. by a step of 0.01° and in the conventional 6-26 geometry. 

Peak widths (FWHM) of 111 were used to estimate a grain size, and 26 angle of the 111 peak 
was used to calculate the lattice constant. The intensity ratio of 111 to 220 was used as an index 
of the (111) preferred orientation. 

X-ray reflectivity measurements were performed in order to estimate a density of the 
precursors. The measurements were carried out using Rigaku ATX-G under a total reflection 
condition. 

Table I. List of prepared samples 

Sample ID t              be               d e 

Silicon deposition PE-CVD PVD 

Excimer lsser tnnealing QnJ/an) 340-500 340-500 340-500 360-500 

Ifydrogen contents before ELA (stom%) 4.4 1.8 1.2 0.8 0.05 

Ifydrogen contents «far EL A (ttom%) 0.03 0.04 0.02 
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RESULTS 

The hydrogen contents of the as-deposited PVD film (#e) were 0.05 atom%, and that of as 
deposited PE-CVD (#b, c, d) ranged from 0.8 to 1.8 atom% decreased to 0.02-0.04 atom% after 
ELA of 520mJ/cm2 (see Table I). 

In the Raman spectra of the ELC silicon films, a sharp peak corresponding to the first order 
optical phonon was observed at a frequency of about 515 cm"1. The Raman intensity and 
FWHM as a function of laser energy density are shown in Figure 1 and 2. The Raman intensity 
was increased with an increase of laser energy density at less than 440 mJ/cm2 and then 
decreased with an increase in the energy. On the other hand, the FWHM value decreased with 
increasing laser energy density up to 440 mJ/cm2 and the value was nearly constant at an energy 
density of more than 440 mJ/cm . No obvious differences were observed for different precursors 
in this Raman measurement. 

The grain size of samples #b, #c, #d and #e observed by SEM are shown in Figure 3. Grain 
size and surface roughness, Rmax and Rms of sample #d from AFM observations are shown in 
Figure 4. 

a 

300    350    400    450    500   550 

Laser energy density (mJ/cm2) 

Figure 1. Raman intensity of poly-Si 
as a function of laser energy density. 
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Figure 2. Raman FWHM of poly-Si 
as a function of laser energy density. 
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Increasing the laser energy density increased the grain size slightly at less than 400 mJ/cm2 

however the gram size increased rapidly at more than 400 mJ/cm2. The grain size observed by ' 
SEM and AFM showed good agreement. The sample #d showed a larger roughness value, Rmax 
at energy of 440 and 480 mJ/cm2 and this tendency agreed well with Raman intensity data 

^ Two major peaks overlap m the X-ray scattering of an amorphous silica substrate at about 
20-28.5° and 47.5°. They correspond to silicon 111 and 220. Figure 5 shows the peak widths 
(FWHM) of the 111 as a function of the laser energy density. It decreased with an increase of 
laser energy density and saturated at a FWHM value of 0.2°. The theoretical grain size was 
calculated using Scherer's formula. These calculated values to the vertical grain size because the 
measured crystal plane was parallel to the sample surface. From the formula, the vertical grain 
size was estimated to become saturate at about 50 nm. This saturation is due to the crystal 
growth being limited by the 50-nm film thickness. In this measurement, no FWHM differences 
were observed for the different precursors. 

O 0.2 

350 400 450 500 

Laser energy density (mJfcm2) 

Figure 3. Grain size of poly-Si analyzed by SEM 
as a function of laser energy density. 

PECVD:450tZ &>'dehydrogauA 
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Figure 4. Grain size, Rmax, and Rms of poly-Si analyzed 
by AFM as a function of laser energy density. 
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Figure 5. (111) FWHM of poly-Si measured by XKD 
as a function of laser energy density. 

Figure 6 shows the (111) orientation index of the PE-CVD films after ELC of 520 mJ/cm2. 
Increasing hydrogen in the precursor films decreased the orientation index. The silicon film with 
hydrogen contents of 1.8, 1.2 and 0.8% showed indices of 16, 20 and 27, respectively. 

Figure 7 shows the relationship between lattice constant and laser energy density. The 
values of PVD films were nearly constant and smaller than that of the PE-CVD films. The index 
gradually decreased with an increase in laser energy density. 

The density of precursor films was determined by a critical angle of x-ray reflectivity 
measurement. The analyzed densities of #a (PE-CVD, as deposited), #d (PE-CVD, annealed at 
450°C for 60 min.) and #e (PVD) were 2.23, 2.28 and 2.30 g/cm3, respectively. 

■^ 

^ 
Laser energy density : 520mJ/cm 

PECVD with dehydrogenation 

0 05 10 15 3D 
Hydrogen content (atomic%) 

Figure 6. Orientation index of poly-Si 
as a function of hydrogen content. 
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Figure 7. Lattice constants of different precursors 
as a function of laser energy density. 
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DISCUSSION 

The grain growth behavior of the polycrystalline silicon films can be grouped into two 
categories due to the laser energy density. At a laser density of less than 440mJ/cm2, the peak 
width of Raman scattering and x-ray diffraction both gradually decreased and 111 orientation 
indices were less than 2 in this region. It is estimated that the random growth of small grains was 
dominant. At a laser density of more than 440 mJ/cm2, the horizontal grain size increased 
drastically and the 111 orientation indices became larger than 15. Because the vertical grain size 
was limited to the film thickness, the vertical growth was saturated, and lateral growth parallel to 
the (111) plane became dominant. Therefore, (111) orientation can be used as an index of crystal 
growth. As shown in figure 6, the (111) preferred orientation increased when hydrogen in the 
precursor was decreased by PE-CVD, that is, higher crystal growth was attained with less 
hydrogen precursor. Since it is impossible for complete dehydrogenation to be caused only by 
one-shot laser irradiation, it was concluded that hydrogen degraded the crystal growth. 

Another interesting feature was the difference between the PVD and PE-CVD films. The 
lattice constant of PE-CVD (#d) was larger than that of PVD (#e) before ELA and decreased 
slightly with an increase in laser energy density. It became close to that of PVD after 500 
mJ/cm irradiation. The density analyzed by X-ray reflectivity measurement showed a consistent 
result. The network structure of as-deposited PVD film with less hydrogen content was denser 
than that of as-deposited PE-CVD. And the network structure of the precursor strongly affected 
the crystal growth. Although the hydrogen content decreased after laser annealing, the structure 
of the ELC poly-Si was still affected by the precursors. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we report on the average linear density of sub-grain boundaries that are 
found in directionally solidified microstructures obtained via sequential lateral solidification 
of Si thin films. Specifically, we have characterized the dependence of the sub-grain bound- 
ary density on the film thickness, incident energy density, and per-pulse translation distance. 
The investigation was confined to analyzing directionally solidified microstructures obtained 
using straight-line beamlets. It is found that the average spacing of the sub-grain boundaries 
depended approximately linearly on the film thickness, where it varied from ~0.28 /im at a 
thickness of 550 A to ~0.75 fim at 2,000 Ä. In contrast, variations in either the energy density 
or the per-pulse translation distance within the investigated SLS process parameter domain 
were found to have a negligible effect on the spacing. Discussion is provided on a preliminary 
model that invokes polygonization of thermal-stress generated dislocations, and on implica- 
tions of the dependence of device performance on the film thickness. 

Introduction 

Sequential lateral solidification (SLS) is a pulsed-beam based crystallization method [1,2] that 
permits flexible control of grain boundaries. Such a capability during crystal growth is attained 
by controlling the locations, shapes, and extent of melting induced by the incident laser pulses 
and iteratively irradiating and sequentially translating the films [3]. This ability to manipulate the 
locations of high-angle grain-boundaries in the crystallized films can be used to realize low defect- 
density crystalline Si films with various microstructures, including (1) large-grained and grain- 
boundary-location controlled polycrystalline films, (2) directionally solidified microstructures, or 
(3) location-controlled single-crystal regions [4]. 

In general, there can be a variety of intragranular structural defects that may form during the 
growth in a crystallization process [5]. Previously, we have identified that sub-grain boundaries 
constitute the most prevalent intragrain defect found in SLS processed Si films [1,2]. (Twins 
constitute additional intragrain defects observed in SLS processed Si films [6]). Since crystalline 
defects within the active portion of the semiconductor can only degrade the performance of mi- 
croelectronic devices, it is important to characterize and analyze the extent to which the defects 
appear, particularly as a function of primary external parameters. Such quantitative analysis of 
the sub-grain boundaries has not been previously conducted, and to accomplish this constitutes 
the primary goal of this paper. The results obtained in this investigation reveal that the average 
sub-grain boundary spacing in directionally solidified SLS processed films depends sensitively on 
the film thickness and is relatively unaffected by either the SLS processing energy density or the 
per-pulse translation distance. We conclude from these findings that the performance of thin-film 
transistors (TFTs) fabricated on such a microstructure would likely increase with increasing film 

thickness. 
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Experimental 

Thin amorphous Si films of varying nominal thicknesses (550, 1,000, and 1,500 Ä-thick) were 
deposited at 250 °C using a PECVD process on Corning 1737 glass plates coated with a 3,000 
A-thick Si02 buffer layer. These samples were subsequently dehydrogenated at 450 °C. 

The samples were irradiated using a 308 nm XeCI excimer laser with a 28 ns pulse duration 
at energy densities ranging from below the complete melting threshold to well above the agglom- 
eration threshold. The incident laser beam was spatially homogenized along both axes and then 
patterned into straight-slit beamlets using a reticle mask. These beamlets were then demagnified 
to increase the energy density and projected onto the films. The size of the beamlets at the sample 
was 5 ptn by 50 ^m in the shape of straight slits. The beam energy was maintained using a com- 
puter controlled two-plate energy attenuator and was monitored using a pyroelectric energy meter. 
Finally, the samples were translated between pulses on a three-axis linear air-bearing stage hav- 
ing sub-micron resolution. More specific details of the SLS system and procedures can be found 
in reference [7]. Following SLS processing, the samples were Secco-etched and examined using 
optical and scanning electron microscopes. 

The average linear density of sub-grain boundaries was calculated within the SLS processed 
regions of the Secco-etched samples using a simple grain-boundary counting method. The total 
number of boundaries—including sub-grain and grain boundaries, but not closely spaced twins 
and other intragrain defects that may appear in some grains—encountered along a 50 /jm line near 
the end of the scan extending perpendicularly to the scan direction was recorded and averaged 
for several samples processed under similar conditions. This procedure was repeated for several 
experimental conditions where the per-pulse translation distance and the energy density were sys- 
tematically and incrementally varied. 

Results 

Sub-grain boundaries appear within the SLS crystallized region as linear defects that run approx- 
imately parallel to the motion of the solidification interface [1,2], The general pattern consists of 
a nver-Iike or wishbone structure where sub-grains can be either eliminated by the sub-grains on 
either side of them, or bifurcated by the appearance of a sub-grain boundary in the central region 
of the sub-grain; such convergence and generation of sub-grain boundaries are shown in Fig 1. 
Sub-grain boundaries can be identified as grain boundaries that must—at least initially—be low- 
angle in nature as they originate within the interior region of a single grain. Conversely, we define 
grain boundaries as the boundaries that are formed via grains solidifying from different'seeds, and 
therefore would typically have high-angle misorientations. This definition follows the convention 
that was previously adapted to describe the lineage defects observed in zone-melting recrystallized 
Si films [8]. It is found that the average spacing between the boundaries remains approximately 
constant after a short transition region (a few microns in length along the direction of translation) 
within which the majority of the large number of grains that are initiated at the onset of lateral 
growth are rapidly occluded [9]. The average spacing values we report in the present work have 
been determined well within the area where such steady-state conditions are established. 

Fig. 2a shows the average spacing of the sub-grain boundaries within SLS processed Si films 
versus the film thickness, where it can bee seen that the spacing increases linearly with increasing 
film thickness and has a slope of -3.46 ^m/^m. The effects of varying the processing parame- 
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Figure 1: SEM micrograph of Secco- 
etched SLS-processed 550 Ä-thick 
PECVD Si film showing convergence and 
generation of sub-grain boundaries (as 
indicated by the arrows). A 500 nm scale 
bar is shown. The scan direction extends 
from the bottom to the top of the image. 

ters (i.e, per-pulse translation distance and incident energy density) with respect to the sub-grain 
boundary spacing can bee seen in Figs. 2b and 2c. Variations in these parameters within the in- 
vestigated range were seen to have no notable trends on the spacing of the sub-grain boundaries 
within the crystallized regions. 

Discussion 

The experimental results presented in this paper unambiguously identifies the film thickness as 
being the primary factor—of the three external parameters investigated—that affects the average 
spacing between the sub-grain boundaries. It is also apparent that variations in the incident en- 
ergy density and the per-pulse translation distance have a negligible effect on the spacing for the 
conditions that were explored within the present experiments. 

In general, lineage patterns of varying nature have been frequently observed in directionally 
solidified materials, where there can apparently be a number of causes [5]. As far as the present 
defects are concerned, we can note—as has been previously pointed out [1]—they most closely 
resemble the sub-grain boundaries that were observed in zone-melting recrystallization (ZMR) of 
Si films [10]. Nevertheless, compared to the sub-grain boundaries observed in ZMR, the sub-grain 
boundaries seen in SLS are more closely spaced (~ tens of /im in ZMR vs. < 1 /xm in SLS [8]) 
and appear to have, as indicated by preliminary results, a higher degree of misorientation (~ 1° in 
ZMR vs. several degrees in SLS). 

Although there were several models (ranging from plastic deformation due to mechanical buck- 
ling of the films to thermal-conductivity-difference-induced protrusions of crystal) [8,11-13] that 
were proposed to account for the formation of sub-grain boundaries encountered in ZMR, the 
situation can be summarized as being that no mechanism was definitively established as being 
responsible. 

While it is likely to be the case that the fundamental underlying causes of sub-grain boundaries 
for both SLS and ZMR processes are at least related and probably identical, there exists a number 
of important differences that can be recognized between the two processes. For example, ZMR is 
a near-equilibrium transformation process involving relatively thick Si films where the interfacial 
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Figure 2: a) Average spacing between sub- 
grain boundaries in SLS processed PECVD 
films of varying thicknesses. Average sub- 
grain boundary spacing in an SLS processed 
500 Ä-thick SIMOX film is shown for com- 
parison. Average sub-grain boundary spac- 
ings for various thickness PECVD films crys- 
tallized via the SLS process as a function of b) 
per-pulse translation distance (and fixed nomi- 
nal energy density), and c) energy density (and 
fixed per-pulse translation distance). 

undercooling is typically less than 0.01 °C, while in the SLS process, the extent of undercool- 
ing experienced during lateral growth of substantially thinner films is on the order of 100-200 
°C. As well, the thermal environment under which solidification is conducted is fundamentally 
different in character for the ZMR and SLS processes: whereas ZMR is a thin-film version of 
traditional/conventional directional solidification carried out under steady-state conditions, SLS 
involves a series of melting and solidification iterations that are extremely transient. For instance, 
the total average time interval during which a portion of the material remains molten (i.e., the dwell 
time) in ZMR is on the order of seconds, while in SLS it is less than one microsecond. In view of 
these and additional [ 1 ] differences, one must be cautious in applying a defect formation model to 
these processes. 

Of the various mechanisms that can be considered, we presently feel that the general concepts 
introduced by Baumgart and Phillipp [ 13] for explaining the formation of sub-grain boundaries in 
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ZMR processed thin films may also be applicable to the present situation. The crux of this model 
corresponds to plastic deformation of the solidified film occurring as a result of mechanical stresses 
of thermal origin that exceed the yield stress (i.e., generation and motion of dislocations). Subse- 
quent polygonization of dislocations that takes place to reduce the interal strain energy leads to the 
appearance of low-angle grain boundaries. When interpreted within the framework of this plastic 
deformation model, the higher density of dislocations in SLS processed films as compared to ZMR 
can be attributed to the higher thermal stress arising from the more severe thermal environment and 
to the reduced thickness of the films. 

Finally, we note two points regarding the presence of sub-grain boundaries in SLS: (1) the 
performance of thin-film transistor devices fabricated on regions containing sub-grain boundaries 
aligned parallel to the source-drain region have been shown to have very high-performance char- 
acteristics in spite of their presence within the active channel portion of the devices [14]; and 
furthermore, (2) it has been demonstrated that the presence of sub-grain boundaries can be elim- 
inated by tailoring the shape of the beamlet to cause the sub-grain boundaries to diverge during 
the SLS process. This particular approach has been shown to be capable of producing location- 
controlled dislocation- and sub-grain boundary-free regions that are several microns in width and 
unlimited in length [3,4]. As well, due to the flexible nature of the SLS process, we are confidant 
that additional/alternative SLS schemes can be further developed to reduce or eliminate sub-grain 
boundaries in SLS crystallized films. 

Clearly, more experimental and theoretical analyses consisting of detailed microstructural char- 
acterization and thermo-mechanical profile analysis must be carried out in order to definitively 
identify and elaborate on the details of the sub-grain boundary formation mechanism in SLS. To 
this end, one potentially effective approach in deciphering the phenomenon may correspond to con- 
ducting SLS experiments on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) films. Figure 3 shows preliminary results 
obtained from SLS of a (lOO)-oriented 500 Ä-thick SOI film that was prepared using a SIMOX 
approach. The figure shows, among other things, that the formation of sub-grain boundaries is 
intrinsic to the SLS process, and further that the sub-grain boundary spacing in (lOO)-oriented SOI 
films is comparable to that observed in similar thicknesses of PECVD films (Fig. 2a). In addition to 
SOI SLS experiments, a recently developed numerical simulation should be of benefit in analyzing 
the thermal profiles and stresses present in the SLS process during solidification [15]. 
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Finally, we note that the findings in the present work predict that the performance of devices 
fabricated on directionally solidified SLS-processed materials may improve as the film thickness 
increases, and should not depend sensitively on the processing energy density and per-pulse trans- 
lation distance. 
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Abstract 

We have investigated sequential lateral solidification (SLS) of amorphous Si films that 
have been prepared via PECVD and sputter deposition methods. The focus of the work was 
on identifying and analyzing the energy density and per-pulse translation distance parame- 
ter space that permits SLS of these films. Experimental details include the use of a two-axis 
projection irradiation system to image a straight-slit beamlet pattern onto the sample, and ana- 
lyzing the resulting microstructures by SEM and optical microscopy of Secco-etched samples. 
High-temperature-deposited LPCVD films were also examined to enable further comparative 
analysis. We conclude from these results that there are no major differences in both the SLS 
process characteristics and the resulting microstructure among the investigated films (provided 
that the films are dehydrogenated in the case of PECVD a-Si). Based on the controlled super- 
lateral growth (C-SLG) model of the SLS process, we attribute these findings to the fact that the 
SLS method involves—as one of its essential features—complete melting of the Si film at flu- 
ences that are sufficient to thoroughly melt crystalline Si films, during which all pre-irradiation 
phase and microstructural details are erased. 

Background and Motivation 

Sequential lateral solidification (SLS) is a controlled super-lateral growth (C-SLG) [1] process 
that can be implemented in order to generate a variety of crystalline microstructures. Depending 
on the details of the process, such as the shape of the beamlets that are incident on the sample 
and the sequence of translation between the pulses, the method can produce crystalline Si films 
with grain-boundary controlled polycrystalline or directionally solidified microstructures, as well 
as location-controlled single-crystal Si regions [1-5]. 

An important and enabling characteristic of the SLS process is that the method is compatible 
with low-cost, low-temperature substrates such as glass or plastic. As such, it is of relevance 
to systematically evaluate the applicability of the SLS method to those films that are deposited 
using low-temperature techniques (e.g., PECVD or sputter-deposited films) that are compatible 
with such substrates. In general, as-deposited films prepared using different deposition methods 
can contain different concentrations of impurities, varying degrees of structural relaxation and 
medium range order, and different distributions of embedded microcrystals [6]. Given that the 
far-from-equilibrium first-order phase transformation sequence can often be critically affected by 
such details in general, it is conceivable to expect differences in the crystallization characteristics 
and resulting microstructures of the films. 

In this paper, we focus on analyzing one of the important factors in implementing the SLS 
process on PECVD and sputter deposited films, namely that of identifying the experimental pa- 
rameter space within which the method can be properly executed. For a given per-pulse translation 
distance, the energy density processing window for SLS is bounded at an upper end due to the 
onset of agglomeration, and the lower limit due to the failure to grow continuous grains [2]. By 
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varying these parameters, we can quantitatively identify the energy density/per-pulse translation 
distance process window in which SLS produces continuous lateral growth of the crystals. 

Experimental 

The samples used for the parametric study consisted of-1,000 Ä-thick films prepared via PECVD 
and sputter deposition methods. It is noted that the thickness given is the nominal thickness of 
the film. The sputter deposited films were prepared via DC sputtering on thermally oxidized Si 
wafers with a 2.0 pm-thick oxide layer. The first set of PECVD films were deposited at 250 °C on 
Corning 1737 glass substrates that were coated with a 3,000 Ä-thick Si02 buffer layer. Following 
deposition of the a-Si films, they were dehydrogenated at 450 °C. The second set of PECVD films 
were deposited at 250 °C on Corning 1737 glass substrates coated with a 4,000 A-thick Si02 layer 
on top of a 1,000 Ä-thick SiN buffer layer. These films were then dehydrogenated at 450 °C for one 
hour. LPCVD a-Si films were also prepared on Si substrates having a 2.0 /mi-thick thermal oxide 
layers using a higher temperature process (i.e., decomposition of silane at 580 °C) and analyzed 
for comparison. 

The samples were irradiated using a 308 nm XeCl excimer laser with a 28 ns pulse duration 
at energy densities ranging from below the complete melting threshold to well above the agglom- 
eration threshold. The incident laser beams were spatially homogenized along both axes and then 
patterned into straight-slit beamlets using a reticle mask. These beamlets were then demagnified to 
increase the energy density and projected onto the films. The size of the beamlets at the sample was 
5 //m by 50 //m in the shape of straight slits. The beam energy was maintained using a computer 
controlled two-plate energy attenuator and was monitored using a pyroelectric energy meter. (The 
energy density at the sample plane was estimated by taking into account the transmission of all the 
optical components in the SLS processing system and the demagnification of the imaged beamlets 
onto the sample itself). Finally, the samples were translated between pulses on a three-axis linear 
air-beanng stage having sub-micron resolution. More specific details of the SLS system utilized in 
the current experiment can be found in reference [7]. Following SLS processing, the samples were 
Secco-etched and examined using optical and scanning electron microscopes. 

Results 

Fig. 1 shows planar-view SEM micrographs for the second set of 1,000 Ä-thick PECVD films at 
varying energy densities and a fixed per-pulse translation distance of 0.4 /«n. Fig. la shows the 
effect of processing at energy densities that are greater than the upper bound for the processing win- 
dow, where agglomeration of the films occurs due to dewetting of the molten Si on the underlying 
oxide layer. At the other extreme, Fig. li shows the effects of irradiating with insufficient energy 
densities to induce complete melting of the Si film over sufficiently wide regions (i.e., below the 
threshold for complete melting). The resulting microstructure consists of nearly equiaxed grains 
with occasional grains that are elongated in the direction of the scan. As the fluence increases 
slightly, the fraction of continuously grown grains in the directionally solidified material increases 
dramatically until no discontinuities are observed. Between these low and the high ends of the win- 
dow, the SLS method produces directionally solidified microstructures that are essentially identical 
in appearance (Figs lb to h). 
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Figure 1: SEM micrographs of Secco-etched 1,000 A-thick PECVD films irradiated at a) 1.52, 
b) 1.35, c) 1.30, d) 1.26, e) 1.24, f) 1.15, g) 1.11, h) 1.04, and i) 0.92 J/cm2 with a per-pulse 
translation distance of 0.4 /xm. A 5 ßm scale is shown in i). 

Fig. 2a reveals the dependence of the energy density on the per-pulse translation distance, 
showing the entire parameter space for the second set of 1,000 Ä-thick PECVD films (a subset of 
which is shown in Fig. 1). The filled circles indicate the points within the parameter space where 
continuous SLS is observed (e.g., Figs, lb-h), while the diamonds and circles indicate the regions 
where agglomeration (Fig. la) or discontinuous SLS (Fig. li) occurred, respectively. The SLS 
processed regions were identified as being discontinuous (i.e., processed outside the window) when 
there existed a single discontinuity extending across the breadth of the scan. The lines demarcating 
the boundaries are linear regression fits of the averages of the maximum and minimum points of 
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Figure 2: Plots showing energy density processing windows for a) energy density vs. data for 
PECVD on SiN where the open diamonds and circles indicate points where agglomeration and 
discontinuous SLS was observed, respectively, while the filled circles indicate the parameter space 
where continuous SLS was observed; and b) shows the energy density window as a function of the 
per-pulse translation distance for the four different deposition methods. 

the continuous and agglomerated regions, respectively, and of the averages of the maximum and 
minimum points of the discontinuous and continuous SLS regions, respectively. 

Fig. 2b captures the processing window-related information shown in Fig. 2a by projecting 
the energy density window versus per-pu!se translation distance as AED/ < ED >, where the 

window, AED, is divided by the mean energy, < ED > of the processing window in which 

proper SLS takes place (i.e., continuous lateral epitaxial growth of grains). It can be seen that the 
resulting quantity is approximately an inverse function of the per-pulse translation distance within 
the investigated range of translation distances. 

Discussion 

The processing parameter domain within which a materials process can be properly implemented 
is, in general, an important factor. This can be a particularly significant issue in pulsed-laser 
processing of materials since there exist intrinsic pulse-to-pulse energy variations and spatial non- 
uniformities in intensity that can adversely affect the microstructural uniformity of the resulting 
material. In fact, such a situation is encountered in "conventional" excimer laser annealing (ELA) 
of amorphous Si films within the process conditions that have been known to produce the high- 
est performance TFT devices [8]. Systematic investigations that correlate laser-crystallized mi- 
crostructures to device results have definitively shown that these conditions lie within the super- 
lateral growth (SLG) regime [8,9]. Based on the analysis of the SLG phenomenon, it was noted 
previously [10-12] that conventional ELA of Si films within the SLG regime will encounter 
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Figure 3: SEM micrographs of Secco-etched 1,000 A-thick a) sputter deposited, b) PECVD, and c) 
LPCVD films irradiated at average energy densities of 1.356,1.149, and 1.515 J/cm2, respectively, 
and with per-pulse translation distances of 0.75 (ira. A5/jra scale bar and an arrow indicating the 
scan direction are shown in a). 

processing- and materials-related difficulties and limitations. 
As is evident in Fig. 2b, the present results pertaining to the SLS process window clearly indi- 

cate that such problems are not encountered in SLS processing of PECVD and sputter deposited 
films. This important processing characteristic stems from the relative ease with which the re- 
quirements for the SLS process can be satisfied: complete melting of the film with the solid-liquid 
interface boundary falling within the previously regrown region so as to subsequently permit con- 
tinuous epitaxial regrowth of crystals during iterative processing steps. The overall shape of the 
SLS processing window, as seen in Fig. 2a, is a reflection of 1) the stochastic aspect of the process 
in meeting the above requirements, and 2) the tendency of molten Si to agglomerate on an Si02 

underlayer. The detailed consideration of the manner in which these factors are manifested in SLS 
also dictate that the process windows will be affected by the width of the molten zone, and the 
results shown in these experiments used a 5 ßm wide molten zone. {Additional experimental re- 
sults verify such a view as they show that the use of 3 ßm (10 ßm) molten zones can lead to wider 
(narrower) processing windows for these films.} 

As far as the dependence of the SLS process window on the precursor material is concerned, 
Figs. 2b and 3 clearly show that the effect is, at best, minimal. The reason for the invariance in the 
SLS process window can be attributed to the fact that the SLS process involves complete melting 
of the crystalline film, which effectively erases any solid-phase microstructural history within the 
film. More specifically, the combination of melt duration and thermal history encountered during a 
single pulse should lead to liquids with an equilibrium density distribution of sub- and near-critical 
clusters. The type of complex melting scenarios [13] that may be manifested in as-deposited a- 
Si films at lower energy densities should not be encountered. (We note that small variations in 
the SLS process window are not unexpected as they can stem from slight differences in hydrogen 
content and actual film thickness of the samples.) 

An important point to note regarding the microstructural uniformity of the SLS processed ma- 
terial is the apparent similarity of the samples that are processed within the entire range of the 
energy density processing window, as is evident in Fig. 1. This apparent microstructural sem- 
blance between the resulting SLS processed materials that are prepared using different deposition 
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methods, however, should not be construed as being identical materials that will, for instance, yield 
similar device results. We note that the details of the microstructural defects were not scrutinized 
in this study, other than those that are revealed by Secco-etching and observed in either SEM or 
optical microscopy. As well, the possible presence and varying amount of non-volatile impurities 
in the original film will persist after the SLS process, and can potentially affect the resulting device 
characteristics. 

On the other hand, for a given deposition method we may conclude from the obtained results 
and established relationship between the microstructure and performance of semiconductor devices 
that the performance of the resulting devices on the material should be insensitive to variations in 
the SLS processing energy density. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper demonstrates that Sequential Lateral Solidification (SLS) of Si can be carried out 
on films as thin as - and potentially much thinner than - 250 A. When compared to thicker Si 
films, however, the SLS-processed ultra-thin films contain more twins, and successful processing 
requires irradiation within a narrower laser energy density range and a smaller per-pulse transla- 
tion distance. The physical interpretation of these findings is formulated by analyzing the details 
of the microstructures observed in single-pulse-irradiation-induced Controlled Super-Lateral 
Growth (C-SLG) experiments. SEM and TEM analyses reveal complicated microstructural de- 
tails that we interpret as originating from breakdown of epitaxial growth during lateral solidifica- 
tion, an effect that is detrimental to the SLS process. Based on considerations of far-from- 
equilibrium solidification behavior of Si, it is argued that undercooling of the solidification inter- 
face below a threshold value at which solidification no longer proceeds epitaxially - arising from 
reduction in interfacial recalescence during lateral solidification of ultra-thin Si films, relative to 
that of thicker films - is responsible for the breakdown. Based on this model, we discuss how 
external parameters may be adjusted so as to permit optimal crystallization of ultra-thin Si films 
using SLS. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pulsed-laser annealing (PLA) of thin amorphous silicon (a-Si) films deposited on glass sub- 
strates has been the focus of much interest with the growing demand for high-performance thin 
film transistors (TFTs). As various applications for thin Si film-based devices are developed, 
and as the design rule for devices decreases, it is anticipated that more interest will be directed 
towards films of increasingly small thickness. Deposited as a-Si or small-grained polycrystalline 
Si on Si02 surfaces, these films require additional processing to improve the electronic properties 
of devices that would eventually be fabricated on them. 

Sequential Lateral Solidification (SLS) represents an effective low-temperature PLA method 
that can produce high quality crystalline films from amorphous and polycrystalline precursor ma- 
terials [1,2]. The SLS process utilizes the Controlled Super-Lateral Growth (C-SLG) technique 
[3] that relies on inducing complete melting of localized regions and subsequent lateral growth 
from adjacent unmelted regions. Using repeated C-SLG-inducing laser irradiations, combined 
with systematic and coordinated spatial translations of the film relative to the beamlets, SLS 
makes possible the realization of various microstructures, from grain-boundary-location- 
controlled polycrystalline Si films to location-controlled single-crystal regions, on amorphous 
substrates. 

In this study, SLS processing of ultra-thin films is conducted and analyzed. The details of 
SLS are analyzed by studying the features found in C-SLG microstructures of the films. Previ- 
ous C-SLG and SLS investigations to date have dealt with films of thickness in the range of 500 
A to 2500 A. There are reasons to anticipate, based on a number of previous investigations 
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Figure 1. TEM images of directionally solidified microstructure resulting from SLS 
processing, (b): area of (a) taken at twice the magnification. Inset in (a) is a selected area 
diffraction pattern of a twinned sub-grain region. 

[4-9], that one could encounter more complicated transformation behavior in ultra-thin Si films, 
which in turn can lead to more varied microstructures than have been observed in thicker films. 
The experimental results we report and analyze in this investigation reveal that this is indeed the 

EXPERIMENT 

The test samples consisted of 250-Ä-thick PECVD a-Si films, deposited on Si02 buffer- 
layer (3000Ä PECVD) coated Corning 1737 glass substrates. SLS crystallization was conducted 
using a XeCI (308 nm wavelength) excimer laser (Lambda Physik LPX 315i) with FWHM pulse 
duration of 28 nsec. The laser pulses were projected through a cylindrical lens system to pro- 
duce beamlets -2 um wide incident on the a-Si film surface. The substrate was spatially trans- 
lated perpendicular to the slits between pulses at distances of 0.2 - 0.5 \lm per pulse. Both en- 
ergy density and per-pulse translation distance were varied during SLS to produce a parametric 
plot that gives information about the microstructures produced at these conditions, from which a 
process window for continuous SLS (i.e., continuous growth of grains) can be obtained. The 
discontinuous SLS (agglomeration) regime was defined as the set of processing conditions for 
which discontinuations of the grains (agglomeration) were (was) detected in the processed film. 

In order to understand the phenomenological details encountered during the C-SLG process 
(which constitutes the basis of the SLS process) the microstructures in regions irradiated by indi- 
vidual pulses using the above configuration were examined in detail. The film was irradiated at 
various laser energy densities. Microstructural analyses were conducted using TEM, SEM, and 
optical microscopy. Secco etching was performed prior to optical and SEM analysis. TEM sam- 
ples were obtained by detaching portions of the film from the glass substrate using chemical 
etching of the buffer layer and substrate. 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows an area of a 250-Ä-thick Si film directionally crystallized by the SLS proc- 
ess using a per-pulse translation distance of 0.5 u.m. The parametric plot in Fig. 2 reveals a 
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Figure 2. Parametric analysis of the SLS 
process for 250 A film, showing continuous 
SLS process window. Squares and circles in- 
dicate the continuous SLS and the agglomera- 
tion threshold, respectively. 

Figure 3. SEM image of microstructure result- 
ing from single-pulse irradiation of 250 Ä 
film. White arrows indicate areas of the film 
preferentially removed by Secco etching. 

parameter domain in which directionally solidified microstructure (i.e., continuous SLS) is ob- 
tained. For a given per-pulse translation distance, the energy density window for obtaining con- 
tinuous SLS was found to be smaller than for thicker films, roughly 20% of the mean energy 
density at a per-pulse translation distance of 0.3 (im, compared to -30% for films 500 A and 
thicker [10]. As was the case for thicker films [1], sub-grain boundaries, grain boundaries, and 
twins were found in SLS-crystallized ultra-thin films (Fig.l). The distance between the sub- 
grain boundaries was roughly 0.15 - 0.2 |im. One of the more prominent microstructural charac- 
teristics of the SLS-processed ultra-thin films is that most of the crystallized grains contained a 
high density of twins, as can be seen in Fig.l and the inset selected-area diffraction image. 

Figures 3 and 4 show SEM and TEM images, respectively, of C-SLG microstructure result- 
ing from single-pulse irradiation that induced complete melting within the irradiated portion of 
the film. From the SEM image, one can observe that the overall microstructural pattern is 
roughly similar to that typically obtained from thicker films [3]: two areas of small grains 
(marked "I" in Fig.3); two columns of large elongated grains (II), and a central region consisting 
of highly defective areas intermixed with small microcrystalline grains (III). There are also two 
rows of grains (D and E in Fig.4-b) on the border of Regions II and III, with protrusions appear- 
ing as white spots between these rows (Fig.3). 

However, TEM analysis clearly reveals features that are not observed in thicker films, in the 
area of Region II that borders Region III (Fig.4-b). These are labeled as area (B), in which the 
microstructure is highly defective, and (C), in which there appear to be no identifiable crystalline 
features. These are identified as the regions preferentially removed by Secco etching, observed 
in SEM (white arrows in Fig.3). The C-SLG microstructures of thicker films do not contain such 
defective regions, as the region corresponding to Region II consists entirely of large grains such 
as those in area (A). 

Therefore, the observed microstructures in Region II, labeled (A) - (E) along the direction of 
the black arrow (Fig.4-b), are as follows: (A) elongated crystalline grains (some containing a 
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Figure 4. TEM images of typical C-SLG microstructure observed in 250 Ä films, 
(b) is enlarged view of inset area in (a); labeled microstructures are described in text. 

high density of twins), (B) highly defective region, (C) an amorphous-like region where no crys- 
talline features are visible, and (D) re-appearance of crystalline material in the form of a row of 
non-equiaxed grains; in Region III adjacent to (D), there is also a parallel row of crystalline non- 
equiaxed grains (E). 

The lateral lengths of (A) and (II) are plotted versus incident laser energy density in Fig.5. 
The trend is similar to that of C-SLG distance in thicker films in that with increasing energy den- 
sity, the total length of (II) and the length of (A) increase, and the width of the central equiaxed 
region (III) decreases (i.e., the total length of the remaining irradiated cross-section increases) 
[3]. At relatively high incident energy density, the highly-defective/amorphous regions (B, C) 
become less pronounced, though the grains identified in (D) increase in length. 

DISCUSSION 

As can be observed from Fig. 4, C-SLG microstructure obtained in ultra-thin films is largely similar to, 
but contains certain features that make it distinct from, that obtained in thicker films. The primary micro- 
structural difference we recognize as being harmful for SLS - but fundamentally interesting - pertains to 
the appearance of extremely defective and microcrystalline/amorphous regions (B, C) within the C-SLG 
microstructure. 

Based on what has been established about the C-SLG process [3] and rapid solidification 
behavior of Si, we propose that the basic C-SLG melting and solidification scenario for ultra-thin 
films remains the same as the established C-SLG scenario (i.e., lateral growth commencing from 
a pre-existing solid-liquid interface until it terminates by coming into contact with another solidi- 
fication front, which may originate from nucleated grains or the opposing C-SLG growth front). 
According to this interpretation, the structures (B), (C) and (D) are formed, in that order, during 
lateral growth (i.e., in the same manner as (A)). It is argued that the difference in the microstruc- 
ture observable in (B) and (C) with that of (A) originates from the breakdown in epitaxial growth 
during the lateral solidification. This breakdown, we further argue, stems from the deeper inter- 
facial undercooling - associated with thinner Si films and arising from reduction of interfacial 
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Figure 5. The length of epitaxial lateral 
growth (A) indicated by squares, and the 
total lateral growth distance (Region II) in- 
dicated by triangles, plotted versus the la- 
ser energy density, normalized to the val- 
ues in Fig.2. 

recalescence - that dips below a threshold value, 
the point below which solidification no longer 
proceeds epitaxially. 

Thus, according to this model, it is pos- 
sible to account for the entire microstructural 
pattern observed in Region II by simply keeping 
track of the interface temperature during lateral 
solidification and the commensurate sequence of 
the lateral solidification as follows. After the 
maximum extent of melting is reached, the lat- 
eral epitaxial growth initiates as the interface 
temperature finds itself below the melting point, 
resulting in large grains (A). As the interface 
temperature continuously decreases and eventu- 
ally drops below a certain threshold value 
(which must presumably be close to but higher 
than the full interfacial amorphization thresh- 
old), the lateral growth proceeds non-epitaxial ly 
(B, C). Concurrently, within the central portion 
of the completely melted area (region III), deep 
supercooling of the bulk liquid triggers copious 
nucleation followed by rapid growth ahead of 
the interface (beyond the characteristic nucleation denuded zone caused by interfacial recales- 
cence [11]). As the C-SLG growth front approaches the growing solids in Region III, the latent 
heat of transformation released from the growing nuclei combined with that released from the C- 
SLG interface causes a rise in interface temperature to a value above the threshold, resulting in a 
return to crystal-growth mode of solidification (D), at which point many grains appear and grow 
laterally. The grains identified in region (E) are formed when lateral growth proceeds, also with 
increasing interfacial temperature, from the nucleated solids into the nucleation-denuded zone. 

Such experimental results and the interpretation are mostly consistent with previous 
works that investigated far-from equilibrium solidification behavior of Si. Over the past two 
decades, it has been predicted [4], observed [5-7], and established [7,9] that, given sufficient un- 
dercooling of the interface (and commensurate increase in growth rate), liquid Si transforms to a- 
Si via interfacial amorphization (i.e., a discontinuous first order phase transition). Although it is 
not fully certain whether the structure in (C) is fully amorphous, merely extremely defective, or a 
mixture of amorphous and microcrystalline regions, it is certain that the conditions encountered 
during lateral growth have produced interface undercooling and interface velocities that are on 
the order of the values associated with the interfacial amorphization threshold. Indeed, numeri- 
cal analyses of C-SLG in 1000 A films have approximated the quasi-steady-state lateral growth 
velocities to be in the range of 10 m/sec [9], a value approaching those obtained for the amorphi- 
zation during vertical re-growth (e.g., 15 m/sec for (100) orientation) [8]. As the lateral growth 
velocities during C-SLG of ultra-thin films are presumably higher (i.e., deeper interfacial under- 
cooling is attained), the appearance of non-epitaxial growth is not surprising, and, in fact, ex- 
pected. We plan to conduct additional experimental and analytical work in order to clarify the 
physical details associated with the breakdown of epitaxial growth and the re-emergence of crys- 
talline lateral growth observed in these films. 
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As regards the SLS processing of ultra-thin films, the above result shows that only the 
initial epitaxial crystalline growth (i.e., the pre-breakdown portion) is useful for producing con- 
tinuous directionally crystallized material. Subsequently, even though the total lateral growth 
length may be in the range of 0.8 - 1.5 |j.m, the corresponding lengths of the laterally grown 
crystalline region that is useful for SLS (i.e., the effective C-SLG distance) ranges from 0.6 p.m 
to 0.9 p.m. This reduction in the effective SLG distance due to the interfacial breakdown of epi- 
taxial growth, we believe, is one of the main factors responsible for the decrease in the process 
window beyond that expected according to the thickness-dependent trends observed in thicker 
films. 

The observed average sub-grain boundary spacing of-0.2 (im is consistent with the value 
that can be predicted based on the general trend obtained from SLS-processed films of greater 
thickness [12]. As noted earlier, a distinct microstructural feature of the SLS processed ultra-thin 
films corresponds to the prevalence of twins within a large fraction of grains (Fig.4). This ob- 
servation is in sharp contrast to the results obtained in 500Ä films, in which twinning defects are 
rarely found [13]. Although the precise origin of this difference is yet to be revealed in detail, 
we presently feel that it is also likely to be associated with the interfacial undercooling in the 
present films approaching the threshold associated with breakdown of epitaxial growth. 

The above model and discussions suggest that even deeper interfacial undercooling dur- 
ing lateral solidification that will be experienced, for example, in thinner films, with more con- 
ductive substrates, and/or using laser pulses of shorter duration, will result in more prompt 
breakdown of the crystalline growth and full interfacial amorphization during lateral growth (as 
well as thorough amorphization within the central region, where the transformation is triggered 
by nucleation [7]). The model also indicates that it will be possible to prevent such a breakdown 
in the epitaxial growth (i.e., sustain the interface temperature well above the amorphization 
threshold), by properly adjusting external parameters. This can be accomplished, for instance, 
by decreasing the effective heat conduction into the substrate, applying substrate heating, and/or 
by increasing the laser pulse duration. 

This work was funded by DARPA under project N66001-98-1-8913. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have proposed and fabricated a new poly-Si TFT that employs selectively doped 
regions between the source and drain in order to reduce leakage current without the 
sacrifice of the on current. In the proposed poly-Si TFTs, the selectively doped regions 
where doping concentration is identical to that of source/drain, reduce the effective 
channel length during the on state. Under the off state, the selectively doped regions 
may reduce the lateral electric field induced in the depletion region near drain so that 
the leakage current reduces considerably. The experimental data of the proposed TFT 
shows that it has the high on-current, low leakage current and low threshold voltage 
when compared with conventional TFT. The fabrication steps for the proposed TFT are 
reduced because ion-implantation for source/drain and selectively doped regions is 
performed simultaneously prior to an excimer laser irradiation. It should be noted that, 
in the proposed TFT, only one excimer laser annealing is required while two excimer 
laser annealing steps are required in conventional TFT. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the active matrix liquid crystal display (AMLCD) application, low temperature 
poly-Si thin-film transistors (TFTs) fabricated by excimer laser annealing have been 
widely investigated due to high mobility and integration of pixel and peripheral circuit 
on the inexpensive glass substrate [1]. However, the leakage current is considerably 
high due to the trap density of grain boundary [2]. It is well known that leakage current 
is originated from the electron-hole generation stimulated by electric field via trap-state 
on the grain boundary. Most previously reported structures, such as LDD (Lightly 
Doped Drain), undoped offset, successfully reduce the leakage current of poly-Si TFTs 
by the reduction of the electric field in the depletion region near the drain. However, in 
those device structures, the on current is also decreased due to high resistive region of 
LDD or undoped offset so that on/off current ratio is decreased [3,4]. 

The purpose of our work is to propose and fabricate a new poly-Si TFT structure 
with selectively doped region between source and drain in order to improve the on/off 
current characteristics simultaneously. In the proposed poly-Si TFT, we employ the 
selectively doped regions in the active layer by an ion implantation as well as ion 
shower and the doping concentration of implanted ions is identical to that of 
source/drain. 
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DEVICE STRUCTURE AND EXPERIMENT 

The proposed poly-Si TFT has the selectively doped regions with in the active layer 
as shown in Figure.!. The selectively doped regions are orderly located and their 
doping concentration is identical to source/drain because ion-implantation steps for the 
selectively doped regions and the source/drain are achieved by one masking step prior 
to excimer laser irradiation. Figure. 2 shows the schematic sketch of device operation 
under the on- and off state. Under the off state, the selectively doped region may 
redistribute the lateral electric field throughout the active layer. By inserting selectively 
doped regions into the active layer, a few potential barriers are located between the 
source and drain, which results in the lateral field reduction in the depletion region near 
the drain. As shown in Figure.2 (a), the depletion region, where peak electric field is 
located, exists at the undoped/n+ doped region interface and reduces the electric field 
induced near the drain. Due to the relaxed electric field, the leakage current of the 
proposed TFT can be considerably reduced. Under the on state, the effective channel 
length is equivalent to the summation of undoped region length, Lefr = L, + L2 + L3, as 
shown in Figure.2 (b). As the effective channel length become smaller, the on current 
characteristics can be increased considerably when compared with conventional or 
conventional LDD TFT. 
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source drain 

1 
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*■ 

source drain 

A 

Ld 

selectively doped region 

\~\: phosphorous 
doped region 

«~Lg 

Ld = 3 ~ 7 um ( one selectively doped region) 
Ld/Lg = 1/1, 2/2 urn (multiple doped region) 

Figure. 1 the device structure of the proposed poly-Si TFT 
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Figure. 2 the device operation of the proposed TFT under on and off state 
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Figure. 3 shows the key fabrication step of the proposed TFT. The mask step for 
selectively doped region and source/drain is carried out using the mask pattern shown 
in Figure. 1 and phosphorous ion-implantation is performed at 30keV with dosage of 5 
x 10 /cm . After removing masking layer, XeCl excimer laser annealing is carried out 
in order to recrystallize a-Si film whose thickness is 800Ä and to activate the 
implanted ions simultaneously. After the patterning of recrystallized active layer, a 
1000Ä thick TEOS oxide and a 4000Ä thick aluminum layer is deposited on the active 
layer. Aluminum layer is patterned using RIE and finally, metallization and passivation 
are achieved to complete device fabrication. 

The advantage of the proposed TFT over conventional one, in device fabrication, is 
that the proposed TFT requires only one ion-implantation step prior to excimer laser 
annealing while conventional LDD TFT requires two ion-implantation steps. In 
addition, the proposed TFT requires only one laser annealing step while conventional 
or conventional LDD TFT requires additional excimer laser annealing step because 
excimer laser irradiation is needed to recrystallize active layer and to activate the 
implanted ions in the proposed TFT fabrication. It should be also noted that the 
parasitic resistance of the source/drain is reduced by high-density laser irradiation 
because the activation probability for source/drain region is more efficient than that of 
conventional TFT process [5]. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

We fabricated two types of poly-Si TFTs with single selectively doped region and 
that with multiple doped regions. Figure.4 (a) shows the transfer characteristics of 
poly-Si TFT with one selectively doped region located in the middle of active layer. 
Under the on state, the on current and threshold characteristics are improved 
considerably compared with conventional TFT. In case of Ld=7u.m, the on current and 
threshold voltage are 0.3mA and 3.6V respectively while, in conventional one, the on 
current and threshold voltage are 0.07mA and 7.6V respectively. Under the off state, 
the leakage current of the proposed TFT is lower than that of conventional one by the 
magnitude of 1 order due to the lateral electric field relaxation near drain under the off 
state. High on/off current ratio as high as 10s orders is obtained when doped length is 
7|im and channel length is 10u,m. 

in the proposed TFTs, the on current is increased and leakage current is reduced. 
This is the very unique characteristic of the proposed TFT with low leakage current 
and high on current. In the most previously reported poly-Si TFT structures, leakage 
current is decreased but the on current is also decreased due to the addition of high 
resistive region in device structure. However, in our TFTs, the on current is much 
higher than that of conventional one due to the short effective channel length. 

Figure.4 (b) shows the transfer characteristics of the TFT with multiple doped 
regions. We designed the selectively doped stripes with Ld/Lg = 1/1, 2/2[u.m] which 
are repeatedly arranged between source and drain as shown in Figure. 1. In case of TFT 
with multiple doped regions, leakage current is much lower than that of TFT with 
single selectively doped region. In case of 1/1 TFT in Figure.4 (b), five potential 
barriers are formed between the source and drain so that the leakage current is 
significantly reduced compared with TFT that has one selectively doped region 
because the number of potential barriers formed by multiple doped regions is increased. 
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Figure. 4 the transfer characteristics of the TFT with selectively doped region 

The on current of the proposed TFT is also improved due to short effective channel 
length. In our experiment, Imax/lmin of the 1/1 TFT is up to 108 while that of the 
conventional one is 3 x 10 . 

CONCLUSION 

We propose and fabricate a new poly-Si TFT with selectively doped region 
successfully. In the proposed TFT, there is the unique property of poly-Si TFT with 
low leakage current and high on current. By inserting selectively doped region into the 
active layer, the effective channel length is significantly reduced under the on state and 
leakage current can be considerably reduced under the off state. The number of process 
steps required in new poly-Si TFT can be reduced compared with conventional LDD 
TFT because ion-implantation for selectively doped regions and source/drain are 
performed prior to excimer laser annealing so that only one ELA process step is 
required while two ELA steps, that is, recrystallization and activation, are required. 
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ABSTRACT 

We report the oxide charging effects on metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) structure 

caused by PH3/He ion shower doping. The parallel negative shift of flat-band voltage occurred 

for the ion-doped PETEOS samples even after thermal annealing. When the ion dose was 

higher, this shift was larger. These results show that a considerable amount of positive charges 

were induced inside the oxide films after PH3/He ion shower doping process. For the same ion 

dose, the flat-band voltage shift is larger when the thickness of PETEOS is thicker. When the 

ion dose was 1.5xl0,7cm"2 and the thickness of PETEOS was 80nm, the shift of flat-band 

voltage was larger than -TV. We can conclude that PH3/He ion shower doping process induces 

the positive charges, which result in the flat band voltage shift of MOS capacitors, in the bulk 

oxide films when oxide films are exposed to ion shower doping. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) thin film transistor (TFT) employing the excimer laser 

annealing is a promising device for active matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCDs) due to its 

high mobility and large current capability [1]. For source and drain doping in large-area 

processing, low-energy ion shower doping technique using a broad ion beam without mass 

separation and beam scanning is widely used instead of conventional ion implantation 

techniques [2,3]. 

It is well known that plasma process usually causes electrostatic charging damages to the 

integrity of gate oxide [4]. Recently, it has been reported that the oxide charging damages 

during the hydrogen plasma passivation would antagonize the effect of hydrogenation [5]. Also, 
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it has been found that the hydrogen plasma passivation applied on metal oxide semiconductor 

(MOS) structure induces positive charges in the oxide, causing the flat band voltage shift of 

device [6]. 

However, the oxide charging effects by ion shower doping have been reported scarcely. 

Unlike conventional plasma treatments, the ions diffused from plasma region to acceleration 

mesh are accelerated by a potential difference between the mesh and a sample stage and are 

radiated onto samples in the ion shower apparatus [2,3]. Charge accumulation during the ion 

shower doping is effectively suppressed using the double meshes, that is, acceleration mesh and 

grounded mesh [2]. While PH3/He ion shower doping is performed, various positive ions, such 

as H , P , PH+ etc., are radiated on samples and implanted into them. Oxides should be 

damaged by these ions like the case of ion implantation [7]. 

The purpose of our work is to report the oxide charging effects on MOS structure caused 

by PH3/He ion shower doping. From high frequency (1 MHz) capacitance-voltage (C-V) 

characteristics, we have verified that considerable amount of positive charges were induced 

inside the oxide films after PH3/He ion shower doping process. 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A Plasma-enhanced tetra-ethyl-ortho-silicate (PETEOS) film was deposited at 390°C on p- 

type silicon (Si) wafer with the resistivity of about lOQcm. The thickness of PETEOS films 

was 40nm and 80nm. The ion shower doping was performed for some samples using RF 

plasma source (I3.56MHz) at room temperature. Doping source was gas mixture of 1% PH3 

diluted in He and pressure was about lO^Torr. The diameter of ion beam was about 20cm and 

the ion current density was fixed at 20uA/cm2. The acceleration voltage was 6kV and the ion 

doping time was varied from 10min to 20min. The resultant ion dose was 7.5xl0,6cm"2 and 

1.5xl0"cm"2, respectively. After aluminum (Al) metallization, samples were thermal-annealed 

at 400°C for 2hours. This post-annealing step is required to activate dopants and to cure 

damages in poly-Si films exposed to ion shower doping. In order to observe the practical 

situation, this annealing step was performed. We have investigated high frequency (1MHz) 
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capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristics. 

Figure 1 shows high frequency C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors without and with 

ion shower doping after thermal annealing. The thickness of PETEOS was 40nm. It is noted 

that the parallel negative shift of flat-band voltage occurred for the ion-doped PETEOS 

samples. The flat-band voltage shift of PETEOS exposed to ion shower doping with the ion 

dose of 7.5xlOl6cm"2 was -1.6V. This result shows that a considerable amount of positive 

charges indeed were induced inside the oxide films after PH3/He ion shower doping process. 

Since the penetration depth is less than 15nm even in Si films [2], the ions cannot penetrate into 

Si substrate. Therefore, it is assumed that the degradation of Si02/Si interface is negligible. 

Therefore, PH3/He ion shower doping process induces the positive charges, which result in the 

flat band voltage shift of MOS capacitors, in the bulk oxide films when oxide films are exposed 

to ion shower doping. 
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Figure 1. High frequency (1MHz) C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors without and with ion 

shower doping after thermal annealing. The thickness of PETEOS is 40nm. 

High frequency C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors for 80nm-thick PETEOS without 
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and with ion shower doping after thermal annealing are shown in figure 2. For PETEOS 

samples exposed to ion shower doping, the ion dose was 7.5xl016cm"2 and 1.5xl0,7cm"2, 

respectively. The parallel negative shift of flat-band voltage occurred for PETEOS samples 

exposed to ion shower doping like the case of figure 1. When the ion dose was higher, this shift 

was larger. When the ion dose was 1.5xl0"cm"2, the shift of flat-band voltage was larger than - 

7V. For the same ion dose, the flat-band voltage shift is larger in case of 80nm-thick PETEOS. 
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Figure 2. High frequency C-V characteristics o/MOS capacitors without and with ion shower 

doping. The thickness of PETEOS is 80nm. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We report the oxide charging effects on MOS structure caused by PH3/He ion shower 

doping. From high frequency (1MHz) capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristics, we have 

verified that a considerable amount of positive charges were induced inside the oxide films 

after PH3/He ion shower doping process. The parallel negative shift of flat-band voltage 

occurred for the ion-doped PETEOS samples even after thermal annealing at 400°C for 2 hours. 
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This shift was larger when the ion dose was higher. For the same ion dose, the flat-band voltage 

shift is larger when the thickness of PETEOS is thicker. These results show that a considerable 

amount of positive charges were incorporated inside the oxide films after PH3/He ion shower 

doping process. When the ion dose was 1.5xl017cm"2 and the thickness of PETEOS was 80nm, 

the shift of flat-band voltage was larger than -7V. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present device-related experimental results that quantitatively reveal the effect of vary- 
ing the active channel/grain-boundary misorientation on the resulting TFT characteristics. Spe- 
cifically, using low-temperature SLS processes, we have fabricated and analyzed n-channel and 
p-channel devices (40 urn width x 8 urn length) with three different orientations of the channel 
with respect to the grain boundaries: parallel, 45° inclined, and perpendicular on Corning 1737 
glass substrates. 

The results reveal that the TFTs with the best (worst) characteristics were obtained for the 
devices with parallel (perpendicular) alignment. In general, for both n- and p-channel devices, 
the most prominent orientation-dependent effects were observed in the values of the field effect 
mobilities, which were 340, 227, and 141 cmVVsec for n-channel devices and 145, 105, and 80 
cm2/Vsec for p-channel devices, in the order of increasing orientation mismatch. In contrast, no 
notable effect was manifested in the leakage currents, while small effects were seen for the sub- 
threshold slopes and threshold voltages. The degradation of device performance under hot- 
carrier stress was found to decrease with increasing orientation mismatch. 

INTRODUCTION 

Integration of TFT-LCD panels by fabricating the gate driver and data driver circuits onto 
the same thin Si film on an insulating substrate demands higher TFT device performance than is 
available with conventional ELA-processed poly-Si TFTs. The channel mobility for poly-Si 
TFTs fabricated on films crystallized using conventional ELA methods is -140 cm /Vsec for n- 
channel devices and -60 cm2/Vsec for p-channel devices, values that are insufficient for the op- 
eration of driver circuits, restricting the use of TFTs for those devices. 

The first step in improving device performance in TFTs is to improve the quality of the Si 
thin film. For poly-Si TFTs, the electrical properties of the device are limited by the presence of 
grain boundaries in the channel region. In particular, channel mobility is limited by the forma- 
tion of potential barriers at the grain boundaries, which are the result of trapping states due to 
dangling bonds [1]. Therefore, improvement in electrical properties of polycrystalline Si thin 
films can be achieved by reducing the number of grain-boundaries and by controlling their loca- 
tion within the channel region [2]. The Sequential Lateral Solidification (SLS) method [3-6] has 
been developed to achieve this goal by controlling the location and orientation of grain bounda- 
ries or by eliminating grain boundaries in the channel region altogether. For example, the direc- 
tional solidification form of SLS produces material with long, roughly parallel grains and grain 
boundaries [5]. 

Devices fabricated on Si films directionally solidified using the SLS-process were found to 
exhibit device characteristics superior to those fabricated on films crystallized using the 
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Figure 1. Experimental configu- 
ration: Schematic representa- 
tions of TFT devices in various 
orientations (above), and illustra- 
tion of the relative orientation 
mismatch of TFT channels with 
respect to grain boundaries of di- 
rectionally solidified SLS- 
processed film (shown in SEM 
picture at right). 

conventional ELA process [7], the microstructure of which consists of randomly located equi- 
axed grains. ' H 

In this study, the SLS method was used to directionally crystallize a-Si films on glass sub- 
strates for fabrication of TFTs. The devices were aligned relative to the long grain-boundaries in 
three configurations: parallel, perpendicular, and at a 45 degree angle, in order to investigate the 
effect that the relative orientations have on the electrical properties of the device We were able 
to confirm that the optimum device performance was obtained when the channel direction was 
aligned parallel to the grain boundaries. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

As Corning 1737 glass panels were used as the substrate material for the coplanar n- and p- 
channel TFTs. All processes, including dehydrogenation annealing, were conducted at tempera- 
tures under 400°C. First, an Si02 buffer layer 3000- A -thick was deposited by PECVD on the 
glass substrate. Then, the 1000 A precursor a-Si film - the active layer - was deposited and the 
active channels were patterned as islands of a-Si. The active channel islands were oriented paral- 
lel perpendicular, and 45° relative to the direction of SLS crystallization as shown in Figure 1 in 
order to study the effect the number of grain boundaries in the channel region has on the device 
performance. The source and drain regions were doped with n- or p-type doses before the SLS 
crystallization step, which activates the dopants. 

A pulsed excimer laser beam (Lambda Physik LPX 315i, with discharge wavelength of 308 
nm, using XeCl as discharge gas) shaped into a long linear beamlet was used to directionally 
crystallize the a-Si film [5]. In this method, each pulse melted a linear region ~2 urn wide and 
several cm long, and was translated -0.5 urn relative to the previous pulse in the direction per- 
pendicular to the line of the beam.  The beam was shaped by passing the beam through a long 
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slit, then projecting it onto the target film with a cylindrical lens [4]. Long grains form parallel to 
the direction of translation of the beamlet, which is typical of the SLS process. 

Afterwards, the gate insulator, a 1000-A-thick Si02 layer, was deposited, and metallic gate 
contacts were formed by depositing and patterning Al and Mo. The patterning was performed so 
that there would be no overlap of the gate electrode with the source or the drain regions. An 
SiC>2 film and a SiNx film were deposited in succession to form a passivation layer. After pat- 
terning of a contact hole, ITO film was deposited and patterned to form the gate, source, and 
drain electrodes, to complete the fabrication of the TFT. The channel width and length of the 
devices fabricated for this study were 40 u,m and 8 urn, respectively. 

The device performance characteristics of TFTs with different degrees of active chan- 
nel/grain boundary mismatch were measured and compared. In addition to the basic device 
characteristics (I-V curves, mobility, leakage current etc.) at room temperature, measurements on 
the effects of hot carrier stress were conducted. In the subsequent sections, Vd, Vg, and Id refer 
to drain voltage, gate voltage, and drain current, respectively. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows an SEM image of SLS-processed directionally crystallized film and sche- 
matic diagrams illustrating and indicating the misorientation of the fabricated TFT channels rela- 
tive to the (roughly) unidirectional grain boundaries. The grains are continuous and generally 
free of grain boundaries in the solidification direction, but in the direction perpendicular to the 
direction of solidification, the grain boundary spacing is roughly 3000 A. Therefore, the average 
number of grain boundaries in the 8u.m long channel could be calculated to be zero for the de- 
vices parallel to the grain boundaries, 26 for the devices perpendicular to the grain boundaries, 
and 18 for the devices at a 45° angle. 

Figure 2 shows the TFT characteristics according to the relative orientation of the active 
channels and the directionally solidified grains. The values of channel mobility for the parallel 
case were 340cm2/Vsec for n-channel devices and 145 cmVVsec for p-channel devices, whereas 
for the perpendicular case, the values were 141 cm2/Vsec and 80 cmVVsec, respectively. For the 
case of 45° misorientation, the values were 227 cm2/Vsec and 105 cm2/Vsec, which are interme- 
diate. These results show clear dependence of device performance on the number of grain 
boundaries in the channel region, or grain-boundary density, per orientation. 

We have also confirmed that other device characteristics such as sub-threshold slope and 
threshold voltage also show a similar dependence on grain-boundary density. For the parallel 
case, when the number of grain boundaries in the channel region is minimized, the values of sub- 
threshold slope and threshold voltage are 0.46 V/dec and 1.1 V respectively for n-channel de- 
vices, 0.38 V/dec and -2.1 V for p-channel devices. The values for the perpendicular case, where 
the number of grain boundaries in the channel is maximized, are 0.56 V/dec and 2.0 V for n- 
channel, 0.68 V/dec and -3.1 V for p-channel devices. The case of 45° misorientation again pro- 
duces intermediate values; 0.47 V/dec and 1.4 V for n-channel, and 0.46 V/dec and -2.5 V. 

Figure 3 shows the change in the device output characteristics under hot-carrier stress of n- 
channel TFTs aligned parallel, perpendicular, and 45° to the grain boundaries. It was found that 
the devices aligned parallel to the grain boundaries - and therefore had the highest mobilities - 
were affected the most by hot carrier stress. 

This result is consistent with the view that hot-carrier stress is a result of high electric fields 
in the drain region. Carriers are trapped at the grain boundaries in the channel region, resulting 
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Figure 2.  Comparison of n- and p-channel TFT output curves (top) and characteristics (bottom 
charts) depending on the relative orientation of the channel with the direction of solidification. 

in reduction of the electric field in the drain. Reduction in the electric field decreases the mobil- 
ity on the one hand, but also decreases electron-hole pair production in the drain region arising 
from impact ionization, resulting a reduced hot carrier stress effect on the TFT performance. In 
devices parallel to the grain boundaries, the mobility values decreased from 325 cmVVsec to 187 
cm /Vsec after stress. In the devices perpendicular to the grain boundaries, the decrease was 
from 129 cm /Vsec to 120 cm /Vsec. Hot carrier stress did not have any significant effects on 
sub-threshold slope or threshold voltage. 

The superior hot-carrier performance of devices fabricated on SLS-processed films with 
channels parallel to the grain boundaries, as compared to ELA-processed films - despite the 
greater number of grain boundaries in the latter- that was reported in Reference 6 is attributed to 
the improved surface roughness of SLS-processed films compared with that of ELA-processed 
films. Surface roughness is considered to be a source of defect states that contribute to the hot- 
carrier effect. 

SUMMARY 

We have confirmed that the number of grain boundaries in the channel region indeed has an 
effect on the device performance. The microstructure of the SLS-processed directionally solidi- 
fied material enabled us to control the number of grain boundaries in the channel region, and to 
observe drastic decreases in the device performance with increasing grain boundary density. 
This dependence of device performance on relative orientation of the channel with respect to 
long unidirectional grains and grain boundaries is in agreement with results that have been re- 
ported by others [8]. 
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Figure 3. Output curves (top) and device characteristics (bottom chart) relating to hot carrier 
stress performance of devices according to the relative orientation of the channel with the direc- 
tion of solidification. Solid lines are the output curves before stress, and dashed lines are the out- 
put curves after stress. Stress conditions: Vg = Vth, Vd = 15V, Stress time = 1 hour 

However, increasing grain boundary density mitigates the degradation of performance due to 
hot-carrier stress, resulting in better device reliability. Similar grain-boundary density- 
dependence of the hot-carrier stress performance has been observed in conventional ELA poly-Si 
TFTs, and can be remedied by the implementation of a gate overlapped lightly doped drain 
(GOLDD) device architecture [9]. 
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